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Abstract

This volume is one of an extended series which brings together

the previously published papers, monographs, abstracts, and bibli-

ographies by NBS authors dealing with the precision measurement

of specific physical quantities and the calibration of the related

metrology equipment. The contents have been selected as being useful

to the standards laboratories of the United States in tracing to NBS
standards the accuracies of measurement needed for research work,

factory production, or field evaluation.

Volume 2 contains reprints through June 1967 covering the

general topics: Uncertainties, Temperature Scales, Resistance Ther-

mometry, Thennoelectric Themiometry, Liquid-in-Glass Thermom-
etry, Optical Pyrometry, and Spectroscopic Thermometry. A selected

bibliography covering the period from January 1953 through

December 1965 is included.
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Foreword

In the 1950's the tremendous increase in industrial activity, particularly

in the missile and satellite fields, led to an unprecedented demand for precision

measurement, which, in turn, brought about the establishment of hundreds of

new standards laboratories. To aid these laboratories in transmitting the ac-

curacies of the national standards to the shops of industry, NBS in 1959 gathered

together and reprinted a number of technical papers by members of its staff

describing methods of precision measurements and the design and calibration

of standards and instruments. These reprints, representing papers written over

a period of several decades, were published as NBS Handbook 77, Precision

Measurement and Calibration, in three volumes: Electricity and Electronics;

Heat and Mechanics; Optics, Metrology, and Eadiation.

Some of the papers in Handbook 77 are still useful, but new theoretical

knowledge, improved materials, and increasingly complex experimental tech-

niques have so advanced the art and science of measurement that a new com-

pilation has become necessary. The present volume is part of a new reprint

collection, designated NBS Special Publication 300, which has been planned to

fill this need. Besides previously published papers by the NBS staff, the collec-

tion includes selected abstracts by both NBS and non-NBS authors. It is hoped

that this new compilation of several volumes will serve both as a textbook and as

a reference source for the many scientists and engineers who fill responsible po-

sitions in standards laboratories.

A. V. AsTiN, Director.
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Preface
The general plan for this compilation has been reviewed by the Information Committee

of the National Conference of Standards Laboratories. The plan calls for Special Publication

300 to be published in 12 volumes having the following titles and editors

:

Statistical Concepts and Procedures, H. H. Ku
Frequency and Time, A. H. Morgan
Electricity—Low Frequency, F. L. Hermach and R. F. Dziuba

Electricity—Radio Frequency, A. J. Estin

Heat, D. C. Ginnings

Temperature, J. F. Swindells

Mechanics, R. L. Bloss

Dimensional Metrology—Length and Angle, H. K. Hammond, III

Radiometry and Photometry, H. K. Hammond, III

Colorimetry and Image Optics, H. K. Hammond, III

Spectrochemical Analysis, B. F. Scribner

Ionizing Radiation, E. H. Eisenhower

This division of subject matter has been chosen to assure knowledgeable selection of content

rather than to attain uniform size. However, the larger volumes, of approximataly 600 pages,

will still be small enough for convenient handling in the laboratory. The compilation consists

primarily of original papers by NBS authors which have been reprinted by photoreproduc-

tion, with occasional updating of graphs or numerical data when this has appeared desirable.

In addition, some important publications by non-NBS authors, as well as publications by NBS
authoi-s that are too long to be included, are represented by abstracts or references.

Each volume has a subject index and author index, and within each volume, contents are

grouped by subtopics to facilitate browsing. Many entries follow the recent Bureau practice

of assigning several key words to each document. Each paper reproduced for the compilation

is essentially complete as originally published, retaining its original page numbers. In addi-

tion, all pages have been numbered in regular sequence throughout each volume. Thus, each

page carries the volume page number and the original page number, for example, 201-32. In

the index, an entry is referred to a volume number, boldface, and a volume page number, for

example, 2-201. A convenient list of SI (Systeme International) physical iinits and conver-

sion factors is to be found inside the back cover.

The publications listed herein for which a price is indicated are available from the Super-

intendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 (foreign

postage, one-fourth additional). Many documents in the various NBS nonperiodical series are

also available from the NBS Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information,

Springfield, Va. 22151. Reprints from the NBS Journal of Research or from non-NBS jour-

nals may sometimes be obtained directly from an author.

Suggestions as to the selection of papers which should be included in future editions will

be welcome. Current developments in measurement teclmology at NBS are covered in annual

seminars held at either the Gaithersburg (Maryland) or the Boulder (Colorado) laboratories.

These developments are summarized, along with a running list of publications by NBS
authors, in the monthly NBS Technical News Bulletin.

H. L. Mason,

Coordinator for Measurement Services

NBS Institute for Basic Standards.
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Editor's Note

With few exceptions, the papers are reprinted in this volume in unabridged

form. Since the NBS Provisional Scale of 1955 has not been specifically de-

scribed elsewhere in print, a paragraph explaining the Scale has been inserted

preceding the Technical News Bulletin note on "Corrections for use in low-

temperature platinum resistance thermometry".

Because the emphasis here is on measurement techniques, the actual tables

have been deleted from the two papers, "Reference tables for the Pt-SO percent

Rh versus Pt-6 percent Rh thermocouple", and "Reference tables for 40 per-

cent iridium-60 percent rhodium versus iridium thermocouples". Reprints, com-

plete with the tables, are available from the Heat Division, National Bureau of

Standards.

It should be pointed out that in several of these papers "Certificates" are

referred to, while under current NBS practice "Reports of Calibration" are

issued rather than certificates. Also, in 1964 the NBS adopted the "International

System of Units" for use by its staff, except where use of these imits would

obviously impair communication or would reduce the usefulness of a publica-

tion to the primary recipients. In this volume the units used by the authors have

been left as originally published. The list of recommended units is given inside

the back cover.

J. F. Swindells, Editor.
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Expression of the Uncertainties of Calibration

Churchill Eisenhart

Senior Research Fellow, National Bureau of Standards

AND

A Tabular Guide to Commonly Used Terms and Expression

H. H. Ku

Institute for Basic Standards
National Bureau of Standards

Synopsis

Final results and their respective uncertainties should be repoii^d in sen-

tence form whenever possible. The short-hand form "a.±&" should be avoided

in abstracts and summaries ; and never used without explicit explanation of its

connotation. If no explanation is given, many persons will take ±5, to signify

bounds to the inaccuracy of a. Others may assume that h is the "standard error,"

or the "probable error," of a, and hence the uncertainty of a is at least ±36, or

±4&, respectively. Still others may take h to be an indication merely of the im-

precision or dispersion of the individual measurements, that is, to be the "stand-

ard deviation," or the "average deviation," or the "probable error" of a SINGLE
observation. Each of these interpretations reflects a practice of which instances

can be found in current scientific literature.

The terms "standard deviation" and "standard error" should be reserved

to denote the canonical values for the measurement process, based on consider-

able recent experience with the measurement process or processes involved.

When there is insufficient recent experience, a value for the standard error (or

standard deviation) must often of necessity be computed by recognized statisti-

cal procedures from the same measurements as the reported value itself. To
avoid possible misunderstanding, in such cases, the term "computed standard

error" ("computed standard deviation") should be used.

If the uncertainty in the accepted value of a national standard or of some

fundamental constant of nature (e.g., in the volt as maintained at the National

Bureau of Standards, or in the acceleration of gravity g on the Potsdam basis)

is an important source of systematic error affecting the measurement of some

other quantity of primary interest, the "accepted value" actually utilized should

be given explicitly, and no allowance for possible systematic error from this

source should be included ordinarily, in evaluating over-all bounds to the sys-

tematic error of the quantity of primary interest.

In quoting a reported value and its associated uncertainty from the litera-

ture, the interpretation of the uncertainty quoted should be stated if given by

the author. If the interpretation is not known, a remark to this effect is in order.

No single form of expression for indicating the uncertainty of a reported

value is universally satisfactory. Different forms of expression are called for,
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depending on the relative magnitudes of the imprecision and likely bias, and
their relative importance in relation to the intended use of the reported value,

as well as to other possible uses to which it may be put.

Four distinct cases need to be recognized : ( 1 ) both systematic error and

imprecision negligible in relation to the requirements of the intended and likely

uses of the result; (2) systematic error not negligible, but imprecision negli-

gible; (3) neither systematic error nor imprecision negligible ; and (4) sys-

tematic error negligible, but imprecision not negligible.

Since imprecision and systematic error are distinctly different components

of inaccuracy, and are subject to different treatments and interpretations in

usage, two numerics, respectively, expressing the imprecision and bounds to the

systematic error of the reported result, should be used whenever both of these

errors are factors requiring consideration. Specific recommendations with re-

spect to each of the foregoing cases are given.

The annotated guide gives a comprehensive listing of commonly used

expressions of imprecision, systematic error, and uncertainty associated with a

reported value.

The companion papers of which the preceding is a synopsis, have been

submitted to technical journals for publication and are to be reprinted in full

in NBS Special Publication 300, Volume 1, Precision Measurement and Cali-

bration—Statistical Concepts and Procedures. (For an earlier version of the

first paper, see Chapter 23 of NBS Handbook 91, Experimental Statistics).*

•Available for $4.25 from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Ofllce, Wash-
ington. D.C. 20402.
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Reprinted from Temperature—Its Measurement and Control in Science and Industry, Vol. 3, Part, 1

1962 Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, N. Y.

6. The Thermodynamic Temperature Scale,

Its Definition and Realization

C. M. Herzfeld

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

REMARKS ON TEMPERATURE

Temperature is one of the primary quantities,

along with length, time, and mass, but it is a

different kind of concept than these. It is subtle,

in some ways, and requires very precise defini-

tion. Several papers in this volume treat various

aspects of the concept of temperature. Lindsay^

treats the basic concept of temperature, as ob-

tained in thermodynamics and statistical me-

chanics. The nature of non-equihbrium thermo-

djTiamics becomes important in non-equilibrium

systems, and is discussed by Callen.^ The ap-

proach to equilibrium can be worked out exactly

in detail for certain simple systems, and Shuler'

shows how instructive results can be obtained.

Certain general considerations about tempera-

ture are presented by McNish.^

Two basic points must be made concerning the

general concept of temperature:

(1) The thermodynamic concept of tempera-

ture is an ideahzation. It is based on considera-

tions of reversible processes, and of equihbrium.

But no real measurement is reversible, and no

real system is completely in equilibrium. (There

is always a heat leak somewhere.) The problem

is, therefore, to make the departures from equi-

librium slight. If this can be achieved, then sta-

tistical mechanics indicates that the results of

thermodynamics are correct in the limit of small

disturbances.

(2) For systems which are not wholly in ther-

modynamic equilibrium, but where the depar-

tures from it are slight, it is possible to assume

the existence of "local thermodjTiamic equilib-

rium," i.e., that the material in each small region

of space is in thermodynamic equilibrium with

itself, and in a steady state with respect to

changes involving neighboring regions of space.

It is then possible to ascribe a temperature to

this region, and the temperature will be a func-

tion of space and time.

These remarks may help to set this paper in a

suitable context of general ideas. The aims of this

paper are to give a general survey of the thermo-

dynamic temperature scale and to discuss both

its definition and its reahzation. The paper is

not addressed to the speciahst in temperature

scales and is an elementary introduction to the

more specialized papers which follow.

The matter of definition and realization of

temperature scales is a matter wherein great care

in analysis and experimentation is necessary.

This review will attempt to deal with the princi-

pal ideas and methods and will omit discussions

of experimental detail. For greater detail on a

variety of matters the reader will be referred to

other papers, some of them in these volumes.

Temperature scales can be devised in a variety

of ways. In principle, nearly every property of a

materia] which changes with temperature in a

well defined way can serve as a thermometric

substance, and the changes of this property

could be used to define a temperature scale.

Thus, for e.xample, the expansion of mercury

with temperature makes possible the mercury-

in-glass thermometer, and has been the basis of a

temperature scale. Let us denote temperature,

as measured on such an arbitrary scale, by t.

Some properties (and some materials) are better

than others for the estabhshment of a scale. It is

easy to see that the coefficient of thermal ex-

pansion of water would not provide a good ther-

mometer around 4°C. Its temperature variation

of density is such that answers obtained there

would be quite confusing. The variety of thermo-
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BASIC SCALES OF THERMOMETRY

metric systems (material and property) which

are of practical use is enormous. But is is obvious

that a temperature scale which is easily or fun-

damentally defined is desirable. In fact two such

scales exist. One is relatively easily defined, it is

the so-called International Practical Tempera-

ture Scale. It is discussed by Stimson.* The other

scale is easily given a good theoretical founda-

tion; it is the thermodynamic temperature scale.

It is defined using the laws of thermodynamics

and some additional arbitrary definitions (which

should be held to the theoretical minimum of

two definitions). It is a scale which is independ-

ent of the material used, or of the specific details

of the e.xperiment. In other words, it is a scale

which is as near to a true scale as it is possible

to come.

THE THERMODYNAMIC TEMPERATURE
SCALE DEFINED

The basic definition of the Thermodynamic

Temperature Scale is closely tied to the second

law of thermodynamics. A simple, but rigorous

definition can be given with the aid of the Carnot

heat engine. While the use of Carnot cycles is

perhaps never essential for thermodynamic deri-

vations, it provides a good method for demon-

stration and explanation. For a discussion of the

theory of Carnot cycles, see, for example, Zeman-

sky.*

Table 1

Q

-Q

q:

w'

w'

Q2

Qo

-Qo

Fig. 1. Heat engines used for the classical defini-

tion of the thermodynamic temperature scale.

7?"It it

VV OrK. \Jl OUUCcU m surrouna-
ings: W W" W"

TT J. • 1 1 1iieat withdrawn from reservoir

at ti : q[
Q'"

Heat withdrawn from reservoir

at ti :
Q'2 qI

Heat withdrawn from reservoir

at to

:

Qo Qo

Consider' three Carnot heat engines R', R",

and R'", which are connected to three heat

reservoirs, at temperatures <i , <2 , and to . (These

temperatures can be measured with any practical

thermometer which has a monotonic behavior,

i.e., one which does not produce the kind of am-

biguity the water-in-glass thermometer does

near 4°C.) Further, assume that ti > ti > to

.

Let the engines operate between the reservoirs

as indicated in Fig. 1, and let the arrows give

the directions of flow of heat. The relations of the

various quantities are then given in Table 1. The
Carnot engines can be run in a variety of ways.

Let them operate in such a direction that Q2',

Qo , and Qq are all negative. (This means that

heat flows into the reservoirs at <2 and to .) All

other heat flows and all work produced will

therefore be positive. It is obviously possible to

adjust the engines in such a way that

and

Qi = Qi

Q2 = -Q2

(1)

(2)

that is, equal amounts of heat flow into engines

R' and R'" from <i , and also, just as much heat

is taken out of t^ by R" as is put into it by R'.

Thus the reservoir <2 does not change its state

at all. The second law of thermodynamics re-

quires that

and

W + W" = w

Qo = Qo

(3)

(4)

This is obvious if we consider R' and R" as a

single engine, operating between the same two

reservoirs as R'", and withdrawing the same

amount of heat from ti

.

The second law of thermodynamics tells us

(among other things) that the efficiency of a

Carnot heat engine is a function of the temgpra-
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6. THE THERMODYNAMIC TEMPERATURE SCALE

tures of the two heat reservoirs only. This also

holds for the heats withdrawn from the reser-

voirs. Thus the following holds

Qi
(5)

with similar equations for Q2 /Q'h' and QJ'VQo"-
We may obtain a relation between f{ti , ti),

/(<2 , to) and /(<i , to) by using Eq. (1), (2) and

(4) in Eq. (5). This gives

fik, h) = -fik , to)

fik, to)

(6)

It is clear, however, that this last equation must

be independent of to , since /(<i , <2) cannot depend

on <o in any way. Hence we may rewrite Eq. (6)

as follows:

9l
Q2'

fill , <2)

gjti)

'

giti)
(7)

Here the right equality expresses the fact that

/(ii , <2) does not depend on to , and the left

equality restates Eq. (5). The great importance

of Eq. (7) is this: The heat absorbed from the

reservoir at temperature ti depends in the same

way on temperature ti , as the heat absorbed

from the reservoir at temperature ^2 depends on

t2. In other words, the function g{t) is a function

which holds for any temperature. (Note that

the temperature t was defined in terms of any

arbitrary, but well-behaved, thermometer.) The
fact that f{t) is a universal function of tempera-

ture allows one to use Eq. (7) as a definition of

a temperature scale. There are a variety of ways

in which this might be done. We will come back

to an examination of the alternatives below. The

modern definition of the Kelvin Thermodynamic

Temperature Scale is obtained by letting g{t) =

T. Then

Ti

T2'

9l
'Q2'

(8)

In other words, the ratio of the two temperatures

of the heat reservoirs is defined as equal to the

ratio of the heats absorbed from the two reser-

voirs. (The minus sign in Eq. (8) arises, of

course, from the way the heats are defined, and

from the fact that engine, R', actually delivers

heat to the reservoir at the lower temperature.)

There are a number of thermodynamic conse-

quences of this definition: (a) the state with

T = 0 cannot be reached in a finite number of

steps, (b) for reversible processes

^ = 0 (9)

when integrated around a closed path, and (c)

the temperature T is independent of the working

substance used in the thermometer.

We return now to a more careful examination

of the definition of T. Consider a Carnot engine

operating between temperatures t and t — dt (as

measured by any well-behaved thermometer).

The efficiency of the engine, rj, is defined as fol-

lows:

Q{t-dt) + Q{t) Q(t-dt)

Qit) Qit)
+ 1 (10)

and the Carnot function /x is defined as

fidt ' rj

Because of Eq. (7), this can be written as

git - dt)
^

^
git) - git - dt)

Ijdt — —
h 1 =

But

git) git)

dgit) git) - git - dt)

(11)

(12)

dt dt

by definition of the derivative, and therefore,

dgit) d In git)

fi
=

git) dt dt
(13)

There are now a number of options available.

Kelvin originally suggested that m be set equal

to 1, or

Therefore,

din g

de

gie) = ae«

1

(14)

where 6 is then on a thermodynamic scale. His

later proposal, which is the basis of the Kelvin

thermodynamic scale, was to set

and thus

and

1^
=

din g

dT

(15)
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BASIC SCALES OF THERMOMETRY

g(T) = bT (16)

The scale defined by Eq. (16) is the same as that

defined by Eq. (8). The point of the present dis-

cussion is twofold. One, the arbitrariness of the

choice of the function / is exhibited here more

clearly. Two, it is obvious from Eq. (16) that

only one constant needs to be fixed arbitrarily,

in order to fix the scale.*

The choice of the magnitude of b is arbitrary.

In fact it was determined in 1954' by choosing

the temperature of the triple point of water to be

273.16 K exactly, on the thermodynamic scale

of temperatures. It is obvious from the preceding,

that this choice determines the scale completely,

particularly by considering Eqs. (8) and (16).

This point was made originally by Kelvin,'" later

by Mendeleef," and in recent times by Giauque.'^

Prior to 1954, the thermodynamic scale was

defined by assigning the temperatures of the ice

point of water (equilibrium of air-saturated wa-

ter with ice) and the steam point of water, the

temperatures 0° Celsius (thermodynamic) and
100° Celsius (thermodynamic) respectively. The

position of the zero of the scale was then a matter

for experimentation. Prior to 1954 there were

fairly good practical reasons for so defining the

scale. Progress in thermometry has outgrown

these practical reasons,''' and the new, more

fundamental definition is clearly preferable on

theoretical grounds. It is clear that in the new
definition the interval between the ice and

the steam point is a matter for experimental

determination, and is almost certainly not ex-

actly 100 degrees.

The definition of the thermodynamic tempera-

ture scale given in Eq. (8) lends itself particu-

larly well to its realization by means of a gas

thermometer. There is nothing unique or funda-

mental about this, however, and we shall see

several examples of thermodynamic definitions

and realizations of temperatures which have

nothing to do with gas thermometry.

THE EQUALITY OF THE THERMODYNAMIC AND
THE IDEAL GAS SCALES OF TEMPERATURES

The temperature scale based on an ideal (or

perfect) gas is the .same as that based on the con-

siderations leading to Eq. (8), except for the

arbitrary choice of the size of the degree, i.e.,

the choice of the single free constant in Eq. (16).

It is this fact which makes gas thermometry so

important. Furthermore, while an ideal gas is an

abstract concept (to be discussed below) it can

be approximated experimentally as closely as one

needs to for the present purpose.

An ideal gas is defined by two properties:

(1) Boyle's law:

PV = f(t) only (17)

where P is the pressure, V the volume, and t the

temperature, as measured on any thermometer.

(2) Joule's law: The temperature of an ideal

gas which expands into a vacuum, i.e., without

doing work, does not change during the expan-

sion.

It is important to note that this is a definition

of an ideal gas. No real gas satisfies all these re-

quirements exactly under all conditions, but the

definitions give a useful modeP^ of an ideal gas.

In order to exhibit the identity of the thermo-

dynamic and the ideal gas scale, we must digress

briefly to consider thermometry in general. In

all thermometry one has two systems to deal

with, system A, the system whose temperature

is required, and system B, the thermometer.

One wishes to assign a numerical value Ia to the

temperature of A, by measuring a property tt of

the system B. For example tt may be a thermal

emf of B, if 5 is a thermocouple, or tt may be a

pressure if B is a gas thermometer. The next

step is this: A convention must be estabhshed

which ascribes numerical values of temperature

to two reference states of the thermometer B, say,

ti , and to . (In practice, these are fi.xed points on

a temperature scale such as the triple point and

the steam point of water. Then, when system B
is in equilibrium with a system at either of these

points, it has the temperatures ti , and t2 respec-

tively.) Next, the property ir must be measured

for these two temperatures. Let it be ti , and

TTi
,
respectively. When system B is in equilib-

rium with system .4 at temperature <^ , then

Ia is determined from

(tTa — TTi) {w2 — TTl)

which can be written as

(tTA — Ti)

U = h + ~ «2 - <i) (19)

Two different thermometers must agree in the

way in which they order the temperatures of sys-

tem .4. This means that if thermometer B as-

cribes the temperatures tA \ and Iai to two states
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of system A (with Iai > i^s), and if a different

thermometer C, ascribes the temperatures Ia:

and tA2 to the same states of system A, then

Iai must be > Iaz also. (It is this requirement

which makes it impossible to use the density of

water as the property tt of a thermometer, near

4°C.)

We can now define a temperature scale based

on the ideal gas having the properties enumerated

above. Let us use the product PV as the prop-

erty TT of the ideal gas thermometer. Let us also

set ti = 0° and t2 = 273.16°, the defining point

of the thermodynamic scale. Then it follows

from Eq. (19) that

tA =
[{pv)a - (PF)o] [y

(PF)2 - (PF)o
(20)

We define the ideal gas temperature r in the

following way: Let

(PF), ^ r

(PF)„ r2
(21)

where ti is the defining fixed point. Then, for a

particular r

(22)

(25)

and holds for any and all temperature scales.

For an ideal gas, Eq. (23) becomes the following

(by using (Eq. 25)):

/dP\
P = T[ —

] (26)

The same equation, using the ideal gas-tempera-

ture scale, is written

(27)

For both scales, therefore, the pressure is pro-

portional to the temperature, at constant vol-

ume. Combining the Eq. (26) and (27), one ob-

tains

^ ^(ar)v/ (a7')v
(28)

The relation between the two scales is such that

they differ at most by a constant factor. But
since the size of the degree is a matter of choice,

the two scales can be chosen to be identical.

Derivation of this result -was the basic goal of

this section.

because (PV)2/t2 is some constant K, whose

value is, of course, a matter for experimental de-

termination.' ^ Eq. (22) is, of course, "nothing

but" the ideal gas law.

It remains, finally, to show that the thermo-

dynamic temperature scale, as defined by Eq. (8)

and (16) is identical with the ideal gas scale de-

fined by Eq. (21) and (22). The proof of this

identity is a straightforward thermodynamic

matter. We consider first what are called the

thermodynamic equations of state. They are

\dTjv \dV/,

\dTjp \dP

(23)

(24)

Here E is the internal energy, and H the en-

thalpy. The derivation of these equations can

be found in any textbook on thermodynamics.*

The chief property of an ideal gas required

here is property 2, namely, that its temperature

is constant when the gas expands freely, i.e.,

does no work. This is equivalent to

THE REALIZATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC
TEMPERATURE SCALE WITH GAS

THERMOMETERS

The basic point in gas thermometry is to de-

vise a method in which a real gas can be made

to behave like an ideal gas, or, if this is not

possible, to devise a method where the differences

in behavior between the real and ideal gases are

known and can be corrected to the required ac-

curacy.

There are three broad classes of static gas

thermometers possible. One may keep the vol-

ume of gas constant and measure the pressure

as a function of temperature; this is called a

"constant volume thermometer." Or, one may
keep the pressure of the gas constant and meas-

ure the volume as a function of temperature; this

is called a "constant pressure thermometer."

Finally, one may keep the temperature of the

gas bulb constant. Variations of these cases are,

of course, possible. No details of the experi-

mental arrangements will be given here; for

these the reader is referred to the references.
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In all methods the fact that the gas is not

ideal must be taken into account. The behavior

of real gases can be summed up by an equation

of the state of the gas which differs from Eq. (22)

:

PV = nRT
nB n^C

(29)

Here R is the gas constant, which must be deter-

mined experimentally, and B and C are the

second and third virial coefficients of the gas.

These latter constants must be determined ex-

perimentally. They are a particular function of

the temperature for each gas. The equation is

written for n moles of gas. The non-ideal be-

havior of the gas can be taken into account if

B and C are known over the relevant tempera-

ture range. If these are not known, then all ex-

periments can be made as a function of pressure.

Since V is constant, n decreases with the pres-

sure. In the limit of very low pressures, the cor-

rection terms will have neghgible effect.

Gas thermometers have been described by

Beattie,"' Moser" and by Moser, Otto, and

Thomas.'*' The most recent developments in

gas thermometry are described in the present

volume by Moessen and Aston,^'' by Barber^'

(low-temperature thermometry, 10-90°K), by

Moser,22 and .Kirenkov^ (high temperatures

freezing point of gv/ld, 1063°K), and by Guild-

ner.24

Finally, it is interesting to mention briefly the

principal dynamic method of gas thermometry,

i.e., that based on the determination of the

velocity of sound in a gas.

It is easy to show^* that in an ideal gas, the

velocity' of sound, vq , of very low frequency is

given by

RT
(30)

where 70 the ratio of the heat capacities at con-

stant pressure and volume (70 = Cp/Cv) appro-

priate for the low-frequency case, and M is the

molecular weight for the gas. For a non-ideal

gas, described by Eq. (29), (but neglecting the

term proportional to C), one obtains for the

velocity at any frequency

1 + 2P
fB_ J_dB
\RT'^ Cv^dT

+
1 RT d^B

2Cp'>Cv''dT^)]

(31)

ties. Thus, a measurement of the velocity of

sound can provide one with a measurement of

the thermodynamic temperature. Again one

needs B as a function of temperature, or else the

measurements must be made as a function of

pressure, and extrapolated to low pressures. The
method has been used successfully by Van Itter-

beeck," and a recent development in the tech-

nique is discussed by Plumb and co-workers^ in

this volume. One of the important aspects of

this general approach lies in the fact that the

method is completely different from that used in

the static methods, and can thus help to elimi-

nate systematic errors.

THE MAGNETIC THERMODYNAMIC TEMPERA-
TURE SCALE AT VERY LOW TEMPERATURES

At temperatures which are so low that the

vapor pressure of liquid helium is too low to

measure accurately (this is below about 0.3°K,

for He^), it is necessary to find other ways to

establish the thermodynamic temperature scale.

This can be done using the magnetic properties

of paramagnetic solids.

The general subject of paramagnetism of

solids is vast and well beyond the scope of this

paper. For an elementary introduction to it,

and for further references, see Kittel.^' The mag-

netic susceptibility x of a paramagnetic sub-

stance depends on temperature, and thus pro-

vides one with a thermometric method. Eqs.

(18) and (19) can be used for this purpose, where

the property x is now taken as the magnetic

susceptibility x- For many substances x depends

on temperature in the following way:

C

t + A
+ a (32)

Here Cv" and Cp" are the ideal gas-heat capaci-

where C is a constant, often called the Curie

constant, and A is another constant, the Weiss

constant, both being characteristic of the solid.

The temperature independent part of the sus-

ceptibility is given by a. This equation (the

Curie-Weiss law) is satisfied for some substances

in a useful temperature range. The equation can

be interpreted theoretically in terms of the

atomic structure of the constituents of the solid

and their arrangement and interactions in the

solid. It is, however, not usually possible to de-

rive the values of C and A accurately from first

principles, so that it would not in general be
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correct to call the temperature as determined

from Eq. (32) a thermodynamic temperature.

A purely thermodynamic method exists, how-

ever. First of all, Eq. (32) is used to establish a

"magnetic practical" temperature scale denoted

T*, by measuring x for the thermometric sub-

stance. Using Eq. (32), one can then assign a

temperature T* for every value of x for the sub-

stance. Next, one must determine (by measuring

x) how the temperature T* rises when known

amounts of heat Q are added to the thermometric

substance. This yields a Q versus T* curve. This

curve must be obtained in the absence of any

magnetic field H. Finally, we need a curve of

entropy, <S, versus T* for zero magnetic field.

This can be obtained in two steps. In step one,

the dependence of <S on i7 is determined at a

temperature To which is already known on the

thermodynamic scale. Step two involves a series

of isentropic demagnetizations (i.e., holding »S

constant) all starting at To , but at different

values of H, and therefore ending at different

temperatures T*. This series of demagnetizations

yields a relation between S and T* at zero mag-

netic field (See Fig. 2).

All of these data are then combined to give T
(thermodynamic) as a function of T* :

-The changes of entropy accompanying
these magnetizolions ore meosured

In this region temperatures are

known on the thermodynamic scole.

dQ^ {dQ/dT*)H.o
~ dS~ {dS/dT*)H = 0

(33)

Here the left equality follows from the definition

of entropy, and the right equality from the

(mathematical) properties of partial differentia-

tion. It is clear that the experimental curves of

Q versus T*, and <S versus T*, allow one to cal-

culate the partial derivatives. The relation of T
and T* follows directly because the partial deriv-

atives are calculated for various values of T*.

The experimental arrangements necessary for

these processes are complicated. They are de-

scribed by De Klerk and Steenland.'" Recent

developments are given in the present volume

by Hudson."

THE THERMODYNAMIC TEMPERATURE SCALE
FROM RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

At high temperatures, say above 1000°K, it

becomes difficult to construct precision gas

thermometers because the materials of construc-

tion become increasingly unreliable. Fortunately,

it is a straightforward matter to define the ther-

Isentropic

Demognetizations

In this region temperatures ore first

obtained on the'Vnognef ic" scole.

Fig. 2. The establishment of the relation be-

tween the entropy S and the magnetic tempera-
ture r*.

modynamic temperature scale at high tempera-

tures, and it is not too difficult to realize it ex-

perimentally.

The basic point involved in the definition of

the thermodynamic temperature scale at high

temperatures is this: If one has a body at a high

temperature, and if the radiation emitted by the

body is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the

body, then various properties of the radiation

are related directly to the thermodynamic tem-

perature of that body.^^ Concretely, this prob-

lem is approached by assuming that the body

has a cavity, and the radiation in the cavity is

considered. If a long time has elapsed^^ during

which the body was at temperature T, when the

radiation will be in equilibrium with the body.

In addition, it is convenient (though not at all

necessary) to assume that the internal walls of

the cavity are "black," i.e., that the emissivity

of the walls is unity at all wavelengths. Such a

cavity is called a blackbody. It is a straight-

forward matter to show that the total intensity

of the radiation in the cavity, and its spectral

distribution (i.e., intensity as a function of

wavelength), depend only on the temperature of

the body and in no way on the material of which

the body is constructed. This is analogous to the

situation found in the theory of the Carnot cycle,

the efficiency of the Carnot engine depending

only on the temperatures of the heat reservoirs,

and not in any way on the properties of the

working fluid. In both cases one could design an
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arrangement which would violate the second

law of thermodynamics, if the properties of the

cavity walls or of the working fluid affected the

problem.

In this section we will only state the main re-

sults, and give references for their derivation.

The total intensity of radiation U (energy

density per unit volume) in the space in equi-

librium with radiation is given'* by the Stefan-

Boltzmann law:

U = tT* (34)

Here a- is a constant which depends (in a known

way) on some fundamental constants of physics,

which in turn must be determined from experi-

ment.'*

Another relation, which is more important from

the jjoint of view of thermometry, is the Planck

radiation law. This gives the energy density as

function of frequency and wavelength

:

U(., T) =
2{kTY

- 1
(35)

where v is the frequency of the radiation, T the

thermodynamic temperature, k the Boltzmann

factor, h Planck's constant, c the velocity of light

in vacuum, and a = hv/kT. Again the values of

the constants must be obtained from experi-

ment.'*

The Planck radiation law was first obtained

by Planck as an empirical equation to fit experi-

mental data. Then it was derived by Planck on

the basis of theory. He set out to calculate the

entropy of radiation, in equilibrium with a solid

at a given temperature, and then to let the en-

tropy become a maximum, i.e., he calculated

the most probable state of the radiation. Then

he found that he could obtain the experimentally

observed law only by assuming that the elemen-

tary oscillators are quantized.'"

Eq. (35) is occasionally written in terms of

the wavelength X of the radiation:

U{\, T) = - [e'^^/xr _ i]- (36)

Here Ci and d are the "first" and "second" radia-

tion constants respectively:'*

Ci = /ic^ (37)

and

C2 = hc/k (38)

It is clear that the way is open now for the

estabhshment of a thermodynamic temperature

scale: Whenever the radiation emitted by an

object is in thermal equilibrium with it, Eq.

(36) will be satisfied by the energy density of

radiation. But U{\, T) can be measured by
various radiation detecting devices.

In practice, the radiation is obtained in a

cavity with a small opening, through which some
of the radiation can escape. The opening must

be so small that the radiation in the cavity is not

disturbed measurably. Then the intensity of the

radiation is measured, for example, with a py-

rometer. The temperature of the body containing

the cavity must be known initially on the ther-

modynamic temi)erature scale. Then the inten-

sity of the radiation is fixed by (36) , and a meas-

urement of the intensity of the radiation will

calibrate the measuring instrument. It is possible

to calibrate the measuring instrument in this

way at a variety of effective temperatures by

"splitting" the intensity of the radiation by
optical methods. The theory and practice of

pyrometry is discussed by Kostkowski and Lee,"

and certain new developments are discussed by

many authors in this volume.'*

Another radiation method for the determina-

tion of thermodynamic temperature is based on

the statistical mechanical interpretation of ther-

modynamics." This theory shows that for a sys-

tem consisting of particles, each of the particles

may have any amount of energy. At equilibrium,

the sum of all energies of all particles must be

equal to the total (macroscopic) energy of the

system. The number of particles with a given

energy is, however, a function of the tempera-

ture, if the whole system is in equilibrium. In

fact, the ratio of numbers of particles Wi and n2

,

having energies Ei and E^ respectively, are given

by

n2
(39)

Here and g-i are statistical weights, which de-

pend on the detailed properties of the particles.

Note that the poimlation of particle states with

given energy dejjends only on the energy and on

the thermodynamic temperature. This enables

one to measure T, if the energies and statistical

weights are known, by measuring the populations

of several states of different energy. This is ac-

complished most easily by spectroscopic meth-

ods, which are discussed by Penner,*" Dieke,*'

and Broida.''^ In principle, this method can be
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used for temperatures of unlimited magnitudes.

There exists a very serious limitation to this

method, however, because of the requirement

that the system to be measured be in thermody-

namic equilibrium. This requirement is often

not satisfied, and then the method yields tem-

peratures which are not strictly thermodynamic.

For a discussion of the problem see Herzfeld,""

and some of the papers in this Volume.

NEGATIVE THERMODYNAMIC TEMPERATURES

In recent years it has become possible to pre-

pare physical systems which can best be de-

scribed by assigning a negative thermodj'namic

temperature to them. These systems have a num-

ber of important properties in common, which

will be described below, but no violation of

thermodynamic principles is involved. The
easiest way to understand such systems is by

considering Eq. (39). Limiting ourselves to posi-

tive T for the moment, it is clear that, when

El > E2 , rii < 712 ,
i.e., the population of the

state with higher energy is smaller than the

population of the state with lower energy. Sup-

pose now, that for some reason rii > , and

also that ni and 712 satisfy Eq. (39) with T nega-

tive. It is in such a situation that it may become

useful to consider negative absolute tempera-

tures.

The conditions under which it is possible to

ascribe rigorously to a system a negative absolute

temperature, are these:

(1) The system must be fairly well isolated

from its surroundings, but must come to

internal equilibrium rapidly.

(2) The states of the system must be quan-

tized.

(3) The system must have a highest state, in

the same sense in which a system usually

has a lowest state.

When these conditions are satisfied it may be

possible to prepare the system in a thermody-

namic state where the populations of the quantum
states satisfy Eq. (39), but with T negative.

Examples of such systems are the nuclear mag-

netic moments of the constituents of certain crys-

tals.

It must be made clear that a system with T
negative is hotter than a system with T infinite.

This is easy to see: For T = «, all quantum
states have equal populations. If, however, the

higher states have larger populations than the

lower states, the system must be hotter than it

was when T = «. Naturally, such a system

radiates energy.

The thermodynamic consequences of the exist-

ence of such systems has been discussed by

Ramsay,^'' Abragam and Proctor,^^ Coleman

and NolV and others.

CONCLUSION

A temperature scale based on thermodynamics

is conceptually straightforward. It can be ex-

tended by appeal to the statistical mechanical

interpretation of thermodynamics, both to

higher and lower temperatures, and to systems

greatly differing from those contemplated in

classical thermodynamics.
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International Practical Temperature Scale of 1948
Text Revision of 1960

H. F. Stimson

(February 1, 1961)

_
The International Practical Temperature Scale of 1948 is a text revision of the Inter-

national Temperature Scale of 1948, the numerical values of temperatures remaining the
same. The adjective "Practical" was added to the name by the International Committee
on Weights and Measures. The scale continues to be based upon six fixed and reproducible
equUibrium temperatures to which values have been assigned, and upon the same inter-
polation formulas relating temperatures to the indications of specified measuring instruments.
Some changes have been made in the text to make the scale more reproducible than its

predecessor. The triple point of water, with the value 0.01 °C replaces the former ice
point as a defining fixed point of the scale. It is also recommended that the zinc point,
with the value 419.505 °C, be used instead of the sulfur point. The recommendations
include new information that has become available since 1948.

An internationally accepted scale on which tem-
peratxu-es can be measured conveniently and accu-
rately is necessary for science and industry. As
early as 1911 the directors of the national laboratories

of Germany, Great Britain, and the United States
agreed to undertake the unification of the tempera-
ture scales in use in their respective countries. A
practical scale, named the International Temperature
Scale, was finally agreed upon, was recommended to

the Seventh General Conference on Weights and
Measures by its International Committee on Weights
and Measiu-es, and was adopted in 1927.^

The General Conference on Weights and Measures
is the official international body now representing 36
nations that subscribe to the Treaty of the Meter.
The General Conference normally meets every six

years, and at those times may adopt recommenda-
tions submitted by the International Committee.
The International Committee is the executive body
elected by the General Conference. It consists of

18 scientists, only one from any one nation, and it

normally meets every two years. The International
Committee now has six advisory committees of

specialists most of whom represent large national
laboratories. The Advisory Committee on Thermom-
etry was authorized in 1933 and first met in 1939.

In 1948 a revision of the International Tempera-
ture Scale was prepared by the Advisory Committee
and proposed to the International Committee.
The International Committee recommended this

revision to the Ninth General Conference which
adopted it.^ At this time the General Conference
also adopted the designation of degree Celsius in

place of degree Centigrade or Centesimal.^ The
revised scale was designed to conform as nearly as

• Comptes Rendus de la Septitoe Conffirence Gfinfirale des Poids et Mesures,
p. 94 (1927).

' Comptes Rendus de la Neuvldrae Conlfrence Qfinfirale des Folds et Mesures,
p. 89 (1948).
'Comptes Rendus de la Neuvieme Conference Q6nSraIe des Poids et Mesures,

p. 64 (1948).

practicable to the thermodjmamic scale as then
known, while incorporating certain refinements,

based on experience, to make the scale more uniform
and reproducible than its predecessor. In the
revision there were only three changes which affected

values of temperatures on the scale. One was to

increase the value assigned to the silver point by
0.3 degree, merely to make the scale more uniform.
Another was to specify Planck's radiation formula
instead of Wien's formula so the scale would be
consistent with the thermodynamic scale above the

gold point. The third was to increase the value for

the second radiation constant to bring it nearer to

the value derived from atomic constants.

In 1954 the Advisory Committee proposed a resolu-

tion redefining the Kelvin thermodynamic scale by
assigning a value to the triple point of water. This
kind of definition was what Kelvin, in 1854, had said

"must be adopted ultimately." This resolution was
recommended by the International Committee and
adopted by the Tenth General Conference.* As
soon as this resolution had been adopted it was
pointed out that it would be necessary to revise the

introduction of the text of the International

Temperature Scale of 1948 to conform with the action

just taken.
In preparing a tentative proposal for a new text

of the introduction it soon became evident that the

other three parts of the text would also profit by a
revision. For example, the triple point of water
could now be made one of the defining fixed points

of the scale and thus become the one defining fixed

point common to both the international and the

Kelvin scales. The Recommendations could include

new information that had become available since

1948. At the higher temperatures some new
determinations of differences between the inter-

national and thermodynamic scales coidd be included.

* Compt«s Rendus de la DlxlSme Conference GfinSrale des Poids et Measures,
p. 79 (1954).
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The values reported for these differences, however,
were still not certain enough to warrant a change of

the scale itself. The new text, therefore, does not
change the value of any temperature on the 1948
scale by as much as the experimental error of

measurement.
In 1958 the tenative proposal was discussed in

detaU at sessions of the Advisory Committee in

June, and many suggested changes were agreed upon.
It was proposed to the International Committee in

October. Minor corrections were made during the
next two years, and in 1960 the International
Committee gave the scale its new name. The
International Committee recommended this text
revision to the Eleventh General Conference and it

was adopted in October 1960.

A translation of the official text ^ follows.

1. Introduction

The Kelvin thermodynamic scale, on which tem-
peratures are designated as °K and denoted by the
symbol T, is recognized as the fundamental scale to

which all temperature measurements should ulti-

mately be referable. The magnitude of the degree
Kelvin is now defined by the decision (Tenth General
Conference on Weights and Measures, 1954, Resolu-
tion 3) fixing the thermodynamic temperature of the
triple point of water at exactly 273.16 °K.
The experimental difficulties inherent in the meas-

urement of temperature on the thermodynamic scale

led to the adoption in 1927, by the Seventh General
Conference on Weights and Measures, of a practical

scale called the "International Temperatm'e Scale".
This scale was intended to be conveniently and accu-
rately reproducible and to agree as closely as practi-

cable with the thermodynamic scale.

The International Temperature Scale was revised
in 1948 to make it conform with the state of the
knowledge then available.

In May 1960 the International Committee on
Weights and Measures approved the new name, "In-
ternational Practical Temperature Scale of 1948",
for the scale presented in this document. Inasmuch
as the numerical values of temperature on this scale

are the same as in 1948, this scale is not a revision of

the scale of 1948 but merely a revision of its text.

2. Definition of the International Practical
Temperature Scale of 1948

Temperatures on the International Practical Tem-
perature Scale of 1948 are expressed in degrees Cel-
sius, designated by °C or °C (Int. 1948), and are
denoted here by the sjonbol t or tint-

The International Practical Temperatiu-e Scale is

based on six reproducible temperatures (defining

fixed points), to which numerical values are assigned,
and on formulas establishing the relation between
temperature and the indications of instruments cali-

brated by means of values assigned to the six defining

' Comptes Rendus de la Onzieme Conference GSnfrale des Poids et Mesures
(1960).

fixed points. These fixed points are defined by speci-
fied equilibrium states, each of which, except for the
triple point of water, is under a pressure of 101 325
newtons/meter^ (1 standard atmosphere).
The fixed points of the scale and the exact nu-

merical values assigned to them are given in table 1.

Table 1. Defining fixed points

Exact values assigned. The pressure is 1 standard atmosphere, except for the
triple point of water.

Temperature
°C(Int. im)

Temperature of equilibrium between liquid oxygen
and its vapor (oxygen point) ^ —182. 97

Temperature of equilibrium between ice, liquid
water, and water vapor (triple point of water) +0. 01

Temperature of equilibrium between liquid water
and its vapor (steam point) 100

Temperature of equilibrium between liquid sulfur
and its vapor (sulfur point) 444. 6*

Temperature of equilibrium between solid silver

and liquid silver (silver point) 960. 8
Temperature of equilibrium between solid gold
and liquid gold (gold point) 1063

*In place of the sulfur point, it is recommended to use the temperature of equi-
Ubrium between solid zinc and liquid zinc (zinc point) with the value 419.505 °C
(Int. 1948). The zinc point is more reproducible than the sulfur point and the
value which is assigned to it has been so chosen that it use leads to the same
values of temperature on the International Practical Temperature Scale as_doe3
the use of the sulfur point.

The procedures for interpolation lead to a division

of the scale into four parts.

a. From 0 °C to 630.5 °C (antimony point) the
temperature t is defined by the formula

Rt=^R^{l-\-At+Bf),

where Rt is the resistance at temperature t of the
platinum wire resistor of a standard resistance

thermometer, and i?o is the resistance at 0 °C. The
constants i?o, A, and B are to be determined from
the values of Rt at the triple point of water, at the
steam point, and at the sulfur point (or the zinc

point). The platinum wire of a standard resistance

thermometer shall be annealed and its purity shall

be such that Ri^IRo is not less than 1.3920.

b. From the oxygen point to 0 °C, the tempera-
ture t is defined by the formula

Rt=RAl+At+Be+C{t-UM,

where Rq, A, and B are determined in the same
manner as in a above, the constant C is to be deter-

mined from the value of i? 2 at the oxygen point, and
<ioo=100 °C.

c. From 630.5 °C to the gold point the tempera-
ture t is defined by the formula

E^a+bt+ct\

where E is the electromotive force of a standard
thermocouple of platinum and platinum-rhodimn
alloy, when one of the junctions is at 0 °C and the

other at the temperature t. The constants a, b,

and c are to be determined from the values of E at

630.5 °C, at the silver point, and at the gold point.

The value of the electromotive force at 630.5 °C is

to be determined by measuring this temperature
with a standard resistance thermometer.
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The wires of the standard thermocouple shall be
annealed and the purity of the platinum wire shall

be such that the ratio Rm/l^o is not less than 1.3920.

The platinima-rhodimn wire shall consist nominally
of 90 percent platinum and 10 percent rhodium by
weight. When one junction of the thermocouple
is at 0 °C and the other is successively at 630.5 °C,
the silver point, and the gold point, the completed
thermocouple shall have electromotive forces such
that

£'au=10 300 MV±50 fiv

Ej,r,-Ej,g=n8^ MV+0.158 (£'au-10300 pv)±4 mv

£'au--E'63o.5=4766 /xv+0.631 (£'au-10300 mv)±8 /jlv.

d. Above the gold point the temperature t is

defined by the formula

where Jt and Jau are the radiant energies per unit
wavelength interval at wavelength X, emitted per
unit time per unit sohd angle per imit area of a black-
body at the temperature t and the gold point re-

spectively, C2 is the second radiation constant with
the value C2=0.014 38 meter-degrees, X is in meters,
and T'o=273.15 degrees.

3. Recommendations

The following recommendations are advisory
rather than mandatory. The recommended appara-
tus, methods, and procedures represent good practice

at the present time, but there is no intention of

retarding the development and use of improvements
and refinements. Experience has shown these recom-
mendations to be in the interest of imiformity and
reproducibility in the realization of the International
Practical Temperature Scale defined in Section 2.

3.1. Standard Resistance Thermometer

A standard resistance thermometer should be so
designed and constructed that the wire of the
platinum resistor is as nearly strainfree as practicable
and will remain so during continued use. The
platinum wire should be drawn from a fused ingot,

not from forged sponge.
Standard resistance thermometers have been

made of wire with diameters between 0.05 and 0.5

mm, at least a short portion of each lead adjacent
to the resistor also being of platinum. The com-
pleted resistor of the thermometer should be annealed
in air at a temperature higher than the highest
temperature at which it is to be used, but in no case
below 450 °C. There is reason to believe, further-
more, that better stability is obtained when the
tube protecting the completed resistor is filled with
gas containing some oxygen.

Useful criteria which serve as safeguards against
inferior construction of the completed thermometer
and against errors in the calibrations at the fixed
points are that the value of the constant B is

(-0.5857 ± 0.0010) X10-Vdeg2 and that the value of
the constant C is (—4.35 ± 0.05) X 10-'7deg^ Another
useful criterion of the adequacy of the annealing
and of the reliability of the thermometer is the
constancy of its resistance at some reference temper-
ature. For example the resistance of a thermometer
at the triple point of water should not change by as
much as the equivalent of' 0.001 deg when the
thermometer is subjected to temperature cycles such
as are necessary for its calibration.

3.2. Standard Thermocouple

Standard thermocouples have been made of wires
having a diameter between 0.35 and 0.65 mm.

Before calibration the wires of the thermocouple
should be carefully annealed to ensure the constancy
of the electromotive forces during use. For this it is

necessary to heat the platinum wire to a temperature
of at least 1100 °C and the platinum-rhodium wire
to 1450 °C. If the annealing is done before the
wires are mounted in their insulators, the completed
thermocouple should be heated again to a temper-
ature of at least 1100 °C, until the electromotive
force is stable and local inhomogeneities caused by
strains have disappeared. When the thermocouple
has been annealed sufficiently, its indications should
not vary with a change in the temperature gradient
along the wire; they should not vary, for example,
with the depth of immersion in an enclosure at
uniform temperature.
The electromotive force of the thermocouple at

630.5 °C should be determined from measurements
at some uniform and constant temperature between
630.3 and 630.7 °C.

3.3. Pressure

In practice, pressures are determined with a
mercur}' column. Pure mercury may be taken as

having a mean density at 20 °C of 13 545.87 kg/m'
in a mercury column balancing one atmosphere. In
the practical determination of the standard at-

mosphere the International Committee on Weights
and Measures recommends that the value of local

gravity be expressed in the Potsdam system until it

sanctions the use of another system.
In the following sections on the oxygen point,

the steam point, and the sulfur point the formulas
for the equilibrium temperatures tp are given as

polynomials in powers of (p/po-l), where p is the
equilibrium pressure and po is one standard at-

mosphere. The limits of accuracy are also given
for stated ranges of pressure. In practice, the
errors caused by using these formulas are less than
the errors caused by the instability of systems open
to the atmosphere. Greater stability and increased

accmracy can be realized in closed systems held at

a constant pressure which is maintained within a
few parts in a thousand of one atmosphere. Only
the first power terms of {p/po-1) in the polynomials
are then needed.
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3.4. Zero Point of the Scale and Triple Point of Water

a. Zero Point of the Scale

The zero point of the International Practical
Temperature Scale is defined as being the tempera-
ture exactly 0.01 deg below the triple point of water.
Calculations show that the temperature of the former
"ice point", defined as the temperature of equilibrium
between ice and air-saturated water under a pressure
of one standard atmosphere, is 0 °C within 0.0001
deg.

It is difficult, however, to obtani the ice point
dii'octly with an accuracy better than ±0.001 deg;
but when this accuracy suffices, the temperature
0 °(' may be be realized by the use of a mixture of

finely divided ice and water saturated with air at

0 °C in a well insulated container such as a Dewar
flask. The equilibrium temperature t corresponding
to an ambient atmosphere pressure p and at a depth
h below the surface of the water, may be calculated
by the formula

<=0.01 (l-p/po) °C-(0.7X10-« deg/mm)A.

b. Triple Point of Water

Tlic temperature of the triple point of water has
been realized in sealed glass cells which contain only
water of higli purity; these cells have axial re-entrant
wells for thermometers. In such cells the triple-point

temperature is realized wherever ice is in equilibrium
with a liquid-vapor surface. At a depth of h below
the liquid-vapor surface the equilibrium temperature
between ice and liquid water is given by the formula

;=0.01 °C~(0.7X10-« deg/mm)A.

The recommended method of preparing a triple-

point cell for use is first to freeze a thick mantle of

ice around the well by cooling from within, and then
to molt enough of this mantle, also from within, to

pi-oduco a new water-ice interface close to the well.

After these cells have been prepared for use, the
temperatures measured in the wells have been found
to rise by amounts ranging from 0.0001 to 0.0005
deg before becoming stable after from 1 to 3 days.
This initial change can probably be explained either

by the increase in the dimensions of the crystals of

ice or by the slow release of strains in the crystals.

A cell prepared in this manner and kept in an ice

bath is capable of maintaining a temperature which
is constant within about 0.0001 deg for several
montiis. When cells from different sources have
been compared under these conditions, no differences

greater than 0.0002 deg have been reported.
"Water fioin most natui-al sources (normal water)

contains about 0.0148 mole percent deuterium, 0.20
mole percent O'*, and 0.04 mole percent d'^ Vari-
ations from this norm as large as 0.0015 mole percent
have been found in the deuterium content of natural
waters. An increase of 0.001 mole percent in the
deuterium content of water corresponds to an in-

crease of 0.000 04 deg in the triple-point temper-

ature. Waters from rivers that rise to the leeward
of mountain ranges or at the base of permanent
glaciers may contain less than the normal amount
of deuterium, whereas waters from the surface of
large lakes may contain more than the normal
amount.
The isotopic composition at the water-ice inter-

faces in the triple-point cells depends also on the
natural differences in the proportions of the oxygen
isotopes, on the process of distilling water, and on the
procedure of freezing. The effects of these difrcrcnt.

isotopic compositions on the temperatures icnlizcd

in triple-point cells are probably sufficiently small to
be neglected.

3.5. Oxygen Point

The temperature of equilibrium between liciiiid

oxygen and its vapor is usually realized by the static

method. The platinum resistor of a standard
thermometer and the liquid o.xygen in its container
are brought to the same temperature in a metal
block placed in a suitable crj'ostat. The Tucial

block is usually immersed in a well-stirred bath of

liquid oxygen open to the atmosphere, but greater
stability has been obtained by enclosing the metal
block inside an evacuated envelope maintained at a
uniform temperature near the oxygen point. The
oxygen vapor pressure is transmitted through a
tube leading out to a manometer. The entire

length of this tube should be at temperatures above
the saturation temperature of the oxygen.

Criteria that the equilibrium temperatiire has
been realized are that the observed temperature,
corrected to constant pressure at the free surface of

the oxygen, is independent of: Small variations in

the depth of immersion of the thermometer in tlie

metal block, the ratio of the volume of the liquid

oxygen to the volume of the vapor, and small vari-

ations in the temperature of the envelope.
The equilibrium temperature tj, corresponding to a

pressure p at the surface of the liquid oxygen may be
found to an accuracy of a few thousandths of a de-
gree over the range from p=660 mm to p— 860 mm
of mercury by means of the formula

tp=[-l82.97-\-9.530(p/po-\)
-3.72(j>/po-ir+ 2.2{p/p,-l)rC.

3.6. Steam Point

The temperature of equilibrium between liquid

water and its vapor is usually realized by the dy-
namic method with the thermometer placed within
the saturated vapor. Open systems were formerly
used for the realization of the steam point but for

precise calibration it is preferable to use a closed

system in which a boiler and a manometer are con-
nected to a manostat filled with air or, preferably,

helium.
The boiler should be constructed so as to avoid all

contamination of the vapor. The thermometer
should be shielded against radiation from bodies that

are at temperatures different from the saturation
temperature.
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The criteria that the equilibrium temperature has
been realized are that the observed temperatiire,

corrected to a constant pressure, is independent of:

The water used, the elapsed time, the variations in

the heat input to the liquid water, and the depth of

immersion of the thermometer.
The equilibrium temperature tp, corresponding to

a pressure p, may be found to within 0.001 deg
over the range between p=660 mm and p=?860 mm
of mercury by means of the formula

f;,= [100+28.012(2?/2?o-l)

-\\M{j)lp-lY+l.\{plpo-m°C.
A change in the proportion of deuterium in water

produces about one third as much change at the
boiling-point temperature as that produced at the
triple point, and in the same direction.

3.7. Sulfur Point

The temperature of equilibrium between liquid

sulfur and its vapor is usually realized by the dynamic
method in an aluminum boUer similar in shape to

that used for the steam point except that extra
shielding against radiation and larger spaces for free

circulation of the vapor are needed.
The addition of 0.1 percent of arsenic and then of

0.1 percent of selenium to sulfur has been reported to

raise the normal boUing point by 0.02 deg and then
by 0.07 deg. These elements are common in sid-

fm" from volcanic soiurces. Commercial sulfur con-
tains organic impurities which slowly decompose and
leave carbon when the sulfm: is boiled. Carbon
itself probably has no observable effect on the boUing
point of sulfur, but it is preferable to remove the

organic matter and carbon.
The criteria that the sulfur point has been real-

ized are similar to those for the realization of the
steam point, except that it may take many hours to

reach a constant temperature.
The equilibriimi temperature tp, corresponding to

a pressure p, may be found to an accuracy of about
0.001 deg in the range between 2>=660 mm and
p=800 mm of mercury by means of the formula

/p=[444.6+ 69.010(p/2)o-l)-27.48(2>/po-l)'

+ l<d.U{jplp,-\YYC.

3.8. Zinc Point

Highly reproducible temperatures, closely related
to those which give the temperature of the liquidus
curve of an alloy, have been realized as plateau
temperatures on slow-rate freezing curves of high
purity (99.999 weight percent) zinc.

The zinc is usually melted and frozen in high purity
artificial graphite (99.999 weight percent) crucibles

with axial thermometer wells, in simple block fur-

naces. The crucibles should be about 5 cm in

diameter and deep enough to eliminate the effects of

heat conduction along the thermometer leads.

When cooling has been started and solid has begun
to form on the crucible wall, the thermometer should
be removed, cooled to the room temperature, and

then reinserted in its well to induce a thin mantle of

solid zinc on the outside of the well. Another
technique, which has been used, is to remove the
thermometer when the temperature indicated by it

is 0.01 deg below the freezing point, and to insert a
silica rod for about 30 sec: the thermometer is then
replaced in its well. The plateau temperature is that

of equilibrium between the liquid zinc and the solid

zinc of the mantle whUe freezing is progressing slowly

inward from the outside of the crucible. The melts
are best made in an inert atmosphere to inhibit

oxidation of the graphite and zinc, yet there has been
no evidence of the plateau temperatures being affected

by zinc oxide in the melt even after prolonged heating
in air. The plateau temperatures have been found
to increase 0.0043 deg per atmosphere.
A criterion of adequate purity of a sample is that

its melting range is not greater than about 0.001 deg.

Samples of zinc of this high purity, originating in

different countries, have given plateau temperatures
which were practically identical (within 0.0002 deg).

Samples with melting ranges of about 0.01 deg yielded

plateau temperatures that were low by from 0.0004

deg to 0.0016 deg.

3.9. Silver and Gold Points

The temperature of equilibrium between solid and
liquid silver or between solid and liquid gold has been
realized in covered crucibles either of high pm-ity

artificial graphite, or ceramic, or vitreous silica. The
dimensions of the crucibles shoiild be such as to allow

for the considerable expansion of these metals on
melting and the crucibles should be deep enough to

eliminate the effects of heat conduction along the

thermocouple wires. Silver must be protected from
oxygen while molten.
The crucible and its contents should be brought

to a uniform temperature a few degrees above the

melting point of the metal and then allowed to cool

slowly. A thermocouple, mounted in a protecting

tube of porcelain or other suitable material, with
insulators separating the two wires, is immersed in

the molten metal which is then allowed to freeze.

Criteria that the equilibrium temperature has been
realized are: That the electromotive force of the

thermocouple is independent of small changes in the

depth of immersion during successive freezings, and
that the electromotive force remains essentially con-

stant for a period of at least 5 min during a single

freezing.

For the range of the scale above 1063 °C, where
the Planck radiation formula is used, the gold-point

crucible should be modified to have a blackbody
cavity at the temperature of the freezing gold.

4. Supplementary Information

4.1. Resistance—Temperature Formulas

The interpolation formula for the range 0 to 630.5

°C as given in the definition of the scale (sec. 2, a),

E,=R^{\+At-\-Bt'),
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may be written in the Callendar form

a. \Ko / \<ioo / tiw

where

^1 (^^iX and <ioo=100 °C.
Iioo \ -tto /

The relations between the coefficients are

a=A-{-Bt 100)

A+Btloo

The interpolation formula for the range 0°C to

the oxygen point as given in the definition of the
scale (sec. 2b),

may be written in the Callendar-Van Dusen form

j_

The relations connecting A, B and a, S are the same
as those given above and the other relations are

u 74-' 0- A+Bt 100

4.2. Secondary Reference Points

In addition to the defining fixed points of the

scale, given in table 1, certain other points may be
useful for reference piu-poses. Some of these and
their corresponding reported temperatures on the

International Practical Temperature Scale of 1948
are given in table 2. Except for the triple points,

each temperature is for a system in equilibrium under
a pressure of 1 standard atmosphere. The formulas
for the variation of temperatiu'e with pressure are

intended for use over the range of pressures from
p=680 mm to p=780 mm of mercury.

4.3. Relation Between the International Practical

Temperature Scale and the Thermodynamic
Scale

When the International Temperature Scale was
adopted in 1927 it was in as close accord with the
thermodynamic scale as was practicable with the
knowledge then available. It was recognized, how-
ever, that further research would increase our
knowledge of the actual differences between values

of temperature on the two scales. When it is

Table 2. Secondary reference points

Under a pressure of 1 standard atmosphere, except for the triple points.

Temptraturt
''C(,lnt.lB48i

Temperature of equilibrium between solid carbon dioxide and lis
vapor -78. J

«p-[-78.5 to +12.12(p/p„-l)-6.4(p/po-l)1»C
Temperature of equilibrium between solid mercury and liquid mer-
cury -38. 87

Temperature of equilibrium between ice and air-saturated water 0. 000
Temperature of triple point of phenoiybeniene (dlphenyl-ether) 26. 88
Temperature of traasltion of sodium sulphate decanydrate 82. 38
Temperature of triple point of benzoic acid 123.86
Temperature of equilibrium between solid Indium and liquid indium.. 156. 61
Temperature otequillbrlum between liquid naphthalene and Its vapor. 218.

0

^[=218.0-|-44.4(p/p„-l)-19(p/po-l)1°C
Temperature of equilibrium between solid tin and liquid tin 231. 91
Temperature of equilibrium between liquid benzophenone and its

vapor - 305.9
<p-|-[305.9-|-48.8(p/po-l)-21fp/p,-l)J]<'C

Temperature of equilibrium between solid cadmium and liquid cad-
mium 321.03

Temperature of equilibrium between solid lead and liquid lead 327.

8

Temperature of equilibrium between liquid mercury and its vapor. . . 356. 68
/,= 1356.58-f55.552(p/p,-l)-23.n3rp/po-l)»+14.0(p/po-l)«)°C

Temperature of equiUbriura between solid aluminum and liquid alu-
minum 660,1

Temperature of equilibrium between solid copper and liquid copper
(In a reducing atmosphere) 1083

Temperature of equilibrium between solid nickel and liquid nickel. . . 1453
Temperature of equilibrium between solid cobalt and liquid cobalt... 1492
Temperature of equilibrium between solid palladium and liquid pal-
ladium 1562

Temperature of equilibrium between solid platinum and liquid plat-
inum 1769

Temperature of equilibrium between solid rhodium and liquid rho-
dium I960

Temperature of equilibrium between solid Iridium and Uquid iridium. 2443
Temperature of melting tungsten 3380

desired to know the value of a temperature on the
thermodynamic scale, the usual procedure is to

obtain the value on the International Practical Tem-
perature Scale and then to convert it to the thermo-
dynamic scale by adding the appropriate difference

between the scales. These differences, however,
have to be determined by experiment. They are
difficult to determine accurately because they are
small compared with their Kelvin temperature.
Some of these differences obtained in various parts
of the scale are given below in order to show the
present state of our information about the agreement
of the two scales.

On account of the uncertainties in these differences

it seems preferable not to modify the values of

temperature on the International Practical Tem-
perature Scale now but to further improve our
knowledge of the differences between the scales.

When it is desired, it will be possible to improve the
means of determining temperatures on the Inter-

national Practical Temperature Scale without chang-
ing significantly the values of temperature. This
procedure will avoid the confusion which would
result from too frequent changes in values of

temperature.
In the range from 0 °C to the sulfur point, inter-

comparisons of two nitrogen gas thermometers with
standard resistance thermometers were reported in

1939 from The Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. The differences found between the thermo-
dynamic Celsius temperature t,h (definition of 1954)

and the temperature (1948 scale) have been
formulated as follows:

.-i*n«=7^r-0.0060+(-^ 1)
iiooL \iioo /

(0.041 06-7.363X10-Meg-'o]deg.
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This relation gives 99.994 °C (therm.) for the steam
point and 444.70 °C (therm.) for the sulfur point.

The results obtained with the two gas thermometers
differed by 0.005 deg at the steam point and 0.05

deg at the sulfur point. In 1958 the Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt reported the value 444.66

°C (therm.) for the sulfur point.

In the range from the oxygen point to 0 °C,

investigations at the Physikalisch-Technische Reich-
sanstalt, reported in 1932, and at the University of

Leiden, reported in 1935, give a set of values which
indicate that the differences t,h—tint have a maxi-
mum of about +0.04 deg at about —80 °C. Below
— 100 °C some of the reported differences have
opposite signs. These differences are of the order of

magnitude of the possible uncertainties in the gas
thermometer measurements. For the oxygen point,

the results pubhshed since 1927 by four laboratories

have been recalculated on the basis of the value
2^0=273.15 °K (adopted in 1954). These values are

90.191 °K from the Physikalisch-Technische Reich-
sanstalt (1932), 90.17 °K from the Tohoku Univer-
sity, Sendai, Japan (1935), 90.160 °K from the Uni-
versity of Leiden (1940), and 90.150 °K from the

Pennsylvania State University (1953). The
average of these four results is 90.168 °K or
— 182.982 °C (therm.).

The International Practical Temperature Scale

is not defined below the oxygen point.

In the neighborhood of 1000 °C new determinations

of the thermodynamic temperature of the silver

point and gold point have been made in recent years

in Germany and Japan. At the Physikahsch-
Technische Bundesanstalt (1958) 962.16 °C (therm.)

was obtained for the silver point and 1064.76 °C
(therm.) for the gold point. At the Tokyo Institute

of Technology (1958), the values 961.20 °C (therm.)

and 1063.73 °C (therm.) were obtained for these

points; these last two values being httle different

from those reported by the same laboratory in 1956,

namely 961.28 °C (therm.) and 1063.69 °C (therm.)

In the range above the gold point the Planck
radiation formula is used. The Planck formula is

consistent with the thermodynamic scale and hence
it would give true values of Kelvin temperature if

the correct values were known for the Kelvin tem-
perature of the gold point and for the second radia-
tion constant C2.

An analysis of variance of data on atomic constants
by The California Institute of Technology, published
in 1955, gave the value 0.014 388 8 meter-degree
for C2. A similar analysis from The Johns Hopkins
University, published in 1957, gave the value
0.014 388 6 meter-degree for C2.

The international practical Kelvin temperatures
are obtained by adding the value of To=273. 15 deg
to the international practical Celsius temperatures,
defined above. Values of the thermodynamic Celsius
temperatures are obtained by subtracting To from
the thermodynamic Kelvin temperatures. Table 3

gives the recommended designations; the arrows
point from the defined temperatures to the temper-
atures derived by changing the origin.

Table 3.

International Practical Scales

Celsius Absolute

International
Practical

Temperature

Names

Symbols

International
Practical Kelvin
Temperature

r.„, =«.„,+ To

°C (Int. 1948) °K (Int. 1948)

degrees Celsius degrees Kelvin
international practical 1948 international practical 1948

Thermodynamic Scales

Celsius Absolute

Thermodynamic Celsius
Temperature

Names

Symbols

Designations

Thermodynamic Kelvin
Temperature

°C (therm.) "K
degrees Celsius degrees Kelvin
thermodynamic

(To=273.15deg)

Note. For the international practical temperature, the subscript "int" after (

may be omitted if ttiere is no possibility of confusion.

NOTE IN PROOF - It is expected that a new International
Practical Temperature Scale will come in to use in 1969.

This new scale may deviate considerably from the Interna-

tional Scale defined herein. It probably will extend
downward to lU K.
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.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCALE

It is recognized that all temperature mea-
surements should be ultimately referrabje to the
Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale , This
scale, based on the second law of thermodynamics,
can be realized only with considerable difficulty,
and few laboratories are equipped to make the
necessary measurements. There are other methods
of determining temperatures more precisely and
Conveniently, however. In 1927 the Seventh Gen-
eral Conference on Weights and Measures adopted
the International Temperature Scale based on some
of these methods . The scale was revised in 1945,
and at that time the designation "degree Celsius"
(rather than degree Centigrade) was agreed upon.
In I960 a few changes were made in the text of
the scale, but these changes did not alter values
of temperature expressed on the scale. The word
"practical" was inserted in the najne, and the
scale is now called the International Practical
Temperature Scale of 19-^8.2 In this paper the
abbreviation IPTS will sometimes be used in re-
ference to the scale.

The definition of the IPTS is given in the
appendix to this paper. The scale is based on
six reproducible temperatures called "defining
fijced points." The numerical values assigned to
these defining fixed points were originally
chosen to make the scale conform as closely as

practicable to the thermodynamic scale. While
the sulfur point is listed as one of the six de-
fining fixed points, the zinc point is recommend-
ed instead, since it has been shown to be more

Superior numbers refer to similarly number-
ed references at the end of this paper.

reproducible than the sulfur point, and its use
leads to the same values of temperature on the •

IPTS^

.

Temperatures other than the defining fixed
points are derived from the Indications of speci-
fied standard Instruments calibrated at the de-
fining fixed points. The definition of the IPTS
therefore includes formulas giving the relation
between temperature and the indications of the
standaird interpolating instruments . To complete
the definition, essential physical characteristics
of the standard instruments are specified. Above
the gold point, temperatures are derived from the
ratio of spectral radiances of two blackbodies,
one at the gold point, by means of the Planck
radiation formula. Thoiigh the IPTS does not
specify how or at what wavelength the ratio is to
be determined, this is usually done with an opti-
cal pyrometer operating in the red region of the
visible spectrum.

The official text (adopted by the Eleventh
General Conference on Weights and Measures) of
the International Practical Temperature Scale of
194-8 includes a section on recommendations and a
section of supplementary information. The re-
commendations are given in the interest of uni-
formity and reproducibility in realizing temper-
ature on the scale. For further details, the
reader is referred to reference 2 which is a

translation of the official text (French)

.

REALIZATION OF THE SCALE

In order to realize the IPTS it is necessary
to establish the six defining fixed points and to
develop the equipment required to calibrate inter-
polating instruments at these points . The equip-
ment and procedures have been well described in
the literature so that only a brief outline of
the general problem need be given here.^~°

The triple point of water is realized in
sealed glass cells containing water from which im-
purities and dissolved gases have been removed.
A mantle of ice is frozen on the re-entrant ther-
mometer well, after which the ice adjacent to the
well is melted to produce a thin layer of very
pure water. After the ice in the mantle has aged
a day or so, this ice-water interface establishes
a temperature which is highly reproducible from
cell to cell and which can be maintained for long
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periods of time if the cell is properly stored

in an ice bath.

The oxygen, steam, and sulfur points are

boiling points; consequently the equilibrium tem-
perature is strongly dependent on pressure. A

change in pressure of lO"^ torr corresponds to

temperature changes of about 0.0001 deg at the
oxygen point, 0.0003 deg at the steam point, and
0.001 deg at the sulfur point. It is therefore
evident that the pressure in the baths used to

maintain these fixed points must be very care-
fully determined . The oxygen point may be real-
ized in an apparatus which utilizes the equi-
librium temperature of liquid and gaseous oxygen
at a pressure of one atmosphere, while the steam
and sulfur points are usually achieved as con-
densation points in apparatus in which the water
and sulfur, respectively, are actively boiled.

The gold, silver, and zinc points are real-
ized as freezing points. A sample of piire metal
is first melted in a high purity graphite cru-
cible of appropriate size and shape. Freezing
of the metal is then established, and the con-
stant temperature observed is taken as the freez-
ing point. The crucibles used for calibrating
resistance thermometers and thermocouples are
equipped with thermometer wells, while the cru-
cibles used to establish the scale above the gold
point contain a graphite blackbody cavity. The
omittance of this blackbody should be at least
0.999.

With the defining fixed points established,
the next step in realizing the IPTS is to cali-
brate the interpolating instruments at these
points . Here the problem is to first bring the
instrument to a stable physical condition, then
to place the temperature-sensitive part of the
instrument in thermal equilibrium with the de-
fining fixed point, and finally to determine the
instrument indication with sufficient precision.

Standard resistance thermometers and
standard thermocouples must be well annealed be-
fore calibration, and during testing they must
be properly protected from chemical contami-
nation and physical harm. At the defining fixed
points, they must be sufficiently well immersed
to eliminate any significant stem losses by con-
duction and radiation. This applies also to the
reference junctions of a standard thermocouple
which are maintained at 0 °C in an ice bath.
Instruments that can determine thermometer re-
sistance and thermocouple emf with adequate pre-
cision have been developed, but there are many
precautions to be observed . For example, one
must account for the self-heating of a re-
sistance thermometer by its measuring current,

and in the case of thermocouples, one must main-
tain a precise voltage reference and carefully
guard against the intrusion of spurious emfs in
the measuring circuitry.

Above the gold point the IPTS is usually
realized with an optical pyrometer. The cali-
bration of an optical pyrometer consists of de-
termining the relation between cvirrent through

the filament of a reference lamp in the pyrometer
and the temperature of a blackbody to which the

lamp filament is matched in brightness. The cali
bration procedure is lengthy and far too Involved
to describe here in detail. An excellent account
of the theories that are applied and the tech-
niques used is given in reference 4.

ACCURACY OF REALIZING THE SCALE

Before attempting to assess the accuracy with
which the IPTS can be realized, let us first con-
sider some of the factors affecting reproduci-
bility of the defining fixed points and the pre-
cision of the interpolating instruments. Fixed-
point reproducibility has to do with differences
in equilibrium temperatures achieved from time to

time in a particular laboratory because of slight
variations in the purity of the materials, in
fixed-point apparatus, and in techniques. Pre-
cision of interpolating instruments, on the other
hand, is concerned with how well a particular in-
strument is able to repeat its indication at a
given temperature.

The triple point of water is especially im-
portant since it is the single point common to

both the practical and the thermodynamic tem-
perature scales. However, the equilibrium
temperature of a freshly prepared ice mantle may
increase slowly from 0.0001 to 0.0005 deg over a

period of several days before becoming stable.^

This increase is thought to be caused by release
of strain in the ice or by a change in the size

of the ice crystals. Radiation transmitted
through the ice and water in the cell and sur-
rounding ice bath can measurably alter the tem-
perature of a resistance thermometer in the

cell. This can be eliminated by covering the

cell and bath. Finally, the equilibrium temper-
ature is a function of the depth below the liquid-

vapor interface so that a depth correction must
be applied. Under the best conditions, cells
from different sources have been shown to pro-
duce equilibrium temperatures which are constant
for long periods of time and agree within
0.0002 deg.

As pointed out earlier, the boiling points
are strongly dependent on pressure. It is quite
difficult to determine precisely the pressure in
that part of the apparatus where the thermometer
is located. Impurities in the boiling-point
material can cause errors, as can radiative trans-

fer of heat between the thermometer and parts of
the apparatus at temperatures different from the

equilibrium temperature . In the case of sulfur,

it has been observed that when boiling is first
started after a period of rest, the equilibrium
temperature at one atmosphere will decrease for

several days. The reason for this is not fully
understood. For these and other reasons, the

boiling points are somewhat less reproducible
than the triple point.

The metal freezing points, on the other hand,

are not significantly affected by usual changes
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in atmospheric pressure, though the hydrostatic
pressure of the liquid metal does have a meastir-

able effect on the equilibrium temperature and
must be taken into account. The main require-
ments for achieving reproducible freezing points
Eire to start with very pure metal, to keep the
metal ptire during vise, and to freeze the metal
very slowly and uniformly. Under these con-
ditions samples of high purity zinc from
different sources have been shown to have the
same freezing point within 0.0002 deg.''' There
are no reasons to expect that silver and gold
would differ appreciably in behavior from zinc,
and in fact there is experimental, evidence to
show that the gold point is reproducible within
at least 0.002 deg (see below). Silver must be
protected from oxygen since a small amoxint of
oxygen dissolved in the silver will depress its

freezing point significantly.

The reproducibilities of the defining fixed
points are summarized in column 3 of Table 1.

The numbers given represent the maximum
difference which should be observed in the fixed
points in a particular laboratory from time to

time and from sample to sample when materials of
the highest available purity are used to estab-

lish the fixed points."^

Column U of Table 1 gives an estimate of
the precision (really imprecision), associated
with interpolating instruments and measuring
equipment. The numbers were estimated by ex-
amining the instrumental precision achieved in
various laboratories . For the most part these
uncertainties are influenced by the stability of
the instruments themselves.

Platinum resistance thermometers are very
stable instruments if they are made of pure plat-
inum wire which is kept strain-free, emd if they
are protected ftom chemical contamination and
from physical and thermal shock. To achieve the
high precision of which they are capable it is

essential they always be used in a well annealed
condition. Standard thermocouples are also re-
latively stable instruments if they are well
annealed, used in clean oxidizing atmospheres,
and are protected from chemical and physical con-
tamination. The largest uncertainty in thermo-
couples arises from emf's which are generated in
regions of slight Inhomogenlties in the thermo-
couple wires as they pass +hrough temperature
gradients. Optical pyrometer precision la

Table 1

Estimates of Impreclsions in Realizing the IPTS

Temperature
1

Oxygen point

Triple point

Steam point

Zinc point

Sulfur point

630.5 °C

Interpolating
Instrument

2

Reproducibility
(spread) of
Fixed Point

., 3

Resistance
Thermometer

0.001 deg

.0002

.0005

.0003

.0015

Instrumental
Imprecision

L

iO.OOi; deg

.0002

.0002

.0002

.0002

.001

Interlaboratory
Imprecision

^ 5

^.02 deg

.0002

.0005

.001

.002

.02

Differences

\ti ~ ^int

-0.01 deg

-O.OOlj

tO.07A

+0.076

to .17

630.5

Silver point

Gold point

Gold point

2000 oQ

4000 oQ

Thermocouple

.002 (est)

.002 (eat)

Optical
Pyrometer

.1

.1

.1

.3

1.0

3.0

.2

.2

.2

2.0

10.0

+1.13

+1.-41
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largely determined by the stability of the re-
ference lamp characteristics and by the ability
to achieve brightness matches. The latter is es-
pecially significant in visml optical pyrometry
where the matching detector is an observer's eye.

In order to arrive at how accurately the
IPTS can be realized, one might circulate "per-
fect" transfer standards among all laboratories
in which attempts have been made to realize the
IPTS, The standard deviation of the average tem-
peratures determined for the transfer standards
in each laboratory could then be considered a

g
measure of the aociiracy of realizing the scale. '

The figures in column 5 of Table 1 are estimates
of such standard deviations, and they are based
on a limited number of interchanges of interpo-
lating instruments and transfer standards between
several national standards laboratories.

Also of interest is the difference between
the practical and thermodynamic temperature scales.
The differences given in column 6 of Table 1 are
taken from a table prepared by the Advisory Com-
mittee on Thermometry* at the Seventh Session in
1964.. This table was based on the best assessed
information available to the committee at that
time. In the table t. . is the value of temper-
ature on the IPTS and S^^^ + 273.15 deg is the
value of the same temperature on the Thermo-
dynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale.

TRANSFER OF THE SCALE TO OTHER INSTRUMENTS

To be widely useful the IPTS must be trans-
ferred from the standard instruments to other tem-
peratiore measuring devices . This is customarily
done by directly comparing standard resistance
thermometers, standard thermocouples, and standard
optical pyrometers with the instrument to be cali-
brated over the temperature range to be used.

In the range -1B3 to +500 °C comparison cali-
brations may be made by inserting thermometers or
thermocouples to be tested, together with a

standard resistance thermometer, in stirred liqxild

baths of appropriate design .9 Solid metal baths
maintained at a uniform temperature are also use-
ful. At higher temperatures, thermocouples are
more conveniently compared with a standard thermo-
couple by fusing the measuring junctions of the
test and standard thermocouples together. The
emf ' s of the thermocouples are then measured
sim\J.taneously as the temperature of the common
junction is changed.

Above the gold point optical pyrometers are
compared with a standard instrument by sighting
both the test and standard on the same radiating
source. If the radiating source is not a black-
body, a correction must be applied to compensate
for the difference in mean effective wavelengths
at which the two instruments operate. Thermo-

*The Advisory Committee on Thermometry is

one of the six advisory committees of the Inter-
national Committee on Weights and Measures . See
reference 3.

couples are compared with optical pyrometers at

high tempera ;:ures by bringing a thermocouple to

thermal equilibrium with blackbody radiation, the

temperature of which is determined with a cali-
brated optical pyrometer.

The IPTS may also be transferred to other
instruments and other laboratories by means of
"transfer standards", such as calibrated tungsten
ribbon-filament lamps and thermometric fixed
points. Examples of thermometric fixed points are

the freezing points of pure metals and eutectic
alloys, and the freezing and boiling points of
other pure inorganic and organic materials . The
ice point (O "^C; is particularly easy to achieve
with considerable precision in the laboratory,
and the steam point may be approximated closely
in open hypsometers. Tungsten ribbon-filament
lamps, which provide continuously adjustable
sources of radiation, are useful transfer standards
above the gold point. They are calibrated by de-
termining the relation between current through
the filament and the brightness temperature at a

particvilar wavelength when viewed under specified
conditions

.

Any well equipped laboratory may realize
the IPTS directly as described above, and then
transfer the scale to other instrments or trans-
fer standards. If this is carefully done, an
interchange of standard interpolating instruments
with other laboratories should show that the real-
izations of the scale agree within the limits
given in Table 1. However, because of the com-
plexity of such procedures, it is usually not
practical for most laboratories to maintain tem-
perature standards in this manner. For this rea-
son, and so that there may be a common soiirce for
the realization of the IPTS in this country, the
National Bureau of Standards offers a series of
calibration services by which the IPTS, as it is

realized at NBS, may be transferred to other lab-
oratories .-'-^ NBS also maintains and distributes
a supply of metal samples, the freezing points of
which have been determined on the IPTS, and a

supply of thermometric cells which establish re-
ference temperatures by means of the freezing be-
havior of purified organic compounds .l^

METAL FREEZING POINTS

This decade has seen the advent of a new
era in the use of pure metal freezing points as
precise thermometric fixed points, brought about
by the increasing commercial availability of ex-
tremely pure metals and by a series of careful
researches on these metals . As a result, metal
freezing points are now among the most useful of
the fixed points . They are relatively easy to
realize with simple equipment, they are highly
reproducible and durable, and they are not strong-
ly dependent on pressure.

Outstanding among recent investigations of
metal freezing points is the work of McLaren at
the National Research Council in Canada. '^ He
has shown the freezing points of a number of
metals, which are realized as the plateau temper-
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atures on slow-rate freezing curves, to be near-
ly as reproducible as any temperature on the
IPTS if the metals are sufficiently pure.
McLaren has already reported the results of his
investigations of indium, tin, cadmivim, lead,

and zinc, and at the present (early 1965) he is

working with antimony. A preliminary report in-
dicates that the ajitimony point is comparable to
the other points (contrary to what was thought
earlier - see ref. 3)-, but its temperature on
the IPTS still needs to be determined with pre-
cision. ^ McLaren has developed techniques for
inducing a freezing condition in a metal sample
to establish an Isothermal liquid-solid inter-
face surrounding the temperature-sensitive part
of a thermometer . This shields the thermometer
from temperature fluctuations of the heating
equipment, and permits freezing to progress very
slowly and i;miformly. McLaren has also devised
a method of thermal analysis, based on alloy
melting range, which allows one to discriminate
between samples of pure metal so that the purest
may be chosen as the thermometric standard.
This method also affords a simple means of self-
checking the continued integrity of the standard.

A recent investigation of the mercury freez-
ing point by Dengler has shown this point to be
highly reproducible and easy to achieve. -^5 Mer-
cury of very high purity is apparently readily
available from a number of sources . An effort
is now being made to determine the temperat\ire

of the mercury point on the IPTS. McAllen, work-
ing at the National Reseeirch Council in Canada,

is currently studying the characteristics of the
copper-silver eutectic point. If this point
proves tractable, it will fill an important gap
between the antimony point and the silver point.
The aluminum point is also in this temperature
range and it should be investigated thoroughly.

Definitive investigations of the gold and
silver points, comparable to those which have
been made at the lower temperatures, have had to

await the development of more sophisticated in-
strumentation and technique. A few preliminary
experiments have been made at NBS and more are
being planned. In one test, the freezing points
of two samples of pure gold (impurity concen-
trations of the order 1-10 ppm) were determined
with a high temperatxore platinum resistance ther-
mometer of special design. They were found to
differ between freezings and between samples by
less than 0.002 deg, though melting range curves
obtained with the same thermometer revealed that

one sample was definitely of higher pxarity than
the other.

Above 1063 °C, the copper point has been sub-
stituted for the gold point in some laboratories
for thermocouple and optical pyrometer cali-
brations . The palladivun and platinum points have

also been used, in a melting disk method, to es-
tablish calibration curves for high temperatijre

thermocouples . These points all need to be re-
determined with the precise Dhotoelectric pyro-
meters now being developed.

Table 2 presents a selected list of metal

freezing points covering a large portion of the

IPTS. The temperatures given are believed by the

author to be the best available at the present

time. When current investigations are completed,

these metal freezing points, together with the

triple point of water, will provide many labora-

tories a simple basis for approximating the IPTS

very closely from -50 to 1063 °C, probably within

the accuracy of the scale itself. Several manu-

facturers are developing or have already marketed

freezing point equipment to do this.

Metal

Table 2

Selected Metal Freezing Points

Reported Freezing
Point °G. Int. 19A8 Reference

Mercury -38.86 15

Indium 156.611 13

Tin 231.913 13

Cadmium 321.032 13

Lead 327.426 13

Zinc 419.505 Defined

Antimony 630.55 (est)

Alumium 660.1 2

Copper-Silver
20Eutectic 778.3

Silver 960.8 Defined

Gold 1063 Defined

Copper 1083 2

Palladium 1552 2

Platinum 1769 2

^Tentative value based on preliminary mea-

surements at NBS.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE SCALE

The figures Ih Table 1 show that some parts

of the IPTS would benefit from changes based on

information already available. Obviously, use of

the zinc point instead of the sulfur point makes

the part of the scale covered by the standard re-

sistance thermometer more reproducible. Similarly,

substitution of the tin point for the steam point

would improve the upper part of the range, though

at the expense of a slight degradation of the

scale below 100 "C.^

Recent findings also lead to improved re-

sistance thermometry. For example, McLaren re-

ports that serious thermometer errors can occur

at the higher temperatures because of "radiation

piping" up the stems of quartz tube thermometersi

'

This error may be as much as 0.1 degree at the

antimony point. By coating the thermometer with

a substance which breaks up the total internal re-
flections, this source of error can be eliminated

and an increase in thermometer precision achieved.

Studies of the annealing behavior and low temper-
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atvire characteristics of platinxm resistance ther-
mometers point the way to improved manufacture
which ought to further enhance thermometer
stability. 19

There are some difficulties with the scale
in the region of the oxygen point, and there
appears to be a definite need for extending the
scale to lower temperatures . In recent years the
existing provisional low temperature scales main-
tained in the various national standards labora-
tories have been compared . From the results of
these comparisons, the Advisory Committee on Ther-
mometry in 1964. derived a platinum resistance
thermometer interpolation table. It is expected
that these efforts, together with recent investi-
gations of low temperature fixed points, will lead
eventually to extending the practical temperature
scale to the boiling point of equilibrium hydrogen
(about -253 °C or 20 °K) .20

Considerable improvement can be achieved in
the range 630.5 to 1063 °C, where precision of
the standard thermocouple seriously limits real-
ization of the scale, by replacing the thermo-
couple with a platinum resistance thermometer as
Interpolating instrument. It has been shown that
with the very pure platinum wire and insulating
and protecting materials available today, highly
stable thermometers can be made.21~24- Thermom-
eters have been built and tested which, when heat-
ed for himdreds of hours at temperatures above
1000 °C, have changed by less than the equivalent
of 0.05 deg at the gold point. Thus, the way is
open to defining a practical temperature scale eill

the way from the hydrogen point to the gold point
by platinum resistance thermometry.

Above the gold point, the fundamental limi-
tations imposed on the scale by visual optical
pyrometry are being overcome with photoelectric
pyrometers. Such instruments have increased the
sensitivity and precision of optical pyrometry by
nearly an order of magnitude. 20

Finally, the results of gas thermometer de-
terminations of the defining fixed points will.
In the near futvire, permit meaningful changes to
be made in the numbers assigned to these points.
This will bring the practical temperature scale
into closer agreement with the thermodynamic
scale. One can therefore look to the adoption of
a significantly improved international practical
temperature scale at the next General Conference
OP Weights and Measures in 1968.

SUMMARY

In summary, we have seen that the Inter-
national Practical Temperature Scale of 19^^^ is a
well defined scale that can be realized with high
precision and accuracy. Information is available
which can lead to an even better practical scale
In the near future. It has also been pointed out
that the freezing points of p^ire metals provide a
simple and precise meeins of transferring and main-
taining the scale in a laboratory. The vise of
these metal freezing-point standards is highly re-
conmended to all who are interested in precise

temperature measurements

.
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APPENDIX

Temperatures on the International Practical Tem-
perature Scale of 1948 are expressed in degrees Cel-
sius, designated by °C or °(J (Int. 1948), and are
dci>oted here by the symbol t or
The International Practical Temperature Scale is

based on six reproducible temperatures (defining
fixed points), to which numerical values arc assigned,
and on formulas establishing the relation between
temperature and the indications of instruments cali-
brated by means of values assigned to the six defining
fixed points. These fixed points are defined by speci-
fied equilibrium states, each of which, except for the
triple point of water, is under a pressure of 101 32r
newtons/meter* (1 standard atmosphere).
The fixed points of the scale and the exact nu-

merical values assigned to them are given in table 1.

Table 1. Defining fixed points

Exact values assigned. The pressure Is I standard atmosphere, eicept lor tho
triple point of water.

Temjxraturt
•C(/iir. ;««)

Temperature of equilibrium between liquid oxygen
and its vapor (oxygen point) _ —182. 97

Temperature of equilibrium between ice, liquid
water, and water vapor (triple point of water).. +0. 01

Temperature of equilibrium between liquid water
and its vapor (steam point) 100

Temperature of equilibrium between liquid sulfur
and its vapor (sulfur point) 444. 6*

Temperature of equilibrium between solid silver
and liquid silver (silver point) 960. 8

Temperature of equilibrium between solid gold
and liquid gold (gold point). 1063

„J'." "'t** " '» rMonmwnded to ose the lorapenitare of equl.
llbrlum between aoUd zinc iind Uquld dnc (ilnc point) »rith Itm rolue 41»,J05 °0
(Int. I»<8) The tine point Is more reprodactble lh»n the julfof point and tt*
»» uo which Is assigned to It has been so chosen that lU u»o leads to the same
Talues of temperature on the lotemationml Practical Temporabm State ai does
tbe use of the sulfur point.

The procedures for interpolation lead to a divisioD
of tbe scale into four parts.

a. From 0 °C to 630.5 °C (antimony point) the
temperature t is defined by the formula

where R, is the resistance at temperature t of the
platinum wire resistor of a standard resistance
thermometer, and /?o is the resistance at 0 °C. The
constants Ro, A, and B are to be determined from
the values of R, at the triple point of water, at the
steam point, and at the sulfur point (or the zinc
point). The platinum wire of a standard resistance
thermometer shall be annealed and its purity shall
be such that Rim/Ro is not less than 1.3920.

b. From tho oxygon point to 0 "O, tho tempera-
ture t is defined by tho formula

R,=Ro [l+At+Bt'+C(.t-t,„)f].

where /?o, A, and B are determined in the same
manner as in a above, tho constant C is to bo deter-
mined from the value of R, at tho oxygen point, and
(,00=100 °C.

c. From G30.5 °C to tho gold point the tempera-
ture i is defined by tho formula

E=a+bt+ct',

wlicro E is the electromotive force of a standard
thermocouple of platinum and platinum-rhodium
alloy, when one of the junctions is at 0 °C and the
otlicr at the temperature t. The constants a, b,

and c arc to be determined from tho values of E at
630.5 °C, at the silver point, and at tlio gold point.
The value of the electromotive force at 630.5 °C is

to be determined by nieasuring this temperature
with a s(andard resistance tlieimometer.

The wires of tho standard thermocouple shall be
annealed and the purity of the platinum wire shall

be such that the ratio R,oo/Ro is not less than 1.3920.

The platinum-rhodium wire shall consist nominally
of 90 percent platinum and 10 percent rhodium by
weight. When one junction of the thermocouple
is at 0 °C and the other is successively at 630.5 °C.
the silver point, and the gold point, the completed
thermocouple shall have electromotive forces such
that

£'au=10 300 MV±50 MV

EM-E^=im MV-f0.158 (£:au-10300 mv)±4 tiv

£'ao-£'mo s=4766 mv+0.631 (£:*»- 10300 mv)± 8 /iv.

d. Above the gold point the temperature t ia

defined by the formula

where J, and «7ao are the radiant energies per unit
wavelength interval at wavelength X, emitted per
unit time per unit soHd angle per unit area of a black-
body at the temperature t and tho gold point re-

spectively, Cj is the second radiation constant with
the value C3=0.014 38 meter-degrees, X is in meters,
and 2',=273.15 degrees.

NOTE IN PROOF - It is expected
that a new International Prac-
tical Temperature Scale will
come in to use in 1969. This
new scale may deviate consider-
ably from the International
Scale defined herein. It prob-
ably will extend downward to 14 K,
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abstract

Seven resistance thermometers (six Pt; one 90Pt:10Rh alloy) have been cali-

brated on the thermodynamic scale by comparison with a helium gas thermome-
ter. The boiling point of oxygen was taken to be 90.19° K, and computations
were made in such a way as to secure continuity between the International Tem-
perature Scale and the scale being established. On the latter scale the triple

point of normal hydrogen was found to be 13.96° K and the boiling point 20.39°
Tables have been prepared by means of which temperatures corresponding to
observed resistances may be obtained by linear interpolation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are in the United States at the present time 13 laboratories
equipped or being equipped to produce liquid hydrogen, liquid helium,
or both, and the nvunber is growing steadily. Many of the investi-

gations being carried on in these laboratories require the precise meas-
urement of temperatures in the region below 83" K (—190° C), and
the National Bureau of Standards has received a nmnber of requests
for calibrations in this temperature range. The International Tem-
perature Scale ^ defines no standard procedure for the measurement
of temperatures below —190" C, and as a consequence it has been
customary for cryogenic laboratories to calibrate their temperature-
measuring instruments by direct comparison with a gas thermometer.
The difficulties inherent m gas thermometry make it highly desirable
that some simpler procedure be found, which may be used in all in-

vestigations where the measurement of temperature is not itself the
primary object. Since from 660" C down to —190" C the Interna-
tional Temperature Scale is based on the resistance of platinum, a
desirable solution of the problem would be to extend the useful range
of the platinum resistance thermometer to lower temperatures. The

I George K. Burgess, BS J. Research 1, 635 (1928) RP22.
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provisional temperature scale described in this paper represents such
an extension. Apparatus is now being set up to make this scale avail-
able to other laboratories by the caUbration of thermometers which
may be submitted for test. The purpose of this paper is to describe
the establishment of this scale, wliich is to serve (1) as the basis for
calibrations made by the National Bureau of Standards between 14°

and 83° K and (2) as the scale to be used by this Bureau in reporting
the results of its own investigations.

Since the National Bm-eau of Standards, in common with other
standardizing laboratories, makes all calibrations above —190° C
on the International Temperature Scale, it is important that the
scale extending to lower temperatures should join smoothly with it

at its lowest point. This continuity can be obtained by using the
oxygen point as the primary fixed point in determining the constant
of the gas thermometer, rather than the ice point, which is the more
usual procedure, and by assigning to it the same temperature on both
scales. The scale described in this paper is based on seven resistance
thermometers (six Pt; one 90Pt:10Rh alloy) whose resistances have
been determined as a function of temperature by comparison with.

the gas thermometer.
The resistances of these thermometers will be checked from time

to time at the triple point and boiling point of hydrogen, at the
boiling point of oxygen, and at the ice point. It is planned in subse-
quent LQvestigations to determine a number of other Qxed points on
tne scale diescribed. With a sufficient number of such points estab-
lished, the maintenance of the scale will not be dependent on the
preservation of the seven original thermometei's.

It is hoped that the scale will be found to be in agreement with the
thermodynamic scale to within ±0.02°. When a program for ther-

mometry was laid out it was considered advisable to estabHsh first a
provisional scale of reasonable accuracy without waiting for the con-
struction of more elaborate apparatus with which somewhat greater
accuracy might have been attained. The continuation of this pro-
gram includes, however, the construction of a new and more accurate
gas thermometer with which not only to improve the present pro-
visional scale but also to determine fixed points throughout the
region below the ice point.

II. APPARATUS

There was available the low temperature adiabatic calorimeter used
by Southard ^ and his collaborators in their calorimetric investigations.

This calorimeter had been used by Southard and Milner ^ as a cryostat
for the gas thermometer with which they caHbrated their resistance

thermometers. After some changes, designed to improve its accu-
racy, this apparatus was used in the present work.
The thermometer bulb and cryostat are shown schematically in

figure 1. Surrounding the heavy cylindrical copper bulb was a
thermal shield with independent heaters in top, side, and bottom, and
outside the shield in turn was a vacuum-tight brass container. Out-
side this container was a dewar flask which was fUled with liquid

hydrogen (in some cases with Hquid air). This dewar flask was
entirely enclosed by a metal jacket (not shown). By reducing the

* J. O. Southard and F. G. Brickwedde, J. Am. Cbem. Soo. tS. 4378 (1933).
* J. O. Southard and B. T. MUner, J. Am. Chem .Soo. U, 4384 (1933).
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pressure inside this jacket with a vacuum pump, temperatures down
to 55° K could be obtained with liquid air and temperatures down to

TO VACUUM

DEWAR FOR
HYDROGEN

METAL RING

RESISTANCE
y THERMOMETERS

BRASS CONTAINER

COPPER BULB

THERMAL SHIELD

INSULATING

VACUUM

XX THERMOCOUPLE
JUNCTIONS

FiGUEE 1.

—

Thermometer bulb and cryostat.

10.5° with (solid) hydrogen. The metal jacket was always surrounded
by liquid air before filling the inner dewar with hquid hydrogen.
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The copper-nickel capillary led to a mercury manometer where the
pressures were read on a glass mirror scale. The end of the capillary

passed through a turned-brass plug which was waxed into the short
arm of the manometer. On the bottom of this plug was a sharp
point to which the mercury was adjusted by means of a leveling reser-

voir before each reading. The long arm of the manometer was con-
nected to a vacuum system and the mercury columns were thermally
protected by light aluminum shields. Thermocouple junctions were
placed at 10-cm intervals along the portion of the capillary extending
from the brass container to the region at room temperature. The
reference junction for these thermoelements was in melting ice. Six
diflferential thermocouples (marked X in fig. 1), having a common
junction on the bulb itself, indicated any temperature differences be-

tween the bulb and the points marked X • It was necessary to furnish

separate heaters both for the cable of leads and for the capillary.

The input to the various heating circuits was regulated to keep the
indications of the- differential thermocouples as near zero as possible.

Under these conditions the bulb could be kept at constant temperature
as long as desired.

All of the resistance thermometers used were of the four-lead

coiled-helix type woimd on mica crosses, as described by Meyers,* but
were sealed into cylindrical platinima cases (5 by 50 mm), filled with
helium to promote rapid attainment of thermal equiUbrium. The
leads were brought out through a glass seal at the end of each case.

Two resistance thermometers are shown in place in figure 1. Low-
melting solder was used to insure good thermal contact between the
thermometer cases and the copper block. All of the thermometers
had been repeatedly annealed at approximatelji; 500" C until heating
to the sulfur point (444.6° C) did not change their ice-point resistances

by more than the equivalent of 0.001°. No great difficulty was ex-

perienced in making thermometers which fulfilled this requirement.
However, the 7 thermometers chosen were the best of a group of 12,

not all of which satisfied the condition just laid down. The ice points

of the seven thermometers have been checked several times during the

progress of the investigation, some of them over a period of nearly 3

years, and no significant trend has been detected. The constants of

the thermometers used are given in table 4, page 362.

The leads from the thermometers were wrapped several times

around the bulb and shellacked down, so as to minimize heat leaks to

the thermometers. The leads passed from the bulb to a groove in the

radiation shield, passed several times around it, and emerged from the

top of the shield, where all the leads were collected into a cable and
wound with a heater. After making several turns aroimd a metal
ring, the cable passed up through the central copper-nickel tube and
emerged from the vacuum system through a wax joint at room tem-
perature. The purpose of uie metal ring, which was soldered to the

top of the brass container, was to cool the leads to the temperature of

the refrigerating bath. The central copper-nickel tube led to a

vacuum system into which helium could be admitted whenever the

fas thermometer was to be brought rapidlj^ to the temperature of the

ath. This vacuum system was entirely independent of the one to

which the manometer was connected.

« C. H. Meyers, B8 J. Kesearch », 807 (1932) HP 608,
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Resistances were measured on a thennostated Wheatstone bridge of

the type designed by Mueller.* The thermocouples on the capiBary
were read with a potentiometer; those on the temperature-controlling
system were arranged for direct connection to a galvanometer.

III. THEORY

A real gas, confined in a volume which is strictly constant and at
uniform temperature throughout, exerts a pressure which is a single-

valued function of the temperature. This pressure may be used to

define a scale of temperatures according to the equation

V==cT„ (F const), (1)

where the subscript g indicates that the scale depends on the kind of

gas and on its density, and does not necessarily agree with the thermo-
dynamic scale. The constant c is fixed by the condition that in-

crease by 100° in passing from the ice point to the steam point.

To realize a definite gas scale of temperatures it is necessary to take
into account the fact that no actual gas thermometer quite fulfills the
conditions laid down above. The volume always changes somewhat
with changing temperature and pressure, and there is always some gas
in the capillary and other pressure-transmitting volume ' that is not
in general at the same temperature as the gas in the thermometer bulb.
These facts make it necessary to work with the product pV in place
of the single variable of eq 1 . Referring to unit mass of gas, consider
the equation

pv=aTg (2)

For any given value of v this may be made identical with eq 1 by mak-
ing a/v=c, so that there are exactly 100" between the ice and steam
pomts. If a is kept fixed while v is allowed to vary, the Tg correspond-
ing to a given thermal state is no longer uniquely defined by eq 2,

but may range over a narrow band of values whose width is propor-
tional to the deviation of the gas from Boyle's law. Evidently the ice-

to-steam interval will in general be 100° only for one particular gas
density. Let a be so chosen that the particular densitv for which tnis

occurs is the same as the density ' of the gas in the bulb of a constant-
volume gas thermometer. Then, if the total volume of the gas ther-

mometer is V and the mass of gas contained is m, we have

pV=maTg (3)

if the entire thermometer is at uniform temperature. If it is not at

uniform temperature, imagine it subdivided into smaller volumes, each
of which may be considered to be at uniform temperature. For the
gas in each we may write

pVi=m^Tg„ (4)

• E. F. Mueller, J. Research NBS. (Publication pending.)
• Other expressions used for this volome ere "obnoxious volume", "noxious volume", "dead space",

"nuisance volume", "unheated space", ' schSdllcher Haum", and "espace nutsible". The expression "pres-
sure-transmitting volume" was adopted as being more descriptive of the actual function of tnis part of the
apparatus.

' Th Ls density will change slightly as the thermometer bulb expands and as the temperature (if the pressure-
transmitting volume changes. Within the experimental error, however, a constant value of a jnty be used,
<i|nce the density variations e^re small,
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and summing over all the volumes

p ^

=

ay^.mi=A= constant

.

i i

Separating out and dropping subscripts on the important term which
feirefers to the gas-thermometer bulb,

T/.l

\=A, (5)
JV V,

yj- e i J- gO

the prime indicating that one of the terms has been taken outside
the summation. Variations in the bulb volume may be taken into
account by writing

V=V^{l+aT+^T^+ .... +72>+€2?2+ . . . .)

= Fo[l+/(r,2>)],

the constants being determined by prehminary investigations. Sub-
stituting this expression in eq 5 and multiplying by T^/Fo, we obtain

and putting Vo/A= C,

To=c\l+f{T,v)+'^^'^y (6)

From this equation, Tg may readily be found by successive approxi-
mations since only the first term in the braces is large. In the calcula-

tions it is generally permissible to use Tg for T in finding the change
in bulb volume with temperature. The change in bulb volume with
pressure is in many cases neghgible. The pressure-transmitting
volumes, Vi, must be found by actual measurement, but their change
with temperature and pressure may ordinarily be neglected. The
temperatures Tgi which should be assigned to the transmitting
volumes are really defined by eq 4. However, they are ordinarily

measured with thermometers or thermocouples calibrated to give
temperatures in approximate agreement with the thermodynamic
scale. With data on the deviation of the gas from Boyle's law one
may calculate how the value of Tgt corresponding to a given thermal
state will vary as the gas density is changed. For most gases this

variation is small, seldom more than a few hundredths of a degree
throughout the range of densities likely to occur in a gas-thermometer
system. Hence, since the Tgi^ occur only in small correction terms,

it is generally permissible to replace them directly with the ther-

mometer and thermocouple indicc tions oi T.

Experimental determination of the constant C requires in principle

that p be measured at both the ice and steam points. In many
instances it is better to determine C from measurements made at a
single point, employing the results of earlier investigations to insure

the preservation of the 100° ice-to-steam interval. "With the appara-
tus used in the present work, for example, determination of C at the

oxygen point rather than at the ice and steam points permitted the
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helium density to be increased by a factor of 373/90, with a propor-
tional increase in sensitivity. It is worth-while to emphasize that
when C is determined without measuring the ice-to-steam interval,

the gas-scale temperatiire, Tg, rather than the thermodynamic tem-
perature, T, of the caUbration point must be inserted in eq 6.

To obtain centigrade gas-scale temperatures from temperatures on
the corresponding absolute gas scale, the temperature of the ice point
on the latter scale must be subtracted,

tg—Tg TgQ.

Since many investigators employ the pressure coeflBcient /3 and com-
pute temperatures directly on a centigrade gas scale it should be
pointed out that in eq 1

IV. REDUCTION TO THE THERMODYNAMIC SCALE

The most common method of reduciug gas-scale temperatures to the
thermodynamic scale is based on the assumption that when a gas is

used at lower and lower densities, the corresponding gas scale ap-
proaches the thermodynamic. Data for helium which permit tlus

extrapolation to zero density have been obtained both at the Reichsan-
stalt and at Leiden for the temperature range in which we are inter-

ested, and tables of corrections ^ based on these data have been pub-
Ushed. These corrections are for a centigrade gas scale and are con-
sequently zero at the ice and steam points. To permit a more direct

comparison of the results of the two laboratories, the corrections which
they would obtain for the absolute scale of the same gas were com-
puted. The Kelvin and Celsius thermodynamic scales satisfy the
relation T'=2'o+^. while two corresponding gas scales satisfy the
relation Tg=TgQ-{-tg. Hence

T-Tg={,T,-Tg,)+{t-tg). (7)

The pubUshed tables referred to give values of t—tg.

From the Reichsanstalt data we have computed T—Tg directly,

following the procedure of Henning ^° on page 174. In place of ms
equation for t—t^ {t—tg in our notation) the corresponding equation

T-Tg= -£[(5,-5o) (5.oo-5o)]po

was used, where Aq, Bt, etc., are taken from equations of isotherms of

the form

^'^==A,+B,p+C.p^

The B values used were computed from the equation used by Hen-
ning." The value found for Tq-T^o was —0.021°. As a check,

' F. Henning, Z.ges. Kalte-Ind. S7, 169 (1930).
• W. H. Keesom and W. Tuyn, Leiden Commun. Supp. No. 78, table on p. 49. (Reprinted from Travaux

et Mfimoires du Bureau International des Poids et Mesures tO (1936).)

Footnote 8. „ _
> F. Henning, Z. ges. K£tlte-Ind. S7, 169 (1930); the entire set of constants is given by J. Otto, Hand. Exp.

Physlk 8, part 2, 191 (1929).
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i—tg was computed from eq 7, using this value, and the values found
were identical with those oi the Reichsanstalt table.

Keesom and Tuyn plotted the corrections computed from several
sets of isotherm data, and based their table on a smooth curve drawn
through these points. In the heading of their table it is stated that

100 200 300
ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE

FiouBE 2.

—

Corrections for reducing to [the thermodynamic scale, computed from
data of the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory at Leiden and the Physikcdiseh-Tech-
nische Reichsanstalt.

The heavy line represents corrections adopted for use in this paper.

their corrections are based on a value of — 0.361 X10~* for ua-

(=7— j8 in our notation).

Since To=l/y and Tgo=lJ0, we have

(To-r,o)= l/7-l/i8=

Substituting their value for /3— 7, we find Tq— 2Vo=— 0.027°. This
quantity was used with eq 7 to compute T— Tg from the Leiden table.

In table 1 the original values of the two laboratories are reproduced,
together with the derived values of T— Tg. In figure 2 the corrections

T—Tg have been plotted against the absolute temperature. The
heavy line on this graph is a weighted mean of the two sets, and repre-

sents the corrections adopted for use in the present work. The
numerical values are given in table 2. Since the computed ice point

pressure of our thermometer was 2.46 m Hg, the corrections actually

used were 2.46 times those given in the table.
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Table 1.

—

Deviation of the constant-volume helium gas scale (po=l m Hg) from the
thermodynamic scale, according to the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory ai Leiden
and the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsansialt

t

t- T-T.

273.16

L« PTRk L PTR

100

60
0

-60
-100

37.16
323.16
273. 16
223.16
173. 16

0.000
-.001
.000
.002
.006

0.000
(-.001)

.000

.003

.007

-0.027
-.028
-.027
-.026
-.021

-0. 021
-.022
-.021
-.018
-.014

-160
-180

123. 16
93.16

.013

.019
.013 -.014

-.008
-.008

-183 90.16 .019 -.002
-200
-220

73.16
63. 16

.024

.030
.022
(.026)

-.003
.003

.001

.006

-240
-250
-260
-270

33.16
23.16
13.16
3.16

.037

.041

.046

.046

(.031)
.035
(.046)

.010

.014

.018

.019

.010

.014

.024

• W. H. Eeesom and W. Tuyn, Leiden Commun. Supp. No. 78, table on p. 49 (Reprinted from Travaux
»t M6moires du Bureau International des Poids et Mesures it (1936).

i> F. Hennlng, Z. ges. Eaite-Ind. 17, 169 (1930). Values in parentlieses were computed by the authors
from Hennlng'8 formula.

Table 2.

—

Deviations used in this paper for correcting from the helium gas scale
(Tg) to the thermodynamic (T)

lForp«=l m Hg.]

T T-T, T T-T, T T-T, T T,

10 +0. 021 60 +0.002 120 -0. 010 220 -0.021
16 +.018 65 +.001 130 -.012 230 -.021
20 +.016 70 +.000 140 -.013 240 -.022
26 +.013 76 -.001 150 -.014 260 -.022
30 +.011 80 -.002 160 -.016 260 -.023

35 +0.009 86 -0.003 170 -0.016 273. 16 -0.023
40 +.008 90 -.004 180 -.017 373. 16 -.023
46 +.006 96 -.005 190 -.018
60
55

+.005
+.004

100
110

-.006
-.008

200
210

-.019
-.020

V. PROCEDURE AND CALCULATIONS

The thermometer was filled to approximately atmospheric pressure
at liquid-air temperature. The gas was admitted through the ma-
nometer after evacuating the system for several days. During the
filling the hehum was purified by slow passage over charcoal cooled
by Uquid air and through a cotton-filled tube immersed in liquid

hydrogen. Mercury was brought up into the manometer and the
manometer tube evacuated. The cryostat was filled with Uquid
hydrogen and the bulb cooled to the temperature of the hydrogen
bath. Measurements were then made at intervals of a few degrees,

one operator being required to control the bulb temperature, a
second to measure resistances, and a third to observe the pressure.

Pressure readings were alternated with resistance-thermometer read-
ings, and the temperature computed from the mean observed pressure.

Two thermometers on the mercury colunm and the thermocouples on
the capillary were also read at each temperature. Readings at the
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very lowest temperatures were obtained with helium in the space
surrounding the bulb.

The pressure readings were corrected for capillarity and reduced to
mm Hg at 0° C and standard gravity. Values of R and of w{=R/Ro)
for each thermometer were computed. Thermal expansion of the
copper thermometer bulb was calculated from the data of Keesom,
Van Agt, and Jansen.'^ The equation F=Fo(0.991 171 +3.267 X10-«r
+ 1.064X10~^r^) was found to fit these data satisfactorily below
90° K.'^ A rough calculation showed that pressure changes should
have a negligible effect on the voliune of the bulb.

The temperatures of the pressure-transmitting volumes were
deduced from the thermocouple and thermometer readings. The
transmitting volumes were determined by substituting for the gas-
thermometer bulb a caUbrated glass tube sealed to the capUlary and
arranged to be filled with mercury to any desired height. After
admitting a small amount of gas to the system its volume was varied
by changing the height of the mercury in the glass tube. The effect

of volume change on the pressure was noted, and the transmitting
volimie computed from Boyle's law. This process was repealed after

cutting off all except a small section of the capillary. Volumes found
were 0.180 cm^ for the space where the capUlary joined the manom-
eter, and 0.000942 cm^/cm length for the capillary. The length of the
capillary was 146.7 cm, making the total transmittiug volume

"

0.318 cm^, or 1.6 percent of the volume of the thermometer bulb,
which was 19.69 cm^. In calculating the quantity

a linear change in temperature between one thermocouple and the
next was assumed. The section of the capillary between the bulb and
the first thermocouple was wound with a heater extending about half

its length, by means of which the flow of heat away from the bulb was
prevented. A parabohc temperature distribution in the heated
section and a linear distribution beyond it were assumed.
To determine the gas-thermometer constant, C, of eq 6 several

observations in the neighborhood of the oxygen point were made at
the end of each run. All of the thermometers used were intercom-
pared before the final calculations were made, and all had had their

oxygen-point resistances determined on the International Tempera-
ture Scale. By utilizing the results of the intercomparisons, the
error in the oxygen-pomt resistance aspigned to any particular

thermometer was considerably reduced. From resistance measure-
ments, the temperatures of aU experimental points above 86° K
were computed on the International Temperature Scale, on which the
boiling point of oxygen is —182.97° C. These were converted to

absolute thermodynamic temperatures by using the value of 273.16°

K for the thermodynamic temperatxire of the ice point. Each value
of T thus foimd was converted to the corresponding Tg on the gas

" W. H. Keesom, F. P. G. A. J. van Agt, and Miss A. F. J. Jansen, Leiden Commun. 182a (1926).

Southard and Milner (J. Am. Chem. Soc. S5, 4384 (1933) ) used a different equation based on these same
data. Dr. Southard has informed us that an error was made in the derivation of their equation.

'* Earlier estimates of the transmitting volume based on filling a section of the capillary with water and
weighing, and computing the volume at the manometer from dimensions gave somewhat smaller values.
The possibility that this might be the case was brought to our attention by J. A. Beattie of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, who also suggested the method finally adopted.
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scale by use of table 2 and substituted in eq 6 to determine C.

Determined in this way the constant C is presimiably the same as

would have been obtained by making actual measurements at the ice

and steam points. On one occasion during an interruption of measure-
ments the thermometer bulb was kept at liquid-air temperature for

more than a month. In this interval the gas in the thermometer was
lost at the rate of about 11 parts in 10® per day. During a single

run such a loss would be entirely negligible, but for each run the value
of C was independently determined. Having found C, temperatures
were computed from eq 6 and corrected from the gas scale to the
thermodynamic by means of table 2. The corrected temperatures
and the corresponding resistance values are given in table 3.

Table 3.

—

Experimental data: p is corrected pressure (=TJC in eq 6); T is tem-
perature corrected from the gas scale to the thermodynamic, w— R/Ro

Point Number P T

55

771771 Hg
96. 16

" K
10. 754 0.00 2890 0. 00 2952

18 - 97. 38 10. 833 2899 2963 0. 55 3710
97. 68 10. 923 2911 2975

50 100. 73 11. 262 2963 3026
101. 01 11. 293 2968 3034

51 - 104. 91 11.726 0. 00 3045 0. 00 3110

52 - 111. 65 12. 475 3183 3250

66 - ---- 125. 48 14. 013 3554 3624

63 - 125. 50 14. 015 3561 3630

67 - 128. 47 14. 344 3654 3726

64 132. 18 14. 756 0. 00 3786 0. 00 3860

68 - 133. 44 14. 897 3833 3907

69 - 142. 69 15. 925 4216 4296

70 153. 39 17. 115 4751 4827

57 162. 07 18. 080 5257

19 165. 07 18. 317 0. 00 5392

58 178. 10 19. 862 6413

20 182. 01 20. 191 6656

11 183. 90 20. 399 6820 0. 00 6917 0. 55 5783

71 189. 77 21. 159 7443 7545

69 195. 82 21. 832 0. 00 8048 0. 00 8154

21 207.46 23. 004 9199 9311

29 209.63 23. 246 9452

72 235. 19 26.209 0. 01 3173 . 01 3306

12 - 245. 95 27.261 . 01 4731 . 01 4870 0. 56 0052

22 255. 39 28. 305 0. 01 6464

30 259. 35 28. 742 . 01 7196 0. 01 7350 0. 56 1343

13 300. 49 33. 293 . 02 6275

60 310. 12 34. 540 . 02 9302 . 02 9482

31 - 315. 83 34. 990 . 03 0330

23 341. 46 37. 825 0. 03 7719 0. 03 7918 . 57 1665

14 350. 92 38. 873 . 04 0656 . 04 0859 . 57 3094

32 360. 42 39. 925 . 04 3731

73.. - -- 384. 41 42. 804 . 05 2674 . 05 2894

33 409. 93 45. 401 .06 1177 . 06 1400 . 58 2912

24 422. 69 46. 813 0. 06 6058

34 - 444.94 49. 274 . 07 4875

26 - 492. 10 54. 494 . 09 4634 0. 09 4875 . 59 8528

15 499. 16 55. 274 . 09 7631

36 - - 501. 94 55. 582 . 09 8819

36 - -. -- 545. 03 60. 349 0. 11 7946 0. 11 8188 . 60 9276

3 652. 65 61. 192 . 12 1407

26 575. 85 63.759 . 13 2076

A - 585. 30 64. 757 . 13 6290

61 589. 95 66. 666 . 14 0019 . 14 0268

595. 93 65.982 0. 14 1363

623. 18 68. 997 . 15 4157

B 625.85 69.242 .15 6179
634. 51 70. 251 . 15 9402
640.70 70. 936 . 16 2422

642. 17 71. 442 0. 16 4606
663.66 73.413 . 17 2996
668.81 74.047 . 17 5691
690.46 76.443 . 18 6968
703.23 77. 799 . 19 1822
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Table 3.

—

Experimental data: p is corrected pressure (=Tg/C in eq 6); T is tem-
perature correctedfrom the gas scale to the thermodynamic, w^RlRa—Continued

Point Number P T Will

38
mm He

708. 31

713. 11

711.44
740. 89
761. 93

764,94
761. 69
766.03
778.92
786.20

791. 41

791. 14

802.95
804.91
809.30

814. 46
816.08
815. 33
812.68
817. 59

813. 70
818.48
816.44
823.01
820.82

821.56
826. 77

•K
78. 418
78.949
79. 182
81.963
83.246

84.623
84. 722
86. 216
86.169
86.927

87.649
87.584
88.891
89.681
90.069

90.165
90.233
90.261
90.403
90.445

90.559
90.610
90.821
91. Ill

91.350

91.390
91. 416

0. 19 4514
. 19 6776
. 19 7745
. 20 9846
. 21 6384

0. 22 1438
.22 1820
.22 3866
.22 8068
.23 1366

0. 23 4078
.23 4294
. 23 9819
.24 2940
.24 4956

0.24 5425
. 24 6762
.24 5943
.24r6420

.24:^6544

0. 24 7128
.24 7330
.24 8287
.24 9465
.25 0600

0. 26 0793
.26 0772

0. 19 4754 0. 64 4313
7
65 . 19 7988
E
g

/
44
46
F
\. 0. 23 1608 0. 66 1101

J
9
17 0.24 0049

. 24 3173

. 24 6187

0.24 5658

62
74

40
10 -

41 . 24 6176
.24 6651

. 66 7748
47
0 -

63 0. 24 7358
.24 7560
.24 8518
.24 9696
.26 0831

0. 26 1025
.25 1004

%
48
2 0. 66 9361
64

46
39 0.66 9946

VI. DATA AND RESULTS

The constants of the seven resistance thermometers are given in

table 4. All except two had previously received complete calibrations

on the International Temperature Scale. The constants 8 and /3 are
those ajypearing in the modification of Callendar's equation proposed
by Van Dusen "

'=i(»-')+<i^-0i4+<iFo-0(i5oT'

which is equivalent to the International Temperature Scale equation
and somewhat easier to use.

Table 4.

—

Constants of the seven calibrated resistance thermometers

Ther-
mom-
eter

Mate-
rial

S

R/Rt at various fixed points

n-Hi,
triple

(13.96° K)

n-Hi,
nbp

(20.39* K)

Oj, nbp
(90.19° K)

Steam
(373.16° K)

Sulfur
(717.76° K)

LS
L6 .

L6

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

/ 90Pt:
\ lOEh

Ohms
29. 11356
23. 10284
28.83022
27.64587
24. 93026
27. 52747

}69. 47388

1. 4961
1. 4974

0. 11294
.11142

0.00 3666
3669
3543
3607
3628
3613

0.00 6993
6990
6811
6901
6938
6909

0.24 6326
6114
5540
6780
6936
5771

1.39 1177
1316

2.64 9670
2.65 0018

L9
LIO....
Lit....

Ml....

1.4963
1. 4945
1. 4952

.10340

.11235

.10898

1607
1406
1604

1312
0568
1364

U M. 8. Van Tnma, J, Am. Ohem. Soo. 47, S36 (1025).
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Of the seven resistance thermometers, three Lit, Ml) were
compared directly with the gas thermometer, and the data given in

table 3 obtained. After this the capillary was removed and ther-

mometers LS, L5, L9, and LlO placed with L6 in the copper thermom-
eter bulb, which now served as a comparison block. Resistance
readings on all the thermometers were then made at 1- or 2-degree
intervals throughout the range 10° to 90° K, without making use of the
apparatus as a gas thermometer.
No satisfactory simple formula connecting the resistance of plati-

num and the temperature in this range has yet been proposed. The
formula of Henning and Otto based on the sum of two Debye func-
tions can be used, but since it does not avoid the use of a tabulated
function it was decided to construct directly a table which gave the
resistance-temperature relation for one of the thermometers used (L6),

and to use this table for the other thermometers by tabulating the

1 1

^^-^-rr^ 0°°'

!
1 1 1 1 1 1

J „ o o o oo
> i^Sr— I ^ O O O ^

1 1

> 0 O oS O 0 o O 0°r,0
. iTcP 8 "ooo " o"

^
I

° ° o

1 1 t 1 1 1 1

ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE

Figure 3.

—

Scattering of the experimental points.

Zen deviation represents agreement with table 6.

deviations of each from this table. A previously published table " was
taken as a starting point and values of w(=i2/i?o) corresponding to the
observed temperatures computed from it. These were subtracted from
the observed values of Wl^ and the quantities (WLe—Wtabie) plotted.

A deviation curve was drawn and used to improve the original table.

This process was repeated several times until a table was obtained
from which the deviations were random. This table was next
smoothed by Spencer's method.*^ The smoothed values are given in

table 5, page 364. In figure 3 the deviations of the observed values from
this smoothed table are plotted. The curved lines in this graph
correspond to ±0.01° and allow the scattering to be estimated in

degrees. They also show how very rapidly dw/dT falls off below
25 K. It is this rapid decrease wMch makes it more convenient to

glot Aw, which approaches zero, than AT, which becomes large,

[owever, the actual scattering is chiefly due to errors in the determina-

tion of T rather than w.

i«F. Henning andJ. Otto, Pbys. Z. 37, 601 (1936) and earlier papers.
I' J. C. Southard and R. T. Milner, J. Am. Chem. Soc. S8, 4384 (1933).
>• E. T. Whittaker and G. Robinson, The Calculus of Observations, 2d ed. p. 290 (Blackie and Son, Ltd.,

London and Glasgow, 1929)

.
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Table 5.

—

Smoothed temperature-resistance table for platinum, based on thermom-
eter L6

(m«=J?/JJo. Differences are for use in Bessel's interpolation formula. Example: jcu.«(io=10-'|^96552+0.8X

3931+°-^^°/"" x75] =0,099694)

T to T w T w

10 0. 002789
135 59

39 0. 041046
2921 ISli

67 0. 145672
4230 21

11 2924
166 73

40 . 043967
3011 176

68 . 149902
4242 22

12 3090
208 91

41 . 046978
3097 169

69 . 154144
3262 20

13 3298
257 105

42 . 050075
3180 162

70 , 158396
4262 18

14 3555 43 . 053255 71 . 162658
313 119 3259 154 4270 18

18

15 3868
376 132

44 . 056514
3334 147

72 , 166928
4278

16 4244 45 . 059848 73 . 171206

17
445 146 3406 141 4286 14

4689
522 160

46 . 063254
3475 133

74 . 175492
4292 14

18 5211 47 . 066729 75 . 179784
605 175 3,539 125 4300 13

11

19 5816
697 187

48 . 070268
3600 118

76 . 184084
4305

20 6513
792 197

49 . 073868
3657 112

77 . 188389
4311 13

21 7305
894 208

50 . 077525
3712 104

78 . 192700
4317 10

22 8199
1000 219

51 . 081237
3761 97

79 . 197017
4321 10

23 9199
1113 227

52 . 084998
3809 91

80 . 201338
4327 9

24 0. 010312
1227 231

53 . 088807
3852 84

81 . 205665
4330

25 . 011539
1344 235

54 . 092659
3893 79

82 . 209995
43.34

26 . 012883
1462 239

55 . 096552
3931 76

83 . 214329
4337

27 . 014345
1583 241

56 . 100483
3968 70

84 . 218666
4339

28 . 015928
1703 240

57 . 104451
4001 66

85 . 223005
4342

29 . 017631
1823 241

58 . 108452
4034 63

86 . 227347
4344

30 . 019454
1944 240

59 . 112486
4064 58

87 . 231691
4344 --

31 . 021398
2063 237

60 . 116550
4092 55

88 . 236035
4342

32 . 023461
2181 234

61 . 120642
4119 51

89 . 240377
4330

33 . 025642
2297 228

62 . 124761
4143 10

90 . 244716
4336

34 . 027939 63 . 128904 91 . 249052
2409 222 4165 42 4333

35 . 030348
2519 217

64 . 133069
4185 36

92 . 253385
4330

36 . 032867
2626 209

65 . 137254
4201 32

93 . 257715
4327

37 . 035493
2728 199

66 . 141455
4217 29

94 . 262042
4323

38 . 038221
2825 193

95 . 266365
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Spencer's method of smoothing does not yield values at the extreme

ends of the table. At the upper end of the table the International
Temperature Scale supplied the missing values. At the lower end
use was made of the equation R=A-\-BT^-{-CT^ proposed by Landau
and Pomerantschusk and also by Baber.^° These authors point out
that the term in should be important in metals such as platinum,
which have incomplete inner shells of electrons. This equation fits

the experimental data for thermometer L6 very well up to 15° K,
but above this temperature the deviations rapidly become large.

Values of the constants found for thermometer L6 were

^=0.067238
5=1.04350X10-*
C=2.74577X10-«.

With this set of constants the term is negligible below about 5° K
and reaches 90 percent of the term at 15° K. The range in which
the equation was used (10° to 15° K) is too small to provide a thorough
test, although it does represent a change of 50 percent in absolute
temperature. However, it was considered sufficiently good to be
used to extend the table down to the lowest temperature measured.
The results of the intercomparison of the various resistance ther-

mometers are shown in figure 4, where the differences AWi=Wi—Wu
have been plotted agaiust the absolute temperature (the index i refers

to any one of the calibrated platinum thermometers). From the
original large-scale graphs, values of AWi were read off at every degree.
These values, taken with table 5, are equivalent to a separate table

for each platinum thermometer, all agreeing among themselves to
within the accuracy of the resistance measurement. Since, except at
the lowest temperatures, the precision of the resistance thermometry
was of the order of ten times the precision of the gas thermometry, the
additional step of intercomparison introduced httle additional error.

Tables of AttJ< have not been included, since they are useful only in
conjimction with a particular group of thermometers.
The 90Pt:10Rh thermometer Ml cannot be used with table 5.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the resistance of Ml,
after subtracting a constant resistance of 32.5 ohms. The lower curve
represents the resistance of the pure platinum thermometer L6. It

can be seen that the addition of 10 percent of rhodium corresponds
roughly to the addition of a constant resistance of 32.5 ohms to a
thermometer such as L6. Matthiessen's rule, which may be stated
in the form "resistance due to impurity is independent of tempera-
ture" is seen to hold even when the amount of rhodium "impurity"
is as large as 10 percent.

In resistance thermometry the most common problem is that of com-
puting a temperature from a measured resistance. With table 5 this re-

q[uires inverse interpolation, which is more diflBcult than direct interpola-

tion. In addition, linear interpolation is iusufficiently accurate in this

table below 80° K, according to the usual rule that second differences

should not exceed 4. Accordingly, table 6, page 366, was made up, the
values being found from table 5 by quadratic interpolation. Entries in

this table are so closely spaced that linear interpolation introduces no
error greater than 0.0005° above 19° K and no error greater than the

equivalent of % unit in the last figure of w below this temperature.

>• L. Landau add I. Pomerantschusk, Phys. Z. Sowjetunion 10, 649 (1836).

«>tW. O. Baber. Proc. Boy. Soo. (London) [A] 158, 383 (1937).
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Tablb 6.

—

Resistance-temperature table arranged for linear interpolation. Based
on platinum thermometer L6

[Linear Interpolation yields temperatures correct to the nearest 0.001° above 19° K, and correct to the equiv-
alent of the nearest unit in the last figure of w below this temperature. w=RIRd]

w T AT
Aw

0 002800 10. 090
7780

10. 479
7ieo

2900 10. 837
6700

2950 11. 172
6260

3000 11. 485

11. 778
6860

8520

3100 12. 054
5160

3150 12. 312
4880

3200 12. 556
4640

3250 12. 788
4420

3300 13. 009
4220

3350 13. 220
4040

3400 13. 422
3880

3450 13. 616
3720

3500 13. 802
3600

3550 13. 982
3480

14. 156
3360

14 324
3260

3700 14. 487
3160

o 1 ijyj 14. 645
3060

14. 798
2980

14. 947
2900

15. 092
2840

3950 15. 234
2740

4000 15. 371
2700

4050 15. oOd
2620

4100 15. 667
2580

'kiOKJ lo. too
2500

4200 15. 891

0. 004200 15. 891
2440

4300 16. 135
2350

4400 16. 370
2250

w

0. 004500

4600

4700

4800

4900

6000

5100

5200

5300

5400

5500

5600

5700

5800

5900

6000

6100

6200

6300

6400

6500

6600

6700

6800

6900

7000

7100

7200

7300

7400

7500

7600

7700

AT
Aw

16. 595

16. 812

17. 023

17. 226

17. 423

17. 614

17. 800

17. 980

18. 157

18. 328

18. 496

18. 659

18. 819

18. 975

19. 128

19. 277

19. 424

19. 567

19. 708

19. 847

19. 982

20. 116

20. 248

20. 377

20. 504

20. 629

20. 753

20. 874

20. 994

21. 112

21. 228

21. 343

21. 456

2170

2110

2030

1970

1910

1860

1800

1770

1710

1680

1630

1600

1660

1630

1490

1470

1430

1410

1390

1350

1340

1320

1290

1270

1250

1240

1210

1200

1180

1160

1160

1130

1120

w T Al
Aw

0 007S00
1100

7Qno 21 fi7S

1090

0\J\J\J 91 787
1080

21 80"^

1060
99 001

1050

OOXJU 22 lOfi

1040
22 210£i X\J

1030

8500 22. 313
1010

8600 22. 414
1010

8700 22. 515
900

8800 22. 614
980

8900 22. 712
970

9000 22. 809

n noQonou. uuyuuu 22 80Q
960

Q200 2^ 001
936

2^ 188^O. XOO
920

9^ ^79
906

Qsnnyouu AO. ooo
886

U. UAUUUU 0% 7'?0

870
ni 0900 9^ Q04.

866
oi n^no 94. 07 >>

840m ofion
. UlUDUU 94 94^

830
94 40Q

816
nil nnn 94. '579

806
94. 7^S

790m 1 Ann 94 801
780

. 011600 25. 047
770

. 011800 25. 201
760

. 012000 25. 353
760

. 012200 25. 503
740

. 012400 25 651
730

. 012600 25. 797 m
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Table 6.

—

Resistance-temperature table arranged for linear interpolation. Based on
platinum thermometer L6—Continued

w T AT
Aw

0. 012800 25. 941
710

. 013000 26. 083
706

. 013200 26. 224
606

. Ulo4vU ^O. OOo

. uioouu Oft (;ni
690

680

I UiOoUU ^0. Doi
670

OA 7*7

1

0. 014000 26. 771
683

. 014300 26. 970
653

. 014600 27. 166
643

. 014900 27. 359
637

. 015200 27. 650
623

. 015500 27. 737
617

. 015800 27. 922
607

. 016100 28. 104
600

. 016400 28. 284
693

. 016700 28. 462
587

. 017000 28. 638
677

. 017300 28. 811
570

. 017600 28. 982
667

. 017900 29. 152
657

. 018200 29. 319
653

. 018500 29. 485
647

. 018800 29. 649
540m oi firt OQ ftl 1

533
ni c\A f\f\ OQ Q71

630

oU. XoU
623

Qn OQ7OU. Z0 4

0. 020000 30. 287
518

. 020500 30. 546
608

. 021000 30. 800
502

. 021500 31. 051
404

w AT W T AT
Aw Aw

u. uoyuuu ^8 07Qoo. ^ # y
486 OOO

. uoyouu ^8 d.'\7OO. rtO/

480 Oin

Oo. UO'x
474

468
0. 040000 38. 634

462 360

. 041000 38. 984
456 346

. 042000 39. 330
452 342

. 043000 39. 672
444 339

. 044000 40. Oil
440 336

. 045000 40. 346
436 332

. 046000 40. 678
432 320

. 047000 41. 007
426

4l. 333
326

. 048000
422 323

. 049000 41. 656
418 320

. 050000 41. 976
414 318

. 051000 42. 294
410 314

. 052000 42. 608
408 313

. 053000 42. 921
402 310

, 054000 43. 231
400 307

. 055000 43. 538
396 306

. 056000 43. 844
392

. 057000 44. 147
303

390 801

. 058000 44. 448
386 300

. 059000 44. 748
382 207

. 060000 45. 045
380 200

. 061000 45. 341
378 203

. 062000 45. 634
376 202

. 063000 45. 926
372 200

. 064000 46. 216
368 280

. 065000 46. 505
368 287

. 066000 46. 792
364

47. 077
2SS

. 067000
362 284

. 068000 47. 361
360

47. 644
283

. 069000
868 281

0. 022000

. 022500

. 023000

. 023500

. 024000

. 024500

. 025000

. 025500

. 026000

. 026500

. 027000

. 027500

. 028000

. 028500

. 029000

. 029500

. 030000

. 030500

. 031000

. 031500

. 032000

. 032500

. 033000

. 033500

. 034000

. 034500

. 035000

. 035500

. 036000

. 036500

. 037000

. 037500

. 038000

. 038500

31. 298

31. 541

31. 781

32. 018

32. 252

32. 483

32. 711

32. 937

33. 159

33. 379

33. 597

33. 813

34. 026

34. 237

34. 446

34. 653

34. 858

35. 062

35. 263

35. 463

35. 661

35. 857

36. 052

36. 245

36. 436

36. 626

36. 815

37. 003

37. 189

37. 373

37. 557

37. 739

37. 920

38. 100
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Table 6.

—

Resistance-temperature table arranged for linear interpolation. Based on
platinum thermometer L6—Continued

w T AT W T AT W T AT
Ato Ate Aw

0. 070000 47. 925 0. 104000 56. 887 0. 150000 f* O /\rt *>
68. 023

280 250.

6

236.8

. 071000 48. 205 . 106000 57. 388 . 155000 fy t\ C\C\A
69. 202

278 249.5 235.0

. 072000 48. 483 . 108000 57. 887 . 160000 70. 377
277 249.0 234.4

. 073000 48. 760 . 110000 58. 385 . 165000 71. 549
276 247.5 233.8

. 074000 49. 036 . 112000 58. 880 . 170000 72. 718
275 246.5 233.4

. 075000 49. 311 . 114000 59. 373 . 175000 73. 885
274 346.0 233.0

• UiOUUU ly. Ooo . 116000 59. 865 . 180000 75. 050
272 245.0 232.0

. 077000 49. 857 . 118000 60. 355 76. 213
272 344. 5 232.

2

. 078000 50. 129 . 120000 60. 844 . 190000 *7*T OTA77. o74
270 343.

0

231.8

. 079000 50. 399 . 122000 61. 330 . 195000 78. 533
269 243.0 231.4

. 080000 60. 668 . 124000 61. 816 . 200000 79. 690

. 126000 62. 300
242.0

rtA CAAA
. 205000 80. 846

231.

2

0. 080000 50. 668 241.0

82. 001
231.0

268.0 . 128000 Tort
62. 782 . 210000

. 082000 51. 204 241.0 230.8

288.0 . 130000 63. 264 . iilOUUU 83. 155
. 084000 51. 736 240.0

84.307
230.4

264.0 . 132000 63. 744 . 220000
. 086000 52. 264 239.

5

85. 459
230.4

3S2.fi . 134000 64. 223 . 225000
. 088000 52. 789 ^9.0

86. 611
230.4

261.0 . 136000 64. 701 OOAAAA
. 2d0000

. 090000 53. 311 238.8

87. 762
230.

2

2fi9.5 . 138000 66. 178 . 235000
. 092000 53. 830 238.0

88. 913
230.3

S58.0 . 140000 66. 664 . 240000
. 094000 54. 346 237.8

90. 066
230.4

350. S . 142000 66. 129 . 246000
. 096000 64. 859 237.8

. 250000 91. 219
230.8

356.0 . 144000 66. 604
. 098000 55. 369 237.0

92. 373
230.8

3M.S . 146000 67, 078 . 265000
. 100000 56. 878 238.5

. 260000 93. 628
231.0.

352.6 . 148000 67. 661
. 102000 56. 383 236.0

. 265000 94 684
231.2

26i0 . 150000 68. 023
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After the calibration and intercomparison had been completed,
resistance thermometer L3 was installed in a calorimetric apparatus
in which the vapor pressm-e of hydrogen coiild be measured, and in

which the triple point coidd be located calorimetrically. Values
found for the resistance of LS at the triple point and boiling point
of normal hydrogen are given in table 4. The resistances of the
other thermometers at these fixed points were found by adding the

0 20 40 6 0 80 100

FiGTTHE 5.

—

Temperature dependence of the resistance of pure platinum compared
with that of an alloy containing 10 percent of rhodium.

appropriate values of Aw<, as determined by the intercomparisons.
The temperatures corresponding to these resistances are

triple point—13.96*' K
boiling point—20.39° K.

The most recent of the previously reported values for these fixed

points are 13.96° K by Henning and Otto for the triple point, and
-252.754° C (20.376° K) by Keesom, Bijl, and Van der Horst,'"

and 20.38° K by Heuse and Otto for the boiling point. A summary
of work on low-temperature fixed points has been given by Henning
and Otto.=^*

Three years prior to obtaining the above values, thermometer L6
had been used in an apparatus for determining the vapor pressure of
hydrogen, and its resistance at the boiling point of normal hydrogen

" F. Henning and J. Otto, Phys. Z. J7, 601 (1936); 87, 633 (1936).
" W. H. Keesom, A. Bijl, and H. van der Horst, Leiden Common. 217a (1931). The pressure coefficient

used by these authors was 0.0036609, whence T,o=273.157 or using the Leiden value of T,— T,i> Intablol,
To=273.l3. With this value of Tn the boiling point is 20.37o° K rather than 20.336, the value given In Hen-
ning and Otto's summary.
« W. Heuse and J. Otto, Ann. Physlk 9, 486 (1931).
M S. Henning and J. Otto, Phys. Z. n, 633 (1936).
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had been determined. The temperature computed from this resistance
agreed within sUghtly less than 0.01° with that given above. This
was considered satisfactory, in view of the fact that the two deter-
minations were made with entirely different apparatus and with
different resistance thermometers.

VII. ESTIMATION OF ERRORS

Pressure.—Uncertainty in the pressure measurements is responsible
for a large part of the scattering of the data. The height of the
mercury column could be read on the calibrated glass scale to about
0.1 mm, which is equivalent to about 0.01°. The uncertainty in
the temperature of the column was reduced by surrounding it with
light aluminimi shields, leaving only the two menisci exposed. Even
so, it was found necessary on some occasions to circulate the air in
the room to keep the top and bottom of the column at the same
temperature. Meniscus corrections were made, although the menisci
were so regular that they could for the most part have been omitted.
Thermal transpiration might be expected to set up a pressure gradient
in the capillary. R. B. Scott of this Bureau investigated the effect

for helium. His results (unpublished) are in substantial agreement
with the theory,^ and indicate that the pressure at the two ends of
the gas-thermometer capillary could not have differed by more than
0.003 mm even under the most unfavorable conditions.

Pressure-transmitting volume.—Errors in the corrections for the
pressure-transmitting volume may be due either to errors in the
volume ratios VijVo or to errors in the determination of the tempera-
tures Ti. The temperatures obtained from thermocouple readings
were computed from the equation, &m.i—a-\-hT'^-\-cT^-\-dT^, proposed
by Ahlberg and Lundberg,^* the constants being determined by cali-

bration at the boiling and triple points of hydrogen and in liquid air

at normal and reduced pressure. Of the Vt the most uncertain was
the volume where the capillary joined the manometer. This volume
was subject to fluctuation, not only because of the difiBculty of setting

the mercury meniscus exactly on the tip of the pointer, but also be-
cause of variations in meniscus height. In the 11-mm manometer
tube used, a change in meniscus height from 1.4 to 1.6 mm would
increase the transmitting volume by 14 mm ^ according to data in

the International Critical Tables. In our work variations in meniscus
height were actually more serious in their effect on the transmitting
volume than in their effect on the pressure.

Thermal expansion of bulb.—The change in volume of the copper
bulb from 11° K to 90° K calculated from eq 3 is about 0.11 percent.

An error of even 4 percent in the mean expansion coejficient over this

range would give rise to a maximum error in temperature of only
shghtly over 0.001°.

Thermometer constant C.—^By obtaining the thermometer constant
in the particular manner described in the section on procedure and
calculations, continuity with the International Temperature Scale is

secured. The value 90.19° K accepted for the oxygen point in deter-

mining C may be in error either because of vmcertainty in the value
— 182.97° C assigned to the oxygen point on the International Tem-
" M. Knudsen, Ann. Physlk 83, 797 (1927).
W J. E. Ahlberg and W. O. Lundberg, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 67, 2722 (1935).
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perature Scale or because of uncertainty in the value 273.16° K used
lor the ice poiut. Since the error introduced Ln this way is propor-
tional to the temperature, it will in any case be very small at the
lower end of the scale.

Since C is inversely proportional to the mass of gas in the thermom-
eter, any loss of gas from the system or change in the effective mass
by adsorption will cause error unless corrected for. The loss by dif-

fusion during a single run was entirely negligible. An estimate of the
thickness of the layer of gas which would have to be adsorbed to pro-
duce appreciable error led us to conclude that this effect was probably
negUgible.

Reduction to the thermodynamic scale.—The corrections used to reduce
to the thermodynamic scale were taken from the results of other in-

vestigators. The error introduced is probably small at the higher
temperatures but may be rather important below the boiling point of
hydrogen.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
Comparison of the temperature scales set up by different laboratories

is chiefly a matter of comparing the values assigned to fixed points.

3000

2000

woo

X

-1000

-2000
100

Figure 6.

—

Comparison of thermometers calibrated by other laboratories with
thermometer L6.

Awt^wi—w imtit • and to-'RIRt.

However, some additional information may be obtained by combining
the data of the different laboratories to obtain graphs similar to figure

4. This is of course only possible when the resistance thermometers
are of the same material. Figure 6 is such a graph, utilizing recent
results from Leiden " and the Keichsanstalt.^* Taking table 5 as
a standard, A Wi=Wi—Wtabi« has been plotted against the absolute
temperature. It will be seen that the deviations are much larger than
those found by intercomparison of our own thermometers. This is

probably due chiefly to greater differences in the samples of platinum.
However, the deviation curves are not as smooth as those of our own
thermometers, and this lack of smoothness is probably associated with

« W. H. Keesom and A. BIJl, Physica 8, 418 (1936). (Leiden Commun. 242b).
«• F. Henning and J. Otto, Phys Z. J7, 801 (1936);
* 7. HennioK and J. Otto, Actes 6 ime congr. int. Iroid (Baenos Aires) 2b, 257 (pub. 1036).
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differences in gas thermometry. It should be emphasized that the
choice of a standard table was arbitrary and that if the table of another
laboratory were chosen the deviations of our thermometers would
show a corresponding lack of smoothness. The 11 thermometers
for which Awj is plotted in figures 4 and 6 represent platinum from
at least three different sources. Such a sampling is too limited to

allow any general conclusions to be drawn. However, it is of interest

to point out certain characteristics of these 11 thermometers. Since
resistance thermometers are supposedly constructed only of platinum
of high purity, it is to be expected that their curves of w versus T will

be very similar in form. All such curves have a common point at
0** C, and it is evident that if their slopes at this temperature are very
nearly equal, values of Awj will be small for a considerable distance

to either side of 0° C. At low temperatures, however, values of Aw<
may become large, even though the curves may still be nearly parallel.

Several of the deviation curves of figures 4 and 6 illustrate this type
of behavior. Between 60° and 90° K, for example, the curves of

figure 4 are all parallel to the T-axis to within the equivalent of

about 0.01°. In figure 6 all the curves except one are approximately
parallel to the T-axis. The exception is the Leiden thermorneter Pt
59, for which the platinum was prepared by decomposition of

PtCOCla.

The authors acknowledge the assistance of D. O. Burger, who made
the resistance thermometers. Their thanks are also due to C. S.

Cra^oe, to whom they are indebted for valuable discussions.

Washington, December 20, 1938.

M W. H. Keesom and A. Bijl, Physics S, 418 (19361 (Leiden Commun. 242b).
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National Bureau of Standards Provisioned Scale of 1955

In the Tenth General Conference on Weights and Measures defined
the Thermodynamic Kelvin Scale by assigning a value of 273.16 to the
triple point of water. On the Kelvin Scale the temperature of the ice
point then became 273.15 °K instead of 273.16 oK as had been used by Hoge
and Brickwedde-'-. About the same time, Hoge and Brickwedde, in light of
more recent determinations of the boiling point of normal hydrogen, came
to the conclusion that their value of this temperature was about 0.01 °K
too high. As a consequence of these two circumstances the National Bureau
of Standards decided to reduce the values of temperature on the Hoge and
Brickwedde scale by 0.01 oK throughout. This adjusted scale was named
the National Bureau of Standards Provisional Scale of 1955 and is still
maintained as a reference scale for calibrations in the range 12 to
90.18 OK.

---H. J. Hoge and F. G. Brickwedde, Establishment of a temperature scale
for the calibration of thermometers between 1^° and 83 ok, j. Res. NBS,
22, 351 (1939) RP1188.

corrections'
for use in low=temperature platinum resistance

thermometry

STEM-TYPE PLATINUM resistance thermometers

(prt's) usually are calibrated by the Bureau at the

oxygen, triple, steam, and sulfur points. Thermom-
eters so calibrated are then often used by other labora-

tories as references against which similar prt's are cal-

ibrated. Because of the potential risks involved in

the use of liquid oxygen, many laboratories prefer to

substitute a bath of liquid nitrogen, which has a tem-

perature about 13 deg C lower, for their calibrations.

Herein lies a difficulty.

The interpolation formula relating resistance to

temperature on the International Practical Temperature
Scale holds good only above the normal boiling point

of oxygen (90.18 °K). Below this point, the IPTS
is undefined and temperatures calculated with the IPTS
formula are higher than the actual temperature being

measured. Therefore, the NBS-55 scale is used from
the oxygen point down to 10 °K. This scale is realized

over its entire range solely with small capsule-type

prt's. At the nitrogen point the value calculated with

the IPTS formula will differ from the value on the

NBS-55 scale by about 0.08 deg.

Platinum thermometers intended for use only at the

oxygen point and above but which are calibrated by
being compared at the nitrogen point with a standard

prt calibrated only on the IPTS need not have this dif-

ference applied to their readings. This is because they

are calibrated against a thermometer of similar ma-
terial which has essentially the same behavior up
through the oxygen point. However, if such thermom-
eters are to be used below the oxygen point, down to

about 50 °K, a table of corrections, such as that at

right, should be consulted to bring the temperature
within close agreement to NRS-55. Below .50 °K the

characteristics of prt's differ sufficiently to make cor-

rections for individual thermometers necessary.

1 June 1963 NBS Technical News Bulletin

Corrections to computed temperature on NBS-55

scale ^

Tempera-
ture 38 com-
puted using

IPTS
formula

Correction to

computed
temp, to give
values on

NBS-55 scale '

Tempera-
ture as com-
puted using

IPTS
formula ^

Correction to
computed

temp, to give

values on
NBS-55 scale =

°K °K
90 -0. 0000 70 -0.273
89 .0003 69 .311
88 .0008 68 . 353
87 .0018 67 .399
86 .0036 66 .449

85 .0065 65 . 505
84 .0107 64 .566
83 .0164 63 .634
82 .0236 62 . 710
81 .0323 61 . 794

80 .0428 60 .887
79 .0553 59 .990
78 .0698 58 1. 103

77 .0865 57 1.229
76 . 1054 56 1. 367

75 . 1266 55 1. 519
74 . 1503 54 1. 688
73 . 1766 53 1. 874
72 .2055 52 2. 080
71 .2376 51 2. 309

A similar table, li.ised on experience at the National Research Council of
Can;td.i, hiis been prepared by R. L. Lovejoy.

I' DcHrecs K are obtained from °C by addinK 273. IS.

'f'hesf values are based on measurements of ihermometers which were
nianiif.irlureif in the I'nited Stales and which meet the recpiiremente and
recomnienda lions of the text of the IPTS. The corrections are not expected
to b<- in error by more than 0.01 °C at the lowest temperature given when
applied to temperatures determined with such thermometers.
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Abstract

An acoustical thermometer has been developed at the
National Bureau of Standards to determine values of tempera-
ture that approximate the Thermodynamic Temperature
Scale. The instrument, called an ultrasonic interferometer in

acoustical Uterature, has been used to determine isotherms of

the speed of sound in helium gas as a function of pressure.

Each isotherm has been extrapolated to zero pressure to

approximate the condition of an ideal gas; from the resulting

intercepts, values of temperature were calculated.

The instrument and its operation are described and the

data isotherms, which have been determined at approxi-

mately every degree from 2° — 20 °K, are listed. The isotherm
data have been treated both graphically and by electronic

computer analysis (by the method of least squares) to yield

values of temperature that are the basis for a new temperature
scale — NBS Provisional Scale 2 - 20 (1965). When the scale

is compared with other existing scales, T^g and NBS (1955),

in regions of overlap, the agreement with NBS (1955) is ex-

cellent but noticable departures from T58 — the heUum-4
vapor pressure scale — are indicated.

Ten years ago the National Biireau of Standards re-

cognized the necessity of undertaking primary and sec-

ondary thermometry investigations in the temperature

range below 20 °K. This was in response to the need

for a basic scale and attendant caUbrations between

4 °K and 20 °K as expressed by both engineering and
basic research groups. At approximately the same time

temperature scales in the He* vapor pressiire range

(2° to 5 °K) were being discussed with the resulting

emergence of the 1958 He* Scale of Temperatures

(the T^* scale) [1]. Provisional scales maintained by
platinum resistors were in existence

;
they covered the

temperature range from 20 °K down to about 1 1 °K
and left an obvious gap from 5° to 11 °K. Of consider-

able importance also were reports [2] on the existence

of germanium resistors that possessed adequate sensiti-

vities and reproducibihties (of resistance-temperature

calibrations) for use as practical secondary thermo-

meters at low temperatures. Thus, there existed a

convenient means for "retaining" a nrimary thermo-

metry scale that could later be communicated to the

scientific and engineering pubUc.

At that time, as now, serious discrepancies existed

in the absolute temperature determinations by vari-

ous investigators in both the 2° to 5 °K and 10° to

20 °K temperature ranges. Consequently, we decided

to undertake a primary thermometry program that

would cover the entire range 2° to 20 °K for two

principal reasons. (1) To establish a temperature scale

in the uncharted region 5° to 10 °K. (2) To provide

absolute temperature values that might aid in resolv-

ing discrepancies between existing scales from 2° to

5 °K and 10° to 20 °K. Actually, the second item is

mandatory both in establishing the smoothness of

adjoining temperature scales, and as an aid in assess-

ing the accuracy of a newly derived temperature

scale.

Two methods have been customarily employed for

determining values of absolute temperatiu-e below
20 °K ;

pressure-voliune isotherm determinations with

extrapolations to zero pressure [3, 4], to simulate an
ideal gas; and gas thermometry, in which thermo-
metric measurements of a real gas are corrected to

give reference to an ideal gas. Each of these methods
presents certain serious experimental difficulties and
requires the appUcation of specific corrections that

have been ably presented in the Uterature on low
temperature thermometry [3 to 11]. But temperature

measurements by these two methods have produced
values of temperature that are less consistent than
might be expected. We felt that some of the existing

discrepancies might be inherent in either the instru-

ments or their operational techniques, and therefore

decided to embark upon a completely different experi-

mental approach to primary low temperature thermo-
metry.

The experimental determination of isotherms from
measurements of the speed of sound in hehum gas as

a function of pressure seemed to present an approach
that would be at least competitive with the more
conventional thermometry. Furthermore, it completely

avoided the corrections that must be applied to gas

thermometryandpressure-volimieisotherms determina-
tions.

The concept of deriving values of absolute tem-
perature from speed-of-sound measurements is not

of recent origin. Lord Rayleigh recognized the possi-

bility of such an experiment in 1878 [12] in observa-

tions on a communication from A. M. Mayeb [13].

More recent manifestations of interest appear in the

contemporary literature — for example, in a paper by
Hedrich and Pardtje [14], and a chapter by van
Ittebbeek [15]. Van Itterbeek and Keesom [16],
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DE Laet [17], and Brodsky et al. [18] have investi-

gated the feasibility of attaining the required accu-

racy, with varying degrees of success.

It is pertinent to introduce here a theoretical

discussion which will demonstrate that values of

temperature on the absolute thermodynamic scale can

be approximated from the experimentally determined

quantities, sound-speed and pressure, in heUum gas*.

Theory: Speed of Sound in a Gas,

and Absolute Temperature

When sound is propagated through a gas, if the

frequency of the sound is not too high relative to the

mean colhsion frequency of the gas molecules, the

propagation is nearly adiabatic, and speed of sound

[15, 20] is

where g is the density of the medium and E is the

adiabatic-bulk modulus defined by the relation

The symbols v and p refer to the volume and pressure

of the medium, and the partial derivative is at constant

entropy or temperature, as indicated; Cp and C„ are

specific heats at constant pressure and volume, respec-

tively. If the conducting medium were an ideal gas,

its equation of state would be expressed by

-pv = RT (3)

and there would result

m = (4)

Additionally the ratio of specific heats would be that

of an ideal gas,

\CvjiAea\ gas

(if the gas is assumed to be monatomic), and Eq. (1)

becomes

^^ = |f. (5)

Equation 5 indicates the simple relationship between
the absolute thermodynamic temperature T and the

speed of sound in an ideal gas W^. (The gas constant R
and the molecular weight M are considered to be

accurately known constants.)

In actuaUty an ideal gas does not exist, so Eq. (5)

must be modified for application to real gases. Of the

two gases, He^ and He*, which can be used for sound
measurements at temperatures between 2° and
20 °K, He* has been selected for experimental

measurements. Its equation of state can be assumed
to be represented by the empirical relationship [21]

j>v=RT(i+^ +^ + (6)

where B and C are functions of the temperature called

the second and third virial coefficients, respectively.

If the quantity
^-^^j^ is evaluated from Eq. (6) and

the ratio Cj,/C„ is evaluated for the real gas, Eq. (1)

can be written

* We are omitting a general discussion on the Thermo-
dynamic Temperature Scale and Methods of realizing it since

the subject has been most ably discussed by J. de Boer [19]

in a recent issue of this journal.

where

« = i[2^ + ¥!?+Wi5)T^^^]. (8)

(3 is a term that includes higher orders of the virial

coefficients B and C. From Eqs. (5) and (7) we obtain

W^=Wl(i + ocv + ^V''+ ...). (9)

It is now apparent that, if one determines an
isotherm of as a function of pressure, the intercept

Wq of the extrapolated isotherm readily affords a

means of calculating the isotherm temperature on the

absolute scale.

In the foregoing relationships we note that precise

volume or changes in volumes, conservation of thermo-

metric fluid, nonideal representations of the gas, and
"dead" spaces are extraneous considerations. And
since the pressure measurement is a second-order

quantity [in Eq. (9) oip is small as compared with 1 and
the pressure terms of higher order are even less signifi-

cant], the precision with which it must be determined

is less stringent than in the case of gas thermometry

;

thus for practical purposes, the need for thermolecular-

pressme corrections is entirely eliminated.

In order to obtain values for the speed of sound as a

function of pressure, one must determine the wave-
length and frequency. Several methods are possible,

but our work is based upon the creation of standing

waves in helium gas by means of an apparatus with a

fixed frequency and a variable path. Other investi-

gators, in attempting a simi lar type of thermometry
(that is, thermometry based on the creation of stand-

ing waves in helium gas), have employed apparatus in

which the path length for the sound is fixed and the

frequency is variable [16 to 18]. We readily acknow-
ledge that other methods may be as feasible as the

method we have used.

The instrmnent we have used is called, in the field

of acoustics, an ultrasonic interferometer, but because

of its particular appUcation we generally refer to our

model as an acoustical thermometer*.

Qualitative Method

A method (often illustrated by Kxtndt's tube) for

measuring the speed of sound in a gas is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, Q is a quartz crystal

energized, by an outside circuit, at its resonance

frequency /. The voltage across Q is continuously

monitored. Energy radiating from the crystal is trans-

mitted through helium gas; after reflection from the

plane surface R, the energy again traverses the gas and
returns to the source crystal. The impedance at the

electrical terminals of Q, and therefore also the magni-

tude of the voltage (the input current is held constant),

depends on the length of the gas colvunn. If the electri-

cal circuit is properly designed, the magnitude of the

voltage at Q peaks sharply for certain distances be-

* Pierce [22], Hubbabd [23] and Looms are to be credited

with the early development and use of the ultrasonic interfero-

meter. The articles of Stewart and Stewart [24] and Del
Grosso [25], pertaining to measurements on gases and liquids

at room temperature, have been particularly informative and
helpful. A most pertinent and informative chapter on the

"Transmission of Sound Waves in Gases at Very Low Pres-

sures" by Greenspan [26] has recently been published and in

part applies to the instrument used in our investigation.
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tween E and Q ; each of these distance values differs

from the next by a half-wavelength.

One measures the displacement of R through n
half-wavelengths, which are visually observable on the

voltmeter; the displacement divided by nj2 yields the

wavelength of sound in heUum gas. Since the reso-

nance frequency / of the quartz crystal is continuously

measured, the experimental value for the speed of

sound in helium gas may be readily calculated from

W = A/. This value of W is, of course, the phase speed

corresponding to whatever mode exists in the tube of

gas. It is supposed that this mode is sufficiently hke

the plane wave mode to allow identification of W,
for our purpose, as the free-space value. The mode may
not be pure but, if this is the case, its components are

spaced so closely that the interferometer does not

resolve them.

(XXXXX)

00000(X)00000 ^

VOLTAGE
ACROSS 0

y
- DISPLACEMENT, 0

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the basic method for measuring the speed
of sound in a gas

Experimental Instrument

The most important requirement in the design of

an ultrasonic interferometer concerns the mounting-

relationship between the crystal source and the reflect-

ing surface. It is essential that plane parallehsm exist

between these surfaces, regardless of the displacement

of one surface with respect to the other. Our instru-

ment is so constructed that plane parallelism is

maintained to within three Ught fringes, even though
the reflection surface is either displaced by 2 centi-

meters from the crystal source or completely rotated.

This paraUelism was maintained at room temperature,

and because of the design a comparable result is ex-

pected at operational temperatures (20 °K and below).

Another requirement pertains to the purity of the

gas being investigated. Because measurements are

being made at low temperatures, nearly all the

possible impurities are frozen out. Nevertheless, to

maintain an operationally clean system and also to

exclude the few gases which might be contaminating,

the entire enclosed gas system was made vacuum-
tight. Additionally, the entire system was repeatedly

flushed with. He* gas during routine preparations and
operations. Outgassing at a temperature that is high

compared with ambient conditions is, for our appa-

ratus, impractical and seems unnecessary since, as

mentioned, nearly all the possible contaminants are

frozen out at temperatures below 20 °K.

One of the most difficult design problems is asso-

ciated with the measurement of the relevant displace-

ment of the reflecting surface relative to the crystal

surface. The difflculty arises from the possible expan-

sions and contractions of material in existing extreme
temperature gradients — which are not necessarily

constant. The design must not only provide for actua-

tion of the reflecting surface but must also permit

accurate measurement of the translational motion.

Another requirement concerns the need for making
precise measurements of electrical resistance. If the

ultrasonic interferometer is to serve as a primary
thermometer, we must be able to cahbrate secondary

thermometers against the scale of temperature that is

estabhshed. Germanium resistors can be used as

secondary thermometers, but their use presents certain

measurement problems: the occurrence of stray joule

heating at radio-frequencies [43]; the problem of

making resistance measurements at low power levels;

and the difficulty of attaining thermal equihbrium.

Certainly not least among the design requirements

is the necessity of accurately maintaining the essential

components at any desired temperature between 2° and
20 °K for long periods. Considerations of primary and
secondary thermometry are paramount, for it is hoped
that the instrmnent will be at least competitive with the

best existing techniques of low-temperature thermo-

metry.

Construction Details

During experimentation, the lower portion (Fig. 2) of the
apparatus is maintained in a Uquid heUum bath; the upper
portion (Fig. 3), which is necessary for effecting and measuring
displacements of the reflecting piston 4, is at room temperature.

Copper piston A is capable of being translated smoothly,
without seizing, within the copper cyhnder B. The quartz

crystal (/ = 1 M Hz) is seated against the lower surface of the
cylinder B; the lower assembly D not only maintains the

crystal in position but also accommodates the electrical lead

which energizes the crystal. The piston's upper end is connected
to a fused quartz rod by a ball joint designed to permit reason-

ably simple assembly and a degree of self-adjustment during
thermal expansion or contraction and to constrain the piston

to follow axial displacements of the fused quartz rod. The rod
extends upward about 1.2 m to enter ambient conditions above
the indicated neoprene 0 ring vacuum seal (Fig. 3). At its upper
end the rod is smaller in diameter than it is throughout the
rest of its length, and at the point where this change in dia-

meter occurs it is secured to a plate, P, that is constrained to

move in translation only along the axis of the quartz rod.

Fixed pins which pass through holes drilled in the plate prevent
rotation of the plate. The motion of the handoperated driving

mechanism is hmited to rotation abouf the axis of the quartz
rod. Plate P is threaded into the driving mechanism, hence a
rotation of the driving mechanism produces a translation of

plate P along the axis of the quartz rod. Because the quartz

rod and the piston undergo the same translation, the position

of the reflecting surface (Fig. 2) with respect to the quartz
crystal is controlled by manual turning of the driving me-
chanism .

The thermometrio gas He* is contained within cyUnder B,
assembly D, copper piece C, and the Invar and quartz tubings

which lead to the base plate L (Figs. 2 and 3). From the base

plate there is gas communication through a side arm to a

manifold that affords connection with a manometer, a large

gas-ballast volume, and gas evacuating or filling systems. This

arrangement permits vacuum leak detection, gas filling, and
pressure control and measurement.

Since the entire assembly of Fig. 2 is maintained in liquid

hehum during experimental measurements, a large temperature
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gradient exists along the fused quartz tubing — from 4 °K at

the top of the vacuum can to 300 °K several centimeters below
the base plate. Fluctuations in the gradient could have a critical

effect on the displacement measurement from which the speed
of sound is calculated. Precautions have been taken to mini-

mize the changes in the thermal gradient; more important,
fused quartz was selected for the tubing because of its relatively

small coefficient of expansion.
The temperature of the helium gas between piston A and

the quartz crystal is of paramount importance; it must be

.FUSED OUaRTZ ROD

-FUSED QUARTZ TUBE

,INVAR TUBING

|.^VACUUM LINE

VACUUM CAN-

RADIATION SHIELO-

DISPLACEABLE,
PISTON,/I

HE GAS-

TEFLON-

,HEATER COIL

— CYLINDERS

^GERMANIUM
THERMOMETER

REFLECTING
"SURFACE

OUARTZ CRYSTAL

on C, as shown in Fig. 2. Small secondary thermometers
(germanium resistors imbedded in the outer wall of cylinder B)
and the acoustical-wave generating system supply heat to the
system {A, B, C, and D) and therefore could conceivably
establish an undesired gradient. However, experimental
variation of the power apphed to these small heating sources
has not revealed any such gradients. In effect, the components
below C are "dead-ended" thermally, so that, for all practical

purposes, the imbedded secondary thermometers are in

thermal equilibrium with the excited helium gas.

Precautions were taken to avoid thermal oscillations [27]

of the hehum gas in the annular space between the quartz tube
and the rod. But another serious problem was encountered.
When the temperature-controlled section was maintained at
a temperature which exceeded the bath temperature by
several degrees, convection currents were set up in the gas
that occupies the annular volume between the thin-walled
Invar tubing and the quartz rod. The convection cycle trans-

mitted heat in an erratic manner from component 0 to the
region of the vacuum-can cover. This necessitated a larger heat
input to the heater coil and resulted in the loss of temperature
stabihty for the chamber components. The difficulty was
overcome by introducing nylon material, formed into a spiral,

to fill the annular volume; the spiral broke up the convection
path but permitted the necessary pressure communication
between the helium gas chamber and the manometer and
ballast volume.

J I I

O-RING SEAL

DRIVING MECHANISM M

BALL BEARING

BASE PLATE L

INVAR TUBING

•-QUARTZ TUBING

Fig. 2. Acoustical-thermometer components whicli are maintained at low
temperature during the experiment Fig. 3. Mechanism for driving the aocoustical-thermometer piston

controllable so that it can be maintained for long periods at

any selected temperature in the range of interest, 2° to 20 °K.
This is best accompUshed by controlling the temperature of
C, A, B, and D, which are in intimate contact with the thermo-
metric gas. When the apparatus is in operation there should
be no discernible temperature difference for these components,
and their temperature should exceed that of the surrounding
Uquid helium bath. In order to achieve the best temperature
control and also maintain a reasonable rate of evaporation for

the surrounding Uquid hehum, the controlled components
should be thermally isolated from the lielium bath. Complete
isolation is both impractical and undesirable* ; hence thermal
losses to the bath must be controlled to minimize undesired
thermal gradients. Accordingly, the instrument design is such
that there is a heat flow from C toward the vacuum-can cover,

which is exposed to the hehum bath temperature. A vacuum is

maintained in the can, which surrounds C, B, and D\ a radia-

tion shield surrounding B and D is thermally coupled to C;
secondary-thermometer electrical leads are thermally an-

chored to C; and the heater coil for supplying power to

maintain C, B, A, and D at the desired temperature is wound

* There must be a physical or material approach to the

system for both wavelength and pressure determinations.

Complete thermal isolation is also impossible because conti-

nuous application of a low current to the quartz crystal and
germanium resistors would slowly increase the temperature
of the thermometric gas and its surroundings. The rise in

temperature would be perceptible, since the heat capacity of

materials at low temperatures is extremely small.

In measuring piston displacements it is assumed that the

upper end of the quartz rod (Fig. 3) undergoes the same trans-

lation as the piston's reflecting surface. This is correct within
the limits of our measurement error. Actually, with the lower
assembly in thermal equilibrium at 10 °K, if the displacement
is 1 cm upward and thermal equilibrium is again attained, the

end of the quartz rod will have been displaced by approxi-

mately 1 cm. The departure from this 1-cm measurement will

be the change in length of a centimeter of fused quartz when
its temperattire is raised from 10 °K to room temperature.

A report by Gibbons [28] indicates that this correction might
be less than a micron, which is approximately the accuracy
of our measurements.

A stainless steel ball is seated on the upper end of the

quartz rod (Fig. 3), and above it a calibrated micrometer head
is mounted. The micrometer head mounting and base plate L
are both referenced to a rigid plane. All components of the

length-measuring system, which are in both the room-tempera-
ture and the low-temperature parts of the apparatus, are made
of either Invar or fused quartz to minimize errors caused by
temperature flucations. An electrical system is used to indicate

when the micrometerhead barrel makes contact with the stain-

less steel ball. Quite obviously, the micrometer is never oper-

ating under a load, since the piston activation is effected by
the driving mechanism.

In Fig. 2, one of four germanium resistors is shown mount-
ed in the cylinder wall. Three of the resistors are used to

indicate the temperature stability of the thermally controlled

apparatus. Since they are also calibrated against the acousti-

cally determined absolute temperatures, they "retain" the

temperature scale and can be used as secondary thermometers
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in future calibrations. The fourth resistor serves as a tempera-
ture sensor. It connects with outside controls that automatic-

ally regulate the heater-coil power to achieve necessary
temperature control of various components.

Experimental Operation

After precautionary flushings with helium gas, the acous-

tical-thermometer gas space (which includes the ballast

volume, the manometer, and the manifold) is filled to a
pressure slightly below atmospheric pressure. A small amount
of helium exchange gas is admitted to the vacuum can, and
the low-temperature portion of the apparatus is cooled by
means of liquid nitrogen. After 4 h, a liquid-heUum transfer is

initiated. When the transfer has been completed, the pressure

of the helium bath is placed under manostatio control and
maintained above ambient pressures.

When the bath has become stabilized and the electrical

circuits have been monitored, the temperature desired for

measurements is approached. The resist-

ance of the germanium sensor is dialed on
the Wheatstone bridge, and the tempera-
ture regulator assumes control of the sys-

tem. For a number of possible reasons a
slight loss of control can occur, but this can
be offset by infrequent manual corrections

to the Wheatstone bridge setting, made in

accordance with the temperature indicated

by the germanium secondary thermome-
ters. In this manner the interferometer

temperature is easily controllable to

± 0.002 °K for hours. After an operating

temperature has been achieved, the pres-

sure of the thermometric helium gas is

gradually increased or reduced to a desired

value. Next, the quartz crystal is energized

at its resonance frequency* and its voltage

is monitored. When the piston is advanced
at a uniform rate toward the quartz crystal,

the voltage rises to a sharp maximum each
time a standing wave exists in the gas.

The Invar spindle {M of Fig. 3) is then
turned to raise the piston to a point where
its lower refleoting-surface is about 1.7 cm
above the opposing quartz-crystal face,

and a standing wave exists in the gas.

Since this operation is accompanied by
a flow of gas into the volume between
the quartz crystal and the reflecting sur-

face (Fig. 2), the temperature will change
and the experimenter must wait several

minutes until it returns to the tempera-
ture control point. Then by means of

the micrometer head the position of

the stainless steel ball that is atop
the quartz rod is determined. At least two independent read-

ings are made at each measured resonance point: after the

initial reading the micrometer contact-surface is raised, the

piston is intentionally slightly displaced, the piston position for

resonance is redetermined, and another micrometer reading is

made. Following this, the piston is moved toward the crystal

through a definite number of resonance points (an interval of
40 half-wavelengths is often used); this downward motion is

terminated at a resonance point. The micrometer head is then
advanced downward to determine the new position of the

stainless steel ball. The piston is caused to approach the quartz
crystal in incremental steps, and other micrometer measure-
ments of the position of the ball are made. From these measure-
ments an average wavelength may be calculated and, conse-

quently, the speed of sound through the gas also, since the

resonance frequency of the quartz crystal is known from
continuous measurements. The gas pressure is also systemati-

cally observed and recorded during this procedure, so a value

for average pressure is obtained. The values for speed and
corresponding pressure determine one point on an isotherm.

To obtain an additional point, the pressure is changed, in

general a sMghtly different frequency is ascertained (the

resonance frequency of the quartz crystal varies slightly with
the pressure of the surrounding gas), and the measurement pro-

ceeds as described above.

Typical Isotherm Point

Tab. 1 contains data that are typical measurements
for determining one point of an isotherm and apply to

the highest point of the 20.051 °K isotherm (Fig. 4).

With reference to Tab. 1, before the micrometer
readings were taken at nA, temperature control of the

acoustical thermometer was indicated by the measured
resistance value (column 4). The gas pressure was read

and the piston's position, for helium gas resonance, was
twice located and measured with the micrometer head.

Next, the piston was advanced 20 A toward the quartz

crystal and, after the accompanjring slight perturba-

tion in temperature, several minutes were required for

reestabhshing temperature control of the acoustical

Table 1. Measurement Data for a point on the 20.0 "K Isotherm

Displace- Micro- Pressure

=

Resistance" Mean 20 A Interval
ment= meter" (Atmos- (ohms) Micrometer (mm)
Interval Readings pheres) Reading
(wave- (mm) (mm)
lengths)

n X 25.0683
25.0683<^

1.2032 62.023
25.0683

5.3173
{n - 20) A 19.7510

19.7510'
1.2034 62.019

19.7510

5.3169
{n - 40) A 14.4341

14.4341 =

1.2035 62.020

14.4341

5.3170
{{n - 60) A 9.1171

9.1171 =

1.2037 62.019
62.017 9.1171

p(ave)

frequency
W

1.2035 (Atmospheres)
994,956 hertz

A(ave) X / = 264.51 (m/s)

69,966 (m/s)2

A(ave) = .26585 (mm)

* The toning of a quartz crystal circuit for an acoustical

interferometer is disciissed by J. L. and E. S. Stewabt [24].

61'

° Displacement of the reflecting piston toward the quartz crystal.
" The micrometer head is actually calibrated in inches; its least count is

(0.00001 inches) 0.00025 mm.
= The pressure reading has been converted to atmospheres for this table.
<i Resistance of monitoring germanium resistor (one of two) ; its temperature

coefficient of resistance is approximately - 0.007 (ohms/m deg) at 20 °K.
= The second value indicates a redetermination of the reflecting piston's posi-

tion after a second estabhshment of gas resonance.

thermometer. — This was indicated by values of

resistance for the monitoring germanium thermo-

meters. — New readings were taken at (n — 20) A.

The procedure was repeated at intervals of 20 A until

the piston's reflecting surface had passed through a

total of 60 A ; at this point the reflecting surface and
quartz crystal were separated by about 1 mm.

We have recorded, in column 2, positions of the

piston's reflecting surface relative to the quartz

crystal — i. e., two readings for each position. The
coincidence of the pairs of readings at each location is

fortuitous since measurements that differ by

± 0.0003 mm are sometimes observed but still consi-

dered satisfactory. Column 5 contains readings that

are the average of those Usted in column 2 and differ-

ences between the average readings of column 5 are

recorded in coliman 6.

The constancy of the measured 20 A intervals is

apparent and is typical of most of our measurements

(including those in which 10 A was the measuring inter-

val). Whenever the measured interval has systemati-

cally varied, as the quartz crystal is approached, we
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have been able to associate it with the malfunctioning

of the acoustical thermometer.

It is apparent that the pressure (column 3) is

systematically increasing as the piston approaches the

quartz crystal. This result is expected since the ad-

vancing piston displaces the high density heUum gas

of the resonating chamber thereby decreasing the

heUum gas volume*. In this instance the observed

pressvure variation is of sUght importance for it is much
less than the experimental error of reproducing points

on an isotherm. — From the slope of the isotherm in

Fig. 4 we have calculated that a pressure indetermi-

nancy of 0.008 atmospheres is equivalent to a temper-

ature indeterminancy of 0.001 °K. Thus the pressure

variation of column 3 is equivalent to approximately

0.00007 °K, which is neghgible in our measurements.

At the lowest temperatures, where the isotherms have

.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

PRESSURE (ATMOSPHERES)

Fig. 4. 20.051 "K Isotherm. The square of the speed of sound in helium gas
as a function of the pressure. The dotted portion of the curve represents the

isotherm's extrapolation to at zero pressure

much larger slopes (at 2.3 °K, 0.0004 atmospheres is

equivalent to O.OOi °K in temperature), the measure-

ments are conducted at sufficiently low gas pressures

that pressure variations are not detected during the

piston's travel.

Pressures are measured to an accuracy of 0.050 mm
(0.00007 atmospheres) which, in temperature equi-

valence, is considerably better than the observed ex-

perimental reproducibility of the isotherms.

Column 4 indicates the constancy of the acoustical

thermometer's temperature during the series of meas-

urements. Since the germanium resistor's temperature

coefficient of resistance is about — 0.007 ohms/m deg,

it is apparent that the instrument temperature was
constant within one millidegree at the times of acousti-

cal measurements.

An average wavelength, based upon the 60 wave-

length interval, has been computed and multiphed by
the resonance frequency of the quartz crystal to 3deld

values of W and W^. The computed W^, 69,966 (m/s)^

is not the same as the value of If^, 69,971 (m/s)^ hsted

in Tab. 2 for the highest pressure point of the 20.0 °K

* If a large ballast volume (a 50 1 volume located at

ambient temperatures) were not employed tlie pressure

variation would present a serious pioblem because tlie speed

of sound is naturally dependent on the gas pressure.

isotherm. The difference is easily explained. Because

all of the points for an isotherm were not measured at

exactly the temperature (indicated by the monitoring

germanium resistors), minor corrections were appUed
to obtain a common reference temperature. Such
corrections have been incorporated, where appro-

priate, in the PT^'s hsted in Table 2; the corrections

never were greater than a temperature equivalent of

three millidegrees.

Definition oi Isotherms

The isotherm data are hsted in Tab. 2. While the

actual measurements yielded W (speed in m/s) and p
(pressure in atmospheres), and p are hsted in

Tab. 2 since, in accordance with Eq. (7), temperatures

are explicitly related to W^. The data for individual

isotherms have been subjected to both graphic and
computer analysis and, except for the lowest iso-

therms, the best representations appear to be afforded

by a straight hne. Fig. 4 is typical of the isotherms

above 7 °K and demonstrates the adequacy of re-

presenting these isotherms by a hnear relationship.

AppUcable to the least squares fitting in the com-

puter analysis, A of Tab. 2 indicates the difference

between an isotherm data point and the computer-

fitted function evaluated at the pressure of the data

point, a is the standard deviation in the least squares

fitting of the isotherm. Relevant to assessing A and a,

a variation in of 3.5 is equivalent to a temperature

variation of 0.001 °K. From this it is apparent that

the scatter of data points from the isotherm functional

representation is generally within + 0.002 °K; this is

supported by the indicated spread of data as portrayed

in Fig. 4. — Except for the isotherms below 7 °K,

there are only five instances where the ± 0.002 °K
band is exceeded; at pressures of 1.0070 atmospheres

at 14.0 °K, .3680 and 1.4153 atmospheres at 12.0 °K,

and .1326 and .3680 atmospheres at 7.0 °K. — We
interpret this as signifying that the reproducibihty of

isotherm data points is generally within 0.002 °K.

Consequently, systematic departures (which are

noticeably in excess of 0.002 ""K) from a Uner represen-

tation signify the need of including higher order

pressure terms (Eq. 7) for adequate representation of

an isotherm. This is clearly the case in Fig. 5 and is

even suggested in Fig. 6. The observed departure of an

isotherm from Unearity is not unexpected, particularly

at low temperatures and relatively high pressures.

The Pf'^ term of equation 7 includes the second and

third virial coefficients, as well as their derivatives, and
since these coefficients are relatively large and rapidly

changing with decreased temperature, their effect on

the speed of sound should become apparent under the

above-mentioned conditions.

Two procedures for representing the lower temper-

ature isotherms are apparent from viewing Fig. 5.

(a) Either the higher pressure data (data that deviate

from a hnear relationship by more than 0.002 °K) can

be neglected, or (b) higher order pressure terms can be

included to represent more effectively all of the data.

Admittedly, the use of (a) will result in some degree of

inaccuracy when the isotherm is extrapolated to zero

pressure for obtaining a value of W\ and subsequently

calculating T. However, procedure (b) has disadvan-

tages also: there exists no a priori approach to predict

the significance of particular higher order pressure
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Table 2. Experimental Data for Isotherms Measured by the Acoustical Thermometer

T If2 P /]"

69,604 .4024 7.2

69,684 .6052 - 6.0

20.0 °K 69,779 .8081 - 4.9

69,875 1.0074 - 1.1

69 971 1.2035 4.8 6.7

65,734 .4020 - 3.8

65,821 .6034 0.2

18.9 °K 65,910 .8086 4.1

65,995 1.0108 5.8
Aft Cil^ 1.2325 — 6.2 5.9

62,503 .4017 6.3

62,569 .6024 - 3.7

18.0 °K 62,643 .8072 - 7.1

62,725 1.0067 0.0

1.2067 4.5 6.4

58.869 .4018 0.6

58,930 .6051 - 0.8

17.0 °K 58,993 .8102 - 1.6

59,058 1.0061 3.2

59,111 1.1936 - 1.4 2.3

55,659 .4008 6.3

55,650 .4030 - 2.7

16.0 °K 55,698 .6065 - 2.3

55,745 .8096 - 3.6

55,794 1.0065 - 0.6

55 841 1.1950 2.9 4.3

51,952 .3354 - 1.2

51,989 .5356 3.5

15.0 °K 52,016 .7377 - 2.1

52,049 .9420 - 1.6

52^084 1.1419 1.4 2.7

50,753 .3356 6.0

50,765 .5040 - 4.8

14.6 °K 50,787 .6630 - 3.4

50,866 1.2120 2.2 6.1

48,672 .4020 7.3

48,678 .6030 - 2.9

48,695 .8042 - 2.5

14.0 °K 48,702 1.0070 -12.4

48,738 1.2060 7.6

48,741 1.3832 - 4.2

48,753 1.3899 7.2 8.3

44,858 .4019 5.8

44,841 .6040 - 3.7

13.0 °K 44,836 .8090 - 0.4

44,822 1.0076 - 6.2

44,819 1.2961 - 0.9

44,817 1.3960 5.4 5.4

41,550 .3680 14.8

41,507 .5330 - 0.5

12.0 °K 41,475 .7070 - 2.8

41,424 1.0050 - 3.3

41,392 1.2103 - 0.3

41,371 1.4153 12.9 5.4

o7,d7» .200o

37,614

37,599 .4018 - 2.8

37.535 .5745 - 8.5

10.9 °K 37,467 .7770 - 8.2

37,467 .8066 2.1

37,407 .9777 - 0.6

37,346 1.1650 1.3

37,346 1.1778 5.7 6.0

34 121 .2040 4.2

34^062 .3149 4.1

34,011 .4030 - 0.7

9.9 "K 33,895 .6061 - 8.3

33,790 .8067 - 6.7

33,694 1.00003 0.6

33,606 1.1770 6.8 6.2

T

9.0 °K

8.1 °K

7.0 °K

6.1 "K

5.0 °K

4.2 °K

3.2 °K

2.8 °K
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30,980 .2017 5.0

30,818 .4076 - 3.0

30,665 .6068 - 6.9

30,524 .8096 2.8

30,380 1.0005 2.2

27,792 .1343 5.1

27,642 .2680 - 4.4

27,466 .4380 - 2.0

27,287 .6090 - 2.3

27,120 .7740 3.5

23,988 .1326 9.5

23,770 .2680 -10.1

23,532 .4370 - 1.8

23,287 .6040 - 2.5

23,069 .7580 4.9

20.756 .1011 -18.6

20,768 .1028 - 3.5

20,712 .1338 0.2

20,589 .2008 8.0

20,578 .2013 - 2.8

20,572 .2036 - 3.8

20,553 .2162 2.0

20,398 .30003 8.7

20,380 .3022 - 5.1

20,186 .4004 - 8.3

20,190 .4014 - 2.7

20,187 .4080 7.2
i A ft

19,790 (.6030) -11.5

19,421 (.7850) -26.7

17.208 0.0644 -12.5
17.135 .0988 6.2

17,033 .1340 - 2.0

16,943 .1676 2.2

16,866 .1978 1.2

14,461 0.0322 - 9.5

14,444 .0328 -21.6
14,407 .0501 4.0

14,391 .0507 - 1.9

14,342 .06638 - 2.2

14,344 .0668 - 0.7

14,287 .0801 .6

14,223 .0997 - 1.6

14,216 .10211 - .1

14,225 .10271 10.7

14,145 .1204 2.8

14,042 .1505 — 0.7

13,975 .1674 1.2

13,874 .1986 3.8

13,867 .1976 - 5.9

13,855 .2017 - 3.7

13,746 (.2357)

13,481 (.3024)

13,646 (.2555)

13,160 (.3805)

10.951 0.03048 - 5.3

10,909.4 .04007 3.7

10,849.7 .0501 - 3.0

10,815.2 .0568 - 3.3

10,768.0 .0668 3.4

10,675.8 .08366 .2

10,597 .0989 1.9

10,585.1 .1003 - 2.6

10,403.0 (.1340)

10,210.9 (.1672)

9,995.0 (.2036)

9,612.5 0.01601 - 8.4

9,612.3 .0233 3.5

9,535.1 .03011 - 0.6

9,495.4 .03666 - .7

9,455.8 .04333 - .1

5.6

4.8

8.7

6.1

9.6

3.1

3.7

6.2
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Table 2 (continued)

T P A"-

7,919.4 0.0135 -12.4

7,915.3 .01541 - 1.1

7,886.5 .02005 - 7.6

7,837.2 .0251 - 1.0

7,837.4 .0251 - 1.2

7,874.8 .02076 1.6

7,795.5 .02966 - 5.9

7,799.0 .02991 ^ 0.4

7,733.77 .03837 2.7

- (metersIsecY; p — atmospheres

» The columns under A contain the difference between the

experimental at the indicated pressures and the of

linear function determined by the computer least squares

fitting.

•> (7 is the standard deviation in the least squares fitting of

an isotherm.

0 .05 .10 .15 .20
PRESSURE (ATMOSPHERE)

Fig. 5. 3.21 1 °K Isotherm — W aaa functioa of pressure

apparent that the data points at the lowest pressure

may be less significant than other data points ; this is

borne out by the relatively large values of A for the

lowest pressure points at 2.3°, 4.2°, 5.0° and 6.0 °K.

The inaccuracy of these points is caused by a lack of

resolution resulting from the high attenuation of

sound energy in the thermometric gas. Because of

this inaccuracy, the data (Tab. 2) in italics received

1/4 weighting in the least squares fitting. For the

21,000
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i

20,800
N -

20,600

20,400
\ 20,969 (m/s)^

lOlO-K \,

20,200

"1

20,000

19,800

19,600

4nr) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Vl

0 .1 ,2 .3 .4 .5 .6 7 .8

PRESSURE (ATMOSPHERE)

Fig. 6. 6.057 "K Isotherm— TP as a function of pressure

terms since the analytical representation of higher

order virial coefficients is unknown. Additionally, we
feel that our isotherm data do not extend to suffi-

ciently high pressures to yield meaningful higher order

analysis*. Therefore we have selected procedure (a) as

the more suitable method for representing our present

data.

We have naturally attempted to obtain isotherm

data points at the lowest possible pressures to mini-

mi"^ errors that result from extrapolating an isotherm

to zero pressure. For the isotherms below 7 °K it is

* In a previous paper [29] we liave reported the results of

fitting the entire 3.2° and 4.2 °K isotherm data to functions

that included quadratic and cubic terms.

3.2°, 4.2° and 6.0 °K isotherms, the data in parentheses

were neglected in fitting the isotherms to a linear

function ; other isotherms did not contain comparable

"high pressure" data that warranted comparable

treatment. The remainder of the data were assigned a

weighting of unity.

Although Linear representations of isotherms have

appeared to be appropriate (within the limitations

previously presented), the computer fitting was ex-

tended to functions that included higher order

pressure terms. This resulted in an improvement in the

statistical certainty of the first coefficient [Wq of

Eq. (9) from which values of isotherm temperatures

are calculated] in two cases: for one isotherm, 9.9 °K,

Tables. Intercepts [Wo [meters/sec)^] and Temperatures [T °K] derived from, isotherm extrapolations

T°K Wggraph lf2^orap{hnear) Zllfocomp rgrapU rcompllinear) ATcomp

20.0 69,414 69,411 9.1 20.051 20.051 .003

18.9 65,567 65,571 7.7 18.939 18.941 .002

18.0 62,350 62,344 8.6 18.010 18.009 .002

17.0 58,748 58,745 3.1 16.970 16.969 .001

16.0 55,552 55,559 4.7 16.047 16.048 .001

15.0 51,904 51,899 3.4 14.993 14.992 .001

14.6 50,704 50,702 7.0 14.646 14.646 .002

14.0 48,632 48,632 9.1 14.048 14.048 .003

13.0 44,871 44,869 6.3 12.961 12.961 .002

12.0 41,598 41,597 7.7 12.016 12.016 .002

10.9 37,740 37,738 4.8 10.901 10.901 .001

9.9 34,228 34,226 5.1 9.887 9.886 .001

9.0 31,130 31,125 5.9 8.992 8.991 .002

8.1 27,926 27,928 4.6 8.067 8.067 .001

7.0 24.170 24,172 8.6 6.982 6.982 .002

6.1 20,971 20,971 5.0 6.057 6.057 .001

5.0 17,393 17,392 9.6 5.024 5.024 .002

4.2 14,580 14,583 3.1 4.211 4.212 .001

3.2 11.123 11.117 3.2 3.213 3.211 .001

2.8 9.723 9,718 6.2 2.808 2.807 .002

2.3 8,038 8,041 6.9 2.322 2.323 .002
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by the inclusion of a quadratic term ; and for another,

14.6 °K, by the inclusion of both quadratic and cubic

terms. These results are considered fortuitous and
therefore no significance is ascribed to the isolated

instances.

In summary, because of the limited nature of the

isotherm data points, we have felt that the best inter-

pretation of the data is effected by restricting, where
necessary, the range of data to sufficiently low
pressures so that, within the limits of isotherm repro-

ducibihties (0.002 °K), they can be represented by a

linear relationship.

Isotherm Intercepts and Derived Temperatures

The isotherm intercepts (W^ at p =0) have been
evaluated, both graphically and analytically, and are

listed in Tab. 3. For each isotherm, comp is the

first term or constant in the equation

W^= Wl+ Wl/xp (9 a)

and the adjacent ZlTFocomp is the individual term's

imcertainty as calculated in the least squares fitting.

From the relationship for the speed of sound in an
ideal gas,

the absolute temperatures T were readily calculated.

These are listed in colimins 5 and 6 for the graphical and
computer analyses, respectively. The A T's of column 7,

the temperature equivalents of the zl W^'ocomp- indicate

the statistical temperature inaccuracies that have
resiilted from the least squares fitting and the isotherm

extrapolation to zero pressure; ATcomp is not the

estimated accuracy in realizing a value of absolute

thermodynamic temperature.

Discussion

NBS Provisional Temperature Scale 2—20 (1965)

During the isotherm measurements, at least two
germanium thermometers were in thermal contact

with the heUum-4 gas that served as the thermometric
fluid. — More specifically, they were embedded in the

wall of cylinder B (Fig. 2), which in part bounds the

helium gas. — Since the germanium thermometers'

resistances were systematically measured in moni-

toring the isothermal stability of the acoustical ther-

mometer, we possessed a temperature cahbration of the

germanium thermometers when the isotherm measure-

ments were concluded and evaluated. Afterwards,

additional germanium thermometers were calibrated

by comparison with the original group so that we now
posses six that are referenced to the acoustically

determined isotherms and maintain the scale NBS
P 2 — 20 (1965)*. The scale consists of resistance

values (for the individual thermometers) associated

with values of temperature that closely approximate
the original isotherm temperatures.

Comparison ol NBS P 2—20 (1965) with NBS (1955)

While we do not wish to state a figure for the

accuracy of our scale (with respect to the Thermo-
dynamic Temperature Scale), we are able to make

* Some of the comparison calibrations were performed
with the resistors positioned in the acoustical thermometer,
but more recent calibrations have been made in a comparison
calibrator [30] that has been designed for more routine cah-

bration procedures.

comparisons with other scales in regions of overlap.

One such is the NBS (1955)*, which is maintained by
a group of platinum resistors.

Two germaniimi resistors were calibrated in the

region 11° to 20 °K on the NBS (1955) temperature

scale by J. L. Riddle and his associates. The resistors

are identified as No. 4 and D in accordance with

previous designations [31]**. Resistor No. 4 was
caUbrated at four temperatures against NBS (1955)

about a year previous to its insertion in the acoustical

thermometer. After the insertion, the acoustical ther-

mometer was controlled at a temperature that repro-

duced No. 4's caUbrated resistance value [NBS (1955)]

and subsequently an isotherm was determined to

obtain the relevant sonic temperature. This procedure

was repeated for the other three calibration points.

Resistor D was calibrated in a different manner.

After we had determined our isotherm temperatures

between 10° and 20 °K, resistor D of reference [31]

was submitted to the NBS platinimi resistance ther-

mometer calibration group for cahbration against the

J I I I I t_

10 12 14 16 18 20
TEMPERATURE (»K)

Fig. 7. A comparison between the acoustically derived temperature, scale

(NBS Provisional Scale 2— 20 (1965)] and the NBS (1955) temperature
scale. The difference in values of the two scales [NBS P 2— 20 (1965) minus
NBS (1955)], as indicated by two germanium resistors, is plotted as a

function of the Kelvin temperature

NBS (1955) temperature scale. By dihgent effort on
their part, the thermometer D was caUbrated against

NBS (1955) at temperatures that were generally within

0.020 °K of the acoustically determined isotherm tem-

peratures. Within a period of several days resistor D
was then instaUed in the acoustical thermometer and
caUbrated against resistors A and B at temperatures

that approximated the original isotherm temperatures

(indicated by the measured resistance values of both
A and B). — The germanium resistors A and B of

reference [31] have been continously employed as

monitoring resistors in the acoustical thermometer and
therefore have been caUbrated against every deter-

mined isotherm.

From the dual caUbrations of resistors No. 4 and
D, we have been able to compare values on the temper-

ature scale (1955) with values of temperature derived

* The present National Bureau of Standards temperature
scale in the region 10. .5 °K and above is maintained on plati-

num resistors, is designated as "NBS (1955)," and is defined as

being 0.01 °K lower than the scale given in the following;

H. J. HoGE, and F. G. Brickwedde, "The Establishment of

a Temperature Scale for the Calibration of Thermometers
between 14° and 83 °K" [9].

** Reference [31] reports the thermal histories of a group
of germanium resistors; 4.2 °K resistance-temperature caUbra-
tions (against Tjg [1]) were periodically performed between
thermal cyclings of the resistors from room temperature to

4.2 °K. Resistor No. 4's 4.2 °K calibration was constant
within a temperature equivalent of 0.0003 °K during 11 ther-

mal cycles; jD's calibration was constant within 0.0005 °K
during 86 cycles. Thus it is expected that later caUbrations of

these resistors are reliable.
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from the acoustical thermometer. This is depicted in

Fig. 7 and it appears that the deviation of our values

from those of the NBS (1955) scale is, in general,

within the limits of accuracy (from + 0.01 °K to

± 0.02 °K) stated for that scale. The lowest point, at

11 °K (a diflference of — 0.01 °K), may indicate an

actual deviation between the two scales. It is unfortu-

nate that it has not been convenient to effect a

comparison between the two scales at 10 °K.

In a recent issue of Metrologia, M. P. Oblova et al.

have reported [32] the comparison of four temperature

scales covering the range 10° to 90 °K*. Through
NBS (1955), the NPL scale can be compared with

the present work in the range of overlap (10.9° to

20 °K). While it may be fortuitous, the two scales are

remarkably similar in detailed deviations from NBS
(1955); the differences are sufficiently small that any
discussion of them would be of Uttle significance at

present.

Comparison ot NBS P 2—20 (1965) with Tgg

In the temperature range, 2° to 5 °K, values of

temperature derived from the acoustical thermometer
have been compared with the heLivmi-4 vapor pressure

scale, Tjg [1]. Since we have not incorporated a heUum
vapor pressure thermometer into the acoustical ther-

mometer assembly, helium-4 vapor pressures have not

been measured in conjunction with our isotherm deter-

minations. Rather, germanium thermometers have
been calibrated against both the Tjg scale and the

acoustical thermometer to afford the desired scale

comparisons.

Cahbrations against the helium vapor pressure

scale have been performed in a manner that was
consistent with vapor pressure measuring techniques

that we have previously described [33]. The resistors

were contained in "constant temperature" bath of

liquid helium and helium-4 vapor pressures were

measured by immersed vapor pressure thermometers

that were partially vacuum-jacketed; that is, the

thermometer tubing was thermally insulated from the

bath's colder surface to avoid the effects of "cold spots"

[33, 34]. This technique has proven to be very con-

sistent and reUable when applied to heLium-4 vapor

pressure as evidenced by investigations that have been

conducted in our laboratory dtiring the last five years.

The comparison of our values of isotherm tempera-

tures with T58 is shown in Fig. 8. Additionally, there

are indicated values of temperature (relative to Tjg)

that have resulted from other primary thermometry
investigations in which the values of absolute temper-

ature were associated with a corresponding helium-4

vapor pressure. Since the comparison of absolute

thermometry values is afforded through the medium
of helium-4 vapor pressure determinations, it should

be emphasized that possible errors in both values of

absolute temperature and vapor pressure measure-

ments are germane to the comparisons of different

thermometry investigations as represented in Fig. 8.

While we are unable to assess the validity of the

* Each of four laboratories (PRMI, NBS, NPL and
Pennsylvania State University) submitted two platinum
resistors that had been calibrated on the individual laborato-

ry's temperature scale. The thermometers were measured at

both NPL and PBMI thereby producing the above-mentioned
comparison.

represented results it is obvious that serious discrepan-

cies (of the order of 0.010 °K) exist not only between
the results of different investigators but also in the

consistency of temperature values reported by an
individual investigator. If one beheves that the scale,

Tjg, is smooth with respect to possible departures from
the thermodynamic temperature scale, the plot suggests

that perhaps the acoustical thermometer data are the

most self-consistent of any temperature measure-

ments that have been made below 5 °K.

In a previous paper [29] we have included the

results of some gas thermometry determinations in the

comparison of temperature values below 5 °K. Their

inclusion does not appear to aid in assessing the de-

partures of either individual temperature values or

Tjg from the thermodynamic scale. We concur with

VAN Due's statement [35] that below 4.0 °K "the

results obtained from measurements on isotherms are

/

1
"1 0

*

12 3 4 5

TEMPERATURE l°K), fge

Fig. 8. A comparison, with values of tlie T^g scale, of temperature values
derived from pressure-volume isotherm measurements and acoustical-

thermometer measurements. X Kistemaker (3) isotherms (1946);
Kellek [4] helium-4 isotherms (1955); Keller [4] helium-3 isotherm
(1955); i Preliminary results [39] velocity ofsound in heUum-4 gas, acoustical

thermometer (1962); Present work, isotherms determined by the NBS
acoustical thermometer. Except for our data points, Fig. 8 is talsen from

VAN DIJK [35]

more accurate than those obtained from gas thermo-

metry data". Most of the gas thermometry results are

dependent upon the realization of an assumed 'gas

filling' temperature, i. e., the normal boUing point of

liquid helium-4. If the temperature or its realization

are erroneous, there result additional indeterminan-

cies which are reflected in the gas thermometer meas-

urements. One must acknowledge, however, values of

temperature associated with gas thermometry at and
above 4.2 °K.

In 1937 Schmidt and Keesom [5] recommended a

value of 4.216 °K as the normal boiling point of

liquid helium-4-based upon 20.381 °K as the boUing

point of liquid hydrogen. Their actual measurements

yielded three of temperature 4.215°, 4.215° and
4.222 °K but higher weightings were assigned to the

4.215 °K value so that 4.216 °K emerged as their

recommended value of temperature. This becomes

4.215 °K, which is the normal boiling point of liquid

hehum-4 in T58, if the boiling point of normal hydrogen

is changed to 20.378 °K.

Berman and Swenson [7] confirmed the Schmidt
and Keesom boiUng point within 0.002 °K using a gas

thermometer that was referenced to the normal
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boiling point of what was assumed to be normal hydro-

gen. However their continued gas thermometer mea-
siirements, between 4.1° and 5.2 °K exhibit incon-

sistencies of about + 0.005 °K with respect to Tjg;

this is evidenced in Fig. 1 of reference [35].

More recent gas thermometry at 4 °K, reported by
D. L. Mabtin [11], resulted in values of temperature

that exceeded temperatures derived from heUum
vapor pressure measurements and Tjg by 0.003 °K.

This result was based upon the use of Keesom [36]

virial coefficients. Mabtest also reported that if he

employed the Kilpatkick, Keller and Hammel [37]

virial coefficients, instead of the Keesom virials "the

average temperatures obtained at 4°K from the gas

thermometer are increased by about 0.005 °K." (The

gas thermometer was cahbrated at 20 °K against a

vapor pressure thermometer that contained normal
liquid hydrogen).

An additional investigation of the hehum boiling

point has been reported by M. P. Oklova and D. N.

ASTEOV*. In estabUshing a temperature scale from
4.2° to 20 °K they employed a helium gas thermo-

meter, without dead space, as a primary instrument.

Gas fillings were made at = 20.384 °K, the "natu-

ral composition" liquid hydrogen boiUng point. In

correcting for the non-ideality of the helium gas, they

selected values of the second virial coefficient from
Kjxpatrick, Keller and Hammel** and the third

virial coefficients defined by Keesom [36]. The result-

ing mean value for the normal boHing point of liquid

hehum was 4.214 ± 0.005 °K. Also of interest is their

remark that, if they used values of second virial co-

efficients as defined by Keesom [36] in calculating

temperatures, the resultant values of thermodynamic
temperature would be higher than those resulting from

use of the Kilpatrick, Kellerand Hammel** second

virials.

FrNTSTEMORE et al. [42] have reported hehum gas

thermometry which was referenced to a filUng tem-

perature at 4.2 °K. They report the following: "If we
assume that helium-4 has a saturated vapor pressure

of 760.00 torr at 4.215 °K, then we measure the tem-

perature of equihbrium hydrogen at a satiurated vapor

pressure of 760.00 torr to be 20.253 ± 0.03 °K." —
"As an additional check on thermometry we have

measured the vapor pressure of helium-4 from 4.2 to

6.0 °K and confirm the work of Bermajst and Swenson
[7] (and hence the Tjg scale [1]) to ± 0.003 °K."

Virial coefficients from Kjlpatrick, Keller and
Hammel [37] were used to correct for the nonideahty

of hehum-4 gas. In a private communication they

informed us that the converse of the first quotation

is probably applicable; namely, if the gas thermo-

meter were referenced to 20.253 °K, an uncertainty of

+ 0.006 °K might be encountered in the determina-

tion of the hquid heUum normal boihng point.

* This paper is Document No. 9, "Thermodynamic Tem-
perature Scale for the 4.2 - 20 °K Temperature Range,"
which was presented to the Comite Consultatif de Thermo-
metrie, 7e Session (1964). It is available on request to M. P.

Orlova of the Physicoteohnical and Radiotechnical Measure-
ments Institute, USSR.

** The reference of the above-mentioned PRMI document
appears to indicate that the second virial coefficients are those

hsted by Kilpateick, Keller, Hammel, and Metropolis;
Phys. Rev. 94, 1103 (1954). These virials are not identical

with those of reference [37],

Phillips* has furnished us with information

concerning the results of his low temperature gas

thermometry investigation. The thermometer was
referenced to a filling temperature (approximately

20.4 °K) that was measured on the platinum thermo-

meter scale, NBS (1955). In addition to other meas-

urements, he has determined three values of temper-

ature near 4 °K which, on comparison through

hehum-4 vapor pressure measurements, appear to

reproduce values of temperature on T58 within 0.001 °K
The accuracy is estimated to be that caused by un-

certainties of the virial coefficients plus 0.002 °K.

Additionally, the following results of gas thermo-

metry have been conveyed to us in a private communi-
cation** from D. W. Osborne, H. E. Flotow and
F. ScHBELNER of the Argonnc National Laboratory.

"In the cahbration of our germanium resistance

thermometers against a gas thermometer and against

the vapor pressure of hquid *He we obtained the

following values for the normal boiling point of hquid
*He.

Normal Boiling Point of '''He

Series Tmbs Tk
(°K) (°K)

May 1963 4.2153 4.2075

Oct. 1963 4.214, 4.2O65

Average 4.215o 4.2O65

is the temperature calculated with the aid of the

second virial coefficients calculated by Kilpatrick,
Keller and Hammel [37], from their potential energy

curve MR5. is the temperature calculated with the

aid of the second virial coefficients given in Table 2.14

of Keesom's book [21]. The number of moles of *He in

the gas thermometer was determined near the boihng

point of normal Hg, which was taken to be 20.384 °K.

The gas thermometer pressure at this temperature was
approximately 632 mm Hg in the May 1963 series and
646 mm Hg in the other series. The pressures were

read to 0.01 mm Hg, which corresponds to 0.0003 °K,

but we estimate that the precision of each temperature

(probable error) is about 0.002 °K."

"Since our Tmes '^alue for the boiUng point of *He
agrees with the value on the T58 scale we adopted the

MR5 second virial coefficients for all our gas thermo-

meter calculations, which extended from 4 to 25 °K.

This gives us a temperature scale that merges smoothly

into the Tjg scale."

The preceding gas thermometry discussion appears

to indicate that the normal boiling point of hquid

heUum-4, as determined by gas thermometry, may be

indeterminate by as much as 5 or 6 milhdegrees. It is

quite evident that at least some of the thermometry

is dependent upon the selection of virial coefficients for

hehum-4 gas. Also, a principal cause for the indeter-

minancy may well be attributed to the inabihty to rea-

lize a normal boiling point for hquid hydrogen as a

thermometer reference temperature.

* Professor Norman PHttLiPS (University of California,

Berkeley) has kindly supplied this information in a private

communication. It is expected that a more complete account

of the investigation will be pubUshed by Professor Phillips
in the near future.

** Dr. D. W. Osborne has kindly provided this information

and it is expected that a more complete account of the investi-

gation will be published in the near future.
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Discnssion of the Temperatures Associated with

NBS P 2—20 (1966)

We have shown that our values of temperature

appear to agree, within 0.012 °K, with two widely

recognized scales (Tjg and NBS [1955]) in temperature

regions where the scales overlap. Since the experimen-

tal operation of the acoustical thermometer does not

seem to change in the range 2° to 20 °K, there is no
reason to suppose that values of temperature between
5 °K and 10 °K are inferior to those measured in the

exterior temperature ranges.

We feel that our values of temperature are within

the stated experimental accuracy of both NBS (1955)

from 12° to 20 °K and the NPL [10, 38] scale from
10.8° to 20 °K. Since the acoustical thermometer
represents a completely different approach to thermo-

metry in this temperature range, we expect that the

coincidence of the three scales between 12° and 20 °K
indicates the achievement of a reasonable approxima-

tion to the Thermodynamic Temperature Scale. If the

three scales do indicate such an accomphshment it is

difficult to understand the departiures of our values of

sonic temperatures from Tjg. While our isotherms in

the heUum range are remarkably consistent, in indi-

cating temperature values that smoothly deviate from
T58, we feel that it is necessary to determine additional

isotherms, which are defined by as many points as is

practicable. Sufficient curvature is exhibited by iso-

therms below 7 °K to persuade us that our present

data should be extended to higher pressures and
subsequently analyzed with the inclusion of higher

order pressure terms [Eq. (7)].

It is possible that Tgg may deviate noticeably from

the thermodynamic temperature scale, but we feel

that assessment of this should be deferred until addi-

tional absolute temperature data is available. Since

gas thermometry at low temperatures is sensitive to

the selection of virial coefficients, it is necessary that

the virials be determined to the best possible accu-

racy. We are hopeful that, when we have completed

our measurements, we wiU be able to make a significant

contribution in defining the hehimi-4 virials below

20 °K.

Conclusion

As has been indicated previously in this paper, we
expect to continue the determination of isotherms

below 20 °K. The measurements will result in a greater

number of points for defining an isotherm, extend the

isotherms to higher pressure, and include the use of

hehum-3 gas so that isotherms below 2.3 °K can be

more easily defined. We shall probably also determine

isotherms that are interspersed between those defined

in this paper. Special efforts will be exerted toward the

determination of virial coefficients for both hehum-3
and hehum-4 gases.

CaUbrations of germanium secondary thermo-

meters have been performed for nearly a year and a

half against the scale NBS P 2 - 20 (1965). The
results, which aid in identifying the characteristics of

germanium resistors, are in the process of being

reported. The availabihty of reproducible cahbrated

germanium thermometers is already affording com-
parisons between the low temperature thermometry
endeavors of different investigators that will im-

doubtedly lead to an international low temperature
scale.
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Appendix

Possible Inherent Errors of the Acoustical Interferometer

Our instrument employs an x-cut quartz crystal, operating
at its resonance frequency (1 Mhz), and it is assumed that the
crystal acts as a plane wave radiator. Actually, the crystal

surface can be expected to contain several radiating areas that
differ in amplitude and phase of vibration since the thickness
vibration of the quartz is coupled to various transverse modes.
JS the modes match the radially resonant condition of the
heUum gas (within the interferometer chamber), they will be
propagated as Rayleigh modes, with phase velocities and
attenuations that differ from those of the assumed plane wave.
The detection of such nonuniform radiation is discussed by
J. L. and E. S. Stewart [24] with appropriate reference to
other specific investigations. Krasnooshkin [39], in discussing

the "corrugated" waves in a cylindrical wave guide, has ana-
lyzed a wave's various natural modes of vibration in a cylinder
of several wave lengths diameter. He predicts that because of
the same non-plane wave form, relative errors in the experi-

mentally measured wave lengths for different media should be
proportional to the square of wave length. Earlier experimental
measurements by Bell [40] and the Stewarts have appeared
to confirm the prediction; and more recent results [41] are in

general agreement.
To determine this type of systematic error for an acoustical

interferometer, it is suggested that a caUbration of a given
crystal and interferometer chamber be performed. This would
be accomplished by experimentally determining the wave
length of sound Ax for several gaseous media and comparing
observed wavelengths with known or accepted values of
wavelength An. For the different gases one would plot

Ar — Ak

as a function of A| and thus obtain a correction Ax — Ak that

would be appUcable for some Ax.

The Stewarts [24] for an interferometer operated at

2 MHz observed an apparent increase in wave length ^— equal
A.

to .005 for heUum gas at room temperature [A^ = 0.25 (mm)^];
Blythe et al. [41] operating at 83 and 152 kHz observed an

increase in —— of .03 and .01 respectively (heUum gas at
A

30 °C, A^ equal to approximately 50 and 150 mm^).
For our operating temperatures, i. e., below 20 °K, the

number of gases that can be used for such a caMbration are

Umited. Helium-3 and helium-4 can be used throughout the

entire temperature range but investigations with hydrogen gas

would be Umited to the higher temperatures only since its

highest operating pressure is limited by the Uquidvapor
condensation curve. Thus far we have employed helium-4 gas

only in our acoustical interferometer, since the introduction of

heUum-3 gas will undoubtedly result in a gas contamination of

the apparatus. When the measurement program for helium-4
gas is completed, hehum-3 and hydrogen gases wiU be em-
ployed as fluids to ascertain the possible importance of "an
acoustical interferometer correction" for our instrument.

It is quite possible that the "correction", which might
apply to our instrument, is less than other experimental

errors or reproducibilities (i. e., errors in temperature control,
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resistance determination or linear displacement measurements).

Indeed, if the coincidence of our values of temperature with

values of the NPL and NBS (1955) Temperature Scales

between 14 and 20 °K is interpreted to indicate a good approxi-

mation of the Thermod3mamic Temperature Scale, this in

itself signifies the comparative inapplicability of an "inter-

ferometer correction" for our instrument.

If one assumes that the scales NPL and NBS (1955) are

good approximations to the Thermodynamic Temperatiire

Scale in the region 12° to 20 °K, then one can calculate — by
using these assumed temperatures — the speed of sound in an
ideal gas. Since our experimental measurements yield a value

that is, for all practical purposes, identical, one can assume
that the interferometer is "calibrated" by measurements in

this temperature range and that the effect of transverse

resonances in our ultrasonic interferometer is negligible —
within a temperature equivalence of a few millidegrees.

To investigate further the possibility of an operational

error in our acoustical interferometer, we have conducted
isotherm measurements with the quartz crystal driven at a

higher harmonic (3 MHz). At this frequency we have measured
points on the 5.0°, 6.1° and 7.0 °K isotherms. These points lie

within the reproducibilities of the isotherms that were deter-

mined from the general measurements in which the quartz

crystal was operated at 1 MHz - no systematic departures

between the data derived from the 3 and 1 MHz investigations

were observed. When we attempted to duplicate two isotherms

at higher temperatures (9 °K and 16 °K) we encountered
difficulties (at 3 MHz) which were apparently caused by
spurious resonance frequencies of the quartz crystal coupling

into the main resonance frequency at which the quartz crystal

was being driven.

It has also been observed [40, 41], when waves of different

phase velocities are being propagated in an acoustical inter-

ferometer, that the measured positions of maximum acoustical

impedance are not separated by a constant amount; inter-

ference effects result in irregular values for the incremental

displacement measurements as the reflecting surface systemati-

cally approaches the radiating quartz crystal. While we have
observed this effect in the past, with quartz crystals that we
have rejected, the present instrument has not exhibited such
irregularities. This also probably indicates that, in our existing

apparatus, the effects of the Krachnooshkin "corrugated"

waves are sufficiently small that they cannot be resolved and
do not significantly aifect our measurements.
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The "1958 He^ Scale of Temperatures"

Part 1. Introduction

F. G. Brickwedde ^

Part 2. Tables for the 1958 Temperature Scale

H. van Dijk,^ M. Durieux,'^ J. R. Clement/ and J. K. Logan

'

(Revision: May 1, 1959)

The generally used practical scale of temperatures between 1° and 5.2° K is the He*
vapor pressure scale based on an accepted vapor pressure equation or table. In Sevres
(near Paris), October 1958, the International Committee on Weights and Measures recom-
mended for international use the "1958 He* Scale" based on a vapor pressure table arrived
at through international cooperation and agreement. This table resulted from a considera-
tion of all reliable He* vapor pressure data obtained using gas thermometers, and para-
magnetic susceptibility and carbon resistor thermometers. The theoretical vapor pressure
equation from statistical thermodynamics was used with thermodynamic data on liquid

He* and the vapor equation of state to insure satisfactory agreement of the vapor pressure
table with reliable thermodynamic data.

Part 1. Introduction

The International Committee on Weights and
Measures at a meeting in S6vres (near Paris)

,
France,

September 29 to October 3, 1958, approved the
"1958 He* Vapor Pressure Scale of Temperatures"
as an international standard for thermometry from
1** to 5.2° K. This was the culmination of several

years of intensive research and cooperation on the
helium vapor pressure scale at the Kamerlingh Onnes
Laboratory in Leiden, Holland, and the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington.
The vapor pressure of liquid He* has for a long

time been used as a standard for thermometry be-
tween 1° and 5.2° K. The first measurements of

thermodynamic temperatures in the liquid He* range
were made with constant volume gas thermometers
filled with He*. Simultaneous measurement? of the
vapor pressure of liquid helium in temperature equi-
librium with the gas thermometer established a vapor
pressure-temperature relation which then was used
as the basis for determining thermodynamic tem-
peratures from vapor pressure measurements. With
these vapor pressure-gas thermometer measurements
there were measurements of He* vapor pressures

made simultaneously with measurements of the He*
isotherms from which temperatures were obtained
by extrapolating the isotherms to zero density
(N/V-^O) in accordance with the virial equation of

state

:

p V/N=RT [l+B (Nm+C {N/Vy+ . . .] (l)

' Consultant to NBS. Permanent address College of Chemistry and Physics,
Pennsylvania State University, University Park. Pa.

' Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory, Leiden, Netherlands.
• U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.

After the latent and specific heats of liquid He*
had been measured, the experimental vapor pressure-
temperature relation was improved through the use
of the theoretical vapor pressure (P) equation:

In P=^o-^-\-^ In r--^£ S, dT

+^£v,dP+e (2)

where

^=ln {2Tmfi%''^lh^ (3)

and

e=ln {PV/NRT)-2B {N/V)-^) C {N/Vy. (4)

Zo is the heat of vaporization of liquid He* at 0° K,
St and Vi are the molar entropy and volume of

liquid He*, m is the mass of a He* atom, 5 and Care
the virial coefficients in eq (1), and the other sym-
bols have their usual tneaning. Both theoretically

calculated and directly measured vapor pressures
were considered in arriving at the 1958 He* Temper-
ature Scale.

Equation (2) presupposes that the thermodynamic
properties entering the equation have been measured
on the thermodynamic scale, otherwise the use of

this equation for the calculation of P is not valid.

In practice, however, these properties are measured
on an empirical scale that only approximates the
thermodynamic scale. In general this empirical
scale has been a He* vapor pressure scale based on
gas thermometer measurements.
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As T is lowered, the fourth, fifth, and sixth terms
in eq (2) become smaller and less important relative

to the first three terms. At 1.5° K, the inclusion or
exclusion of the sum of the fourth, fifth, and sixth

terms in eq (2) aff'ects the temperature calculated

from a given value of F by only 0.0005 deg. It

may be said then, that below 1.5° K, the vapor
pressure of He* is in effect really determined, within
the present accuracy of the vapor pressure measure-
ment, by a single empirical constant, the heat of

vaporization of liquid He* at 0° K. At present, Lo
for He* is normally calculated from vapor pressure

data obtained with a gas thermometer. The mag-
nitude of the last three terms in eq (2) increases

rather rapidly with rising T, and above the X-point
(2.172° K) the accuracy of the evaluation of these
terms is a very important consideration.

In Amsterdam in 1948, on the occasion of a Gen-
eral Assembly of the International Union of Physics,

a small group of low temperatiu-e physicists, meet-
ing informally, agreed to use and recommend for

temperature measurements between 1° and 5.2° K,
a table of vapor pressures of He*, then in use in

Leiden, which came to be known as the "1948 Scale"
[1].* This scale has sometimes been referred to as

the "1949 Scale". From 1 ° to 1 .6° K, the "1948 Scale"
was based on vapor pressures calculated by Bleaney
and Simon [2] using eq (2). From 1.6° to 5.2° K,
the scale was based on measured vapor pressures
and temperatures determined with gas thermometers.
From 1.6° to 4.2° K, it was based primarily on the
vapor pressure measurements of Schmidt and
Keesom [3].

Even in 1948, when the "1948 Scale" was agreed
to, there was evidence in the measurements and cal-

culations of Kistemaker [4] that the "1948 Scale"
deviated significantly from the thermodynamic scale.

However, it was thought at the time that, on general
principles, indicated changes in an existing scale

should be made only after these changes had been
confirmed. With improvements in the precision and
accuracy of physical measurements at low temper-

atures, irregularities appeared in the temperature

variation of physical properties between 1° and 5° K
that were in the main reproducible in different sub-

stances and properties and were, therefore, attribut-

able to errors in the "1948 Scale" [5]. Stimulated

by these results which corroborated Kistemaker's

work, the investigations of the He* vapor pressure

scale were vmdertaken that ciilminated in the "1958

He* Scale."

Paramagnetic susceptibility and carbon resistor

thermometers were later employed in investigations

of the He* vapor pressure-temperature relation [6].

These thermometers were used for the interpolation

of temperatures between calibration points (temper-

atures) using an assumed relation connecting tem-
perature and paramagnetic susceptibility or carbon

resistance for the calcxilation of the temperatures.

'Fl^es In brackets Indicate the literature references on page 4.
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For suitably chosen paramagnetic salts, the Curie-
Weiss Law was assumed to hold:

where X is the magnetic susceptibility and C and A
are empirical constants. Measurements at two tem-
peratures would suffice to determine these two em-
pirical constants if the measurement were really of X
or a quantity directly proportional to x. However, a
calibration of the paramagnetic thermometer at a
third caUbration temperature is necessary because
the arbitrariness in the size and arrangement of the
paramagnetic salt samples and the induction coils

that surround the salt sample for the susceptibility

measurement make the measurement a linear func-
tion of X. Interpolation equations for carbon resistor

thermometers are not as simple as eq (5) and do not
have a theoretical basis. Hence, vapor pressure
data obtained with carbon resistor thermometers are
of more limited usefulness for the determination of

the He* vapor pressure-temperature relation. Clement
used carbon thermometer data to examine the de-
rivative d {\nP)j d {IIT),[1].

Important use has been made of He* vapor pressure
measurements made with magnetic susceptibility and
carbon resistor thermometers in arriving at the "1958
He* Scale." These vapor pressure measurements
were considered along with those made with gas
thermometers and vapor pressures calculated using
eq (2). Temperature measurements with magnetic
and carbon resistor thermometers are much simpler
to make than measurements with gas thermometers,
and hence vapor pressure data obtained with mag-
netic and carbon resistor thermometers are more nu-
merous. Also, the measurements made with these
secondary thermometers are more precise (to be dis-

tinguished from accurate) which makes them espe-
ciafly useful for interpolation between the gas ther-

mometer data.

There are, accordingly, three practical methods
for determining the He* vapor pressure-temperature
relation: (1) By use of the direct vapor pressure
measurements made with gas thermometers, (2)

through the use of eq (2) with some vapor pressure-

gas thermometer data, and (3) through the use of

vapor pressure measurements with secondary ther-

mometers which have been calibrated using some gas
thermometer data. If all the pertinent experimental
data were accurate and all temperatures were on the

thermodynamic scale, these three methods would
yield results in good agreement with each other, and
any one might be relied upon for the construction

of the He* vapor pressure-temperature table defining

the scale. Because of experimental errors, however,
the vapor pressures obtained by the different methods
differ when carried to the limit of the sensitivity of

the measurements. For He* between 1° and 4.5° K,
different choices of the methods and different selec-

tions of the experimental data used, weighting factors

and corrections to the published data yield scales

aU within about 4 miUidegrees of each other. The
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primary evidence for this is that 4 miUidegrees is the
maximum difference between the L55 Scale [8] ob-
tained by method (2) and the 55E Scale [9] obtained
by method (3). This then is a measure of the range
(total spread) of uncertainty at present in the HLe^

vapor pressure scale of temperatures between 1°

and 4.5° K.
All published He* vapor pressure measurements,

and thermodynamic data needed for eq (2) were
independently studied and correlated by H. van
Dijk and M. Durieux at the Kamerlingh Onnes
Laboratory in Leiden [8] and by J. R. Clement and
J. K. Logan at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
in Washington [9]. As far as possible, the experi-
mental data of the original investigators were
recalculated on the basis of later knowledge of the
temperature scale, fundamental constants, and the
properties of He*. In some cases, limitations were
imposed on these recalculations by the incomplete
reporting of the experimental data by the original

investigator.

After working independently. Van Dijk and
Clement cooperated to compromise their differences.

They met first in Leiden, August 1955 and later in

Washington, summer of 1957. From January 22 to

March 14, 1958, Logan worked at Leiden, and later

represented Clement at a conference in Leiden, June
1958, at which agreement was reached on the "1958
He* Scale." This cooperation was an important
factor in the improvement of the scale.

Where the differences between the values obtained
by handling the experimental data differently are
largest (4 miJlidegrees) , the "1958 Scale" falls

between the extremes. At other places it is close to

the mean of these values and at no place does it

deviate by more than 2 millidegrees from the mean.
The estimated uncertainty of the "1958 He* Scale"
is accordingly ±2 millidegrees between 1° and
4.5° K. At higher temperatures, the estimated
uncertainty is larger.

Now that the International Committee on Weights
and Measures has recommended the "1958 He*
Scale" as an international standard it is presumed
that henceforth the International Committee on
Weights and Measures will take the initiative in

improving the scale when changes are needed.
Before the International Committee on Weights and
Measures assumed responsibility for the He* vapor
pressure scale, the Commission on Very Low Tem-
perature Physics in the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics concerned itself with the scale.

This began with the informal meeting in Amsterdam
in 1948 that resulted in the "1948 Scale." At the
Low Temperature Conferences sponsored by the
Commission on Very Low Temperature Physics of

the International Union of Physics at Paris in 1955,
and at Madison, Wisconsin, in 1957, sessions were
held at which the He* vapor pressure scale of tem-
peratures was discussed.

The National Bureau of Standards sponsored
meetings, for discussion of the helium vapor pressure
scale of temperatures, held at the NBS during the
spring meetings of the Ameiican Physical Society

in Washington, 1955 and 1957. Also, the NBS
encouraged cooperation in reaching national and
international agreement on the scale. It initiated

or promoted the meetings for discussion of the
differences between the L55 and 55E Scales proposed
respectively by Van Dijk and Durieux, and by
Clement. These were the meetings held August 26
and. 27, 1955 in Leiden (before the Low Temper-
ature Conference in Paris) [10], July 30, 31, and
August 1, 1957 in Washington (before the Low
Temperature Conference in Madison) [11], and June
13, 14, and 16, 1958 in Leiden (before the meeting
of the Advisory Committee on Thermometry of the
International Committee on Weights and Measures
in Sevres) [12]. Also, the National Bureau of

Standards promoted the arrangement which sent
Dr. Logan of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
to work in the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory from
January 22, to March 14, 1958.

The Scale agreed upon at Leiden, June 13 to 16,

1958 was presented to the Advisory Committee on
Thermometry of the International Committee on
Weights and Measures at its meeting in Sevres,

June 20 and 21, 1958. The recommendation of the
Advisory Committee to the International Committee
was as follows [12]:

"Le Comite Consultatif de Thermom6trie,
"ayant reconnu la n^cessite d'6tablir dans le

domaine des tr&s basses temperatures une echelle de
temperature unique,

"ayant constate I'accord general des sp^cialistes

dans ce domaine de la physique,
"recommande pour I'usage general 1' "Echelle

*He 1958," basee sur la tension de vapeur de Thulium,
comme definie par la table annex6e.

"Les valeur des temperatures dans cette Echelle

sont designees par le symbole Tsg."

The table of He* vapor pressures that was sent

to the International Committee with this recom-
mendation was the table distributed at the Kamer-
lingh Onnes Conference on Low Temperature
Physics at Leiden, June 23 to 28, 1958. It was
published in the Proceedings of the Kamerlingh
Onnes Conference [13].

On the recommendation of its Advisory Committee
on Thermometry, the International Committee on
Weights and Measures approved the "1958 He*
Scale of Temperatures" at its meeting at Sevres,

September 29 to October 3, 1958.

The table adopted by the International Com-
mittee on Weights and Measures was a table of

vapor pressures at hundredth degree intervals. This
table was expanded by Clement and Logan making
table I of this paper with millidegree entries.

Table I was inverted to give tables II and III which
express T as a function of vapor pressures. Auxiliary

tables were added including a table of the differences

between the 1958 Scale and other earlier used
scales. Linear interpolation is valid for all tables

except at the lower temperature end of table IV.
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Part 2. Tables for the 1958 Temperature Scale

H. van Dijk, M. Durieux, J. R. Clement, and ]. K. Logan

1. Introduction

The tables which follow are these

:

Table I. Vapor pressure of He* {1958 Scale) in

microns (10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard

gravity (980.665 cmjsec^). This table is an expanded
version, with pressure values at millidegree intervals,

of the table which defines the vapor pressure on the

1958 scale at 10-millidegree intervals.

Table II. 1958 He* vapor pressure-temperature

scale, T in °K as afunction of P in millimeters mercury
atO°C and standard gravity. This table is an inver-

sion of table I for appropriate ranges of pressures

and pressure intervals. Since this table contains

differences between successive entries, it furnishes a
convenient means for converting a measured vapor
pressure to a temperature within 0.1 millidegree.

Table HI. 1958 He* vapor pressure-temperature

scale, T in °Kas afunction of P in centimeters mercury
at 0° C and standard gravity. This table is an ex-

tension of table II for pressures greater than 80 cm
mercury. It is numbered independently because
the pressure unit is centimeters mercury rather than
millimeters mercury.
Table IV. Temperature derivative in millimeters

B.g/°Kfor the 1958 He* Scale. This table gives values
of the first derivative, dP/dT, to four significant

digits. These values are smoother and more precise

than values obtained directly from table I by simple
difference calculation, and they represent true
derivatives of the scale defined by table I.

Table V. Auxiliary table for making hydrostatic

head connection. This table gives, as a function of

pressure, values of the ratio between the density of

liquid He I and the density of merciu-y at 0° C.
Table VI. Deviations of earlier scales from the

1958 scale. The definitions of earlier scales used for

obtaining the values in this table are explicitly given
in explanatory notes which accompany it.

Table VII. Auxiliary tablefor making corrections

for the density of mercury at temperatures other than
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0° C. This table gives values of the ratio between
the density of mercury at temperatures between 10°

and 39° C and the density at 0° C. Following this

table is an equation useful for making another correc-

tion which in precise work must be applied to the
observed height of a mercury column. This equa-
tion gives an empirical relation between the accelera-

tion due to gravity and the local latitude and altitude.

If the local value of this acceleration is unknown, the
equation will yield a value sufficiently accurate for

the purpose of manometry.

2. Constants Used in the Computation of

the Scale

Certain constants are necessary for computing a
vapor pressure-temperature scale. The values of

these constants adopted for the computation of the
1958 scale are tabulated below. The significance

of the Lq value may be found in Part 1, Introduction
bv F. G. Brickwedde. These constants are: io

= 12.2440 cgs units; Zo=59.62 j/mole; 7?=8.31662
j/mole-deg; density of mercury at 0° 0=13.5951
g/cm^; standard gravity= 980.665 cm/sec^; pressure
at the X-point= 37.80 mm mercury at 0° C and
standard gravity.

3. Fixed Points on the Scale

The boiling point is at 4.2 ISO'" K for P= 760.00 mm
mercurv at 0° C and standard gravitv (or 1013250
dynes/cm^). The X-point is at 2.1720° K for P as

noted above. The critical point, if the critical

pressure is taken to be 1718 mm mercur}^ (Kamer-
lingh Onnes, Leiden Comm. 124b) at 0° C and stand-
ard gravity, is at 5.1994° K.

4. Comments on Determining Temperature
by Measuring Vapor Pressure

Two techniques are commonly used for deter-

mming a temperature by measuring the vapor
pressure of liquid He^. In one, the pressure at some

point above a bath of liquid helium is measured. In
this case, standard practice has been to add to the
measured pressure, when above the X-point pressure,
an amount equal to the pressure e.xerted by the
column of helium between the point where the
pressure is measured and the jDoint in the bath
occupied by the object whose temperature is desired.
Below the X-point, no correction of the observed
pressure is ordinarily made, although the pressure
drop in the gas due to pumping may become signifi-

cant at low pressures. In the other technique, the
pressure over a small amount of helium condensed
in a "vapor pressure bulb" is measured. Since this

"bulb" is normally placed close to the point in the
bath occupied by the object whose temperature is

desired, correction of the observed pressure is usually
considered unnecessary above, as well as below, the
X-point. Numerous arrangements have been used
for the pressure-transmitting line from the "bulb"
to the manometer, but no standard practice seems
to prevail. In any such apparatus, thermomolecular
pressure differences between the cold "bulb" and the
warm manometer arise at sufficiently low pressures.

It is generally knoyvn that various adaptations of
these two techniques yield slightly different pres-
sures and therefore slightly different temperatures,
especially above the X-point. Although these tem-
peratures usually differ by no more than 0.01° K,
special attention to technique seems reqiiired when
precision exceeding 0.01° K is desired. Two condi-
tions necessary to any satisfactory technique for

determining the temperature of an object by meas-
uring the vapor pressure of a liquid seem obvious.
Fii-st, there must be thermal equilibrium between
the object and the liquid. Second, the pressure at
which the liquid is in equilibrium with its saturated
vapor must somehow be determined. In the case
of He'' there is one criterion which, if satisfied,

probably assures that these conditions are met.
Differences between the thermal properties of He^
above and below the X-point are so large that, if the
calibration of a secondary thermometer yields a
continuous curve through the X-point, the technique
by which the calibration was obtained is probably
satisfactory.

Table I. Vapor pressure of He'' (1958 scale) in microns {10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard gravity {980.666 cm/sec^)

3"K 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009

0. 50 0 016342 0.016901 0. 017476 0. 018009 0. 018680 0.019309 0. 019956 0. 020623 0. 021310 0. 022017

.51 . 022745 . 023494 . 024265 .025058 . 025875 . 026714 . 027578 . 028467 . 029381 . 030321

.52 .031287 . 032280 . 033301 . 034351 . 035431 . 036541 . 037681 . 038852 .040055 .041291

.53 . 042561 .043865 . 045205 .046581 . 047993 .049443 . 050932 . 052461 .054030 .055640

.54 . 057292 . 058987 . 060727 . 062512 . 064343 . 066221 . 068147 .070123 . 072149 .074228

.55 . 076356 .078540 . 080779 . 083074 . 085426 . 087836 .090306 .092837 . 095431 .098088

.56 . 10081 . 10360 . 10646 . 10938 . 11237 . 11544 . 11858 .12179 .12508 .12846

.57 .13190 . 13543 .13904 . 14274 . 14652 .15039 . 14435 .15840 .16254 .16678

.68 .17112 . 17555 . 18008 . 18471 . 18945 .19430 . 19926 .20433 .20951 .21480

.59 .22021 .22574 .23139 .23716 . 24306 .24908 .25524 . 26153 . 26795 .27461
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Table I. Vapor -pressure of He'' {1958 scale) in microns (10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard gravity (980.666 cmfsec^)—Con.

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009

0.60 0. 28121 0. 28805 0. 29504 0. 30218 0. 30947 0 31691 0. 32450 0. 33225 0. 34017 0. 34826

. 61 . 35049 . 36490 . 37349 . 38225 . 39120 . 40032 . 40963 . 41912 . 42881 . 43869

. 62 . 44877 . 45905 . 46953 . 48023 . 49113 . 50225 . 51358 . 52514 . 53692 . 54894

.63 .56118 . 57366 . 58638 . 59935 . 61256 . 62603 .63975 . 65374 . 66799 .68250

.64 . 69729 . 71236 . 72771 . 74334 . 7.5926 . 77548 . 79200 . 80882 . 82595 . 84340

. 65 . 86116 . 87925 . 89766 . 91641 . 93550 . 95493 . 97471 . 99484 1. 0153 1. 0362

.66 1.0574 1.0790 1.1010 1. 1233 1. 1461 1. 1692 1. 1928 1.2167 1. 2411 1. 2659

.67 1.2911 1. 31C8 1. 3429 1.3094 1.3964 1.4238 1.4518 1.4802 1.5090 1.5384

.68 1. 5C82 1.5985 1.6293 1- 6607 1. 6925 1. 7249 1. 7578 1.'7913 1. 8253 1. 8598

. 69 1. 8949 1. 9306 1. 9669 2. 0037 2. 0412 2. 0792 2. 1179 2 1571 2. 1970 2. 2375

.70 2. 2787 2. 3205 2. 3629 2. 4061 2.4499 2. 4944 2. 5395 2. 5853 2. 6319 2. 6792

. 71 2. 7272 2. 7760 2. 8255 2. 8757 2. 9267 2- 9785 3. 0311 3. 0845 3. 1386 3. 1936

. 72 3. 2494 3. 3060 3. 3635 3. 4218 3. 4810 3. 5411 3. 6021 3. 6639 3. 7266 3. 7903

.73 3.8549 3. 9204 3. 9869 4. 0544 4. 1228 4. 1922 4. 2626 4. 3340 4. 4064 4. 4798

. 74 4. 5543 4. 6298 4. 7064 4. 7841 4. 8629 4. 9428 5. 0238 5. 1059 5. 1891 5. 2735

. 75 5. 3591 5. 4459 5. 5338 5- 6230 5. 7134 5. 8050 5. 8978 5. 9919 6. 0873 6. 1840

.76 6. 2820 6. 3813 6. 4819 0.'5839 6. 6872 6. 791U 6. 8980 7. 0055 7. 1144 7. 2247

.77 7. 3365 7. 4498 7. 5645 7. 6807 7. 7985 7. 9178 8. 0386 8. 1610 8. 2849 8. 4104

.78 8. 5376 8. 6664 8. 7968 8. 9289 9. 0627 9. 1981 9. 3352 9. 4741 9. 6147 9. 7571

. 79 9. 9013 10. 047 10. 195 10. 345 10. 496 10. 650 10. 805 10. 962 11. 121 11. 282

.80 11.445 11.610 11. 777 11.946 12. 117 12. 290 12. 465 12. 642 12. 822 13.003

.81 13. 187 13. 373 13. 561 13. 751 13. 944 14. 138 14. 335 14. 535 14. 737 14- 941

.82 15. 147 15. 356 15. 567 15. 781 15. 997 16. 216 16. 4,37 16. 661 16. 887 17. 116

.83 17,348 17. 582 17.819 18. 058 18.300 18. 545 18. 793 19. 043 19. 296 19. 552

. 84 19. 811 20. 073 20. 337 20. 605 20. 875 21. 149 21. 425 21. 704 21. 987 22. 272

. 85 22. 561 22. 853 23. 148 23 446 23. 747 24. 052 24. 360 24. 671 24, 985 25. 303

.86 25. 624 25. 948 26. 276 26. 608 26. 943 27. 281 27. 623 27. 969 28, 318 28. 671

.87 29. 027 29. 387 29. 751 30. 119 30. 490 30. 865 31. 245 31. 628 32 014 32. 405

.88 32.800 33. 159 33. 602 34. 009 34. 420 34. 835 35. 254 35. 678 36. 106 36. 638

.89 36. 974 37. 415 37. 860 38. 309 38. 763 39. 221 39. 684 40. 151 40. 623 41. 100

.90 41. 581 42. 067 42.557 43. 053 43. 553 44.058 44. 568 45. 082 45. 602 46. 126

.91 46. 656 47. 191 47. 730 48. 275 48. 825 49. 380 49. 940 50. 505 51. 076 51. 652

. 92 52. 234 52. 821 53. 414 54. 012 54. 615 55. 224 55. 839 56. 459 57. 085 57. 717

.93 58. 355 58. 999 59. 648 60.303 60. 964 61. 632 62. 305 62. 984 63. 670 64. 361

. 94 65. 059 65. 763 66. 473 67. 190 67. 913 68. 642 69. 378 70. 120 70. 869 71. 624

. 95 72- 386 73. 155 73. 930 74. 713 75. 502 76 298 77. 101 77. 910 78- 727 79. 551

.96 80.382 81. 220 82. 066 82. 918 83. 778 84. 645 85. 520 86. 402 87. 291 88. 188

.97 89. 093 90.005 90. 925 91. 853 92. 789 93. 732 94. 683 95, 642 96. 609 97. 584

.98 98. 567 99. 558 100. 557 101. 565 102, 581 103. 605 104. 638 105. 679 106. 728 107. 786

. 99 108. 853 109. 928 111. 012 112. 104 113. 205 114. 315 115. 434 116. 562 117. 699 118. 845

1.00 120.000 121. 165 122. 339 123. 523 124. 716 125.918 127. 129 128, 350 129. 580 130. 820

1. 01 132. 070 133. 330 134. 600 135. 880 137. 169 138 468 139. 778 141. 097 142. 427 143. 766
1. 02 145. 116 146. 477 147. 848 149. 230 150. 622 152. 025 153. 438 154. 862 156. 297 157. 742
1.03 159. 198 160.666 162. 145 163. 634 165. 135 166. 647 168. 170 169. 704 171. 250 172 806

1. 04 174. 375 175. 956 177. 548 179. 152 180. 768 182. 395 184. 035 185. 686 187. 349 189- 024
1. 05 190. 711 192. 412 194. 124 195. 849 197. 587 199. 336 201. 098 202. 874 204. 661 206- 461
1. 06 208. 274 210. 101 211. 941 213. 794 215. 660 217. 538 219. 431 221. 335 223.255 225- 187

1. 07 227. 132 229. 092 231. 065 233. 052 235. 053 232.068 239, 096 241. 138 243. 195 245 265
1.08 247. 350 249. 450 251. 565 253. 694 255. 838 257. 995 260. 168 262. 355 264. 557 266- 774
1. 09 269. 006 271. 254 273. 516 275. 794 278. 087 280. 396 282. 7i9 285. 058 287. 413 289- 783

1. 10 292. 169 294. 572 296. 991 299. 426 301. 877 304. 344 306. 828 309. 327 311. 843 314. 375

1. 11 316. 923 319. 489 322. 072 324. 671 327. 287 329. 920 332. 570 335. 237 337. 921 340. 622
1. 12 343. 341 346. 079 348. 834 351. 6U6 354. 397 357. 205 360. 030 362. 874 365. 735 368. 614
1. 13 371. 512 374. 429 377. 364 380. 318 383. 290 386. 280 389. 290 392 317 395. 364 398. 430

1. 14 401. 514 404. 619 407. 744 410. 887 414. 050 417. 232 420. 434 423. 655 426. 896 430. 156
1. 15 433. 437 436. 739 440. 060 443. 402 446. 764 450. 146 453 549 456. 972 460. 416 463. 880
1. 16 467. 365 470. 873 474. 402 477. 951 481. 522 485. 114 488. 728 492. 363 496- 019 499. 697

1.17 503. 396 507. 118 510.863 514. 630 518.418 522. 229 526. 062 529. 917 533.794 537. 694
1.18 541.617 545. 564 549. 535 553. 528 557. 544 561. 583 565. 645 569. 731 573. 840 577. 972
1. 19 582. 129 586.310 590. 515 594. 744 598. 998 603. 275 607. 576 611. 901 616. 251 620. 626

1.20 625. 025 629. 450 633. 901 638. 377 642. 877 647. 403 651. 954 656. 530 661. 131 665. 758

1. 21 670. 411 675. 091 679. 797 684. 529 689. 287 694. 071 698. 881 703. 717 708. 580 713. 470
1. 22 718. 386 723. 331 728. 303 733. 301 738. 327 743. 380 748. 461 753. 569 758. 704 763. 866
1.23 769. 057 774. 277 779. 525 784. 801 790. 105 795. 437 800. 798 806. 187 811. 605 817. 052

1. 24 822. 527 828. 033 833. 569 839. 135 844. 730 850. 353 856. 006 861. 689 867. 402 873. 144
1. 25 878. 916 884. 720 890. 555 896. 420 902. 315 908.241 914. 197 920. 184 926. 202 932. 250
1.26 938. 330 944. 442 950. 585 956. 759 962. 965 969. 203 975. 473 981. 774 988. 107 994. 472

1.27 1000.87 1007.30- 1013. 77 1020. 27 1026.80 1033. 36 1039. 95 1046. 58 1053.24 1059. 94
1.28 1066. 67 1073. 44 1080.24 1087. 07 1093 93 1100. 83 1107. 77 1114. 74 1121. 74 1128.78
1.29 1135. 85 1142. 96 1150. 10 1157.28 1164. 49 1171.74 1179.02 1186. 34 1193. 69 1201. 08
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Table I. Vapor pressure of He* (1968 scale) in micron (10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard gravity {980.666 cmjsec')—Con.

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009

1.30 1208. 51 1215.98 1223. 48 1231.02 1238. 59 1246. 20 1253.85

.—.——

—

1261.54

, .

1269. 26 1277. 02

1. Oi 1284 81 1 OOO RA 1300. 51 IQftO 40 1316. 37 1324. 35 IQQO Q7 1340. 43 1348. 53 1QKR A

A

loOD. Ou
1 . 32 1373. 04 lOoi. OU 1QQO i;q 1397. 92 1 i4ftR OQ14Un- /y 1414- 70 1423. 15 1431. 64 1440. 16
1.33 1448. 73 1457. 34 1465. 98 1474. 67 1483, 40 1492. 17 1500. 97 IS09. 82 1618. 71 1527. 64

1. 34 1536. 61 1545. 62 1554. 68 iODo. to 1572. 91
1 cQo AOlooJ. uy 1591. 31 1600. 57 1 RAO QQ 1 A 1 Q OQiDiy. zo

1. 35 1628. 62 Inoo- UD 1647. 54 1657. 06 1 Q.Q.R CO
iDtDD. \i£.

1 A7R OQ10/0. £fO IDOO. 00 1 695. 57 1 705. 31 1715. 09
1.36 1724.91 1734. 78 1744. 69 1754.66 1764.65 1774. 69 1784. 78 1794.91 1805. 09 1815. 31

1.37 1825. 58 1835.90 1846. 26 1856. 66 1867. 11 1877. 61 1888, 16 1898. 75 1909. 38 1920. 06
1.38 1930. 79 1941.57 1952. 39 1963. 26 1974. 18 1985, 14 1996. 15 2007. 21 2018. 32 2029. 47
1- 39 OflRQ 00 2074. 57 OAOli OR 2097. 40 01 AO QO 01 on iiQ OIQO AO 01 J Q CR/I4o. DD

1.40 2155. 35 2167. 09 2178. 88 2190, 72 2202. 61 2214. 54 2226. 53 2238. 67 2250. 66 2262. 80

0074 QQ OOS27 07 OOQQ "^0 OQ04 07 OQQR 70 2349 22 2361 77 2374 37 OQQ7 AO

1 42 O'-tQQ 7'?^09.7- /o 040*1 Qn 2438 17 04fi4 flR 2477 09 J 7 ZOUo. OU 2516. 48
1^43 2529. 72 2541 01 2556. 36 2509 76 2683. 21 2596. 72 2610. 29 2623.91 2637. 68 2651. 31

ofiA*; no ORQO Co 2706. 77 2720. 78 2734- 84 0740 QA 07AQ 1Q 2,111

.

36 2791. 65
1 4^ Zouo- yy OQ^Q Q7 ODRQ Qii OQ7Q to OQOQ 07 OQAO AO OQOO QO 2937. 68
1.46 2952. 60 2967. 58 2982. 62 2997. 72 3012. 88 3028. 09 3043. 36 3068. 69 3074. 08 3089. 53

1.47 3105. 04 3120. 61 3136. 24 3151.94 3167. 69 3183. 50 3199. 37 3215.30 3231.30 3247. 36
1.48 3263. 48 3279. 66 3295.90 3312. 20 3328. 57 3345. 00 3361.49 3378. 04 3394. 65 3411.33
1 49 3428 07 3444. 87 3461. 74 Q47fl R7 Q4Q'i RAo^yo. DO Q^lO 70 3529. 84 Q'i47 ftQ QRA4 OflOuD9. ZO 3581- 69

1.50 3598. 97 3616. 41 3633. 92 3651.49 3669. 13 3686. 83 3704. 60 3722. 43 3740. 33 3758.29

1 61 ^77fi 79 3794 42 oOiz. oy QOQft CO QQ40 1

0

QQR7 40 QOO^ 000000. yz QQft4 49 QQOO OQovJiiA. yy 394 1 62
1 62 QQ7Q flQoy/y. uy oyy/. yo 4A1A OQ 4AQ'; Qft 4U04. 04 4073. 95 4ftQQ 109uyo. iz 4131. 69
l!53 4151.07 4170. 52 4190.05 4209. 65 4229. 32 4249. 06 4268. 87 4288.74 4308! 68 4328. 70

1 54 4348 79 4QRQ 0"^ 4389. 17 4400 Q4 4450. 28 447A QftM/U. oU 44U1 QQnyi. oy 4';io fti901Z. UO 4 I^QO 7Q900*. its

1 65 4595 41 4A1A 44 4A7Q OA^D/y. WD 4701 28 4722 67 4744 1

4

9/9'!. 19

l!56 4765. 68 4787. 29 4808! 98 4830. 74 4852.' 58 4874^ 49 4896. 48 4918! 54 4940! 68 4962. 89

1.57 4985. 18 5007. 54 5029.98 5052. 50 6076. 09 5097. 76 5120. 51 5143. 33 5166. 23 5189. 21
1.58 5212. 26 5235. 39 5258. 60 ,'j281.89 6305. 26 5328.71 5352. 23 5375. 83 6399. 61 5423. 27
1 59 5447. 11 5471. 03 ^ytO<; ftO 5519. 10 5543. 26 5567. 49 5591. 81 5616. 21 RR4A RQODW. DO 5665. 24

1.60 5689.88 5714. 60 6739. 40 6764. 28 5789. 25 5814. 30 5839. 42 6864.63 5889. 92 5916. 30

1 61 KQin 7fi oyoD. ou t^QQI 00ovyi. y* AA17 AO Rft4Q 41 AAAQ OQ AftQ'l 04Duyo. zi 6121 28 A147 4AD19 / . 9U 6173 61

1 62 OADlwW. v\J fiOOR 07 6252 72 fi070 OA AQA*; QQ AQQO ROOooi. oy AQi^Q QOoooy. oy RQCR 07DoOO. LI 6413 23 A44ft OQD99U. ZO
l!63 6467. 42 6494. 64 652l! 95 6549. 35 6576. 84 6604. 41 6632. 07 6659. 81 6687! 64 6716. 66

1 64 6743 57 6771 66 R7QO 04o/yy. o4 6828 11 6856. 47 AQQ/I 01Doo4. yi A01 Q 44 RQ40 ft7 AQ7A 70 Dyyy. oo
1 65 7028 47 7057 45 7ftOR tlO 7115 67 7144 92 70ftQ fiO/ zuo. oy 7233 21 7OAO 00 7000 fiO

i £V£. OZ
l! 66 7322! 31 7352! 19 7382. 16 7412! 21 7442! 36 7472! 60 7602. 94 7533! 37 7663.89 7594.60

1.67 7625. 21 7656. 01 7686.90 7717.88 7748. 96 7780. 13 7811. 40 7842. 76 7874. 21 7906. 76
1.68 7937. 40 7969. 13 8000. 96 8032. 88 8064.90 8097. 01 8129. 22 8161. 53 8193. 93 8226.43
1 69 fiQ04 4fi QQ17 QA QQQA QQ C/tOQ 4A 8456. 57 0400 04 OKOQ Oft00A>- ZU QR'^ AA0000. DD

1.70 8590. 22 8623. 87 8657. 62 8691. 47 8725. 42 8759. 47 8793. 62 8827, 86 8862.20 8896.64

1. 71 QQAc; CO yuuu. 00 QftQ'i 4ft Oft7ft QQ Qlfti; QAyiuo. oD Q14n RAVl'iK). OU 9175 74 9211 08
1 72 QOfiO f\R\f£o£. UO tlQ17 7fty^i ( . /u QQQQ Ofl Q401 00 04A1 OA 0407 41 Q'^QQ ARyooo. DO yo/u, ui ORftA 4AyOUD. 9D
1173 9643. 02 9679. 68 9716. 45 9753. 32 9790.29 9827. 36 9864. 54 9901.82 9939. 21 9976. 70

1 74 10014 3 IftlTlO ft IftftQO Q 10127 7 1AOAQ C 10242 0 lAOQA QlUZOU. 0 10318 7 iUOO/ . J
1 75 iuoyo. y 10434. 6 10473. 4 10512. 4

1 ACC1 '

C

lUooi. 0 10590.

7

lAAQA AlUOOU. u IftRRO 4 lft7ftfl Q 10748 6

l!76 10788.

2

10828. 0 10867. 9 10907. 9 10948. 0 10988.3 11028.

7

11069.2 11109. 7 11150!

4

1.77 11191.2 11232.

1

11273.

1

11314.2 11355.4 11396.7 11438.

1

11479.7 11521.4 11663.2
1.78 11605.

1

11647.

1

11689.2 11731.4 11773.

7

11816.

1

11858. 7 11901.4 11944.2 11987.

1

1 79 12030 1 10ft7Q 0 12116. 4 12159. 7 12203.

1

1004A A 100QA Q 12334 1 12378 0 10.00 ft

1.80 12466.

1

12510. 3 12554.7 12599. 2 12643.

8

12688.5 12733. 3 12778.

2

12823.2 12868.4

1 81 12913 7 12959.

1

1 Qftft4 A IQftfUl 0 iQftoi; 0louyo. y 13141 8 13187 8 loLoo. y 13280 1 1QQ0A AlooZO. 9
1 82 13419.

3

IQilAA ft 13512.

8

13559. 7 IQAftA 7lODUD. /
iqa(;q fi 13701 1 13748 6 1Q70A Alo/yD. V

l!83 13843.

6

13891.

3

13939.

1

13987.

1

14035. 2 14083.

4

14131.7 14180! 1 14228! 6 14277. 3

1 SIA 14326 1 ^AIIK ft 14404 ft 14473. 2 14522. 5 14R71 Q 14621 4 14671 0 14720 8 14770 7
1 85 14870.

8

14921.

0

14971.

4

15021. 9 15072. 5 15174 0 1R09R n

l!86 1M27!3 15378. 6 15430.

1

15481.7 16633. 4 15685. 2 15637!

2

15689! 3 16741. 6 15793! 8

1.87 15846.

3

15898.9 16951.

6

16004.4 16057. 3 16110.4 16163.

6

16216. 9 16270. 4 16324.

0

1.88 16377.

7

16431. 5 16485.6 16539. 6 16693.

8

16648.

1

16702. 6 16767. 2 16811.9 16866.7
1 &Q 16921. 7 1 A07R Q 17ftQO ft 17A07 Q 17142. 8 17198. 4 17254 1 17QftQ 0X i ouy. y 17QA1 01 /OuO. V 17422.

0

1.90 17478. 2 17534.6 17591.

1

17647. 7 17704. 5 1776L 4 17818. 4 17875.

5

17932.8 17990.2

1. 91 18047. 7 18105. 4 18221.

1

18279.

1

10QQ7 Q IQQQl^ A 1fl4lut ft 18512 6 18571.

3

1. 92 1 DAOA 1 18748.

1

100ft7 Q
J 8000. 7 18986. 8 19045. 5 1Q1A(; 4 19165.

4

1.03 19225.5 19285.8 19346. 2 19406. 7 19467. 4 19528. 2 19689.

1

19650.

1

19711.3 19772.

6

1 QA 19834.

1

19957.

4

ZUUoi. i Ml*t6, 0 M^yi. u Moov. 0 20393 1
1 OK 20455. 0 20518.

8

20581.

9

20645.

1

on^no A/U/UO. 4 20771. 8 20835. 4 MHW. 1

1. 06 21091.

1

21155. 4 21219.

8

21284. 3 21348.

9

21413. 7 21478.

6

21643. 7 21608. 9 21674.

2

1.07 21739. 7 21805. 3 21871.

1

21937. 0 22003.0 22069.2 22135. 5 22201.9 22268.6 22335 .2

1.08 22402.0 22469. 0 22536.1 22603.3 22670.7 22738.2 22805.9 22873.7 22941.6 23009.7
1.99 23077.

9

23146.

2

23214. 7 23283.3 23352.

1

23421.0 23490.0 2355S. 1 I 23628.4 23697 .8
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Table I. Vapor pressure of He* {19S8 scale) in microns {10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard gravity (980.666 cm/sec^)—Con.

i iv 0 000 0 001 0 002 0 003 0 004 0 005 0 006 0 007 0 008 0 009

2 00 23767 4 23837 1 23977 0 24047 2 24117 5 24187 9 24258 4 24329 1 9J1QQ QirtO'SsJ. y

2.01 24470.

9

24542.0 24613.

2

24684.0 24756.

1

24827.8 24899.6 24971. 5 25043, 6 25115.8
2.02 25188.

1

25260.6 25333. 2 25406.0 25478.

9

25551. 9 25625.

1

25698,4 25771. 9 25845. 5

2 03 25919 2 OCQQ'l 1ZOVuo. 1 26 1 4 1 3 9ft91 9*11RJ ft OftJIQ 1zo4oy. 0 26514 1 9fi(yio 1

2.04 26664. 2 26739. 5 26814. 9 26890,5 26966. 2 27042,0 27118.0 27194.

1

27270.4 27346, 8
2. 05 27423.3 27500.0 27576.

8

27653,8 27730. 9 27808. 1 27885.4 27962.9 28040.6 28118. 4

2.06 28196.3 2827A. i 28352. 6 28430.9 28609.4 28588.0 28666.8 28745. 7 28824.7 28903.9

2. 07 QOQQQ 0 9Qflfi9 7 9Q149 29222 1 90m9 ft OQQQQ ft 2954'' 5 9Qft99 Q 907ft1 *i

2 08 29784 2 1 QftiftfloUiUO. 0 ouioy. if .50^ 1. 0 OUOOO. * Ift^l"^ ft mil 7 n

2. 09 30599! 1 30681.4 30763.

8

30846.

4

30929. 1 31011.9 31094.9 31178. 0 31261. 2 31344, 6

2. 10 31428 1 31511 8 01 CLQIi C
OLOtfO. 0 31679 0 31763 7 31847.

9

oiyo^. 0 lonift ft 32101 4 191ftfi 9

2.11 32271,

1

32356. 2 32441.4 32526. 8 32612. 3 32697. 9 32783.6 32869. 5/ 32955. 5 33041. 7

2. 12 33128.0 33214. 5 33301.

1

33387. 8 33474. 6 33561.6 33648.7 33736.

0

33823. 4 33910, 9
2 13 Oiinof; 4.OHjoD. Tt 34174 4 34350 7 o*±oy. U 34527.

5

34616.

1

34704. 9 147Q1 ft

2. 14 34882.8 34971. 9 35061.2 35150. 6 35240.

2

35329.9 35419. 7 35509, 7 35599. 8 35690,

0

2.15 35780. 3 35870. 7 35961. 3 36052.

0

36142, 9 36233,9 3632.5, 0 36416, 3 36507. 7 36599. 2
2.16 36690. 9 36782. 7 36874.

6

36966.

6

37058. 8 37151.

1

37243, 5 37336. 0 37428, 0 37521.

4

2. 17 37614 3 37707 4 0700n c 17fl0'5 Q0 i oVo- y 17Qtt7 1 ooriQft fiot*UBU. 0 1Q1ft9 ft Iftd'lft ft

2. 18 oonf*. 0 oooqo. n oonoo 0 39118' 4 OQOIQ ft iQono ft IQdftil ft

2. 19 39500.

3

39596.

2

39692. 2 39788, 3 39884, 6 39981.0 40077! 6 40174. 4 40271.3 40368.4

2. 20 tyJ'xQO' \} 40758 2 4Afi'^ft ft 4uyirt u 41052. 2 41150. 6 41347 8

2. 21 41446. 6 41545.6 41644.

7

41744,0 4184.-? 4 41943,0 42042.

8

42142. 7 42242. 8 42343.

1

2.22 42443. 5 42544.

1

42644. 8 42745, 7 42846.8 42948,0 43049. 4 43150.9 43252, 6 43354. 5

2 23 iOOOO.

1

lo/Do. 0 ilOQftft 9 ^OQftQ ftloyoy. u 44072.

0

44175. 2 44278. 5 44382 0

2.24 44485.

7

44589. 5 44693. 5 44797, 6 44901.9 45006,4 45111.0 45215, 8 45320.8 45426.

0

2.25 45531. 3 45636.8 45742. 4 45848.

2

45954. 1 46060.2 46166. 5 46273, 0 46379. 7 46486.5
2.26 46593. 5 46700.

6

46807.

9

46915. 4 47023, 0 47130.

8

47238.8 47347, 0 47455, 3 47563, 8

2. 27 47672 5 47781 3 A-jQon 0 47999 5 /IQIftfl Qloiuo. y 48218. 4 48328.

1

AQ.A'iQ ft AQJ^fi ft Jftftiifi 9

2. 28 •fO* UO. \J 48879 2 dQirtO ft 49211 8 /IQOOO ft AQA'iA A1Wlo4. 1 dQ^iift ft lyno/ . 0 49769 7
2^29 498S1.

8

49994] 1 50106. 5 50219.

1

50331! 9 50444.9 50558.0 50671,3 50784, 8 50898^5

2 30 51012 3 51354. 8 51469. 3 51584.

0

nAoo ft 51814, 0 tllOOQ 9oiy^y. ^ SOftili ft

2.31 52160.

2

52276.0 52391. 9 52508, 0 52624. 3 52740.8 52857.

4

52974,

2

53091, 2 53208.

4

2. 32 53325.

8

53443. 3 53561.0 53678.

9

53797, 0 53915.

3

54033.

7

54152.3 54271.

1

54390.1
2. 33 54748 0 54867 7 55107.

6

55227.

8

D0O4O. ^ '\'iJftft (iOtriDo. 0 oooo-*. u

2. 34 55710.

5

65831.6 55952. 9 56074, 4 56196,

1

56318. 0 56440, 0 56562. 2 56684, 6 56807.2
2. 35 56930.

0

57053.

0

57176.

1

57299, 4 57422. 9 57546.

6

57670, 5 57794.

0

57918.

8

58043. 2
2. 36 58167.

8

58292.6 58417.5 58542, 6 58668.

0

58793. 5 58919.

2

59045.

0

59171.

1

59297. 4

2 37 5*^423 8 59550,

5

59677 3 59804. 3 59931. 5 AAft'^O Q AftlfiA ^ ftftlli 1 ftftJd9 1 fin'i7ft'

2 38 Duoyo. 0 WoZ^/. 0 61343.

1

61472. 5 61602 1 61731 9 ftlOftl Q

2.39 61992.

0

62122. 4 62253. 0 62383.7 62514. 6 02645.8 62777,

1

62908! 0 63040! 3 63172. 2

2. 40 DiWoU. 0 Doijoy. u A07fll ftDOivL. D 00001. T ftOQA7 A 64100. 5 ftvl9'i1 Q fid1fi7 ""iD40D/. 0 64501 2

2. 41 64635.

2

64769. 4 64903. 7 65038, 2 65173, 0 65307, 9 65443, 0 65578.

3

65713, 8 65849.

5

2. 42 65985.

4

66121. 5 66257. 7 66394, 2 66530, 8 66667,7 66804,7 66941.9 67079. 4 67217. 0
2 43 o/oo^. 0 ataqo qt)(4y£. 0 U/DOl. U ft77ftQ ,10/ *oy.

1

6790/ .

9

ftOft/lft 7 68185. 7 ftC19d QOoo^l. 0 68464 2 ACftftI 7

2. 44 68743. 5 68883.5 69023.0 69164, 0 69304, 5 69445. 3 69586. 2 69727. 4 69868.7 70010, 3
2.45 70152. 0 70294.

0

70436.

1

70578, 4 70721,0 70863.7 71006.6 71149.7 71293. 0 71436, 5
2. 46 71580.2 71724.

1

71868. 2 72012. 5 72157, 0 72301. 6 72446. 5 72591.

6

72736. 9 72882.4

2 47 73028 1 73174.

0

7O0Ofl 1 73466. 4 70ft'I0 fi/ODI^. 0 73759. 5 73906. 4 -4053 5 7<49ftft ft 74348 3
2. 48 74496 0 74643-

9

74792 0 75386 5 / 0000.

0

7<yyi(; n
/ oOOO, u 75834.

5

2' 49 75984'. 2 76134. 2 76284! 3 76434! 7 76585, 3 76736! 1 76887! 1 77038. 3 77189, 7 77341! 3

77493. 1 77645.

1

m^i . 3 77949. 7 78102. 3 78255-

1

-
78408.

1

-
/80DI. 6 78714 7 78868. 4

2.51 79022. 2 79176.

3

79330. 5 79485.

0

79639, 7 79794.6 79949.7 80105.

0

80260. 5 80416. 3
2.52 80572. 2 80728.3 80884.7 81041, 2 81198.0 81354.

9

81512.

1

81669. 5 81827. 1 81984.

9

2. 53 oZovl. 1 o^oy. 0 QOA1Q 0 82777. 1 QOOOA 1 QOftQ>^ A 83254 9 83414 6 83574. 5

2.54 83734. 6 83894.

9

84055. 4 84216, 2 84377.

1

84538.3 84699.6 84801. 2 85023.0 85185.

0

2. 55 85347. 2 85509. 6 85672. 3 85835, 2 85998, 2 86161. 5 86325.0 86488. 7 86652. 7 86816, 8

2. 56 86981. 2 87145. 8 87310.

6

87475, 6 87640, 8 87806. 3 87971.9 88137.

8

88303,9 88470, 2

QQAQA 7OoOon. /
QQQflQ A
(VHSUo. T 88970 4 QQ117 ftoyio/. D oMovi. y QOftJft 1oyri'Hj. 0 fiOftftfi d 89976 7 90145,

1

2 58 Wolo. 0 yuooi. 0 yuyyu. o yiinU.

5

91500 7 91671 1 91841, 8

2^59 92012.

6

92183. 7 92355, 0 92526, 6 92698, 3 92870.

3

93042. 5 93214!

9

93387! 5 93560!

3

2. 60 00700 AMo 160.

1

y4iOo.

y

94427. 8 O/IAftO ft 94776. 3 QAQ '^ft Qyiyou. y 95125

2.61 95476. 0 95651. 5 95827,2 96003,

1

96179, 3 96355.fi 96532.2 96709. 0 96886,1 97063. 3

2. 62 97240. 8 97418.

5

97596, 5 97774.

7

97953, 1 98131.7 98310.6 98489, 6 98668.9 98848. 5

2. 63 yyjoo. J yyjoo.

4

yyoDo,

8

yy/4y,

4

yyyou. a loom IUU4 /

1

2. 64 100838 101020 101202 101385 101568 101751 101934 102117 102301 102485

2. 65 102669 102854 103038 103223 103409 103594 103780 103966 104152 104338

2.66 104525 104712 104899 105086 105273 10M61 105649 105837 106026 106214

2. 67 106403 106592 106781 106971 107161 107351 107541 107731 107922 108113

2.68 108304 108495 108687 108879 109071 109283 109456 109648 109841 110035

2.69 110228 110422 110616 110810 111004 ' 111199 111393 111588 111784 111979
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Tablk .1 Vapor pressure of He* (1958 scale) in microns [ICT^ mm) inercury at 0° C and standard gravity {980.665 om/sec?)—Con.

T°K 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0 007 0 008 0.009

2. 70 112175 112371 112567 112764 112960 113157 113354 113749 113947

2.71 114145 114343 114542 114741 114940 115139 115339 115538 115738 115939
2. 72 116139 116340 116541 116742 116943 117145 117346 117548 117751 117953
2. 73 118156 118359 1 18766 118970 119174 1 19378 119788

2.74 120198 120403 120609 120815 121021 121228 121434 121641 121848 12205.')

2.75 122263 122471 122679 122887 123096 123305 123514 123723 123933 124143
2.76 124363 124563 124773 124984 125195 125406 125617 125829 126041 126253

2. 77 126465 126678 126891 127104 127317 127531 127745 127959 128173 128388
2. 78 15Sfi03 128818 129249 lOQAQl 129897 130114
2^79 130765 130983 131200 131419 131637 131855 132074 132293 132513 132732

2. 80 132052 133172 133393 1 '^'?81410000^ 1*^40 134276 134498 134720 134942

2.81 135164 135387 135609 135832 136056 136279 136.503 136727 136952 137176
2. 82 137401 137626 137851 138077 138303 138529 138755 138982 139209 139436
2. 83 139890 140118 140346 140574 141032 141261 141490 141719

2. 84 141949 142179 142409 142640 142870 143101 143333 143.564 143796 144028
2. 85 144260 144493 144725 144958 145192 145425 145659 145893 146128 146362
2.86 146597 146832 147068 147304 147540 147776 148012 148249 148486 148723

2. 87 148961 149199 149437 149675 149913 1 Vll S9 1.50391 1JUUOU 151109
2. 88 151349 151589 151830 152312 152794 153278 153530
2^89 153763 154006 154249 154493 154736 154980 155224 155469 155714 155959

2. 90 156204 156941 157188 157434 157681 157928 158176 158423

2. 91 158671 158919 159168 159416 159665 159914 100164 160413 160663 160914
2. 92 161164 161415 161666 161917 162169 162421 162673 162925 163178 163431
2. 93 163684 164191 164954 165208 165719 165974

2.94 166230 166486 166742 166999 167256 167513 167770 168028 168285 168544
2.95 168802 169061 169320 169579 169839 170099 170359 170619 170880 171141
2.96 171402 171663 171925 172187 172449 172712 172974 173237 173501 173764

2. 97 174028 174292 174557 174821 175352 175617 175883 176149 176415
2 98 176682 176949 177216 177484 177752 178020 178288 178557 178825 179095
2^99 179364 179634 179904 180174 180444 180715 180986 181257 181529 181801

3. 00 182073 182345 IQOAIQ 182891 183164 183438 183712 J.OOi70U 184260 184536

3.01 184810 185085 185361 185636 185912 186189 186465 186742 187019 187296
3.02 187574 187852 188130 188409 188687 188967 189246 189525 189805 190086
3. 03 190647 191491 191773 1090 'is 1091^ 192904

3.04 193187 193471 193755 194039 194324 194608 194894 195179 195465 195751
3. 05 196037 196323 190610 196897 197184 197472 197760 198048 198336 198625
3. 06 198914 199203 199492 199783 200073 200363 200654 200945 201237 201528

3. 07 201820 202112 202405 9ft9fiQ7 202991 203284 203578 203871 204166 204460
3 08 204755 205346 206530 206827 207124 207421
3^09 207719 208017 208315 2086U 208912 209221 209511 209S10 210110 210411

3. 10 210711 211012 211313 211614 211916 212218 212520 212823 213125 213429

3. 11 213732 214036 214340 214644 214949 215254 215559 215865 216171 216477

3. 12 216783 217090 217397 217704 218012 218320 218628 218937 219246 219555
3. 13 219864 220174 990704. 221105 221416 221727 222039 222350 222663

3. 14 222975 223288 223601 223914 224227 224541 224856 225170 225485 225800
3. 15 226115 226431 226747 227063 227379 227696 228013 228331 228649 228967

3. 16 229285 229604 229922 230242 230561 230881 231201 231521 231842 232163

3. 17 232484 233128 233772 234418 234742 235066 235390

3. 18 235714 237014 237340 237666 237993 238320 238647
3' 19 238974 239302 239630 239958 240287 240616 240946 241275 241605 241935

3. 20 O4OQOQ 243923 9.44955 244588 244920 245264

3. 21 245587 245920 246255 246589 246924 247259 247595 247930 248266 248602

3.22 248939 249276 249613 249951 250289 250627 250965 251304 251643 2519S2
3. 23 0 too00 253684 9R4Qfi7 254709 255051 256393

3.24 255736 256079 256423 256767 257111 257455 257800 258145 258490 258836

3.25 269182 259528 259875 260222 260569 260916 261264 261612 261960 262309

3.26 262658 263007 263357 263707 264057 264408 264759 265110 265462 265814

3. 27 266871 0A709K
13Oil 268286 268641 268995 269351

3 28 07AnAO 270418 270774 271131 271488 271845 272203 272561 272919

3! 29 273278 273637 273996 274355 274715 275075 275^.35 275796 276157 276518

3 30 276880 277242 a (DUO 277967 278331 97ftfiQ4 270499 279786 280151

3. 31 280516 280881 281247 281613 281979 282346 282712 283080 283447 283815

3. 32 284183 284552 284920 285290 285659 286029 286399 286770 287140 287612

3 33 287883 288255 288627 289745 9001 IR 900402 290866 291240

3. 34 291615 291990 292365 292741 293117 293493 293870 294247 294624 296002

3. 35 295380 295758 296137 296516 296895 297275 297655 298035 298416 298797

3.36 299178 299560 299941 300324 300706 301089 301472 301856 302239 302624

3.37 303008 303393 303778 304163 304549 304935 305322 306709 306096 306483

3.38 306871 307259 307648 308037 308426 308815 309205 309595 309986 310377

3.39 310768 311159 311651 311943 312335 312728 313121 313515 313908 314302
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Table I. Vapor pressure of He' (19S8 scale) in microns {10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard gravity {980.666 cm/sec^)—Con.

7^K 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.006 0,006 0.007 0.008 0.009

3. 40 314697 315092 315487 316882 316278 316674 317070 317467 317864 318251

3. 41 31905/ ol94o5 319854 321452
3. 42 322654 323055 323457 323859 324262 324665 325068 325471 325875 326279
3. 43 326684 327089 327493 327899 328305 328711 329118 329525 329932 330339

3. 44 330747 3oll55 oil ncA00 1564 3319 '3 oo^/y^ 334434
3. 45 334845 335257 335668 336081 336493 336906 337319 337733 338147 338561
3.46 338976 339391 339806 340222 340638 341054 341471 341888 342306 342723

3. 47 343141 343559 343978 344397 344817 345237 345657 346077 346498 346919
3. 48 347341 347763 348185 o4oOUo o4yuou 349454 349877 350725 351 150

3. 49 351575 o0i4Z0 0 coo cn 353278 353705 354132 354560 354987 355416

3.50 355844 356273 356702 357131 357561 357991 358422 358852 359284 369715

-
o. 51

„ ._
ODul47 owo7y 361445 .sol 810 odJ/4o QfjQ 1 on ODoO 1

0

OR/IAEA

3.52 364485 3G4921 365357 365794 36C23I 366668 367106 367544 367982 368421
3. 53 368860 369299 369739 370179 370619 371060 371501 371943 372384 372826

o. 54 0 /oJoy 37o712 374155 3/4599 375043 375487 o7oo/

/

0 /0O/2 3/ iZno
3. 55 377714 378160 378607 379064 379502 379950 380398 380846 381295 381744
3.56 382194 382644 383094 383545 383996 384447 384899 385351 385804 386257

3. 57 386710 387164 387617 .388072 388526 ^88982 389437 389893 390349 390805
3. 58 QQl OftO03 1 ZD

J

391719 392177 oy2Do4 393551 oy4UlU oy44oy oy4y^y oyotjoy

3. 59 oybolU 397232 oy7Dy»5 3981 55 oyooiis 0AfinQ 1oyyUol oyyo44 400007

3.60 400471 400935 401400 401865 402330 402796 403262 403728 404195 404662

o. 61 405 loU 405590 4UD<JDD 406535 40/U(J4 4U (4/o 407y4o 4084 lo 4Uo<x50 4uyoo4
3. 62 409825 410296 410768 411240 411713 412186 412659 413133 413607 414081
3.63 414556 415031 415507 415983 416459 416935 417412 417890 418367 418846

o. 64 419324 4 lywJo 4zU/Oii 420761 421241 421721 JOOOAO4^^^''£ JOORQQ4iZDoO 423164
3.55 424128 424610 425093 425576 426060 426543 427028 427612 427997 428482
3.66 428968 429454 429941 430427 430915 431402 431890 432379 432867 433356

3. 67 433846 434336 434826 435316 435807 436298 436790 437282 437774 438267
3- 68 4^7OU 439254 439748 440242 440737 441232 441727 442223 442719 443216
O. Da 443713 444210 444708 445206 445704 446203 446702 447201 447701 448201

3.70 448702 449203 449704 450206 450708 461211 461714 452217 452721 453225

_ _
o- 71 45o72y 454234 454 /o9 455244 455750 456257

-
4567oo 457270

____
457770 ^RQOQR4ooZoO

3. 72 458794 459303 459812 460321 460831 461341 461851 462362 462873 463385
3. 73 463897 464409 464922 465435 465W9 466463 466977 467492 468007 468522

O- 74 4DyUoo 469554 470071 4705oo 471105 471623 472141 A 70RRA 4731 79 ATidQQ
'i 1oOoo

3. 75 474218 474738 475258 475779 476300 476822 477344 477866 478389 478912
3.76 479435 479959 480483 481008 481533 482058 482584 483110 483637 484164

3. 77 484691 485219 485747 486275 486804 487333 487863 488393 488923 489454
3- 78 4BVyoO 490516 491048 491580 492113 492646 4yoi<su 493713 AQAOA7 494782
^ "TO 495317 495852 4yboiKs

Ancnnt4yDa24 497461 4y7yyii 498535 4yyu/o 499611 500149

3. 80 500688 501227 501767 602307 502847 503388 503929 504471 505013 505555

6. ol oUouyo 506641 507185 507729 508273 A0D1

0

5000 J S
CAAOPQouyooo oUyyiJo

. -

.

610464 01 lOuU
3.82 511547 512094 512642 513190 513738 514287 614836 615385 515935 616485
3.83 517036 517587 518139 518690 519243 519795 520348 520901 521455 622009

O. M o225o4 523119 62od74 524230 524786 62534

0

526457 6*701

0

OZi 0

t

0

3.85 628132 528691 529250 529810 530370 630930 531491 632053 532614 633175
3.86 533739 634302 534865 535429 535993 636558 537123 537688 538254 638820

3. 87 ;39387 539954 640521 541089 541657 542226 842795 643364 543934 644504
3. 88 545075 545646 646218 546790 547362 54793B 548508

r^QAOO04yU5^ 649656 550230
9 fiO 550805 551380 551956 552531 553108 553634 554262 554839 555417 oooywo

3.90 556574 557153 557732 558312 558893 559473 560054 560636 561218 661800

3 91 od2woo 563550 664133 564718 ODOOUo ODM * T OD/UDU 667647
3' 92 568234 568821 569409 569987 570586 571175 571764 672354 572944 573535
3. 93 574126 574717 575309 676902 576494 577087 577681 678275 578869 579464

0. 04 580655 581251 581847 582444 583041 oooDoy 004^0/ 004000 000^00
3. 95 586034 586634 587234 687835 588436 589037 589639 690241 690844 591447
3.96 592051 592655 693259 593864 594470 595075 595681 696288 596896 587502

3. 87 598110 598718 599327 599936 600545 601156 601765 602376 602987 603598
3. 98 oU4*lU 604822 605436 606048 606662 607276 wJfoyu AaqcacWOOOO RA01 OfltKjyi/it DUV(oD
3- 09 OlUoo^ 610969 611586 612203 612821 Dio4oy 614058 614677 A1 11407 615917

4.00 616537 617158 617779 618401 619023 619645 620268 620891 621615 622139

4. 01 622764 623389 624014 624640 626266 d25o93 O2t)OJ0 627148 627776 628404
4.02 629033 63S662 630292 630922 631553 632184 632815 633447 634979 634712
4.03 635345 635979 636613 637247 637882 638617 639153 639789 640426 641063

.

4. 04 041700 642338 642976 643615 644254 644894 645534 6461 /4 646015 o4/4o7
4. 06 648099 648741 649384 650027 650671 661315 651959 652604 6S3249 653896
4.06 654541 665188 655836 666482 657130 667778 658427 659076 659726 660376

4.07 661026 661677 662328 662980 663632 664284 664938 665591 666245 666899
4.08 667554 668209 668865 669521 670177 670834 671491 672149 672807 673466
4.09 674125 674784 675444 676105 676766 677427 678089 678761 679413

1
680076
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Table I. Vapor pressure of He* {1958 scale) in microns {10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard gravity {980.665 cm/sec^)—Con.

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009

4. 10 680740 681404 682068 682733 683398 684064 684730 685397 686064 686731

4. 11 687399 688067 688736 689405 690075 690745 691416 692087 692759 693431
4. 12 694103 694776 695449 696123 696797 697471 698146 698822 699498 700174
4. 13 7U0851 701528 702206 702884 703562 704241 704921 705601 706281 706962

4. 14 707643 708325 709007 709689 710372 711055 711739 712423 713108 713793
4. 15 714479 715165 715852 716538 717226 717914 718602 719291 719980 720670
4. 16 721360 722050 722741 723433 724124 724817 725509 726203 726896 727590

4.17 728285 728980 729675 730371 731067 731764 732461 733159 733857 734556
4. 18 735255 735954 736654 737354 738055 738756 739458 740160 740863 741566
4. 19 742269 742973 743677 744382 745087 745793 746499 747205 747912 748620

4.20 749328 750036 750745 751454 752164 752874 753584 754295 755007 755719

4. 21 756431 757144 757857 758571 759285 759999 760714 761430 762146 762862
4.22 763579 764296 765014 765732 766451 767170 767889 768609 769330 770051
4.23 770772 771494 772216 772938 773662 774385 775109 775834 776559 777284

4. 24 778010 778736 779463 780190 780918 781646 782375 783104 783833 784663
4. 25 785294 786025 786756 787488 788220 788953 789686 790419 791153 791888
4.26 792623 793368 794094 794831 795568 796305 797043 797781 798520 799259

4. 27 799999 800739 801480 802221 802962 803705 804447 805190 805934 806678
4. 28 807422 808167 808912 809658 810405 811152 811899 812647 813395 814144
4. 29 814893 815643 816393 817143 817894 818646 819398 820151 820904 821657

4.30 822411 823166 823921 824676 825432 826188 826945 827703 828461 829219

4. 31 829978 830737 831497 832257 833018 833779 834541 835303 836065 836828
4. 32 837592 838356 839121 839886 840651 841417 842184 842951 843718 844486
4. 33 845255 846024 846793 847563 848334 849104 849876 850648 851420 852193

4. 34 852966 853740 854514 855289 856064 856839 857616 858392 859169 869947
4.35 860725 861504 862283 863062 863842 864623 865404 866185 866967 867750
4. 36 868533 869317 870101 870885 871670 872455 873241 874028 874815 875602

4. 37 876390 877178 877967 878757 879546 880337 881128 881919 882711 883503
4. 38 884296 885089 885883 886678 887472 888268 889064 889860 890657 891464
4. 39 892252 893050 893849 894649 895448 896249 897050 897861 898653 899455

4. 40 900258 901061 901865 902669 903474 904279 905085 905891 906698 907505

4. 41 908313 909121 909930 910739 911549 912359 913170 913981 914793 915605
4. 42 916418 917231 918045 918859 919674 920489 921305 922121 922938 923766

4.43 924573 925391 926210 927029 927849 928669 929490 930311 931133 931966

4.44 932778 93360*1 934425 935249 936074 936899 937725 938551 939378 940205
4. 45 941033 941861 942690 943519 944349 945179 946010 946841 947673 948605
4. 46 949338 950171 951005 951839 952674 953509 954345 955181 956018 956856

4.47 957693 958531 959370 960209 961049 961890 962730 963572 964414 966256
4. 48 966099 966942 967786 968631 969476 970321 971167 972013 972860 973708
4. 49 974556 975405 976254 977104 977954 978804 979656 980508 981360 982213

4.50 983066 983920 984774 985629 986485 987340 988197 989054 989911 990769

4. 51 991628 992487 993346 994206 995066 995927 996788 997650 998513 999376
4. 52 1000239 1001103 1001968 1002833 1003699 1004565 1005432 1006300 1007168 1008036

4.63 1008905 1009774 1010644 1011514 1012385 1013256 1014128 1015001 1015874 1016747

4.54 1017621 1018496 1019371 1020246 1021122 1021999 1022876 1023754 1024632 1026611

4.65 1026390 1027270 1028150 1029031 1029913 1030795 1031677 1032561 1033444 1034328

4.66 1035213 1036098 1036984 1037870 1038756 1039643 1040531 1041419 1042308 1043197

4.57 1044087 1044977 1045868 1046759 1047651 1048544 1049437 1050330 1051224 1062119

4. 58 1053014 1053910 1054806 1055703 1056600 1057498 1058396 1059295 1060194 1061094

4.59 1061995 1062896 1063797 1064700 1065602 1066505 1067409 1068313 1069218 1070123

4.60 1071029 1071935 1072842 1073749 1074656 1075565 1076474 1077383 1078293 1079203

4.61 1080114 1081026 1081938 1082850 1083763 1084677 1085591 1086506 1087422 1088338

4. 62 1089254 1090171 1091089 1092007 1092925 1093845 1094764 1095685 1096606 1097527

4.G3 1098449 1099372 1100295 1101218 1102142 1103067 1103992 1104918 1105845 1106772

4. 64 1107699 1108627 1109555 1110484 1111414 1112344 1113274 1114205 1115137 1116069

4 65 1117002 1117935 1118869 1119803 1120738 1121674 1122610 1123546 1124483 1126421

4.65 1126359 1127298 1128237 1129177 1130118 1131059 1132000 1132942 1133885 1134828

167 1135772 1136716 1137661 1138606 1139552 1140499 1141446 1142393 1143341 1144290

4.68 1145239 1140189 1147139 1148090 1149041 1149993 1150945 1151899 1152852 115380A
4.69 1154761 1155716 1156672 1157629 1158585 1159543 1160501 1161460 1162419 1163379

4.70 1164339 1165300 1166261 1167223 1168186 1169149 1170112 1171076 1172041 117300ft

4. 7! 1173972 1174938 1175905 1176873 1177841 1178810 1179779 1180749 1181719 1182690

4.72 1183662 1184634 1185606 1186580 1187553 1188527 1189502 1190478 1191453 1192430

4.73 1193407 1194385 1195363 1196342 1197321 1198301 1199281 1200262 1201244 1202226

4.74 1203209 1204192 1205176 1206160 1207145 1208130 1209116 1210103 1211090 1212078

4. 75 1214055 1215044 1216035 1217025 1218016 IZlwOUo l£i^ Loot

4.76 1222981 1223976 1224971 1225967 1226964 1227961 1228959 1229957 1230966 1231956

4. 77 1232955 1233955 1234956 1235957 1236959 1237962 1238965 1239969 1240973 1241978

4.78 1242983 1243989 1244996 1246003 1247011 1248019 1249028 1250037 1261047 125205»

4.79 1253069 1254081 1255093 1256106 1257119 1258133 1259148 1260163 126U79 1262195
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Table 1. Vapor pressure of Trie* (1968 scale) in microns {10~^ mm) mercury at 0° C and standard gravity {980.665 cm/sec')—Con.

T K 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009

4.80 1263212 1264230 1265248 1266266 1267286 1268306 1269326 1270347 1271369 1272391

4. 81 1273414 1274437 1275461 1276486 1277511 1278536 1279562 1280589 1281616 1282644
4. 82 1283673 1284702 1285732 1286762 1287793 1288825 1289857 1290889 1291923 1292957
4. 83 1293991 1295026 1296062 1297098 1298134 1299172 1300210 1301248 1302287 1303327

4.84 1304367 1305408 1306449 1307491 1308534 1309577 1310621 1311665 1312710 1313756
4.85 1314S02 1315849 1316896 1317944 1318993 1320042 1321092 1322142 1323193 1324245
4.86 1325297 1326350 1327403 1328457 1329511 1330566 1331622 1332678 1333735 1334792

4. 87 1335850 1336908 1337968 1339027 1340088 1341148 1342210 1343272 1344335 1345398
4. 88 1346462 1347527 1348592 1349658 1350724 1351791 1352859 1353927 1354996 13.56066
4.89 1357136 1358207 1359278 1360350 1361422 1362495 1363569 1364643 1365718 1366794

4. 90 1367870 1368947 1370024 1371101 1372180 1373258 1374338 1375418 1376499 1377680

4.91 1378662 1379745 1380828 1381912 1382996 1384081 1385167 1386253 1387340 1388428
4.92 1389516 1390605 1391694 1392783 1393874 1394965 1396056 1^97149 1398241 1399335
4. 93 1400429 1401524 1402619 1403715 1404812 1405909 1407007 1408105 1409204 1410304

4. 94 1411404 1412505 1413606 1414708 1415810 1416913 1418017 1419121 1420226 1421332
4.95 1422438 1423545 1424652 1425760 1426869 1427978 1429088 1430198 1431309 1432421
4.96 1433533 1434646 1435760 1436874 1437988 1439104 1440220 1441336 1442454 1443572

4. 97 1444690 1445809 1446929 1448050 1449171 1450293 1451415 1452538 1453662 1454786
4. 98 1455911 1457036 1458162 1459288 1460415 1461543 1462671 1463800 1464930 1466060
4.99 1467191 1468323 1469455 1470588 1471721 1472855 1473990 1475125 1476261 1477398

5. 00 1478535 1479673 1480811 1481950 1483089 1484230 1485370 1486512 1487654 1488797

5. 01 1489940 1491084 1492229 1493374 1494520 1495667 1496814 1497962 1499110 1500259
5.02 1501409 1502559 1503710 1504862 1506014 1507167 1508320 1509474 1510629 1511784
6. 03 1512940 1514097 1515254 1516412 1517570 1518730 1619889 1521050 1522211 1523373

5. 04 1524535 1525698 1526861 1528025 1529190 1530356 1531522 1532688 1633856 1535023
5.05 1536192 1537361 1538531 1539701 1540872 1642044 1643216 1544389 1545563 1546737
5.06 1547912 1549088 1550264 1551441 1552619 1553797 1554976 1656155 1657336 1558516

5. 07 1559698 1560880 1562062 1563246 1564429 1565614 1566799 1567985 1669171 1570358
5. 08 1571546 1572734 1573923 1575113 1676303 1577494 1578685 1579878 1581070 1682264
6.09 1583458 1584653 1585849 1587045 1588242 1589439 1590638 1591836 1593036 1594236

5. 10 1595437 1596638 1597841 1599043 1600247 1601451 1602556 1603861 1605067 160G274

5. 11 1607481 1608689 1609897 1611107 1612316 1613527 1614738 1615950 1617162 1618375
5, 12 1619.=;89 1620803 1622018 1623234 1624450 1625667 1626884 1628102 1629321 1630541
5. 13 1631761 1632982 1634204 1635426 1636649 1637872 1639096 1640321 1641547 1642773

5.14 1644000 1645228 1646456 1647685 1648914 1650144 1651375 1652606 1653839 1655071
5.15 1656305 1657539 1658773 1660008 1661244 1662481 1663718 1664956 1666194 1667433
5. 16 1668673 1669913 1671155 1672396 1673639 1674882 1676126 1677370 1678616 1679862

5. 17 1681108 1682355 1683603 1684852 1686102 1687352 1688602 1689854 1691106 1692359
5. 18 1693612 1694866 1696120 1697375 1698631 1699888 1701145 1702403 1703661 1704920
5. 19 1 7nQ7(>Q

1 /Uo/IXi 1711 OOQ 1 71 OAfU\ L713754 1 71 n 171 1 71 7C1 VI

6.20 1718817 1720084 1721352 1722621 1723891 1725161 1726431 1727703 1728975 1730248

5. 21 1731521 1732795 1734069 1735345 1736620 1737897 1739174 1740462 1741731 1743010
5.22 1744290

Table II. 1958 He* vapor pressure-temperature scale, T in ° K as a function of P in millimeters mercury at 0° C and
standard gravity, 980.665 cmjsec^

p 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9

0.01 0. 7907 65 7972 61 8033 67 8090 53 8143 50 8193 47 8240 45 8286 43 8328 40 8368 39
.02 .8407 38 8445 36 8480 35 8616 33 8548 32 8580 32 8612 30 8642 29 8671 28 8699- 28

.03 .8727 27 8764 26 8780 25 8806 25 8830 24 8854 24 8878 23 8901 22 8923 22 8946 22

.04 .8967 21 8988 21 9009 20 9029 20 9049 19 9068 20 9088 18 9106 19 9125 18 9143 18

.06 .9161 18 9179 17 9196 17 9213 17 9230 16 9246 17 9263 16 9279 16 9294 16 9310 15

.06 .9325 15 9340 16 9366 15 9370 16 9386 14 9399 14 9413 14 9427 14 9441 14 9466 13

.07 .9468 14 9482 13 9496 13 9508 13 9521 13 9534 12 9546 13 9559 12 9571 12 9583 12

.08 .9695 12 9607 12 9619 12 9631 12 9643 11 9664 11 9665 12 9677 11 9688 11 9699 11

.09 .9710 11 9721 11 9732 10 9742 11 9753 10 9763 11 9774 10 9784 10 9794 10 9804 10

.10 .9814 10 9824 10 9834 10 9844 10 9854 9 9863 10 9873 10 9883 9 9892 9 9901 10

.11 .9911 9 9920 9 9929 9 9938 9 9947 9 9956 9 9966 9 9974 9 9983 8 9991 9

.12 1.0000 9 0009 8 0017 9 0026 8 0034 8 0042 9 0061 8 0069 8 0067 8 0076 8

.13 1.0083 8 0091 8 0009 8 0107 8 0115 8 0123 8 0131 8 0139 7 0146 8 0164 8

.14 1. 0162 7 0169 8 0177 7 0184 8 0192 7 0199 7 0206 8 0214 7 0221 7 0228 8

.15 1. 0236 7 0243 7 0250 7 0267 7 0284 7 0271 7 0278 7 0286 7 0292 7 0299 6

.16 1.0306 7 0312 7 0319 7 0326 6 0332 7 0339 7 0346 6 0.362 7 0369 6 0365 7

,17 1. 0372 6 0378 7 0385 6 0391 7 0398 6 0404 6 0410 7 0417 6 0423 6 0429 6

.18 1. 0435 6 0441 7 0448 6 0464 6 0460 6 0466 6 0472 6 0478 6 0484 6 0490 6

.19 1.0496 6 0502 6 0508 5 0513 6 0619 6 0526 6 0531 6 0537 6 0642 6 0548 6
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Table II. 1968 He* vapor -pressure-temperature scale, T in °K as a function of P in millimeters mercury at 0° C and
standard gravity, 980.665 cm/sec^—Continued

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 8 9

0.2 1.0554 55 0609 54 06G3 52 0715 49 0764 49 0813 46 0859 45 0904 44 0948 43 0991 41
.3 1. 1033 41 1073 39 1112 38 1150 38 1188 36 1224 36 1260 35 1295 34 1329 33 1362 33

.4 1. 1395 32 1427 32 1459 31 1490 30 1520 30 1550 29 1579 29 1608 28 1636 27 1663 28
1. 1691 27 1718 26 1744 26 1770 26 1796 25 1821 25 1846 26 1871 24 1895 24 1919 23

'.6
1. 1942 24 1966 23 1989 22 2011 23 2034 22 2066 22 2078 21 2099 21 2120 21 2141 21

.7 1. 2162 21 2183 20 2203 20 2223 20 2243 20 2263 20 2283 19 2302 19 2321 19 2340 19
g 1. 2359 IS 2377 18 2395 19 2414 18 2432 17 2449 18 2467 18 2485 17 2502 17 2519 17
.9 1.2536 17 2553 17 2570 16 2586 17 2603 16 2619 16 2635 16 2651 16 2667 16 2683 16

1.0 1. 2699 15 2714 16 2730 15 2745 15 2760 15 2776 16 2790 16 2805 15 2820 14 2834 15

1.

1

1.2849 14 2863 15 2878 14 2892 14 2906 14 2920 14 2934 14 2948 13 2961 14 2975 14
1.2 1. 2989 13 3002 13 3015 14 3029 13 3042 13 3055 13 3068 13 3081 13 3094 13 3107 12
1.3 1.3119 13 3132 13 3145 12 3157 12 3169 13 3182 12 3194 12 3206 12 3218 12 3230 12

1.4 1. 3242 12 3254 12 3266 12 3278 12 3290 11 3301 12 3313 12 3325 11 3336 12 3348 11
1 5 1. 3359 11 3370 11 3381 12 3393 11 3404 11 3415 11 3426 11 3437 11 3448 11 3459 10
lie 1. 3469 11 3480 11 3491 10 3501 11 3512 11 3523 10 3533 11 3544 10 3554 10 3564 11

1 7 1. 3575 10 3585 10 3595 10 3605 10 3615 10 3625 10 3635 10 3645 10 3655 10 3665 10
1.

8

i. 3675 10 3685 10 3695 9 3704 10 3714 10 3724 9 3733 10 3743 9 3752 10 3762 9
1.9 1.3771 9 3780 10 3790 9 3799 10 3809 9 3818 9 3827 9 3836 9 3846 9 3854 9

2 1.3863 89 3952 86 4038 82 4120 80 4200 77 4277 75 4352 73 4425 71 4496 69 4565 67
3 1.4632 65 4697 63 4760 63 4823 60 4883 60 4943 58 5001 56 5057 56 5113 55 5168 53

4 1. 5221 53 5274 51 5325 61 5376 49 5425 49 6474 48 5522 47 5569 47 5616 46 5662 45
5 1. 5707 44 5751 44 5795 43 6838 42 5880 42 5922 41 5963 41 6004 40 6044 40 6084 39
6 1. 6123 39 6162 38 6200 38 6238 37 6275 37 6312 36 6348 36 6384 36 6420 35 6455 35

7 1. 6490 35 6525 34 6559 34 6593 33 6626 33 6659 33 6692 32 6724 32 6756 32 6788 32
Q

1. 6820 31 6851 31 6882 31 6913 30 6943 30 6973 30 7003 30 7033 29 7062 29 7091 29
9 L7120 iS 7148 29 7177 28 7205 28 7233 28 7261 27 7288 28 7316 27 7343 27 7370 26

10 1. 7396 27 7423 26 7449 26 7475 26 7601 26 7527 25 7552 26 7578 25 7603 25 7628 26

11 1.7653 25 7678 24 7702 25 7727 24 7751 24 7775 24 7799 24 7823 .23 7846 24 7870 23
12 1. 7893 23 7916 23 7939 23 7962 23 7985 23 8008 22 8030 23 8053 22 8076 22 8097 22
13 1.8119 22 8141 22 8163 21 8184 22 8206 21 8227 22 8249 21 8270 21 8291 21 8312 21

14 1. 8333 20 8353 21 8374 21 8395 20 8416 20 8435 21 8456 20 8476 20 8496 20 8616 20

15 1. 8536 19 8555 20 8575 20 8595 19 8614 20 8634 19 8653 19 8672 19 8691 19 8710 19

16 L8729 19 8748 19 8767 18 8785 19 8804 19 8823 18 8841 19 8860 18 8878 18 8896 18

17 1. 8914 18 8932 18 8950 18 8968 18 8986 18 9004 18 9022 17 9039 18 9057 17 9074 18

18 1. 9092 17 9109 17 9126 18 9144 17 9161 17 9178 17 9195 17 9212 17 9229 17 9246 16

19 L9262 17 9279 17 9296 16 9312 17 9329 16 9346 17 9362 16 9378 16 9394 17 9411 16

20 1. 9427 16 9443 16 9459 16 9475 16 9491 16 9507 16 9523 16 9539 15 9554 16 9570 16

21 1.9586 16 9602 15 9617 15 9632 16 9648 15 9663 16 9679 15 9694 15 9709 15 9724 16

22 1. 9740 15 9755 15 9770 15 9785 15 9800 15 9815 15 9830 14 9844 15 9859 15 9874 15

23 1.9889 14 9903 15 9918 14 9932 15 9947 14 9961 15 9976 14 9990 15 0005 14 U019 14

24 2. 0033 15 0048 14 0062 14 0076 14 0090 14 0104 14 0118 14 0132 14 0146 14 0160 14

25 2. 0174 14 0188 14 0202 13 0215 14 0229 14 0243 14 0257 13 0270 14 0284 13 0297 14

26 2! 0311 13 0324 14 0338 13 0351 14 0365 13 0378 13 0391 14 0405 13 0418 13 0431 13

27 2 0444 14 0458 13 0471 13 0484 13 0497 13 0510 13 0623 13 0536 13 0549 13 0562 13

28 2 0575 13 0588 12 0600 13 0613 13 0626 13 0639 13 0652 12 0664 13 0677 13 0690 12

29 2. 0702 13 0715 12 0727 13 0740 12 0752 13 0765 12 0777 13 0790 12 0802 12 0814 13

30 2. 0827 12 0839 12 0851 12 0863 13 0876 12 0888 12 0900 12 0912 12 0924 12 0936 13

31 2. 0949 12 0961 12 0973 12 0985 12 0997 12 1009 12 1021 11 1032 12 1044 12 1056 12

32 2. 1068 12 1080 12 1092 11 1103 12 1115 12 1127 12 1139 11 1150 12 1162 12 1174 11

33 2.1185 12 1197 11 1208 12 1220 11 1231 12 1243 11 1254 12 1266 11 1277 13 1289 11

34 2 1300 12 1312 11 1323 11 1334 12 1346 11 1357 11 1368 11 1379 12 1391 11 1402 11

35 2 1413 ij 1424 12 1436 11 1447 11 1458 11 1469 1480 11 1491 11 1502 11 1513 11

36 Z 1524 11 1535 11 1546 11 1557 11 1568 11 1579 11 1590 11 1601 11 1612 11 1623 11

37 2 1634 10 1644 11 1655 11 1666 11 1677 11 1688 10 1698 11 1709 11 1720 11 1731 10

38 2. 1741 1752 11 1763 10 1773 11 1784 11 1795 10 1805 11 1816 10 1826 11 1837 11

39 2.' 1848 10 1858 11 1869 11 1880 10 1890 10 1900 10 1910 11 1921 10 1931 11 1942 10

40 2 1952 10 1962 11 1973 10 1983 10 1993 2004 10 2014 10 2024 10 2034 10 2044 11

41 2.2055 10 2065 10 2075 10 2085 10 2095 10 2105 10 2115 11 2126 10 2136 10 2146 10

42 2. 2156 10 2166 10 2176 10 2186 10 2196 10 2206 10 2216 9 2225 10 2235 10 2245 10

43 2.2255 10 2265 10 2275 10 2285 9 2294 10 2304 10 2314 10 2324 10 2334 9 2343 10

44 2 2353 10 2363 g 2372 10 2382 10 2392 g 2401 10 2411 10 2421 g 2430 10 2440 10

45 2! 2450 9 2459 9 2468 10 2478 10 2488 10 2498 9 2507 9 2616 9 2525 10 2535 9

46 2. 2544 10 2554 9 2563 10 2573 9 2582 9 2591 10 2601 9 2610 9 2619 10 2629 9

47 2.2638 9 2647 9 2656 10 2666 9 2675 9 2684 9 2693 10 2703 9 2712 9 2721 9

48 2.2730 9 2739 9 2748 9 2757 10 2767 9 2776 9 2785 9 2794 9 2803 9 2812 9

49 2.2821 9 2830 9 2839 9 2848 9 2857 9 2866 9 2875 9 2884 9 2893 9 2902 9

50- 2.2911 88 2999 87 3086 86 3172 85 3257 84 3341 83 3424 82 3506 81 3587 79 3666 79

60 2. 3746 78 3823 78 3901 76 3977 75 4052 75 4127 74 4201 73 4274 73 4347 71 4418 71

70 2.4489 71 4560 69 4629 69 4698 68 4766 68 4834 67 4901 66 4967 66 5033 66 6099 64

80 2. 5163 64 5227 64 5291 63 5354 63 5417 62 5479 61 5540 61 5601 61 5662 60 5722 59

90 2.5781 60 5841 58 5899 59 5958 57 6016 58 6073 57 6130 56 6186 57 6243 65 6298 56
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Table II. 1958 He^ vapor pressure-temperature scale, T in °K as a function of P in millimeters mercury at 0° C and
standard gravity, 980.666 cmjsec^—Continued

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

100 2. 6354 55 6409 55 6464 64 6518 54 6572 53 6625 54 6679 53 6732 52 6784 52 6836 52

110 2.6888 52 6940 51 6991 51 7042 51 7093 50 7143 50 7193 50 7243 49 7292 49 7341 49
120 2.7390 49 7439 48 7487 48 7535 48 7583 48 7631 47 7678 47 7725 47 7772 46 7818 47
130 2. 7865 46 7911 46 7957 45 8002 46 8048 45 8093 45 8138 44 8182 45 8227 44 8271 44

140 2. S315 44 8459 43 8402 44 8446 43 8489 43 8532 43 8575 42 8617 42 8659 43 8702 42
150 2. 8744 41 8785 42 8827 42 8869 41 8910 41 8951 41 8992 40 9032 41 9073 40 9113 40
160 2. 9153 40 9193 40 9233 40 9273 39 9312 40 9352 39 9391 39 9430 39 9409 39 9508 38

170 39 9585 38 9623 38 9661 38 9699 38 9737 37 9774 38 9812 38 9850 36 98S6 38
180 o' nno*

z. yy/4 37 9961 36 9997 37 0034 37 0071 36 0107 36 0143 3G 0179 30 0215 30 0251 36
190 3. 0287 30 0323 35 0358 35 0393 36 0429 35 0464 35 0499 35 0534 34 05()8 35 0G03 34

200 3. 0637 35 0672 34 0706 34 0740 34 0774 34 0808 34 0842 34 0876 33 0909 34 0943 33

210 3. 0976 34 1010 33 1043 33 1076 33 1109 33 1142 32 1174 33 1207 33 1240 32 1272 32
220 3. 1304 33 1337 32 1369 32 1401 32 1433 32 1-165 31 1496 32 1528 32 15011 31 1591 31
230 3. 1622 32 1654 31 1685 31 1710 31 1747 31 1778 31 1809 31 1840 30 1870 31 1901 30

240 3. 1931 31 1962 30 1992 30 2022 30 2052 30 2082 30 2112 30 2142 30 2172 30 2202 29
2.W 3. 2231 30 2261 30 2291 29 2320 29 2349 30 2379 29 2408 29 2437 29 2466 29 2495 29
260 3. 2.524 28 2552 29 2581 29 2610 28 2638 29 2667 28 2695 29 2724 28 2752 28 2780 28

270 1 OfiTifl 28 2836 28 2864 28 2892 28 2920 28 2948 28 2976 27 3003 28 3031 27 3058 28
280 o. .iUou 27 3113 28 3141 27 3168 27 3195 27 3222 27 3249 27 3276 27 331)3 3330 27
2W 3 3357 27 3384 26 3410 27 3437 26 3463 27 3490 26 3510 27 3543 20 3569 26 3595 27

300 o. ooJj 26 3648 26 3674 26 3700 26 3726 26 3752 26 3778 25 3803 26 3829 20 3855 25

310 3.3880 26 3906 25 3931 26 3957 25 3982 26 4008 25 4033 25 4058 25 4083 26 4109 25
320 3.4134 25 4159 25 4184 25 4209 24 4233 25 4258 25 4283 25 4308 24 4332 25 4357 25
330 3. 4382 24 4406 25 4431 24 4455 24 4479 25 4504 24 4528 24 4552 24 4576 25 4601 24

340 3- 4fi25 24 4649 24 4673 24 4097 24 4721 23 4744 24 4768 24 4702 24 4816 23 4839 24
350 3. 4863 23 4886 24 4910 23 4933 24 4957 23 4980 24 5004 23 5027 23 .50.50 23 5073 24
360 3.5097 23 5120 23 5143 23 5166 23 5189 23 5212 23 5235 23 52.58 22 5280 23 5303 23

370 3. 5326 23 5349 22 5371 23 5394 23 5417 22 5439 23 5462 22 5484 22 5.506 23 5529 22
380 3. 5551 22 5573 23 5596 22 5618 22 5()40 22 5662 22 5684 22 5706 22 5728 22 5750 22
390 3. 5772 22 5794 22 5816 22 5838 22 58G0 21 5881 22 5903 22 5925 22 5947 21 5968 22

400 3. 5990 21 GOll 22 6033 21 6054 22 6076 21 6097 22 6119 21 6140 21 6161 21 6182 22

410 3.6204 21 0225 21 6246 21 6267 21 0288 21 6309 21 6330 21 6351 21 6372 21 6393 21
420 3.6414 21 6435 21 6456 21 6477 20 6497 21 6518 21 6539 20 6559 21 6,580 21 6601 20
430 3.0621 21 6642 20 6662 21 6683 20 6703 21 6724 20 6744 20 6764 21 0785 20 6805 20

440 3 682'- 20 6845 21 6866 20 6886 20 6906 20 6926 20 6946 20 6966 20 6986 20 7O06 20
450 20 7046 20 7006 20 7086 19 7105 20 7125 20 7145 20 7165 19 7i84 20 7204 20
460 3 7224 19 7243 20 7263 19 7282 20 7302 20 7322 19 7341 19 7360 20 7380 19 7399 20

470 3. 7419 19 7438 19 7457 20 7477 19 7496 19 7515 19 7534 19 7553 20 7573 19 7592 19
480 3. 7611 19 7630 19 7649 19 7668 19 7687 19 7706 19 7725 19 7744 19 77ti3 18 7781 19
490 3. 7800 19 7819 19 7838 19 7857 18 7875 19 7894 19 7913 .18 7931 19 7950 19 7969 18

500 3. 7987 19 8006 18 8024 19 8043 18 8061 19 8080 18 8098 19 8117 18 8135 18 8153 19

510 3. 8172 18 8190 18 8208 19 8227 18 8245 18 8263 18 8281 18 8299 18 8;il7 19 8336 IS
520 3 8354 18 8372 18 83'JO 18 8408 18 8426 18 8444 18 8462 18 8480 18 8498 18 8516 17
630 3.8533 18 8.551 18 8569 18 8587 18 8605 17 8622 18 8640 18 8658 18 8676 17 8693 18

540 3. 8711 17 8728 18 8746 18 8764 17 8781 18 8799 17 8816 18 8834 17 8851 18 8869 17
550 3. 8886 17 89U3 18 8921 17 8938 17 8955 18 8973 17 89iK) 17 90(17 18 CK)25 17 9*142 17
560 3. 9059 17 9076 17 9093 18 9111 17 9128 17 9145 17 9162 17 9179 17 9196 17 9213 17

570 o noon 17 9247 17 9264 17 9281 17 9298 17 9315 17 9332 17 9349 16 9365 17 9382 17
580 3. 9399 17 04 ! 6 17 943;t 10 9449 17 9406 17 9483 16 9499 17 9516 17 9.533 16 9.549 17
590 3. 9566 17 9583 16 9599 17 9616 16 9632 17 9649 16 9605 17 9082 16 9098 17 9715 16

600 3. 9731 16 9747 17 9764 16 9780 17 9797 16 9813 16 9829 17 9846 16 9862 16 0878 16

610 3. 9894 17 9911 16 9927 16 9943 16 9959 16 9975 16 9991 16 0!,n7 17 0024 16 0040 16
620 4. 0()50 IC. 0072 16 0088 16 0104 10 0120 16 0136 16 0152 16 01 re 16 0184 15 0199 16
630 4. 0215 16 0231 16 0247 16 0263 16 0279 16 0295 15 0310 16 0326 16 0342 16 0358 15

640 4. 0373 16 0389 16 0405 15 0420 16 0436 16 0452 15 0467 16 0483 15 0498 16 0514 16
6.50 4 n.'i30 15 0545 16 0561 15 0576 16 0.592 15 11607 16 0623 15 0fi38 15 0653 16 0669 15
660 4. 0684 10 0700 15 0715 15 0730 16 0746 15 0761 15 0776 16 0792 15 0807 15 0822 15

670 4. 0837 16 08.53 15 0868 15 0883 15 0898 15 0913 15 0928 16 0944 15 0959 15 0974 15
680 4. 0989 15 1004 15 11119 15 1034 15 1043 15 1064 15 1117!! 15 1094 15 1 109 15 1 124 15
6yo 4. 1139 15 1154 15 1169 15 1184 14 1198 15 1213 15 1228 15 1243 15 1258 15 1273 14

700 4. 1287 15 1302 15 1317 15 1332 14 1346 15 1361 15 1376 15 1391 14 1405 15 1420 15

710 4.1435 14 1440 15 1464 14 1478 15 1493 15 1.508 14 1522 15 1537 14 1551 15 1566 14
720 4. 1.580 15 1595 14 1609 15 1624 14 1638 15 1 653 14 16(»7 14 1681 15 1696 14 1710 15
730 4 1725 14 1739 14 1753 15 1768 14 1782- 14 1790 15 1811 14 1825 14 1839 14 1853 15

740 4. 1868 14 1882 14 1896 14 1910 15 1925 14 1939 14 1953 14 1967 14 1981 14 1995 14
750 4 2009 15 2024 14 2038 14 2052 14 2066 14 2080 14 2094 14 2108 14 2122 14 2136 14
760 4 2150 14 2104 14 2178 14 2192 14 2200 14 2220 14 2234 14 2248 14 2262 13 2275 14

770 4.2289 14 2303 14 2317 14 2331 14 2345 14 2358 14 2372 14 2386 14 2400 14 2414 13
780 4. 2427 14 2441 14 2455 14 2409 13 2482 13 2496 14 2510 13 2523 14 2537 14 2.551 13
790 4.2564 14 2578 14 2592 13 2605 14 2619 13 2632 14 2646 13 2659 14 2673 13 2086 14
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Table III. 1958 He^ vapor pressure-temperature scale, T in ° K as a function of P in centimeters mercury at 0° C and standard
gravity, 980.666 cm./sec ^

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0

80 4, 2/00 1 3.» 2835 1 t'i 2908 132 3100 131 3231 131 33fi2 129 3491 128 3619 127 3746 126 3872 125
00 4. 3907 121 4121 123 4244 122 4306 122 4488 120 4608 120 4728 118 4846 118 4964 117 50C1 116

100 4.5197 no 5313 114 5427 114 5541 113 5054 112 5766 112 5878 111 5989 110 6099 109 6208 109

110 4.0317 108 0425 107 0532 107 0639 106 6745 105 68.50 105 6055 104 7059 103 7162 103 7265 102
120 4. 73fi7 102 7409 101 7570 100 7070 100 7770 100 7870 98 7968 99 8067 97 8164 97 8261 97
130 4.8358 90 8454 96 8550 95 8G45 94 8739 94 8833 94 8927 93 9020 92 9112 92 9204 92

140 4. 929r> 91 9387 91 9478 90 9568 90 9658 89 9747 89 9836 89 9925 88 0013 88 0101 87
IM 5. (1188 87 0275 sr, 0301 86 0447 86 0533 85 0018 85 0703 84 0787 84 0871 84 0955 83
IGO 5. 1038 83 1121 82 1203 83 1286 81 1367 82 1449 81 1530 81 1611 80 1691 80 1771 80

170 5. 1S51 79 1930 79 2009 79 2088 78 2106 78

Table TV. Temperature derivative, dP/dT, in millimeters Hg/° Kfor the 1958 He* vapor pressure-temperature scale, Pm millimeters
mercury at 0° C and standard gravity, 980.665 cm/sec^

T 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0,07 0.08 0.09

0. 5 0. OOU5503 0. 0007383 0. 0009799 0. 001287 0. 00 1 674 0. 002157 0. 002755 0, 003489 0. 004384 0. 005468
.0 . 0UG772 . 008329 .01018 .01236 .01493 .01792 .02141 , 02544 . 03008 . 03540

.7 .04148 . 04838 . 05622 . 06.506 . 07501 .08617 . 09863 .1125 .1280 . 1451

.8 . Ki ll) . 1848 . 2077 . 2328 . 2602 . 2902 . 3228 . 3583 . 3968 , 4385

.9 . 4835 .5320 .5843 . 6406 . 7008 .7654 .8346 .9084 .9871 1,071

1.0 1. 160 1.255 1.355 1.462 1.575 1. 694 1.820 1,953 2. 093 2,240

1.

1

2. 395 2. 557 2. 728 2. 907 3. 095 3.291 3. 496 3, 711 3. 935 4, 169
1.2 4.412 4. OOt, 4. 930 5. 205 5. 491 5. 788 6. 096 6,416 6. 747 7,090
1.3 7. 445 7. 813 8. 194 8. 587 8. 993 9.413 9. 846 10, 29 10. 75 11.23

1.4 11.72 12. 22 12. 73 13. 26 13.81 14.37 14.95 15, 54 16. 15 10. 77
1. 5 17. 41 IH. 01) 18. 73 19. 42 20. 12 20. 84 21. 58 22, 33 23. 10 23, 88
1. 6 24. 68 25. 50 26. 33 27. 18 28. 05 28.94 29. 84 30, 76 31.69 32.64

1.7 33.61 34. 59 35. 59 36. 61 37. 64 38. 69 39. 76 40.84 41.94 43.05
1. 8 4 (. 18 45. 33 46. 49 47. 67 48. 86 50. 06 51. 28 52. 52 63. 77 65. 03
1. 9 56. 30 57. 59 68.89 60. 20 61.52 62. 85 64, 19 65. 54 66.91 68.28

2.0 69. 65 71.03 72. 42 73.81 75.20 76.60 77, 99 79.39 80. 79 82.20

2. ! 83. 60 85. 00 86. 38 87. 74 89. 09 90.41 91,71 92.96 94. 28 95. 77
2. 2 97.31 98. 88 100. 5 102.

1

103.7 105. 4 107. 1 108.8 110.5 112.2
2. 3 113-9 115. 7 117.5 119.2 121.0 122.9 124.7 126.5 128.4 130.3

2.4 132. 1 1.34. 1 136.0 137.9 139.9 141.8 14.3. 8 145. 8 147.8 149.8
2. 5 1.'>1.

'.) 1.53. 9 15li. 0 158. 1 160, 2 162. 3 164. 5 166. 6 168. 8 171.0
2. 6 1 73. 2 175.4 177. 6 179. 8 182.0 184.3 186.6 188. 8 191.2 193. 5

2.7 19.5.9 198,2 200.6 202.9 205. 3 207.7 210.

1

212.5 215.0 217.4
2.8 219.9 222. 4 224.9 227.4 230.0 232.4 235.0 237.6 240. 1 242.7
2.9 245. 4 248. 0 250.6 253.3 256.

0

258. 6 261.3 264.1 266.8 269.5

3.0 272.3 275. 1 277.9 280.7 283.5 286. 3 289.2 292.0 294.9 297.8

: 3.1 300.7 303. 7 306. 6 309.5 312.5 315.5 318. 5 321.5 324.5 327.6
3.2 330. 6 333.7 336. 8 339. 9 343.0 346. 1 349.3 3.52, 4 355, 6 358.7
3.3 361. 9 365. 1 368. 4 371.6 374.8 378. 1 381.4 384,7 388.0 391.3

3.4 394. 6 398. 0 401.3 404.7 408.

1

411, 5 414. 9 418.3 421.7 425.2
3.5 428.7 432. 1 435.6 4.39.

1

442.7 446. 2 449. 7 453.3 456.9 460.5
3.6 464. 1 467.7 471.3 474.9 478. 6 482,3 486. 0 489.7 493.4 497.2

3.7 .500.9 .504. 0 508.4 512. 2 516.0 519.8 523.6 527.5 531.3 535.2
3.8 539. 1 .543. 0 546.

9

5.50. 8 5r>4.8 558. 8 562. 8 666.8 570.8 674.9
3.9 578.9 583.0 587.

1

591.2 595, 4 599.5 603. 7 f07.9 612.

1

610.3

4.0 620.6 624.8 629.

1

033. 3 637.6 642.0 646. 3 650.6 655.0 659.4

4.

1

663. 7 668. 1 672. 6 677.0 681.4 685. 9 690.3 694. 8 699. 2 703.7
4.2 708. 1 712.0 717.

1

721.6 726.

1

730. 7 735.3 740.0 744.7 749.4

4.3 754. 1 758.9 763.7 768. 6 773.4 778 3 783.2 788.

1

793.0 797.9

4.4 802. 9 807.9 812.9 817.9 822.9 828.0 833.1 838.

1

843,2 848.4
4.5 8.5.3, 5 858.7 863. 9 86,9.

1

874.3 879.5 884.8 890.

1

895.3 900.7
4.6 906. 0 911.4 916.7 922.

1

927.6 933.0 938.5 943.9 949.4 955.0

4.7 960. 5 m,. 1 971.7 977.3 982.9 988.6 994,4 1000 1006 1011

4.8 1017 1023 1029 1035 1041 1046 1052 10,58 1064 1070

4.9 1076 1082 1088 1094 1100 1107 1113 1119 1125 1131

5.0 1137 1144 1150 1156 1163 1169 1175 1182 1188 1195

5. 1 1201 1207 1214 1221 1227 1234 1240 1247 1254 1260

5.2 1267 1274 1280
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Table V. Auxiliary table for use in making hydrostatic head correction

Table gives values of the ratio between the density of liquid He I at Its saturated vapor pressure and the density of mercury at 0° C. (P in centimeters mercury
at 0° C and standard gravity, 980.665 cm/sec'.) The density of mercury has been talcen as 13.5951 g/cm If densities of liquid He I constitute critical data In an
analysis, examination of the original literature is recommended.

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 0. 01 0754 37 0717 35 0G82 33 0649 30 0019 29 0590 29

10 . 010561 27 0534 26 0508 26 0482 25 0457 24 0433 24 0409 23 0386 23 0363 23 0340 23
20 .010317 22 0295 22 0273 22 0251 21 0230 21 0209 21 0188 21 0167 21 0146 20 0126 21

30 .010105 20 0085 20 0065 20 0045 20 0025 20 0005 20 998.5 20 9965 19 9946 20 9926 19

40 . 009907 20 9887 20 9867 19 9848 20 9828 19 9809 20 9789 19 9770 20 9750 19 9731 20

50 .009711 19 9692 19 9G73 20 9653 19 9634 20 9614 20 9594 20 9574 19 9555 19 9536 20
60 .009516 20 9496 19 9477 19 9458 20 9438 19 9419 20 9399 19 9380 20 9360 20 9340 19

70 . 009321 20 9301 19 9282 19 9263 20 9243 19 9224 19 9205 19 9186 19 9167 20 9147 19

80 .009128 19 9109 19 9090 20 9070 19 9051 20 9031 19 9012 20 8992 20 8972 20 8952 20
90 . 008932 19 8913 20 8893 20 8873 20 8853 20 8833 21 8812 20 8792 21 8771 20 8751 21

100 .008730 21 8709 22 8687 21 8666 22 8644 21 8623 21 8602 22 8580 22 8558 22 8536 23

110 .008513 23 8490 22 8468 23 8445 23 8422 24 8398 23 8375 24 8351 24 8327 25 8302 24
120 . 008278 24 8254 24 82.30 25 8205 26 8179 26 8153 26 8127 27 8100 26 8074 27 8047 28
130 .008019 28 7991 28 7963 28 7935 29 7906 29 7877 29 7848 30 7818 31 7787 32 7755 32

140 .007723 33 7690 32 7658 33 7625 34 7591 36 7555 36 7519 37 7482 38 7444 39 7405 41

150 .007364 42 7322 43 7279 44 7235 46 7189 48 7141 49 7092 51 7041 53 6988 50 6932 59
160 .000873 61 6812 64 6748 68 6680 73 6007 79 6528 87 6441 103 6338 130 6208 154 6054 190

170 .005864 229 5635 287 5348

Table VI. Deviations of earlier scales from the 1968 scale," Tn-Tss in millidegrees

L55 65E

-1.1
-1.2
-1.3

-1.6

-1.6
-1.7
-1.8

-1.9
-2.0
-Z 1

-2.1
-2.2
-2.2

-Z2

-Z2
-2.2
-2.1

-2.0
-1.9
-1.8

-1 5
-1.3
-0.9

+1.0
+ 1.1

+ 1.2

+1.3

+1.4
+1.5
+ 1.5

+1.6
+1.6
+1.5

+1.4
+1.1
+0.8

+.6

+.6
+.8
+.5

-.4
-.7

-.9
-1.

1

-1.

1

48

+0.4
+.5
+.6

+.3

-.2
+.4
+.3

+1.0
+ 1.3

+2.9

+3.8
+3.9
+5.1

+6.0

+8.4
+9.4
+8.5

+7.0
+5.6
+5.0

+4.6
+3.6
+4.7

+0.3
+.3
+.4

+.4

+.4
+.6
+.6

+.8
+ 1.2

+ 1.8

+2 6

+3.4
+4.1

+4.6

+5.1

-31.9

-26.8

-21.5
-15.2
-8.

1

-2.3
+ 1.1

+2.6

+3.2
+3.5
+4.2

+5.6

+7.1
+9.3
+8.2

+6.9
+5.5
+4.4

+3.6
+3.4
+3.6

32

-18.4
-20.4
-22. 1

-23. 5

-24.7
-25.4
-25.7

-25.5
-24.7
-23.2

-21.0
-18.0
-14.2

-9.7

-4. 5

+8.2
+7.0

+5.4
+3.8
+2.1

+0.6
-.9
-2.2

-2.7
-10.3
-17.3

-23. 5

-28.6
-32.

1

-34. 1

-34. 5

-33.2
-30.3

-25.9
-20.2
-13.3

-5.6

+2.6
+8.2
+7.0

+5.4
+3.8
+2.1

+0.6
-.9
-2.2

-2.

1

-2.3
-2.4

-2.6

-2.7
-2.8
-3.0

-3.2
-3. 5

+0.2

+33.0
+58.6
+78.5

+93.6

+104.5
+ 111.2

+113. 3

+1U. 2

+ 106.8

+ 100.7

+93.4
+85.2
+76.3

K
3.0

3.1
3.2
3.3

3.4
3. 5

3.6

3.7
3.8
3.9

4. 1

4.2
4.3

4.4
4.5
4.6

4.7
4.8
4.9

5.0

5.

1

6.2

L55

-.6

-.2
+.2
+.7

+ 1.3

+1.9
+2.5

+2.9
+3.2
+3.2

+3.0

+2.4
+1.2
0

-1.5
-1.7

-1.5
-0.9
+.2

+ 1.7

+3. 7

+6.3

55E

-1.

1

-1.

1

-0.9
-.7

-.5
-.3
-. 1

0
0
-.1

-.2

-.3
-.6
-1.0

-1.4
-1.9
-2.3

-2.8
-3.2
-3.7

-4.5
-5.0

+5,6

+6.0
+8.0
+8.6

+8.7
+8.8
+8.7

+8.6
+7.7
+6.6

+6.0

+2.6
+0.5
-.4

+.9
+3.8
+7.7

+11.9
+15.8
+ 18.6

+ 19.0

+1.5. 8

+6.5

BS 37

+4.2

+5.3
+6.7
+7.9

+8.7
+8.9
+9.0

+8.6
+7.5
+6.3

+4.7

+2.8
+ 1.1

-0.5

32 29 24

-3.5 -3.6 +66.8

-4.5
-5.2
-5.7

-4.6
-5.2
-5.7

+57.2
+47.7
+38.4

-6.9
-5.8
-5.5

-5.9
-5.8
-5.5

+29.4
+21.0
+13.2

-4.8
-3.9
-2.6

-4.8
-3.9
-2.6

+6.2
-0.1
-5.4

-0.9 -0.9 -9.6

+1.2
+3.7
+6.6

+1.2
+3.7
+6.6

-12.7
-14.6
-15.3

+ 10.0

+ 14.0

+ 18.5

+ 10.0
+ 14.0

+ 18.5

-14.6
-12.4
-8.8

+23.6
+29.3
+35.7

+23.6
+29.3
+35.7

-3.7
+3.0
+11.1

+42.6 +42.6 +20.8

+32.1
+45.0

• Explanatory notes concerning table of deviations of earlier scales from the

1958 scale:

Tu: Defined by equation on p. 33 of Leiden Comm. No. 147b (Kamerlingh
Onnes and Weber) and by last equation on p. 23 of Leiden Comm. Suppl.

No. 49 (VerschafTelt). These equations yield equal pressure,'^ nt about
1.59° If. Therefore, values up through 1.5° K were derived from Ver-
schafTelt's equation and those above from that of Kamerlingh Onnes
and Weber.

To: Defined by eq (6) on p. 36 of Leiden Comm. No. 202c (Keesom, Weber, and
Schmidt). These equations give equal pressures at 2.1765° K. Tlie

authors state in the last paragraph of the communication, p. 37, that the

first of the equations fits reasonably nell the data of Comm. No. 147b

up to 5° K. Therefore, deviations up to 5.0° K have been included in

the table.

Tsa; Defined by the first of eq (6) on p. 36 of Leiden Coram. No. 202c (Keesom.
Weber, and Schmidt) and by the equation on p. 8 of I/eiden Comm. No.
219a (Keesom). and Ta are thus identical above the lambda point.
These two equations are discontinuous by about 0 008° at 2.190° K and
this tact was noted by Kee'^om (I-eiden Comm. Suppl. 71d).

TiT. Defined by Tzt together with curves in figure 1 of Leiden Comm. No. 250c
(Schmidt and Keesom). Differences between Tzi and Tx were deter-
mined directly from figure 1 with sufficient precision to determine dif-

ferences between Tn and T37 to 0.1 roillidegree.

Taa: Defined by eq (9) and curve of figure 4, p. 1212 of Trans Faraday Soc.
35 (Bleaney and Simon, 1939). Part, or all, of this scale Is .sometimes
rercrrp'l to as 7'ji. In order to obtain differences between this .scale

and 7'i8, pressures were calculated from the equation and curve with
sufRcient precision to yield differences to 0.1 millidepree.

( Continued on page 17)
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Tit: Defined by tables I and II on pages TIRS to TlS'J and by second equation
on p. T152 of Proces-Verbaux des stances du Comitf International des
Poids et Mesures 23B, T151 (1952). Values given in the table were
obtained in the following ways. First, values of the difference between
this scale and the 1958 scale were calculated at every 0.01° interval be-

tween 0.95° and 4.25° K from data of table II on pp. T15S and T159.
The tabulated values from 1.0° through 4.2° K were then obtained by
averaging the calculated differences between T— 0.05° and T+0.05°, with
weights of J.^ assigned to the values at T—0.05° and 7'+0.05° and unit
weights to all values at intermediate temperatures. For example, the
tabulated value at 2.0° K is actually 1/20 of the sura of the differences at
1.95° and 2.05° plus 1/10 of the sum of the differences at 1.96°, 1.97°, 1.98°,

1.99°, 2.00°, 2.01°, 2.02°, 2.03°, and 2.04° K. The tabulated values at

0.7°, 0.8°, and 0.9° K were obtained by calculating the pressure corre-

sponding to each 0.01° interval between 0.65° and 0.95° K from the data
on p. T153 of table I and averaging the results in the manner just de-

scribed. At 4.3° K and above, the tabulated values were obtained
directly from the equation given on p. T152. Tables and equation have
been published also by C. F. Squire. Low temperature physicx, pp. 229

to 233 and p. 20 (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., 1953).

Tub: Defined by the unnumbered equations on p. 188, Low temperature physics
and chemistry (Clement), Proc. Fifth Intern. Conf. (Univ. of Wisconsin
Press, Madison, Wis., 19.58). Values of vapor pressure in millimeters
mercury at 20° C were calculated by the computer at the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory (the NAREC) and values in millimeters mercury
at 0° C were calculated by the computer at Los Alamos Scientific Labo-
ratory (the MANIAC). The MANIAC calculation was used for ob-
taining the values In the table.

Tim: Defined by table VII on p. 461, Progress in low temperature physics (Van
Dijk and Duricux), (^North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam,
Netherlands. 1957). Values below 0.9° K were obtained from the
tables m.entioned in section 23 of the reference. Table VII mentioned
above is the same as table V published In Physica 34, 1 (1958) and in

Leiden Comm. 8uppl. 113c.

Table VIT. Auxiliary table for use in making corrections for
density of mercury at temperatures other than 0°C^

Table gives values of the ratio between the density of mercury at the Indicated
temperature (° C) and that at 0° C.

f c 0 1 2 3 4 5 C 7 8 9

10 0. 99818 800 782 764 746 728 710 692 674 655
20 . 99637 619 601 583 565 547 ,529 511 493 475
30 .99457 439 421 403 385 367 349 331 313 295

• Smlth.sonian Physical Tables, Ninth Revised Ed., edited by W. E. Forsythc,
p. 153 (The Smithsonian Inst., Washington, D.C., 1954).

Equation for Computing Local Acceleration Due to

Gravity ^

Most frequently the vapor pressure is measured
as a distance between two mercury levels. After
corrections for capillarity and for the temperature
of the mercury and the scale have been apphed,
the height, h, has to be reduced to standard gravity.
The reduced height, ho, can be computed from
ho=hg/980.6Q5. If the local value of g is unknown,
it may be computed with sufficient accuracy for

correcting the height of a mercury column from

6r=980.632— 2.586 cos 20+0.003 cos 4<^

—0.0003086 H

where 0 is the local latitude and H the local altitude
in meters. The unit of g is cm/sec^

1 Proces-Verbaux des sfances dii Comitf International des Folds et Mesures
22, pp. 96 to 98, 114 to 118, 129 to 134 (1950).

2 G. D. Garland, pp. 221, 222, Karl Jung, p. 564, Ilandbuch der Physlk edited
by J. Bartels 47, (Sprlnger-Verlag, Berlin, 1956).
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The 1962 He^ Scale of Temperatures

IV. Tables'^

R. H. Sherman, S. G. Sydoriak, and T. R. Roberts

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, N. Mex.

(June 16, 1964)

The detailed tables of the 1962 He' Scale of Temperatures are presented. The vapor
pressure of He' is tabulated in steps of 1 millidegree from 0.2 to 3.324 °K, the critical tem-
perature. A table giving temperature, to 0.1 millidegree, as a function of pressure is in-

cluded, as well as the temperature derivative of the vapor pressure.

1. Introduction

It is the purpose of this paper to present the
detailed tables which comprise the 1962 He^ Scale

of Temperatures. The reader is referred to the

other publications in this series for discussions of

the apparatus and input vapor pressure data [45,

46];^ the derivation of the scale [6, 66]; and the

evaluation of the scale with gas isotherm and other
data [7, 10].

2. Description of the Tables

In tables la and lb, He^ vapor pressures are given
as a function of the temperature, designated as T^2.

Tables la and lb contain entries every millidegree

from 0.2 to 3.324 °K, the critical temperature.

The pressure, in millimeters of mercury at 0 °C, and
standard gravity (980.665 cm/sec.^), is given by the

following equation, which defines the 1962 He^ Scale:

lnP3=-2.49174/r+4.80386-0.286001 T
+0.198608 r2-0.0502237I^+0.00505486r*

+ 2.24846 In r 0.2<r<3.324 °K. (1)

' Work performed under the auspices of the United States Atomic Energy
Commission.

' These tables are the same as those issued as Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Report LAMS- 2701 (July. 1962).

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

89

Tables 2a and 2b are inverted tables giving the
temperature as a function of the vapor pressure of

He^. The entries were evaluated by solving eq (1)

implicitly by a process of successive iterations.

The convergence criterion was set at 0.01 mdeg after

which the entries were rounded to the nearest 0.1

mdeg (a 5 was always rounded up). Thus tables 1

and 2 should never show more than a 0.1 mdeg
deviation from one another.

Table 3, giving values of the derivative dPz/dT^2
at intervals of 0.01 deg from 0.2 to 3.33 °K, was
computed analytically from eq (1) and its first

temperature derivative, i.e.,

dP d\nP
dT~^ dT

'

Certain portions of parts I, II, and III of this

series might be particularly useful to users of these
tables. For example, a shortened version of tables

la and lb appears as table 5 of Part II.

Deviations of the 1962 He^ Scale from various
previous He^ temperature scales are given in table 6
of Part II.

A compilation of thermodynamic properties of He^
consistent with the 1962 He^ Scale is given in table 4
of Part III.

General remarks concerning various needed cor-

rections to a vapor-pressure measurement are given
in the section of Part I entitled "Pressure Measure-
ment." Figure 4 of Part I depicts a convenient
procedure for making the important thermal tran-

spiration correction. Additional remarks on this

latter correction factor are given in section 5 of

Part III.
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Table la. Vapor pressure of He' {1962 Scale) in microns (10~^ mm) of mercury at 0 °C and standard gravity, 980.665 cm/sec''

T62» °K 0. 000 0. 001 0.002 0. 003 0. 004 0. 005 0. 006 0. 007 0. 008 0. 009

0. 200 0. 0121 0. 0130 G. 0140 0. 0150 0. 0161 0. 0173 0. 0185 0. 0199 0. 0213 0. 0228
. 210 . 0244 . 0260 . 0278 . 0297 . 0317 . 0338 . 0360 . 0384 . 0409 . 0435
. 220 . 0463 . 0492 . 0523 . 0555 . 0590 . 0626 . 0664 . 0703 . 0746 . 0789
230 . 0835 . 0884 . 0936 . 0988 . 1044 . 1103 . 1165 . 1229 . 1296 . 1367

. 240 . 1441 . 1518 . 1599 . 1683 . 1772 . 1864 . 1960 . 2060 . 2165 . 2274

.250 .2388 .2506 . 2630 .2759 .2893 .3032 .3178 .3329 .3486 .3649

. 260 . 3819 . 3995 . 4179 . 4369 . 4566 . 4771 . 4984 . 5205 . 5434 . 5671

. 270 . 5917 . 6172 . 6436 . 6710 . 6993 . 7286 . 7589 . 7903 . 8228 . 8564

. 280 . 8911 . 9270 . 9642 1. 0025 1. 0421 1. 0830 1. 1253 1. 1689 1. 2139 1. 2603

. 290 1. 3082 1. 3576 1. 4086 1. 4612 1. 6153 1. 5712 1. 6287 1. 6880 1. 7490 1. 8119

.300 1.877 1.943 2. 012 2. 082 2. 165 2. 230 2.307 2.386 2. 467 2. 550

. 310 2. 636 2. 724 2. 815 2. 908 3. 004 3. 102 3. 203 3. 306 3.413 3. 522

. 320 3. 633 3. 748 3.866 3. 987 4. Ill 4. 237 4. 368 4. 501 4. 638 4. 778

. 330 4. 921 5. 069 5. 219 6. 373 5. 631 5. 693 5. 859 6. 028 6. 202 6. 379

. 340 6. 561 6. 747 6. 937 7. 131 7. 330 7. 533 7. 741 7. 954 8. 171 8. 393

.350 8.619 8. 861 9.088 9. 330 9. 577 9. 829 10. 087 10. 350 10. 619 10. 893
360 11. 173 11. 459 11. 750 12. 048 12. 351 12. 661 12. 977 13. 299 13. 628 13. 963
370 14. 304 14. 653 15. 008 15. 370 16. 739 16. 115 16. 498 16. 889 17. 287 17. 692
380 18. 105 18. 525 18. 954 19. 390 19. 834 20. 286 20. 747 21. 216 21. 693 22. 179

. 390 22. 673 23. 176 23. 688 24. 209 24. 739 25. 278 25. 826 26. 384 26. 952 27. 529

.400 28. 115 28. 712 29.319 29. 936 30. 562 31. 200 31.847 32. 506 33. 176 33. 855
410 34. 546 35. 248 35. 961 36. 686 37. 422 38. 169 39. 700 40. 483 41. 278

. 420 42. 086 42. 906 43. 738 44. 583 46. 441 46. 312 47. 196 48. 093 49. 003 49. 927

. 430 50. 864 61. 816 62. 780 53. 759 54. 753 55. 760 56 782 57. 818 58. 870 59. 936
440 61. 017 62. 113 63. 225 64. 352 65. 494 66. 663 67 827 69. 017 70. 224 71. 447

.450 72. 686 73. 942 75. 215 76. 505 77. 812 79. 136 80. 478 81.837 83. 214 84. 609
460 86. 022 87. 453 88. 902 90. 370 91. 857 93. 362 94 887 96. 431 97. 994 99. 576

. 47U 101. 179 102. 801 104. 443 106. 105 107. 787 109. 490 111. 214 112. 969 114. 724 116. 611

. 480 118. 319 120. 148 121. 999 123. 872 125. 768 127. 685 129 624 131. .586 133. 571 135. 579

. 490 137. 610 139. 664 141. 741 143. 842 145. 967 148. 116 150 "^88 152. 485 154. 707 156. 953

.500 159. 224 161. 520 163. 841 166. 188 168. 660 170. 958 173. 381 175. 831 178. 308 180. 810

. 510 183. 339 185. 896 188. 479 191. 089 193. 727 196. 392 IQQ 08*1 201. 806 204. 556 207. 333

. 520 210. 139 212. 974 215. 838 218. 731 221. 653 224. 604 227 586 230. 597 233. 638 236. 709

. 530 239. 811 242. 943 246. 107 249. 301 252. 526 255. 783 262. 392 265. 745 269. 129

540 272. 546 275. 995 279. 478 282. 993 286. 541 290. 123 297. 388 301. 071 304.788

.550 308. 540 312.326 316. 147 320. 003 323. 896 327. 821 331. 784 335. 782 339. 816 343. 886

. 560 347. 992 362. 136 356. 316 360. 633 364. 787 369. 079 0(0, tuo 377. 775 382. 181 386. 624

. 570 391. 106 395. 627 400. 187 404. 785 409. 423 414. 100 418 818 423. 575 428. 372 433. 209

. 580 438. 087 443. 006 447. 966 452. 967 458. 009 463. 093 468 219 473. 387 478. 597 483. 860

. 590 489. 145 494. 483 499. 864 505. 288 610. 756 616. 268 521 8*4 527. 423 533. 068 538. 756

.600 544. 490 660. 268 656. 092 561.961 667. 876 573. 837 579. 844 685. 897 591. 997 598. 143

. 610 604. 337 610. 577 616. 865 623. 201 629. 584 636. 016 649. 024 655. 601 662. 227

. 620 668. 902 675. 626 682. 400 689. 224 696. 097 703. 021 /uy. yyo 717. 021 724. 097 731. 224

. 630 738. 402 745. 633 752. 914 760. 248 767. 634 775. 073 78'^ 564 790. 108 797. 705 806. 355
'

g4Q 813. 059 820. 817 828. 629 836. 495 844. 416 852. 391 oDU. ^ZL 868. 506 876. 646 884. 842

.650 893. 094 901. 402 909. 766 918. 186 926. 663 935. 197 943. 789 952. 437 961. 143 969. 907

. 660 978. 729 987. 609 996. 548 1005. 545 1014. 601 1023. 717 1032 8*^1 1042. 126 1051. 420 1060. 774

. 670 1070. 189 1079. 664 1089. 199 1098. 796 1108. 454 1118. 173 11*^7 954 1137. 796 1147. 701 1157. 668

680 1167. 698 1177. 790 1187. 946 1198. 164 1208. 446 1218. 792 1239. 675 1250. 213 1260. 816

. 690 1271. 483 1282. 216 1293. 013 1303. 877 1314. 805 1325. 800 looD. oDi 1347. 989 1359. 183 1370. 443

.700 1381.771 1393. 167 1404. 629 1416. 160 1427. 758 1439. 425 1451. 160 1462. 964 1474. 836 1486. 778

. 710 1498. 789 1610. 870 1523. 021 1536. 241 1547. 532 1559. 894 1584. 829 1597. 403 1610. 048

. 720 1622. 766 1635. 555 1648. 416 1661. 350 1674. 356 1687. 434 1 7(10 Rfifi1 /uu. 000 1713. 811 1727. 110 1740. 482

[730 1753. 928 1767. 449 1781. 043 1794. 713 1808. 457 1822. 276 1836 171 185U. 141 1864. 186 1878. 308

. 740 1892. 606 1906. 780 1921. 132 1935. 669 1950. 066 1964. 647 1Q70 "in?ly /y. ou/ 1994. 046 2008. 861 2023. 755

.750 2038. 728 2063. 779 2068. 909 2084. 119 2099. 408 2114. 776 2130. 225 2145. 753 2161. 362 2177. 051

. 760 2192. 821 2208. 673 2224. 605 2240. 619 2256. 715 2272. 892 2289 1 52 23U5. 494 2321. 919 2338. 426

. 770 2355. 017 2371. 691 2388. 448 2406. 289 2422. 216 2439. 224 lit00. Olo 2473. 496 2490. 760 2508. 108

. 780 2525. 542 2543. 061 2560. 667 2678. 368 2596. 136 2614. 000 zDoi. yoi 2649. 988 2668. 113 2686. 326

. 790 2704] 626 2723. 014 2741. 490 2760. 054 2778. 707 2797. 448 2816 ''*79 2835. 199 2854. 208 2873. 307

.800 2892, 496 2911. 775 2931. 145 2950. 605 2970. 156 2989. 798 3009. 531 3029. 356 3049. 272 3069. 280

. 810 3089. 381 3109. 574 3129. 860 3160. 239 3170. 710 3191. 276 3211 934 3232. 686 3253. 533 3274. 474

. 820 3295. 508 3316. 638 3337. 863 3369. 183 3380. 598 3402. 109 'idO'i 71 A 3445. 419 3467. 217 3489. 113

. 830 3511. 105 3533. 194 3565. 381 3677. 665 3600. 046 3622. 525 0040, lUo 3667. 779 3690. 553 3713. 426

. 840 3736. 398 3759. 469 3782. 640 3805. 910 3829. 281 3852. 751 3899. 993 3923! 765 3947. 639

.850 3971. 613 3996. 689 4019. 866 4044. 146 4068. 628 4093. 012 4117. 598 4142. 288 4167. 080 4191. 976

. 860 4216. 976 4242. 079 4267. 286 4292. 597 4318. 012 4343. 533 4394. 888 4420. 723 4446. 664

. 870 4472. 711 4498. 864 4525. 123 4551. 488 4577. 960 4604. 539 4631 225 4658. 018 4684. 919 4711.928
!880 4739. 044 4766. 269 4793. 602 4821. 044 4848. 695 4876. 255 4904 024 4931. 903 4959. 891 4987. 990
.890 5016. 198 5044. 517 5072. 947 5101. 488 6130. 140 5158. 903 tllft7 77ftOloi . 1 to 5216. 764 6245. 863 5275. 073

.900 5304. 397 5333. 832 6363. 381 5393. 043 6422. 818 5462. 707 5482. 709 6612. 826 5543. 057 6673. 402

.910 5603. 862 5634. 436 5665. 126 5695. 931 5726. 852 5767. 889 01 of. Lri 1 5820. 310 5861. 695 5883. 196

.920 5914. 815 5946. 551 5978. 404 6010. 374 6042. 463 6074. 669 filOfi QQ4 6139. 436 6171. 998 6204. 679

.930 6237. 478 6270. 397 6303. 435 6336. 593 6369. 871 6403. 269 Cr±OD. / 00 6470. 427 6504. 187 6538. 068

.940 6572. 071 6606. 195 6640. 440 6674. 808 6709. 297 6743. 909 A77Q A44 6813. 502 6848. 482 6883. 586

.950 6918. 813 6954. 164 6989. 639 7025. 238 7060. 961 7096. 809 7132. 781 7168. 879 7205. 101 7241. 450

.960 7277. 923 7314. 523 7351. 249 7388. 101 7425. 079 7462. 186 7499.417 7536. 776 7574. 263 7611.878

.970 7649. 620 7687. 490 7725. 489 7763. 616 7801.872 7840. 256 7878. 770 7917.413 7956. 186 7995. 088

.980 8034. 121
, 8073. 283 8112. 576 8162. 000 8191.554 8231. 240 8271.057 8311. 005 8351.085 8391. 297

.990 8431. 641 8472. 118 8512. 727 8553. 469 8594. 343 8635. 362 8676. 493 8717. 768 8759. 177 8800. 720
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Table lb. Vapor pressure of He' (1962 Scale) in millimeters of mercury at 0 °C and standard gravity, 980.665 cm/sec^

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.U07 0.UU8 0.009

I. 000 8. 842 8.884 8. 926 8. 968 9. 010 9. 053 9. 095 9. 138 9. 181 9. 224

1. 010 9. 267 9. 310 9. 353 9. 397 9. 440 9. 484 9. 528 9. 572 9. 616 9. 660

1. 020 9. 704 9. 749 9. 794 9. 839 9. 884 9. 929 9. 974 10. 019 10. 065 10. 110

1. 030 10. 156 10. 202 10. 248 10. 294 10. 341 10. 387 10. 434 10. 481 10. 528 10. 575

1. 040 10. 622 10. 669 10. 717 10. 765 10. 812 10. 860 10. 908 10. 957 11. 005 11. 054

1.050 11. 102 11. 151 11. 200 11. 249 11. 298 11. 348 11.397 11.447 11.497 11. 547

1. 060 11. 597 11. 647 11. 698 11. 748 11. 799 11. 850 11. 901 11. 952 12. 003 12. 055

1. 070 12. 106 12. 158 12. 210 12. 262 12. 314 12. 367 12. 419 12. 472 12. 525 12. 577

1. 080 12. 631 12. 684 12. 737 12. 791 12. 845 12. 898 12. 952 13. 007 13. 061 13. 115

1. 090 13. 170 13. 225 13. 280 13. 335 13. 390 13. 446 13. 501 13. 557 13. 613 13. 669

1. 100 13. 725 13. 781 13. 838 13. 894 13. 951 14. 008 14. 065 14. 123 14. 180 14. 238

1. 110 14. 295 14. 353 14. 411 14. 469 14. 528 14. 586 14. 645 14. 704 14. 763 14. 822

1. 120 14. 881 14. 941 15. 001 15. 060 15. 120 15. 180 15. 241 15. 301 15. 362 15. 423

1. 130 15. 484 15. 545 15. 606 15. 667 15. 729 15. 791 15. 853 15. 915 15. 977 16. 039
1. 140 16. 102 16. 165 16. 227 16. 291 16. 354 16. 417 16. 481 16. 544 16. 608 16. 672

1. 150 16. 737 16. 801 16. 865 16. 930 16. 995 17. 060 17. 125 17. 191 17. 256 17. 322

1. 160 17.388 17. 454 17. 520 17. 586 17. 653 17. 720 17. 787 17. 854 17. 921 17. 988

1. 170 18. 056 18. 124 18. 192 18. 260 18. 328 18. 396 18. 465 18. 534 18. 603 18. 672

1. 180 18. 741 18. 810 18. 880 18. 950 19. 020 19. 090 19. 160 19. 231 19. 301 19. 372
1. 190 19. 443 19. 514 19. 586 19. 657 19. 729 19. 801 19. 873 19. 945 20. 018 2U. 090

1.200 20. 163 20.236 20. 309 20. 382 20. 456 20. 529 20. 603 20. 677 20. 751 20. 826
1.210 20. 900 20. 975 21. 050 21. 125 21. 200 21. 275 21. 351 21. 427 21. 503 21. 579

1. 220 21. 655 21. 732 21. 808 21. 885 21. 962 22. 039 22. 117 22. 194 22. 272 22. 350
1. 230 22. 428 22. 507 22. 585 22. 664 22. 743 22. 822 22. 901 22. 980 Jo. UbO 23. 140

1. 240 23. 220 23. 300 23. 380 23. 460 23. 541 23. 622 23. 703 23. 784 23. 866 23. 947

1.250 24. 029 24. Ill 24. 193 24. 276 24. 358 24. 441 24. 524 24. 607 24. 690 24. 774

1.260 24. 857 24. 941 25. 025 25. 110 25. 194 25. 279 25. 363 25. 448 25. 534 25. 619

1. 270 25. 704 25. 790 25. 876 25. 962 26. 049 26. 135 26. 222 2d. 309 oc Odd
26. 483

1. 280 26. 571 26. 658 26. 746 26. 834 26. 922 27. 01

1

27. 099 27. 188 27. 277 27. 366
1. 290 27. 456 27. 545 27. 635 27. 725 27. 815 27. 906 27. 996 28. 087 28. 178 28. 269

1.300 28. 360 28. 452 28.544 28. 636 28. 728 28. 820 28. 913 29. 005 29. 098 29. 191
1.310 29. 285 29. 378 29. 472 29. 566 29. 660 29. 754 29. 849 29. 943 30. 038 30. 133

1. 320 30. 229 30. 324 30. 420 30. 516 30. 612 30. 708 30. 805 30. 901 ou. yy8 31. 095
1. 330 31. 193 31. 290 31. 388 31. 486 31. 584 31. 682 31. 781 31. 879 31. 978 32. 077
1. 340 32. 177 32. 276 32. 376 32. 476 32. 576 32. 676 32. 777 32. 878 32. 979 33. 080

1. 350 33.181 33.283 33. 385 33. 486 33. 589 33. 691 33. 794 33. 897 34. 000 34. 103
1. 360 34. 206 34. 310 34. 414 34. 518 34. 622 34. 726 34. 831 34. 936 35. 041 35. 146

1. 370 35. 252 35. 358 35. 464 35. 570 35. 676 35. 783 35. 889 35. 996 36. 104 36. 211

1. 380 36. 319 36. 427 36. 535 36. 643 36. 751 36. 860 36. 969 37. 078 37. 187 37. 297
1.390 37. 407 37. 516 37. 627 37. 737 37. 848 37. 958 38. 069 38. 181 38. 292 38. 404

1.400 38. 516 38.628 38. 740 38. 853 38. 965 39. 078 39. 191 39. 305 39. 418 39. 532
1. 410 39. 646 39. 761 39. 875 dy. yyo 40, 105 40. 220 40. 335 40. 451 40. 566 40. 682
1. 420 40. 799 40. 915 41. 032 41. 149 41. 266 41. 383 41. 501 41. 618 41. 736 41. 855
1. 430 41. 973 42. 092 42. 210 42. 330 42. 449 42. 568 42. 688 42. 808 42. 928 43. 049

1. 440 43. 169 43. 290 43. 411 43. 533 43. 654 43. 776 43. 898 44. 020 44. 142 44. 265

1.450 44.388 44. 511 44. 634 44. 758 44. 882 45. 006 45. 130 45. 254 45. 379 45. 504
1.460 45. 629 45. 754 45. 880 46. 006 46. 132 46. 258 46. 3S5 46. 511 46. 638 46. 765

1. 470 46. 893 47. 020 47. 148 47. 276 47. 405 47. 533 47. 662 47. 791 47. 920 48. 050
1. 480 48. 179 48. 309 48. 439 48. 570 48. 700 48. 831 48. 962 49. 094 49. 225 49. 357
1. 490 49. 489 49. 621 49. 754 49. 886 50. 019 50. 152 50. 286 50. 419 50. 553 50. 687

1.500 50.822 50. 956 51. 091 51. 226 51.361 51.497 51.633 51. 769 51. 905 52. 041
1.510 52. 178 52. 315 52. 452 52. 589 52. 727 52. 865 53. 003 53. 141 53. 280 53. 419
1. 520 53. 558 53. 697 53. 837 53. 976 54. 116 54. 257 54. 397 54. 538 54. 679 54. 820
1. 530 54. 961 55. 103 55. 245 55. 387 55. 529 55. 672 55. 815 55. 958 56. 101 56. 245

1. 540 56. 389 56. 533 56. 677 56. 822 56. 967 57. 112 57. 257 57. 402 57. 548 57. 694

1.550 57. 840 57. 987 58. 134 58.281 58. 428 58. 575 58. 723 58. 871 59.019 59.168
1. 560 59. 316 59. 465 59. 615 59. 764 59. 914 60. 064 60. 214 60. 364 60. 515 60. 666
1. 570 60. 817 60. 968 61. 120 61. 272 61. 424 61. 576 61. 729 61. 882 62. 035 62. 189
1. 580 62. 342 62. 496 62. 650 62. 805 62. 959 63. 114 63. 269 63. 425 63. 580 63. 736
1. 590 63. 892 64. 049 64. 205 64. 362 &4. 519 64. 677 64. 834 64. 992 65. 150 65. 309

1.600 65. 467 65. 626 65. 785 65. 945 66. 105 66. 264 66. 425 66. 585 66. 746 66. 907
1. 610 67. 068 67. 229 67. 391 67. 553 67. 715 67. 878 68. 040 68. 203 68. 366 68. 530
1.620 68. 694 68. 858 69. 022 69. 186 69. 351 69. 516 69. 682 69. 847 70. 013 70. 179
1.630 70. 345 70. 512 70. 679 70. 846 71. 013 71. 181 71. 348 71. 517 71. 685 71. 854
1.640 72. 022 72. 192 72. 361 72. 531 72. 701 72. 871 73. 041 73. 212 73. 383 73. 554

1.650 73. 726 73. 897 74. 070 74. 242 74. 414 74. 587 74. 760 74. 934 75. 107 75. 281

1. 660 75. 455 75. 630 75. 804 75. 979 76. 154 76. 330 76. 505 76. 681 76. 858 77. 034
1. 670 77. 211 77. 388 77. 565 77. 743 77. 921 78. 099 78. 277 78. 456 78. 635 78. 814
1. 680 78. 993 79. 173 79. 353 79. 533 79. 714 79. 894 80. 075 80. 257 80. 438 80. 620
1. 690 80. 802 80. 985 81. 167 81. 350 81. 533 81. 717 81. 901 82. 085 82. 269 82. 453

1.700 82. 638 82. 823 83. 009 83. 194 83. 380 83. 566 83. 753 83. 939 84. 126 84. 314
1. 710 84. 501 84. 689 84. 877 85. 065 85. 254 85. 443 85. 632 85. 821 86. Oil 86. 201
1. 720 86. 391 86. 582 86. 773 86. 964 87. 155 87. 347 87. 539 87. 731 87. 923 88. 116
1. 730 88. 309 88. 502 88. 696 88. 890 89. 084 89. 278 89. 473 89. 668 89. 863 90. 059
1. 740 90. 254 90. 450 90. 647 90. 843 91. 040 91. 238 91. 435 91. 633 91. 831 92. 029

1.7.50 92. 228 92. 426 92. 626 92. 825 93. 025 93. 225 93. 425 93. 625 93. 826 94. 027
1.760 94. 229 94. 430 94. 632 94. 834 95. 037 95. 240 95. 443 95. 646 95. 850 96.054
1. 770 96. 258 96. 462 96. 667 96. 872 97. 077 97.283 97. 489 97. 695 97. 902 98. 108
1.780 98. 315 98. 523 98. 730 98. 938 99. 146 99. 355 99. 564 99. 773 99. 982 100. 192
1.790 100. 402 100. 612 100. 822 101.033 101. 244 101.455 101.667 101. 879 102. 091 102. 304
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'^'''Z^::S.S^9e, Scale,

°^
I 0.000

o.oor

3.800
1.830
3.820
3.830
3.840

3.850
3.860
3.870
3.880
3.890

3.900
3.930
3.920
3.930
3 . 940

3.9,50

3.960
3.970
3. 980
3.990

2.000
2.030
2.020
2.030
2.040

2.050
2.060
2.070
2.080
2.090

302 516
304. 660
306. 833
309. 035
331. 266

313.527
31.5. 818
318. 138
320.489
322. 870

325. 282
327. 724
330. 197
332. 701
335. 236

337.803
340. 401
343. 031
145. 692
348.386

351.112
353. 870
356. 661
359. 485
362. 342

365. 232
368. 155
371. 112
374. 102
377. 126

302. 729
304. 876
307. 052
309. 256
331.491

333. 755
336. 048
338. 372
320. 726
323. 110

325. 525
327. 970
330. 446
332 953
335. 491

138. 061
140 662
343. 295
345. 960
348. 657

351.386
354. 148
356. 942
359.769
362. 629

365. 523
368. 449
371.409
374.403
377.430

0.002

302. 943
305. 092
307. 271
309. 479
333.736

333.!

316. 279
318. 606
320.963
323.350

325. 768
328. 216
330. 695
333.205
335. 747

338. 320
340. 924
343.560
346.228

0.006

380. 184
383. 276
386. 403
389. 564
392. 760

395. 990
399. 256
202. 557
205. 894
209. 266

232.673
216. 117
219. 597
223. 113
226. 665

2.250
2.260
2.270
2.280
2.290

2.460
2.460
2.470
2.480
2.490

230. 255
233.881
237. 544
241. 244
244. 982

248. 757
252. 570
256. 420
260.309
264. 236

268. 202
272. 206
276. 249
280. 331
284. 452

288. 613
292. 813
297. 053
301. 333
305. 653

310. 013
314.414
318. 855
323. 337
327. 861

332. 425
337. 031
341. 679
346. 368
351. 100

355. 874
360. 690
365. 549
370. 450
375. 395

380. 492
383.587
386. 717
389.882
393. 083

396. .315

399.585
202. 889
206. 229
209. 605

213. 016
216. 463
219.947
223. 467
227. 023

230. 616
234. 245
2.37.912

241. 616
245.357

348. 929

351.663
354. 426
367. 224
160.054
362. 917

165.814
168. 744
171. 707
'74.704

77. 735

303. 156
305. 309
307. 490
309. 701
333.941

334.233
336.531
318.840
321.200
123.590

326.011
328. 463
330. 945
333. 458
336. 003

338. 579
343.186
343. 826
346. 497
349.:

363. 936
364.704
157. 505
300. 339
363. 205

303. 370
305. 526
307. 710
309. 924
332. 167

334.440
316. 742
319.075
321.438
323. 831

326.255
328. 709
331. 195
333.711
336. 259

0.008

380.

383.

387.

390.

393.

032
200
403

196.

399.

203.

206.565
209.944

643

914
.222

249. 136
252. 953
256. 808
260. 700
264. 633

213.359
216.810
220.297
223. 821
227.380

230. 977
234. 610
238.281
241. 989
245. 734

249. 516
253. 337
257. 195
261.092
265. 026

269.000
273. 012
277. 062
281.152
285. 281

366. 105
369. 038
372.005
375.005
378. 040

381.108
384. 211
387.348
390. 519
393. 725

196.967
200.243
203.654
206.903
230. 284

213. 703
217. 157
220. 648
224. 175

338.838
343.449
344. 091
346. 766
349. 473

362. 212
354. 983
357. 787
360. 624
363. 494

366. 397
369.334
172.304
175.307
378. 345

303. 585
305. 743
307 930
130. 147
332.393

334.669
3 36.974
339.310
321.676
324.072

126.499
328. 957
331. 445
333. 965
336. 515

0.009

303. 799
305. 960
308. 150
330. 370
332. 619

334. 898
337.206
339.545
321. 9J4
324. 313

326. 743
129. 204
131.696
334. 218
336. 772

339. 358
141. 975
144. 624
347. 305
150.018

152. 763
355. 541
3.58. 352
361. 195
364. 072

304. 034
306.178
308. 371
110. 593
332 846

335.127
317.439
119.781
322. If

3

324. 555

326.988
329.452
333. 946
334. 472
337 029

353. 040
355. 821
358. 635
363. 482
164.363

381

384,

387.

390.

394.

397.:

200.;

203. J

207,

!.417

,523
663
838

210.

214.

217.

220.!

224
227.738

238
624

046
505
999
530
097

231.339
231.

^IB 235:
238. 650
242. 361
246.110

249.897
263. 721
257. 683
261. 483
265. 422

269.399
273. 415
277. 470
281.563
285.696

289.869
294. 081
298. 333
302. 625
306. 957

239. 019
242. 735
246. 487

2.50. 277
254. 105
257. 971
261. 876
266. 818

269. 799
273.819
277.877
281. 975
286. 112

214.391
217.852
221. 350
224. 885
228. 455

232. 063
235. 708
239. 389
243. 108
246. 864

250. 658
254.490
2,58. 360
262. 268
266. 214

270. 199
274. 223
278. 285
282. 387
286.528

290.288
294. 504
298. 760
303. 056

311.329
315. 742
320. 195
324. 690
329.226

333.803
338. 421
343. 081
347. 783
362. 527

357. 314
362. 143
367.015
371. 929
376. 887

307.392

311.768
316. 185
320. 643
325. 342
329.681

290. 708
294. 928
299. 188
303. 488
307. 828

312. 208
316. 629
321.091
325. 594
330. 138

334. 723
339. 350
344. 018
348. 729
353. 481

214. 735
218. 201
221. 702
225. 240
228.815

232. 426
236. 074
239. 759
243. 482
247. 242

251. 040
254. 876
258. 749
262. 661
266.611

270. 600
274. 627
278. 694
282 799
286. 944

291. 128
296. 352
299. 616
303. 920
308. 264

312. 648
317.074
321.539
326. 046
330. 594

367. 276
370.221
173.201
376. 215
179.263

382. 345
386. 461
388.612
391.797

395.t)18

398. 273
201. 563
204. 889
208. 250
211.647

304. 229
306. 396
308. 592
330. 837
333.072

335. 357
33 7.672
120. 016
122.391
324. 797

327. 233
329. 700
132 198
134. 727
337. 287

339. 879
342 502
145. 157
347.845
360. 564

353. 316
156. 101
158. 918
363. 768
164.651

367. 568
370, 518
173. 60!
376. 518
179. 570

104. 444
306 614
308. 813
331.042
333.300

336. 587
337.905
320. 253
322. 633
325. 039

327. 478
329.948
332 449
334. 981
337. 545

340. 340
342 766
345. 425
348.115
350. 838

215.080
218. 649
222. 054
225. 596
229. 174

232 789
236.441
240. 130
243. 856
247. 620

2,51.422

2.55. 261
259. 139
263. 054
267. 008

271. 001
275. 032
279. 103
283. 212
287.361

382. 655
385. 776
388.929
392. 118
395. 342

398. 600
201.891
205, 223
208.588
211.989

215. 425
218. 898
222.407
226. 952
229.534

233. 153
236. 808
240. 501
244. 231
247. 999

367.861
370.834
373.801
376. 822
179.877

382. 965
386. 089
389. 246
392.439
395. 666

198. 928
202. 226
206. 558
208.927
212. 331

235. 771
239. 247
222. 760
226. 309
229.894

358.276
363.114
367. 994
372. 917
377.884

335. 184
339. 815
344. 487
349. 202
353. 959

358. 758
363.600
368.484
373.412
378. 383

261.804
255. 647
259. 528
263. 448
267. 406

271.402
275. 437
279. 512
283. 626
287. 778

291. 970
296. 202
300. 474
304. 786
309. 138

313. 530
317.963
322. 438
326. 953
331.509

359. 240
364. 086
368. 975
373. 907
378. 882

233. 616
237. 176
240. 872
244. 606
248. 378

252. 187
256. 034
259. 919
263.842
267.804

271. 804
276. 843
279.921
284. 039
288. 196

292. 591
296. 627
300.903
305. 219
309. 675

313.972
318. 409
322.887
327.406
331. 967

336. 569
341. 212
345. 897
350.625
356. 394
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Table lb. Vapor pressure of He' {1962 Scale) in millimeters of mercury at 0 °C and standard gravity, 980.665 cm/sec'^—Con.

Tfl2, K 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009
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ool. oos OOO rM"w%
o8Z. 090 ooo ono 000 one 080. yuu 384. 404 o84. 909

2. 610 385. 414 oo c non OOC A OC
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ooO. yoi 387. 439 007 f\Ati
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Table 2a. T62 He' temperatures in °K as a function of vapor pressure, P, in microns (10"^ mm) of mercury at 0 °C and standard
gravity, 980.665 cmjsec^

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.01 0. 1974 13 1987 12 1999 11 2010 10 2020 10 2030 9 2039 9 2048 8 2056 7 2063 8
.02 .2071 7 2078 7 2085 6 2091 7 2098 6 2104 6 2110 5 2115 6 2121 5 2126 5
.03 .2131 6 2137 4 2141 6 2146 5 2151 4 2155 5 2160 4 2164 4 2168 4 2172 4
.04 .2176 4 2180 4 2184 4 2188 4 2192 3 2196 4 2199 3 2202 4 2206 3 2209 4

.05 .2213 3 2216 3 2219 3 2222 3 2226 3 2228 3 2231 3 2234 3 2237 3 2240 3

.06 .2243 3 2246 2 2248 3 2251 3 2254 3 2257 2 2259 3 2262 2 2264 3 2267 2

.07 .2269 3 2272 2 2274 2 2276 3 2279 2 2281 2 2283 3 2286 2 2288 2 2290 2

.08 .2292 3 2295 2 2297 2 2299 2 2301 2 2303 2 2306 2 2307 2 2309 2 2311 2

.09 .2313 2 2316 2 2317 2 2319 2 2321 2 2323 2 2326 2 2327 1 2328 2 2330 2

. 10 .2332 18 2350 16 2366 15 2381 14 2396 13 2408 12 2420 12 2432 11 2443 11 2454 10

.20 .2464 10 2474 9 2483 9 2492 9 2501 8 2509 9 2518 8 2526 7 2633 8 2541 7

.30 .2548 7 2555 7 2562 6 2568 7 2576 6 2581 6 2587 6 2593 6 2599 6 2605 5

. 40 .2610 6 2616 5 2621 6 2626 6 2632 5 2637 6 2642 5 2647 4 2661 6 2656 6

. 50 2661 2665 2670 2674 ^ 2679 2683 ^ 2687 ^ 2691 ^ ^ 2699 ^

.60 !2703 4 2707 4 2711 4 2715 4 2719 3 2722 4 2726 4 2730 3 2733 4 2737 3

.70 .2740 4 2744 3 2747 3 2750 4 2754 3 2757 3 2760 4 2764 3 2767. 3 2770 3

.80 .2773 3 2776 3 2779 3 2782 3 2785 3 2788 3 2791 3 2794 3 2797 3 2800 3

.90 .2803 2 2805 3 2808 3 2811 3 2814 2 2816 3 2819 3 2822 2 2824 3 2827 2

1 .2829 26 2854 23 2877 21 2898 20 2918 19 2937 18 2955 17 2972 16 2988 16 3004 14
2 .3018 14 3032 14 3046 13 3069 13 3072 12 3084 12 3096 11 3107 11 3118 11 3129 11

3 .3140 10 3150 10 3160 9 3169 10 3179 9 3188 9 3197 9 3206 8 3214 9 3223 8
4 .3231 8 3239 8 3247 8 3255 7 3262 8 3270 7 3277 7 3284 8 3292 7 3299 6

5 .3305 7 3312 7 3319 6 3326 7 3332 6 3338 6 3344 6 3350 6 3356 6 3362 6
6 .3368 6 3374 6 3380 6 3386 5 3391 6 3397 6 3402 6 3408 5 3413 5 3418 5
7 .3423 5 3428 6 3434 5 3439 4 3443 5 3448 5 3453 5 3458 6 3463 5 3468 4
8 .3472 5 3477 4 3481 5 3486 4 3490 6 3495 4 3499 6 3604 4 3508 4 3512 4

9 .3516 5 3621 4 3525 4 3529 4 3533 4 3537 4 3541 4 3545 4 3549 4 3553 4

10 .3557 37 3594 34 3628 33 3661 30 3691 29 3720 27 3747 26 3773 24 3797 24 3821 23
20 .3844 21 3866 21 3886 21 3907 19 3926 19 3945 18 3963 18 3981 17 3998 17 4015 16
30 .4031 16 4047 15 4062 15 4077 15 4092 15 4107 14 4121 13 4134 14 4148 13 4161 13

40 .4174 13 4187 12 4199 12 4211 12 4223 12 4236 11 4246 12 4258 11 4269 11 4280 11

£0 .4291 10 4301 11 4312 10 4322 10 4332 10 4342 10 4352 10 4362 10 4372 9 4381 10

60 .4391 9 4400 9 4409 9 4418 9 4427 9 4436 8 4444 9 4453 8 4461 9 4470 8
70 .4478 8 4486 9 4496 8 4603 7 4510 8 4618 8 4526 8 4534 7 4541 8 4549 7

80 .4666 8 4564 7 4571 7 4578 8 4586 7 4593 7 4600 7 4607 7 4614 7 4621 7

90 .4628 6 4634 7 4641 7 4648 6 4664 7 4661 6 4667 7 4674 6 4680 6 4686 7

Table 2b. T62 He' temperatures in °K as a function of vapor pressure, P, in millimeters of mercury at 0 °C and standard gravity,

980.665 cm/sec^

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.1 0. 4693 60 4763 56 4809 63 4862 50 4912 47 4959 44 5003 43 5046 41 6087 39 5126 37
.2 .5163 37 5200 34 5234 34 6268 33 5301 31 5332 31 6363 30 5.393 29 5422 28 5450 27

.3 .,6477 27 5504 26 5530 26 5556 24 5580 25 5605 24 6629 23 5662 23 5675 23 5698 22

.4 .5720 21 5741 22 5763 20 6783 21 5804 20 5824 20 5844 19 6863 20 5883 19 5902 18

.5 .5920 19 5939 18 5957 18 6975 17 5992 18 6010 17 6027 17 6044 16 6060 17 6077 16

.6 .6093 16 6109 16 6125 16 6141 15 6156 16 6172 16 6187 15 6202 14 6216 15 6231 16

.7 .6246 14 6260 14 6274 14 6288 14 6302 14 6316 14 6330 13 6343 14 6367 13 6370 13

.8 .6383 13 6396 13 6409 13 6422 12 6434 13 6447 12 6459 13 6472 12 6484 12 6496 12
".9 .6508 12 6520 12 6532 12 6544 12 6556 11 6567 12 6679 11 6590 11 6601 12 6813 11

LO .6624 11 6635 11 6646 11 6667 11 6668 10 6678 11 6689 11 6700 10 6710 11 6721 10
1.1 .6731 11 6742 10 6752 10 6762 10 6772 10 6782 10 6792 10 6802 10 6812 10 6822 10
L2 .6832 10 6842 9 6851 10 6861 9 6870 10 6880 9 6889 10 6899 9 6908 9 6917 9
1.3 .6926 10 6936 9 6945 9 6954 9 6963 9 6972 9 6981 9 6990 8 6998 9 7007 9
1.4 .7016 9 7025 8 7033 9 7042 9 7051 8 7059 9 7068 8 7076 8 7084 9 7093 8

1.5 .7101 8 7109 9 7118 8 7126 8 7134 8 7142 8 7150 8 7168 8 7166 8 7174 8
1.6 ,7182 8 7190 8 7198 8 7206 7 7213 8 7221 8 7229 8 7237 7 7244 8 7252 8
1.7 .7260 7 7267 8 7275 7 7282 8 7290 7 7297 8 7305 7 7312 7 7319 8 7327 7
1.8 .7334 7 7341 7 7348 8 7356 7 7363 7 7370 7 7377 7 7384 7 7391 7 7398 7

1.9 .7405 7 7412 7 7419 7 7426 7 7433 7 7440 7 7447 7 7454 6 7460 7 7467 7

2.0 .7474 7 7481 7 7488 6 7494 7 7501 7 7508 6 7614 7 7621 6 7527 7 7534 6
2.1 .7540 7 7547 6 7663 7 7560 6 7566 7 7573 6 7679 7 7686 6 7592 6 7698 7

2.2 .7605 6 7611 6 7617 6 7623 7 7630 6 7636 6 7642 6 7648 6 7654 7 7661 6
2.3 .7667 6 7673 6 7679 6 7685 6 7691 6 7697 6 7703 6 7709 6 7715 6 7721 6

2.4 .7727 6 7733 6 7739 6 7746 6 7750 6 7766 6 7762 6 7768 6 7774 6 7780 5

2.5 .7786 6 7791 6 7797 6 7803 6 7808 6 7814 6 7820 5 7825 6 7831 6 7837 5

2.6 .7842 6 7848 5 7863 6 7859 5 7864 6 7870 6 7876 5 7881 6 7887 5 7892 5

2.7 .7897 6 7903 5 7908 6 7914 5 7919 6 7926 5 7930 5 7936 6 7941 5 7946 6
2.8 .7951 6 7957 6 7962 5 7967 6 7973 5 7978 6 7983 6 7988 6 7994 6 7999 6

2.9 .8004 5 8009 5 8014 5 8019 6 8025 6 8030 5 8035 6 8040 5 8045 5 8050 5
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Table 2b. He' temperatures in °K as a function of vapor pressure, P, in millimeters of mercury at 0 °C and standard gravity

980.665 cm/sec2—Continued

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5 0. OUOO 50 SlUu 49 8154 4o 47
„ _
o24y AC4d AC45 8340 44 8384 43 8427 43 8470 42

4 • 41 8553 40 8593 40 8633 oy 8672 oo 8710 oo 8748 38 8786 36 8822 37 8859 35

.8894 36 8930 34 8964 35 8999 33 9032 34 9066 33 9099 32 9131 33 9164 31 9195 32

g .9227 31 9258 31 9289 30 9319 30 9349 30 9379 29 9408 29 9437 29 9466 29 9495 28

•J . 9523 28 9551 28 9579 27 9606 27 9633 27 96G0 27 9687 26 27 26 9766 25

8 . 9791 OA 9817 9842 25 9867 25 9892 25 9917 05 9966 24 9990 24 0014 24

9 1. 0038 23 0061 24 0085 23 0108 23 0l3l 23 0154 22 01 / 0 '^3 0199 99 nooi 0^ 0244 22

10 1. 0266 22 0288 22 0310 21 0331 22 0353 21 0374 21 0395 21 0416 21 0437 21 0458 21

22 1. 0479 21 0500 20 0520 20 0540 21 0561 20 0581 20 0601 19 0620 20 0640 20 0660 19

29 1. 0679 20 0699 19 0718 19 0737 19 0756 19 0775 19 0794 19
info

18 0850 19

13 1. 0869 18 0887 18 0905 19 0924 18 0942 18 0960 18 0978 18 oyyb 17 lOlo 18 1031 18

14 1. 1049 17 1066 17 1083 18 1101 17 1118 17 1135 17 1152 17 1169 17 1186 17 1203 17

15 1. 1220 17 1237 16 1253 17 1270 16 1286 17 1303 16 1319 16 1335 17 1352 16 1368 16

16 1. 1384 16 1400 16 1416 16 1432 15 1447 16 1463 16 1479 15 1494 16 1510 15 1525 16

17 1. 1541 15 1571 16 1587 15 1602 15 1617 15
1^ i"qI

1662 15 1677 15

18 1. 1692 15 17U/ 14 1721 15 173G 15 1751 14 1765 15 17o0 14 15 1809 14 1823 14

19 1. 1837 14 1851 15 1866 14 1880 14 1894 14 1908 14 1922 14 19ob 14 1950 14 1964 14

20 1. 1978 13 1991 14 2005 14 2019 13 2032 14 2046 14 2060 13 2073 14 2087 13 2100 13

21 1. 2113 14 2127 13 2140 13 2153 13 2166 14 2180 13 2193 13 2206 13 2219 13 2232 13

22 1. 2245 13 2258 13 2271 13 2284 12 2296 13 2309 13 2322 13 2335 12 2347 13 2360 13

23 1. 2373 12 13 2398 12 2410 13 2423 12 2435 12 10
oco?

2472 12 2484 12

24 1. 2496 13 z5U9 12 2521 12 2533 12 2545 12 2557 12 2ob9 12 zool 12 2593 12 12

25 1. 2617 12 2629 12 2641 12 2653 11 2664 12 2676 12 2688 12 2700 11 2711 12 2723 11

26 1. 2734 12 2746 12 2758 11 2769 12 2781 11 2792 11 2803 12 2815 11 2826 12 2838 11

27 1. 2849 11 2860 11 2871 12 2883 11 2894 H 2905 11 2916 11 2927 11 2938 11 "^949 22

28 1. 2960 11 2971 11 2982 1

1

2993 11 3004 11 3015 11 3026 11 3037 11 3048 11 3059 10

29 1. 3069 11 3080 ^'^ 3091 11 3102 10 3112 11 3123 11 oim 10 3144 11 3155 10 3165 22

30 1. 3176 11 3187 10 3197 10 3207 11 3218 10 3228 11 3239 10 3249 11 3260 10 3270 10

31 1. 3280 10 3290 11 3301 10 3311 10 3321 10 3331 11 3342 10 3352 10 3362 10 3372 10

32 1. 3382 10 3392 10 3402 10 3412 10 3422 10 3432 10 3442 10 3452 10 3462 10 347*^ 10

33 1. 3482 10 3492 10 3502 10 3512 10 3522 9 3531 10 3541 10 3551 10 3561 9 3570 10

34 1. 3580 10 3590 9 3599 10 3609 10 3619 9 3628 10 3638 9 3647 10 3657 10 3667 g

35 1. 3676 10 3686 9 3695 10 3705 9 3714 9 3723 10 3733 9 3742 10 3752 9 3761 9

36 1. 3770 10 3780 9 3789 9 3798 10 3808 9 3817 9 3826 9 3835 9 3844 10 3854 9

37 1. 3863 9 3872 9 3881 9 3890 9 3899 10 3909 9 3918 9 3927 9 3936 9 3945 g

38 1. 3954 9 3963 9 3972 9 3981 9 3990 9 3999 9 4008 8 4016 9 4025 9 g

39 1. 4043 9 4052 9 4001 9 4070 8 40/8 9 4087 9 4096 9 4105 8 4113 9 41'>2 Q

40 1. 4131 9 4140 8 4148 9 4157 9 4166 8 4174 9 4183 9 4192 8 4200 9 4209 8

41 1. 4217 9 4226 8 4234 9 4243 8 4251 9 4260 8 4268 9 4277 8 4285 9 4294 8

42 1. 4302 9 8 9 8 8 4344 9 8 8 4369 9 4378
43 1. 4386 8 4094 9 44Uo 8 4411 8 4419 8 4427 8 8 4452 8 4460 g

44 1. 4468 9 447/ 8 4485 8 4493 8 4501 8 4509 o 451/ 8 4525 8 4533 8 4541 g

45 1. 4550 8 4558 8 4566 8 4574 8 4582 8 4590 8 4598 8 4606 8 4614 8 4622 8

46 1. 4630 7 4637 8 4645 8 4653 8 4661 8 4669 8 4677 8 4685 8 4693 8 4701 7

47 1. 4708 8 4716 8 4724 8 4732 8 4740 / 4747 8 4755 8 4763 8 4771 7 4778 g

48 1. 4786 8 4794 8 4802 7 4809 8 4817 8 4825 7 4832 8 4840 8 4848 7 4855 g

49 1. 4863 7 4870 8 4878 8 4886 7 4893 8 4901 7 4908 8 4916 8 4924 7 4931 g

50 1.4939 74 5013 74 5087 73 5160 72 5232 71 5303 70 5373 69 5442 69 5511 68 5579 67

60 1. 5646 66 5712 66 5778 65 5843 64 5907 64 5971 62 6033 63 6096 62 6158 61 6219 60

70 1. 6279 60 6339 60 6399 59 6458 58 6516 58 6574 57 6631 57 6688 56 6744 56 00

80 1. 6856 55 6911 54 6965 55 7020 53 7073 54 7127 52 7179 53 7232 52 7284 52 7ooD 51

90 1. 7387 51 7438 51 7489 50 7539 50 7589 49 7638 49 7687 49 7736 49 7785 48 7833 48

100 1.7881 47 7928 48 7976 47 8023 46 8169 47 8116 46 8162 46 8208 45 8253 45 8298 45

110 1.8343 45 8388 45 8433 44 8477 44 8521 43 8564 44 8608 43 8651 43 8694 43 8737 42

120 1. 8779 43 8822 42 8864 41 8905 42 8947 41 8988 42 9030 41 9071 40 9111 41 9152 40

130 1. 9192 40 9232 40 9272 40 9312 39 9351 40 9391 39 9430 39 9469 39 9508 38 9546 •JQoy
140 1. 9585 38 9623 38 9661 38 9699 38 9737 37 9774 38 9812 37 9849 37 9886 37 9923 OD

150 1.9959 37 9996 36 0032 37 0069 36 0105 36 0141 35 0176 36 0212 36 0248 35 0283 35

160 2. 0318 35 0353 35 0388 35 04'23 35 0458 34 0492 34 052G 35 0561 34 0595 34 0629 34

170 1. Ubbo 33 0696 34 0730 33 0763 34 0797 33 0830 33 0863 33 0896 33 0929 32 0961 00

180 2. 0994 33 1027 32 1059 32 1091 32 1123 32 1155 32 1187 32 1219 32 1251 31 1282 QOOi£

190 2. 1314 31 1345 31 1376 32 1408 31 1439 30 1469 31 1500 31 1531 31 1562 30 1592 31

200 2. 1623 30 16.'>3 30 1683 30 1713 30 1743 30 1773 30 1803 30 1833 30 1863 29 1892 30

2. 1922 29 1951 29 1980 30 2010 29 2039 29 2068 29 2097 29 2126 28 2154 29 2183 29

220 2. 2212 28 2240 28 2268 29 2297 28 2325 28 2353 28 2381 28 2409 28 2437 28 2465 28
230 2. 2493 28 2521 27 2548 28 2576 27 2603 28 2631 27 2658 27 2685 27 2712 28 2740 27

240 2. 2767 26 2793 27 2820 27 2847 27 2874 27 2901 26 2927 27 2954 26 2980 26 3006 27

250 2 3033 26 3059 '^6 3085 26 3111 26 3137 26 3163 26 3189 26 3215 26 3241 25 3266 26

260 2. 3292 26 3318 25 3343 26 3369 25 3394 25 3419 26 3445 25 3470 25 3495 25 3520 25
270 2. 3545 25 3570 25 3595 25 3620 25 3645 24 3669 25 3694 24 3718 25 3743 25 3768 24
280 2. 3792 24 3816 25 3841 24 3865 24 3889 24 3913 24 3937 24 3961 24 3985 24 4009 24

290 2. 4033 24 4057 24 4081 23 4104 24 4128 24 4152 23 4175 24 4199 23 4222 24 4246 23

300 2. 4269 23 4292 24 4316 23 4339 23 4362 23 4385 23 4408 23 4431 23 4454 23 4477 23
310 2. 4500 23 4523 22 4545 23 4568 23 4591 22 4613 23 4636 22 4658 23 4681 22 4703 23
320 2.4726 22 4748 22 4770 23 4793 22 4815 22 4837 22 4859 22 4881 22 4903 22 4925 22
330 2. 4947 22 4969 22 4991 22 5013 21 5034 22 5056 22 5078 21 5099 22 5121 22 5143 21

340 2. 5164 21 5185 22 5207 21 5228 22 5250 21 1 5271 21 5292 21 5313 22 1 5335 21 1 5356 21
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Table 2b. Tej He' temperatures in °K as a function of vapor pressxire, P, in millimeters of mercury at 0 °C and standard gravity,

980.665 cm/sec^—Continued

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

350 2.6377 21 5398 21 5419 21 5440 21 6461 21 5482 21 6503 21 6624 20 6544 21 5565 21
360 2. 5586 20 5606 21 5627 21 5648 20 5668 21 5689 20 5709 21 5730 20 5750 21 5771 20
370 2. 5791 20 5811 20 5831 21 5852 20 5872 20 5892 20 5912 20 5932 20 5952 20 5972 20
380 2. 5992 20 6012 20 6032 20 6052 20 6072 20 6092 20 6112 19 6131 20 6151 20 6171 19
390 2.6190 20 6210 20 6230 19 6249 20 6269 19 6288 20 6308 19 6327 19 6346 20 6366 19

400 2. 6385 19 6404 20 6424 19 6443 19 6462 19 6481 19 6500 20 6520 19 6539 19 6558 19

410 2. 6577 19 6596 19 6615 19 6634 18 6662 19 6671 19 6690 19 6709 19 6728 18 6746 19
420 2. 6765 19 6784 18 6802 19 6821 19 6840 18 6868 19 6877 18 6895 19 6914 18 6932 19
430 2. 6951 18 6969 18 6987 19 7006 18 7024 18 7042 19 7061 18 7079 18 7097 18 7115 18

440 2. 7133 18 7151 19 7170 18 7188 18 7206 18 7224 18 7242 18 7260 18 7278 17 7295 18

450 2. 7313 18 7331 18 7349 18 7367 18 7386 17 7402 18 7420 18 7438 17 7455 18 7473 18
460 2. 7491 17 7608 18 7526 17 7543 18 7561 17 7578 18 7696 17 7613 18 7631 17 7648 17

470 2. 7665 18 7683 17 7700 17 7717 18 7736 17 7752 17 7769 17 7786 17 7803 18 7821 17

480 2. 7838 17 7855 17 7872 17 7889 17 7906 17 7923 17 7940 17 7967 17 7974 17 7991 17

490 2.8008 17 8026 16 8041 17 8058 17 8075 17 8092 16 8108 17 8125 17 8142 17 8159 16

600 2. 8175 17 8192 17 8209 16 8226 17 8242 16 8258 17 8275 16 8291 17 8308 16 8324 17

510 2. 8341 16 8357 16 8373 17 8390 16 8406 17 8423 16 8439 16 8456 16 8471 17 8488 16
520 2.8504 16 8520 16 8536 16 8552 17 8569 16 8686 16 8601 16 8617 16 8633 16 8649 16
530 2. 8665 16 8681 16 8697 16 8713 16 8729 16 8746 16 8761 16 8777 15 8792 16 8808 16
540 2. 8824 16 8840 16 8856 15 8871 16 8887 16 8903 16 8919 15 8934 16 8960 16 8966 15

650 2. 8981 16 8997 15 9012 16 9028 16 9044 15 9059 16 9075 15 9090 16 9106 16 9121 15
560 2. 9136 16 9152 15 9167 16 9183 16 9198 15 9213 16 9229 15 9244 16 9259 16 9275 15

570 2. 9290 15 9306 15 9320 16 9336 16 9531 16 9366 15 9381 16 9396 15 9411 15 9426 15

580 2. 9441 15 9456 16 9471 15 9486 15 9501 16 9516 15 9531 16 9546 15 9561 16 9676 15
590 2. 9591 15 9606 15 9621 15 9636 14 9650 15 9665 15 9680 15 9695 16 9710 14 9724 15

600 2. 9739 15 9754 15 9769 14 9783 16 9798 14 9812 15 9827 15 9842 14 9856 16 9871 14

610 2. 9885 15 9900 15 9915 14 9929 16 9944 14 9958 14 9972 15 9987 14 0001 15 0016 14

620 3.0030 16 0045 14 0059 14 0073 15 0088 14 0102 14 0116 15 0131 14 0146 14 0159 14

630 3. 0173 15 0188 14 0202 14 0216 14 0230 14 0244 14 0258 15 0273 14 0287 14 0301 14

640 3. 0315 14 0329 14 0343 14 0357 14 0371 14 0386 14 0399 14 0413 14 0427 14 0441 14

650 3. 0455 14 0469 14 0483 14 0497 14 0511 13 0524 14 0538 14 0552 14 0566 14 0680 14

660 3. 0594 13 0607 14 0621 14 0635 14 0649 13 0662 14 0676 14 0690 13 0703 14 0717 14

670 3. 0731 13 0744 14 0758 14 0772 13 0786 14 0799 13 0812 14 0826 13 0839 14 0863 13

680 3. 0866 14 0880 13 0893 14 0907 13 0920 14 0934 13 0947 14 0961 13 0974 13 0987 14

690 3. 1001 13 1014 13 1027 14 1041 13 1054 13 1067 14 1081 13 1094 13 1107 13 1120 14

700 3. 1134 13 1147 13 1160 13 1173 14 1187 13 1200 13 1213 13 1226 13 1239 13 1252 13

710 3. 1265 13 1278 14 1292 13 1305 13 1318 13 1331 13 1344 13 1357 13 1370 13 1383 13

720 3. 1396 13 1409 13 1422 13 1435 13 1448 12 1460 13 1473 13 1486 13 1499 13 1612 13

730 3. 1525 13 1538 12 1550 13 1563 13 1576 13 1689 13 1602 12 1614 13 1627 13 1640 13

740 3. 1653 12 1665 13 1678 13 1691 12 1703 13 1716 13 1729 12 1741 13 1754 13 1767 12

750 3. 1779 13 1792 12 1804 13 1817 13 1830 12 1842 13 1855 12 1867 13 1880 12 1892 13

760 3. 1905 12 1917 13 1930 12 1942 13 1956 12 1967 12 1979 13 1992 12 2004 13 2017 12

770 3. 2029 12 2041 13 2054 12 2066 12 2078 13 2091 12 2103 12 2116 13 2128 12 2140 12

780 3. 2152 12 2164 13 2177 12 2189 12 2201 12 2213 13 2226 12 2238 12 2260 12 2262 12

790 3. 2274 12 2286 12 2298 13 2311 12 2323 12 2336 12 2347 12 2359 12 2371 12 2383 12

800 3.2395 12 2407 12 2419 12 2431 12 2443 12 2455 12 2467 12 2479 12 2491 12 2503 12

810 3. 2515 12 2527 12 2639 12 2551 12 2563 11 2574 12 2586 12 2598 12 2610 12 2622 12

820 3.2634 12 2646 11 2657 12 2669 12 2681 12 2693 11 2704 12 2716 12 2728 12 2740 11

830 3. 2751 12 2763 12 2775 12 2787 11 2798 12 2810 12 2822 11 2833 12 2846 12 2857 n
840 3.2868 12 2880 11 2891 12 2903 12 2916 11 2926 12 2938 11 2949 12 2961 11 2972 12

850 3. 2984 11 2995 12 3007 11 3018 12 3030 11 3041 12 3053 11 3064 12 3076 11 3087 12

860 3. 3099 11 3110 11 3121 12 3133 11 3144 12 3156 11 3167 11 3178 12 3190 11 3201 11

870 3. 3212 12 3224 11 3235 11 3246

The correction for He* impurity is mentioned
briefly in Part I and in more detail in section 3 of

Part III. In figure 7 of Part III several correction

curves are given which may be used to adjust an
uncorrected temperature for the effect of the He*
impurity content in the liquid. In this connection
the experimenter is cautioned that, due to fractiona-

tion between vapor and liquid, the actual concentra-
tion of He* in the liquid probably will be greater than
the average concentration of the total gas in the
vapor-pressure system by an amount depending on
the volume of the vapor space and the experimental
technique. For example, if most of the gas is first

condensed at very low temperature into the vapor-
pressure bulb and then most of that liquid subse-

quently is evaporated into the vapor space, a large

fraction of the He* will remain in the liquid state and
a corresponding high value of the impurity correction

will be needed. Such considerations may become
particularly important if temperature is being

measured as the vapor pressure of a bath of He^.

Tables of equilibrium vapor/liquid concentration

ratios, if unavoidably needed, are given in references

[38] and [74]. The best technique, of course, is to

use only very high purity He^. As explained in

section 3 of Part III, steps have been undertaken to

make He^ of very high purity available for thermom-

Remarks concerning the possibility and detection

of errors due to gas oscillations are given at the end

of Part I.
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Table 3. The temperature derivative, dPs/dTea, in millimeters of mercury -per depree Kelvin, for the

Temperatures
1962 He^ Scale of

Til, °K 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

0. 20 0.001 0.002 0.003 0. 005 0.008 0.012 0. 017 0. 025 0. 035 0. 049
.30 .066 .087 . 113 . 145 . 184 .229 .283 .345 . 417 .499
.40 .592 .696 .814 .944 1.089 1.248 1.422 1.612 1.819 2. 042

. 50 2. 283 2. 543 2. 820 3. 117 3. 433 3. 769 4. 125 4. 501 4. 898 5. 317

. 60 5. 756 6. 217 6. 700 7. 204 7. 731 8. 280 8. 851 9. 445 10. 061 10. 700

. 70 11. 362 12. 046 12. 753 13. 483 14. 236 15.012 15. 811 16. 632 17. 477 18. 344

.80 19. 234 20. 147 21. 082 22. 041 23. 022 24. 025 25.051 26. 100 27. 171 28. 264

.90 29. 379 30. 517 31.677 32. 859 34. 063 35. 289 36. 537 37. 806 39. 097 40.410

1.00 41. 745 43. 100 44. 478 45. 876 47. 296 48. 737 50. 199 51. 682 53. 186 54. 711

1. 10 56. 257 57. 823 59. 410 61 018 62. 646 64. 295 65. 964 67. 653 69. 363 71. 093
1. 20 72. 843 74. 613 76. 403 78. 213 80. 043 81. 893 83. 763 85. 652 87. 561 89. 490
1.30 91. 438 93. 406 95. 394 97. 400 99. 427 101. 472 103. 537 105. 621 107. 724 109. 847
1.40 111.988 114. 149 116. 329 118. 528 120. 745 122. 982 125. 237 127. 512 129. 805 132. 117

1. 50 134. 447 136. 796 139. 164 141. 551 143. 956 146. 380 148. 822 151. 283 153. 762 156. 200
1. 60 158. 776 161. 311 163. 863 166. 435 169. 024 171. 632 174. 257 176. 902 179. 564 182. 244
1. 70 184. 943 187. 659 190. 394 193. 147 195. 918 198. 706 201. 513 204. 338 207. 181 210. 041
1.80 212. 920 215. 816 218. 730 221. 662 224. 612 227. 579 230. 565 233. 568 236. 589 239. 627
1.90 242. 684 245. 758 248. 849 251.959 255. 086 258. 230 261. 393 264. 573 267. 770 270. 985

2. 00 274. 218 277. 468 280. 736 284. 022 287. 325 290. 646 293. 984 297. 340 300. 713 304. 104
2. 10 307. 513 310. 939 314. 383 317. 844 321. 323 324. 820 328. 334 331. 866 33,5. 416 338. 983
2. 20 342. 568 346. 171 349. 792 353. 430 357. 086 360. 760 364. 45] 308. 161 371. 889 375. 634
2.30 379. 398 383. 179 386. 979 390. 796 394. 632 398. 486 402. 359 406. 250 410. 1.59 414. 086
2.40 418. 032 421. 997 425. 980 429. 982 434. 003 438. 042 442. 101 446. 178 450. 275 454. 391

2. 50 458. 526 462. 680 466. 854 471.048 475. 261 479. 495 483. 748 488. 021 492. 314 496. 628
2. 60 500. 962 505. 317 509. 692 514. 088 518. 505 522. 944 527. 404 531. 885 536. 388 540. 912
2.70 545. 459 5.50. 028 554. 619 559. 233 563. 870 568. 530 573. 212 577.919 582. 649 587. 402
2. 80 592. 180 596. 982 601. 809 606. 661 611. 537 616. 440 621. 367 626. 321 631. 301 636. 307
2.90 641. 340 646. 401 651. 488 656. 604 661. 747 666. 919 672. 120 677. 349 682. 609 687. 898

3.00 693. 217 698. 567 703. 948 709. 360 714. 804 720. 281 725. 790 731. 332 736. 908 742. 517
3. 10 748. 162 753. 841 759. 556 765. 306 771. 093 776. 918 782. 779 788. 679 794. 617 800. 595
3.20 806. 612 812. 670 818. 768 824. 909 831.091 837. 316 843. 585 849. 898 856. 255 862. 658
3.30 869. 108 875. 604 882. 148 888. 740

The fit of the 1962 He^ Scale to the intercomparison
He^ and He* vapor-pressure data of Part I and
to the 1958 He* Scale is given in table 1 and figure 1

of Part II and is discussed in detail in subsection 1.1

of Part III. The fit of the 1962 He^ Scale to Keller's
isotherms is given in figure 2 of Part II and is dis-

cussed in detad in subsection 1.5 of Part III.

The 1962 He^ Scale of Temperatures has been
given status similar to that of the 1958 He* Scale of

Temperatures by the International Committee on
Weights and Measures [68, 69]. The pertinent
portion of the minutes of that committee's Advisory
Committee on Thermometry [67] is given in section
4 of Part III.
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Abstract

Isentropic demagnetizations from known starting conditions yielded a determina-

tion of the entropy-magnetic susceptibility , or S-y^, relation for single-crystal

spheroids of the paramagnetic salt cerous magnesium nitrate, CMN . Enthalpy differ-

ences, AQ, between the low temperature end-points thus reached and an (arbitrary)

reference temperature near 1°K (determined by gamma ray heating) yielded a corre-

sponding Q-S curve, whence one obtained S-T and \-T relations , T being the thermo-

dynamic temperature . The salt exhibits a broad maximum in x centered on S/R = 0.32,

for which region the absolute temperature is determined to be O.OOl-'^K. Our results

disagree significantly with those of other workers (even S-y^, which is not subject

to large experimental error) save for the observation that CMN obeys the Curie law

at least down to 0.006°K.

At high temperatures (T > 0.006°K) , all specimens show a heat capacity C/R -

bT~^ with b = 5. 76 X 10'^ deg^. Superimposed upon this is a small "anomaly" first

appearing at approximately 0.015°K and reaching a maximum near 0.025°K. The attribu-

tion of such an effect to small concentrations of magnetic impurities cannot be

reconciled with the results of chemical analysis. Other evidence, moreover, supports

the idea of a non-magnetic origin for this anomaly.

1. Introduction

SINCE first studied as a magnetic cooling and thermometric medium [l], the paramagnetic salt

cerous magnesium nitrate, 2Ce(N03)3 • 3Mg(N03)2 * 24 H2O (hereinafter referred to as CMN), has

stood pre-eminent as a working substance for the adiabatic demagnetization region [2]. Owing

to the high magnetic dilution, the paramagnetic susceptibility follows the Curie Law down to

approximately 0.006°K (highly convenient for thermometric indication) and can be used to pro-

duce temperatures a factor of at least two, ajid probably considerably more [3], lower. In the

ground, J = 5/2, manifold the first excited doublet lies some 34 deg above the ground doublet

[4] and the Curie Law behavior is exhibited through and beyond the liquid helium region [5,6],

As the applications of this salt multiplied and the question of reliability of the tempera-

ture scale provided by the first rough measurements aroused increasing interest, it became

evident that new determinations were highly desirable. A series of these was undertaken [3]

,

the first of which indicated that below the Curie Law region the absolute temperatures were
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considerably lower than suggested by the pioneer measurements and, furthermore, that the value

of b in the "high" temperature approximation for the specific heat C, viz. C/R = b/T^, was also

much smaller than the published value.

Because the first experiments were carried out on a roughly ellipsoidally- shaped specimen

and the above first check was made on a sphere, we next studied an ellipsoid and obtained [3]

an entropy- temperature curve intermediate between the first two. The two new studies were re-

ported in graphical form only, since we regarded them as preliminary, anticipating data of

higher quality made on a new sphere with improvements in the apparatus and experimental pro-

cedures. The latter are the subject of this paper, which is being published now (a) because it

is long overdue, (b) because other groups have recently reported [7,8] on a quite different

approach to the determination of the CMN temperature scale with results tending to reinforce

our preliminary findings, and (c) due to further enhanced interest in the scale with respect

to recent important experiments, utilizing CMN, investigating the possible existence of a super-

fluid transition below 0.01°K in liquid He^ [9].

2. Experimental Method

The approach adopted was the classical magnetic cooling and gamma-ray heating one [lO] and,

in detail, followed closely that described in earlier experiments by Ambler and Hudson [ll] on

a different paramagnetic salt. The CMN specimen was adiabatically demagnetized from known start-

ing conditions of field, ^j, temperature, Tj, and hence entropy, S (calculated using the known

g-value, 1.84 [l2]) to a measured final susceptibility, x. hence magnetic temperature, T®
(defined by T® = c/x, where c is the Curie constant, 0.318 e.m.u./g ion). In this way a complete

5 - T® curve was obtained and combined with a heat content, Q - T® curve established via the

"total -Q" gamma-ray heating method [l, ll] to yield the S - T and T® - T relations.

The maximum magnetic field available was 2.3 tesla (1 tesla = 10* gauss) and the lowest value

employed was 0. 176 tesla; even the latter, applied at a starting temperature of, typically,

1.13°K, produces a very low final temperature, viz. 0.035°K, wherefore weak-field demagnetiza-

tions were also performed from starting temperatures up to as high as 2. 08°K in an attempt to

span the higher reaches of the 5 - T® curve.

3 . Apparatus

(a) Specimens and method of mounting.

The specimens were ground to the desired shape from large single crystals of CMN. The con-

stituent cerous nitrate was the purest commercially available and the CMN was recrystallized

several times before final growth was initiated. Upon analysis by "a general spectrochemical

method" the identifiable impurities were reported [l3] to be: calcium and copper - traces

(indicating 10"* to 10"^); silicon and neodymium - very weak (indicating 10"^ to 10"*),

Although the predominant Ce^"*" tends to obscure other rare earth spectra, it was felt that

the evidence was strongly in favor of all undesirable (magnetic) impurities being present in

insignificant amounts, or at concentrations so small that the effects would be confined to a

very small hfs entropy contribution above 0. 05°K, readily identifiable if present and only

necessitating at most a very small correction to the "initial entropy" (see 4 d(i) and (ii)
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below and Appendices).

The specimen was mounted within a glass vacuum case at the top of a 10. 5 cm long low-

thermally-conducting support, anchored at its lower end into the center of the ground-glass

plug which sealed off the vacuum case. The spherical spcimens were either lashed with cotton

thread to a small glass cup fixed to the top of a paper tube (actually a drinking "straw") or

impaled by means of a vertical axial hole on the end of a drawn glass spill narrowed to a 2.5

cm long 0.084 cm o.d. section at the top; the ellipsoid was glued and tied to the slit and

fanned-open ends of a p^er tube.

The c-axis of the crystal coincides with the g = direction. In the plane perpendicular to

this, two mutually perpendicular axes were marked, the one to be set vertically for the suscepti-

bility measurement and the other in the direction of the field of the electromagnet. The marking

was actually accomplished by drilling holes with a 0.064 cm drill; one of these was enlarged

slightly and used to mount sphere I, as described above.

Owing to the marked anisotropy of CMN, a crystal will tend to line up with the magnetic field

direction automatically. In assembling the apparatus visual alignment was used, good to probably

± 5°. This could be checked, and corrected if necessary, by generating a small field and measur-

ing the susceptibility as the magnet was rotated over a few degrees. The demagnetization data

were reproducible enough, too, to observe the effects of displacements of H from g by 5°.

Noting that cosine 5° is 0.9962. one sees that even a 5° error would reduce the effective field

by only 0. 4 per cent, but the above checks permitted a considerable improvement over this.

As the inside diameter of the vacuum case was only 30 mm it was necessary to be sure that

the 25-mm diameter spherical specimens were centrally placed (sphere I was actually 27 mm

dia. ). This was confirmed by taking X-ray photogr^hs after assembly but prior to mounting the

dewars.

(b) Susceptibility measurement

The CMN specimen formed the core of a mutual inductance which could be measured by means of

a Hartshorn bridge [l4]
, normally operated at 267 H. The secondary, comprising a pick-up winding

(1400 turns of 43 s.w.g. copper wire) plus sjrmmetrically disposed bucking coils, was wound

directly on the vacuum jacket; the primary, one layer of 30 s.w.g., was wound directly on to the

tail section of the surrounding liquid helium dewar and immersed in the liquid nitrogen con-

tained in the exterior dewar.

Calibration of the magnetic thermometer was carried out between 1.1 and 4.2''K, deriving the

temperature from the vapor-pressure of the liquid helium with corrections for hydrostatic head

in the He*I region. The ensuing relationship between bridge turns, n, and temperature was the

customary

n' = n - n„ = AT''^ (1)

with A = 3 deg approximately and rioo, the departure from exact bucking of mutual inductance,

about 20, One bridge turn corresponds to 3. 06 pH. With such an arrangement the maximum suscepti-

bility encountered corresponded to n = 900, comfortably inside the n = 1111.1 range of the

bridge. The minimum detectable bridge unbalance was 0.002 turn at 25 mA primary current (equi-

valent primary field =0.75 x 10"* tesla) which corresponds to ± 0.01° at 4°K, ± 0.003° at 2°K,

and 0.0008° at 1. 1°K.
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(c) Field and temperature controls

High stability of both magnetic field and temperature are required for accurate character-

ization of the (entropy) state of the CMN in an adiabatic demagnetization, while temperature

control is of extreme importance during the calibration. The 100 kW electromagnet was excited

by powers ranging from 50 W up to the maximum of the available 25 kW generator and adequate

field stability was achieved by current stabilization, obtained by means of a shunt-tapping

electronic servo-loop in the exciter circuit of the generator. The magnet current was stabilized

against drift to 1 : 10*. The magnet was calibrated against the level-set control reading by

means of a rotating-coil gaussmeter. This relatively crude instrument limited the accuracy of

measurement of H to about ± 1/4 per cent for H greater than about 0.8 tesla. Below this, the

non-reproducibility of the H vs. I characteristic due to remanence degraded the accuracy to

about ± 0.002 tesla.

The helium vapor-pressure was measured, according to its magnitude, by a manometer or a

McLeod gauge. A line tapped into the cryostat at its head led to a small mercury manometer in

a photocell amplifier unit which in turn controlled a needle valve in the main pumping line.

With this device, temperature drift was kept negligibly small. Magnetization temperatures

usually ranged between the vapor pressure equivalents 0.3 and 0. 6 mm Hg, the vacuum pump now

operating via a fully-open 3-in. gate valve. During the magnetization period of some 6-8 min

the McLeod reading might change by as much as 0.03 mm Hg at 0.4 mm, or AT = 0.01° at 1. 14°K;

usually the temperature drift was much less than this.

(d) Gamma-ray heating unit.

For heating the salt after cooling to low temperatures, the cryostat was swung out of the

electromagnet. A massive lead pig located directly beneath contained a nominal 250 mCi Co*"

source comprising 16 cobalt wires placed vertically and axially-symmetrically in a cylindrical

brass container. This source could be raised from a remote position to the level of the salt in

about 2 sec. Using this arrangement, a one-inch diameter CMN sphere could be heated at approxi-

mately 2000 ergs/min, which is about 50 times larger than the natural heat leak.

The gamma heating was not initiated instantaneously, of course. To investigate the detailed

behavior we substituted a modified photomultiplier tube for the cryostat and fed the output

signal to a chart recorder. Prom these observations we found that the elevation period was

equivalent to about 0.2 sec of full gamma heating.

4. Results

(a) General

All three specimens studied showed the characteristic CMN behavior: dramatic cooling for

even small entropy reduction (indicative of the very weak ion-ion interaction); the entropy

varying as (T®)"^ down to about 0.006° [l5] (but see 4 d(i) for anomalous features); practi-

cally constant susceptibility, or T®, for all entropies smaller than 0. 38R; pseudo specific

heat C®, =dQ/dT®, varying as (T®)"^ for magnetic temperatures greater than 0.006° (but see

4 d(ii) for anomalous behavior at "high" temperatures).

The latter property is indicated by the susceptibility decreasing linearly with time under
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constant heating, as follows from combining the relations C(T®)2 = const, and x^^® = const.,

first noted by Cooke and Hull [isl. Furthermore, as long as both C® and 5 manifest an inverse

s(iuare dependence on 7®, the latter is identical with T, the absolute temperature (so long as

r® is meaningful, i.e. T is uniform throughout the specimen).

(b) Entropy-magnetic temperature
,
5-T®, relation

Within the limits of experimental error, the three different specimens gave identical 5-7®
curves, as shown in Pig. 1 which is actually a plot of -S-x and is better suited to high x do*
T®) values.

FIGURE 1

Entropy vs. susceptibility (per mole, divided by the gas constant).

0, X ,
A, data for sphere I, "ellipsoid", and sphere II,

respectively. Curve A is a smooth line drawn through these points

and curve B corresponds to In 2 - S/R =2.88 x 10"^ [r®]"^.

Inset, comparison with results of Daniels and Robinson [l]

,

curve D-R, curve A' being a reproduction of curve A.

(The susceptibility of the ellipsoid was reduced to the case of a sphere by applying the

appropriate shape- dependent demagnetizing correction, A, to the magnetic temperature, T , ob-

tained from the formula T* = c/x, since T® = T* + A [l7] . Using the latter and the relation

In 2 - S/R -
2 b (T^)~^, one may obtain the value of A from the negative intercept on the

abscissa axis of a plot of (S/R)-^^^ vs. T* [l] . The result was A = 1.75 x 10"^ deg, and from

the slope we calculated 6 =5.76 x 10~* deg^.

)

To obtain the value of b from the three sets of data, we plotted In 2 - S/R vs. (T®)"*, as

shown in Pig. 2.
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0.008'

FIGURE 2

Entropy vs. reciprocal square of magnetic temperature. O, X, A data for

sphere I, "ellipsoid", and sphere II, respectively. The straight line passes

through the origin with a slope of 2.88 x 10"^.

Two points need to be emphasized immediately, viz, the entropy, 5, here is that of the spin

system alone, calculated using g = 1.84 and the appropriate values of H and T; and, as is

evident from Pig. 2, deviations from linearity occur at the high temperature end, > 0.015°.

Deferring further discussion of these points until 4 d(i) below, we note that the straight line

drawn through the mid-region points of Pig. 2 and through the origin has a slope of 2.88 x 10"*,

corresponding to fe = 5. 76 x 10"* deg^ as already found by the alternative procedure ^plied to

the ellipsoid data (above). Again, one line represents the data for all specimens equally well.

(c) Heat content - Susceptibility, Q-x, relation

For a given entropy, the heat content was determined by measuring the time required to warm

the specimen up from the low temperature reached upon adiabatic demagnetization to a reference

temperature sufficiently high as to guarantee uniformity of temperature distribution. The latter

should be indicated by the susceptibility vs. time curves being independent of total heating

time. At very low temperatures the thermal diffusivity is not high enough to counter the in-

homogeneity of the gamma ray heating and in that region the lower the initial entropy, the

further the warm-up curve departs from the equilibrium or "master-Q" curve [11].

The bridge balance, n, changed from a maximum of about 900 turns (for the lowest entropies)

to about 20 turns at bath temperature. Por operational convenience, intermediate balance points

were timed for 50 turn intervals above 80 which was the reference reading, corresponding to

= 0.05°. Between 600 and 80, the n vs. t plot was linear for the spherical specimen I, indi-

cating oc (T®)"2 (see 4a above). Por those demagnetizations which carried n initially beyond
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the linear region, however, the linear portions were not identical. The remainder of the curves

could be used to establish the slope value, which is needed for calibrating the gamma source as

a heater. In order to be certain that this slope was determined unambiguously, readings for

sphere II were carried on down to n = 30 (T® ^ 0.25°). As a result, a quite unexpected feature

came to light, which is discussed in 4 d(ii) below.

In using the "total-Q" method, reliance is placed upon the heating rate being so fast that

the background heating rate is relatively very small. Then errors due to the difficulty of

making an accurate correction for the "drift" time prior to application of the gamma radiation,

and those due to making the assumption that the "drift" is constant for the duration of the

heating period, and from run to run, are minimized. In our case, the ratio of gamma heat to

"drift" was about 50 : 1. Heating periods ranged from 50 to 110 sec while the "gamma equivalent"

of the fore-period ranged from 1 to 3 sec. For all but the highest-field demagnetizations, the

heating curve could be extrapolated back to the zero-time value of n for a satisfactory drift

correction. For the rest, a pronounced initial curvature made the extrapolation somewhat suspect

and a check was always made to see if the findings were consistent with the 50 : 1 ratio valid

for the higher temperature points. One favorable circumstance is that for a given correction the

percentage of total heating time is smallest for the most awkward points.

In Pig. 3 are shown some of the warm-up data for sphere II, where the heat content is plotted

along the abscissa in seconds of heating time. If there were no inhomogeneity effect a unique.

Q

1
1 1 1 ' ' 1 1

* \

\«
\«

:

\

•-
1

50 0
HEATING TIME, sec

PIGDRE 3

Representative data for sphere II of bridge turns (n - no,) vs. time under constant

heating. ®,x; ©,+; initial (extrapolated) reading and subsequent readings

for two separate "demagnetizations" within the linear region; 0, <^
; similar

for an extreme cooling; O, initial readings (only) for other warm-up curves;

® , universal end-point at 1°K. Drawn line represents linear portion of the

"master-Q curve", corresponding to homogeneous heating of the crystal.
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master-Q, curve would be obtained. We have plotted the extreme point for each entropy, together

with sufficient of the intermediate points to illustrate their interpolating usefulness for the

higher initial entropies and their deceptive nature otherwise. Note that between approximately

600 turns and 80 turns the n-t characteristic is quite linear.

From the original large-scale plot of Pig. 3 it may be seen that the warm-up curves for the

lowest-entropy demagnetizations do not quite coincide with the master curve even at 80 turns on

the bridge (63 actual turns, allowing for 17 turns residual coil unbalance). Although the spread

in points is most probably very largely a manifestation of experimental scatter, we decided to

choose 30 turns (13 "real turns" or 0. 25°K) for our reference point for heating time.

Referring back to 4(b) we know that CT'^/R = 5.76 x 10"^ deg^; and from equation (1), differ-

entiating w. r.t. time,

dn/dt = - AT-^dT/dt. (2)

Hence the heating rate is given by

d dT 5.16 x 10-^ dn
— (Q/R) = (C/R) — = (3)

dt dt A dt

and substituting -dn/dt - 9.43 turns/sec (from Pig. 3) and A = 3.190 deg, one finds

d— (Q/R) = 1.70 X 10-5 (jgg ggc-l (4)

dt

corresponding to 1830 ergs/min in the case of sphere II.

(d) Anomalous behavior at high temperatures

(i) Cooling. In deriving an 5-T® curve we calculate 5 for each point on the assumption that

it is the same as it was at the commencement of the demagnetization. At that point the salt is

at a high (approx. 1°K) temperature and, in general, the entropy, 5^, will be given by

5. = In 2 + S, - 5„ (5)
I L ni

where 5^ is the entropy due to the lattice and -S^ is the reduction in entropy due to the

magnetic field.

A value for 5j is available from the work of Bailey [l8]
, e.g. about 2 x 10-*R at 1°K, and

is seen to be negligible for all except the smallest values of [l9]. In 0.176 tesla at

1.134°K, and Sj are 4.6 x 10 and 2.8 x 10"* R respectively.

We thought it would be of interest to make an independent determination of 5^ by keeping

considerably higher for some low- field demagnetizations, so that 5j could be comparable with

5„. The results were quite unexpected and indicated a breakdown of the validity of the

isentropicity assumption, i.e. the lattice temperature now lags behind that of the electron

spin system and the process is no longer thermodynamically reversible.

The effect is quite evident in Pig. 2 where the points towards the origin deviate from the
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straight line. Had we included the term Si/R in calculating the entropy for Pig. 2, the anomal-

ous points could have been lowered, it is true, but by a negligible amount for 1. 1°K magnetiza-

tions. On the other hand, points for magnetizations at 2. 1°K fall well below the line and indi-

cate unexpectedly low temperatures, which is nonsense.

The fact that the best straight line through the data of Pig. 2 passes through the origin

suggests, furthermore, that the lattice is not involved in the cooling process using high fields,

i.e. the spins must cool immediately "out of the lattice's reach" and any ensuing manifestation

of the lattice' s relatively high temperatures would be indistinguishable from any other kind of

heat leak. Accepting this line as "correct", one notes that the observed behavior approximates

this more and more closely as gets lower. By 0.015° all anomalous effects have disappeared,

independently of the and values used to reach there. (The trend in the points as is

lowered is the important feature; the "origin" argument would only be conclusive if there were

no experimental scatter. As we shall show later, the entropy correction due to impurities which

possess hfs is negligible and the validity of the origin of Pig. 2 as a guide point for drawing

the straight line is not compromised thereby.)

(ii) Heating. In Pig. 3 one may notice that the linear dependence of bridge turns upon time

(for continuous gajmna irradiation), which sets in as n falls below 600, is not maintained to

the very highest temperatures. In faot, anomalous behavior which is barely discernible within

the experimental scatter at 130 turns (0.03°) is very marked by 80 turns (0.05°). This slowing

down of the rate of warming can only be explained, presumably, by the heat capacity rising
n

above that due to the spins alone, which if falling as T" .

Pigure 4 shows the high temperature portion of a gamma heating curve, the dotted line indi-

cating the course the data would have taken for a normal specific heat. It must be

10 20 30 40 50
TIME, sec

FIGURE 4

Bridge turns (n - noo) vs. time for high temperature portion of a heating curve.

The straight line corresponds to a dependence for the heat capacity

and Is Identical with the straight line in Fig. 3.
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emphasized that the anomalous, or excess, heat capacity is very small and is only made manifest

by the extremely small heat capacity of CMN itself (see Appendix 3). The associated entropy

affiounts to roughly 0.0014 R, which is to be compared with /? In 2 or 0.6932 R for the total CMN

spin entropy. (On the other hand, the spin system itself only gains 0.0128 R above 0. 015°K.

)

The surprising fact is its appearance at so low a temperature as 0.015°K; lattice entropy is

very decisively ruled out, if it is permissible to extrapolate the results of calorimetry ob-

tained above 2°K [l8] or to assume, at least, that the Debye characteristic temperature changes

very little below 2°K.

The ready conclusion that the possible 10"* concentration of Nd impurity explained all was

easily shown to be erroneous and we resolved upon obtaining a quantitative determination of all

the spectroscopically-indicated magnetic impurities. The results (Appendix 1) showed that the

anomaly cannot be due to these impurities (their associated hfs entropy - see Appendix 2 -

amounts to 10"* R which has a negligible influence on Pig. 2) hence we must conclude - however

surprised - that the anomaly is non-magnetic in origin. The concept of such a "ballast" is also

consistent with the postulated non-isentropic nature of weak-field demagnetizations raised in

the discussion of the features of Pig. 2, above.

(e) Absolute temperatures

Using the value of Q/R from equation (4), section 4(c), and the measured time to heat from

the (extrapolated) initial low temperature point to the high reference temperature, values of

Q/R were calculated. These were plotted against the corresponding entropy, S/R, values calcu-

lated for the initial H and T, as shown in Pig. 5.

0 01 02 0-3 04 05
Sm/R

FIGURE 5

Heat content, Q/R, vs. entropy, S^/R (= In 2 - S/R).- , combination of linear

portion of Fig. 3 and corresponding part of full line in Pig. 1.

least squares cubic equation fit to data points.
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We made use only of the linear portion of the master Q-curve (Pig. 3) and the corresponding

portion of the 5-x curve of Pig. 1. There results the portion of the curve 0.01 < S^R < 0.18,

and the individual demagnetization points are added there for completeness.

Prom 0. 18 to the lowest entropies obtained we have plotted the individual points and fitted

a curve through them and many points on the above mentioned curve. We used a computer "spline

fit" [20] which determined "by least squares" two smoothly-joined cubic equations (0.0144 <

SJR < 0.1042 and 0.1042 < SJR < 0.4312) and yielded a r.m.s. deviation of 2.045 x 10-^ for

Q/R over the whole region.

Absolute temperatures were obtained by differentiating the curve of Pig. 5, using the com-

puted curve for the region S^/R > 0.18. (Por that region only the r.m.s. deviation is 2.603 x

10"^.) The results are shown as a plot of entropy versus Kelvin temperature in Pig. 6, The

03-

I0'.T°K

FIGURE 6

Entropy vs. Kelvin temperature. , from differentiation of curve in Pig. 5.

, arbitrarily smoothed modification. , from equation:

In 2 - S/R =2.88 x 10"^ T"^.

chain-curve delineates the equation In 2 - S/R =2.88 x 10"^, and the dashed curve the

actual differentiation of Pig. 5. Having regard for the experimental uncertainties we deemed it

appropriate to smooth out the curve by a relatively small redrawing (full line). The raw (dashed)

curve curls back at the lowest entropies (which is not possible, physically) due to our inability

to secure a curve for Pig. 5 without an inflexion point at low entropy. The substituted vertical

portion is as satisfactory a representation of the data as any and, again, the possible addi-

tional error introduced thereby is negligible. The triangles included in Pig. 5 are from the
data of Prankel, Shirley and Stone [s]

.

Table 1 summarizes our results with corresponding values of H/T, S/R, susceptibility.
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TABLE I

10

(G

X H/T g^H/kT S/R 10^ X

(deg

x'/fl

G-2) (m deg)

T

(m deg)

2 .0 0 2472 0 6856 19 60 19. 49 19.49

2 . 5 0 3090 0 6814 24 45 15 63 15.63

3 .0 0 3708 0 6763 29 27 13. 06 13.06

3 .5 0 4326 0 6703 34 04 11. 23 11. 23

4 .0 0 4944 0 6635 38 77 9. 86 9.86

4 5 0. 5562 0 6559 43 45 8. 80 8.80

5 0 0 6180 0 6476 48 05 7. 95 7.95

5 5 0 6798 0 6386 52 61 7. 26 7.26

6 0 0 7416 0 6289 57 09 6. 69 6.69

6 5 0. 8034 0 6185 61 49 6. 21 6. 18

7 0 0. 8652 0 6077 65 71 5. 81 5.66

7 5 0. 9270 0 5963 69 73 5. 48 5. 14

8 0. 9888 0 5844 73 55 5. 19 4.65

9 1. 1124 0. 5595 80. 38 4. 75 3. 90

10 1. 2360 0. 5333 86 25 4. 43 3. 37

11 1. 3596 0 5063 90 86 4. 20 2.93

12 1. 4832 0 4788 94 70 4. 03 2.56

13 1. 6068 0. 4512 97 89 3. 90 2.25

15 1. 8540 0 3965 102 41 3. 73 1.78

17 2 1012 0 3444 103 76 3. 68 1. 54

19 2. 3484 0. 2960 103 77 3. 68 1.53

21 2. 5956 0 2521 103 52 3. 69 (1.53)

23 2. 8428 0 2131 (1.53)

25 3. 0900 0 1790 (1.53)

magnetic and Kelvin temperatures. Values of x'/^ T^'^ for given S/R were derived from curve

A of Pig. 1 and the straight line of Fig. 2. (One should recall that our experience indicates

that demagnetizations for S/R > 0.67, however, will not be isentropic. ) Values of T greater than

0.0065°K were calculated from the relation In 2 - S/R =2.88 x 10"^ T"^. Figures have been

carried beyond the significant to facilitate faithful reproduction of the data, if desired.

Considering the case of a substance obeying Curie' s law, x ~ '^Z^' Curie constant c is

given by

c = NgY S(S + l)/3fe

for a total number of spins N; the other symbols have their usual meaning.

Thus the quantity c/R (= g2pV4fe2 f^^, 5 = 1/2) is a simple one involving only fundamental con-

stants and the pertinent g-value. The susceptibility is frequently expressed, therefore, as

x/R (= c/RT ) and may be calculated readily from relative susceptibility measurements, once the
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"thermometer" has been calibrated in a region where the T~ dependence of x obtains (equation

(D).

For CM^, (the appropriate g-value for these measurements) = 1.84 [12] and c/H = O.382

deg^ G"^. The susceptibility values in Pig. 1 were actually computed using c/R = 0.38, but

values read from the curve A have been adjusted to correspond to 0.882 before compilation of

column 4 in Table 1.

5. Discussion

(a) Sources of error

The method of deriving values for the absolute temperature used in this paper, i.e. from a

functional relationship between energy and entropy, relies upon one's ability to calibrate the

gamma ray heat source, which in turn requires the salt to exhibit a quadratic dependence of

entropy upon temperature in the high regions of the magnetic thermometer's application.

The current observations demonstrate, with rising temperature, the expected behavior between

0.006 and 0.015°K. At higher temperatures the effects of a small additional (anomalous) heat

capacity become manifest but the evidence is strongly in favor of this being non-magnetic in

origin (see Appendices). If this be so, then we can legitimately regard it as spurious for our

purposes here, and rightfully adopt the procedures we have for obtaining corresponding Q-x and

5-x relations valid for the spin system alone. (It is interesting to note that the highest

temperature data shown (graphically) by Daniels and Robinson in their original paper [l] indi-

cate a similar (but larger) anomalous heat capacity although their experimental scatter, it is

true, leaves room for doubt.)

The commonest errors arise from uncertainties in the entropy (from and T^) and in the

corresponding susceptibility (extrapolation of bridge reading to zero time); in the heating-

time measurement, including the effect of "drift" alone, prior to applying the gamme ray source;

in the assumption that the combination of drift heat and gamma heat is constant for all measure-

ments; in fitting the respective straight lines to the data of Pigs. 2 and 3; in deriving the

Q-S curve from the data points and in differentiating this. It is the latter which introduces

by far the greatest uncertainty and an appreciation of this combined with an inspection of the

cource of the curve in Pig. 6 should convince one that derived temperatures between 3 and 5 m.

deg are most sensitive to the combined errors in measurement and data processing.

Having due regard for all the above factors we believe that the random error may be cogently

assessed at ± 0. 3 m deg for all temperatures below 0. 005°K, diminishing rapidly to possible

± 0. 1 m deg at 0.006°K. Above 0.0065°K and up to 4°K, CMN should obey Curie's law exactly, as

far as present measurement techniques can discern.

(b) Comparison with other work

The results reported here for our sphere II are in quite good accord with our previous, pre-

liminary findings for sphere I and the "ellipsoid". They agree with the latter extremely closely

down to O.OO30K, below which they fall generally between the two earlier sets.

The measurements for sphere I are suspect because of the increased inhomogeneity of the
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heating for this large crystal. The high temperature reference point for the timing of the

heating period was chosen too low, and insufficient data were taken in the (now known to be

very significant) region of 0.02°K and above. Furthermore, the withdrawal of the cryostat from

the magnet introduced some vibrational heating, leading to increased errors and scatter in the

data.

The ellipsoid data were not taken primarily to obtain absolute temperatures and the data

points are really too few for derived quantities to give rise to high confidence. Nevertheless

the agreement between them and our current results is quite good.

We wish to emphasize, however, that we do not consider that evidence exists for a shape-

dependent S-T relation. Our sphere and "ellipsoid" data agree within the experimental uncertain-

ties which are, of course, quite large.

The experiments of Frankel. Shirley and Stone [s] using gaimna-ray anisotropy as a thermo-

metric parameter showed very close agreement between results obtained for specimens of different

shape. This approach should be very well suited to obtaining reliable data at the lowest tempera-

tures, and where our method deteriorates. In the temperature region 0. 0015-0. 007°K (Pig. 6) our

temperatures are approximately 0. 0005 deg lower with a maximum separation of about 0. 0007 deg

in the region 0. 003-0. 0045°K.

Above 0.007°K Frankel et al. and we agree that T = T®; our 5-7 plots however lead to quite

different estimates of T, given the entropy. This arises from our finding that In 2 - S/R =

2.88 X 10"^ T"^ while they accept In 2 - = 3. 2 x 10"^ T"^ as reported by Daniels and

Robinson [l]. Actually they fitted their data to a theoretical curve above 0. 006°K to derive a

value for their quantity B, a hyperfine coupling parameter, and using only the fact that T = T^,
Then this value for B was fed into the nuclear data obtained at very low temperatures to obtain

estimates of the latter. Thus the elicitation of B is seen to be of crucial importance in this

method.

Between 0.006 and 0.0032°K the temperatures (at equivalent entropies) of reference [s] are

slightly higher than those of reference [l]. (Below 0.0032°K the reverse situation sets in and

the divergence increases rapidly.) This indication that the latter scale is quite good for re-

presenting the nuclear orientation data lends support to the corresponding 5-7 relation. In

addition, Frankel et al. state that "our 7 " (7®?) "versus (H/T) ^ data agree well with those

of Daniels and Robinson and were very reproducible using different crystals". The agreement is

clearly depicted in a graphical presentation of the pertinent data [21].

This good agreement and the discrepancy with our data are puzzling. Figure 1 shows clearly

that our 5-7® results are very consistent between specimens of different shapes but quite

different from those of Daniels and Robinson. And secondly one would expect the latter to be-

come particular and unrepresentative of CMN in general for In 2 - S/R > 0. 2, or 7 < 0.0033°K,

since the demagnetization correction is large in this region and would not be valid for a

roughly rounded rectangular block as was actually used [22] by Daniels and Robinson.

Considering the probable error involved in extracting from the data a value for the slope of

the line in Fig. 1, the difference between 2.88 x 10"^ and 3.2 x 10"* is, in the context,

enormous and presently inexplicable. While the oft-made assertion concerning the unique value

of CMN in producing millidegree temperatures and in obeying Curie's law down to approximately

0.006°K remains valid, it is evident that much further study will be required to yield a full

understanding of the low temperature properties of this substance.
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(c) Limitations of the CMN thermometer

The present investigations relate to the properties of spheroidal -shape single crystals of

CMN. This substance is, of course, highly anisotropic and hence the results, particularly at

the lowest temperatures, cannot be expected to apply to irregularly shaped crystals or aggre-

gates of crystallites. This may be the reason for the marked discrepancy at the lowest tempera-

tures between our conclusions and those of Abel, Anderson, Black and Wheatley [26], who con-

cluded, using the properties of He^ as a temperature reference, that for powdered CMN T* = T

to the lowest temperatures (~0.003°K).

The thermometric parameter being x (or the salt diminishes in usefulness in the region

where x becomes an insensitive function of S/R. Inspection of Pig. 1 shows that the sensitivity

diminishes rapidly for loge2 - S/R > 0.28, i.e. for T < 0.0019°K (from Pig. 6). In the liquid

helium region, the thermometer is insensitive because of the smallness of x ^nd, further, the

highly advantageous feature of Curie law behavior disappears at an accelerating rate as T rises

above, say, 5°K and the effect of energy doublets lying well above the ground state becomes

significant [5,6]. Thus one may conclude that the x ~ ^> or ~ ^. relation for the gj^ direc-

tion in spheroidal-shape single crystal specimens of CMN is a useful temperature scale for the

range 0.002-2°K.
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APPENDIX 1

Quantitative analysis [23]

The 3 : 1 "ellipsoid" specimen was destructively tested. By atomic absorption spectrophoto-

metry and comparison with standard solutions the Cu content was determined to be 1 ± 0.3 Mg/g.

Cerium was separated from other rare earths by oxidation with AgO and extraction by dl(2-

ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid in carbon tetrachloride. The rare earth fraction was precipitated

with gallium as a carrier, ignited at 1000°C, and the Ga203 fraction subjected to spectro-

chemical examination using synthetic reference standards. Radioactive tracers were employed to

cross-check the separation procedure; Eu^^^'^^* showed greater than 99 per cent recovery in the

Ga203 and Pr^** was not extracted with the cerium.

The results, quoted in mass fraction of the CMN, were:
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not detected ( < 10 -6)

Gd not detected ( < 10 -6)

La < 5 X 10--6

Lu < 10-*

Nd 3 X 10-5

Pr < 5 X 10--6

Sm < 5 X 10--6

Tb not detected ( <5x 10

Y not detected ( < 10 -6)

Yb < 10-*

APPENHIX 2

Effect of Impurities

Prom the foregoing Section we see that we need only consider the effects of Pr, Nd, and Sm.

These will contribute to the entropy via their hfs; abundances and relevant spins are 100%,

5/2; 20%, 7/2; and 29%, 7/2 respectively. As the mass fraction of the Ce^"^ itself is approxi-

mately 0. 18, the effective concentrations, relative to their contributing additional entropy,

are: < 3x 10-^ 1.7 x 10"* and < 3 x 10"^ respectively.

Thus for the contributions to S/R we calculate:

Pr: (less than) Ix 3 x 10"^ x in 6 = < 5. 4 x 10"^

Nd: 0.20 X 1.7 X lO"* x in 8 = 7. 1 x IQ-'

Sm: (less than) 0. 29 x 3 x lO'^ x In 8 = < 1. 8 = 10"^

and, in total, < 1.4 x 10-*.

Failure to include such a contribution to the entropies calculated for the points in Figure

1 would obviously not modify the derived value for the slope of 2.88 x 10-*

These impurities would, however, add a contribution to the fc-value (heat capacity coefficient

of T~^) in the liquid helium region [24]. This appears in the expression for the entropy as 6/2;

we found [3] 3.15 x 10-* instead of the figure 2.88 x 10"* but the impurity contribution of

0. 15 X 10"* (mostly due to Pr) accounts for only one half of the difference. The rest can readily

be accounted for by imprecision in the paramagnetic relaxation determination.
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APPENDIX 3

Anomalous heat capacity

Referring to Pig. 4, for any given value of n (or the slope of the curve and the slope

of the "ideal" straight line are in inverse ratio to that of the total heat capacity and the

dipole-dipole heat capacity 5.76 x 10"^ T~^. The total heat capacity may therefore be derived.

Again a spline fit was used to place a "least squares" curve through the points (actually we

fitted to 500 - n' = n"), two cubic equations giving an excellent fit with a r.m. s. deviation

in n"of 1.5356. The curve was differentiated algebraically and the computation made of total

heat capacity, then the anomalous fraction by subtraction.

The results are shown in Pig. 7. We emphasize that the numerical values diminish in validity

T
1—I I I I I

I

1 1 1—I ! I IL

\

TEMPERATURE

FIGURE 7

Heat capacity vs. temperature. Curve labelled "dipolar" Is 5.76 x 10"^ 7""^.

Points In lower right-hand corner due to Colwell [25].
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at the temperature extremes: at the low end because we are taking the small difference between

two large quantities, and at the high end because the primary experimental data are too sparse

to determine the curve accurately. The general features of Pig. 7 are significant, however, and

these show a peak in the anomaly around 0.02°K, and a high temperature "tail" which varies as

and in the region of 0.3°K is much greater than the dipolar contribution. Also plotted are

the results of conventional calorimetric determinations of the total heat capacity of a large

single crystal of CMN [25] which appear to agree remarkably well with our derived data (though

the measurements only meet, i.e. do not overlap).

These latter data cannot be represented by a combination of two terms varying respectively

as T'^ and T^. They suggest notable departures from below 1°K and in the region where any

magnetic contribution would be negligible. (The measurements when carried to still higher

temperatures agree well with the findings of Bailey [18] for the region above 2*'K. >

The entropy associated with the anomaly curve of Pig. 7 is 1. 4 x 10"^ R approximately, or

ten times as large as that arising from the hfs of the impurities (Appendix 2). On the other

hand, it is still a very small quantity. In magnitude and temperature range it is highly

suggestive of a magnetic impurity, but we have shown that this cannot be substantiated; a non-

magnetic source, and in poor thermal contact with the spin system, is more likely. It is mani-

fest in all our specimens but their varying shape, size, and mounting rule out the possibility

of its arising from surface coating or mechanical support. It would be interesting to conduct

low temperature heat capacity measurements on the (very pure) lanthanum double nitrate, and we

plan to do this in the near future.
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9. PRECISION RESISTANCE
THERMOMETRY AND

FIXED POINTS

H. F. Stimson

National Bureau of Standards

Introduction

The definition of the International Temperature Scale^ gives the inter-

polation formulas relating temperature to the resistance of a standard re-

sistance thermometer. The standard resistance thermometer and formula

together provide the means for determining an unknown temperature rel-

ative to the ice point temperature from a determination of the ratio of two

resistances of the thermometer, one at the unknown temperature and the

other at the ice point. Precision resistance thermometry with a standard

resistance thermometer, therefore, depends upon the precision and accuracy

with which these ratios can be determined..

The standard resistance thermometer is calibrated at the ice, steam, and

sulfur points for determinations of temperatures from the ice point to

630°C, and further calibrated at the oxygen point for determinations of

temperatures between the oxygen and ice points. The accuracy of resistance

thermometry depends fundamentally upon the accuracy with which the

fixed-point temperatures can be realized. Precision resistance thermometry

therefore requires not only precision measurements of resistances but also

accurate realizations of the fixed points when the standard resistance ther-

mometers are being calibrated.

Th6 paper, "Precision Resistance Thermometry," at the temperature

sjTnposium held in New York in 1939, was contributed by E. F. Mueller.^

He mentioned the beginning of precision resistance thermometry in 1887,

when Callendar's paper on resistance thermometry was published. He then

described the procedures of precision resistance thermometry that were the

best practice a half century later. The present paper describes some of the

techniques which have been developed in the 15 years since Mueller's paper

was written.

At the time of the earlier symposium there had been some studies at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology^' on the reproducibility of the
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steam, sulfur and ice points which are the fixed points for the first resist-

ance-thermometry part of the International Temperature Scale. Recog-

nizing the importance of this work, the National Bureau of Standards

began in 1942 to develop apparatus and techniques to improve the accuracy

of the realization of all four fixed points which are the basis of both of the

resistance-thermometry parts of the scale. The aim was to make the accu-

racy of realization of these fixed points comparable with the precision of

measurement.

Recent Developments in Technique for Precision Determinations of

Thermometer Resistances

Measurements of the resistances of platinum resistance thermometers

are made with a small electric current flowing in the coils of the thermom-

eters. This small current heats the platinum and raises its temperature

above that of the surroundings. The amount which the temperature of the

platinum is raised depends upon the construction of the platinum thermom-

eter and often on the environment of the thermometer. For thermometry

of the highest precision the effects of this heating must be taken into ac-

count.

When the surface of the protecting envelope of the thermometer is in

direct contact with a substance which absorbs the heat of the measuring

current, the platinum is heated only the amount of the temperature drop

to the outside of the envelope itself. This condition might exist when the

thermometer is directly in an ice bath or a stirred liquid bath. See Fig. 1.

There are times, however, when this heat flows beyond the outside surface

of the protecting envelope before it is absorbed. At these times there is a

further temperature drop outside the envelope. This condition exists, for

example, when the thermometer is being calibrated in a triple point cell

(described later). See Fig. 2. In this instance there is a temperature drop

from the envelope to the inside wall of the triple-point-cell well through

the fluid in the well, usually water. There is a further drop in temperature

through the glass of the well to the outside of the well and then another

small drop through the film of water outside the well before the heat reaches

the water-ice surface where the fixed point temperature is maintained by

the liquid-solid equilibrium.

Sometimes the temperature drop from the outside of the thermometer

envelope to the temperature of interest may be made smaller by the use of

liquids or solids which improve the thermal contact. In the triple point

cell, for example, it is convenient to use water in the well of the cell. Water

is a much better thermal conductor than air but a free fitting metal bushing

occupying most of the space in the water outside the thermometer coil

helps a good deal more. In the triple point cell, when 2 milliamperes are
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Fig. 1. Thermometers in ice bath. Temperature distriiiution from a.xis of ther-

mometer with 2 milliamperes current. A. Platinum coils of coiled filament ther-

mometer; only alternate coils are indicated. B. Platinum of single layer helix ther-

mometer; alternate turns indicated. C. Pyrex thermometer envelope. D. Ice bath.

flowing in the thermometer coils, an aluminum bushing has reduced the

temperature drop outside the thermometer envelope from about 0.0008°C

to about 0.0002°C. In the benzoic acid cell^ at about 122.36°C one can not

use water, so bushings are of great help. See Fig. 3. In the benzoic acid cells

especially, it is wise not to use a bushing much longer than the coils because

the upper parts of the cells cool much sooner than the lower parts. Glycerine

or oil has been used in the wells of benzoic acid cells to improve the thermal

contact, but care must be taken lest these conducting fluids undergo a chem-

ical reaction when they are at these temperatures and thus produce an in-

dependent source of energy to cause an erroneous determination of temper-

ature. Obviously a thicker film of a given conducting medium will maintain

a greater temperature difference across it.

Inasmuch as the platinum is heated by the measuring current it is neces-

sarj' to wait till a sufficiently steady state of heat flow is established so that

the resistance of the thermometer is constant enough for precision measure-
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Fig. 2. Thermometers in triple point cell. Temperature distribution from axis of

thermometer with 2 milliamperes current. A. Coiled filament. B. Single layer. C. Pj'-

rex thermometer envelope. D. Water. E. Metal bushing. F. Pyrex thermometer well.

G. Ice mantle. H. Inner melting. I. No inner melting. J. Water in cell. K. Cell wall.

L. Outside ice bath. M. Temperature gradient through mantle.

meiits. The time that it is necessary to wait depends upon the temperature

rise of the platinum and the various heat capacities and thermal conductiv-

ities of the parts of the thermometer and the surroundings that intervene

between the platinum and the substance whose temperature is being meas-

ured. The approach of the thermometer resistance to the steady state value,

therefore, is not a simple exponential function of time. For precision meas-

urements it is necessary to have a continuous current flowing in the ther-

mometer coil and to wait till the resistance of the coil has reached its final

value within the desired precision of measurement. Under different con-

ditions this time has been found to range from a half to five minutes.

When the thermometer is to be used for precision measurements of

temperature in places where the temperature is maintained beyond the

outside boundary of the protecting envelope, the reliable way to make the

resistance determinations is to measure the resistances at two different

currents and extrapolate to the resistance which it would have if no current

were flowing through the thermometer coil. In instances where the highest

precision is not demanded the temperature drop outside the thermometer
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Fig. 3. Thermometers in benzoic-acid cell. Temperature distribution from a.xis

of thermometer with 2 milliamperes current. A. Coiled filament. B. Single layer. C.

Pyrex thermometer envelope. D. Air space. E. Metal bushing. F. Well. G. Solid and

liquid benzoic acid.

envelope may be small enough to be neglected. For these, the thermometer

coefficients obtained with 2 milliamperes in the coils may be used. In the

Callendar formula the alpha coefficient for the 2 milliampere current, how-

ever, will probably differ from the calibration at zero milliamperes by

several units in the sixth significant figure. The delta coefficients will not

differ significantly. During the past few years, certificates from the National

Bureau of Standards have stated: "The following values were found for the

constants in the formula,

_ Rt - Rq
^
^( t _ ^\ t

aRo ^ \100 VlOO'

in which t is the temperature at the outside surface of the tube protecting
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the platinum resistor—and Rt and Ro are the resistances of the platinum

resistor at t° and 0°C respectively, measured with a continuous current of

2.0 milliamperes." In some instances, where the user needed to make meas-

urements with higher precision, the alpha coefficients have been deter-

mined for the current extrapolated to zero. It is possible, however, as we
shall see presently, to compute the difference in the alpha coefficient to a

satisfactory approximation from a determination which one can make of

the heating effect in an ice bath.

The alpha coefficient is defined by the equation a = {Rm — Ro)/lOO Ro .

When a measuring current (for example 2 ma) is flowing in the thermometer

coil the resistances, Ro and Rm , will be increased to Ro + ARo and Rm +
Ai^ioo . If we now call the apparent alpha coefficient, at this measuring

current, then

_ {Rm + Afiioo) — {Ro -f- ARo)

100(/?o + ARo)

Performing the division indicated by the fraction we can write the equation

in the form

_ i^ioo — Ro
,
ARm — {Rm/Ro)ARo _ . ARm — {Rm/Ro)ARo

'^^
100/eo m{Ro + ARo) " ioo{Ro + aRo)

With any given measuring current, the power dissipated in a coil is pro-

portional to its resistance, so at 100° the power dissipated is greater than the

power dissipated at 0° by the ratio Rm/ Ro At 100°, however, the thermal

conductivity of air is 30 % greater than at 0° and the thermal conductivity

of Pyrex glass is 13.5% greater. In thermometers of widely different con-

struction the part of the temperature drop through glass from the platinum

to the outside of the protecting envelope tube may range from 5 % to 15 %
of the total drop. Although radiation from the platinum is a few times

greater at 100° than at 0° it probably accounts for less than 1 % of the heat

transfer. The temperature drop from the platinum to the thermometer

envelope tube, therefore, is predominantly through air so if we select the

value, 1.29, for the ratio of the average coefficient of heat transfer at 100°

to that at 0° our computations probably will not be in error by more than

one or two percent. We can, therefore, take Ai^ioo = Ai2o(-Rioo/^o)/1.29.

Since the value Rm/Ro is about 1.392 we can write

,

1.392A/2o(l/1.29 - 1) 0.313AEo , ,= " +
100(fio + ARo) = " - ^00^ approximately.

For two milliamperes current the values of ARo for two widely different

thermometers were found to be 460 microhms and 125 microhms respec-

tively. The corresponding values for a — are 53 X 10"^^ and 15 X 10~^
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respectively. We can get the significance of these values when we consider

that 39 X 10~^ for a — aA is equivalent to 0.001° in 100°, hence for these

thermometers the values for a — a^ are equivalent to about 0.0014° and

0.0004° in 100° respectively. For one milliampere these values would be

reduced by a factor of four.

In striving for a precision of a few microhms in the determination of the

resistance e.xtrapolated to zero current it is necessary to control carefully

the ratio of the currents used for the measurements and to consider the

variance of the measurements at each of these currents. Thermometers

having larger heating of the platinum at a given current require greater

precision in the determination of the ratio of the two currents. Ordinary

milliammeters are not sufficient for the highest precision and an auxiliary

potentiometer for setting the current is desirable. When using these meas-

urements for extrapolation to zero-current determinations it will be shown

that precision in the resistance measurements at the lower current is more

important than precision in the measurements at the higher current. Sta-

tistical theory shows that

where Sy- is the estimate of the variance of the zero-current resistance,

Sji,- and Sj^- are the estimates of the variance of the means of the lower and

the higher-current resistances respectively, and Xi and X2 are proportional

to the power (current squared) put into the thermometer coils at the lower

and higher currents respectively. The values of Sy^^ and SyJ^ can be deter-

mined by experiment.

It sometimes happens that s^f is greater than the s^,- because the lower

current is so small that the deflections of the balancing instruments are

more difficult to detect. At different periods in the past we have used cur-

rents ranging from 1 and 1.41 ma to 2 and 7.5 ma but with the instrumenta-

tion used at the National Bureau of Standards it was found that the op-

timum value of Syi^ was for currents of about 2 ma. With higher currents

the amount of the extrapolation to the zero-current resistance is greater

and the determination of the ratio of the high to the low current is more

important. A potentiometer of moderate precision should be sufficient, but

the higher the current the more attention has to be given to the control of

the current.

Let us assume that n observations are to be made to determine the re-

sistance at zero current and of these rii are at the lower current and n2 are

at the higher. Having determined the estimates Sy^- and s^,^ by experiment

we can choose the proportion of the observations that should be made at

the two currents in order to get the smallest value for sy^. Again using sta-
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tistical theory, we find

approximately. As an example let us assume that the currents are 2 ma and

5 ma. Then if we take-, for simplicity, Sy^ = sg^ we haveni/n2 = which

is the ratio of the number of observations which must be made at Xi to those

at X2 in order to get the best results. As another example let us assume with

these same currents that Sy^ = 3syJ2. We then have rii/nz = x % =
In both of these examples it is evident that many more observations

should be made at the lower current than at the higher in order to obtain

the best precision with a given time spent in observing.

Thermometer Developments

In his symposium paper in 1939, Mueller mentioned the coiled filament

thermometer construction described by C. H. Meyers.'' The purpose of this

construction was to confine the resistor of the thermometer to a shorter

length and a smaller diameter than had been thought practical for standard

thermometers before. About 25.5 ohms at 0°C of 0.087 mm wire are wound
in a helix about 0.4 mm in diameter. This helix, in turn, is bifilar wound in

a larger helix about 20 mm long which is supported on a mica cross within

a Pyrex protecting tube ranging from 7 to 7.5 mm outside diameter. Gold

leads extend up the protecting tube about 43 cm to a head where the leads

pass through a hermetic seal to copper leads.

In 1943 there came to the author's attention some other small ther-

mometers which were made in Russia. These thermometers were intended

for measurements of temperature in a range extending up to temperatures

which are too high for mica to be used for supporting the coils. The resistor

has a resistance of about 10 ohms at 0°C and is wound in a helix of about

0.6 mm in diameter. This helix is supported bifilarly on opposite sides of a

twisted silica ribbon and the coils extend about 40 mm. The coils are en-

closed in a fused silica protecting envelope of about 6 mm outside diameter.

Platinum leads extend up to a head corresponding to that of the Meyers-

type thermometers.

A platinum thermometer of small dimensions was described by C. R.

Barber^ of the National Physical Laboratory in 1950. Some of these ther-

mometers had a resistance of about 28 ohms at 0°C. They were made of

0.05-mm wire wound, while hard drawn, on a 1-mm mandrel and supported

inside a fine Pyrex tube of 1 .5-mm inside diameter and 0.2-mm wall thick-

ness. The fine tube is bent into the form of a U, the helix is held in place

by fusing at the bottom of the U and 0.2-mm platinum extensions of the

helix are sealed into the top of the U. The coils are in a space over 30 mm
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long. At the top of the U the platinum leads are fused to 0.5-mm gold leads

which extend up to a head as in the other small thermometers. A 6-mm
outside diameter Pyrex protecting envelope encloses the leads and the U
with the enclosed coils.

These three small thermometers which were developed within the last

25 years have proved their superiority for measuring temperatures in smaller

diameter spaces than was heretofore possible. This superiority over the

older type, however, has been somewhat offset in some of these small

thermometers by the disadvantage that the platinum temperature is not

as near the temperature of the outside of the protecting envelope. To
be sure, the resistance at any temperature can be extrapolated to that at

zero current, as we have seen; but the precision of this extrapolation does

depend upon the amount to be extrapolated. In using these small coils

some of the parts of the helices are several diameters of the wire away from

the wall of the protecting envelopes, and furthermore the area through

which heat flows to the protecting envelope is smaller in this type than it

was in the older types. Meyers recognized this disadvantage in his coiled

filament type of thermometer and developed another type to correct it.

About 1943 he began making thermometers of this new design using

0.077-mm wire wound in a single-layer bifilar helix 22 mm long with the

wire only 0.03 or 0.04 mm away from the inside wall of the protecting en-

velope. The helix is supported on a mica cross in U-shaped notches spaced

about 0.25 mm on centers. The notches are about 1.5 diameters of the wire

deep and just wide enough to allow freedom for the wire to adjust itself

with a minimum of constraint. Gold leads 0.2 mm in diameter extend up
the envelope to the head. In this type of construction the thermal contact

of the wire with the envelope is so good that, when a current of 2 ma is in

the coils, the temperature rise of the wire above the outside of the protecting

envelope is less than 0.002°. In the other types of small thermometers, de-

scribed above, the temperature rise ranges from 2 to 4 times as great.

One effect Avhich must be guarded against in precision thermometry is

the effect on the resistance of the thermometer coil caused by heat conduc-

tion along the leads. This effect is easily determined by experiment. One
procedure is to pack the thermometer in a slush of ice and water till the

ice is just above the coil of the thermometer. The resistance of the coil is

then measured. Packing more ice up around the stem of the thermometer

to increase the depth of immersion will change the resistance of the coil.

This process is continued till further packing does not change the resistance

by a significant amount. A plot of these data on semi-log paper shows the

immersion necessary for the precision desired.

Thermometers with heavy gold leads in poor thermal contact with the

envelope obviously will require greater immersion than those with light
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platinum leads near the envelope wall. The immersion necessary to reduce

the effect to within the equivalent of 0.0001° on some of the small ther-

mometers described above ranged from 11 cm to 26 cm from the ends of

the protecting envelopes. Usually there is provision for sufficient immersion

so that the lead conduction will produce no significant error in the deter-

mination of temperature, but this effect must be kept in mind for precision

temperature determinations. Some special thermometers have been con-

structed where special attention was paid to thermal contact of the leads

with the envelope wall in order to make the necessary immersion very small.

Ordinarily this precaution is not demanded.

Thermometers for calorimetry at temperatures below the oxygen point

are made of the coiled filament type and enclosed in platinum capsules,

5.5 mm in diameter and 48 mm long. When in use, these thermometers

are usually soldered into the calorimeters with low melting solder so heat

conduction outside the protecting envelopes is seldom a problem. Platinum

leads are sealed through glass which covers the end of the platinum cap-

sule. At the sulfur point, however, the glass seals become conducting and

increase the difficulty and uncertainty of the calibrations at that tempera-

ture. The electrical conduction in the glass insulation of these resistance

thermometers has been discussed by H. J. Hoge.^ In order to have thermal

contact of the platinum wire with the envelopes of these thermometers at

temperatures ranging down to near 10°K these capsules are filled with hy-

drogen-free helium containing some oxygen.

In Mueller's paper in 1939^ there was a speculation about the changes in

the coefficients of a thermometer accompanying progressive changes in ice-

point resistances. He stated "The changes of resistance which occur in the

resistor of the thermometer are likely to be additive. Changes which affect

the resistance of the thermometer at all temperatures in the same propor-

tion are less likely to occur." This is to say Rwo — Ro was expected to be

more constant than Rioo/Ro Since that time we have some evidence, with

thermometers made of high purity platinum, that the ratio Rm/Ro remains

constant within our precision of measurement even when the resistance of

the thermometer at 0°C does increase by significant amounts. There is

also some confirming evidence of this from other national laboratories. It

appears, therefore, that changes affect the resistance of thermometers pro-

portionally at all temperatures when the thermometers are of high purity

platinum and well annealed.

R. J. Corruccini,* on the other hand, has shown that rapid chilling of

platinum does cause changes which are more nearly additive. He attributes

these changes to strains set up by the chilling because reannealing restores

the platinum to the old condition. In general, however, it seems unlikely

that standard resistance thermometers in protecting envelopes could be
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subjected to such drastic chillings as he was able to give to his platinum.

We conclude, therefore, that additive changes are not likely in standard

thermometers.

Bridge Developments

Since Mueller's paper^ in 1939 two new bridges have been designed and

constructed, and are being used for precision resistance thermometry. One
is an improved Smith Bridge that is in use at the National Physical Labora-

tory. Since this bridge is described elsewhere^ it will not be discussed here.

The other is a bridge which Mueller, using his many years of experience,

designed after his retirement from the National Bureau of Standards. Pro-

totypes of this design were delivered to the Bureau in 1949. Since an ex-

tensive description of this bridge is not in prospect in the near future a

brief description will be given here.

The intention of the design of this bridge was to make measurements

possible within an uncertainty not exceeding two or three microhms. This

bridge has a seventh decade which makes one step in the last decade the

equivalent of ten microhms. One uncertainty which was recognized was that

of the contact resistance in the dial switches of the decades. Experience

shows that with care this uncertainty can be kept down to the order of

0.0001 ohm. Switches made with well-planed copper links bridging well-

planed copper posts and making contact with an excess of mercury, have

uncertainties of contact resistance of considerably less than one microhm.

lu Mueller's design the ends of the equal-resistance ratio arms are at the

dial-switch contacts on the one ohm and the tenth ohm decades. He has

made the resistances of the ratio arms 3000 ohms so that the uncertainty of

contact resistance, 0.0001 ohm, produces an uncertainty of only one part in

30,000,000. With 30 ohms, for example, in each of the other arms of the

bridge, these two ratio-arm contacts should produce an uncertainty of re-

sistance measurement of 1.41 microhms. The next largest uncertainty would

appear to be in the hundredth ohm decade which has the largest steps of

four Waidner-Wolff elements. In the zero position of this decade the

0.0001 -ohm uncertainty in contact resistance is part of a shunt of over 20

ohms and produces an uncertainty of 0.4 microhm.

The 10-ohm decade has mercury contacts and the commutator switch

has large mercury contacts. One new feature in the commutator switch

is the addition of an extra pair of mercury-contact links which serve to

reverse the ratio coils simultaneously with the thermometer leads. This

feature was suggested by Hoge, who was then at the National Bureau of

Standards. This feature automatically makes the combined error of the

normal and reverse readings only one in a million, for example, when the

ratio arms are unequal by as much as a part in a thousand, and thus prac-
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tically eliminates an error from lack of balance in the ratio-arms. It does not

eliminate any systematic error in the contact resistance at the end of the

ratio arms on the decades, however, because the mercury reversing switch

has to be in the arms.

The commutators on these bridges are made^ as to open the battery

circuit before breaking contacts in the resistance leads to the thermometer.

This makes it possible to lift the commutator, rotate it, and set it down in

the reversed position in less than a second and thus not disturb the galva-

nometer or the steady heating of the resistor by a very significant amount.

In balancing the bridge, snap switches are used to reverse the current so

the heating is interrupted only a small fraction of a second. This practice

of reversing the current has proven very valuable. It not only keeps the

current flowing almost continuously in the resistor but also gives double

the signal of the bridge unbalances.

In striving for greater precision in resistance thermometry we may ask

what our limit is. One limit which we cannot exceed is that imposed by the

Johnson noise which exists in all resistors. The random voltage in re-

sistors at 300°K is given by the formula dV == 1.12 X 10-'"\/Wr where

R is the resistance in ohms and r is the time in seconds over which the

voltage is averaged. The quantity, r, could, for example, be the time con-

stant of the galvanometer. From this formula it would appear that the mag-

nitude of the Johnson noise in a circuit including an instrument having a

one-second period would be of the same order of magnitude as an unbalance

of 1 microhm in the measuring arm of a bridge when one milliampere was

flowing in a 25-ohm thermometer. In practice there seems to be a dis-

crepancy between this limit and what we realize. We have found that for a

net time of over a minute of observing, for observations at 1.5 and 2.5 ma
to extrapolate to zero current, the determinations of the resistance of ther-

mometers in triple point cells have a standard deviation of a single deter-

mination of about 8 microhms. We have not yet been able to attribute this

discrepancy either to the bridge, the thermometer, the galvanometer, the

triple point cell, or the observer and it remains one of the unsolved problems

of precision resistance thermometry.

Fixed Points

For the calibration of platinum resistance thermometers on the Interna-

tional Temperature Scale four equilibrium fixed points are defined, one of

which is a freezing point and the others are boiling points. To realize these

fixed points it is assumed that it is better to strive for realizations of the

definitions rather than to follow recommended procedures which were set

up as standard practice in the past. At the National Bureau of Standards

the triple point of water sealed in cells is used exclusively to derive the ice
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point. The boiling points of sulfur and water are realized by active ebul-

lition in boilers connected to a pressure-controlled reservoir of helium. The
pressure of the helium is controlled manually by means of a precision man-

ometer to give one atmosphere pressure at the level of the thermometer

coils. The boiling point of oxygen is realized in an apparatus which contains

saturated liquid oxygen and its vapor at one atmosphere pressure. The oxy-

gen is separated from the helium of the reservoir by a thin metal diaphragm

which indicates the balance between the oxygen and helium pressures.

Triple Point of Water

At the General Conference on Weights and Measures in 1948 the follow-

ing resolution was adopted:

"With the present-day technique, the triple point of water is susceptible

of being a more precise thermometric reference point than the 'melting

point of ice'.

"The Advisory Committee considers, therefore, that the zero of the

thermodynamic centigrade scale should be defined as being the temperature

0.0100 degree below that of the triple point of pure water."

The triple point of water has been realized for the past several years in

glass cells of about 5 cm in diameter with reentrant coaxial walls for the

thermometers about 39 cm long and 1.3 cm in inside diameter. Figure 4

shows a sectioned drawing of a triple point cell in an ice bath. Extending

up from the cell is a tube which is sealed off above the cell after filling with

gas-free distilled water. Below the sealing-off point is a side tube, extending

horizontally which serves as a handle for lifting and turning the cell and

also for supporting the cell when it is packed in a bath of flaked ice and

water.

After the cells are blown and annealed they are cleaned with acid and

distilled water and then steamed for several days until the condensed steam

on the walls runs down in a continuous film over the entire inner surface.

They are then connected to a still which removes 99.9 per cent of dissolved

gases from distilled water. They are evacuated and filled with water to

within about 2 cm of the top and sealed off.

To prepare the cell for measurements it is first immersed into an ordinary

,

ice bath for several minutes to cool the cell and its contents. A mantle of

ice from 3 to 10 mm thick is then frozen onto the outside of the well. One
procedure for freezing the ice mantle is to dry the well and keep it filled with

crushed dry ice (solid CO2) until the ice mantle is thick enough. This pro-

cedure takes about thirty minutes. When the cooling with dry ice is first

started it may take a minute or more to initiate freezing. Crystals first

appear as fine needles along the outside of the well. As cooling is continued

these initial needle crystals disappear and a clear glass-like mantle builds
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Fig. 4. Triple point cell. A. Water vapor. B. Pyrex cell. C. Water from ice bath.

D. Thermometer well. E. Ice mantle. F. Air-free water. G. Flaked ice and water.

H. Insulated container.

up. When sufficient ice has been frozen on the well, the dry ice is withdrawn

from the well and the cell immersed below the water level in the ice bath so

that ice-cold water fills the well in order to improve the thermal contact of

the thermometer with the water-ice interface.

The process of freezing purifies the water and concentrates the impurities

in the water ahead of the ice as it forms on the outside surface of the ice

mantle. These concentrated impurities lower the temperature on the out-

side mantle surface by a significant amount unless the water was very pure

before freezing. If, now, a warm tube is immersed into the well for a few
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seconds, enough of the pure ice next to the well will be melted to free the

mantle and provide a new water-ice interface. It is easy to see when the ice

mantle is free by giving the cell a quick rotation about the axis of the well

and noting whether or not the mantle rotates with the cell. This new water-

ice surface provides the temperature for calibrating thermometers. See

Fig. 2.

This procedure of inner melting is believed to be very valuable for ob-

taining reproducibility of temperature. We have seen that freezing purifies

the sample from the well outward and that the inner melting produces

liquid from ice which is much purer than the water outside the mantle.

This means that less effort has to be expended in preparing and filling the

cells than would be necessary if other procedures for freezing were used.

Experience shows that the inner melting procedure, in the cells at the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards, provides temperatures which are as identical

to each other and as reproducible as w-e are now able to differentiate tem-

peratures, namely, within about 0.00008°C.

Temperatures at the outside of thick mantles in some cells about two

years old, on the other hand, were found to be about 0.002° low, when first

determined within a half hour of freezing, but were rising for several hours

thereafter. These low temperatures are believed to be caused by impurities

(including dissolved glass) and the rising temperatures by diffusion of the

concentrated impurities away from the outside surface of the mantle into

the water. The lower temperature at the outside of the mantle causes no

error when the inner melting technique is used. Small transfers of heat

caused by radial temperature gradients merely cause freezing or melting

at the water-ice interfaces and do not change the temperature by sig-

nificant amounts.

Previous investigators have frozen the water in their triple point cells

by supercooling until spontaneous freezing fills the cells with mush ice.

When the water in these same NBS cells was spontaneously frozen, the

temperatures were a few ten-thousandths of a degree low, presumably due

to impurities. This result again emphasizes the value of the simple inner-

melting technique for obtaining reproducible temperatures.

Precision Manometer

The precision manometer at the National Bureau of Standards was de-

signed for precision gas-thermometer measurements. The apparatus con-

sists of two large cells for mercury surfaces connected by an articulate tube

and supported on a base by long and short columns of end standards. The
aim in the design was to make this manometer capable of determining pres-

sure to an accuracy of one part in a million but this accuracy is not de-

manded by present-day precision thermometry. Fig. 5 shows a scale di-
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Fig. 5. Manometer: A. Hoke blocks. B. Mercury cell. C. Mercury pump. D. Ar-

ticulate tube. E. Insulated capacitor plate. F. Reference capacitor. G. Pneumatic
switch. H. Helium supply. I. Helium pump. V. Vacuum line.

Steam point boiler: AW. Boiler wall, tinned copper. BW. Heater. CW. Liquid

water. DW. Layer of silver wires. EW. Radiation shields. FW. Thermometer wells.

GW. Water vapor condenser. HW. Dry ice trap.

Oxygen point apparatus. AO. Copper block. BO. Oxygen bulb. CO. Liquid oxygen.

DO. Heat interceptors. EO. Radiation shields. FO. Thermometer well. GO. Cooling

tubes. HO. Envelope. 10. Liquid nitrogen. JO. Liquid nitrogen inlet for cooling.

KO. Metal diaphragm. LO. Diaphragm cell wall. MO. Insulated island. NO. Glass

insulator. PO. Clamp for diaphragm. V. Vacuum lines.

Sulfur point boiler. AS. Boiler wall, aluminum. BS. Radiant heater. CS. Liquid

sulfur. DS. Layer of aluminum wires. ES. Radiation shields. FS. Thermometer wells.

GS. Sulfur vapor condenser. HS. Dry ice trap. IS. Feeler thermocouple.
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agram of the manometer at the left connected to the steam point boiler,

the oxygen point apparatus, and the sulfur point boiler.

The pressure which is measured with this manometer is balanced by a

column of mercury. Pressure is the product of the height of the column

multiplied by the density of the mercury and by the gravitational accelera-

tion. It is believed that the height of the column can be determined with

this apparatus to the accuracy of calibration of the end standards, which

heretofore has been about two parts in a million. The value of the density

of mercury at 0°C, according to recent reports, may be uncertain to one or

two parts in 100,000 but it is the opinion at the National Bureau of Stand-

ards that differences of more than about four parts in a million are not to

be expected between different samples of virgin mercury, gathered any-

where on the earth. The value for the gravitational acceleration may be

uncertain by nearly one part in 100,000 but values relative to the value

determined at Potsdam are known with high precision. For these reasons

it is believed that the reproducibility of the steam point in different labora-

tories could be in the order of 0.0001 °C, inasmuch as this corresponds to

about four parts per million in pressure.

The principal features of this manometer, which make such precision

possible, are the large cells for the mercury surfaces to eliminate the un-

certainties of capillary depression, an electrostatic capacitance scheme for

determining the height of the mercury surface, and the use of end-standards

2.4 cm square for supporting these cells.

The mercury cells are about 7.3 cm in inside diameter. They are made of

steel with the tops and bottoms about.2 cm thick, which is thick enough to

prevent a significant flexure by a change of pressure of one atmosphere. A
steel tube about 3 mm inside diameter permits mercury to flow from one cell

to the other. To permit raising the upper cell to the desired height, this

tube has three joints with horizontal axes, referred to as the "shoulder,"

"elbow," and "wrist" joints.

Both cells are supported on a cast iron b^se by Hoke gage blocks which

are end-standards as precise as the better-known Johansson blocks, but,

being square, are more suitable as columns for supporting the cells. The
ends of these blocks are accurately parallel. The columns of blocks are 18

cm apart at the base. One block is fastened securely to the bottom of each\

cell and another block is fastened securely to the base at the bottom of each \

column. The two blocks under the lower cell are seldom moved but the

intermediate blocks in the column supporting the upper cell are changed

every time the length of the column is changed. The top surface of the sup-

porting block for the upper cell was carefully leveled. The set has enough

blocks to permit a column of blocks to be selected having a nominal height

of any desired ten-thousandth of an inch. Blocks of this type can be wrung
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together with a separation of less than a hundredth of a micron. In 14 years

the blocks have been calibrated a few times at the National Bureau of

Standards and none has changed for more than four parts in a million.

Above the mercury there is an electrically insulated steel plate 3.5 cm
in diameter for determining the height of the mercury in the cells. The elec-

trostatic capacitance between the plate and the mercury is part of the capac-

itance in one of the two circuits of a beat frequency oscillator. In a shielded

chamber above the cell is a reference capacitor which is adjusted so that its

capacitance is equal to the capacitance between the plate and the mercury

for the desired height of the mercury. A pneumatic mercury switch permits

the interchange of these two capacitors in a few seconds. It has been found

convenient to have the spacing of the mercury from the plate about 0.15

mm. At that height, a change of pressure of one micron changes the capaci-

tance by 0.2 M/uf which changes the beat frequency by 60 cycles; hence the

manometer is sensitive to much less than 0.1 micron of mercury pressure.

Ripples are always present on the surface of the mercury in a cell of this

diameter (7.3 cm) at any place within the National Bureau of Standards.

Their wavelength is small in comparison with the radius of the plate and the

effect of the crests of ripples compensates for that of the troughs. No effect

of these ripples on the capacitance is noticeable until the mercury ap-

proaches to within 0.1 mm of the plate.

It is obvious that temperature control is important not only for the length

of the steel blocks but especially for the density of mercury. The combined

effect is such that a change in pressure of one part in a million is produced

by a change in temperature of about 0.006°C. To provide for temperature

control the manometer is mounted on a low pier in a cellar below the base-

m.ent floor where temperature fluctuations are minimized. The cellar is

about 4.5 meters deep, 4.3 meters long and 2.1 meters wide. The manometer

is operated by remote control. The air is circulated in the cellar and the

relative humidity reduced below 50 per cent by passing it over refrigerated

coils and reheating it.

At the base of the manometer a platinum resistance thermometer is

placed i!i a copper block. On the surface of this block are placed reference

junctions of three sets of multiple-junction thermocouples for determining

the mean temperature of three different parts of the mercury column. There

are twelve measuring junctions in series on the manometer arm from the

shoulder to the wrist joint, six junctions on the tube from the lower cell

down to the shoulder joint, and three junctions from the wrist joint up to the

upper cell. These provisions make it possible to determine the mean tem-

perature of the mercury itself and, should the temperature not be the same

on the tubes to the upper and lower cells, the difference in density can be

accounted for. The temperature of the manometer ordinarily drifts only a
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few hundredths of a degree per day. This rate is so small that occasional

measurements taken during the day are sufficient for corrections. The tem-

perature of the blocks is assumed the same as the mean temperature of the

mercury.

The procedure for obtaining the desired pressure by means of the height

of mercury column is, first, to determine the "zero level," and then to in-

crease the height of the upper cell by the height of the desired column.

For the zero level, the proper blocks can be found and the reference capaci-

tance made equal to the mercury capacitance on each cell when both cells

are evacuated. When this equality of capacitances is again realized, with

pressure in the lower cell and with the upper cell still evacuated, the height

of the mercury column is the same as the extra height of blocks added to

the upper cell column.

Since the two columns of gage blocks are spaced 18 cm apart it is im-

portant to know whether they maintain their relative heights. For this

reason the zero level of the manometer has been followed for several days

before and after the time when the manometer is used at one atmosphere.

Experience shows that the drift in zero level is less than one micron. The
effect of the change of level caused by the extra weight of 30 inches of

gage blocks (about 3.4 kg) was determined experimentally and found to be

about 0.2 micron. The compression of the 30 inches of gage blocks by half

the weight of these blocks and by the weight of the cell with its mercury

contents was found to be about 0.3 micron. These effects are small but are

accounted for.

To control the pressure of the helium there are needle valves for ad-

mitting or removing helium from the lines. Small changes in the helium

pressure are controlled by a piston about 0.75 cm^ cross section area which

can be moved in or out of a small chamber in the helium line at the control

bench, 4.5 meters above the manometer. The piston is moved by a screw

of such pitch that one turn changes the volume connected to the helium

line by about one part in a million. The helium pressure may be affected

by small drifts in the temperature of the 70-liter reservoir or by larger and

more rapid changes in the temperature of the tubes above the floor. The
pressure changes are indicated by the beat frequency oscillator and usually

are so small they can be compensated for by a fraction of a turn of the

piston screw. Such sensitive control of pressure enables the operator to

keep the pressure controlled to within a part in a million for as long a time

as is needed for thermometer calibrations.

Steam Point Boiler

The steam point apparatus is a closed system with helium gas trans-

mitting the water vapor pressure to the precision manometer. See Fig. 5.
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The boiler is made of copper heavily tinned on the inside to prevent cou

tamination of the water. It is made of a tube 8.7 cm in diameter and 46

cm long, closed at the ends. There are six reentrant thermometer wells 35

cm long extending from the top cap down into the vapor space. These wells

are of various diameters of thin-wall copper-nickel tubing which is also

tinned on the surface exposed to the water. These wells are separated where

they extend through the top but at the bottom they are as close together

as is convenient without touching. Surrounding the wells is a conical radia-

tion shield of tinned copper which is sufficiently open at the top and bottom

for free passage of vapor around the wells.

At the bottom of the boiler there is a reentrant copper-nickel heater dome
with a shallow conical cap at the top. Inside this dome is a heater, wound
on mica on a copper spool which is enlarged at the top for a short length

for soldering into the reentrant dome. By this construction most of the

heating power is supplied in a zone just below the surface of the water in-

the annular space at the bottom of the boiler surrounding the heater dome.

On the outside of the heater dome is a single layer of closely spaced vertical

silver wires about 0.4 mm in diameter. These wires are bound to the sur-

face with three horizontal hoops of silver wire. The vertical silver wires

extend from the bottom of the dome to about 2 cm above the top of the

dome and there the ends are brought together in a bundle around the axis.

This construction was adopted for the purpose of holding a small residual

of vapor in the cusp-shaped spaces between the dome and the wires, to

avoid explosive vaporization. It has proven most effective.

Below the radiation shield around the thermometer wells are two shal-

low conical shields which serve to prevent direct radiation from the walls

to the outside walls of the boiler and also serve to drain condensed water

from the boiler wall to the axis where it drips onto the bundle of silver

Wires at the top of the dome. By this construction it is believed that these

wires are kept wet continually during operation and there are no exposed

surfaces at temperatures above the saturation temperature.

Since the temperature of the boiler is about 7C° above that of the room,

considerable heat flows out through the boiler wall. This heat is supplied

on the inside of the boiler by condensation of the water vapor to liquid

which flows down the wall in a film computed to be 0.05 mm thick. As-

suming the liquid-vapor surface to be at the saturation temperature there

is a temperature gradient through the liquid film so that the inside wall of

the boiler is probably less than 0.1 degree below the saturation temperature.

Since the boiler is a little below the saturation temperature, the radiation

shield radiates a small amount of energy to the boiler most of which it

receives by condensation of vapor on both its inner and outer wall sur-

faces. The radiation shield, therefore, is nearer to the saturation tempera-
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ture than the wall of the boiler is by a factor of several hundred. The wells,

in turn, radiate heat to the radiation shield; but, since the temperature of

the radiation shield itself is very near the saturation temperature, the

wells certainly should be at the saturation temperature within our pre-

cision of temperature measurements. Indeed, computations indicate that

there might have been sufficient attenuation by the wells alone but the

radiation shields provide enough more attenuation so there can be little

chance that the wells containing the thermometers are at a temperature

that is significantly low.

From the top of the boiler the excess vapor flows up through a short

tube, about 1.8 cm inside diameter, to a condenser which starts above the

boiler. The condenser is cooled by ice-cold water first flowing in a core on

the axis and then in a water jacket on the outside of the 1.8-cm tube. The
inner and outer water-cooled surfaces are about 3.7 cm long. This construc-

tion provides an annular space with a radial separation of about 0.4 cm for

the vapor to flow through on its way to the cold walls where it is condensed

to liquid. In this space the water vapor meets helium from above. The

level of this water-vapor to helium interface depends on the amount of

excess water vapor that must be condensed. The area over which conden-

sation is taking place is determined by the temperature of the metal, the

thickness and thermal conductivity of the liquid film, and the power flow-

ing through this film. The liquid-vapor surface may be assumed to be at

the saturation temperature.

Above the condenser, the helium extends up in a tube which is soldered

to the incoming cold water tube. At this place there is a shut-off valve.

From the valve the helium line extends in a 0.5-cm horizontal tube that is

soldered to a copper tray for dry ice (solid CO 2) and then down to the

manometer and a 70-liter helium reservoir on the pier in the cellar.

The radiation shields and Avells in the boiler provide such effective pro-

tection against a temperature that is too low, that the question arose

whether or not the wells might be superheated by the measuring current

in the thermometers and the temperature be above the saturation temper-

ature. To test this, two strips of silver gauze were placed so that one drains

the liquid from the axial condenser surface to the surface of one well and

the other drains the liquid from the outer condenser surface to another

well. Thermometers interchanged from these wells to wells without drain-

ing have, so far, failed to indicate any difference in temperature depending

on the wells. This indicates not only that the liquid film running down the

wells has approached the saturation temperature but also that no super-

heating exists on the other wells.

On the outside the boiler is insulated by two coaxial radiation shields

made of aluminum-coated paper and these are enclosed in a metal cover.
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This construction furnishes enough thermal insulation so that only about

70 watts of power are necessary to maintain the boiler at 100°C. The power

in excess of 70 watts goes to maintaining a flow of vapor into the con-

denser Avhere it meets the helium. It is common practice to use 125 watts

in the boiler at the steam point.

Since the steam point is defined as the temperature of equilibrium be-

tween licjuid and its vapor at 1 atmosphere pressure it is necessary to de-

termine this pressure at the height of the center of the thermometer coils

when they are in the wells. The accounting for pressure considers the fluid

heads of columns of water vapor, helium, and licjuid mercury at their re-

spective temperatures and the saturation pressure of mercury vapor at

the upper cell temperature.

Increasing the power input to the boiler increases the flow of water

vapor into the condenser and raises the helium because more surface is

required for condensation of the water vapor. This increases the pressure a

little because the head of water vapor is greater than that of helium. The
more noticeable change, however, is the volume of helium which must be

withdrawn from the system to maintain the pres.sure constant.

Some flow into the condenser is necessary to oppose diffusion of helium

down to the level of the thermometer coils. Helium near the thermometer

wells would decrease the water-vapor partial pressure and hence the tem-

perature. It is for this reason that the tube to the condenser is not large.

The fact that helium is lighter than water vapor is favorable for avoiding

convective instability. Too great an excess of power can be undesirable,

however, because it increases both the length and the velocity of the stream

of vapor ascending into the condenser. This increases the head loss due to

viscous or turbulent flow. Experience shows, however, that the excess power

can be increased by 100 watts without producing any significant error in

the determination of temperature near 100°C. It is not until low pressure

measurements in the neighborhood of 30°C are being made with this boiler

that these effects become significant.

Sulfur Point Boiler

In the text of the 1927 International Temperature Scale'" the recom-

mended experimental procedure for the sulfur point was specified in con-

siderable detail. At that time the precision of temperature realization at

the sulfur point was considered good when it was in the order of 0.01°.

Since that time it has been demonstrated that a greater precision is at-

tainable when the sulfur boiler is connected to a closed system. This led in

1948 to the definition of the sulfur point temperature as 444.600°C,' where

the last figure only represents the degree of reproducibility of that fixed

point. A temperature change of 0.001° at the sulfur point corresponds to a

change of pressure of about 10 microns of mercury.
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In 1951 a closed-system sulfur boiler was completed at the National

Bureau of Standards and connected to the precision manometer. In the

design of this boiler the same principles were used that proved successful

in the steam boiler. In this new boiler the liquid and vapor sulfur are ex-

posed only to 2S aluminum (which is the purest commercial grade). The
boiler was constructed from sheet nearly 1 cm thick. It is 45 cm tall and 13

cm in inside diameter. The entire apparatus was welded together by means

of an inert-gas arc using welding rods of the same 2S aluminum.

At the bottom is a heater dome which is analogous to that in the steam

boiler. This dome is surrounded by a single layer of closely spaced vertical

aluminum wires, 1.5 mm in diameter, analogous to the silver wires in the

steam boiler. These also are effective for avoiding explosive vaporization.

Heat for boiling is supplied by a radiant heater which has a nominal rating

of 660 watts but only about 420 watts are normally used. On the boiler

itself is wound an additional heater with a capacity of about 1000 watts

which aids in raising the temperature of the boiler and contents from room

temperature to near the sulfur temperature in about an hour. As the sul-

fur temperature is approached the power in this heater is reduced until

the whole load can be taken on the radiant heater. The heat conducted

away from the boiler itself is about 380 watts when the steady state has

been established.

Ten thermometer wells of various sizes extend down from the top into

the vapor space. The axes of these wells approach each other as they ex-

tend down into the vapor space so they are closest together at the level of

the centers of the thermometer coils. Stainless steel liners 0.25 mm thick

were drawn with the aluminum tubing for the thermometer wells. These

liners serve not only to stiffen the wells but also to prevent the aluminum

from rubbing off onto the protecting tubes of the thermometers when
they are hot.

Between these wells and the walls of the boiler are two cylindrical radia-

tion shields; at the top there are four, and at the bottom six conical radia-

tion shields alternately diverting the fluid flow to and away from the axis

yet preventing direct radiation away from the wells. These shields are

spaced not less than 9 mm apart which should be ample to avoid any

significant drop in pressure of the vapor as it enters these spaces. As it was

found for the steam boiler, computations indicate that one less shield might

have been sufficient, so, with the present number of radiation shields, there

is little chance that the wells containing the thermometers are at a tempera-

ture significantly lower than the saturation temperature.

On the axis above the top of the boiler is a stack, 1.9 cm inside diameter,

for condensing the excess of sulfur vapor. In all, the stack extends up with

this diameter nearly 18 cm above the body of the boiler. For about 9 cm
above the top of the boiler the stack has a wall thickness of only about 1
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mm. Above this thin section is welded a thick section on which is turned a

cone about 5.3 cm long with a taper of 1 in 10 from the axis. On this cone

there rests a sleeve of brass to which are soldered several turns of copper

tubing for cooling water. Above the cooling section is a cap, sealed with a

Teflon gasket, from which a tube leads away to the manometer. Down
through this cap there also extends an aluminum tube, about 4 mm in

diameter, carrying a pair of thermoelement wires to a ring of aluminum

within the thin section of the stack. This is a feeler thermoelement which

serves to indicate the height at which the helium meets the hot sulfur vapor

during the operation of the boiler. Its height is adjustable but it is usually

kept about 3 cm below the thick section of the stack.

It may seem paradoxical that water cooling is used for sulfur which

freezes at about 119°C. The hot saturated sulfur vapor at 1 atmosphere

pressure, however, does not reach the thick section of the stack which is

water cooled but stops at the level where the heat of vaporization has all

been given up to the thin wall of the stack at temperatures well above the

freezing point. At this level the stack temperature differs most from that

of the saturated vapor so the rate of heat flow to the stack is a maximum
as is also the temperature gradient in the stack. Above this level, there is

little condensation and the gradient decreases slightly owing to the loss of

heat from the side of the stack.

Experiments were made changing the power input into the boiler to

change the height of the hot saturated vapor in the stack. Temperature

gradients along the stack were determined by means of ten thermocouples

spaced uniformily. From these experiments it was concluded that the

height of the top of the hot vapor was about at the level of the feeler thermo-

couple in the stack where the thermocouple electromotive force increases

most rapidly with an increase in vapor height. From these experiments it

also was concluded that viscous flow of vapor in the stack caused an in-

significant loss of head, as it was found for the steam boiler.

It is important to know the height of the saturated vapor at one at-

mosphere, because, according to the values used at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, its density is such that 4.0 cm of vapor head

corresponds to a change of saturation temperature of 0.001°. Having de-

termined the height of the hot saturated vapor with the feeler thermo-

couple, a better accounting can be made of the pressure of the vapor at

the height of the thermometer coils. In the helium above the top of the

hot vapor the stack temperature is so much lower than the sulfur point

that the cooler saturated sulfur vapor at these temperatures contributes

very little partial pressure head.

The stability of this sulfur boiler has brought to light a phenomenon

which heretofore had escaped attention. When the sulfur is started to boil,
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after a period of rest, the temperature is observed to fall for a period of

about a day. The temperature then approaches constancy at about a

hundredth of a degree below the initial temperature and has been found to

remain there for periods lasting over a week. On account of this phenom-

enon the practice is to delay calibrations in the sulfur boiler until at least

a day after the boiling is begun.

An analysis was made of the purity of the sulfur which had been used

for sulfur boilers. It was found to contain less than a part in a million each

of selenium, arsenic, and tellurium. Mueller^^ reported that one part in a

thousand of selenium and arsenic added to the sulfur gave a combined

raising in boiling temperature of less than 0.1°. After having been boiled

the sulfur did, however, contain about 140 parts per million of carbon,

76 parts per million of nonvolatile matter, and about 8 parts per million

of iron. Sulfur was purified by T. J. Murphy in the NBS Chemistry Divi-

sion and the resulting sulfur was found to contain 2 parts per million of

carbon, 3 parts per million of nonvolatile matter, and less than 1 part per

million of iron. When this purified sulfur was used in the sulfur boiler no

changes were found either in the final boiling temperature or the phenom-

enon of falling temperature. The practice in the use of the sulfur boiler

has been to boil a new batch of sulfur for several hours to drive off gases

and then to cool the sulfur in order to evacuate these gases before starting

the boiling for calibration work. During use a small amount of helium is in

the boiler stack for transmitting the pressure out to the manometer. Be-

tween runs this helium is left in the boiler. Our present conclusion is that

the phenomenon of falling temperature is not a result of impurities in the

sulfur, but is another unsolved problem concerning precision thermometry.

Oxygen Point Apparatus

A new oxygen boiling point apparatus is now in operation. It also is

connected to the precision manometer. This apparatus uses the stable

equilibrium between liquid oxygen and its vapor rather than active boiling

as in the steam and sulfur boilers. The essential part of this apparatus is a

copper block which contains an oxygen vapor-pressure bulb and eight

wells for resistance thermometers. In operation the oxygen bulb contains a

few drops of liquid oxygen in equilibrium with vapor near the position of

the resistors of the thermometers being calibrated. Superheated oxygen

vapor extends from the saturated oxygen in the bulb out to a diaphragm

cell which is at about room temperature. The diaphragm transmits the

pressure from the oxygen to the helium of the precision manometer.

The copper block is a cylinder about 7 cm in diameter and 18 cm tall.

The eight wells of the thermometers extending up from the copper block

are of thin copper-nickel tubing which has a low thermal conductivity.
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These wells lead up through liquid nitrogen to the outside of the apparatus

near room temperature. Above the copper block are two heat interceptors

soldered to the wells. In thermal contact with these heat interceptors are

copper shields which surround the entire copper block.

Outside the shields is a brass envelope placed in a bath of liquid nitrogen

which boils at about 13° below the oxygen point. The brass envelope is

evacuated in order to eliminate heat transfer by gaseous conduction from

the copper block and the surrounding shields. The heat interceptors are

heated electrically and controlled to temperatures close to that of the

copper block. These interceptors serve to isolate the block so completely

that temperature variations do not exceed 0.001° in the block near the

thermometer resistors. For the initial cooling of the block and interceptors,

tubes are soldered to them so that liquid nitrogen from the bath can be

admitted through a valve above the envelope. The vaporization and heat-

ing of the nitrogen remove energy at a rate which makes it possible to cool

the apparatus to a temperature below the oxygen point in about 2 hours.

In the helium line from the precision manometer to the steam and sul-

fur bath it is a simple matter to prevent either the steam or sulfur vapor

from reaching the manometer by the use of dry ice to cool a horizontal

portion of the transmitting line. For the oxygen point apparatus, however,

it is not so simple. The method chosen is to use a plane metal diaphragm

about 60 microns thick which separates the oxygen from the helium yet

is so sensitive and so reproducible that it will permit the determination of

the oxygen pressure within the eciuivalent of 0.0001° in its saturation tem-

perature. The diaphragm is held in a cell with walls so close that the dia-

phragm is supported after it has been displaced a small amount by pres-

sure, and thus the support prevents the diaphragm from being strained

beyond its elastic limit.

The diaphragm cell is made of stainless steel and has an over-all diam-

eter of about 13 cm. This diameter is for flanges, which extend out from

each of two central supporting walls which are about 10.2 cm in diameter.

The-diaphragm is held between these supports on plane areas about 6 mm
wide near the 5-cm radius. Inside this supporting surface the wall is ground,

lapped, and polished to a spherical concave surface having a radius of

curvature of about 15 meters. On the helium side of the diaphragm the cell

wall has a central electrically insulated island about 4.5 cm in diameter

which is used for determining the null position of the diaphragm. This

island is spaced about 0.15 mm from the main wall. The insulation is an

annular sheet of Pyrex glass about 8 mm thick which is clamped both to

the island and to the body of the cell. The insulator was used to hold the

island in place when the cell body wall was being made spherical. Sub-

sequently the island was removed for cleaning and replaced so the spherical
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surface of the island was continuous with that of the body wall within a

fringe of light. Between the flanges there is a recessed space for a pair of

clamping rings, each about 13 cm in diameter and 1 cm thick, which clamp

the diaphragm at a diameter of about 11 cm. When the diaphragm is

clamped in its rings, it is laid 'on the island side of the cell and drawn

axially toward the flange by means of screws. This stretches the diaphragm

to a plane in a manner analogous to the tuning of a kettle drum.

The center of the diaphragm is about 70 microns from the island surface

when the diaphragm is in eciuilibrium. The difference in electrostatic capaci-

tance between that of a reference capacitor and that of the island to the

diaphragm indicates the displacement of the diaphragm away from its

equilibrium position. A beat frequency oscillator is used for this indication

in a manner analogous to that for the precision manometer.

An excess of pressure on one side forces the diaphragm against the wall

on the other side of the cell and further excess pressure makes little change.

When the excess pressure is removed the diaphragm returns nearly to its

original position. In order to be effective for a precision of 0.0001°, the

diaphragm must return to its original position within the equivalent of

10 microns of mercury pressure. This has been done to within the equiva-

lent of a few microns pressure so the reproducibility appears adequate.

The diaphragm cell, however, has been found to be somewhat sensitive to

temperature changes so it is enclosed inside a pair of thick-walled alumi-

num boxes with the outside box thermostatted at 28°C.

The diameters of the protecting envelopes of the thermometers which

must be calibrated in this apparatus differ so much that various diameters

of wells are provided, ranging from 7.5 to 13 mm in diameter. The length

of the wells is a compromise at about 41 cm long. This provides sufficient

immersion for most thermometers but may be too long for a few special

thermometers with short stems. Since the boiling point of oxygen is below

that of some of the gases in air, such as carbon dioxide and water vapor

which are present in small quantities, it is desirable to avoid these gases

in the wells. Provision is made, therefore, for sealing the thermometers in

the wells by means of rubber sleeves at the top, evacuating the air, and

introducing dry helium in the wells. The use of helium in the wells has the

added advantage that helium has a greater thermal conductivity than air

and hence improves the thermal contact of the well with the thermometer

envelope.

Conclusion

In conclusion we may ask how far we have come in precision resistance

thermometry and how much farther we may expect to go with the experi-

mental possibilities that are known to us now. The precision of resistance
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thermometry has been increased by the attention to some details in the

technique of measurement and by improved designs of instruments. It

has been seen that the present triple point cells and the boilers for realizing

the steam, sulfur, and oxygen points make it possible to attain an accuracy

that is comparable to that indicated in the text of the International Tem-
perature Scale. These accomplishments, however, yield results which fall

short of the precision in resistance thermometry which appears to be possi-

ble before it is limited by Johnson noise.
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NOTES TO SUPPLEMENT RESISTANCE THERMOMETER REPORTS

The practical value of a standard resistance thermometer depends
upon the precision and convenience with which it can "be used to
determine temperatures on a definite temperature scale. In view of
the increasing use of platinum resistance thermometers and the in-

creased precision sought with them, these notes have "been prepared
to supplement the calibration reports.

I. Temperature Scale

The International Practical Temperature Scale is based upon six

defining fixed points to which numerical values have been assigned.
Values between these fixed points are defined by the indications of
specified measuring instruments and the use of specified inter-
polation formulas to relate these indications to temperature. Between
-I82.9T °C and 630.5 °C the instruments are platinum resistance
thermometers which have been calibrated at specified defining fixed
points to determine the constants in the interpolation formula. Over
the range 0° to 63O °C the interpolation formula may be put in the
form, [1]

R - R , ,

t =-i— ° + 6 (—-1) —
a R ^100 100

o

devised by Callendar and commonly used in this country for hand com-

putation of values of t. In this formula, t is the temperature in °C,

R, is the resistance at the temperature, t, R is the resistance at 0 °C.

[1] Tables having entries at given values of t are more easily computed
from the equivalent formula which is given in the text of Inter-
national Practical Temperature Scale,

R^ = R (1 + at + Bt2).
t o

is the resistance of the resistor of the thermometer at

temperatxire t, and R is the resistance at 0 °C. A and B are
constants which are related to a and 6 of the Callendar formxila

by the identities.

A = a 1 +(— ) and B . -
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The constants, a and 6, have values which are characteristic of the

individual thermometer. The constant a, which is equivalent to

R — R
100 o , is determined from measurements of thermometer resistor at

100 R
o

the triple point of water (O.Ol °C) and the steam point. The value of

a must be greater than 0.003920 to satisfy one of the international
requirements for a standard thermometer. The constant 5, is de-

termined from measurements at an additional fixed point, either the

boiling point of sulfur, which is a defining fixed point, or the
freezing point of zinc, which is recommended in the text of the

International Practical Temperature Scale as an alternative.

Over the range 0° to -182.97 °C , the interpolation formula may
be put in the modified Callendar form, [2]

^ = -Vt^ ^ ^ ^lio
"I)' 1^ ^^1^ -i^^i^)''

o

devised by Van Dusen. The constant 3, is also characteristic of the
individual thermometer and is determined from an additional measure-
ment of the boiling point of oxygen.

II. Measurement for the Determination of Temperature

A standard platinum resistance thermometer is constructed so

that precise measurements may be made of the resistance of its

platinum resistor. The resistor is made of very pure platinum wire,

is compact in form, and is contained in a protecting tube. At each

end of the resistor is a branch point to which are joined two leads,

commonly called "current" and "potential" leads. This construction
makes it possible to measure the resistance of the resistor alone
(i.e. between the branch points), independent of the resistance of

the leads

.

[2] The equivalent international formula for this part of the scale

is

R = R [1 + At + Bt^ + C(t -100)t5],
"C o

where R , R , A and B are as stated in footnote [l]. The constant C

is related ?o the constants in the Callendar formula by the identity,

P - £§_
^ ~ 100^-
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The resistance of the thermometer may he measured in various ways.
The Wheatstone hridge and commutator of Mueller's design are commonly
used in this country. The function of the commutator is to inter-
change the thermometer leads in such a way that the average of the
resistances measured with the commutator in the N (normal) position
and in the R (reverse) position is the resistance of the resistor
of the thermometer. The resistance of the leads is completely
eliminated by this technique only if the difference in the resistance
of the two leads appearing in the arms of the bridge is the same when
measurements are made in the N as when measurements are made in the R
position. By making a series of four measurements, at equal time
intervals, in the order N R R N, any change of the difference of the
lead resistance is computable and the average value of the four measure-
ments is independent of any linear drift in this difference. The
resistance may also be measured with a potentiometer and a stable
reference resistor or with a Kelvin-type double bridge.

The calibration report for a resistance thermometer gives the
values of a and 6 which are found to apply to the resistor of that
particular thermometer. If the thermometer were calibrated at the
oxygen point, the value of 6 which was found is given for calculating
temperatures below 0 °C. The constants are characteristic of the
material in the particular resistor but do not depend on the magnitude
of its resistance. [3] For accurate determinations of temperature with
a platinum thermometer it is necessary to refer to some known and
reproducible temperature (fixed point) which should be readily avail-
able whenever it is needed. This fixed temperature is most commonly
either the ice point, or the triple point of water (O.Ol °C). Measure-
ment of the resistance of the thermometer in a suitable ice bath will
give R directly, while a small correction, very nearly equivalent to

0.01 degree C, is necessary if a triple point cell is used. t^] The
choice between these two fixed points is largely on the basis of the
accuracy required. The triple point may be realized within ±0.0002
degrees C while the accuracy of realizing the ice point is typically
five to ten times worse. The value of R is given in the report
primarily to enable the determination of any change occurring in R
between the time of calibration and the time the R is measured in
the user's laboratory. In addition to the errors of realizing the
ice point or triple point, the accuracy of such a check is limited
by the uncertainty of the difference in the resistance units used.

[k] H. F. Stimson, Precision Resistance Thermometry and Fixed Points,
Temperature, Its Measurement and Control in Science and Industry ,

Vol. II, pp llil-l68 (Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, N. Y. ,

(1955).
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The acciiracy of temperatures determine from values of R, /R obviouslyto
IS not limited by the uncertainty of the resistance units if the
values of R^ and R are determined in the same units. Hence, precision
temperature determinations with any thermometer should be based upon a

value of R determined from measurements "with the bridge which is to be
used. Since temperature determinations depend directly upon R , it

should be redetermined frequently enough to assure the user that he
has a sufficiently reliable value when measurements are made.

Since only ratios of resistances are required to determine
temperature, the units may be absolute ohms, international ohms, or

any arbitrary unit; but the calibrated bridge (or potentiometer) must
be self-consistent. A bridge that is self-consistent may be used for
precision temperature determinations using the constants reported for
the thermometer or using the table of R /R values which has been
derived from the reported constants. It is advisable to calibrate the
bridge often enough to assure the user that the calibrations are re-
liable within the accuracy necessary for his work. Calibrations are
not difficult and may be made in the same place and under the same
laboratory conditions as the measurements for temperature determi-
nations. A method of calibrating the bridge is described in section IV.

Certain precautions must be observed if reliable temperature
determinations are to be made with a resistance thermometer. The
thennometer coil must be immersed to a depth sufficient to prevent a

significant error from transfer of heat along the thermometer leads
and protecting tube. A check of the adequacy of the immersion in each
uniform constant-temperature bath may be made by varying the depth of
immersion of the thermometer and noting whether there is a change in
resistance. When a measuring current flows in the thermometer, some
heating of the resistor results; consequently the same current should
be used in making measurements as was used in the calibration.
Sufficient time must be allowed, after the current is turned on, for
equilibrium to be established. The characteristic constants of a

thermometer may change as a result of changes in the dimensions of
the wire, strains in the wire, or the subjection of the thermometer
to excessive temperatures. It Is particularly important that care
be taken to protect the thermometer from small mechanical shocks,
each of which strain the wire slightly to produce small changes in
the characteristics of the wire in the platinum resistor. If the
measured resistance at a reliable fixed point is found to have changed
by a significant amount, and the change cannot be attributed to the
bridge, recalibration of the thermometer is advisable. The maximum
change of the calibration indicated by a change in R may be estimated
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using the following expression:

(Maximim Error at temperature t) = 1) -—

»

o

where A is the change in R since calibration. This assumes that
temperatures are computed ?rom values of R, /R using a current value
of R . The value of the maximum error is oased on experience vith
stanSard platinum thermometers. It is not likely to he valid for
others

.

III. Tables

The labor involved in computing temperatures can be greatly-

reduced by making use of the table which is computed for each thermo-
meter. The table relates resistance ratios to temperat\ire over that
part of the temperature range appropriate to both the thermometer and
the calibration, or over the range requested. The table gives the
resistance ratios at intervals of one degree; a linear interpolation
will not introduce an additional error greater than the equivalent
of 0.0001 degree at any point on the scale.

The table is calculated for> each degree in the range by a direct
machine computation using the calibration constants of the Callendar
formula in the form,

^= [l.at -a6(ji^-l)ji^],
o

for temperatures above 0 °C, and in the modified Callendar formula in
the form, [5]

-,g(_t_ -l){^)3].
O

for temperatures below C °C. -

I5J It will be noted that these forms resemble those of the
international formulas; and, indeed, the substitution of
the relations given in footnotes [l] and [2] shows the
equivalence

.
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IV. Calibration of a Mueller-Type Bridge

The bridge may be calibrated in terms of any convenient unit of
resistance such, for example, as a bridge unit which may be established
by arbitrarily defining the sum of the resistance of the ten 1 ohm
resistors in the 1 ohm decade to be equal to 10 bridge units. However,
it is decidedly preferable for the bridge to be calibrated in terms of
absolute ohms by means of a suitable standardized resistor because one
may then make checks on the stability of the thermometer. In any case
it is essential that the calibrated bridge be self-consistent, that is,

that the resistance change corresponding to each decade step be ex-
pressed in terms of a single unit of resistance. The resistance of a
decade step is the change in the effective resistance of the variable
arm of the bridge when that step is added to or taken from the bridge
setting.

The method of calibration is to compare the resistance of each
decade step with the resistance of the x (sum of all ten steps) of
the next lower decade. This comparison is made by alternately
including in the variable arm of the bridge either the step being
calibrated or the x of the next lower decade. The lower decades of
the bridge are used to make the variable arm balance an external
resistance. From these alternate balances, a relation between the
step being calibrated and the x of the next lower decade is obtained.
The complete calibration consists of repeating this process for each
decade step.

The comparisons require external resistors connected in such a
manner that the resistance of the external circuit including all
contacts will remain adequately constant during the short time re-
quired for each comparison. The external resistance may be that in a
series circuit consisting of a resistance box, variable in 0.1 ohm
steps up to 100 ohms, and a slide wire shunted to have a resistance
slightly greater than 0.1 ohm. The shunted slide wire is convenient
for getting the necessary external resistances for calibration of
the 0.01 ohm and lower decades, and it is useful for the calibration
of the 0.1 ohm and higher decades. When both the slide wire and the
resistance box are connected to the bridge, the movable contact of
the slide wire is connected to the c post of the bridge and one end
of the slide wire to the C post. The resistance box is connected
between the other end of the slide wire and the T post of the bridge.
If the resistance box is used alone, one terminal of the box is
connected to both the C and c posts on the bridge and the other to
the T post.
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The resistance of the individual steps of a decade will be
designated by means of subscripts, for example, the successive steps
of the 10 ohm decade will be designated as lOi , IO2, IO9, 10 .

The sum of the steps which are included in any setting will be designated
without a subscript, for example, in the 10 ohm decade, as 10, 20,

90,. XO.

Before beginning the bridge calibration the ratio arm should be
adjusted to equality. This adjustment of the ratio arms is necessary
because the 0.1 ohm decade is not in the same arm of the bridge as the
other decades. The bridge zero is not used in calibration; but, if it

is observed and found to have its usual value, there is added con-
fidence in the calibration. The current may be increased to obtain
greater sensitivity. If the external circuit is connected as indicated
above, the commutator must be set in the N (normal) position and not

in the R (reverse) position while calibrating.

The steps in the calibration are then as follows.

(a) Set 10 on the 10 ohm decade of the bridge and 0 on the 1 ohm
decade and use the lower decades to balance an appropriate resistance
in the external circuit. It is good practice to interpolate with
galvanometer deflections to one tenth of a step on the lowest decade.

(b) Without dist\irbing the external circuit, change the bridge
setting to 0 on the 10 ohm decade and X. on the 1 ohm decade and again
use the lower decades to balance. It is convenient to adjust the slide
wire in the external circuit so that the lower decade balances are near
zero for the lesser of (a) or (b).

(c) Repeat (b) and then (a).

(d) Set 20 on the 10 ohm decade of the bridge and 0 on the 1 ohm
decade and balance with a corresponding resistance in the external
circuit, as in (a).

(e) Change the bridge setting to 10 in the 10 ohm decade and X.

in the 1 ohm decade and proceed as in (b) and (c).

(f ) Continue this process until each of the 10 ohm steps has been
compared with the s-um of the ten 1 ohm steps. The observations under
(a) (b) and (c) yield the relation lOj + * x + ^1 where a^ and bj

are the corrected averages of the respective lower decade readings,
including galvanometer interpolations, which were obtained in the
balancings of the bridge.
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Similar equations are obtained from (d) and (e) leading to the
complete set.

lOj + ai = X. + bi

IO2 + a2 = X. + b2

IO9 + ag = X. + bg

10 + a = X. + bXX X

It is convenient to define the bridge unit by means of the relation,

X. = 10 bridge units = 10 ohms (approximately).

The above relations will then yield the resistance of 10^ ,
IO2

IO3, etc. and by adding these successively the resistances of 10, 20
30 etc. will be obtained.

9

»

For the 1 ohm decade, the procedure is similar and leads to
similar equations. However, the resistance of O.X must be determined.
To do this the equations are added to obtain their siim,

X. + I a = 10(0. X) +
5^

b, so that

This value for the resistance of O.X is then substituted in the
original equations and the rest of the procedure is the same as for
the 10 ohm decade.

The calibration of the 0.1 ohm decade proceeds similarly.

So far the procedure has yielded calibration data for the 10, 1

and 0.1 ohm decades, and also the resistance of O.OX of the 0.01 ohm
decade. A comparison of the value obtained for the resistance of O.OX
with that of a previous calibration will indicate whether recalibration
of the lower decades is advisable.

Calibration of the 0.01 ohm and lower decades is done in a

similar manner by using the slide wire alone. The .0001 ohm steps,
which ordinarily are the lowest, may be calibrated by comparing
galvanometer deflections for each successive step.
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If it is desired to calibrate the "bridge in terms of absolute
ohms or other units represented by a calibrated resistance standard,
the resistance standard, preferably one of 10 ohms, may be connected
to the bridge, just as a four lead thermometer, and measured in terms
of the X. of the 1 ohm decade. The result of this measurement
(bridge zero to be taken into account) leads to a relation between
the "bridge unit" and the unit of the standard. The corrections
previously obtained may be modified so that resistances are expressed
in terms of the unit represented by the standard.

The use of a reliable resistance standard has the advantage of
holding the bridge \init as constant as the resistance standard and
thus it may enable one to determine whether apparent drifts in R are
due to the thermometer or to the bridge. Another advantage in using a

resistance standard in calibrating bridges is that a thermometer may
be used interchangeably on these bridges with the precision to which
the bridge units agree. For work of the highest precision, however,
it is considered better practice, when using any thermometer, to
determine R at the time measurements are made and to be sure that the
bridge is self-consistent. The art of standard platinum resistance
thermometer construction and stablization has now developed to such an
extent that the resistance of a well-treated thermometer at a reliable
fixed point may have a constancy comparable with that of resistance
standards

.
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Constants of the Interpolation Formula
for Platimam Resistance Thermometers

J. L. Riddle
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D. C. 2023^+

Values of the constants in the interpolation formula
R^ = R [l + At + Bt^ + Ct^Ct - "t-nQQ)] for a large number of thermometers
recent2y submitted to the National Bureau of Standards for calibration
are summarized in Table 1. All thermometers suitable as standards which
vere received over a period of about one year during 1959 and I96O are
included. Limitations on such constants can serve either to make the
International Practical Temperature Scale (IPTS) more precisely de-
fined^ »^ or to reduce the number of calibration points required for

application over limited temperature ranges. However, any such
limitation must not unduly restrict the supply of platinum and hence
the data in Table 1 and the following comments which reflect the results
of measurements on a restricted source of platinum are not to be con-
strued as recommendations but only as a part of the information
necessary to form the basis for considering such a recommendation.

The present IPTS text pertaining to resistance thermometers
tacitly assumes one can ignore any need for terms other than those
which appear in the formula relating resistance ratios to temperatures
and yet realize the same scale sufficiently well with different
resistance thermometers. It is well known that this is not a satis-
factory assumption with sufficiently impure platinum or with some types
of construction, and hence the text of the IPTS tends to limit both the
platinum and the construction used for standard platinijm resistance
thermometers. It seems reasonable that as the techniques of piirifying

platinum and constructing thermometers improve one should be able to
further limit the variations of platinum thermometers and thus to
assume, rather than measure, values for one or more of the higher order
terms of the interpolation formula. Significant ranges of temperature
should exist where the deviation of the computed temperature caused by
the difference between the actual and the assumed values of the
constant would be small as compared with the deviation caused by errors
of calibration.
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For several years the NBS has, with some restraint, applied the
foregoing idea in calibrating thermometers on the IPTS. For example,

thermometers calibrated only at the triple point of water, steam
point, and sulfur point are given tables of R,/R down to -50 °C
using an assumed value for the coefficient "C below 0 °C. Above -50 °C

the contribution of the term involving "C" is less than the equivalent
of 0.02 deg C. If this technique had been applied to any of the 173
thermometers for which "C" was actually determined, the maximum error
introduced would have been less than 2 x lO"'^ deg C. A second example
involves the calibration of thermometers which are not well suited for
measurement at the sulfur point because of electrical conduction
between leads at that temperature (through a glass seal from which
the leads emerge). Frequently if such a thermometer is to be used
only below 175 °C, a value of "B" is assumed and calibration is made
only at the triple point of water, steam point, and oxygen point.
The maximum error below +175 °C occurs at -120 °C where, if this
technique had been applied to any of the 20k thermometers for which
"B" was actually measured, the error introduced by assuming a value
of "B" would not have exceeded the equivalent of 7 x 10~ deg C.

In addition to the possibility of a desirable reduction of
calibration points necessary for thermometers to be used above the
oxygen point, limitations on the permitted range of constants would
facilitate the extension of the scale to lower temperatures. One of

the problems inherent in extending the scale by any means not directly
involving the present IPTS formula is the difficulty of joining such
an extension smoothly with the existing scale. If there are limitations
on the values of the constants "B" and "C" , the slope of the IPTS
formula at the point of joining is well defined without involving
measurements above the triple point of water. This would seem highly
desirable for thermometers that are to be used only at low temperatures.
A second problem of extending the IPTS is that of adequately describing
the differences between thermometers below 90 °K. The solution will
undoubtedly represent a compromise between the complication of the
calibration procedure and the limitation of the characteristics of
the thermometers. Although a limited range of "A", "B" and "C" may not

assure similarity of thermometers below 90 °k, such a similarity does
exist for the thermometers tested in the low temperature region by the
NBS. All of the last l80 thermometers calibrated in the range from
12 to 90 °K by means of a l6-point comparison with a group of standards
would have received the same calibration from 20 to 90 °K to within
less than ±2 x 10"^ deg K if they had been calibrated simply by using
the oxygen point and the hydrogen point with interpolation in the simple
manner described by Cragoe.^ Only 17 of the l80 thermometers would
have received a calibration different by more than ±1 x 10"^ deg C.
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Of these l80 thermometers, those vhich were also calibrated on the
IPTS had constants within the limitations stated. However, other
criteria involving measurements at lower temperatures would be
expected to be more accurate limitations in this range.

Table 1. Summary of results found on all standard
thermometers submitted for calibration
over a continuous period of about one
year (1959-60).

Constant A x 10^ B x 10' C x 10

Maximum 3.9860 5-8591 ^.379
Minimum 3-9810 5.85^+1 U.319
Mean 3-98U6 5-8563 U.330
Number of Thermometers 203 203 173
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34. A Study of Stability of High Temperature
Platinum Resistance Thermometers

J. p. Evans and G. W. Burns

The National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

Below 630 .5"C the most precise and accurate

temperature measurements are made with plati-

num resistance thermometers. Present-day sci-

ence and technology is experiencing an increasing

need for more precise and accurate measure-

ments at higher temperatures. Consequently, the

NBS is studying the performance of platinum re-

sistance thermometers at temperatures up to the

gold point, 1063°C.

The International Practical Temperature Scale

of 1948' is defined in the region 630.5° to 1063°C

by a platinum versus platinum-10% rhodium

thermocouple calibrated at 630.5°C, the silver

and gold points. The precision of such a thermo-

couple is about 0.1 degree, and its absolute ac-

curacy with respect to the International Practical

Temperature Scale is about 0.2 degree C.^ Ex-

periments by other investigators have indicated

that it is possible to determine values of tem-

perature in this range more precisely and re-

liably with platinum resistance thermometers

than with thermocouples

Waidner and Burgess first investigated the use

of platinum resistance thermometers up to

1100°C at the NBS in 1909.= They found that

temperatures determined with their thermom-

eters agreed with thermocouple determinations

within about 1 degree. Their thermometers

changed considerably with use ; this may now be

attributed, for the most part, to the relatively

low purity of the platinum available at that time.

In 1930 Moser made a similar study and found

that temperature determinations with his ther-

mometers were reproducible to about 0.1 degree.*

His thermometers were made of a higher purity

platinum and they were significantly more stable

than those of Waidner and Burgess.

It is evident from the earlier work that if a

'-ilatinum resistance thermometer is to be stable

at high temperatures, its temperature sensing

resistor must be made from very pure platinum

wire supported in a strain-free manner. Further-

more, the materials used for support and pro-

tection must not contaminate the resistor dur-

ing use. Materials suitable for support become

poorer electrical insulators at high temperatures,

hence the resistance of the thermometer should

be kept low to minimize the effect of electrical

leakage.

Figure 1 is a photograph of one type of tem-

perature sensing resistor. It consists of 8

straight lengths of platinum wire 0.4 or 0.5 milh-

meter in diameter threaded through holes in

synthetic sapphire disks. These wires are welded

together in series. A central platinum rod serves

to support and position the disks. The assembled

resistor has become known as a "bird cage re-

sistor" because of its shape. It is 5 milhmeters

in diameter, 35 to 40 millimeters long, and has

a nominal resistance at 0°C of 0.25 ohm. It is

nearly noninductive.

Four platinum leads are welded to the resistor.

The leads are separated by four-hole sapphire

disks, and between the disks are sapphire rod

spacers 1/2 inch long. The resistor and lead as-

sembly is placed in a closed end protecting tube

about 450 millimeters long, which has been

cleaned with acid and fired in oxygen at 1100°C.

The four platimum leads extend to within a few

millimeters of the open end of the tube where

they are butt welded to bare copper wires of

the same diameter. The copper to platinum junc-

tions are located side by side in a small piece of

four-hole porcelain tubing which is surrounded

by a close-fitting copper sleeve. In this manner
the junctions are kept at nearly the same tem-

perature, thereby reducing thermal emf in the

thermometer. For sealed thermometers, the open
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PLATINUM RESISTANCE THERMOMETRY ABOVE -183°C

end of the protecting tube is fitted with a her-

metic seal header through which the bare copper

wires are sealed. The copper wires are then sol-

dered to insulated thermometer lead wires. An
aluminum head attached to the end of the ther-

mometer completes the construction.

Many resistance thermometers have been

found to suffer an increase in resistance at 0°C

when mistreated by tapping. This increase in re-

sistance is believed to be the result of work

hardening of the platinum. The bird cage re-

sistors, however, have proven to be very rugged

mechanically. Although one thermometer with

this type resistor was tapped on a solid object

5000 times, this treatment resulted only in a

barely detectable change in the resistance of the

thermometer at 0°C.

Resistance measurements are made with a re-

FiG. 1. The bird-cage resistor, one type of tem-
perature sensing resistor employed in the high-

temperature platinum resistance thermometers.

sistance thermometer bridge of the type designed

by Mueller." A recent version of this bridge has

a range 0 to 422 ohms in 1 microhm steps."

This instrument may also be used as a decade

resistor in a potentiometric circuit similar to

that described by Dauphinee.' It should be

pointed out that the resistance of the platinum

leads of these thermometers exceeds that of the

temperature sensing resistor. Temperature

changes along the leads thus cause resistance

changes which can be very disturbing when using

a Mueller bridge. A potentiometric method of

resistance determination would eliminate this

difficulty.

The stability of the thermometers at high

temperatures was tested by heating the ther-

mometers for long times in a tube furnace.

Periodically the thermometers were removed

from the furnace for determination of their re-

sistance at 0 and 100°C. The resistance at 100°C

was determined by placing the thermometer

under test, together with a calibrated resistance

thermometer, in a copper block bathed in steam

at atmospheric pressure. Simultaneous measure-

ments of the resistance of both thermometers

were made. The resistance at 0°C was de-

termined by measuring the resistance of the test

thermometer at the triple point of water, 0.01°C.

Simple corrections were applied to obtain the

resistances at 0 and 100°C. The constancy of

the ratio Rim/Ro , where Rm is the resistance of

the thermometer at 100°C and Ro is the re-

sistance at 0°C, is taken as an indicator of ther-

mometer stability.

The ratio R^o/Ro was chosen to indicate ther-

mometer stability for several reasons. First, it

is relatively easy to obtain Rwo and Ro with suffi-

cient precision. Second, it is beheved that 100°C

is not a high enough temperature to cause

changes in a thermometer during the time it

takes to make a resistance measurement. Third,

the ratio Rioo/Ro is independent of purely di-

mensional changes in the platinum wire.

A number of thermometers have been con-

structed and heated in a furnace at various tem-

peratures between 500 and 1100°C for periods up

to 500 hours. The data shown in Figs. 2 and 3

are representative of results obtained for ther-

mometers employing different resistor designs,

various protecting tube materials, and two types

of platinum wire. From time to time the ther-

mometers were removed from the furnace for

determination of Rim and Ro

.

The upper set of curves in Fig. 2 shows the re-
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54. HIGH TEMPERATURE PLATINUM RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS

suits of heating a thermometer designated

HTSS-3. This thermometer was encased in a

porcelain protecting tube. Heating at 850°C

produced a definite change in the thermometer,

and at 1000°C the change became so rapid as to

make the thermometer virtually useless. The

rapid decrease in Rim/Ro with heating at high

temperatures was probably due to contamination

of the platinum with metals or metal oxides from

the porcelain. It thus appears that porcelain is

not a suitable protecting tube material. The

lower two sets of curves in Fig. 2 present data

obtained with thermometers HTSS-4 and HTSS-

5, both of which were encased in pure alumina

tubes. During the 500-hour healing period, the

average change in Rioo/Ro for these thermom-

eters was equivalent to a drift in thermometer

calibration of about 0.001 degree per hour at

1000° C, indicating that pure alumina is more

suitable than porcelain as a protecting tube ma-

terial.

The resistor in thermometer HTSS-4 was in

the form of a bifilar hehx wound on a synthetic

sapphire cross, while a bird-cage resistor was

used in thermometer HTSS-5. Comparison of

the curves in Fig. 2 indicates that thermometer
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Fig. 2. Change in Rv»/Ra with time for three

resistance thermometers heated to various tem-
peratures. HTSS-3, bifilar helix resistor in porcelain

tube open to air. HTSS-4, bifilar helix resistor in

alumina tube open to air. HTSS-5, bird-cage resistor

in alumina tube open to air. The corresponding

change in Ro is also shown.
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Fig. 3. Change in Rioo/Ro with time for three re-

sistance thermometers heated to various tempera-

tures. HTSS-11, bird-cage resistor (Fibro platinum

wire) -in alumina tube open to air. HTSS-13, bird-

cage resistor in silica tube open to air. HTSS-14,
bird-cage resistor (Fibro platinum wire) in plati-

num tube sealed in argon. The corresponding

change in Ro is also shown.

stability is not significantly dependent on resistor

configuration. Other experiments tend to confirm

this.

Figure 3 presents another comparison of

various protecting tube materials. Thermometer

HTSS-11 was encased in alumina, thermometer

HTSS-13 in sihca, and thermometer HTSS-14 in

pure platinum. The silica tube thermometer ap-

pears relatively stable below 1000°C, but above

that temperature Rim/Ro begins to decrease,

probably because of silicon contamination. No
clear-cut superiority of platinum over alumina

as a protecting tube material is shown by the

curves in Fig. 3.

Recently a new material called Fibro platinum

has come on the market.® Wires made of Fibro

platinum have a fibrous structure which is as-

serted to prevent excessively large grain growth

upon recrystallization at high temperatures. Two
of the thermometers for which data are shown in

Fig. 3 (HTSS-11 and HTSS-14) were made with

this wire.

Thermometers made with platinum tubes

could be hermetically sealed, while thermometers

made with alumina tubes were left open to the

air since it was questionable whether the alumina

tubes were gas tight. The platinum tube ther-
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mometer HTSS-14 was sealed in an argon

atmosphere. In general, platinum tube ther-

mometers sealed in argon and alumina tube

thermometers open to the air exhibited no sig-

nificant difference in stability which could be

attributed to the surrounding atmosphere. Other

investigators working at higher and lower tem-

peratures, however, have found that various

gases have considerable effect on the resistance

characteristics of platinum.""" The situation

concerning gaseous atmospheres, as it relates

to thermometer stability, is not clear at this

time, but thermometers made with metal oxide

protecting tubes should probably be filled with

a gas containing some oxygen. The oxygen would

tend to inhibit the formation of free metal atoms

which alloy with the platinum.

It appears desirable that the thermometers be

sealed to keep out contaminants and water

vapor, but this has not always been done.

Barber,'^ for example, has allowed the thermom-

eter free access to the air but has incorporated

a drying agent in the thermometer head. Only

by carefully removing water vapor and car-

bonaceous material from the thermometers con-

structed for the present study has it been

possible to maintain consistently an insulation

resistance across the thermometers greater than

1 megohm at 1100°C. Although the error in re-

sistance determinations due to electrical leakage

is negligible at low temperatures, it becomes

COOMNG TIME, SECONDS

Fig. 4. Decrease Rvn/Ro with cooling times from
high temperatures. HTSS-13, bird-cage resistor in

silica tube open to air. HTSS-14, bird-cage resistor

(Fibre platinum wire) in platinum tube sealed in

argon. The solid curve represents Corruccini's data

on bare wire heated electrically (see reference 13).

(Rion/Ro)* is the value of the ratio after an anneal

at 500 or 600°C followed by a slow cool.

significant at high temperatures. At 1000°C,

where the thermometer resistance may exceed 1

ohm, a shunting resistance of 1 megohm in-

troduces an error greater than a part per

million in the resistance determination. This

corresponds to an uncertainty in temperature

determination of more than 0.001 degree.

Two interesting aspects of the curves in Figs.

2 and 3 for thermometers encased in alumina and

platinum should be noted. First, it is seen that

after initial annealing, these thermometers, in

general, exhibit a slow decrease in R^m/Ra with

heating which is not strongly dependent on the

heating temperature. The cause of this slow

decrease is not known. There are possibly several

contributing factors; among these are: the ef-

fect of recrystallization and grain growth at high

temperatures, a slow diffusion of surface im-

purities into the platinum, contamination of the

platinum by the protecting tube material, and

the taking into solution by the platinum of gases

surrounding it. In any case, the decrease ap-

parently can be made small by suitable construc-

tion. For example, the thermometer sealed in

argon in a platinum tube changed, on the

average, by less than the equivalent of 0.05 de-

gree at 1063°C when heated for 300 hours at

1000°C or higher.

The second interesting aspect is that heating

a thermometer for a period at a temperature

lower than previously produces a "recovery" in

Rim/Ro Upon further heating at the higher tem-

perature, R-ian/Ro returns to its lower value. This

reversibility in the value of Rim/Ro dependent on

heating temperature was observed by Moser, and

also by Meyers in an unpublished work at the

NBS. Corruccini, in his investigations on the an-

nealing of platinum for thermometery," recog-

nized that the effect could be caused by a com-

paratively rapid cooling from high temperatures

and would be dependent on the cooling rate. He
found that the effect was reversible; Rim/Ro

could be restored to its initial value by subse-

quent annealing. He also found that the quantity

Rioo — Ro remained essentially unchanged dur-

ing the course of the experiments.

Some of Corruccini's results are represented

by the solid curve in Fig. 4, which gives the

change in Rim/Ro from its value in the well-

annealed state, as a function of cooling time.

Bare wires were heated at 1450°C by passing an

electric current through them. The estimated

time for incandescence to disappear after the re-
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moval or reduction of current was taken as the

comparative index of the coohng rate.

The dashed curves in Fig. 4 show results of

experiments performed with a siUca tube ther-

mometer and a platinum tube thermometer. The

thermometers were heated in a furnace at

1100°C. The resistance, as a thermometer was

withdrawn from the furnace, was followed with

a recorder. In this experiment, the comparative

index is based on the estimated average time of

cooling from 1100 to 600°C. If the three curves

in Fig. 4 are adjusted to have the same starting

point, they appear to be closely similar for cool-

ing times greater than about 50 seconds. No
serious attempt has been made to explain the

slight divergence of the curves for shorter cool-

ing times. If the change in Rioo/Ro is strongly de-

pendent on the cooling rate during the first

part of a cooling period, some divergence could

be expected.

Throughout these experiments the quantity

Rim — Ro remained considerably more stable

than the quantity Rim/Ro In fact, the platinum

tube thermometer sealed in argon exhibited no

significant change in Rim — Ro during the 300-

hour heating period and during the cooling rate

experiments.

An explanation of these results can be found

in recent work on quenched-in point defects in

platinum.""" The procedure in these quenching

experiments was to cool a sample of platinum

wire from temperatures in the range 1000 to

1600°C to room temperature. The cooling rates

were such that the temperature of the sample

was within a few degrees of its final value in

less than a second. Ascoli et al. found that when
the quenching time was less than 0.1 second,

the increase in resistivity Ap of platinum at 15°C

due to quenching could be represented by

> = 1.3 X 10-'' exp(-1.23//cT) ohm-cm

where kT is expressed in electron volts, and T
is the temperature in °K from which the sample

was quenched. For slower quenching rates the

situation was more complicated, and the added

resistivity tended to depend on the quenching

rate as well. It never exceeded the value given

by the above equation, however. The explanation

given by these authors is that a temperature-

dependent equilibrium concentration of lattice-

site vacancies is produced at the quenching tem-

perature T, and that for quenching times of less

than 0.1 second practically all of the vacancies

are frozen in the platinum crystals. It is as-

sumed that the added resistivity is proportional

to the concentration of frozen-in vacancies.

It was stated that for at least one of the ther-

mometers the quantity Rim — Ro remained un-

changed during the cooling rate experiments.

This fact suggests that the changes in resistance

produced by cooling obey Matthiessen's rule. Fur-

ther, added resistivity measured at a low temper-

ature (15°C in the experiments described above)

when all the vacancies are quenched in would

equal that part of the total resistivity at tem-

perature T contributed by the vacancies. If the

equation above is applied to resistance ther-

mometers in their range of interest, it is found

that vacancies contribute to thermometer re-

sistance an amount which is eqiuivalent to a tem-

perature increment of the order of 0.3 degree

at 1063°C and 0.001 degree at 600°C. One can

also deduce that, since the equation gives the

maximum added resistivity that can be quenched

in from temperature T, cooling the thermom-

eters at any rate from temperatures below 600°C

would produce insignificant changes due to

quenched-in vacancies.

The assumptions and conclusions of the pre-

ceding paragraph may or may not be generally

valid. Certainly the situation would be confused

if the platinum wire in a thermometer were con-

strained in any way during the cooling process,

or if quenching were to produce point defects

other than vacancies. Suffice it to say that no

thermometer changes attributable to quenched-

in point defects have been observed upon cooling

from 600°C and below.

Ascoli et al. found that more than 90% of the

quenched-in resistivity could be removed upon

annealing for about one minute at 700°C. The
kinetics of annealing may not be simple. Anneal-

ing behavior may depend on vacancy concentra-

tions and quenching rate.''^ In any case, Cor-

ruccini found that he could reestablish the initial

values of Rim/Ro with two hours annealing at

500°C. The thermometers described here were

restored to their highest values of Rim/Ro in an

annealing period of from one to two hours at

600°C.

It is clear that the presence of vacancies and

the fact that vacancies can be quenched in upon

cooling must be taken into account in considering

thermometer stability. If a temperature de-

termination is to be based on a resistance meas-

urement made at a reference temperature that

is low, say 0°C, as well as a resistance measure-

ment made at the temperature to be determined,
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then something must be known about the va-

cancy concentration at the low temperature. For

example, at the low temperature the platinum

might be required to contain all the vacancies

that were present at the high temperature. Con-

versely, one might require that the platinum

contain at every temperature a vacancy con-

centration differing insignificantly if at all from

its equilibrium concentration. Since it seems im-

probable that practical thermometers can be

cooled rapidly enough to quench in all vacancies,

the alternative requirement, which can be met

by proper annealing prior to a low-temperature

determination, appears preferable.

These studies at the NBS have shown that

stable high-temperature platinum resistance

thermometers can be made. Thermometers have

been developed which drifted the equivalent of

only a few hundredths of a degree at 1000°C

when heated for several hundred hours at 1000°C

or higher. Synthetic sapphire has been found

suitable for the support of the resistor wires, and

both pure platinum and pure alumina have been

used successfully as protecting tube materials.

An easily constructed, mechanically rugged re-

sistor, the bird cage resistor, has been built and

tested.

These studies have also shown that thermom-

eter stability is dependent on the rate at which

thermometers are cooled from temperatures

above 600°C. This cooling rate effect has been

explained by the quenching-in of point defects,

probably lattice site vacancies, in the platinum.

It has been found that the effect is reversible;

the thermometers can be restored to the condi-

tion existing before a rapid cooling by annealing

at 600°C and lower. Consequently, the cooling

rate effect must be taken into account when

calibrating and using high-temperature platinum

resistance thermometers.
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36. Interpolation of Platinum Resistance

Thermometers, 10° to 273.15°K

Robert J. Corruccini

Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo.

Recently a numerical method has been pro-

posed^ for interpolating the resistance-tempera-

ture relations of platinum resistance thermome-

ters by utilizing similarities in the form of their

departures from Matthiessen's rule. The method

requires that the thermometers be calibrated at

three well-spaced temperatures. The interpolation

is then carried out by using detailed tables of the

resistance-temperature relations of two other

thermometers.

The method can be developed as follows. We
can deduce from Matthiessen's rule that the re-

sistance Rx of a thermometer A' at temperature

T can be written as

Rx = GxPi + ^ox (1)

in which is the shape factor of the resistor, and

Pt is the "ideal" or lattice resistivity of platinum,

a function of temperature only. The residual re-

sistance at absolute zero Rox may not be known
but can be eliminated by working with differ-

ences of resistance between temperatures T and

some fixed temperature Ti .

Rx - Rix = GxiPi - Pu) (2)

Similarly, for a second thermometer A,

Ra - RiA = (?x(p, - PI.) (3)

The lattice resistivity can be eliminated by com-

bining Eqs. (2) and (3).

Rx - Rix = axiRA - Ria) (4)

The constant ax is the ratio of the two shape

factors. It can be determined from the resistances

alone if they are known at a second fixed point

T2 . Then

ax = {Rix - Rix)/{R,A - Ria) (5)

Thus, if we know the complete resistance-tem-

perature relation of thermometer A, and if we

calibrate thermometer X at Ti and T2 , then the

resistance-temperature relation of thermometer

X can be constructed using Eq. (4). Let us denote

resistances estimated in this way as R', and let

us use R to indicate experimentally measured

values. Thus Eq. (4) becomes

Rx' = Rix + axiRA - Ria) (6)

From Eqs. (4) and (5) it follows that

Rx — Rix _ Ra — RiA

Rix — Rix R^A " RlA

or

Zx = Za = Z (8)

where

Zx ^ {Rx - Rix)/{Rix - Rix), etc. (9)

Thus, the use of a universal Z function for inter-

polation as proposed by Cragoe^ is equivalent to

requiring that Matthiessen's rule should be

obeyed within the temperature interval in which

the function is used. However, it is well-known

that departures of the order of 0.01° occur when

7'i is 20°K and Ti is 54 or 90°K.

The present method makes use of the fact that

the departures in resistance {Rx' — Rx) versus T
are found to be of similar shape. Then a depar-

ture function of representative shape can be

adopted as a reference standard. Let us designate

the thermometer used to provide the standard

departure function as B. If the departure of the

unknown thermometer X at a third fixed point

Ti is determined experimentally, then the de-

parture function for X is constructed by multi-

plying the standard departure function by the
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ratio of the departures of X and J5 at . That

is, we calculate

Rx = Rx' - bxiRs' - Rb) (10)

where

hx = iR'ix - R,x)/(R'zb - Rw) (11)

The same result can be obtained by working with

Z functions. Thus Eq. (10) can be put in the

form,

Zx = (Rx ~ R\x)/(Rix — Rix)
(12)

= Z.i + Cx{Zb - Za)

where

cx = {Zzx - Z,a)/{Z,b - Z,a) (13)

A preliminary test was made^ by using calibra-

tion data of five thermometers and taking Ti =

20, T2 = 80, and = 273.15°K. It was found

that, whereas Eq. (6) gave deviations as large as

0.01° between 20 and 80°K, Eq. (10) fit the ac-

tual calibrations within about 0.001° from 20 to

273.15°K. However, it was felt that this excellent

result might be fortuitous, and that further

evaluation of the method on a larger and more
varied group of thermometers would be desirable.

This paper gives such an evaluation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE THERMOMETERS

The resistance-temperature relations of many
platinum thermometers have been pubhshed.

The temperature scale used has always been,

nominally, the absolute thermodynamic scale as

established by gas thermometry. Unfortunately,

the best gas thermometry has only been accurate

to the order of 0.01°, whereas the stabihty and
precision of platinum thermometry can be an

order of magnitude better than this. Thus it is

hardly possible to evaluate any interpolation

method within less than 0.01° using data from

different laboratories that maintain their own
fundamental scales.

Fortunately, a rather large number of ther-

mometers have been calibrated by the Heat
Division of the NBS on the provisional scale of

Hoge and Brickwedde.' Inasmuch as this scale

has been maintained by secondary standard

platinum thermometers, it presumably has been

constant and reproducible within much narrower

limits than the uncertainty attending its estab-

lishment. The latter uncertainty was estimated

by Hoge and Brickwedde as 0.02°. However, for

the present purpose only the reproducibility mat-

ters. This has never been stated explicitly. On the

assumption that no more than one extra or "in-

significant" figure is given on the NBS certifi-

cates, one would conclude that the precision, re-

producibility, or "significance" must be no worse

than a few millidegrees above 20°K. Our purpose,

then, was to obtain as many cahbration data on

the NBS provisional scale as were available, and

to evaluate the proposed interpolation method

using only those data.

For this purpose, there were available the five

Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory (CEL) ther-

mometers used originally! plus five newer CEL
thermometers for which calibrations had been

purchased in 1959-1960. Also, the Heat Division

of the NBS supplied a portion of the data in its

files. This consisted of calibrations of 24 other

thermometers that had been performed for the

public in the period 1950-1953. Pubhshed data on

thermometer T4 of the National Research

Council, Ottawa were used also.* Thus, there were

35 thermometers in all. All except T4 were Leeds

and Northrup Co., Catalog No. 8164 capsule

types. The serial numbers ranged from 673,748 to

1,530,182. All calibration data were expressed on

the NBS (1955) scale, on which the normal boiling

point of oxygen is 90.18°K, consistent with the

International Temperature Scale (ITS) values of

- 182.97°C for the oxygen point and 273.15°K for

the ice point. Resistance data certified before 1955

had to be increased by the equivalent of 0.01°

at all temperatures below the oxygen point, inas-

much as the NBS scale before 1955 was based on

90.19 and 273.16°K for the oxygen and ice points,

respectively.

Figures 1,2, and 3 have been prepared to show

the ranges of various parameters derived from

the resistance-temperature relations of the 35

thermometers. The thermometers evidently had

normal characteristics, inasmuch as they are ap-

proximately represented by the correlating func-

tions that others have proposed. It will be noted

that the values of 1^20.263 fall into two groups. In

what follows, it was of some interest to see if

selecting the parameters of A and B for best fit

within one group only could result in better ac-

curacy than would be possible if a given A-B pair

were used to fit both groups. It is estimated that

the residual resistance ratios Wo = Ro/Riua

were in the range 0.00039 to 0.00071.
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Fig. 1. The correlation between the Callendar
constant <^ and W^o.u for the 35 thermometers
studied. The parameter 7- is defined as RrlRmAi.
The straight line is given by IFso.is = 0.910265 -
169.746 a:. It was derived from the Callendar-van
Dusen equation using the empirical relations,

<r 5 = 0.005857 and /3 = 0.58525 - 0.7629, suggested

by Stimson, Proces-Verbaux Comity Intern.

Poids et Mesures 23B, T104 (1952).

RESULTS OF THE INTERPOLATIONS

470 « 10"'

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

.2437 .2438 .2439 .2440 .2441

^90. 18

Fig. 2. The correlation between IV'20.263 and
H^90.i8 for the 35 thermometers. The temperature
20.263 is taken to be the boiling point of equilib-

rium Hj on the NBS (1955) scale (H. W. WooUey,
R. B. Scott, and F. G. Brickwedde, J. Research,
Natl. Bur. Standards 41, 453, 1948). The straight

line W20.263 = 1.4086 W^o.n - 0.33910 is derived
from a correlation suggested by Lowenthal, Kemp,
and Harper, Bull. Inst. Intern. Froid, Annexe
1958-1, p. 107.

Equation (6) was tested first, but merely in or-

der to establish a standard against which the per-

formance of Eq. (10) could be measured. The
latter then was tested using various sets of cali-

bration temperatures. The following results were

obtained.

Equation (6) with = 20°, T-, = 90°

K

Figure 4 shows resistance errors Rx' — Rx of

some representative thermometers. The reference

thermometer .4 was one of the group which was

selected because it had nearly average charac-

teristics. While the error curves are superficially

of similar shape, some variations can be noted,

especially below 50°K. The largest error obtained

in the interval 20 to 90° was equivalent to 0.016°.

The average of all the ma.ximum errors in this in-

terval was equivalent to 0.005°. The temperature

errors were a much less regular function of tem-

perature than the resistance errors. The maxima
in the former occurred as low as 24° and as high

as 60°K.
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Fig. 3. The correlation between W20.2U and ^

for the 35 thermometers. The straight line

H'20.263 = 0.94310 - 239.10 oc was obtained by
combination of the linear functions of figs. 1 and 2.
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Equation (10) with T, = 20°, T^ = 90°,

Tz = 273.15°K

Six different pairs of thermometers were chosen

from the group to serve as the reference stand-

ards A and B. Of these, two pairs used one refer-

ence thermometer from the group with low values

of 1^20-263 and the other from near the middle, one

pair combined an average thermometer with one

from the high group, and the other pairs com-

bined a "low" with a "low," a "high" with a

"high," and a "low" with a "high," respectively.

There was no error exceeding 0.009° in the inter-

val 20 to 90°K and, for three of the pairs, there

was no error exceeding 0.006°. The degree of fit

obtained with any given X thermometer might

vary considerably according to the choice of A
and B, and was somewhat better if A and B were

both from the same subgroup as the X ther-

mometer. However, the average behavior of the

entire group did not depend critically on this

choice. Figure 5 shows the temperature errors for

representative X thermometers using one of the

better A and B choices. With this particular A
and B pair the maximum error in the interval 20

to 90°K was 0.006°, while the average over all

thermometers of the maximum error in this

interval was 0.003°.

Thus, as was feared, the excellent result ob-

tained in the prehminary study' could not be

duplicated with this larger and more varied group

of thermometers. Nevertheless, the result ob-

tained seems to be sufficiently good for practical

thermometry in view of the larger uncertainty in

the fundamental NBS scale. It should be empha-

sized that the substantial improvement that has

been obtained relative to the preceding case in-

volved no additional experimental work, inas-

much as R^ii.is is always determined, being a key

datum for any precise thermometer whether it is

intended for use at high or low temperatures.

The results obtained below 20 and above 90°

should also be noted, though the behavior in these

regions is of less interest. In the interval 90 to

273.15°K, with the A-B pair that was used to ob-

tain Fig. 5, the largest error was 0.009°. The

average over all of the X thermometers of the

maximum errors in this interval was 0.004°. For

the A-B pair that gave the best results in this

interval, the maximum error was 0.006° and the

average of the various maximum errors was

0.002°. With decreasing temperature below 20°K,

the errors increased rapidly and always reached

0.01° for some of the A' thermometers by 18°K,

with further increases occurring rapidly below

this temperature.
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Equation (10) with Ti = 20, T^ =-- 90,

Tz = 50°K

It might be thought from Fig. 4 that, if the

best possible fit between 20 and 90°K were de-

sired without regard to other considerations, then

Tz should be located about midway in this in-

terval.^ The triple point of oxygen at about 54°

is a suitably located fixed point. Use of the

rounded value Tz = 50° was evaluated using the

same six A-B pairs as before. For four of the six

sets, no error exceeded 0.005° and the average of

the maximum errors was 0.002. Figure 6 shows

some representative error curves calculated using

the same A-B pair as in Fig. 5.

The benefit derived from using Tz = 50° as

compared to 273.15°K is disappointingly small

and would not seem to justify the extra experi-

mental labor. This conclusion results from the
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fact that the small irregularities below 50° that

were noted in Fig. 4 become magnified as tem-

perature errors by the rapid decrease in dR/dT
below 50°K.

Use of a Calibration Point near 30°K

The foregoing result might suggest that there

would be considerable improvement if Ti should

be located below 50 but not so low as 20°K. The

same conclusion was reached by Lowenthal and

Harper* as the result of an analysis of the differ-

ences between the W-T functions of various

thermometers. They recommended the use of a Z
function with = 27, 7^2 = 90°K. The normal

boiling point of neon (~27°K) was suggested as

a convenient fixed point to use in carrying out

their proposal. The basis of their suggestion is

somewhat clouded by their use of published data

expressed on four different temperature scales.

.\ccordingly, a plot similar to one of theirs has

been prepared using selected thermometers from

the group under study, and is shown in Fig. 7.

Though it is not clear that the temperature 26°K
has the unique significance attributed to it by
Lowenthal and Harper, it is evident that exclud-

ing the region below this would avoid some major

irregularities.

In order to evaluate their proposal to use a Z
function based on 27 and 90°, the equivalent pro-

cedure of using Eq. (6) has been tried. The
rounded value 30° was adopted for Ti with T2 =
90°K. The same A thermometer was used as be-

fore. The maximum error found in the interval,

30 to 90, was 0.010° The average over all ther-

mometers of their maximum errors was 0.003°.

Thus, on the average, the use of 30 rather than
20° reduced the maximum errors by the factor

0.6. However, on the assumption of a parabolic

error function, the maxima should have been

reduced by the factor (90 - 30)2/(90 - 20)^ =
0.7 due to the shortening of the span. Thus the

reduction actually achieved over and above this

was unexpectedly not very striking.

A more substantial improvement resulted from

36,

0 20 40 60 80
TEMPERATURE , °K

Fig. 7. Differences between AW/AT for representative thermometers and the one with lowest Wio.im
(calculated for temperature intervals of 1°).
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applying Eq. (10) with Ty = 30, = 90, T^ =

273.15°K. The maximum error in the interval

30 to 90° could be held to 0.004°, and the average

of the maximum errors was 0.0013°.

Also, the combination 20, 30, and 90°K may
be compared with 20, 50, and 90°K. The former

was, indeed, found to be substantially better.

With it, the largest error in the interval 20 to

90° was 0.003°, and the average of the maximum
errors of all thermometers was 0.0012°. Errors of

representative thermometers using 20, 30, and

90°K as calibration points are shown in Fig. 8.

Finally, the use of two calibration points be-

tween 20 and 90° may be considered. It was found

that two overlapping fits obtained using Eq. (10)

with 20, 30, and 50° and 30, 50, and 90°K, re-

spectively, permitted fitting all the thermometers

from 20 to 90°K within 0.002°. The average of the

maximum errors in this interval was less than

0.001°.

Application of Eq. (10) to Temperatures
above 90 or below 20°K

The region above 90° is conventionally repre-

sented by means of the Callendar-Van Dusen

equation. Calibration at four temperatures is re-

quired in order to evaluate the constants of this

equation. Equation (10) may be useful as a sub-

stitute over limited ranges of temperature inas-

much as it requires only three calibration points.

In order to provide an illustration, it was tested

using Ti = 90, T^ = 200, T^ = 273.15°Kand the

same A-B pair as in Figs. 5 and 6. The maximum
error found in the interval 90 to 273.15°K was

0.0006°. It seems probable that interpolation

within about a millidegree could have been ac-

complished using any three well-spaced calibra-

tion temperatures between 90 and 373°K.

Because of the rapid decrease in dR/dT with

decrease in temperature, the platinum resistance

thermometer is at a disadvantage below 20°K
relative to semiconductors. Nevertheless, it is

sometimes useful in this region, and so it is of

some interest to see if the present method has

any utility there. Applying Eq. (10) with T^ =

14, T2 = 20, and T3 = 90°K and some of the

same A-B pairs as before, it was found possible

to fit all of the thermometers within about 0.005°

in the interval 14 to 20°K. The temperature

14°K is approximately the triple point of hydro-

gen. The errors increased rapidly below 14°K and

approached 0.1° at 10°K for some thermometers.

As might be expected, the combination 10, 20,

and 90°K was considerably less satisfactory. Er-

rors between 10 and 20°K exceeded 0.02°.

Summary
Table 1 summarizes the results described in

this section. The same A thermometer was used

in both apphcations of Eq. (6) in order that valid
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Table 1. Summary of interpolation errors

Equation

used
Ti T,

Interval
examined

Max.
error in

interval

Average
of max.
errors

Ref-
erence
ther-

mome-
ters''

—
°K IS. deg deg

6 20 90 20 to 90 0.016 0.005 20

10 20 90 273. 15 20 to 90 .006 .003 11, 29

90 to 273 15 .009 .002 11, 20

10 20 90 50 20 to 90 .005 .002 11, 29

6 30 90 30 to 90 .010 .003 20

10 30 90 273. 15 20 to 30 .024 .007

30 to 90 .004 .0013 11, 20

90 to 273 15 .009 .002

10 20 90 30 20 to 30 .003 .0012 11, 20

30 to 90 .003 .0012

10 20 50 30 20 to 30 .002 .0008 11, 29

30 to 50 .002 .0003

10 30 90 50 20 to 30 .015 .005

30 to 50 .002 .0002 11, 20

50 to 90 .001 .0002

10 14 20 90 14 to 20 .005 .003 11, 29

10 10 20 90 10 to 20 .023 .009 11, 20

10 90 200 273. 15 90 to 273. 15 .0006 11, 29

* The thermometers were numbered from 1 to 35 in order

of increasing ^20.263

.

Table 2. Resistance-temperature relations
OF suggested reference thermometers

R
T

°K(NBS 1955) ohms ohms

10 0.01967 0.02403

12 .02609 .03062

14 .03659 .04121

16 .05277 .05751

18 .07620 .08107

20 . 10839 .11336

20.263 .11335 .11832

22 .15067 .15569

24 .20411 .20916

26 .26943 .27448

28 .34704 .35204

30 .43706 .44199

35 .71553 .72018

40 1.06394 1.06816

50 1.92266 1.92557

60 2.92113 2.92238

70 3.99156 3.99089

80 5.08986 5.08715

90 6.19913 6.19426

90.18 6.21909 6.21418

273.15 25.51191 25.46641

a .003926352 .00392470

S 1.49146 1.4927

/3 .11026 .1110

comparisons might be drawn. The two A-B pairs

Hsted in applications of Eq. (10) gave nearly the

same results in all cases. These reference thermom-

eters were not necessarily the best ones that

might have been adopted for the purpose of

minimizing errors.

CONCLUSIONS AND U.S. PROPOSAL

The present interpolation method was devised

primarily for American users of platinum resist-

ance thermometers with the hope of estabUshing

a technique which could serve as an alternative

to direct NBS calibration. It is concluded that the

method is feasible for this purpose because of the

wide use in this country of the particular type of

thermometer studied in this paper and the re-

producibility of that product. This type of ther-

mometer has already been adopted for coopera-

tive use by American workers in calorimetry.^

The interpolation accuracy to be expected when

applying the present method to this type of

thermometer will be clear from Table 1.

The present method may also provide a means

for e.xtending the ITS below 90.18°K. A necessary

condition would be agreement upon the tempera-

tures to be assigned to necessary fixed points not

presently defined in the ITS, such as the boiling

point of hydrogen. It is uncertain to what extent

the method will apply to thermometers that lack

the uniformity of those studied here. In order to

facilitate evaluation of the method by others, a

set of selected values of Ra and Rb is given in

Table 2, using two of the thermometers that were

found to provide good results in all of the calcula-

tions based on Eq. (10).

It is tentatively proposed that the ITS should

be extended from 90.18 to 20°K using Eq. (10)

and taking the normal boihng points of equilib-

rium hydrogen and oxygen and the triple point of

water as the three calibration temperatures. It is

proposed further that the ITS thermometers for

this region should be limited to those for which

a > 0.003924 and < 0.00470. An equiva-

lent statement of the limitation on a is Wqo.n

0.2442. It would also be necessary to adopt tabu-

lar reference functions like those in Table 2, but

corrected to the absolute thermodynamic scale

insofar as present knowledge would permit.

Of the various possibilities suggested in Table

1 , the one selected for this proposal is the simplest,
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which provides interpolation accuracy compar-

able to or better than the best gas thermometry.

The implied limitation on purity should not be a

hardship, inasmuch as platinum with a of

0.003926 is available from several sources

throughout the world. As was suggested in the

preliminary study/ the limitation on a apparently

cannot be relaxed very much without losing the

improvement in accuracy over that achievable

with Eq. (6).

Should the accuracy in Table 1 corresponding

to this proposal be thought insufficient so that

another calibration point must be introduced, it

is recommended that this additional point should

be at about 30°K, or, specifically, that Eq. (10)

should be used with the normal boiling points of

equilibrium hydrogen and oxygen and a point

near 30°K as the three calibration temperatures.

This recommendation is consistent with the

Australian proposal for use of a point at 27°,

but it makes use of this point in a way that pro-

vides a better fit than does the use of an unmodi-

fied Z function. The further refinement of using

four points, such as 20, ~30, ~50, and 90°K, does

not seem to be justified. (The NBS calibration

procedure uses 16 points in the range 10 to 90°K.

In the light of the results of this study, this seems

to be two to three times as many points as are

necessary in order to obtain millidegree accuracy.)

It has been proposed that extension of the ITS

below 90° should be accompanied by revisions

above 90° because of evidence that the Callendar-

van Dusen equation fails to correspond closely

to the absolute thermodynamic scale. Whenever

the relation between the present ITS and the

absolute thermodynmic scale can be established

in this region with sufficient certainty, Eq. (10)

could probably assume the present function of

the Callendar-van Dusen equation, using as cali-

bration temperatures, 90.18 and 273.15°K, and a

third point which could be either near 200°K or

373°K.

If, as seems Hkely, the ITS is extended below

20° by means of the germanium resistance ther-

mometer, there will be no need to refine the inter-

polation techniques below 20°K for platinum.

Nevertheless, it may sometimes be helpful to

recognize means of using platinum as low as

14°K, as for example in third-law calorimetry of

organic substances. As shown in Table 1 , an addi-

tional calibration point at 14°K will give inter-

polation accuracy better than 0.01° from 14 to

20°K.
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APPENDIX

Kohler's Formula

Kohler has shown' from general considerations

that deviations from Matthiessen's rule must be
positive and has derived an appro-ximate deviation
term containing the product of the residual and
lattice resistivities, thus, pqpop;/ {ppo + gpi}- The
appropriate expression for the reduced resistance

W, which takes this term into account, has been
given by Schultz.' This was applied to a few of the
present thermometers. The residual resistances

were estimated where experimental values were
lacking by using an empirical correlation of van
der Leeden.i"' The reduced ideal resistance was
estimated from the resistance of the thermometer
having lowest residual resistance on the assump-
tion that for it, the Kohler term was zero. The con-
stants in Kohler's term for the other thermometers
were then evaluated by fitting at 20 and 90°K.
The results obtained in this preliminary test were
not satisfactory, since the errors sometimes ex-

ceeded 0.01°. Some improvement may be possible

by adjusting the values of reduced ideal resistance.

Van der Leeden's Formula

Van der Leedeni" has modified Matthiessen's
rule by multiplying the residual resistance by an
empirical function which depends on temperature
only, being the same for all platinums. Van Dijk
has extended this treatment and has tabulated
the above function and the reduced ideal resist-

ance.'^ However, the formula requires that dif-

ferences in W among various thermometers should
be proportional to the above empirical function,

whereas one finds appreciable differences in the
form of AW, even among thermometers from the
present group with closely similar constants. The
formula is useful as an approximate representation
and requires a knowledge of only the reduced
residual resistance of the thermometer. However,
it did not fit the present resistance data closely

enough for precise thermometry.

Size Effect

It is of some interest to examine if size effects

are appreciable in thermometer wires. Let us
adopt the approximate relation'^ for electron
mean free path L,

p„ L 10-11 ohm cm2 (14)
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Two germanium resistors, C and D, have been referenced to values of temperature determined
by the NBS acoustical thermometer. The resistance-temperature calibration data for these resistors

m

have been fitted to a function of the form logic ^ ~ ^ '4„(logio T)" and the resuhs are presented. The
n=0

resistors C and D that are used as secondary standards maintain the scale, NBS Provisional Scale
2 — 20 (1965), to which pubhc cahbrations of germanium thermometers are referenced.

The cahbration apparatus and measurement techniques that are employed in calibrating submitted
resistors are described in detail. Additionally, data of three typical calibrations and their treatment
by polynomial fitting are included to demonstrate the characteristics of some commercially available

germanium resistors.

Key Words: Calibration, germanium resistors, low temperatures, secondary thermometers,
thermometry.

1. Introduction

Recently at the National Bureau of Standards a

provisional temperature scale in the region of 2 to 20

°K was estabhshed, based on temperature values

derived with the Acoustical Thermometer [1, 2],' a pri-

mary thermometer. The temperature scale is pres-

ently maintained with six germanium resistance

thermometers. Their calibration is in close agreement

[2] with other secondary thermometers in regions

where temperature calibrations overlap, i.e., 2 to 5 °K,

the 7^58 He" Vapor Pressure Scale [3] and 12 to 20 °K,

NBS (1955) Scale [4].^

In practice, temperature sensing devices should be
independent of thermal history and have a measur-
able temperature coefficient which covers a prescribed

temperature range as a smooth function of some param-
eter. Some materials, i.e., carbon, [5, 6, 7, 8], metals,

[9, 10, 11], and piezoelectrics [12] meet these require-

ments but are limited in the cryogenic temperature
range 2 to 20 °K because of insensitivity, instability, or

nonreproducibility. Somfe of the pure metals become
superconducting, i.e., indium [13] and lead at tempera-
tures of 3.4 and 7.2 °K, respectively. Impurity doped
germanium semiconductors [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]

exhibit a temperature-dependence of electrical resist-

ance such that they are readily adaptable to the needs
of precise low temperature thermometers. By con-

trolling the impurity doping of germanium, thermom-

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

^The present NBS temperature scale in this region, 12 *K and above is maintained with
platinum resistors, designated NBS (19551, and defined to be 0.01 deg lower than the

scale given in reference [4].

eters can be produced to cover temperatures within

various ranges of interest, i.e., 1 to 20 °K, 20 to 50 °K,

etc. Within the useful range of these thermometers
two conduction processes are involved [20]; at tempera-

tures below 10 °K, impurity conduction is the dominant
mechanism, while free hole conduction Limits the

resistivity at the higher temperatures. To cover the

region 2 to 20 °K, a point-by-point cahbration is neces-

sary because of the complicated conduction processes;

at the present time an accurate simple analytical

representation of resistance versus temperature for

germanium resistors does not exist.

We will discuss the NBS Provisional Scale 2-20

(1965) and a "Germanium Thermometer CaHbrator"
which is employed in calibrating germanium thermom-
eters against it.

2. NBS Provisional Temperature Scale 2-20
(1965)

The temperature scale, against which calibrations
are performed, is called NBS P 2-20 (1965) and is

based upon values of absolute temperature that have
been determined with the NBS Acoustical Thermom-
eter. This instrument and its operation have recently

been described [2] but a more detailed description

(including tabular data that defines the isotherms)
will appear in the near future.^

During the operation of the acoustical thermometer
it was essential that secondary thermometers (in this

^ To be published in a future issue of Metrologia.
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instance, germanium resistors that were in intimate

thermal contact with the acoustical thermometer were
used) be employed to indicate the constancy of main-
taining an isotherm temperature,* as well as to retain

a calibration of the acoustically determined isotherm
temperature. This is accomplished by periodically

monitoring the resistance values of the germanium
resistors while the acoustical thermometer is in opera-

tion. Two particular germanium resistors, which
we can label A and B, have always served this function

and thus they have been cahbrated by the acoustical

thermometer. Additionally, two other germanium
resistors have been mounted in the apparatus and have
been used as additional monitoring resistors in the

acoustical thermometer. We shall name two such
resistors C and D. While C and D have been used
for monitoring the acoustical thermometer for certain

specific isotherms, they give reference to all of the

isotherms through calibrations against resistors A
and B.

Quite naturally the calibrations of C and D against

A and B did not always take place at exactly the original

acoustically-determined isotherm temperatures and

thus a knowledge of (for resistors A and B) was re-
al

quired for properly assigning temperatures to C and
D. Because the calibration temperatures of C and D
were never more than 0.035 °K from the acoustically

determined isotherms, the required interpolations and
dR

knowledge of (for A and B) did not critically affect

(dR
the calibration of resistors C and D

yjj<
values could

be established with sufficient accuracy for this interpo-

lation from the calibrations of A and B^. In fact the

temperature of only six calibration points for resistor

C differed more than 0.020 °K from the original acous-

tically defined isotherm-temperatures; for D, one was
0.016 °K and the remainder less than 0.012 °K. The
resistors C and D were never in the acoustical ther-

mometer together so their calibrations were performed
independently with regard to time and environmental
location within the acoustical thermometer apparatus.
At this point it is necessary to note that previous to

their cahbration some laboratory history of resistors

C and D had been accumulated; this has been reported
in an earlier article [21]. The resistors were repeti-

tively, thermally cycled between room temperature
and 4.2 °K, with systematic resistance-temperature
calibrations performed at a temperature close to

4.2 °K. A "constant temperature" liquid helium bath
contained the resistors during the 4.2 °K portion of the

cycle and thus, by measurements of the liquid helium
vapor pressure, a very reproducible temperature ref-

erence (to the 7*58 scale) was obtained. Resistor C
had been thermally cycled 88 times and demonstrated
a reproducibility of the 4.2 °K calibration within
0.0011 °K; resistor D underwent 86 cycles and demon-

* An isolherm as determined by the acoustical thermometer consists of the speed of
sound in helium gas as a function of the gas pressure.

strated a constancy within 0.0005 °K. The estimated
error from various measurements in the cycUng proc-

ess was equivalent to 0.0004 °K. Appropriate atten-

tion has always been applied to the measuring currents

through the resistors to avoid undesired, appreciable

Joule heating.

After being calibrated with reference to the acousti-

cal thermometer, the resistors C and D were placed

within the calibrator, which will be described in this

article, and measurements of their resistances were
conducted at temperatures which closely approxi-

mated the original isotherm temperatures. More
specifically, the temperature of the apparatus was
controlled until the resistance measurement of one
resistor, for example, C, indicated that approximation
to an original acoustical isotherm temperature had
been achieved. Next, at this temperature a value

was obtained for the resistance of D. Thus there

was afforded a comparison of indicated temperatures
between C and D within the calibrator since, to repeat,

each resistor had been previously independently cali-

brated with reference to the acoustical thermometer.
Temperature discrepancies between C and D (after

appropriate small interpolations had been made),
from comparison measurements within the calibrator,

never exceeded 0.003 °K. Consequently our assign-

ment of temperature values to future calibrations in

the calibrator against C and D is slightly arbitrary.

The maximum temperature discrepancy of 0.003 °K
between resistors C and D, as obtained during the

calibrator use, probably indicates that the combined
errors of electrical measurements and temperature
controlling correspond to about ±0.002 °K.

Thus temperatures have been associated with re-

sistors C and D for their use as secondary standards
in the calibrator. This information is presented in

columns 1 and 2 of tables 1 and 2. We were desirous
of possessing more information about the resistors'

calibrations and consequently have performed a com-
puter analysis of the data. A polynomial of the form

m
log,o/?=2 ^ndog.o 7)"

n=0

was fitted to the /?data and T^^ia calibration data of

each resistor by the method of least squares. A
double precision computer program prepared by the

Statistical Engineering Laboratory was used to over-

come the roundoff error characteristic of fitting high
order polynomials, and in this case the roundoff error

was several orders of magnitude smaller than other
experimental uncertainties. All data were given
equal weight and m, the degree of the polynomial,

was varied from 3 to 8. The eighth order polynomial
produced a fit to the input data such that no datum
point deviated from the polynomial by more than
0.0045 °K. The reduction in the sum of squares of

deviations due to the addition of terms of higher order
was statistically significant (0.05-probability level)

in all cases up to and including the 8th degree. We
have not extended the analysis since we feel that fit-
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ting the data within 0.004 °K is a reasonable limit. It

is noteworthy to mention that as the lower temperature
data points are excluded, comparable fitting is possible

with fewer terms in the polynomial.
After obtaining values of the 9 coefficients we ef-

fected a computer generation of temperature, resist-

ed/? ^f^/? , 1 rf/? - , ^^^^ „^ance, -;7^,-^,and ^ at mtervals of 0.010 K.dr dr- R dT
dR

Using the generated simple interpolations have

been made to obtain values of generated resistance.

R. /hich correspond to the input temperatures.

Table 1. Resistor C

ftdala - Rjen dRIdr
Afi (Ohms/0.001 °K) (0.001 °K)

°AC Ohms Ohms Ohn,s

2.321 11,481. 11.481.4 -0.4 -13.5 0.0

2.805 7,058.7 7,056.7 2.0 -6.12 - .3

3.207 5,122.5 5,125.0 -2.5 -3.71 .7

4.206 2.800.9 2,798.9 2.0 -1.43 - 1.4

5.020 1,916.0 1,917.8 - 1.8 -0.817 2.2

6.060 1,272.9 1.271.8 1.1 -.471 -2.3

6.977 918.51 919.16 -0.65 -.312 2.1

8.065 645.32 645.29 .03 -.200 -1.5

8.989 489.99 489.93 .06 -.140 -0.4

9.889 382.65 .382.53 .12 -.101 - 1.2

10.901 296.86 296.82 .04 - .070 -0.6

12.018 230.85 230.97 -.12 - .049 2.4

12.962 190.74 190.82 -.08 - .037 2.2

14.036 157.05 157.01 .04 - .027 - 1.5

14.993 134.26 134.24 .02 -.021 - 1.0

16.050 114.77 144.76 .01 -.016 -0.6

16.970 101.36 101.32 .04 -.013 -3.1

18.004 89.051 89.100 - .049 -.011 4.5

18.940 79.997 80.006 -.009 -.0088 1.0

20.0.54 71.084

^
7'data and /fdaia refer to calibration quantities, temperature and resistance.

^/?gen is the resistance, at the temperature r^ata- obtained by generating resistance as j

function of temperature from the evaluated polynomial coefficients An.

is generated from the evaluated coefficients A„.

dR
Ar is obtained by dividing iR^au " ^gen) by —

Table 2 Resistor D

Tdala" /iaaia" «dau. - R.en A7^
Afl (Ohms/0.001 °K) 10.001 °K)

°K Ohms Ohms Ohms

2.321 10.847. 10,848. - 1.0 -12.8 0.1

2.805 6,656.1 6,653.2 2.9 -5.8 -0.5
3.207 4,820.3 4,824.2 -3.9 -3.5 1.1

4.206 2,630.3 2,627.0 3.3 -1.4 -2.4
5.020 1,792.5 1,795.1 -2.6 -0.77 3.4

6.060 1,186.3 1,185.2 1.1 - .44 -2.5
6.977 852.60 8.53.10 -0.50 -.29 1.7

8.066 596.36 596.29 .07 - .19 -0.4
8.989 451.44 451.34 .10 -.13 - .8

9.889 351.63 351.60 .03 -.093 -.3
10.901 272.27 272.32 -.05 -.065 .8

12.018 211.53 211.55 -.02 - .045 .4

12.962 174.68 174.77 -.09 -.034 2.6

14.036 143.80 143.78 .02 - .025 -0.8
14.993 122.98 122.98 .0 - .019 -.0
16.050 105.21 105.20 .01 - .015 -.7
16.970 92.96 92.94 .02 -.012 -1.7
18.004 81.743 81.785 -.042 - .0097 4,3

18.940 73.469 73.494 - .025 -.0080 3.1

20.054 65.351 65.341 .010 -.0066 -1.5

^ T'daia and RdBta refer to calihration quantities, temperature and resistance.

Kgen is the resistance, at the temperature Tdaia, ohtained by generating resistance as i

function of temperature from the evaluated polynomial coefficients An-

dR— is generated from the evaluated coefficients A„.
dl

Ar is obtained by dividing (/?daia — Rgeni by —
dl

^data- These resistances, R^en^ are hsted in column 3

of tables 1 and 2. Column 4 shows the difference be-

tween the input and generated resistance: by again

dR
employing the generated -jj, of column 5 we obtain the

temperature difference {AT of column 6) which cor-

responds to the resistance differences of column 4.

It is readily apparent from column 6 of tables 1 and 2

that the temperature-resistance data for resistors C
and D can be represented by an eighth order poly-

nomial within 0.005 °K.

Additional information is obtained concerning the
polynomial and therefore, the resistors also, since

d^R
(for each resistor) the generated does not change

its sign; the fitted polynomial function is monotonically
smooth. Consequently one is reasonably confident
that the fitted polynomials can be used for interpolat-
ing between original calibration points. Figures 1

1 dRand 2 depict the variation of R versus T, and -5 -7=
A dT

versus T, respectively, for both resistors, C and D.

8 10 12 14

TEMPERATURE, °K

Figure 1. A plot of resistance as a function of temperature: o.

Resistor C; • Resistor D.

2 0 4 0 6.0 3.0 10,0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18,0 200
TEMPERATURE, "K

Figure 2. Resistance-temperature sensitivity, ^ ^

function of temperature CK).
The plot is applicable to both C and D since their temperature sensitivities do not differ

more than one percent.
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While resistors C and D are the basis for present
calibrations from 2 to 20 °K at the National Bureau of
Standards, several other resistors exist that have been
similarly treated; additionally, resistors A and B are

still intact within the acoustical thermometer. Re-
sistor D, prior to its mounting in the acoustical ther-

mometer, had been calibrated at the National Bureau
of Standards against the NBS (1955) scale below 20 °K.

It was one of the two thermometers that afforded a

comparison, (which has been reported previously

[1, 2]) between values of acoustically determined
temperatures and the NBS (1955) scale.

1 I

ELECTRIC

S,S TU8lNG<j
LESOS

111

TESMINSL STRIP

CuCORE RESISTORS

Cu

RING-

S.S C4N-»

3. Calibrator^

3.1. General Design Considerations of Calibrator

Central to apparatus which we have constructed is

a solid copper cylinder. It is required, during the

course of calibration measurements, that the copper
mass and its contained resistors be maintained at

accurately controllable temperatures at approximately

every degree from 2 to 20 °K. To achieve this tem-

perature regulation the system must be quasi-thermally

isolated from its surroundings. The copper mass
and imbedded thermometers are shown in figure 3.

In operation (the smaller can having been soldered in

place) the copper mass and small can are included in

the large can. If a vacuum is maintained within the

larger can, then the small can and its contents are

partially isolated, thermally, from the environment
that contains the large can.

' Certain commercial materials and equipment are identified in this section in order to

adequately specify the experimental procedure. In no case does such identification

imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards, nor does
it imply that the material or equipment identified is necessarily the -best available for the

purpose.

Figure 3. Closeup photograph of the calibrator that is used in the
temperature calibration of germanium resistors. Figure 4. Assembled calibrator.
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Within the vacuum enclosure heat transfer by gas

conduction and convection is essentially eliminated,

and the small can will reduce radiant heat flow between
the thermometers and the outer vacuum can. There
remains, however, a thermal connection between the

inner assembly and the outer can via electrical leads

and mechanically supporting members, i.e., the two
stainless steel tubes. The inner assembly is thermally

floated at temperatures that exceed the environmental
temperature of the outer can, with a resultant tempera-
ture gradient along the electrical lead wires and stain-

less steel tubes.

A more complete view of the calibrator is depicted
in figure 4. Uppermost is the Dewar cap, which
aff"ords ingress of electrical leads and the stainless

steel tubings. Because the lower portion is in a liquid

helium bath during calibrations any heat from ambient
temperatures that is conducted downward along the

leads and tubings is dissipated in the refrigerant.

Thus it is evident that under steady state conditions,

the interesting heat flow occurs from the inner as-

sembly toward the top of the outer vacuum can. The
dimensions of the supporting tubes and electrical

leads have been selected so that accurate temperature
control of the copper core and resistors is attained
through a reasonable expenditure of electrical heating
to the copper core.

3.2. Main Copper Core

The main core (A) of the isothermal system in figure

5 was constructed of 58.93 mm (diameter) copper rod.

Cavities 3.58 mm (diameter) drilled at 60° angles to

its axis serve as receptacles for the germanium ther-

mometers. Also machined in the core was a spool-

like section (B) upon which the heater coil was wound.
Directly above the coil form is the cap (K) for the inner

chamber. Silver soldered to the cap's perimeter is

a stainless steel tubing sleeve (L) 0.30 mm thick, 12.70

mm long. Soldered on the lower end of the tubing

is a copper ring (M) with a tongued edge to receive

the groove of the small vacuum can of figure 3. In

the cap (K) two 9.53 mm holes were drilled for the

platinum glass seals, a 6.35 mm hole for an evacuation
tube (H), a 9.53 mm opening for the supporting tubing

(J), and four screw threads were tapped for the nylon

rods (I). On the copper core below the coil form a

spiral groove (D), 1.27 mm deep, three threads per cm,
was routed from the core's perimeter to serve as a

channel for thermally anchoring the lead-in wires

that return upwards to the terminal ring (E).

The terminal ring was fabricated from Teflon tubing
and contains terminal lugs made of 0.76 mm platinum
wire. The wire has been flattened on one extremity
and cut to extend 9.53 mm beyond the Teflon ring.

Holes 0.50 mm were drilled at the end of the platinum
lugs to secure the thermometer electrical leads prior

to their soldering. Two set screws attached the
ring to the copper core.

A Cu Core

B HEATER COIL

C CAVITIES FOR THERMOMETERS
D 05" DIA, GROOVES FOR WIRES

E ANNULAR TERMINAL STRIP

F PLATINUM GLASS SEALS

G TERMINAL STRIP

H PUMPING LINE (INNER CAN)

I NYLON
J OUTER CAN PUMPING LINE

K Cu CAPS OF CANS

L STAINLESS STEEL RING

M Cu RING

Figure 5. Detailed drawing of the calibrator low-temperature

components.

3.3. Vacuum Chambers

For thermal isolation the above components were
encased within a vacuum tight cannister. The vacuum
can was constructed of stainless steel tubing 58.93

mm diam, 114.30 mm long and 0.30 mm thick with one
capped end of 0.50 mm thickness. A copper ring was
silver soldered to the open end of the can; the ring

was grooved to receive the tongued edge (M) of the

can top.

The outer can top was also made of copper and holes,

similar to those of the inner can, were drilled for the

insertion of seals and evacuation lines. There also,

a stainless steel sleeve that terminates in a tongued
copper ring was soldered to the cap's circumference.

The reason for using the stainless steel sleeves in

both vacuum systems may not be obvious. In assem-
bling the apparatus, heating is required to solder the
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vacuum cans to the flanges (M). If the heat were

sufficiently great, electrical lead insulation might be

damaged in regions where the insulation is in contact

with copper (the spiral groove (D) and the vacuum can

tops). Additionally, heating of the large copper core

would elevate the temperature of the germanium ther-

mometers to such an extent that they might be dam-
aged. Precautions have been taken to avoid such

heating, (a) Wood's metal solder is used for assem-

bly because its melting point is relatively low. (b) The
stainless steel paths (L) provide a sufficiently large

thermad resistance that the solder joints can be made
with only a shghtly perceptible temperature rise in

the vacuum can tops and the copper mass (A). A simi-

lar design has been employed in mounting the platinum

glass seals (F) to simplify their replacement.

3.4. Electrical Seals and Wiring

Glass-metal type electrical lead-in seals were used
exclusively in the construction of the isothermal caU-

brating system. For ambient conditions, Kovar-glass

type capiUary-tubing seals were utilized. At tempera-

tures where components are immersed in cryogenic

liquids, our experience has shown the necessity for

using platinum-glass type seals. The NBS glass shop

made the 9-capillary platinum-glass seals ^ that were
incorporated in the system.

At ambient temperatures where electrical leads

entered the Dewar system, eighteen #38 AWG double

nylon, enamel coated copper wires were fed through

and soldered to individual capillaries of two 9-capillary

Kovar-glass seals that were located on the Dewar cap.

The wires continued from the ambient seals, were
strung through and soldered to individual capillaries

of two platinum-glass seals (F) of the outer can, and
terminated at the 20-pin rectangular terminal strip (G).

From the terminal strip, 1.54 m lengths of Evanohm
wire were spiraled around the notched nylon support-

ing rods (I) in six windings and the remaining lengths

of wire were passed through and soldered at the indi-

vidual capillaries of the two platinum-glass seals

that are mounted on the top of the inner vacuum can.

The remaining lengths of wire within the inner can
region were then snugly wound into the spiral groove

(D) of the main copper core (A) and terminated at the

nylon ring (E). The strands of Evanohm wire were
wound around the nylon rods to lengthen the thermal
resistance path along the lead wires, in effect, to re-

duce the temperature gradient along the electrical

leads, since the temperature difference between the

isothermal system and its heat sink (cryogenic bath)

can differ by as much as 18° during a calibration run.

The enamel coated Evanohm lead wires were placed
in physical contact with the copper core to enhance
thermal equihbrium between resistance thermometers,
electrical leads and the environment within the cali-

brating unit. Evanohm wire was used because its

'The seals were thermally cycled from ambient to liquid helium temperatures at least
three times and leak tested on a mass spectrometer type helium leak detector prior to their
use in the calibrator.

resistance-temperature coefficient is quite low.^

The heater coil was noninductively wound on spool

(B) of figure 5, with 61.5 m of the above wire. The
wire diameter is 0.10 mm and the wire has a resistance

of 1.65 n/cm.

4. Germanium Thermometers

4.1. General Description

The bridge-shaped encapsulated germanium ther-

mometer, shown in figure 6 with current contacts
external to the potential contacts, has advantages not

found in some other types. The germanium element
is mounted in a relatively strain-free manner within its

encapsulation to reduce piezoresistance [20, 22]

that is exhibited by germanium at low temperatures.

Effects of contact resistances and possible thermal
strains in the contacts are relatively unimportant
because measurements are made potentiometrically

and temporal changes in contacts do not necessarily

change the thermometer calibration [20]. Encapsula-
tion of the thermometer element in hehum exchange
gas aids the germanium element in achieving thermal
equilibrium with its metallic capsule.

4.2. Mounting of Thermometers

Leads of the germanium thermometers are soldered
with Wood's metal to the platinum lugs of the nylon
terminal ring (E) using a low-powered soldering iron
to minimize overheating of the germanium element
through heat conduction. A very dilute solution of
Baker's Flux (aqueous solution of the chlorides of Zn
and NH4) is used and upon completion of the soldering,
the terminal junctions are flushed with a swab and hot
water to remove traces of flux.

The casings of the thermometers are placed within
the copper cavities. A primary consideration in the
calibrator design is the attainment of thermal equi-
hbrium between the resistors (the sensor, secondary
standards, and those to be calibrated). Since the
resistors are generally encapsulated, one must be
concerned with the thermal equilibrium between each
resistor and its encapsulation, as well as between all

' At 20 and 273 "K, its resistivity is 132.5 and 133.3 /iCl cm, respectively (23].

TEFLON LINER

CUTAWAY VIEW SCHEMATIC

Figure 6. Schematic portrayal of a typical germanium resistor

encapsulation.
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encapsulations. After the germanium thermometers
are wired into the circuit and continuity and shorting

checiis made, the inner-most vacuum can is soldered

into place with Wood's metal, using a modified solder-

ing gun that possesses an annular copper heater ele-

ment for uniform heating. Then the outer vacuum
can is soldered into place using a gas-air torch of fine

orifice. Both vacuum systems are leak detected, and
again checks are made to assure circuit continuity and
adequate electrical insulation between the d-c elec-

trical circuits and "ground." Insulation resistances

of 10 Mfi — the limit of a portable Wheatstone bridge —
are commonly measured.

5. Temperature Measurements and Control

5.1. Refrigerant Reservoir

For temperature-calibration measurements .5 to 20
°K or above, the helium bath into which the calibrator

is immersed, is vented to atmospheric pressures. The
bath at this temperature [irovides an adequate heat

sink for dissipating the energy emitted from the cah-

brator. For temperature measurements 2 to 5 °K,

the bath pressure is reduced to achieve a bath tempera-
ture of 1.8 °K or less. A requirement for temperature
stability within the calibrator is that there should be a

current flow to the heater coil at all times, and experi-

ence has shown that the minimum power output of

the heater should be 6.25 ptW (25 through the 10,000

n heater coil), otherwise the required stabihty and
reproducibility of temperatures is not possible.

5.2. Temperature Control

Temperature control is attained through the use of

bridge and amplifier circuits and a three-action control

unit with recorder. The temperature sensor (one leg

of a Wheatstone bridge) is a germanium resistor that

has been repeatedly cycled from ambient to Hquid
hehum temperatures to determine its stability and
reproducibihty. The unbalance of the bridge circuit

is detected and fed into a servo-control unit, which
possesses the controlling actions of proportional band,

rate time and reset — the servo-unit's controlled current

output is fed directly to the cahbrator's heater coil.

Current to the Wheatstone bridge circuit is supphed
by a voltage divider circuit to permit a variation of

current through the germanium sensor. This variable

control is essential since, for sensitive temperature
control the apparatus, the same currents cannot

be applied at all temperatures. Because of the low
specific heats and extremely high values of sensor

resistance at low temperatures, too large a sensor

current can cause: (a) excessive Joule heating of the

sensor; and (b) a dissipation of heat (from the sensor

into the calibrator) that is large compared with the heat

output of the controlhng heater coil. At the high

cahbration temperatures larger sensor currents are

required, than at low temperatures, to obtain suffi-

cient sensor sensitivity. In general, the temperature
is controlled by the above method to about 0.0001 °K.

5.3. Resistance Measurements

Potential and current measurements are made on a

double-bank six-dial potentiometer equipped with an
external reversing switch. The advantage of the

double-bank unit is that it reheves the necessity of

repositioning dials when transferring from potential

to current measurements. One bank of the potentiom-
eter is used for measuring current. An external
standard resistor is connected in series with the resis-

tors to be calibrated and thus, from a measurement of

the potential across the standard resistor ^/
=
^j,

a value is obtained for the current through the total

external circuit. The external reversing switch per-

mits reversal of currents within the potentiometer
and the external circuit, which includes the germanium
thermometers. The measuring circuit is shown in

figure 7. With this arrangement the thermal emf s

may be detected and their effect on the measurements
eliminated.

SPECIAL 6 DIAL POTENTIOMETER
DUAL BANK

Figure 7. Schematic of the d-c resistance measurement circuit.

This potentiometer actually consists of 3 potentiometer units in series (A. B, and C). Two
sets of switches are connected to each decade to provide the "dual bank" feature.
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5.4. Calibration Techniques

For many germanium thermometers, the resistor is

a four-lead element, as shown in figure 6; two leads are

for the current source and two for potential measure-

ments. In the cahbrator the current leads of the

uncalibrated resistors are connected in series with the

current leads of the calibrated thermometers to the

current source at the terminal ring (E) of figure 5.

The potential leads are wired individually to the plat-

inum lugs which have electrical lead lines communi-
cating to the potentiometer. The cahbrated ther-

mometers C and D are controUing parameters for

determining the point-by-point resistance-tempera-

ture relation of the uncalibrated thermometers. Since

an approximate temperature-resistance caHbration

of the sensor resistor is available, we are able to dial

(for each cahbration point) a particular value for this

resistance on the Wheatstone bridge and then make
final adjustments after comparing the two cahbrated

thermometer resistance-measurements with their

previous values, i.e., temperature-resistance relation

from the acoustical thermometer measurements.

After the temperature constancy of the desired cah-

bration point is clearly demonstrated, several series

of potential measurements are made to determine the

resistance of both the cahbrated reference standards

(C and D) and the submitted unknowns.
The complete cahbration of submitted resistors is

performed twice, covering the range 2 to 20 °K; in

general, the temperature of a cahbration point (column

1 of tables 3 through 5) must be within a few miUi-

degrees of the cahbration temperatures associated

with resistors C and D (column 1 of tables 1 and 2);

the differences of indicated temperatures between the

standards C and D cannot exceed ±0.001 °K; and, if

possible, the two separate cahbrations of the sub-

mitted resistors should be consistent within ± 0.002 °K.

Table 3. Resistor X

dRIdT'
i/i (Ohms/0.001 °K) (0.001 °K)

'K Ohms Ohms Ohms
2.321 12,473. 12,473.6 -1.0 -15.0 .1

2.805 7,584.2 7,580.8 3.4 -6.74 -0.5
3.207 5,458.2 5.462.6 -4.4 -4.5 1.1

4.206 2,944.3 2,940.5 3.8 -1.54 -2.5
5.020 1,991.5 1,994.6 -3.1 -0.87 3.5

6.060 1,307.5 1,306.0 1.5 -.50 -3.0
6.977 932.73 933.39 -0.66 -.33 2.0

8.065 647.37 647.17 .20 -.21 -1.0
8.989 486.30 486.32 -.02 -.14 .1

9.889 376.44 376.40 .04 -.103 -.4
10.905 289.37 289.26 .11 -.071 -1.6
12.018 223.35 223.44 -.09 -.049 1.8

12.963 183.57 183.64' -.07 -.036 1.9

14.036 150.42 150.41 .01 -.026 -0.4
14.994 128.21 128.18 .03 -.020 -1.5
16.0.50 109.35 109.33 .02 -.016 -1.3
16.970 96.422 96.376 .046 -.013 -3.5
18.004 84.619 84.657 -.038 -.010 3.8

18.938 75.967 75.981 -.014 - .0085 1.7

20.048 67.490

^ TazxA and /?data refer to calibration quantities, temperature and resistance.

''/(gen 's the resistance, at the temperature Tdaia. obtained by generating resistance as a

function of temperature from the evaluated polynomial coefficients An.

dR
is generated from the evaluated coefficients A„.

al
dR

AT* is obtained by dividing (/?<iata
~ ^gen) by ~-

Table 4. Resistor Y

^data
^ Rg ^ H — R dRjdT"^ A/

A/? (V^nm»/u.uui i\)
iC\ Am °L'\

„,
Ohms

2.322 7 1 ,SbA. 7 1 ,441

.

— 89.0 — loO. 0.5

on
^ — 50. — 1.8

o,20o 9,273. 9,31 1.3 — 38. — 18.2 2.

1

4.208 1 ,921 .0 1 ,919,5 1 ,5 — 2.4 — 0.6

^ ni.n

828.27 — 2.23 — 0.7

1

3.

1

AO7^
400 48 — .2.3 — 10.0

253.44 0.07 —
. 107 — 0.7

169.70 — .26 — .054 4.8

0,990 129.30 129.70 — .40 — .034 1 1.8

9.887 1 03 . 8

1

103.98 — .17 — .024 7.0

83.623 .004 — .017 — 0.2

Iz.UlY 67. 719 67.607 . 1 12 — .012 — 9.3
12.962 57.492 57.388 .104 — .0096 — 10.8

14,048 45.274 4S.201 .073 — .0075 — 9.7

14.993 41 ,852 41.820 .0321 — .0061 — 5.2

16.051 35.977 35.996 -.019 - .0050 3.8

16.969 31.781 31.816 — .035 — .0042 8.3
18.006 27.805 27.8.59 -.054 - .0035 15.4

18.940 24.820 24.852 -.032 - .0030 10.7

20.049 21.880 21.831 .049 - .0025 - 19.6

^
T'data and fidaia refer to calibration quantities, temperature and resistance.

^ R%tn '5 the resistance, at the temperature Tdaia- obtained by generating resistance as a

function of temperature from the evaluated polynomial coefficients An.

' is generated from the evaluated coefficients An.

AT is obtained by dividing {Raanx ~ RgeJ hy

Table 5. Resistor Z

R<la.a
'

Rdaia -fi.™ dRIdT' AF"
AR (Ohms/O.OOl °Kl (0.001 °K)

°K Ohms Ohms Ohms
2.319 1,918.8 1,918.9 -0.1 - 1.45 0.07

2.806 1,404.7 1,404.5 .2 -0.76 -.3

3.208 1,156.3 1,156.6 -.3 -.50 .6

4.203 829.83 829.54 .29 -.21 -1.4

5.018 695.22 695.42 - .20 -.13 1.5

6.059 596.69 5%.58 .11 -.071 -1.5
6.977 543.81 543.93 - .12 - .046 2.6

8.068 504.17 504.17 .00 -.029 0.0

8.988 482.13 482.07 .06 -.020 -3.0
9.889 466.52 466.45 .07 -.015 -4.7
10.901 452.99 452.97 .02 -.012 -1.7

12.018 440.23 440.30 -.07 -.011 6.4

12.962 429.69 429.78 -.09 -.011 8.2

14.048 416.56 416.59 -.03 -.013 2.3

14.993 403.63 403.60 .03 -.015 -2.0
16.049 387.11 387.05 .06 -.017 -3.5
16.970 370.98 370.89 .09 -.018 -5.0

18.004 351.02 351.08 -.06 -.020 3.0

18.940 331.84 331.96 -.12 -.021 5.7

20.048 308.51 308.45 .06 -.021 -2.9

^ Tdau /?daia refer to calibration quantities, temperature and resistance.
^ Rgen is the resistance, at the temperature Tdata. obtained by generating resistance as a

function of temperature from the evaluated polynomial coefficients A„,

^

~df
S^"^''^*^*^ from the evaluated coetficients An.

dR
Ar is obtained by dividing (/?data — Rgenl by —

dT

Periodically during calibrations, when the extent
of Joule heating in a submitted resistor is not known,
power tests are performed. This is to insure that the

resistor current is sufficiently low that Joule heating
effects are well below 1 mdeg.

Certain features of the calibration apparatus merit
mentioning. A high vacuum is maintained within the

inner can; the resistors are mounted (within the copper
core) in a stopcock grease medium; the region of the
copper core, which contains the spiralled leads, has
been covered with a suitable varnish to enhance ther-

mal equihbrium between the core and leads; the heater
coil has been varnished onto its containing form; and
the current leads from each resistor are thermally
anchored to the copper core. These features aid in
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promoting thermal equilibrium (between the ger-

manium resistors) to such an extent that a thermal
gradient has not been detected — even though the
heater has been operated at powers that have varied
by an order of magnitude. (The power variance
occurs, during measurements at a constant tempera-
ture, as the vacuum in the outer can [figure 3] is aUowed
to change.)

6. Results and Conclusions

The calibration data for three resistors that have
been calibrated against resistor C and D are presented
in figure 8 and in columns 1 and 2 of tables 3, 4, and 5.

The resistors are from three different commercial
sources and may, perhaps, be considered typical of

available resistors. The resistors are labeled as

X, Y, and Z and their cahbration data have been
treated on the computer in a manner paralleling that

previously described in this paper for resistors C and
D. We have attempted to fit the data for each re-

sistor to a polynomial of the form

m
iog,o/? = 2 ^"(logio r)"

Resistors X and Z appeared to be reasonably repre-

sented by an eighth order polynomial; for Y, the sig-

nificance of the polynomial coefficients became doubt-

ful .for the seventh and eighth orders. Generations

for X, Y, and Z, based upon 9, 7, and 9 coefficients,

respectively, were performed to obtain the quantities

r, dR dm ]_dR
• dT dr R dT

3 10 12

TEMPERATURE, °K

as a function of temperature. Since the columns of
tables 3, 4, and 5 correspond to those of tables 1 and
2, columns 6 indicate how well the calibrations of
resistors X, Y, and Z are represented by the fitted
polynomials. For these resistors also, elimination
of the data at the lowest temperature will generally
result in a more accurate functional fit at loWer poly-
nomial orders.

It is to be noted, for resistor Z in figure 8 that the

R—T relationship is not characterized by a mono-

dR
tonically decreasing derivative -r™. Indeed the gen-

eration of the second derivative
^y;^ clearly exhibits

a change in sign between 12.060 and 12.070 °K, and
also between 20.480 and 20.490 °K. (The change in

sign is not significant at the higher temperatures,
since 20.480 °K exceeds the range of the calibration

data.) Such a condition indicates that caution must
be exercised in attempting to use our functional rela-

tionship for interpolating temperatures and resistances

that are intermediate to the cahbration points of re-

sistor Z. Perhaps a better approach for interpolation

would result from functionally fitting selected segments
of the calibration data.

To repeat, columns 6 of tables 3, 4, and 5 demon-
strate that the functional representations for resistors

X and Z are more accurate than is indicated for re-

sistor Y. While this can possibly be partially at-

dR
tributed to Y's low values of "^at the highest tempera-

tures, one must note that the polynomial fit for resistor

Y covers a much larger range of resistance than is

the case for resistors X and Z. However, it is probably
more significant to note that Y is basically a two lead

resistor while X and Z involve four lead contacts. As
has been described earher in this paper, the electrical

measurements of resistance are made by a direct-

current, potentiometric technique. In the case of

resistors X and Z, current connections to the germa-
nium crystal are distinctly separate from the potential

SI? 0.1
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1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

ti

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.

RESISTOR X
0 RESISTOR Y
• RESISTOR Z

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

10.0 12.0

TEMPERATURE, °K

Figure 8. Plot of resistance as a function of temperature: A, resistor

X; o, resistor Y; and •, resistor Z.

Figure 9. Resistance-temperature sensitivity, ^^{^^' ^

function of temperature (°K): A, resistor X; o, resistor Y; and •,
resistor Z.
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leads. For resistor Y, a current and potential lead

are connected to each of the two leads that lead to

the germanium resistor. It is possible that lead or

contact resistances introduce additional uncertainties

in the determination of Y's resistance.

Figure 9 indicates resistor sensitivities. The sensi-

tivity is the fractional change of resistance per °K
as a function of the absolute temperature. Quite
obviously, depending upon the user's requirements,
selection of a particular type of resistor is important

since the sensitivities, t;-^, as v^^ell as the absolute
K al

magnitude of resistance, R, are variable — depending
upon the concentration of impurities that have been
added to the germanium.

Calibration certificates for submitted resistors are

issued for calibrations at approximately the tempera-
tures indicated in column 1 of table 1 or table 2; it

is expected that these values of temperature are re-

produced within ± 0.002 °K; and the measuring cur-

rent at each temperature is specified. For the user's

information we attempt to fit the calibration data with

a polynomial and include the results as part of the cali-

bration service.
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NBS has needed a set of very reproducible germanium resistors that would be capable of main-
taining temperature scales. This paper describes our procedure for selecting such a set.

A group of germanium resistors from three commercial sources have been thermally cycled be-

tween 4.2 °K and room temperature. The resistance-temperature calibrations at 4.2 °K were made
with reference to a liquid helium bath so that reproducible temperatures could be determined from
liquid helium vapor pressure measurements. Seven resistors out of 25 demonstrated reproducibilities

(of the 4.2 °K calibration) of about 0.001 °K after undergoing the multiple cyclings. Guided by these
results, we procured twelve^ new, similar resistors which were cycled in a comparable procedure.
After 85 cycles, in which 14 resistance-teinperature calibrations were performed at 4.2 "K for each
resistor, 10 of the 12 resistors demonstrated reproducibilities of approximately 0.001 °K.

The resulting set of secondary thermometers have undergone calibrations in the teniperature

ranges, 2 to 5 °K and 2 to 20 °K; reports of this work will be published in the near future.

Key Words: Germanium resistors, germanium resistor reproducibility, low temperature thermom-
etry, reproducibility of germanium resistors, thermal cycling at low temperature,
thermometry.

1. Introduction

A major problem in low temperature work has been
the lack of a highly reproducible, precisely calibrated

secondary thermometer in the region of 1 to 20 °K.

Carbon composition resistors found wide popularity

after Clement et al. [IJ.- had reported their repro-

ducibilities and calibrations in the temperature regions

of liquid helium and liquid hydrogen. However,
carbon composition resistors show limited reproduci-

bilities after cycling from room temperatures to

4.2 °K [2,3], and exhibit an aging effect when main-

tained in a highly stabilized liquid helium bath for

several weeks [4].

Encouraging results for resistance thermometry in

the liquid helium and liquid hydrogen temperature

ranges were reported by Estermann [5] for doped
germanium and silicon; by Friedberg [6] for poly-

crystalline p-type germanium; and by the Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories group [7. 8] using arsenic-doped
germanium that was encapsulated in platinum cans.

A very limited number of the B.T.L. specimens were
distributed by the Calorimetry Conference to several

laboratories for evaluation. Results from the several

laboratories [9] indicated, in general, reproducibilities

of 0.001 °K. Since that time, the properties of im-

purity doped germanium resistors have been reported

' M. H, E(lh)W is prebenlly assiK-ialed wilh llie- United Slates Patent Offire.

^ Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

by several commercial sources [10,11,12]. This
paper is concerned with the determination of calibra-

tion reproducibilities of commercial specimens'* at or

near the normal boiling point of liquid helium. The
objective of the work was to obtain a group of 10 or 12

similar resistors that exhibited reproducibilities of

1 mdeg or better. This group of resistors will serve as

secondary thermometer standards for maintaining
temperature scales below 20 °K. Subsequent papers

will cover their precise resistance-temperature

relationships in the region 2 to 5 °K and 2 to 20 °K.

2. Experimental Apparatus

Our determinations of resistance are based upon
d-c potentiometric measurements and the attendant

techniques — four leads to a resistor are required for

the measurement. A dual-six-dial potentiometer is

used in conjunction with a special reversing switch
that affords a reversal of current in all circuits — in-

ternal potentiometer and external resistors (fig. 1) — to

compensate for undesired thermal e.m.f.'s. The null

detector, a millimicrovoltmeter, has a useful range of

source resistance from 1 to 100,000 fl with the capa-

bility of detecting changes as small as one part in

sixty thousand for measured resistances of 3,000 ft.

The germanium resistors are connected in series with

1,000 and 10,000 ft standard resistors [13] to the exter-

At the time that the resistors were procured these were, to the best of our knowledge,

the only products of American manufacture available.
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Figure 1. D-c electrical circuit for measuring germanium resistors.

R, are standard resistors; Ri, R„, and R„ the resistors lo be calibrated.

nal reversing switch; currents through this circuit are

determined from potentials measured across the stand-

ard resistors. Measuring currents of the order 1 to

2 fiA, are obtained by using two 50,000 fl voUage
dividers connected in parallel across the battery. A
double-throw, double-pole toggle switch connects the
current supply to either the germanium resistor circuit

or a 1 Mfi "bleeder" resistor; the bleeder resistor

allows the battery to deliver a small, continuous cur-

rent when not in use with the germanium resistors.

A two-volt, low discharge battery (series connected to

a resistance decade box) supplies current to the middle
internal potentiometer circuit while six-volt, low dis-

charge batteries supply current for both the external
series circuit containing the germanium resistors and
the upper internal potentiometer circuit. The bat-

teries are surrounded by thermal insulation to minimize
temperature changes of the electrolyte that would
produce variations in the discharge voltage. Current
standardizations need only be performed a few times
per day, although more frequent standardization
checks were routinely performed.

The potentiometer, external reversing switch,
batteries, null detector and standard resistors are
supported on acryhc plates, which in turn rest on
copper sheets that are interconnected by copper wires.
A lead from one of the sheets is connected to a sur-
rounding screen cage which is at earth potential. The
double-wall, copper-screen cage completely encloses
the d-c measuring apparatus and ehminates a-c joule
heating that is caused by signals which emanate from
nearby commercial transmitters [14].
The germanium resistors are immersed in a con-

stant-temperature Uquid hehum bath contained in
a 25-Hter metal storage Dewar [15]. A vacuum
tight Dewar cap has been designed to fit over the
Dewar neck J (fig. 2) and permits routine thermal
cycHng of the resistors. A, B, C, and D are "quick
coupHngs" and are hard soldered to the top E; E and
a threaded brass cyhnder G (internal component of
quick coupling H) are soft soldered into the copper
body F. The vapor from the hehum bath passes
through a side arm M that is connected to a 2.8 cm
vapor-pressure pump-line.
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A stainless steel tube that passes through coupling C
leads to a jacketed vapor pressure thermometer [16]

that is positioned 0.3 cm from the bottom of the Dewar.
A surface vapor pressure tube passes through coup-
Ung D and extends from about 10 cm above the coup-

hng to about 8 cm below the neck of the Dewar.
Both vapor pressure tubes consist of stainless steel,

thin-wall (0.015 cm) tubing of 0.65 cm diam. A rubber
line, when necessary, connects an external helium
cylinder to the surface tube and permits helium gas
to be bled into the Dewar. The gas flows out of

coupling A during resistor thermal cycling and pre-

vents frozen air from accumulating on the inside

surface of the Dewar neck. The coupling B con-

tains a 0.25 cm quick coupling B' that is closed by a

metal rod; it will contain a He^ vapor pressure ther-

mometer in future work.

The component of the cap that is displaced dur-

ing thermal cycling of the resistors is shown in figure 3.

A hollow copper cylinder R, 1.9 cm o.d., slides through
the coupling A. A multi-tube Kovar-glass seal at

S is set in a small recess machined at the end of the

cylinder R. Six pairs of #38 A.W.G. Formvar-coated
copper wire, T, are strung through the capillary

tubes; and the region of the seal, tubes and leads

is covered with wax to achieve a vacuum seal. The
copper leads are permanently maintained in a com-
pact bundle within the Dewar by applying a cement
to the taut wires. The resistors (positioned at the

end of the leads) touch the Dewar bottom. Spun

glass spaghetti insulation covers the connections
between resistor leads and permanent connecting
wires. Thread is tied around the spaghetti-covered

leads to achieve a compact bundle which easily passes
through the 1.9 cm opening of A during thermal
cycling. Copper wire strung through holes X of the
arms W and wound tightly around the Dewar handles
secures the cylinder R to the cap. The cap is secured
to the Dewar handles in a similar manner. These pre-

cautions are necessary in the work from 4.2 to 5 °K
where the helium vapor pressure is greater than
atmospheric, and exerts sufficient force to dislodge

the Dewar cap. A complete picture of the storage

Dewar and cap is shown in figure 4.

Groups of three resistors are solder-connected to

the lower extremities of the wires. (Experience with

impurity-doped germanium resistors has shown that

it is necessary to minimize the heat conducted to the

specimen while soldering resistor leads to connecting

wires. We have found that a reproducible calibra-

tion at 4.2 °K has been changed by several milli-

degrees when solder such as 50/50 lead-tin was used;

consequently. Wood's metal is used to solder the

resistor leads to the connecting wires. A pencil iron

is used to supply the minimum heat required to melt

the solder.) Each resistor has four leads — two for

current and two for potential— that extend from

within the Dewar, out through the seal at S (fig. 3)

to ambient conditions. The current leads are series

connected external to the Dewar so that in event of a
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Figure 4. Complete picture of storage Dewar and cap.

to evacuate any of the components that lead to the

manifold E.

The gas filhng system consists of a 1-liter storage

can, L, and needle valve J through which helium gas

can be metered into the system via rubber tubing H
and vacuum valve I. Needle valve J' permits refill-

ing the can from a nearby helium cyhnder. The mani-
fold of figure 5, the mercury manometer, manifold

evacuating apparatus, and helium bath vacuum
"pumping" source are all external to the screened
room. Tubing ingress to the room is afforded by
portholes that have been built into a wall of the

screened room. Our experience has shown that

effective shielding by the screened room is destroyed
when an undergrounded conductor is brought through

the portholes; consequently, the Dewar pumping
hne has been appropriately grounded to the screened
room. The space in porthole B (fig. 5), containing

the two vapor pressure lines, is packed tightly with

brass filament sponge and no evidence of R. F. sig-

nals is detected. The shielding of the screened
room is tested at the beginning of every week using

a battery operated F.M. receiver.

The well-known phenomenon of an oscillating he-

Hum gas column [18] was occasionally detected in

the present setup. When this condition occurred in

connection with the surface vapor-pressure tube,

the liquid helium evaporation rate, as detected by
a flow-meter, increased by a factor of 3 and oscilla-

tions of the manometer mercury miniscus were
readily observed. A sheet of fine copper screening

roUed into a tight bundle and inserted in the open
end of the surface vapor-pressure tube for a length

of 7 to 10 cm eliminated the troublesome oscillations

in this instance.

resistor failure the faulty resistor can be quickly dis-

connected from the current circuit and measure-

ments continued on the other two resistors. The po-

tential leads emerging from the Kovar-glass seal and
the 1,000 fl standard resistor potential leads are

appropriately soldered to terminals of a rotary se-

lector switch. The rotary switch is mounted on the

lid of a glass jar so that the switch is completely

surrounded by a glass wall to provide^ a degree of

thermal insulation from possible spurious tempera-

ture fluctuations. The common terminals of the

switch are connected to one pair of emf terminals of

the potentiometer by #38 A.W.G. double-nylon

covered, Formvar-coated copper wire. The poten-

tial leads from the 10,000 Cl standard resistor are

directly connected to the second pair of emf termi-

nals on the potentiometer.

The manometer for measuring the hehum vapor

pressure in this work is a digital readout 152.4 cm
mercury manometer [4]. Either the vapor pressure

thermometer-bulb or the bath surface vapor pres-

sure can be connected to the manometer by means
of insulated 0.6 cm copper tubing (A. A', and G) and
the vacuum beUows-type valves C and D (fig. 5).

Valve F affords isolation of the manometer while the

vacuum pumping line, through valve K, enables one

3. Method of Cycling

The following procedure has been found satisfac-

tory (damage to the resistor leads and freezing of the

leads or resistor specimens to the Dewar neck have
been avoided) for repetitive thermal cyclings of

resistors from room temperature to 4.2 °K. Rubber
tubing connected a cylinder of hehum gas to the

surface vapor pressure tube and a sHght overpres-

sure of gas was accumulated in the Dewar. The
nut N of couphng A (fig. 3) was loosened and the

ensemble of cylinder, couphng nut N and portions of

the connecting wires were withdrawn from the Dewar
cap; the slight gas overpressure caused a stream of

helium gas to continually pass through the opening
of coupling A and thereby minimized any flow of air

into the Dewar. After the resistors were raised to

the vicinity of the Dewar cap, several layers of tissue

paper (or raw cotton) were wrapped around the leads

and positioned in the opening of the couphng A.

The helium cylinder was then closed off. The re-

sistors remained for three minutes within the Dewar
cap, which is at approximately room temperature,
and then were brought out into the room for approx-
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imately 1 min.* (The resistors were not brought
immediately out into the room in order to minimize
the accumulation of condensed room moisture on
the encapsulations. A sufficient quantity of mois-

ture can lead to mechanical stressing of the resistor

leads.)

Before the resistors were cycled back into the

liquid bath, the helium cylinder valve was again

opened to produce a steady stream of gas-flow through
coupling A. As soon as the resistors approached
the surface of the bath, the helium cylinder valve was
closed since the then-increased evaporation rate of

the bath was sufficient to maintain a slight overpres-

sure. The entire process of lowering the resistors

into the helium bath consumed only a minute and
inflict^^ ^ i..^.... ' •-hock on the resistors.

The resistances of the specimens were measured
soon after they were immersed in the liquid helium;

at least 15 seconds were required to make measure-

ments that would yield a value of resistance, which

indicated an approximate condition of thermal equi-

librium between the resistors and the surrounding

hquid hehum bath. However, the resistors were
allowed to remain in the bath for about one minute

prior to another cycle (see footnote 4).

3.1. Determination of a Calibration

Temperature

When a well defined calibration point is desired,

a meaningful thermal equilibrium must be achieved

*Our experience has always indicated that the germanium resistors, when warming
to ambient conditions after a 4.2 *K exposure, require a lapse of only 2 or 3 min before
attaining nominal ambient temperature. The reverse operation, cooling to a nominal
4.2 *K from ambient temperatures, is accomplished 10 or 15 sec after immersion of the
resistor in liquid helium. Private communications from Mr. Herder (Cryocal) and Mr.
Halverson (Radiation Research) reveal, for comparable cooling and heating treatment,
very similar experiences.

wfthin the liquid helium bath and between the bath
and resistors. The vapor pressure of the bath
is placed under control of the pressure regulator

[17] and values of vapor pressure (from the vapor
pressure thermometer) and resistance are moni-
tored until a steady state condition results. This
requires about 45 min and on many occasions we have
ascertained that the thermal equiUbrium attained in

this period of time will not change more than a few
tenths of a miUidegree over periods of days or weeks.

In practice we do not experience difficulty in associ-

ating a temperature (near 4.2 °K) with a resistance

value for a reproducible germanium resistor. The
surface vapor pressure of the liquid hehum bath is

easily controlled, using our pressure regulator [17],

within 0.05 mm of mercury — this corresponds to

0.00007 °K at 4.2 °K-so the reproduction of a bath
surface vapor pressure does not constitute a prob-

lem. We have previously reported [16] the existence

of a pressure gradient in the vicinity of the liquid

helium surface for the type of bath we employ; in

the bulk of the hquid hehum the temperature is

relatively constant. Since the surface gradient is

dependent upon the Dewar evaporation rate, and per-

haps the Dewar geometry also, it is essential that

a hehum vapor pressure bulb and the resistors be
located within the liquid helium bulk. (From the vapor

pressure determination and the "1958 He^ Scale of

Temperature" [19], a temperature can be ascertained.)

We have also found that the vapor pressure thermom-
eter tube must be insulated so that it does not make
thermal contact with the "colder" liquid helium
surface through which the tube must pass. Vacuum-
jacketing of the tube along the length that would make
contact with the surface provides proper thermal
insulation and avoids the effect of a "cold spot"

[16, 20]. Radiant energy is prevented from reach-
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ing the vapor pressure bulb by a radiation shield

that is soldered within the tube and extends from

7.6 cm above the top of the jacket upward for 10.2

cm. When vapor pressure and temperature have

been derived from a jacketed vapor pressure ther-

mometer, and when an immersed germanium re-

sistor has been stable, we have been able to associate

resistance measurements with temperature to a

constancy that is equivalent to 0.0003 °K. However,
if temperatures are referenced to surface vapor

pressure measurements, the above constancy can

decrease to an equivalent of 0.001 °K. The de-

crease, in part, can be attributed to variations in

the liquid hehum evaporation rate and the helium

level within the Dewar.

Within the bulk liquid helium a steady-state tem-

perature can be routinely reproduced within 0.001 °K.

For most of the resistors being reported, the well-

defined calibrations have been conducted at tem-

peratures that generally were reproduced within

0.0003 °K (with reference to jacketed vapor pressure

thermometer measurements). A few of the re-

sistors were calibrated at reference bath-tempera-

tures which differed by as much as 0.001 °K. We
obtained dR/dT at approximately 4.2 °K for the in-

dividual resistors by performing an additional cali-

bration of resistance versus temperature (0.050 °K
or 0.100 °K removed from the reference temperature

for calibration after thermal cycling); this enabled us,

through interpolation, to correct all of the nominal
4.2 °K calibrations of a resistor to a particular tem-

perature.

4. Description of the Resistors

The resistors were obtained from three manufac-
turers who have periodically supplied us with speci-
mens for experimentation [21]. Some of the prototypes
have been described [10, 11, 12] but for purposes of
adequate comparison we shall briefly describe each.
Resistors from one source (Minneapohs-Honeywell) are
encapsulated in a platinum can that contains hermeti-
cally sealed helium gas. Four thin platinum wires
from the resistor are brought through a glass header of
the can and soldered to multistrand, plastic covered,
copper leads. Mechanical support for the leads is

achieved by "potting" an epoxy resin around the
soldered platinum wire-copper lead connections.
Resistors from a second source (Radiation Research)
are also encapsulated in a platinum can which contains
hermetically sealed helium gas. These resistors have
four 0.02.5 cm platinum leads that are brought through a
glass header for electrical measurements. Resistors
from a third source (Texas Instruments) are in a soft,

opaque glass envelope and have two 0.025 cm platinum
leads for electrical measurements. (Envelopes or
encapsulations may be perforated depending upon the
user's requirements.) Later specimens have been
encapsulated in a metal can with a transistor header.
Various manufacturers have used arsenic and gal-

Hum as the major doping impurities; both the re-

sistivity and its temperature coefficient are effected

by control of the impurity concentrations.

4.1. Thermal Properties

Joule heating, developed when current passes
through a resistor, raises the temperature of the

specimen to a value higher than that of its surround-
ings. Since the usefulness of the germanium re-

sistance thermometer depends upon its represen-
tation of the correct temperature of the surrounding
medium, this effect must be minimized. The results

for two typical resistors foUow. The resistance
variation with current squared for a reproducible,

hermetically sealed Minneapolis-Honeywell resistor

in a stabilized liquid helium bath at 4.2 °K is shown
in figure 6. The abscissa is the square of the cur-

rent which is approximately proportional to the

power being dissipated; at the left, the ordinate is

the fractional change of resistance caused by joule

heating, while at the right it is the corresponding in-

crease in temperature, Ar, obtained from the tem-
perature coefficient of resistance. The increase in

temperature, AT, varies linearly with P up to the
value P= 1.3x10"^ amperes^ which is in reason-
able agreement with Blakemore's result [11]. Tested
with the above resistor was a Minneapolis-Honey-
well resistor contained in a perforated encapsulation;
its fractional change of resistance as well as the
corresponding increase in temperature are also

plotted as a function of F in figure 6. Comparison
of the two plots shows relatively little or no joule
heating for the perforated encapsulation, indicat-

ing that the hehum gas (in hermetically sealed speci-

mens) is a relatively inefficient heat exchanger. A
similar plot of A/?/^, AT versus P for a Texas In-

struments encapsulated specimen is shown in figure

7. The result indicates AT varying Hnearly through
most of the P range but exhibiting a noticeable
deviation from hnearity at P = 1.6 X 10~^.

T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

Figure 6. Joule heatingfor two Minneapolis-Honeywell resistors.

(Ri.2 — R)IR4.2, the fractional change in resistance, and its temperature equivalent,

AT, are plotted as a function of The nominal 4.2 *K resistance of the hermetically

sealed and perforated encapsulations are 2800 and 4800 O, respectively.
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Figure 7. Joule heating for a Texas Instrument resistor.

{R^.i — RyRi.2, the fractional change in resistance, and its temperature equivalent,
^T. are plijlled as a fun< lii.n i.f /-. The nominal 4.2 °K resislani e r.f the hermelii ally

encapsulated resistor is 1800 ft.

The lowest points of the curve for the encapsu-
lated, hermetically sealed resistors (figs. 6 and 7)

show a negligible change of temperature due to

joule heating; consequently, a power dissipation of

about 0.02 fjM was taken as a reasonable maximum
for joule heating and used as an upper hmit for all

subsequent measurements at 4.2 °K. From the
linear portion of the curve in figure 6, we can de-
termine the thermal resistance, Q = dTld(I'-R) (in

degrees-per-microwatt), between the resistor ele-

ment and its surroundings. For the Honeywell
resistor = 0.0045 °K//xW; Blakemore obtained,
for a similar resistor, ^=-0.0023 °KI(xW [10]. From
figure 7 we find for the Texas Instrument resistor

(? = 0.0017 °KI/xW while Low obtained a value Q =
0.001 °K//.iW [12].

^ 2. Reproducibility of Resistors

If a germanium resistor is thermally cycled n times
from 300 °K to 4.2 °K and systematic calibrations are

made and referenced to a particular temperature,
i.e., 4.214 °K, we define the caUbration reproduci-

bility of the resistor to mean: the difference, Ai?

(ohms), between the maximum and minimum values

of resistance that were measured during the cali-

brations (properly referenced to 4.214 °K) made
within the n cycles. From knowledge of the re-

sistor's dR/dT at 4.2 °K, the A/? can be more perti-

nently expressed in equivalent miUidegrees — thus
we refer to calibration reproducibilities at 4.2 °K
in terms of millidegrees.

The results of thermal cychng between 300 °K and
4.2 °K for 25 resistors are hsted in table 1. The
resistors were obtained from three commercial
sources and we were seeking information that might
lead to the selection of a group of similar resistors

that could be used as secondary standards in our lab-

oratory. We established the requirement that to

be useful for our purposes resistors should have a
4.2 °K calibration reproducibihty which was 0.001 °K
or better. Resistors which failed mechanically
during the thermal cychng have not been included
in table 1. Some of the resistors (numbers 19, 22,
23, and 25) failed to meet our cahbration reproduci-
bihty criterion rather early in the cychng proce-
dure while others failed to perform satisfactorily
after a greater number of cycles.^ In general, ac-
curate 4.2 °K cahbrations were performed for the
first few cycles, and thereafter every 10 cycles.
Seven of the twenty-five resistors were reproduc-
ible to 0.0011 °K and have subsequently been used
rather extensively in our laboratory. For example,
resistors A and B have been incorporated with the
acoustical thermometer for several years and will

be directly referred to in forthcoming publications.

Table 1. Reproducibility of germanium resistors from three com-

mercial sources under thermal cycling from 4.2 °K to room
temperature

Resistor

serial #
Number of

cycles

Average
R (ohms) 4.2 °K

Reproducibihty
(mUli- °K)

1 61 2829.0 1.3

2 123 2552.5 0.9

3 275 2528.0 .9

4 11 6260.0 .3

A 50 2868.3 1.0

B 40 3086.0 1.1

7 87 3945.4 1.3

8 50 1074.0 1.3
ga 51 1764.2 1.5

10" 83 2743.0 2.3

11 36 367.75 1.1

12 35 617.74 1.2

13 36 292.75 1.5

14 36 292..50 1.4

15 64 236.84 6.6

16 64 327 5.8

17 40 327 17.4

18 64 575.1 7.'

19 8 671.50 4.6

20 30 1890 0.7

21 30 720 9.0

22 14 23100 10.0 (estimated)

23 14 14500 10.0 (estimated)

24 23 1825 2.1

25 8 1940 3.8

Resistor encapsulation was perforated.

An exhaustive, accumulative cycling test was con-

tinued for resistor number 3. It was thermally cycled
275 times with equiUbrium resistance measurements
determined in 43 instances. The results are shown
in figure 8. The first series of tests occurred in

July 1963 and the resistor was then set aside. On
January 7, 1964, the resistor was again connected
and the cycling test continued during January-
February 1964. The resistance measurements dem-
onstrate a reproducibihty of 0.9 mdeg at 4.2 °K.

Figure 9 shows the equilibrium resistance-accumu-

lated cycles plot for resistor number 1. We first

measured this resistance in July 1963 and, subse-

* Resistor number 4 was needed for other experimentation so its thermal cycling was
not continued.
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Figure 8. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number of
accumulated cycles for #3.

T=i:2 °k.
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Figure 9. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number of
accumulated cyclesfor #1.

r=4.2 °K.

quently, made measurements after every 10 cycles

until an accumulated total of 53 cycles was reached.

The resistor leads were disconnected and subse-

quently resoldered to the connecting wires five times

over a period of six months. Despite this treatment,

the resistance shows a reproducibility of 0.0013

°K. Between the 56th and 57th cycles, the resistor

was inadvertently physically shocked. New con-

necting wires were soldered to number 1 and addi-

tional cycling demonstrated httle change from the

measurements made two and a half months earlier.

5. Select Resistor Group

After obtaining a group of resistors that offered

promising calibration-reproducibihties, we adopted
the following method as a criterion for determining
resistance-temperature reproducibihties under thermal
cycling. First, resistors were to be cycled three to

five times from room temperature to 4.2 TC prior
to a first measurement of resistance. This was
adopted when the accumulated data over a number

of resistors occasionally exhibited, for individual

resistors, a 4.2 °K resistance value for the first cycle

that appreciably differed from the rest of the cycling

data. This effect may be due to strains developed in

the specimen. Naturally, the performance of several

cycles prior to a first measurement will eliminate de-

pendence upon this effect [22]. Second, resistors

were to be cycled ten times with an equilibrium

resistance measurement performed after each cycle.

Third, if the data showed a reproducibility of ap-

proximately 1 mdeg (during the previous 10 cycles),

resistors were to be cycled 75 more times with an
equilibrium resistance measurement performed
after every 25th cycle. A cycle in which a resistance

measurement is not performed consists of retaining the

resistor for 3 min at the top of the Dewar neck, 1 min
in the room and returning it for one minute's ex-

posure at the Dewar bottom. By this procedure,

accumulative effects of cycling, if any, were to be
detected. Thus, a total of some 85 cycles with

14 resistance-temperature calibrations were to be
performed in this "search." The results, shown
in table 2, demonstrate that 10 out of 12 resistors were
reproducible to approximately 0.001 °K; four to

0.0007 °K or better. The equilibrium resistances for

resistors L, G, and 1 as a function of accumulated
thermal cycles are shown in figures 10 to 12. All

three resistors were cycled simultaneously and
measured within several minutes of each other

during the test. Resistors L and I appear to be
good thermometers with reproducibilities of 0.0007
°K and 0.0008 °K while G exhibits a reproducibility

of only 0.0019 °K. Another group of three resistors

D, J, and N were tested simultaneously and their

equilibrium resistances versus accumulated cycles are

displayed in figures 13 to 15. Resistors D, J, and N
exhibit reproducibilities of 0.45, 0.66, and 0.7 m°K,
respectively.
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Table 2. Reproducibility of a selected group of resistors under
thermal cycling from 4.2 °k to room temperature

Resistor Number of Average R Reproducibility

cycles (ohms) 4.2 °K (milb- °K)

C 88 2800 1.1

D 86 256.5 0.5

E 85 2890 1.0

F 88 2678 1.1

G 86 2561 1.9

H 87 2718 "1.2

1 86 2790 0.8

J 86 2593 .7

K 87 2620 1.1

L 86 2672 - 0.7

M 87 2659 .9

N 86 2769 .7

"Resistor not cycled prior to a first measurement.

S 2672 2
- 5 i
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Figure 10. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number of
accumulated cycles for resistor L.

r=4.2''K.
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Figure 11. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number
accumulated cycles for resistor G.

T=i.2 °K.
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Figure 12. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number of
accumulated cycles for resistor I.

7=4.2 °K.
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Figure 13. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number of
accumulated cycles for resistor D.

r=4.2°K.
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Figure 14. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number of
accumulated cycles for resistor J.

r=4.2 "K.
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Figure 15. Equilibrium resistance as a function of the number of
accumulated cycles for resistor N.

r=4.2 °K.
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6. Measurement Errors

The measurement errors for the potential and cur-

rent readings are estimated to be approximately

0.005 percent. At 4.2 °K the resistance-temperature

coefficients are approximately 0.06 percent

per m°K. The error in a resistance determination,

therefore, is equivalent to 0.17 m°K. The estimated

error in pressure measurements is 0.01 percent; since

^^ for hehum vapor pressures at 4.2 °K is close to
r al

0.1 percent per m°K, the estimated error in pressure

determinations is equivalent to 0.1 m°K. Spurious

temperature fluctuations within the bulk liquid hehum
bath are estimated as 0.1 or 0.2 m°K. Thus the total

measurement error in determining resistance-tempera-

ture calibration reproducibilities at 4.2 °K could be-

come as large as a temperature indeterminacy of 0.4

or 0.5 m°K. Recognizing that the reproducibihties

of column 4, table 2, are maximum calibration varia-

tions (over an average of 14 calibration determinations

for each resistor), the experimental reproducibilities

(0.7 m°K or less) for the best resistors are in satisfac-

tory agreement with the estimated error (0.4 or

0.5 m°K).

7. Conclusions

The germanium resistors that have been reported

in table 1 were, to our knowledge, not preferentially

selected. Rather, they constitute representative

resistors from three commercial sources. Our ex-

periments have indicated that 14 of the 25 resistors

reproduce a 4.2 °K resistance-temperature calibration

within 2.0 m°K while only 7 of the group failed to

reproduce within 5.0 m°K. This would seem to in-

dicate a general availability of germanium resistors

that are suitable for many low temperature purposes
where the thermometry needs are not exacting.

The selection of resistors reported in table 2 was
preferential (guidance was furnished by the results of

investigations on the first group — table 1) and the

reproducibilities hsted in column 4 clearly indicate

the general superiority of this selection — 7 of the 12

resistors were reproducible within 1.0 m°K.
This investigation has fulfilled our original purpose —

to obtain a group of germanium resistance thermom-
eters that offered the promise of being suitable for use
as secondary thermometers. Since the investigation

was completed nearly 2 years ago, there has been
ample time for employing the resistors as secondary
thermometers in subsequent endeavors. Resistors

A and B (table 1) have been used extensively in

acoustical thermometry; C and D (table 2) have been
cahbrated with reference to the acoustical thermom-
eter and are the basic reference for caUbrations be-

tween 2 and 20 °K at the National Bureau of Standards.

Articles on analytical representations of germanium
resistor calibration data are in preparation and will

appear in the hterature.

Since some of the germanium resistors listed in

table 1 were obtained as long ago as 5 or 6 years, we
have no opinions concerning the current availability

of particular models. Without doubt some are now
outdated due to advances in manufacturing technology.

We have not had the opportunity to investigate groups

of resistors which have been commercially available

during the last 3 years.
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The resistances of three encapsulated, hermetically sealed, arsenic-doped germanium resistors

from a commerical source Wave been measured at every 0.1 °K from 2.1 to 5.0 °K in highly stabilized

liquid helium baths; values of temperature were derived from vapor pressure measurements associ-

ated with the liquid bath.

Ten similar germanium resistors of comrnon origin have been cahbrated from 2.1 to 5.0 °K in a

cahbration comparator apparatus that is similar to a calorimeter in design. Calibrations were per-

formed against a resistor that had been previously referenced to temperature through a hehum-4 vapor

pressure calibration.

Next, three of the resistors that were caUbrated in the comparator apparatus were recalibrated

in a hquid helium bath (at 2.2, 3.0, and 4.2 °K) and results from the two methods agree within ± 1 milli-

degree. The resistance-temperature data from both methods have been fitted to the polynomial
m

equation logio R = ^ An (logic T)" and the results of a computer program, which evaluates the co-

n=0

efficients, are presented.

1. Introduction

We have a group of impurity-doped germanium re-

sistors that possess desirable thermometric properties

at low temperatures — negative coefficient of tempera-
ture, good sensitivity and excellent reproducibility

under thermal cycling [1].^ This paper describes the

calibration (in the range 2.1 to 5.0 °K) of the above-

mentioned resistor group.

Several resistors have been calibrated directly

against liquid helium-4 vapor pressures thus giving

reference to temperatures from the "1958 He'* Scale

of Temperatures" [2]. Since this method of calibra-

tion is costly in both time and refrigerant materials,

a different procedure was utihzed for extending the

calibration over a greater number of resistors. An
apparatus was constructed for comparison calibra-

tions between "unknowns" and resistors that had
been previously cahbrated against helium-4 vapor
pressures.

2. Calibration in a Liquid Helium Bath

2.1. Liquid Helium Bath

The apparatus, used for cahbrating germanium re-

sistors in a highly stabilized liquid helium bath, has
been described in an earlier paper [1]. While the

' M. H. Edlow is presently associated with the United States Patent Office.

^ Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

previous report was based upon calibrations in the
vicinity of 4.2 °K only, no modification of the apparatus
was necessary for expanding the calibration range to

include 2.1 to 5.0 °K.

The bath consisted of about 8 Uters of liquid helium
which filled the spherical liquid helium storage Dewar
(25 liters) to a height of 14 cm. This provided a Uquid
helium surface level that did not extend above the

thermally insulating vacuum jacket of the vapor pres-

sure bulb. The storage Dewar was then connected
to a vapor pressure regulator [3] and the surface vapor
pressure monitored by a mercury manometer. Small
amounts of helium gas from a 1-Uter filUng can were
bled into the jacketed vapor pressure thermometer.
After the helium gas pressure in the thermometer
equaled the controlled bath surface pressure, Va of

an atmosphere of helium gas was slowly metered into

the bulb to condense approximately 0.5 cm^ of liquid.

Since the thermometer bulb volume was 2 cm^, the

fluid level was well below the top of the bulb and the

remaining volume was sufficiently large to contain

some additional condensate-condensation of gas from
the vapor pressure thermometer tubing occurred when
the vapor pressure of the helium bath was intentionally

decreased during the course of a calibration.

The calibration from 2.1 to 5.0 °K was procedurally

divided into three stages. Obvious checks were made
to ascertain that there was appropriate electrical

continuity of resistor leads and no undesired ground-

ing in the resistance measuring circuit before the

resistors were lowered into helium bath. Then the

Dewar bath was cooled to appropriate temperatures
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by pumping through the vapor pressure regulating

manostat and calibrations were performed at every
0.1 °K in the range 4.2 to 2.6 °K. Next, the Dewar bath
was warmed to the heUum boihng point (by bleeding

heUum gas into the Dewar) and a second hquid helium
transfer made. The second transfer was necessary
since a height of only 3.2 cm of hquid heUum remained
in the Dewar after the calibration at 2.6 °K was finished.

The bath was then cooled directly to 2.5 °K and subse-
quent calibrations performed at the five lower tempera-
ture points -2.5, 2.4, 2.3, 2.2, and 2.1 °K. Thirdly,

the Dewar bath was warmed to 4.2 °K, a necessary
third hquid helium transfer made and the calibration

performed in the range 4.2 to 5.0 °K. (Vapor pressures
that exceed atmospheric pressure were obtained by
closing off the manostat and allowing the Dewar vapor
pressure to build up to a desired value at which time
it was again manostatically controlled. The normal
evaporation rate within the Dewar provided the gas

for the increased pressure.)

2.2. Vapor Pressure Thermometry

The vapor pressure measuring techniques, used
in these measurements, were consonant with pro-

cedures that we have previously reported [4]. Since
a temperature gradient exists at the surface of the

"constant temperature" liquid bath, the vapor pres-

sure thermometer tubing must be thermally insulated

from the colder surface to avoid spurious effects caused
by "cold spots" [4,5]. Consequently, the thermometer
tubing was surrounded by a vacuum jacket — the tubing
length that otherwise would be in contact with the

hquid surface— thus insuring that the vapor pressure
thermometer indicated a vapor pressure that was
associated with the bulk liquid. Vapor pressure
measurements of both the hehum surface and the

thermometer bulb were routinely performed and re-

corded. In a previous paper [4], we have listed the

observed differences in these two measurements for

tenth-degree intervals from 2.1 to 4.2 °K. Table 1

hsts typical comparisons derived from the cahbration
data that are the basis for this paper. The differences

between the two vapor pressures, Pj and Ps, are not

unique since the pressure and temperature gradients,

at the liquid hehum surface, appear to be dependent
upon at least two conditions — the geometry of the

contained hquid helium and the Dewar evaporation
rate. Nevertheless the qualitative change in magni-
tude of the surface temperature gradient (AJ) as a

function of the hehum bath temperature is supported
by the results of many experimental "runs" in our
laboratory. Additionally, as we have previously re-

ported [4], calibrations of germanium resistors across
the hehum — X point have been "smooth" when tem-
peratures in the hehum-I region were derived from
pressures measured in conjunction with the jacketed
vapor pressure thermometer. We have been unable
to obtain a "smooth" calibration across the \-point
when temperatures are derived from surface vapor
pressure measurements; as might be suspected, tem-

peratures derived from either method are satisfactory

in the temperature region of hehum-II provided the
effects of helium film creep do not enter as a variable.

In the range 4.2 to 5.0 °K, the vapor pressure bulb
required periodic additions of hehum gas since, as

the vapor pressure was increased, some of the pre-

viously condensed hquid hehum must be evaporated
to supply the required hehum gas in the vapor pressure
thermometer tubing. The inverse operation was
necessary as temperatures were reduced below 4.2

°K i.e., liquid hehum was occasionally removed from
the bulb to avoid an overfilling of the bulb.

Table 1. Vapor pressure measurements in a "constant" tempera-
ture liquid helium-4 bath

Temperature AT' Temperature AT-'

°K mm Hg mdeg 'K mm Hg mdeg
5.0 0.43 0.4 3.5 0.84 2.0
4.9 .38 .4 3.4 .76 1.9

4.8 .66 .7 3.3 .71 2.0
4.7 .71 .7 3.2 .66 2.0
4.6 .86 1.0 3.1 .61 2.0
4.5 .97 1.1 3.0 .58 2.1

4.4 .99 1.2 2.9 .58 2.4

4.3 1.02 1.4 2.8 .56 2.6

4.2 0.91 1.3 2.7 .48 2.5
4.1 1.07 1.6 2.6 .48 2.8
4.0 0.97 1.6 2.5 .43 2.8
3.9 .91 1.6 2.4 .38 2.9
3.8 .90 1.7 2.3 .38 3.3
3.7 .90 1.8 2.2 .33 3.4
3.6 .81 1.8 2.1 .00 0.0

" Pj is the helium vapor pressure of the jacketed thermometer.
^ Ps is the helium vapor pressure of the bath surface.
AT (the temperature equivalent of the pressure difference, Pi — Ps) is equal to

[Pj-Ps) dP
,—~— ^ is obtained from the "1958 He^ Scale of Temperatures" [2].

df

In the range 4.8 to 5.0 °K there were a few instances
when the helium gas oscillated in the jacketed vapor
pressure tube. These oscillations [6] were indicated
by: (1) Thermometer vapor pressures greatly exceeded
surface vapor pressures of the bath after surface pres-

sure control had been established for several hours;

(2) the evaporation rate of the helium bath, as measured
with a flow meter, was greatly increased (by as much
as a factor of three) but returned to its normal value
when the bulb was evacuated; and (3) large oscilla-

tions were observed in the mercury manometer. Re-
liable measurements were obtained in these instances
by altering the hquid bath temperature to a value
where oscillations were not encountered.

Resistance determinations, at each stabihzed tem-
perature, were measured potentiometrically; the
electrical power applied to a resistor generally did
not exceed 0.02 /u,W, but at temperatures above
4.6 °K, it was possible to apply 0.1 fiW without causing
appreciable joule heating in the resistors.

2.3. Discussion

The cahbration at each temperature in the range 2.1

to 4.2 °K required approximately 3 hr— V2 to 1 hr for

cooling the bath to the desired surface vapor pressure,

2 hrs for the bath to stabihze and V2 hr for performing
electrical measurements. In one range above the
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boiling point, 4.7 to 5.0 °K, it required about 24 hrs

to increase the bath temperature by 0.1 °K. There-

fore, it was not unusual to expend three weeks in

performing a calibration at every 0.1 °K from 2.1 to

5.0 °K. The fact that at least three liquid helium

transfers were necessary to cover the range made this

.calibration expensive as well as time consuming.
For these reasons, an isothermal comparator was
constructed for caUbrating a large number of resistors

more efficiently.

3. Calibration in an Isothermal Comparator

3.1. Comparator

The comparator design and construction is shown
in figure 1. The copper top A of the outside can B is

6.04 cm in diameter and has an internal extended

sleeve A' (1.90 cm O.D., 2.22 cm long, and 1.27 cm
wall thickness). The outside can B is mainly brass

and has the dimensions of 6.67 cm diam, 21 cm long,

and 0.159 cm wall thickness; the upper 1.27 cm of the

can is a piece that was machined to receive the cylin-

drical tongue of top A. Wood's metal is used to solder

the copper top to the -brass can. The bottom of the

brass can C is a brass disk that has been silver sol-

dered to the outside cylinder. During a calibration,

the can B is contained in a liquid bath whose liquid

level is well above the top A. The thermal anchor
post T, 0.477 cm copper rod, is screwed into A. Three
Teflon rods, each of 0.32 cm diam and 3.2 cm long, are

equally spaced on the end of cylinder A' and screwed
into the wall thickness. A 0.64 cm perforated stain-

less steel tube E was silver soldered to the copper top

A; its opposite end was soft soldered to the top of the

2.5 cm solid copper cylinder J. Twelve 0.36 cm diam
holes N were drilled at an angle of 45 degrees to the

axis of J and to a depth of 1.12 cm, which is sufficiently

deep to contain the length of a germanium resistor

encapsulation. The inner copper can K, 6.4 cm out-

side diameter, 9.5 cm long, screws onto the threaded
surface of the shoulder M. K serves as a radiation

shield for the portion of the cylinder that contains the

resistors. Several 0.16 cm holes O were drilled

through K to enhance evacuation of the volume within

K. F and F' (0.64 cm, thin wall, stainless steel tub-

ings), were soft soldered through A and serve respec-

tively, as a hehum gas filling or evacuation fine and
conduit for lead wires to the resistors and heater coil.

A total of 14 leads (#38 A. W. G. formvar coated,

double nylon insulated, copper wire) are used as con-

necting wires — 4 pairs as potential leads to the ger-

manium resistors that are involved in a calibration, 1

pair for current leads to the series connected resistors

and 1 pair each for the sensor and heater coil. For
the heater coil, #36 A.W.G. manganin wire was non-

inductively wound on the bobbin H to provide a total

resistance of 38,000 fl at room temperature.

The seven pairs of connecting wires were conducted
down from the Dewar cap through F' (see fig. 2) and
wound around the thermal anchor T— prior to wrapping

•-6.3mm S.S.

c

Figure 1. Design of comparator— the low temperature component

of apparatus employed in calibrating germanium thermometers

from 2.1° to 5.0 °K.

around T, a small loop was made to allow for thermal
contraction of the leads within the tube F'. Next,
about 60 cm of the leads were spirally wound about the

thermal anchor A' and afterwards, coatings of G.E.

varnish #7031 were applied to the wires and surfaces

of T and A' to enhance the thermal contact between
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Figure 2. A view of the upper portion of the cryostat thai contains
the calibration comparator.

the lead wires and thermal anchors. This treatment
will greatly reduce the heat leaks along the wires from
room temperatures to the resistors. Additional

lengths of wire were then spiralled around the three

Teflon posts D and strung through holes D' drilled

near the end of the Teflon rods. One pair of leads
was separated from the group and connected to the

heater coil. The remaining 6 pairs were conducted
through I, 0.159 cm holes that had been previously

lined with Teflon, and thence spiralled around J

where #7031 varnish was also applied. Next, the

wires were then led through M, 0.159 cm holes also

lined with Teflon, wrapped once around L and thence

soldered to the germanium resistor leads with Wood's
metal. The soldered connections are enclosed by
spun glass spaghetti to avoid electrical shorting or

grounding of the leads.

In use, the vacuum can B and its top A are exposed
to a bath temperature that is less than 2 °K, while the

cyUndrical block J is maintained at calibration tem-

peratures that exceed 2 °K. Thus, without proper

precautions, large undesired heat-flows could occur
and cause: (i) a temperature instability of the block J

with resultant gradients; (ii) abnormally large evapora-

tion rates of the surrounding liquid helium bath; and
(iii) a lack of thermal equihbrium between the resistors

that are to be calibrated. The comparator has been
designed to reduce and control the flow of heat toward

and away from J. (1). Radiant transfer from J or K
to the outer can B is small. (2). The continuous evacu-
ation of B minimizes heat transfer through gas con-
duction and convection. (3) Heat conduction through
the leads and mechanically supporting members has
been reduced.

There are several other component systems th!^t

are used in conjunction with the comparator. Tem-
perature control of L or J (fig. 1) is effected by an auto-

matic electronic system. A germanium sensor,

mounted in a cavity N of L (fig. 1) serves as one leg of

a Wheatstone bridge. Any unbalance of the bridge

is amplified and fed into a controller which in turn

regulates current flow through the heater H (fig. 1).

Shown in figure 2, is the upper portion of the cryo-

stat that consists of a glass Dewar A (7.0 cm I.D. and
100 cm long), which contains the liquid helium in which
the comparator is immersed, and an external Dewar
that contains liquid nitrogen for thermally shielding

the liquid helium Dewar. The figure shows a vacuum
tight Dewar cap that accommodates the two tubes,

which lead to the comparator (tubes F and F' of fig. 1),

and permits filhng of the Dewar with liquid helium.

Also shown, is the Dewar's horizontal sidearm D that

connects to a vacuum pumping line E — by "pumping"
on the vapor pressure through this line, helium bath

temperatures of less than 2 °K are achieved. The
vertical tubing, which includes the vacuum valve,

leads from an external "high vacuum" pumping sys-

tem to the insulating vacuum space of the comparator;
electrical lead ingress to the comparator is afforded

by the tubing on the left. All of the apparatus, with

the exception of the helium vapor pressure pumping
system, is located within a shielded room that isolates

the equipment from local rf interference [7].

3.2. Comparator Operating Procedure

The resistors that were involved in a cahbration

were mounted in the copper block J (fig. 1) in a medium
of Apiezon stopcock grease to enhance thermal
contact. The outer can B was soldered in place with

Wood's metal and the 14 electrical leads then checked
for electrical continuity. After appropriate leak de-

tection the comparator was mounted in the cryostat,

a small amount of hehum gas was bled into the vacuum
space (within can B) and the apparatus precooled to

liquid nitrogen temperatures. Next, liquid hehum
was transferred into the inner Dewar, resistor lead

continuity checks performed again, and then the liquid

helium bath cooled to 1.5 °K. After the helium ex-

change gas was sufficiently evacuated, the resistance

of the Wheatstone bridge was set to correspond to the

2.1 °K resistance value (determined in an initial cali-

bration) of the temperature controlhng sensor. The
three control dials — proportional band, rate time and
reset — of the servocontrol unit were set to obtain

adequate temperature control of the comparator.
Proper settings of the three controls result in a tem-
perature control as fine as 1 X 10~* °K at 2.1 °K. This

has been evidenced by repetitive resistance deter-
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minations for resistor #1 over a period of 30 min.

Generally, once a good setting has been obtained at

the lowest caHbration temperature, the dials need not

be changed for the remainder of the calibration.

In establishing any given calibration control point,

a value of resistance was dialed on the Wheatstone
bridge and sufficient time was allowed for the recorder

pen of the temperature controlling unit to reach the

control or zero position. (Generally about 10 min was
required to attain temperature stability after an in-

crease of 0.1 °K in the temperature of the comparator.)

Initial measurements on resistor #1 often indicated

a deviation of approximately several millidegrees from
a desired calibration temperature. In this event
appropriate corrections were made on the Wheatstone
bridge settings, five additional minutes allowed for

equilibrium and measurements were again made across

#1. This process was repeated until the resistance

of #1 indicated a value that was within ±0.5 mdeg
of the desired calibration temperature.

4. Germanium Resistance Thermometers

For all of the germanium resistors, whose calibra-

tions are being reported in this paper, we have a

thermal cycling history. That is, the resistors have
been thermally cycled from room temperature to 4.2

°K and systematic calibrations of resistance and tem-

perature performed at 4.2 °K. The methods of

cycling and calibration have been previously described

[1], and the reproducibilities of particular resistors

were stated. The previous resistor identification

symbols will apply to precisely the same resistors in

this report. All of the resistors are four lead models
and are hermetically encapsulated in platinum con-

tainers filled with helium gas. However, the cah-

brator design and method of mounting resistors in

the comparator are such that a leaking encapsulation

will probably not affect the general validity of a cali-

bration. Most of the resistors are similar in that their

values of resistance are comparable at 4.2 °K — this

probably means that their "dopings" are similar and
consequently, that similar equations will represent

the resistance temperature calibration data.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. From the Stabiiized Helium Bath

Resistors 1, 2, and 3 (reproducible to approximately

1 mdeg under thermal cycling [1]) have been calibrated

simultaneously in the "constant temperature" helium

bath from 2.1 to 5.0 °K at intervals of 0.1 °K; the results

are listed in table 2. A log-log plot of resistance

versus temperature for #1, #2, and #3, shown in

figure 3, suggests the possibility of representing the

cahbration data by a polynomial of the form

Table 2. Calibrated resistances obtained in the highly stabilized

liquid helium baths

Resistor #1 #2 #3 Tempera-
ture "

f! fi n °K
13281. 12435. 13739. 2.0993

1 1 749. 10982. 12064. 2.2013

10528. 9821.0 10740. 2.2995

9491.6 8839.0 9611.0 2.3984

8588.0 7979.0 8632.0 2.5003

7841.0' 7271.7 7832.3 2.5994

7106.4 6572.9 7042.0 2.7130

6611.8 6108.0 6519.0 2.8005

6119.1 5639.4 6000.0 2.8996

.5681.2 5227.

1

5537.5 2.9986

5287.2 4«55.8 5128.3 3.0997

4938.8 4527.8 4766.3 3.1997

4625.8 4232.8 4443.0 3.2997

4345.1 3968.7 41.55.1 3.3996

4t)90.2 3729.9 3894.6 3.4999

3859.6 3513.4 3660.6 3.5996

3650.4 3317.0 3448.2 3.69%
3457.4 3136.9 3253.8 3.7999

3279.7 2970.6 3075.3 3.9007

31 18.8 2820.

7

2914.7 4.0000

2972.0 2683.4 2768.6 4.0981

2829.8 2551.8 2627.8 4.2000
2699.2 2430.2 2498.7 4.3014

2579.6 2318.9 2381.1 4.4011

2468.6 2216.2 2272.

1

4.5002

2363.2 2119.0 2169.7 4.6009

2266.3 2029.0 2075.

1

4.6998

2173.4 1942.8 1985.4 4.7999

2086.6 1862.7 1901.4 4.9004

2005.4 1787.9 182.3.1 5.0003

^ Temperatures are derived from the "1958 He* Scale of Temperatures" [2] using values
of vapor pressure that were obtained with a jacketed vapor pressure thermometer.
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Figure 3. A plot of the resistance-temperature calibration data for

resistors I, 2 and 3.

Temperatures were derived from liquid helium-4 vapor pressures.
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Consequently, the resistance temperature calibration

data (obtained from the bath calibration) were pro-

grammed on a computer for a least squares fitting to

the above polynomial. The program was "cascaded"
so that a succession of least squares fitting was per-

formed for upper limits of m that extended consecu-
tively from 3, . . ., 8. The results require discussion

since there are at least two ways of considering the

representation of the calibration data.

(a) Except for the effect of spurious errors, the

limiting accuracy of a calibration could possibly ap-

proach ±0.001 °K. This would probably occur at

the lowest temperatures and would be mainly associ-

ated with the accuracy of our helium vapor pressure
measurements.

(b) If, however, one feels that the 0.001 °K assess-

ment of error is high or might be smoothed out in the

polynomial fitting, it is not obvious as to how far one
should proceed with the polynomial fitting.

Because of these two considerations we felt com-
pelled to present, in this paper, results which would
be in accordance with either (a) or (b) of the pre-

ceding paragraph. In the computer analyses for the
3

three resistors, the polynomial logio ^ /4„(logio 71"

n=0

could possibly represent the data within the hmits of

condition (a). However there exists an obvious
systematic deviation between the fitted function

(7?caic' T) and the input calibration data (R^aia, T^data)-

This is apparent in figure 4 where points of inflection

occur near 2.8, 3.6, and 4.4 °K. While the general

conclusion from figure 4 might be the indication that

the input data has been adequately fitted within the

limits of experimental errors, another possibility is

suggested — the data is more consistent than ±0.001
°K and the function that would represent the data is

3

not adequately approximated by logio

/i«(logio 7^". Consequently we have continued the

analysis to higher order polynomials. Table 3 con-

tains the evaluated polynomial coefficients for resistor

#1; a double precision computer program prepared by

1 1 1 1

\

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

dL%

1 1

r
/

£

1 ¥\4

1 1 1 1

\ / ^ \

RESISTOR IDENTIFICATION \ A . /

j

•"l °R2 +R3
\ i-. +J \v/
V y

1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I \
1 1<; I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I \ I I I I I I

20 2 4 28 32 36 4 0 4 4 4 8 5.2

T(°K)

Figure 4. Differences between the fitted functions, log R = ^ An

{log T)" and the calibration data for resistors I, 2 and J]

(a) The residuals \T= (/?(,en — tiuAiii)dTldR is the temperature equivalent oHRt.en ~ ^^Daia'

which is the difference helween the htted polynumial function evaluated at Toaia l/?(,en)

the resistance value of the calibration (/?Daia. T'oaial- liRldT is the temperature coefficient

of resistance.

(b) The residual plots apply to the three resistors [#1 ( . ), #2 (0) and #3 ( + )); the calibra-

tion data for each resistor have been individually fitted to third order polynomials.

the National Bureau of Standards Statistical Engineer-
ing Laboratory was used to overcome the roundoff
error characteristic of fitting high order polynomials,
and in this case the roundoff error was several orders

of magnitude smaller than other experimental
uncertainties.

As higher order polynomials are used, the syste-

matic differences — between the fitted polynomial
and the input data — gradually diminish up to the 7th

order where apparently random residuals result.

Figure 5 is the plot of these residuals resulting from
fitting the seventh order polynomial for resistors 1,

2, and 3. For n = 7 of table 3, it is apparent that the

m
Table 3. Coefficients of the polynomial, log,o R = ^ Aj, (/ogm T)", fitted to the calibration data of Resistor #/

n=0

Polynomial
order

m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 m = 6 m = 7 m = 8

Coefficient Coef. 8C Coef. 8C ' Coef. 8C

»

Coef. SC • Coef. SC

'

Coef. hC'

A„

A,

Ai
A,

A.

A.-,

Ah
A,

A,

5.202 (0.0023)

-4.249 (.01451

3.304 (.0287)

-1.593 (.0185)

5.180 (0.0112)

-4.062 (.0922)

2.732 (.279)

-.8355 (.369)

-.3687 (.179)

5.380 (0.0396)

-6.160 (.411)

11.348 (1.68)

- 18.206 (3.37)

16.846 (3.33)

-6.715 (1.30)

5.685 (0.198)
- 9.995 (2.48)

31.136 (12.74)

-71.870 (34.41)
" [97.5461 (51.61)

[-70.554] (40.77)

[20.767] (13.26)

2.219 (0.735)

40.873 (10.72)

-284.78 (66.3)

10O4.6 (225)
- 2076.8 (454)

2533.5 (.542)

- 1692.1 (356)

477.6 (99.3)

[1.86] (2.63)

[4«.9] 143.7)

[-329.] (316)

[1186] (1291)

[- 2538] (3268)

[3278] (5245)

[-2435] (5221)

L897J 12943)

[- 103] (720)

Std. Dev. 1.12 X 10-« 1.06 X 7.4x 10-s 7.2 X 10-5 5.1 X 10-s 5.2 X 10-5

* 6C is the standard error of a coefficient.

''The brackets indicate that the enclosed coefficient is poorly defined; that is, the ratio of the coefficient to its standard error is less than 2.
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Figure 5. Differences between the fitted functions, log R = ^ A„
n=o

(log T)" and the calibration data for resistors 1, 2 and 3.

(a) See (a) of figure 4.

(bl The residual plots apply lo the three resistors [#1 ( . ), #2 (01 and #3 ( + )|; the calibra-

tion data for each resistor have been individually htted to seventh order polynomials.

first coefficient is the least defined coefficient of the

column. Since random residuals, exhibited in figure 5,

were achieved by the seventh degree polynomial and
the coefficients of the eighth degree are poorly deter-

mined, we did not attempt to extend the fitting to

higher order polynomials. (It does seem, for resistor 1

in table 3. that odd order polynomials provide a better

functiona:l fit than even orders. This observation is

generally applicable to other germanium resistor cal-

ibrations between 2 and 5 °K and will be discussed
later in the paper.)

In comparing figures 4 and 5, one observes that not

only has the systematic deviation of figure 4 been
removed by progressing to the polynomial fitting por-

trayed in figure 5, but also, the values of standard

deviation that are listed in the last row of table 3 have
been reduced by a factor of two. Despite this, one

should be cautious about inferring: either (a), the cali-

bration data were vafid to ±0.0005 °K; or (b), the

polynomial fitting is completely satisfactory; or (c),

conclusions concerning the He'' vapor pressure scale

against which calibrations were performed. These
items will require further clarification.

Since resistor #1 was to serve as a basis for cali-

brating additional resistors, a decision had to be made
regarding its calibration representation. Although it

is somewhat arbitrary, we decided to use the 7th

order polynomial because it might have the effect of

smoothing out experimental errors in resistor #Vs
calibration. The seventh order coefficients (table 3)

^ clR ,(fR^
were used to generate K. -t= and -p^r; tor resistor #1 at

ai di

intervals of 0.0001 °K from 2.1 to 5.0 °K; this generated

table is the basis for calibrating additional resistors

against resistor #1. It is pertinent to state that both

the generated and did not exhibit a sign change

in the range of generation; that is, the fitted seventh

order polynomial is a smooth function in the range of

use.

In general the polynomial fittings of resistors #2
and #3 produce results that parallel the findings for

resistor #1. This is indicated by the plots of residuals
for resistors #2 and #3 in figures 4 and 5.

5.2. Comparison Calibrations With Reference to

Resistor #1

Ten resistors have been cahbrated in the isothermal
comparator with reference to the calibrated resistor #1
and the data are Hsted in tables 4 to 8. In each of the
indicated runs, three "unknowns" were calibrated
against resistor #1 (the data for the third resistor is

not included in table 4). As a control on the stability

of the cahbrations, resistor I was measured in each of

the five calibration runs. Thus there appears in each
table the measured resistances of resistors #1 and I

and two unknowns (one unknown in table 4). Tem-
peratures, which are assigned to the resistance values
of resistor #1, are taken from the Resistance-Tem-
perature generation that was derived from a seventh
order polynomial fitting (sec. 5.1).

It is also readily noted that particular calibration

temperatures, in the 5 separate runs, are generally

realized within a few millidegrees. This was inten-

tional and eliminates interpolation inaccuracies that

Table 4

Calibration data f(»r Resistor I and Resistor L

R, T'

n
13241

11754
10584
9515.4

8604.7

'K
2.1017

2.2010

2.2945

2.3960

2.4985

n
17117

14905
13192

11652

10365

a
15178
13304
11849
10530
9420.9

7842.2

7107.7

6610.6
6119.9

5681.7

2.5991

2.7125

2.8008

2.8992

2.9987

9303.5

8295.7
7624.3

6959.5

6392.7

8499.4
7520.1

7030.5

6453.0

5941.1

5285.5

4940.6

4625.3

4343.9

4090.7

3.1001

3.1990

3.2999

3.4000

3.4996

.5877.7

5433.0

5033.2

4680.2

4365.1

5483.3

5085.5

4726.3

4407.7

4121.8

3859.0

3457.2

3279.3

3118.6
2972.2

3.6000

3.7999

3.9009

4.0000
4.0976

4081.3

3595.4

3383.8

3194.4

3023.1

3863.6

3419.0

3224.3

3049.0

2890.0

2830.4

2698.7

2579.8

ZVil.l

2362.5

4.1997

4.3019

4.4010
4..5010

4.6013

2859.0

2707.5

2572.0

2445.6

2327.3

2737.3

2595.1

2459.2

2350.3

2239.0

2266.2

2173.3

2086.7

2005.5

4.6993

4.8001

4.9002

5.0002

2220.2

2117.5

2021.9

1933.6

2137.7

2040.3

1949.9

1865.6

^ r is the temperature associated with the

adjacent value of resistance for Ri. which was
previously calibrated against T^h [2].
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Table 5 Table 7

Calibration data for Resistor H. Resistor M, and Resistor I Calibration data for Resistor F. Resistor J, and Resistor I

' r is the temperature associated with the adjacent

value of resistance for Ri, which was previously cali-

brated against Tm [2].

T' Hi Hi T"" Hj Hi

n °K n fl n n °K f! (l n
13246.0 2.1014 14596 13819 17121 13238 2.1019 15290 15228 17092.5

11742.0 2.2018 12801 12165 14B82 11745 2.2016 13364 13293.5 14873.5

10579.0 2.2949 11425 10894 13182 10579.5 2.2949 11880.5 1 1807.0 13173.5

9507.0 2.3968 10173 9725.7 1 1639 9509.8 2.3965 10532.0 10455.4 11632.6

8609.8 ?.4979 9130.1 8754.7 10371 8608.0 2.4981 9409.7 9336.2 10355.8

7840.1 2.5994 8245.1 7924.5 9298.5 7843.9 2.5989 8472.0 8398.6 9297.2

7107.0 2.7127 7402.4 7137.8 8292.8 7108.4 2.7124 7578.0 7509.6 8286.5

6609.6 2.8010 6845.5 6607.1 7620.4 6609.3 2.8010 6979.5 6912.6 7615.6

6121.2 2.8990 6293.9 6088.5 6969.8 6119.5 2.8993 6395.9 6332.4 6960.7

5682.7 2.9985 5804.0 5623.7 6392.8 5680.5 2.9990 5880.2 5820.4 6384.4

5287.8 3.0995 5366.1 5208.4 5879.1 5287.2 3.0996 5422.9 5366.3 ,5875.4

4941.5 3.1988 4981.9 4^43.3 5433.9 4938.4 3.1997 5018.7 4965.9 5427.2

4626.7 3.2995 4636.0 4513.9 5034.3 4624.8 3.3001 4661.1 4611.4 5029.8

4344.7 3.3997 4329.6 4219.9 4681.1 4345.4 3.3994 4342.6 4296.0 4680.1

4091.9 3.4991 4056.7 3956.7 4367.1 4089.7 3.5000 4055.4 4011.6 4362.6

3859.6 3.5998 3806.8 3716.1 4082.2 3859.9 3.5996 3799.7 3760.0 4081.6

3650.4 3.6993 3584.0 3500.1 3828.0 3649.8 3.6996 3567.2 3530.2 3825.6

3458.5 3.7992 3379.7 3302.4 3597.3 3457.3 3.7998 3355.6 3322.3 3594.6

3280.0 3.9005 3190.9 31 18.9 3384.7 3279.7 3.9006 3162.5 3131.4 3382.9

3118.9 3.9998 3020.9 2954.1 3194.5 3118.7 3.9999 2987.0 2959.6 3192.4

2973.4 4.0968 2869.1 2805.7 3024.8 2972.1 4.0977 2830.8 2805.2 3022.7

2830.1 4.1999 27 18.8 2659.8 2858.5 2830.1 4.1999 2678.2 2655.6 2856.5

2699.1 4.3015 2582.8 2526.6 2707.9 2699.4 4.3013 2539.8 2519.1 2707.0

2579.1 4.4015 2459.8 2406.0 2571.5 2579.6 4.4011 2414.4 2396.0 2571.2

2468.3 4.5004 2345.7 2294.1 2446.7 2467.9 4.5008 2296.9 2280.6 2445.1

2363.9 4.5999 2238.3 2188.3 2328.9 2363.1 4.6007 2187.8 2173.4 2327.3

2266.7 4.6988 2139.6 2091.0 2221.1 2266.4 4.6991 2088.0 2075.3 2219.9

2173.6 4.7997 2044.6 1897.4 2117.8 2173.0 4.8004 1992.0 1981.4 2116.6

2086.4 4.9006 1956.5 1910.2 2022.0 2086.8 4.9001 1903.5 1894.2 2022.1

2005.1 5.0007 1874.4 1829.3 1933.3 2005.1 5.0007 1820.7 1813.2 1932.9

^ r is the temperature associated with the adjacent

value of resistance for Ru which was previously cali-

brated against Tr,n [2].

Table 6

Run 6

Calibration data for Resistor C, Resistor G, and Resistor I

« T' fic

a °A n n n
13244 2.1015 14995 14431 17120
11747 2.2015 13165 12649.5 14889

10580.5 2.2949 11754 11276.5 13185.5

9513.5 2.3962 10471 10031 11649

8611.0 2.4977 9395.1 8986.7 10372.3

7841.3 2.5993 8486.1 8105.1 9300.4

7105.7 2.7129 7623.0 7268.8 8291.2

6612.7 2.8004 7048.8 6713.2 7626.1

6121.6 2.8989 6481.7 6165.1 6971.2

5681.5 2.9988 5976.7 5676.4 6390.3

5287.1 3.0997 5527.7 5243.6 5879.7

4939.7 3.1993 5132.5 4862.5 5432.2

4625.7 3.2998 4777.7 4520.8 5033.1

4344.8 3.3997 4463.5 4217.5 4680.6

4090.9 3.4995 4180.6 3945.2 4366.8

3859.7 3.5997 3924.0 3699.0 4082.5

3650.0 3.6995 3692.5 3476.8 3827.9

3457.9 3.7995 3482.0 3275.9 3597.2

3280.6 3.9001 3287.6 3089.0 3385.6

3119.1 3.9997 3112.2 2921.2 3194.9

2972.1 4.0977 2953.4 2769.9 3023.3

2829.8 4.2001 2799.9 2623.6 2858.0

^ r is the temperature associated with the adjacent
value of resistance for Ri, which was previously cali-

brated against Tax [2].

might otherwise arise in comparing the five individual

calibrations of resistor I. Table 6 possesses no cali-

bration data above 4.2 °K because obvious experi-

mental difficulties,^ which rendered the data invalid,

occurred at calibration temperatures above 4.2 °K.

The cahbration data for resistor I will be treated

separately in a later section of the paper. The data

for the other nine resistors has been subjected to

computer fitting and analysis for a polynomial of the

form

log roR = ^^A„(logioT)\

The determined coefficients and their uncertainties

are given in table 9. Again it is to be noted that: the

calibrations of resistors in run VI cover a shorter tem-

perature interval (2.1 to 4.2 °K); and the polynomial

fitting of this data would be expected to produce coeffi-

cients that are significantly different from the coeffi-

cients representing the calibration of other resistors.

^ The experimental difficulty applies to run 6 (table 6) only, and was connected with the

determination of the current that flowed through the resistor circuit during the 4.3 to 5.0

*K calibration.
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Table 8

Calibration data for Resistor K, Resistor E. and Resistor I

R, T' Rk Re Ri

n 'K n n n
13251 2. 101

1

14099 16802 1 7134
11750 2.2013 12377 14«58 14889
10603 2.:j28 11073 13043 13215
9519.2 2.3956 9845.9 11541 11645
8605.8 2.4984 8827.4 10291 10366

7845 3 2 5987 7979 3 9257 5 9302 0
7108.5 2J124 7167'2 8273'2 8293.0
6615.9 2.7998 6628.7 7622.6 7626.2

6124.4 2.8983 6094.3 6979.8 6971.4

5683.6 2.9983 5616.8 6411.0 6.392.9

3 0985 5198 0 5908 8 Dooo.D

4946.7 3.1972 4827'

1

5470^8 5440.2

4631.6 3.2978 4492.5 5075.0 5040,1

4350.9 3.3974 4195.7 4725.7 4688.3

4096.8 3.4971 3928.4 4411.8 4372.5

3865.3 4129 0 4088 7

3656.9 3.6961 3469,9 3876^4 3835.6

3465.5 3.7954 3271.4 3646.0 3605.0

3281.9 3.8993 3082.2 3426.8 3386.4

3120.3 3.9989 2916.5 3235.7 3195.7

2971,1 4.0984 2763.9 3060.6 3021.5

2827.7 4.2017 2618.0 2892.8 2855.2

2700.5 4.3004 24B9.1 2745.6 2709.4

2580.8 4.4001 2,368.

1

2607.5 2572.8

2469.4 4.4994 2255.3 2479.6 2446.8

2363.8 4.6000 2150.2 2360.2 2329.3

2266.7 4.5988 2052.7 2250.1 2220.6

2173.8 4.7995 1960.1 2145.3 2117.9

2086.<» 4.8999 1874.0 2048.9 2022.6

2006.4 4.9990 1794.5 1958.9 1934.7

"1
I I I I I

1 r

RESISTOR IDENTIFICATION

• RESISTOR K

+ " E

o " I

1 I I I I I I
I I I

V''

36 4,0

TCK)

" T' is the lemperature associated with the adjacent

value of resistance for R,, which was previously cali-

brated against Tsh [2),

Figure 6. Differences between the fitted functions,

logR^t, A„ (/ogT)"
n = o

and the calibration data for resistors K, E, and I.

(a) See (a) of figure 4.

(b) The residual plots apply to the three resistors [K ( . ). E (+ ) and I (0)]; the calibratii

data for each resistor have been individually fitted tonhird order polynomials.

Similarities are to be detected in comparing the general

characteristics of the coefficients in table 9. The
third and fifth order polynomial fittings yield well deter-

mined coefficients while the fourth and sixth order
coefficients, in some instances, leave much to be
desired. The /4o's of the seventh order are generally

not statistically significant.

The plots, for resistors K and E, in figures 6, 7, and
8 are representative of corresponding plots for resistors

C, F, G, H, J, L, and M. That is, the systematic

deviations (between the calibration data points [/?data^

T'data] and the fitted functions [/^caic T'data]) portrayed

in figures 6 and 7 are most similar to residual plots of

identical polynomial orders for the other seven resis-

tors. The randomness of deviations for the seventh

order polynomial (fig. 8) is also representative.

It is interesting to note that, with the exception of

run VI, the corresponding coefficients for all of the

resistors are generally of comparable magnitudes and
identical signs. This observation is most pertinent

to the coefficients of the third and fifth order poly-

nomials, where the coefficients are properly significant;

and, excepting Ac's, to the coefficients of the seventh
order as well.

.8

1
1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1

1 1 1

it

A :.4

1 0

<

III

- A/"

Mr- L ot

\ 1 \

V// \ \l V 1 -

-.4

RESISTOR IDENTIFICATION ',

1 1 1

-.8

• RESISTOR K

_ + " E

0 " I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1

2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2

T(°K)

Figure 7. Differences between the fitted functions,

/ogR=^ A„(/ogT)"
n = 0

and the calibration data for resistors K, E, and I.

(a) See (a) of figure 4.

(b) The residual plots apply to the three resistors [K ( . ), E (-+•) and I (0)]; the calibration

data for each resistor have been individually fitted to fifth order polynomials.
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Run

IX

i

Coef.

8C

"

i

-4.733

(.02)

3.542

(.04)

-

1.557

(.03)

1.6

X

10-'

5.385

(.014)

-4.282

(.11)

2.167

(.34)

[.154]

(.45)

-

.886

(.22)

1.3

X

10-'

5.642

(.04)

-6.968

(.46)

13.19

(1.9)

-22.05

(3.8)

21.11

(3.7)

-8.577

(1.4)

8.3

X

10-5

6.03

(0.22)

-11.79

(2.7)

38.06

(14.)

-89.49

(38.)

122.5

(57.)

-88.79

(45.)

[26.09]

(15.)

7.9x10-5

2.353

(0.9)

42.10

(13.)

-296.5

(77.)

1051.

(253.)

-2180.

(529.)

2569.

(532.)

-

1788.

(415.)

505.6

(116.)

5.9

X

10-5

Resistor

K k

i

5.319

(0.0031

-4.597

(.02)

3.575

(.04)

-

1.7.52

(.03)

1.6

X

10-'

5.271

(0.14)

-4.200

(.11)

2.364

(.35)

[-.147]

(.46)

-

.781

(.22)

1.3

X

10-
5.506

(.05)

-6.662

(.55)

12.466

(2.2)

-20.506

(4.5)

19.39

(4.5)

-7.854

(1.7)

9.9

X

10-5

5.8

(0.27)

-

10.3

(3.4)

[31.)

(17.)

[-71.]

(47.)

[95.)

(71.)

[-68.)

(56.)

[20.)

(18.)

9.8

X

10-5

[.305)

(0.8)

70.26

(12.)

-469.

(75.)

1633.

(256.)

-3346.

(516.)

4053.

(615.)

-2691.

(405.)

756.

(113.)

5.8x10-5

Run

VII

i

1
Coef.

SC

"

5.398

(0.003)

-4.724

(.02)

3.466

(.04)

-1.556

(.03)

1.6

X
I0-< 5.346

(.014)

-4.293

(.11)

2.154

(.36)

[.182)

(.47)

-

.845

(.23)

1.3

X

lO-'
5.580

(.06)

-6.733

(.58)

12.164

(2.3)

-

19.984

(4.7)

19.128

(4.7)

-7.787

(1.8)

1.0

X

lO-'

5.9

(2.8)

-11.3

(3.5)

35.66

(18.)

[-84.)

(49.)

[115.1

(73.)

(-83.J

(58.)

"

[25.]

(19.)

1.0

X

10-'

[..545]

(I.O)

67.86

(14.6)

-455.5

(90.)

1589.

(306.)

-3252.

(620.)

3959.

(736.)

-2533.

(484.)

740.7

(135.)

5.8

X

10-5

u.

1

1
Coef.

SC

"

-

4.583

(.02)

3.471

(.04)

-1.511

(.02)

1.4

X

10-'

5.343

(.012)

-4.308

(.10)

2.329

(.29)

[-.099]

(.39)

-.736

(.19)

1.1

X

10-'

5.531

(.05)

-5.273

(.48)

10.389

(

2.0)

-

15.337

(4.0)

15.347

(3.9)

-5.270

(1.5)

8.6x10-5

5.7

(0.24)

-8.8

(3.)

[23.)

(15.)

[-52.]

(42.)

[69.]

(62.)

[-49.]

(49.)

[14.]

(16.)

8.5x10-5

[1.396]

(0.9)

54.79

(13.)

-371.3

(83.)

1292.5

(280.)

-

2545.

(.564.)

3200.

(574.)

-2122.

(443.)

595.3

(123.)

6.2

x

10-5

Run

VI

1
Coef.

SC

"

5.317

(0.004)

-4.467

(.03)

3.196

(.05)

-1.467

(.04)

1.1

X

10-'

5.395

(.016)

-5.164

(.14)

5.469

(.45)

-4.711

('55)

1.709

(.34)

7.2

X

10-5

5.412

(.097)

-5.344

(1.1)

[6.26]

(4.7)

[-6.42]

(10.1)

[3.53]

(11.)

[-.78]

(4.6)

7.5

X

10-5

3.941

(0.48)

14.27

(6.4)

-101.5

(35.)

306.2

(101.)

-501.1

(152.)

429.3

(138.)

-151.2

(49.)

6.0

X

10-5

[4.3]

(3.0)

[9.)

(46.)

[-58.]

(303.)

[183.)

(1100.)

[-235.)

12400.)

[87.)

(3060.)

[91.)

(2200.)

[-73.)

(650.)

5.2

X

10-5

i

k

s

5.330

(0.003)

-4.486

(.02)

3.308

(.04)

-

1.537

(.03)

8.5

X

10-5

5.385

(.014)

-4.969

(.12)

4.884

(.40)

-3.787

(.56)

1.185

(.3)

6.2

X

10-5

5.422

(.084)

-5.379

(.93)

[6.683]

(4.0)

[-

7.577]

(8.7)

[5.340]

(9.3)

[-

1.753]

(3.9)

6.4

X

10-5

3.992

(0.37)

13.69

(5.0)

-98.1

(27.)

296.

(79.)

-485.

(127.)

416.

(108.)

-

147.

(38.)

4.7

X

10-5

[3.8]

(2.3)

[16.]

(35.)

,[-115.]

(238.)

[362.]

(863.)

[-529.)

(1860.)

[601.]

(2390.)

[-278.]

(1700.)

[.39.]

(510.)

4.9

X

10-5

Run

V

Resistor

M

s

5.280

(0.003)

-4.478

(.02)

3.492

(.03)

-

1.737

(.02)

1.4

X

10-'

5.239

(.012)

-4.136

(.10)

2.448

(.30)

[-

.355)

(.40)

-

.672

(.20)

1.1

X
I0-' 5.466

(.04)

-5.511

(.42)

12.19

(1.7)

-

19.98

(3.4)

18.77

(3.4)

-7.580

(1.3)

7.6

X

10-5

5.655

(0.21)

-8.89

(2.6)

[24.49]

(13.5)

[-53.31]

(37.)

[68.87]

(55.)

[-47.20]

(43.)

[12.9]

(14.)

7.6

X

10-

5

1.371

(0.66)

53.96

(9.7)

-365.7

(50.)

1276.

(203.)

-2614.

(408.)

3165.

(4fi8.)

-2099.

(321.)

589.

(89.)

4.5

X

10-5

X

1
Coef.

SC

5.328

(0.004)

-

4.538

(.02)

3.385

(.05)

-

1.573

(.03)

1.8

X

10-'

5.285

(.017)

-4.174

(.14)

2.276

(.43)

[-.104]

(.56)

-.715

(.27)

1.6

X

10-'

5.578

(.06)

-7.243

(.65)

14.87

(2.7)

-25.47

(5.4)

24.41

(5.4)

-9.797

(2.1)

1.2

X

10-'

6.197

(0.31)

-

15.02

(3.9)

54.96

(20.)

-

134.2

(54.)

187.8

(80.)

-

139.0

(53.)

42.01

(21.)

1.1

X

10-'

[1.780]

(1.4)

49.78

(20.)

-347.2

(124.)

1236.

(419.)

-2578.

(845.)

3172.

(1010.)

-2135.

"

(563.)

506.9

(185.)

9.3

X

10-5

Run

III

1
Coef.

SC

"

5.367

(0.003)

-4.638

(.02)

3.522

(.04)

-1.685

(.03)

1.6

X

10-'

5.313

(.014)

-4.186

(.11)

2.147

(.34)

[.13.5]

(.45)

-

.885

(.22)

1.3

X

10'

5.588

(.04)

-

7.059

(.44)

13.94

(1.8)

-

23.65

(3.5)

22.59

(3.5)

-9.198

(1.4)

7.7

X

10-5

6.015

(0.2)

-

12.43

(2.5)

41.63

(13.)

-98.72

(35.)

135.6

(52.)

-98.49

(41.)

29.05

(13.)

7.2

X

10-5

1.535

(0.5)

51.82

(7.5)

-357.2

(45.)

1260.

(157.)

-2607.

(316.)

3184.

(378.)

-2129.

(248.)

501.3

(69.)

3.4

X

10-5

<<<< b <<<<< "b <<<<<< b <-<<<<<< 'b <<<<<<<< b

n f ^
II II II II II

B = e . s a
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resistor served as a "control" through all of the re-

ported calibrations. Its values of resistance, when
compared with the corresponding values for resistor

#1 (or more appropriately temperatures derived from
resistor #1), indicated that all cahbrations of resistor I

were consistant within ± 0.0007 °K. While no pro-

gressive drifting of the calibrations was observed (from
Run III to IX), Run VII accounted for the largest

portion of the maximum calibration deviation within

the group of five runs; we are unable to ascertain

specific causes for this occurrence.

The calibration data for resistor I have been func-

tionally fitted in the same manner as was described
in 5.1. Each of the five calibrations was treated inde-

pendently and the resulting coefficients are listed in

table 10. (The statistical uncertainty of each coeffi-

cient is within the adjacent parenthesis.) Since the

coefficients of Run VI (table 9) are based upon calibra-

tion data that terminated at 4.2 °K, one must be
cautious in comparing these coefficients with those of

the other four calibration runs. Consequently, the

general comparison between corresponding coefficients

will be limited to Runs III, V, VII, and IX. Several

conclusions are readily apparent.

(a) Third order fittings — the four coefficients are in

excellent agreement (within, of course, the Umits of

Table 10. Coefficients determined from fitting the polynomial logu\ R~ 2 ^niiogiuTj" to the calibration data of resistor I

n=0

Run III Run V Run VI Run VII Run IX Combined data

Resistor ISC Resistor ISC" Resistor ISC Resistor ISC ^ Resistor ISC" Resistor ISC

A„ 5.473 (0.0036) 5.473 (0.003) 5.4.59 (0.004) 5.474 (0.0027) 5.475 (0.0034) 5,473 (0.002)

A, - 4.806 (.02) - 4.805 (.020) -4,713 (.025) -4,815 1,017) -4.823 (.0206) -4,806 (.011)

A, 3,4S8 (.04) 3.487 (.0,39) 3.289 (.054) 3.508 (.033) 3.522 ( .0409

)

3.489 (.022)

A, - 1 .,5.S6 (.03) - 1.555 (.025) - 1,416 (.038) - 1.569 (.021) -1.577 (.026) - 1.5.56 (.014)

a-
^ 1.7 X 10~< 1.5 X 10-* 1,0 X 10- .l,2x 10-« 1.5 X 10-" 1.8 X 10 -

A„ 5.425 (.015) 5.425 (,013) 5.521 (.017) 5.441 (.012) 5.4.54 (.017) 5,438 (.008)

A, -4.404 (.13) -4.42 (,11) -5.265 (.15) -4.540 (.10) -4.639 (.14) -4.512 (.070)

Aj 2.265 (.39) 2.31 (,34) 5.089 (.49) 2.571 (.31) 2.952 (.42) 2..590 (.21)

A, [.0632] (.51) [.0008] (.44) - 3.985 (.7) [- .450] (.41) [-.835] (.55) [- .353] (.28)

A. -.787 (.25) -.76 (.22) 1 .3.54 (.37) - ..539 (.20) [-.351] (.27) -.582 (,I4)

cr" 1.4 X lO-* 1.3 X lO-" 8 X 10-5 1.2 X lO-* 1.6 X 10-' 1,7 X 10-'

A„ 5.724 (.05) 5.710 (.04) 5.714 (.094) 5.6.53 (.046) 5.780 (.053) 5,714 (.035)

A, -7..539 (.51) - 7.386 (.38) -7.407 (1.03) -6.757 (.47) -8.045 (.55) -7,409 (,37)

Aj 15.14 (2.1) 14.4a (1.5) 14.48 (4.5) 11,765 (1.9) 16.935 (2.2) 14.50 (1.5)

A, -25.89 (4.2) - 24..52 (3.1) -24.30 (9,8) - 18,782 (3.9) -29.00 (4.5) - 24.43 (3.0)

A, 24.94 (4.2) 23.53 (3,0) 23.05 (10.4) 17,607 (3.8) 27.54 (4.4) 23.31 (3.0)

As - 10.04 (1.5) -9.47 (1.2) -9.1,54 (4.4) - 7,074 (1.5) - 10.88 (1.7) -9.34 (1.2)

a ^ 9.0 X 10-5 6.7 X 10-* 7,2 X 10-5 8,4 X 10-5 9.8 X 10-5 1.4X lO-*

A„ 5.965 (0.25) 5.98 (.18) 4.069 (0.41) 5,50 0,24 6.09 .27 5.89 0.18

A, - 10.57 (3.1) - 10.8 (2.3) 14..535 (5.4) 16,04 (3,0) - 11.98 (3.4) -9.61 (2.3)

Aj [30.78] (16.) 32.0 (11.7) - 105.14 (30.) [8,06] (15,1 37.21 (17.4) 25.85 (11.7)

A, [-68.31] (43.) -71.9 (32.) 325.5 (86.) [-8.73] (41,) [-84.00] (47.0) [-.55.27] (32.)

A, [88.7] (65.) 94.7 (47.4) -541.6 (138.) [2.51] (62,) [110.2] (70.5) [59.8] (47.)

A, [-50.5] (51.) [-55.8] (37.4) 472.1 (118.) [4,87] (49.) [- 76.267] (.55.7) [-46.] (38.)

A„ [16.4] (17.) [18.3] (12.1) - 169.2 (41.) [-3,88] (16.) [21.3] (18.1) [12.] (12.)

cr
^ 9.0 X 10-5 5.6 X IQ-s 5.1 X 10-5 8,5 X 10-5 9.8 X 10-5 1.4 X 10-

A„ [0.193] (0.5) 2.0915 (.51) [2.7] (2.5) 2,049 (1.1) 3.015 (1.3) 1.857 (0.90)

A, 74.11 (7.4) 46.26 (7,4) [35.] (39.) 45,98 (15.) 33.18 (18.7) 49.60 (13.1)

A, -495. (46.) -322. m.) [-244,] (255.) -314,8 (95.) -243.2 (116.) - 342.

1

(81.2)

A, 1722. (155.) 1134. ( 155.

)

[828,] (926.) 1091, (322.) 871.4 (394,) 1200. (276.)

A, -3525. (312.) - 2340. (313.) [-1628.1 ( 2000.

)

-2217. (649.) -1819. ( 793.

)

-2467. (557.)

A, 4266. (373.) 2849. (374.) [1870,] (2.568.) 2661. (775.) 2234. (948,) 2995. (666.)

A« - 2828. (245.) - 1899, (246.) [-1160.] (1819.) - 1750. (.509.) - 1499. (623,) - 1990. (438.)

A, 793. (68.1 534. (68.) [299 ] (.548,) 4867. (142.) 424. (174,) 5.59. (1.22)

cr
" 3.4 X 10-5 3.5 X 10-> 5.2 X 10-5 7.1 X 10-5 8.9 X 10-5 1.3 X lO-*

^ cr IS the standard deviation computed from the residuals resulting from the polynomial least squares fitting.

''5C is the standard error of the adjacent coefficient.

[ ] Statistically, the bracketed coefficients are poorly determined.

0.4

0.4

1 1

- „m

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

^ ^ A A-

1 1

If H

1 1 1

^ f IRESISTOR IDENTIFICATION o A—
• RESISTOR K

+ " E

o " r

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8

T(°K)

Figure 8. Differences between the fitted functions,

logR='t K(logT)",
n = 0

and the calibration data for resistors K, E, and I.

(a) See (a) of figure 4.

(b) The residual plots apply to the three resistors [K ( . ). E ( + ) and I (0)]; the calibration

data for each resistor have been individually fitted to seventh order polynomials.

5.3. Analysis of the Control Resistor Data

The five individual calibrations of resistor I have
been afforded a separate consideration since this
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the stated statistical uncertainties). Furthermore,
the ratio of an individual coefficient to its respective

uncertainty indicates rather well defined coefficients,

and the standard deviations of the individual least

squares fittings are comparable.

(b) Fourth order fittings — while similarities exist

between some coefficients, two features clearly indicate

that this order of polynomial fitting presents no ad-

vantage. The /^s's are not defined, and the standard
deviations, cr, show little improvement over the third

order of fittings.

(c) Fifth order fittings — the coefficients, with respect
to their statistical uncertainties, are clearly not as well

defined as those of the third order polynomial; but the
ratios are generally greater than six to one. More
important, the standard deviations in polynomial fitting

have materially improved over the third order thus
indicating the superiority of the fifth degree for rep-

resenting the calibration data. Here also, most of the

corresponding coefficients i.e., Ao's, . . . A^'s, are

nearly identical within the limits of their statistical

uncertainties. Those from run VII exhibit noticeable

divergencies; several paragraphs earlier we pointed
out that the calibration data for run VII exhibited
maximum variance with the other calibrations.

(d) Sixth order fittings — clearly, a sixth order poly-

nomial produces no beneficial result.

(e) Seventh order fitting— while we should like to

employ a seventh order polynomial for the data rep-

resentation, the inconsistencies of the coefficients

{Ao and Ai in particular) for run III clearly imply the

possibility of its impropriety.

The polynomial coefficients for run VI, where the

data is terminated at the upper hmit of 4.2 °K, generally

exhibit different qualitative trends, but are in quantita-

tive agreement with the correspondiuii coefficients of

the other runs for the fifth order polynomial. The
general conclusion, which may be drawn from the

comparison of the determined coefficients, strongly

suggests that a fifth order polynomial offers a consistant

representation for all of the caUbration data (for resistor

I) and that the standard deviation of such a fitting is

about 9x10"^. Deviations of the individual data

points (Resistor I) from the fitted third order polynomial
(run IX) are shown in figure 6. The curves' significant

features are duplicated, within a spread of± 0.0002 °K,
for the corresponding representations of runs III, V,

and VII. In the case of run VI, the general departures
from the base line are reduced in size.

Figure 7, which portrays the deviations of individual

data points (Resistor I) from the fitted fifth order poly-

nomial (run IX), is also representative of the other com-
plete calibrations of resistor I. While it exhibits

systematic deviations, they are much less than those
exhibited in figure 6. A comparable plot (figure 8),

associated with the seventh order polynomial, exhibits

a random distribution; although this condition is desir-

able, the indeterminacy of run Ill's seventh order
coefficients causes us to hesitate in advocating use of

the seventh order polynomial for representing this

caHbration data.
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In summary, the preceeding paragraphs have in-

dicated that through the five calibration runs: the
reference resistor #1 and the control resistor I have
exhibited relative caHbration constancies that are
within a temperature equivalent of ±0.0007 °K; addi-
tionally, for I, the third and fifth order polynomial
coefficients are consistantly determined within the
limits of their computed uncertainties.
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Recognizing that the polynomial fittings of individual

calibrations for I are somewhat restrictive in intercom-

parisons between different calibrations, we have
"polyfitted" all of the resistor I data. The resulting

coefficients, listed in the last column of table 10, are

generally not significantly different (within the limits

of the coefficients' uncertainties) from the coefficients

of runs III, V, VII, and IX. Figures 9 and 10 are plots

of deviations between the calibration data (/?data^

T'data) and the fitted polynomials (/^caic for the

5th and 7th order polynomials respectively. It is

obvious in both plots that the data points from run VII

consistently deviate from the rest of the calibration

data and this accounts for the increased standard
deviation that appears in the polynomial fittings of

the last column. For each calibration temperature in

figures 9 and 10 it is apparent that all of the calibra-

tions agree within ±0.0007 °K.

As a final criterion on the general vahdity of calibra-

tions within the calibrator we have spot-checked the

calibrations of run IX. Resistors I, K, and E were
calibrated directly against helium-4 vapor pressures,

in a cons^fpnt temperature bath, at 2.2, 3.0, and 4.2 °K.

Comparisons were made with the previous calibrations

of run IX and the calibration differences (in tempera-
ture equivalents) are shown in table 11. Overall, the

agreement between the calibrations is reasonable

although the discrepancies at 4.2 and 3.0 °K for resistor

I are somewhat large.

Table 11. Intercomparison of calibrations from two methods^

Temperature difference

4.2 °K + 1.4- -1-0.2 -0.7.S

3.0 °K - 1.2 0.0 -0.7

2.2 °K •+0..S + 0.2 -0.1

Resisti.r \' ResislDr K' Reslsliir E '

^ Methctd A — the resisturs were calibrated within the caM-

brator against resistor #1.

Method B — the resistors were calibrated within a "con-
stant temperature" liquid heiium bath against /"sh [2] by
means of vapor pressure-measurements.

•* The positive sign (+) means, for the same value of resist-

ance, T (°Kl of method B is greater than T CK) of method A.

Previous thermal histories indicated that, under 86
thermal cyclings between ambient temperatures and 4.2

the 4.2 calibrations of resistors I, K, and E were repro-

ducible to 0.8, 1.1 and 1.0 mdeg respectively.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that the resistance-temperature

cahbration (from 2.1 to 5.0 °K) for a particular group of

ten similar germanium resistors can be represented by
a polynomial function within the approximate limits

of the calibration errors. In each case, based upon
appropriate polynomial coefficients (fourth degree
polynomials for resistors C and G, and fifth degree for

, ^ . , J.
dR ,d^R , .

the rest), generations oi n, and as a function
HI rl I

of r (every 0.010 °K) have demonstrated that the deter-

mined p(jlynomials are smooth (within the range 2.1

to 5.0 °K); the first and second derivatives do not

change sign. While these conclusions are encourag-
ing for the prospects of employing a fitted polynomial
function to interpolate between calibration points, it

should be stressed that the results apply to a select

group of resistors. Also, caution should be employed
in any attempts to use the polynomials for extrapola-

tions beyond the calibration region.

The type of polynomial that has been used in this

work,

m
log ,o/? = Jl^^dog ,or)«,

has been selected somewhat arbitrarily. There is no
theoretical basis for selecting this polynomial to repre-

sent the resistors' calibration data, and the fitting of

the polynomial has been an empirical procedure that

is applicable to the hmited range of calibration data.

The values of the determined Ao's for any given resistor

in table 10, indicate the inappropriateness of extrapo-

lations based upon the determined polynomials.

Additionally, when we have occasionally performed

^ dR ^ d^R . . , . , ,A, and generations (based on iitted poiyno-
di dJ

mials) that extended beyond the calibration range, we
found that the functions became erratic at external

temperatures.

We believe that the polynomial, which we have
employed, is not necessarily the most appropriate

function for representing the cahbration data of these

resistors. However it does serve as an interpolation

aid that can be cautiously used until a more meaningful

representation is achieved. In the immediate future

we shall seek to find improved functions not only for

the data presented in this paper but for more extensive

calibration data (2.3 to 20 °K) that we have previously

published [1].
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Thermoelectric Thermometry
By Wm. F. Roeser

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

The fundamental laws and theories of thermoelectric phe-
nomena and their historical development as well as the applica-

tion of these phenomena to the measurement of temperature are

discussed in this paper in considerable detail. Thermoelectric

thermometry, with particular regard tq types of thermocouples,
protection of thermocouples, fundamental considerations in tem-
perature measurements, etc. are treated primarily from the prac-

tical standpoint.

/. Introduction

STUDY in the field of thermoelectricity began

in 1821 with the discovery of Seebeck^ that

an electric current flows continuously in a closed

circuit of two dissimilar metals when the junc-

tions of the metals are maintained at different

temperatures. In the early investigations of

thermoelectric effects the results were expressed

more qualitatively (in terms of the direction of

the current flowing in a closed circuit) than

quantitatively, because the relations between the

measurable quantities in an electric circuit were

not well known at the time.f

//. Fundamental Laws

As a result of a large number of investigations

of thermoelectric circuits in which accurate

measurements were made of the electromotive

force, current, and resistance, several "established

facts" or "laws" have been formulated. These

facts or laws, variously stated in different ways
and combinations and sometimes consolidated

into a general statement of the phenomenon
discovered by Seebeck, can be reduced to three

fundamentals

:

(1) The law of the homogeneous circuit

(2) The law of intermediate metals

(3) The law of successive or intermediate

temperatures.

* Presented at the American Institute of Physics Sym-
posium on Temperature, Its Measurement and Control in

Science and Industry, November 4, 1939.

t The relation between the current and potential differ-

ence in an electric circuit was first clearly stated by G. S.

Ohm in 1826. Schweigger's J. 46, 137 (1826).

The latter two may be arrived at by applying the

laws of thermodynamics to the thermoelectric

circuit, but the fundamental experimental fact

regarding a homogeneous circuit, which enters

into all measurements of temperature by thermo-

electric methods, cannot be derived from such

considerations. The law of the homogeneous

circuit is incorporated into most statements of

the law of intermediate metals. In any case all of

these facts or laws, as stated below and used in

the measurement of temperatures, have been

established experimentally beyond a reasonable

doubt and in order that temperatures may be

measured by this method the laws must be

accepted in spite of any lack of rigor that may
appear in any of the thermodynamic derivations

given here or elsewhere.

The discussion will be simplified by defining a

few terms at this point. It will be considered that

all the metals comprising a thermoelectric circuit

are solids unless otherwise stated.

A pair of electrical conductors so joined as to

produce a thermal e.m.f. when the junctions are

at different temperatures is known as a thermo-

couple. The resultant e.m.f. developed by the

thermocouples generally used for measuring

temperatures ranges from 1 to 7 millivolts when
the temperature difference between the junctions

is 100°C.

If in a simple thermoelectric circuit. Fig. 1, the

current flows from metal A to metal B at the

colder junction, A is generally referred to as

thermoelectrically positive to B. In determining

or expressing the e.m.f. of a thermocouple as a

Reprinted from Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 11, No. 6, 388-407, June, 1940
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function of the temperature, one junction is

maintained at some constant reference tempera-

ture, such as 0°C, and the other is at the temper-

ature corresponding to the e.m.f. In the present

paper, the order in which the metals are named
and the sign of the numerical value of the e.m.f.

will be used to indicate which of the metals is

B

Fig. 1. Simple thermoelectric circuit.

positive to the other at the junction which is at

the reference temperature. For example, if, in

Fig. 1, Ti is the reference temperature and the

current fiows in the direction indicated, the

e.m.f. of thermocouple AB will be positive, and

the e.m.f. of thermocouple BA will be negative.

1. The Law of the Homogeneous Circuit

An electric currerd cannot be sustained in a

circuit of a single homogeneous metal, however

varying in section, by the application of heat

alone. As far as we know this principle has not

been derived theoretically. It has been claimed

from certain types of experiments that a nonsym.-

metrical temperature gradient in a homogeneous

\i^ire gives rise to a galvanometrically measurable

thermoelectric e.m.f. However, the overwhelming

weight of evidence indicates that any e.m.f.

observed in such a circuit is to be attributed to

the effects of local inhomogeneities. As a matter

of fact, at the present time any current detected

in such a circuit when the wire is heated in any

way whatever, is taken as evidence that the wire

is inhomogeneous. The more important of a large

number of investigations of this subject are

adequately discussed by Foote and Harrison.^

In the present paper, we accept, as an experi-

mental fact, the general statement that the

algebraic sum of the electrom_otive forces in a

circuit of a single homogeneous metal however

varying in section and temperature is zero. As a

consequence of this fact, if one junction of two

dissimilar homogeneous metals is maintained at a

temperature Tx and the other junction at a

temperature Ti,, the thermal e.m.f. developed is

independent of the temperature gradient and
distribution along the wires.

2. Law of Intermediate Metals

This law is stated in one of several ways, and
although the statements may appear quite

different, they are really equivalent with the

exception that the law of the homogeneous
circuit is included in some of the statements. One
statement of this law is : The algebraic sum of the

thermoelectromotive forces in a circuit composed of

any number of dissimilar metals is zero, if all of the

circuit is at a uniform temperature. This law

follows as a direct consequence of the second law

of thermodynamics, because if the sum of the

thermoelectromotive forces in such a circuit were

not zero, a current would flow in the circuit. If a

current should flow in the circuit, some parts of it

would be heated and other parts cooled, which

would mean that heat was being transferred from

a lower to a higher temperature without the

application of external work. Such a process is a

contradiction of the second law of thermo-

dynamics and therefore we conclude that the

algebraic sum of the thermoelectromotive forces

is zero in such a circuit.

Combining this law with that for a homo-

geneous circuit, it is seen that in any circuit, if

the individual metals between junctions are

homogeneous, the sum of the thermal electro-

motive forces will be zero provided only that the

junctions of the metals are all at the same

temperature.

Another way of stating the law of intermediate

metals is

:

// in any circuit of solid conductors the tempera-

ture is uniform from any point P through all the

conducting matter to a point Q, the algebraic sum of

the thermoelectromotive forces in the entire circuit

is totally independent of this intermediate matter

and is the same as if P and Q were put in contact.

Thus it is seen that a device for measuring the

thermoelectromotive force may be introduced

into a circuit at any point without altering the

resultant e.m.f. provided that the junctions

which are added to the circuit by introducing the

device are all at the same temperature. It is alsc

obvious that the e.m.f. in a thermoelectric circuit

is independent of the method employed in
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forming the junction as long as all of the junction

is at a uniform temperature, and the two wires

make good electrical contact at the junction,

such as is obtained by welding or soldering.

A third way of stating the law of intermediate

metals is

:

The thermal e.m.f. generated by any thermocouple

AB with its junctions at any two temperatures Ti

and T2, is the algebraic sum of the e.m.f. of a

thermocouple composed of A and any metal C and

that of one composed of C and B, both with their

junctions at Ti and Ti or Eab = Eac-{-Ecb.

From this statement of the law it is seen that

if the thermal e.m.f. of each of the metals

A, B, C, D, etc. against some reference metal is

known, then the e.m.f. of any combination of

these metals can be obtained by taking the

algebraic differences of the e.m.f.'s of each of the

metals against the reference metal. Investigators

tabulating thermoelectric data have employed

various reference metals such as mercury, lead,

copper, and platinum. At present it is customary

to use platinum because of its high melting

point, stability, reproducibility, and freedom

from transformation points.

3. Law of Successive or Intermediate

Temperatures

The thermal e.m.f. developed by any thermocouple

of homogeneous metals with its junctions at any two

temperatures T\ and Tz is the algebraic sum of the

e.m.f. of the thermocouple with one junction at Ti

and the other at any other temperature T^ and the

e.m.f. of the same thermocouple with its junctions

at T2 and T3. Considering the thermocouple as a

reversible heat engine and applying the laws of

thermodynamics to the circuit, it will be shown

in the next section that

from which it follows that

E= i 4>dT+
1

({>dT.

This law is frequently invoked in the cali-

bration of thermocouples and in the use of

thermocouples for measuring temperatures. It

will be discussed in detail in Section IV.

The above are all the fundamental laws re-

quired in the measurement of temperatures with

thermocouples. They may be and frequently are

combined and stated as follows : The algebraic

sum of the thermoelectromotive forces generated

in any given circuit containing any number of

dissimilar homogeneous metals is a function only

of the temperatures of the junctions. It is seen

then that if all but one of the junctions of such a

given circuit are maintained at some constant

reference temperature, the e.m.f. developed in

the circuit is a function of the temperature of

that junction only. Therefore, by the proper

calibration of such a device, it may be used to

measure temperatures.

It should be pointed out here that none of the

fundamental laws of thermoelectric circuits which

make it possible to utilize thermocouples in the

measurement of temperatures, depends upon any

assumption whatever regarding the mechanism

of interconversion of heat and electrical energy,

the location of the e.m.f.'s in the circuit, or

the manner in which the e.m.f. varies with

temperature.

///. Historical Investigation and Theory

Although a knowledge of the location of the

electromotive forces in a thermoelectric circuit

and the mechanism by which heat is converted

into electrical energy, is not required in order tb

measure temperatures with thermocouples, any

information available on these subjects may be

used advantageously in studying the charac-

teristics of thermocouples and their behavior

during use. Various theoretical and experimental

investigations of thermoelectric circuits give us

the location of the electromotive forces in such a

circuit, and the relation between these electro-

motive forces, but they have not yielded a

satisfactory explanation of the mechanism by
which heat is converted into electrical energy or

of the manner in which the electromotive

force varies with temperature, except empirical

relations.

In 1834 Peltier^ found that when a current is

passed across the junction of two dissimilar

metals in one direction heat is absorbed and the

junction cooled, and that when the current is
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passed in the opposite direction the junction is

heated. Peltier and others observed that for a

given current the rate of absorption or Hberation

of heat at the junction of two dissimilar metals

depends upon the thermoelectric power {dE/dt)

of the two metals and is independent of the form

and dimensions of the metals at the junction. In

1853 Quintus Icilius^ showed that the rate at

which heat is absorbed or generated at a junction

of two dissimilar metals is proportional to the

current. This heating or cooling effect discovered

by Peltier should not be confused with the

Joule heating effect which, being proportional

to the electrical resistance and to the square of

the current, depends upon the dimensions of the

conductor and does not change sign when the

current is reversed.

Inasmuch as heat is absorbed when a current

flows up a potential gradient and heat generated

when the current flows down a potential gradient,

the heating or cooling effect at a junction of two

dissimilar metals (being proportional to the

current) is evidence that the junction is the seat

of an electromotive force. If we let P be the rate

at which heat (in joules per second or in watts)

is generated or absorbed when a current of one

ampere flows across a junction, then P is the

Peltier coefficient of the junction (in watts per

ampere) or more simply the Peltier e.m.f. (in

volts). The direction and magnitude of this

e.m.f. depend upon the metals which form the

junctions and upon the temperature.

In 1851, W. Thomson^ (later Lord Kelvin)

concluded from thermodynamic reasoning and

the then known characteristics of thermocouples,

that the reversible absorption of heat at the

junctions of dissimilar metals was not the only

reversible heat effect in a thermoelectric circuit.

In brief he reasoned as follows

:

(1) Assuming that the Peltier e.m.f. 's repre-

sent the only reversible effects in a simple

thermoelectric circuit, the resultant e.m.f. E in

the circuit is given by

E = P2-Pi, (1)

where Pi is the Peltier e.m.f. of the junction

which is at temperature Ti and P2 is the Peltier

e.m.f. of the junction which is at temperature Ti.^

(2) Neglecting the effect of thermal con-

duction (an irreversible process) and considering

the thermocouple as a reversible heat engine

with a source at the temperature T2 in degrees

Kelvin and a sink at the temperature Ti, we
have as a consequence of ' the second law of

thermodynamics

P^/T^-Pi/Ti^O (2)

or

{P2-Px)/Pi = {T2-T,)/Tu (3)

which combined with (1) gives

E = Pi{T2-Ti)/Ti. (4)

It would follow therefore that if one junction

were maintained at a constant temperature Ti, Pi

would be constant, and the e.m.f. E would be

proportional to {Ti—Ti). It had been definitely

shown by a number of investigators that E was

not proportional to {Ti — Ti). Thomson therefore

concluded that the Peltier effects were not the

only reversible heat effects in such a circuit and

that there must be a reversible absorption of heat

due to the flow of current through that part of the

conductors in which there is a temperature

gradient.

In 1854 Thomson^ succeeded in showing ex-

perimentally that in certain homogeneous metals,

heat is absorbed when an electric current flows

from colder to hotter parts of the metal and heat

is generated when the current flows from the

hotter to colder parts. In certain other metals

the opposite of this effect occurs, that is, heat is

absorbed when an electric current flows from the

hotter to colder parts, and in still other metals,

the effect is too small to be detected by the

methods used. This heating or cooling effect,

called the Thomson effect, being reversible and

occurring only where there is a temperature

gradient in a metal, is entirely distinct from the

irreversible Joule heating.

The reversible absorption of heat in a homo-

geneous conductor has the same effect as if an

electromotive force existed in the temperature

gradient. The direction and magnitude of this

e.m.f. between any two points depend upon the

metal, the temperature, and the temperature

difference between the two points. If in any

metal we let a equal the rate at which heat is

absorbed or generated per unit difference of

temperature when a current of one ampere flows,

then the total e.m.f. between any two points at
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temperatures T\ and is given by

In a simple thermoelectric circuit of two metals

A and B, Fig. 2, there exist then four separate

and distinct electromotive forces, the Peltier

e.m.f.'s at the two junctions and the Thomson
e.m.f.'s along that part of each wire which lies in

the temperature gradient. The only e.m.f. that

can be measured as such in this circuit is the

resultant e.m.f. The identity of the individual

e.m.f.'s can only be established by observations

A ^0"aAT

Fig. 2. The location of the electromotive forces in a
thermoelectric circuit.

of the reversible heat effects. The Thomson
e.m.f. will be considered positive if heat is

generated when the current flows from the

hotter to colder parts of the conductor and

negative if the reverse occurs.

Thomson took into consideration the reversible

heat effects in the temperature gradient of the

conductors, (Thomson effects), as well as those

at the junctions, (Peltier effects), and applied the

laws of thermodynamics to the thermoelectric

circuit. A complete discussion of this application

together with the hypothesis involved is given in

the original paper by Thomson.^

Consider a simple thermoelectric circuit of two

metals A and B, Fig. 2 and let P and P+^P be

the Peltier e.m.f.'s of the junctions at tempera-

ture Tand T+ATin degrees Kelvin, respectively,

and let (Ja and cb be the Thomson e.m.f.'s per

degree along conductors A and B, respectively.

Let the metals and temperatures be such that the

e.m.f.'s are in the directions indicated by the

arrows. The resultant e.m.f. A£ in the circuit is

given by

^E=P-\-^P-P+aA^.T-aB^T, (5)

^E=^p+{(TA-aB)^T, (6)

or in the limit

dE/dT=dP/dT^ (7)

By virtue of the second law of thermodynamics

2^/2"= 0, for a reversible process. If then we
regard the thermocouple as a reversible heat

engine and pass a unit charge of electricity q

around the circuit, we obtain by considering only

the reversible effects*

g(P+AP) qP q<JA^T qcjB^T
+ = 0, (8)

T+^T T AT AT
T-\ T-\

2 2

* The following quotations are from the paper by W.
Thomson.

"• • -The follow^ing proposition is therefore assumed as a
fundamental hypothesis in the Theory at present laid

before the Royal Society.

"The electro-motive forces produced by inequalities of

temperature in a circuit of different metals, and the thermal
effects of electric currents circulating in it, are subject to

the laws which would follow from the general principles of

the dynamical theory of heat if there were no conduction of

heat from one part of the circuit to another.
"In adopting this hypothesis, it must be distinctly under-

stood that it is only a hypothesis, and that, however probable
it may appear, experimental evidence in the special phe-
nomena of thermo-electricity is quite necessary to prove it.

Not only are the conditions prescribed in the second Law
of the Dynamical Theory not completely fulfilled, but the
part of the agency which does fulfill them is in all known
circumstances of thermo-electric currents excessively small
in proportion to the agency inseparably accomjjanying it

and essentially violating those conditions. Thus, if the
current be of the full strength which the thermal electro-

motor alone can sustain against the resistance in the circuit,

the whole mechanical energy of the thermo-electric action
is at once spent in generating heat in the conductor;—^an

essentially irreversible process. The whole thermal agency
immediately concerned in the current, even in this case
when the current is at the strongest, is (from all we know
of the magnitude of the thermo-electric force and absorp-
tions and evolutions of heat) probably very small in com-
parison with the transference of heat from hot to cold by
ordinary conduction through the metal of the circuit. . . .

It is true, we may, as has been shown above, diminish with-
out limit the waste of energy by frictional generation of heat
in the circuit, by using an engine to do work and react

against the thermal electromotive force; but as we have also

seen, this can only be done by keeping the strength of the
current very small compared with what it would be if al-

lowed to waste all the energy of the electromotive force

on the frictional generation of heat; and it therefore re-

quires a very slow use of the thermo-electric action. At the
same time, it does not in any degree restrain the dissipation

of energy by conduction, which is always going on, and
which will therefore bear an even much greater proportion
to the thermal agency electrically spent than in the case in

which the latter was supposed to be unrestrained by the
ofseration of the engine. By far the greater part of the heat
taken in at all, then, in any thermo-electric arrangement,
is essentially dissipated, and there would be no violation of

the great natural law expressed in Carnot's principle, if the
small part of the whole action, which is reversible, gave
different, even an enormously different, and either a greater
or a less, proportion of heat converted into work to heat
taken in, than that law requires in all completely reversible
processes. ..."
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which may be written

/P\ {cja-ob)^T
a(-)+ = 0, (9)
\T/ AT

T+—
2

or in the limit

d /P\ 1—(-)+-(<TA-(T£)=0 (10)
dT\T/ T

or

P/T-dP/dT. (11)

EHminating {(ta — ctb) between (7) and (11) we
have

P=TdE/dT. (12)

Substituting (12) in (10) we have

= Td-'E/dT\ (13)

From (12) it is seen that

which is the expression referred to earUer.

The Peltier e.m.f. at the junction of any two
dissimilar metals at any temperature can be

calculated from Eq. (12) and measurements of

the variation of the thermal e.m.f. with tempera-

ture. The magnitude of the e.m.f. existing at the

junction of two dissimilar metals ranges from 0 to

about 0.1 volt for the metals generally used in

temperature measurements.

Although the thermoelectric theory as de-

veloped above does not enable us to determine

directly the magnitude of the Thomson coeffi-

cient in any individual metal, the difference

between the Thomson coefficients in two metals

can be calculated from Eq. (13) and measure-

ments of the variation in thermal e.m.f. with

temperature. Various types of experiments indi-

cate that the Thomson effect in lead is extremely

small, if not zero, at ordinary atmospheric

temperatures. Consequently some information

regarding the magnitude of the Thomson coeffi-

cients in other metals at these temperatures can

be determined if it is assumed that this coefficient

is zero for lead. On this basis it is found that

the Thomson coefficient at 0°C in microvolts per

°C is —9 for platinum, —8 for iron, -f2 for

copper, —23 for constantan,t —8 for Alumel,t
— 2 for 90 platinum —10 rhodium, f and -f9 for

Chromel-P.f

In order to justify the assumption involved in

the application of the second law of thermo-

dynamics, it is necessary and sufficient to verify

experimentally the relation

P = TdE/dT (12)

or

0A-OB=Td''EldT\ (13)

Inasmuch as the individual e.m.f.'s cannot be

measured as such, we must depend upon calori-

metric measurements of the heating and cooling

effects. In order to measure these small reversible

effects, it is necessary to separate them from the

much larger irreversible Joule heating and the

thermal conduction which take place in any

experiment of this nature. Practically all of the

experimental work on this subject has been on

the relation given by Eq. (12) because the

reversible heating effects involved in it are in

general much larger and more localized than

those in Eq. (13).

The most carefully conducted experiments

particularly those of Edlund,^ Jahn,* Caswell,^"

and Borelius" indicate that the above relations

hold within the accuracy of the measurements,

about 5 to 10 percent. As far as we know, there is

no evidence available which would indicate that

the above relations are not exact.

We cannot integrate Eq. (12) or (13) and

obtain a general relation between E and T,

without some information on the manner in

which P or a varies with T. Experiments indicate

that P and a both depend upon T but the

manner in which they vary with T has not been

established either theoretically or experimentally

with any degree of accuracy.

A number of hypotheses have been made as to

the manner in which a varies with the tempera*

ture and Eq. (13) then integrated, but in each

case it has been found that the type of equation

so obtained represents the experimentally de-

termined values of E and T only over limited

temperature ranges. Consequently the relation

between E and T for any pair of metals must be

determined experimentally and corresponding

t Alloys used in the measurement of temperatures.
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values given by tables or empirical relations for

limited temperature ranges.

Later theories of thermoelectricity may be

divided into two general classes: (1) those in

which attempts are made to avoid the hypothesis

made by Thomson, and (2) those in which the

MEASURING, METAL A .REFERENCE
JUNCTION " ^ JUNCTION

\ y
N y

/

\^METAL B>^/

INSTRUMENT

Fig. 3. Simple thermoelectric thermometer.

theory as developed by Thomson is accepted as

far as it goes, and attempts are made to derive a

reversible mechanism or process for converting

heat into electrical energy by the application of

the electron theories of metals. The theories in

the first general class have added little, if

anything, to our knowledge of thermoelectricity.

The assumptions involved in most of these

appear more objectionable than the one made by
Thomson. The relations derived between the

quantities involved are either equivalent to or

less useful than those derived by Thomson.
The existence of the Peltier and Thomson

e.m.f.'s in a thermoelectric circuit may be

deduced, qualitatively at least, from the electron

theories of metals, but the uncertainties in the

quantities involved are so large that we cannot

determine whether the theories are in agreement

with experimental data or not. The most that can

be claimed for the more complete of these

theories at the present time, is that they give the

order of magnitude of the various effects for

certain metals.

IV, Thermoelectric Thermometers

A thermoelectric thermometer is. a device for

measuring temperatures by utilizing the thermo-

electric effects. In its simplest form, it consists of

a thermocouple of two dissimilar metals which
develop an e.m.f. when the junctions are at

different temperatures and an instrument for

measuring the e.m.f. developed by the thermo-

couple, connected together as shown in Fig. 3.

As long as the instrument is at essentially a

uniform temperature, all the junctions in the

instrument including the terminals, will be at the

same temperature, and the resultant thermal

e.m.f. developed in the circuit is not modified by

including the instrument. If the reference junc-

tion is maintained at some reference temperature,

such as 0°C, the e.m.f. developed by the thermo-

couple can be determined as a function of the

temperature of the measuring junction. The
device can then be used for measuring tempera-

tures. It is not necessary to maintain the refer-

ence junction at the same temperature during

use as during calibration. However, the tempera-

ture of the reference junction in each case must

be known. For example, let the curve in Fig. 4 be

the relation between the e.m.f. E and temper-

ature / for a particular thermocouple with the

reference junction at 0°C. Suppose the device is

used to measure some temperature and an e.m.f.

Ei is observed when the reference junction is at

30°C. We may add, the observed e.m.f. Ex to £30

(the e.m.f. given by the thermocouple when one

junction is at 0 and the other at 30°C) and

obtain from the curve the true temperature Ia of

the measuring junction. Certain types of instru-

ments which are used with thermocouples in the

manner shown in Fig. 3 are such that they can be

adjusted manually for changes in the reference

Fig. 4. Illustrating how corrections may be applied for

variations in the temperature of the reference junction.

junction temperature and the e.m.f. Ea read

directly on the instrument.

Inasmuch as the curves giving the relation

between e.m.f. and temperature are not, in
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general, straight lines, equal increments of

temperature do not correspond to equal incre-

ments of e.m.f.

In many cases the thermocouple is connected

to the instrument by means of copper leads as

shown in Fig. 5.

If the junctions C and C are maintained at the

same temperature, which is usually the case, the

circuit shown in Fig. 5 is equivalent to that shown

in Fig. 3. If the junctions C and C are not

maintained at the same temperature the resultant

thermal e.m.f. in the circuit will depend not only

upon the thermocouple materials and the temper-

ature of the measuring junction but also upon

the temperatures of these junctions and the

thermoelectric properties of copper against each

of the individual wires. Such a condition should

be and usually is avoided.

Circuits such as shown in Figs. 3 and 5 are used

extensively in laboratory work where it is usually

convenient to maintain the reference junctions

either at 0°C by placing them in a thermos

bottle filled with cracked or shaved ice and

distilled water or at some other conveniently

controlled temperature.

In most commercial installations where it is

not convenient to maintain the reference junc-

tions at some constant temperature, each thermo-

couple wire is connected to the instrument with a

lead of essentially the same chemical composition

and thermoelectric characteristics as the thermo-

couple wire, in the manner shown in Fig. 6. This

is equivalent to using a thermocouple with the

reference junctions at the instrument terminals.

Leads which have the same thermoelectric

characteristics as the thermocouple wires are

INSTRUMENT/

Imeasuf

Fig. 5. Diagram for thermoelectric thermometer with cop-
per leads for connecting thermocouple to instrument.

called extension leads. In most installations of

this nature the instrument is equipped with an

automatic reference junction compensator which

automatically changes the indication of the

INSTRUMENT/

REFERENCE
JUNCTIONS

^^^^METAL A-^^

MTZ Z~i ZrHERMOCOUPilE *
^

EXTENSION LEADS
[

^^METAL B-^^MEASURING
JUNCTION

Fig. 6. Thermoelectric thermometer with extension leads.

instrument to compensate for changes in the

temperature of the reference junctions, thus

eliminating the necessity of measuring or con-

trolling the reference junction temperature. Such

automatic devices are usually part of the instru-

ment and in such cases the reference junctions

should be located in or at the instrument or at

some point which is at the same temperature as

the instrument.

In some cases where expensive thermocouple

wires are used, extension lead wires of less

expensive materials are available which give

practically the same temperature-e.m.f. relation

as the thermocouple over a limited temperature

range, usually 0 to 100°C. Although the com-

bined leads give practically the same tempera-

ture-e.m.f. relation as the thermocouple wires,

the individual lead wires are not identical

thermoelectrically with the thermocouple wires

to which they are attached and therefore the two

junctions where the leads are attached to the

thermocouples (C and C in Fig. 6) should be

kept at the same temperature. This is not

necessary in the case of thermocouples where

each lead and thermocouple wire to which it is

attached are of the same materia.

V. Types of Thermocouples

Although a thermal e.m.f. is developed when

the junctions of any two dissimilar metals are

maintained at different temperatures, only cer-

tain combinations of metals have been found

suitable for use as thermocouples in the measure-

ment of temperatures. Obviously these thermo-

couples must be such that

:

(1) The thermal e.m.f. increases continuously

with increasing temperature over the tempera-

ture range in which the thermocouple is to be

used.
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(2) The thermal e.m.f. is great enough to be

measured with a reasonable accuracy.

(3) Their thermoelectric characteristics are

not appreciably altered during calibration and

use either by internal changes such as recrystal-

lization or by contamination from action of

surrounding materials.

(4) They are resistant to any action such as

oxidation, corrosion, etc. which destroys the

wire.

(5) The melting points of the metals used

must be above any temperature at which the'

thermocouple is to be used.

(6) The metals are reproducible and readily

obtainable in uniform quality.

The combinations of metals and alloys ex-

tensively used as thermocouples for the measure-

ment of temperatures in this country, are listed

in Table I, together with the temperature ranges

in which they are generally used and the maxi-

mum temperature at which they can be used for

short periods. The period of usefulness of a

thermocouple depends upon such factors as the

temperature, diameter of wires, accuracy re-

quired, conditions under which it is used, etc.

There are two types* of platinum to platinum-

rhodium thermocouples used in this country, the

platinum to 90 platinum- 10 rhodium and the

platinum to 87 platinum- 13 rhodium. These

thermocouples develop, at high temperatures, 10

to 14 microvolts per °C as compared to 40 to 55

for the other thermocouples listed in Table I.

The platinum to platinum-rhodium thermo-

couples at temperatures from about 400 to

1600°C being more stable than any other combi-

* Neither one of these thermocouples has any distinct

advantage over the other. For several years prior to 1922,
there were two classes of supp)osedly platinum to 90 plati-

num-10 rhodium thermocouples available which differed

in thermoelectric properties by about 10 percent. It was
found that one of these contained a large percentage of

impurities and that the removal of these impurities elim-
inated one class of platinum to 90 platinum-10 rhodium
thermocouples. However, the scales of a large number of

instruments had been graduated to read temperatures di-

rectly with these impure thermocouples and in order to
provide thermocouples which would give approximately
correct readings with these instruments the manufacturers
supplied platinum to 87 platinum-13 rhodium thermo-
couples, which were found to give roughly the same tem-
perature-e.m.f. relation as the "impure 10 percent rhodium
thermocouple." New instruments were graduated to read
temperatures directly with these new thermocouples and
consequently more thermocouples were required. This has
gone on and now this type of thermocouple is considered
unavoidable.

nation of metals, are used (1) for defining the

International Temperature Scale from 660°C to

the freezing point of gold, 1063°C (only the

platinum to 90 platinum-10 rhodium thermo-

couple is used for this purpose), (2) for very

accurate temperature measurements from 400 to

1500°C, and (3) for temperature measurements

where the lower melting point materials cannot

be used. They are not suitable for temperature

measurements below 0°C because the thermo-

electric power {dE/dT) is only about 5 microvolts

per °C at 0°C and decreases to zero at about

-138°C.

The nominal composition of the Chromel-P

alloy is 90 percent nickel and 10 percent chro-

mium. Alumel contains approximately 95 percent

nickel, with aluminum, silicon, and manganese

making up the other 5 percent. Chromel-P-

Alumel thermocouples, being more resistant to

oxidation than the other base metal thermo-

couples listed in Table I, are generally more

satisfactory than the other base metal thermo-

couples for temperature measurements from

about 650 to 1200°C (1200 to 2200°F). The life of

a No. 8 gage (0.128") Chromel-P-Alumel thermo-

couple is about 1000 hours in air at about

1150°C (2100°F).

Constantan was originally the name applied to

copper-nickel alloys with a very small tempera-

ture coefficient of resistance but it now has

become a general name which covers a group of

alloys containing 60 to 45 percent of copper and

40 to 55 percent of nickel (with or without small

percentages of manganese, iron, and carbon)

because all the alloys in this range of composition

have a more or less negligible temperature

coefficient of resistance. Constantan thus includes

the alloys made in this country under such trade

names as Advance (Ideal), Copel, Copnic,

Cupron, etc., most of which contain approxi-

mately 55 percent of copper and 45 percent of

nickel.

Iron-constantan thermocouples give a slightly

higher e.m.f. than the other base metal thermo-

couples in Table I. They are extensively used at

temperatures below about 760°C (1400°F). The

life of a No. 8 gage iron-constantan thermocouple

is about 1000 hours in air at about 760°C

(1400°F).
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Copper-constantan thermocouples are gener-

ally used for accurate temperature measurements

below about 350°C (660°F). They are not

suitable for much higher temperatures in air

because of the oxidation of the copper.

Combinations of metals other than those listed

in Table I are sometimes used for special

purposes. As examples, at temperatures above

-200°C (-300°F) Chromel-P-constantan gives

a thermal e.m.f. per degree somewhat greater

than that of any of the thermocouples listed in

Table I and is sometimes used when the greater

e.m.f. is required. Graphite to silicon carbide has

been recommended'- for temperatures up to

1800°C (3300°F) and for certain applications in

steel plants.

VI. Reproducibility of Thermocouples

One of the first requirements of thermoelectric

pyrometers for general industrial use is that the

scales of the instruments shall be graduated to

read temperature directly. Although the indi-

cations of the measuring instruments used with

thermocouples depend upon the resultant e.m.f.

developed in the circuit, the scale of the instru-

ment can be graduated in degrees of temperature

by incorporating a definite temperature-e.m.f.

relation into the graduation of the scale. The
temperature can then be read directly if the

temperature-e.m.f. relation of the thermocouple

is identical with that incorporated in the scale of

the instrument.

All the thermocouples which have the same

nominal composition do not give identical rela-

tions between e.m.f. and temperature. As a

matter of fact, in most cases, two samples of

metal which are identical as far as can be de-

termined by chemical methods, are not identical

thermoelectrically. This is due in part, to the fact

that the thermoelectric properties of a metal

depend to some extent upon the physical con-

dition of the metal.

It is not practicable to calibrate the scale of an

instrument in accordar.ce with the temperature-

e.m.f. relation of a particular thermocouple and

to change the scale each time the thermocouple is

replaced. Consequently the scales of such instru-

ments are calibrated in accordance with a par-

ticular temperature-e.m.f. relation which is

considered representative of the type of thermo-

couple, and new thermocouples are purchased or

selected to approximate the particular tempera-

ture-e.m.f. relation.

If the temperature-e.m.f. relations of various

thermocouples of the same type are not very

nearly the same, corrections must be applied to

the readings of the indicator, and the corrections

will be different for each thermocouple. When
several thermocouples are operated with one

indicator, and when thermocouples are frequently

renewed, the application of these corrections

becomes very troublesome. For extreme accuracy

it is always necessary to apply such corrections,

but for most industrial processes, thermocouples

can be manufactured or selected with tempera-

ture-e.m.f. relations which are so nearly the same

that the corrections become negligibly small.

The accuracy with which the various types of

thermocouple materials can be selected and

matched to give a particular temperature-e.m.f.

relation, depends upon the materials and the

degree to which the temperature-e.m.f. relation is

characteristic of the materials available. The
differences in the temperature-e.m.f. relations of

the new platinum to platinum-rhodium thermo-

couples available in this country rarely exceed 4

to 5°C at temperatures up to 1200°C. Conse-

quently, there is no difficulty in selecting a

relation between e.m.f. and temperature which is

adequately characteristic of these thermocouples.

The temperature-e.m.f. relations used in this

Table I. Types of thermocouples and temperature ranges in which they are used.

Usual Temperature Range Maximum Temperatures

Type of Thermocouple "C °F °c °F

Platinum to platinum rhodium
Chromel-P to Alumel
Iron to constantan
Copper to constantan

0 to 1450
-200 to 1200
-200 to 750
- 200 to 350

0 to 2650
-300 to 2200
-300 to 1400
-300 to 650

1700
1350
1000
600

3100
2450
1800
1100
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country for platinum to platinum-rhodium

thermocouples are such that new thermocouples

which yield these relations within 2 or 3°C up

to 1200°C are readily available.

The differences in the temperature-e.m.f. rela-

tions of base metal thermocouples of any one type

are so large that the selection of a temperature-

e.m.f. relation which might be considered charac-

teristic of the type of thermocouple is difficult

and more or less arbitrary. The relations generally

used for some of these thermocouples by some

manufacturers have been changed from time to

time because of differences introduced in the

thermoelectric properties of the materials by

variations in raw materials and methods of

manufacture. However, the relations in use at the

present time are such that materials can generally

be selected and matched to yield the adopted

relations with an accuracy of about ±3°C up to

400°C and to ±| percent at higher temperatures.

In special cases, materials may be selected to

yield the adopted relations within 2 or 3°C for

limited temperature ranges.

VII. Temperature-E.M.F. Relations

Corresponding values of temperature and e.m.f.

which are considered characteristic of the various

types of thermocouples are given in Table II.

More detailed tables will be found in the refer-

ences given in the table. As far as we know the

corresponding values given for platinum to 90

platinum-10 rhodium, platinum to 87 platinum-

13 rhodium, and Chromel-P-Alumel thermo-

couples are more or less standard and are the only

ones used in this country for these types of

thermocouples. The temperature-e.m.f. relation

of Chromel-P-Alumel thermocouples has been

fairly well controlled because these materials are

manufactured primarily with controlled thermo-

electric properties for thermocouples by only one

company.

The values for iron-constantan headed A were

determined at the National Bureau of Standards

a few years ago as being characteristic of the iron

and constantan generally available at that time.

The values for iron-constantan headed B have

been used by certain pyrometer manufacturers

for a number of years and presumably are

characteristic of the materials available at the

time the corresponding values were determined.

Owing to the differences in the thermoelectric

properties of different lots of iron and constantan,

materials must be selected and properly matched

in order to obtain a thermocouple which will

approximate a selected temperature-e.m.f. rela-

tion for this type of thermocouple.

Until recent years copper-constantan thermo-

couples were used primarily for accurate measure-

ments at temperatures below about 350°C, and

in such cases it is customary to calibrate each

thermocouple or lot of wire and use an instrument

calibrated in millivolts. However, in recent years,

there has been an increasing demand for direct

reading instruments for use with copper-con-

stantan thermocouples. There are large differ-

ences in the temperature-e.m.f. relations of

copper-constantan thermocouples and conse-

quently the materials must be selected in order to

obtain thermocouples which will yield any

specified temperature-e.m.f. relation. No diffi-

culty has been encountered in obtaining thermo-

couples which will give very closely the tempera-

ture-e.m.f. relation in Table II.

VIII. Instruments

Instruments used to measure the e.m.f. de-

veloped by thermocouples or to indicate the

Table II. Corresponding values of tmperature and e.m.f. for
various types of thermocouples.

o
1- >

o
H > o

Iron to

>
S

u »<i

.= S

«i ^§ Constantan z
0 <
^5O 3

7 z z S a a <

EMP. £ < 7
Pt- O S

^3
OPPE ONST

H CJ< MV MV ou
-200 -5.75 -8.27 -5.539
-100 -3.49 -4.82 -3.349

0 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
-1-100 0.643 0.646 +4.10 -1-5.40 -1-5.28 +4.276
200 1.436 1.464 8.13 10.99 10.78 9.285
300 2.315 2.394 12.21 16.56 16.30 14.859
400 3.250 3.398 16.39 22.07 21.82 20.865
500 4.219 4.454 20.64 27.58 27.39
600 5.222 5.561 24.90 33.27 33.16
700 6.260 6.720 29.14 39.30 39.19
800 7.330 7.927 33.31 45.72 45.48
900 8.434 9.177 37.36 52.29 51.82
1000 9.569 10.470 41.31 58.22 58.16
1100 10.736 11.811 45.14 64.50
1200 11.924 13.181 48.85
1300 13.120 14.562 52.41
1400 14.312 15.940 55.81
1500 15.498 17.316
1600 16.674 18.679
1700 17.841 20.032

1 Nat. Bur. Stand. J. Research 10. 275 (1933), R.P. 530.
2 Nat. Bur. Stand. J. Research 14, 239 (1935). R.P. 767.
3 Nat. Bur. Stand J. Research 20, 337 (1938), R.P. 1080.
< Catalogs. Leeds & Northrup Co. and Brown Instrument Co.
s Pyromelry, (Symposium pubUshed by Am. Inst. Mining Met.

Engrs. 1920). p. 165. Int. Crit. Tab. 1, 58 (1926). Nat. Bur. Stand. J.
Research 20, 337 (1938). R.P. 1080.
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temperature of the measuring junction of a

thermocouple may be divided into two general

classes: (1) Those operating upon the galvano-

metric principle such as ordinary millivoltmeters;

and (2) those operating upon the potentiometric

principle. At one time there was considerable

interest in a class of instruments which operate

upon a combination of the galvanometric and

potentiometric principles but at the present time

there appears to be no place or demand for such

instruments.

M ILLIVOLTMETERS

A millivoltmeter consists of a coil of wire

suspended between the poles of a permanent

magnet so that the coil is free to move. A pointer

is attached to the coil and moves over a scale

graduated in millivolts or in degrees. Leads from

the thermocouple are connected to the terminals

of the coil usually through a series resistance, and

the e.m.f. generated in the thermocouple circuit

sends a current through the coil, causing it to

deflect in the magnetic field. The magnitude of

the deflection depends upon the current through

the coil which in turn depends on the e.m.f.

generated by the thermocouple and the resistance

of the circuit.

The current / in the circuit is given by

I=E/{R,+R,),

where E is the resultant e.m.f. in the circuit, Rg
the resistance of the millivoltmeter, and Rx the

resistance of the thermocouple and leads. The
potential diff^erence, Eg, across the terminals of

the instrument is given by

Ro
-E.E<,=—

Rg+R.

Millivoltmeters are ordinarily calibrated to indi-

cate E correctly when connected to a thermo-

couple and leads of combined resistance Rx. Any
change then in either Rg or Rx causes a change in

the indications of the instrument. Inasmuch as

instruments are frequently used with more than

one thermocouple and inasmuch as Rx varies

with the temperature and the amount of the wire

heated, it is desirable to make Rg large compared
to Rx or at least to variations in Rx. However,

this cannot be accomplished in most instances

because the design of a millivoltmeter for any
particular service is a compromise between
sensitivity and ruggedness, which to a large

extent determines the resistance. Millivoltmeters
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Fig. 7. Diagram of a potentiometer circuit.

with a resistance of much over 600 ohms become

extremely delicate and cannot be used in many
locations. In order to obtain the ruggedness

required it is necessary in some instances to make
Rg as low as 12 or 15 ohms. This means that

variations in the resistance of the circuit have an

appreciable effect upon the indications of the

instrument. Owing to these inherent sources of

error, millivoltmeters are not very extensively

used at the present time.

Potentiometers

The fundamental principle of the potentiometer

may be seen by referring to Fig. 7. The current

from a service cell which may be a dry cell or a

storage cell, passes through the main circuit

composed of a series of fixed resistors and can be

adjusted by a variable rheostat. The relative

values of the fixed resistors and the magnitiide

of the current determine the range of the

instrument. By means of a switch either the

standard cell or the thermocouple can be con-

nected to the main circuit and its voltage

balanced, through a galvanometer, against an

equal voltage drop developed in a portion of the

main circuit. The potential drop across the

various fixed resistors is made to correspond to

definite and reproducible values of voltage by

adjusting the current to some standard value.

To standardize the battery current, the switch

S.C. is closed and the current adjusted until the

potential drop across the resistor LO is equal to

the e.m.f. of the standard cell. The e.m.f. of the
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thermocouple can then be determined by closing

the T.C. switch and moving the contact K until

the potential drop in the resistors in the main

circuit from 0 to X is equal to the e.m.f. of the

thermocouple. The potential drop from 0 to K
is read on some suitable scale. The resistors

included between 0 and M may be made up of

fixed coils, a slidewire, or a combination of the

two.

The galvanometer has no measuring function

but serves solely to indicate zero current in its

branch of the circuit. As there is no current

through the galvanometer and thermocouple

when a balance is obtained, the reading of the

potentiometer is independent of the resistance of

the thermocouple circuit. However, large changes

m this resistance affect the precision of balancing

because as the resistance is increased the sensi-

tivity of response of the galvanometer is de-

creased and the greater is the change in e.m.f.

required to produce a perceptible deflection of

the galvanometer. It is therefore advisable to

keep the resistance of the thermocouple and leads

within reasonable limits as determined by the

characteristics of the galvanometer.

There are several important advantages in the

potentiometer method. The scale is easily made
ver>' open, thus permitting precise readings if a

suitable galvanometer is used. The accuracy of

the potentiometer is in no way dependent upon

the constancy of magnets, springs, or jewel

bearings, nor upon the level of the instrument.

Insofar as temperature measurements with

thermocouples are concerned, the greatest ad-

vantages are the accuracy and the complete

elimination of any error due to ordinary^ changes

in the resistance of the thermocouple and leads.

The objections to the potentiometer are its higher

initial cost and the fact that, except for automatic

instruments, a manual adjustment must be made
to obtain a reading. In the recording and con-

trolling potentiometer equipment, however, all

the various manipulations may be performed

automatically even to the standardizing of the

battery- current.

Potentiometers are used for practically all

laboratory work where the highest accuracy is

required. At the present time the large part of

the instruments in industrial use operate upon
the potentiometric principle.

The scales of millivoltmeters or potentiometers

may be calibrated either in millivolts or in

degrees of temperature for a particular type of

thermocouple. Either type of instrument can be

made automatically recording and can be

equipped with devices for automatically con-

trolling the temperature of a process or furnace.

Inasmuch as the e.m.f. developed by a

thermocouple depends upon the temperature of

the reference junctions as well as upon the

temperature of the measuring junction, correc-

tions must be made for -changes in the reference

junction temperature unless they are auto-

matically taken care of by the instrument. If

properly calibrated, an ordinary millivoltmeter

will indicate the temperature of the measuring

junction, when the pointer of the indicator is set

to read the reference junction temperature on

open circuit. If the reference junction tempera-

ture is well controlled, this adjustment may be

made conveniently by hand. However, if this

junction is subject to frequent temperature

changes it is advisable to locate the reference

junctions at the- instrument and use an instru-

ment which automatically changes the indication

to compensate for changes in the reference

junction temperature. In the case of millivolt-

meters this is accomplished automatically by
attaching a properly adjusted bimetallic spring

to the control spring of the moving coil. If an

instrument is equipped with an automatic refer-

ence junction compensator for one type of

thermocouple, it should not be used with other

types of thermocouples nor should it be used in

any case unless the reference junctions are located

at the instrument.

Potentiometers for industrial use are usually

provided with either a hand-operated or an

automatic reference junction compensator. A
hand-operated compensator is an adjustable

resistor, having a scale graduated in millivolts,

which the operator sets to correspond with the

observ^ed reference-junction temperature. This

operation is equivalent to moving the fixed end of

the thermocouple circuit (point 0 Fig. 7) to a

point corresponding with reference-junction tem-

perature. For use with any one type of thermo-

couple the compensator may include a nickel coil

which varies in resistance as the temperature

changes and thus compensates automatically for
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changes in the reference-junction temperature.

An instrument so equipped is usually calibrated

directly in degrees of temperature. Although it is

usually at the instrument, an automatic com-

pensator can be located wherever desired. Lead

wires from thermocouple to the compensator

location in any case must have the same thermo-

electric characteristics as the thermocouple wires.

Instruments calibrated in millivolts are gener-

ally used

:

(1) When very accurate temperature measure-

ments are to be made with individually

calibrated thermocouples.

(2) When used with various types of thermo-

couples.

Instruments are generally calibrated in degrees

of temperature:

(1) When used in industrial plants with only one

type of thermocouple.

(2) When the inconvenience of converting milli-

volt values to temperature is considered

more important than the errors introduced

by the lack of reproducibility of thermo-

couples of any one type.

Instruments are ordinarily equipped with

manually operated reference junction compen-

sators:

(1) When used with various types of thermo-

couples.

(2) When the reference junctions are not located

at the instrument.

Instruments are ordinarily equipped with auto-

matic reference junction compensators:

(1) When the reference junctions are located at

the instrument and subject to considerable

variations in temperature.

(2) When the inconvenience of making manual

adjustments or arithmetical corrections is

considered more important than the

errors introduced by using automatic

compensators.

IX. Protection Tubes

One of the reasons why the materials listed in

Table I have come into common use for thermo-

couples is that they are reasonably stable thermo-

electrically when heated in a clean oxidizing

atmosphere. The standards of performance which

are generally accepted for the various combi-

nations of thermocouple materials are based upon

their performance in air. Although it has not

been shown that a reducing atmosphere, in

itself, necessarily contaminates or alters the

thermoelectric properties of thermocouple ma-

terials, it is nevertheless generally observed that

exposure of thermocouples to such atmospheres

is accompanied by contamination or changes in

the chemical composition which seriously alter

the thermoelectric properties. In order to obtain

the best performance of thermocouples, it ap-

pears necessary to maintain them in an atmos-

phere having essentially the same composition as

air. Consequently the selection of a proper

protection tube, which will protect the thermo-

couple from vapors, fumes, or furnace gases, is

sometimes as important as the selection of the

thermocouple materials.

Changes in thermoelectric characteristics result

from causes such as the following.

(1) Metals (solid, liquid, or vapor) coming

into contact with the thermocouple materials and

altering their chemical composition.

(2) Furnace gases and fumes coming into

contact with the thermocouple materials. Sul-

phur and sulphur compounds are particularly

deleterious.

(3) Materials normally stable in an oxidizing

atmosphere coming into contact with the thermo-

couples in a reducing atmosphere. One common
cause of contamination, which is serious in the

case of rare metal thermocouples, is the reduction

of silica (usually present in insulating and

ceramic protection tubes) to silicon which readily

combines with the thermocouple materials.

(4) Preferential oxidation and reduction of

base metal alloys exposed alternately to oxidizing

and reducing atmospheres. This results in a

gradual change in chemical composition, because

all the elements which comprise an alloy are not

oxidized and reduced at the same rates under all

conditions.

Many types of protection tubes are required in

order to meet all needs. In many cases, the

conditions under which thermocouples are used

are such that two tubes are required to provide

the desired protection. For instance, a primary
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tube of porcelain or fused silica may be placed

inside a secondary tube of metal, silicon carbide,

or fire clay. The primary tube of low volatility

is intended to provide imperviousness to gases at

high temperatures, and the secondary tube to

provide resistance to thermal and mechanical

shock and to corrosion.

In thus providing protection for the thermo-

couple, however, one should not lose sight of the

fact that a thermocouple can perform its function

only when the conditions of heat transfer are such

that the measuring junction attains or at least

approaches the temperature to be measured.

When a tube of large cross section or more than

one tube is used, particularly if the tubes have a

high thermal conductance, it should be carefully

considered whether the depth of immersion is

sufiicient to insure that the temperature of the

thermocouple junction is reasonably close to the

temperature to be measured. Short thick-walled

tubes may cool the junction so much that the

indications are comparatively worthless.

Platinum to platinum-rhodium thermocouples

are particularly susceptible to contamination and

should be protected by ceramic tubes which are

impervious to gases and vapors at all operating

temperatures. Metal protection tubes usually

provide sufificient protection for base metal

thermocouples. The oxide coatings on the thermo-

couple wires are fairly effective in protecting the

wires from contamination by metallic vapors.

Metal tubes which provide sufficient protection

in an oxidizing atmosphere may be entirely

unsatisfactory if large amounts of furnace gases

are present. In some installations it has been

found advisable to ventilate the interior of the

protection tube with a slow stream of air in order

to minimize the deleterious effects of furnace

gases.

The primary ceramic tubes which meet most
requirements of stability and imperviousness to

gases are: highly refractory porcelain, sometimes
called "Sillimanite" or "Mullite" for tempera-

tures up to about 1550°C (2800°F), fused silica

for temperatures up to about 1050°C (1900°F) in

an oxidizing atmosphere, and Pyrex glass for

temperatures up to about 600°C (1100°F).

The secondary or metal tube most suitable for

a particular application depends to a large extent

upon the type of corrosion encountered. Nickel-

chromium-iron tubes are particularly useful in

oxidizing atmospheres, chromium-iron tubes in

atmospheres containing sulphur, and nickel or

iron tubes in hot caustic and molten metal baths.

The temperature limits given in Table III for the

various types of tubes are those which will, in

general, result in a reasonably long life. The
tubes may be used at higher temperatures than

those given but higher operating temperatures

will result in a shorter life.

Fire clay, silicon-carbide, and graphite meet

certain requirements of secondary tubes at

temperatures above the useful limits of metal

tubes. Numerous other types of tubes have been

developed for specific purposes. Recommenda-
tions regarding tubes for any particular purpose

may be obtained from pyrometer manufacturers.

X. Calibration of Thermocouples

Various methods used for calibrating thermo-

couples and of testing thermocouple materials

and the precautions which must be observed in

order to attain various degrees of accuracy are

given in a separate paper, which is essentially the

same text as the paper entitled "Methods of

testing thermocouples and thermocouple ma-

terials" published originally in the Journal of

Research of the National Bureau of Standards}'^

The numerical values in the original text have

been brought into agreement with later published

data.

X/. Measurement of Temperatures

The measurement of the temperature of any

particular object or space is in many cases a

problem in itself, even after a suitable thermo-

couple has been selected and calibrated. The
methods employed in many instances are de-

scribed elsewhere in this symposium. However,

there are certain fundamentals that must be

observed in any case.

The temperature indicated by a thermocouple

is that of its measuring junction, but usually this

is of no interest in itself. The accuracy obtained

in measuring the temperature of any object or

space usually depends upon how closely the

junction of the thermocouple can be brought to

the same temperature as that of the object or

space, or to some temperature which is definitely

related to that of the object or space.
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Table III. Recommended maximum operating temperature

of metal protection tubes.

Recommended
Type of Tube Maximum Temperature

°C "F

Seamless steel 550 1000
Wrought iron 700 1300

Cast iron 700 1300
Calorized wrought iron 800 1500
14 percent chromium iron 800 1500

28 percent chromium iron HOG 2000
18 (Cr)-8 (Ni)-stainless steel 850 1600

32 Ni-20 Cr-48 Fe 1100 2000
62 Ni-13 Cr-25 Fe 1150 2100
Nickel 1100 2000

If under steady conditions there is a net

exchange of heat between the thermocouple junc-

tion and an object, then there is a difference in

temperature between the two. The magnitude of

this difference in temperature depends upon the

rate of heat transfer and the thermal resistance

between the junction and the object. The idea

then is to bring the thermocouple junction into

as good thermal contact as possible with the

object and to insulate the junction as well as

possible against the transfer of heat to or from

other objects or spaces. Greater precautions are

obviously necessary in accurate measurements

than in rough ones.

As an illustration, suppose we desire to measure

the temperature of a metal plate which is heated

from within by some means. The bare thermo-

couple junction is brought into contact with the

metal plate. The junction will receive some heat

from the plate by thermal conduction and

probably a smaller amount, by radiation and

convection. The junction will lose heat by con-

duction along the thermocouple wires, and by

convection, conduction, and radiation to the

surroundings. Obviously the junction will be at a

lower temperature than the plate. However, this

difference in temperature can be reduced by the

following.

(A) By improving the thermal contact. (1) By

flattening the junction to obtain a larger area of

contact or better still (2) by soldering, brazing,

or welding the junction to the plate.

(B) By reducing the heat loss from the junc-

tion. (1) By keeping the wires close to the plate

for some distance so as to reduce the temperature

gradient in the wires near the junction, and/or

(2) by raising the temperature of the space

immediately surrounding the junction (a) by
insulating the junction from that space or (b) by
utilizing an auxiliary source of heat as is done in

the compensated contact thermometer."'^"

The thermocouple junction may be at either a

higher or lower temperature than the object

depending upon the direction of the net heat

transfer. The use of thermocouple protection

tubes usually makes it more difficult to bring the

thermocouple junction to nearly the same temper-

ature as that of an object, because of the addi-

tional thermal resistance introduced between the

junction and object and the additional transfer of

heat along the protection tubes. For example, the

junction of a thermocouple may be brought

within a few hundredths of a degree of the

temperature of a liquid by immersing the bare

wires in the liquid for a distance of 5 to 10

diameters of the wire, whereas if a protection

tube is used with the thermocouple it will be

necessary to immerse the junction 5 to 10

diameters of the protection tube to obtain the

same degree of accuracy. In most applications,

the best that can be done is to bring the thermo-

couple junction and object as close together as

possible and immerse the thermocouple as far as

practicable in the heated medium.

In the measurement of certain temperatures,

particularly those of small objects and materials

of low thermal conductivity, consideration must

be given to the possibility that the temperature

to be measured may be altered by the introduc-

tion of the temperature measuring device.

In the measurement of temperatures varying

with time, heat capacity of thermocouples and

protecting tubes as well as thermal contacts are

involved. If the temperature is rising, the temper-

ature of the junction itself will at any instant be

lower than that of the surroundings. The reverse

will be true if the temperature is falling. This is

referred to as thermal lag. By appropriate aux-

iliary measurements, however, it is usually pos-

sible to determine the lag'^ under the particular

conditions of use, and apply corrections to the

thermocouple readings.

X//. Installations

The cost of pyrometer equipment is great

enough to warrant installing it, not only so that

the desired temperature can be measured with
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the required accuracy but also in such a manner

as to protect the equipment, as far as practicable,

from changes and deterioration. The installation

of simple pyrometer equipment for more or less

temporary service in an air-conditioned labora-

tory, far removed from the vibrations set up by

heavy equipment such as trip hammers, rolling

mills, etc., is a comparatively simple matter.

However, in the large installations required in

many industrial plants, every precaution should

be taken to protect the thermocouple, wiring, and

instruments from the various deleterious con-

ditions which may seriously affect their accuracy

and life.

1. General Precautions

The installation of extensive thermocouple

equipment requires the services of competent

electricians. Just as much attention, if not more,

should be given to the wiring, switches, switch-

boards, etc., as is given in the case of ordinary

power installations. Proper fixtures should be

used to mount the thermocouples in the furnaces.

Lead wires should have a weatherproof covering

and should be run in a metal conduit except

possibly for a short length of flexible cable at the

ends of the conduit. The conduit should be

grounded to prevent leakage from power instal-

lations or lighting circuits. All joints in the lead

wires should be soldered and taped. When indi-

cators or recorders of low resistance are employed,

it is of the greatest importance to have a well-

constructed electrical installation to insure a

constant line resistance. Since instruments of low

resistance are usually calibrated for a low line

resistance of definite value, special attention

must be given to contact resistances at switches.

Frequently switches rated at 100 amperes are

required, although the actual thermoelectric

current is only a few milliamperes. If the indi-

cator is of high resistance, or operates upon the

potentiometric principle, the factor of very low

line resistance is not of great importance, but the

wiring should be well installed, to avoid large

changes in the resistance. Stationary indicating

and recording instruments usually should be

mounted upon switchboards, with suitable se-

lective or commutating switches when several

thermocouples are to be used with one indicator.

When the junction between the thermocouple
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Fig. 8. Connections between several thermocouples and a
distant instrument.

and leads is exposed to severe conditions, rain,

etc., as in outside kilns, a weatherproof terminal

head should be used. This consists of an outside

casing which fits over both binding posts. The
cover may be tapped for conduit wiring or pro-

vided with a packing gland or stuffing box if a

length of flexible cable is used between the

thermocouple and the conduit.

The indicator or recorder should be con-

veniently located. If the instrument is desired

especially for the use of the operator of a furnace,

it should be placed where it is readily visible. It

should be mounted where vibration and excessive

dirt and dust will not injure delicate parts of the

mechanism. In almost all industrial installations

an outside protecting case is required to prevent

dust from filtering through the case of the indi-

cator. Special devices are employed to damp out

vibration when this is serious, as in the neighbor-

hood of a trip hammer or rolling mill. Frequently

the instruments are suspended on "vibration-

proof mountings."

2. Location of Thermocouples

The proper location of the thermocouple in a

furnace depends upon the particular process and

the use to which the furnace is put. The primary

consideration is to locate the measuring junction

so that it acquires the temperature which it is

desired to measure. This requires taking into

consideration the thermal lag and heat transfer

to and from the thermocouple junction. Both of

these factors are materially affected by protection

tubes. A secondary consideration, however, is to

locate the thermocouple where the lead wires

may be conveniently located. The space between
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the protecting tube and the furnace wall should

be plugged with refractory cement, so that hot

air cannot strike through the hole onto the

terminals of the thermocouple, nor cold air be

drawn in, thus cooling the measuring junction of

the thermocouple.

3. Common Return

The use of a common return wire for a multiple

installation is in general unsatisfactory. When
grounds or short circuits occur at any point

between the measuring junctions and the instru-

ment—for example, between the common return

and the other lead wire of one thermocouple—all

the thermocouples on the common return have,

in addition to their own e.m.f., an impressed

potential drop due to the current flowing in the

shorted thermocouple. This may cause a large

error in the reading of every thermocouple in the

system. With the common return, leakage from a

power installation afifects the readings of every

thermocouple connected to the return and a

leakage through a high resistance may alter the

readings of every thermocouple by the same
amount so that the presence of such leaks is not

always readily detected. It is also possible by
leakage from different thermocouples to the

ground to obtain very erratic and erroneous

readings when the common return is employed.

The insulation resistance of materials becomes
very low at high temperatures making it difficult

to insulate the various thermocouple wires from

one another and from the furnace parts, even

when individual returns are used. Base-metal

thermocouples are frequently constructed with

the measuring junction welded to the end of the

metal protecting tube in order to reduce thermal

lag. Even when the thermocouple is not welded

at this point, the measuring junction usually

touches the protecting tube and is in good

electrical contact with it. If a common return is

used when the thermocouples are mounted in

this way, any electrical connection or leakage

between the metal protecting tubes (through the

furnace structure, etc.) will produce serious

errors. However, if individual returns are used,

the metal protecting tubes need not be insulated

from one another. The troubles ordinarily en-

countered with common return installations are

sufficient to warrant the extra cost of the wire

required to install individual thermocouple
circuits.

4. Use of a Zone Box

Extension lead wires are rather costly and
should not be employed extravagantly. Also the

use of long lengths of extension leads increases

the line resistance, since the resistivity of the lead

materials is much higher than that of copper.

For an installation in which several thermo-

couples are connected through a selector switch

to an instrument located at some distance from a

furnace, a wiring scheme similar to that shown in

Fig. 8 may be very useful in saving extension lead

wire and consequently in reducing the cost and
resistance of the line. The common reference

junction "5" for each thermocouple can be

located at any conveniently controlled point or at

the instrument if the latter is equipped with an

automatic reference junction compensator by
running only one pair of extension leads from the

zone box to the controlled point or the instru-

ment. A zone box is a box or zone of uniform

temperature which need not be measured or

maintained constant. It should be pointed out

that although a common reference junction is

used for all the thermocouples, the system is not

subject to any of the objections which have been

raised against the use of a common return.

5. Thermocouples Purposely Insufficiently

Immersed

In many processes a furnace is operated at such

a high temperature that a thermocouple or pro-

tecting tube cannot withstand the severe con-

ditions inside the furnace. In this case the

thermocouple may be advantageously inserted

only part way through the furnace wall, or flush

with the inner wall of the furnace. The tempera-

tures indicated by thermocouples installed in this

manner are always lower than those of the

furnace interior, but they may bear a fairly

definite relationship to the temperature of the

furnace, and hence the method may be satis-

factory for temperature control and reproduction

of furnace conditions from day to day.

6. Measurement of Average Temperature

It is frequently desirable to measure "the

average temperature" of an object or a heated
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space by using thermocouples. No discussion of

what is meant by the average temperature of an

object or space or why anyone would be inter-

ested in measuring any such average will be given

here. The average temperature that can be

measured with thermocouples is only a mean of

the temperatures of the measuring junctions of a

number of thermocouples. This average may or

may not be a close approximation to the average

temperature which one desires to measure, de-

pending upon such factors as the temperature

distribution, the number and location of the

thermocouples, etc.

If the measuring junctions of a number of

thermocouples are placed in thermal contact with

an object or located in a heated space, the

average temperature of the junctions may be

obtained by any one of three methods: (1) by
reading the thermocouples individually and

averaging the readings; (2) by connecting them
in series and reading the total e.m.f. ; or (3) by
making all the thermocouples of equal resistance

and connecting them in parallel so that the

average e.m.f. is read directly. Although each of

these methods has certain practical advantages

over the others, they are all equivalent in that

one is no more accurate than the others and that

the same average temperature (that of the

junctions) is measured in each case. In the

following discussion, it will be assumed that the

temperature-e.m.f. relations of all the thermo-

couples used in any one case are identical and

that any correction or compensation required for

the reference junctions is properly cared for.

The important advantages of taking readings

of the individual thermocouples are that (1) one

obtains not only the average temperature but

also some idea of the temperature distribution,

(2) the thermocouple junctions may be placed in

contact with or welded to metal objects, thus

insuring good thermal contact, and (3) the failure

of any individual thermocouple is immediately

detected. The disadvantage is that several obser-

vations must be taken, requiring several instru-

ments if the observations are to be taken

simultaneously or considerable time during which

the temperatures may change if the observations

are to be taken with one instrument.

One may average the values of the e.m.f. of the

individual thermocouples and obtain the average

temperature from the' average e.m.f. or one may
average the temperature values obtained for each

thermocouple. The average values obtained in

these two different ways will not necessarily agree

exactly owing to the fact that the e.m.f. of a

thermocouple is not a linear function of the

temperature. If the temperature gradients in the

object or heated space are not very large (less

than about 50°C) the difference in the averages

obtained in the two different ways is usually

insignificant. If the temperature gradients in the

object or heated space are so large (several

hundreds of degrees) that there is an appreciable

difference in the average temperature obtained in

the two different ways, the average temperature

obtained by using thermocouples located at

several selected points probably has no exact

significance.

Because values of temperature may be ob-

tained with the individual thermocouples and

averaged with this method, it is not necessary to

use thermocouples with approximately the same

temperature-e.m.f. relation.

The important advantage of connecting the

thermocouples in series or in parallel is that only

one observation is required to obtain the average

e.m.f. of a number of thermocouples. However,

such a single observation yields no information

regarding the temperature distribution in the

object or space. Connecting the thermocouples

according to either method requires that the

thermocouple wires and measuring junctions be

electrically insulated from one another. This

makes it difficult under certain conditions to

bring the junctions in good thermal contact with

an electrically conducting medium.

The objections to connecting a number of

thermocouples in series are: (1) The e.m.f.

developed by the thermocouples in series may be

too great to be measured with the instruments

available; (2) A short circuit which might

materially reduce the e.m.f. of one of the thermo-

couples would not be detected by a single obser-

vation of the total e.m.f.

It can be shown by applying Kirchhoff's laws,

that the potential difference across the terminals

of a number of thermocouples of equal resistance

connected in parallel is the average of the e.m.f.'s

of the individual thermocouples. Inasmuch as the
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average e.m.f. is measured directly when the

thermocouples are connected in parallel, the

e.m.f. can be measured with any instrument that

is used for measuring the e.m.f. of a single

thermocouple.

It should be pointed out that the temperature

indicated when the two individual thermocouple

wires are attached to a metal object at two pwints

which may be designated P and Q (so that the

electric circuit is completed through the metal),

depends upon the thermoelectric power of the

metal with respect to the thermocouple wires and

is not necessarily the temperature of the metal at

any point between P and Q and consequently is

not the average temperature of the metal between

P and Q except in very special cases. If the metal

to which the thermocouple wires are attached is

thermoelectrically positive to one element of the

thermocouple and negative to the other, the

temperature measured will be somewhere be-

tween those of P and Q. The thermocouple will

indicate a temperature approximately midway
between those of P and Q only if the metal is

approximately midway between the two thermo-

couple wires thermoelectrically.

It is readily seen that if the wires of an iron-

constantan thermocouple are attached to a piece

of iron, the temperature measured will be that

where the constantan wire is attached and if they

are attached to a piece of constantan the temper-

ature measured will be that where the iron wire is

attached.

If the metal to which the thermocouple wires

are attached is thermoelectrically positive or

negative to both wires of the thermocouple, the

value of the temperature indicated will not be

between those of P and Q. For example, suppose

that the wires of a platinum to 90 platinum-10

rhodium thermocouple are attached to a piece of

constantan, and that the temperature of the

point where the platinum wire is attached is

700°C and that where the platinum-rhodium is

attached is 750°C. Let the reference junctions of

the thermocouple be at 0°C. The circuit is

equivalent to a 90 platinum-10 rhodium to

constantan thermocouple with its junctions at

750° and 0°C in series with a constantan to

platinum thermocouple with its junctions at 700°

and 0°C. The resultant e.m.f. developed in the

circuit will be approximately 9.14 mv which

corresponds to 962°C for the platinum to 90

platinum-10 rhodium thermocouple.

XIII. Conclusion

In conclusion the author would like to empha-

size that the success attained in the measurement

of temperatures with thermocouples depends

primarily upon the ability of the observer to

bring the junctions of the thermocouples to the

desired temperatures and upon the stability of

the thermocouple materials. The reader's atten-

tion is directed to a number of papers in this

symposium which deal with (1) the measurement

of temperatures in particular cases, (2) the

stability of thermocouples, and (3) the instru-

ments available for use with thermocouples in

the measuring, recording, and controlling of

temperatures.
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Methods of Testing Thermocouples and Thermocouple Materials

Wm. F. Roeser and S. T. Lonberger •

Various methods used for testing thermocouples and thermocouple materials and the

precautions that must be observed in order to attain various degrees of accuracy are described.

In particular, the methods that have been developed and used at the National Bureau of

Standards are outlined in detail, and some guidance is given to the reader in the selection of

the method best adapted to a given set of conditions.

Consideration is given primarily to the calibration of platinum versus platinum-rhodium,

copper-constantan, Chromel-Alumel, and iron-constantan thermocouples.

1. Introduction

Methods of testing thermocouples and thermo-
couple materials have been developed to supply
the need of those industries to which the measure-
ment and control of temperature are essential.

The recognition by the various industries in this

country that the measurement and control of
temperature are essential to a uniformly high
quality of product has led, in recent years, to a

tremendous increase in the use of temperature-
measuring equipment. Where the higher tem-
peratures are involved, by far the greater portion
of such measurements is made with thermo-
couples, and therefore these devices must be
regarded as one of the important tools of modem
industry.

The users of thermoelectric pyrometers have
been demanding ever-increasing accuracy in these
instruments. Thermocouple materials are being
bought on closer specifications, and the pyrometer
manufacturers have been setting up smaller
tolerances in the inspection and calibration of their

product, with the result that practically all pyro-
metric equipment now being sold is of very high
quality. Reliable methods of testing thermo-
couples and thermocouple materials are required
to realize the degree of accuracy now demanded.
The purpose of this Circular is to describe the
more important of these methods and to point
out certain precautions that must be observed to
secure reliable results. The essential features of
many of these methods and much of the apparatus
described here have been devised and described in

whole or in part by various writers, but references

to their papers will be made only when it is felt

that a more detailed description than is given here
will be helpful to the reader.

Combinations of metals and alloys extensively

used in thermocouples for the measurement of

temperatures in this country are listed in table 1,

together with the temperature ranges in which
they are generally used and the maximum tem-
peratures at which they can be used for short
periods. The period of usefulness at high tem-
peratures depends largely upon the temperature
and the diameter of the wires. The methods de-

scribed in this Circular were devised primarily for

calibrating thermocouples in the usuall temperature
ranges, but unless otherwise indicated they may be
used up to the maximum temperatures at which
the various types of thermocouples can be used.

Table 1. Types of thermocouples and temperature ranges
in which they are used

Type of thermo-
couple

Usual temperature ranges Maximum
temperatures

Platinum versus
platinum-rho-
dium

° C
0 to 1, 450

-190 to -1-1, 100
-190 to -1-760

-190 to 4-300

o F
32 to 2, 650

-310 to +2, 000
-310 to -l-l, 400

-310 to -1-570

> C
1,700
1,350
1,000

600

' F
3,100
2,450
1,800

1, 100

Chromel-Alumel..
Iron-constantan. ..

Copper - con-
stantan

2. General Considerations

2.1. Temperature Scale

The object in the calibration of any thermo-
couple is to determine an emf-temperature rela-

tionship in which the temperature is expressed on

> Now with American Machine <Se Foundry Co., Alexandria, Va.

a definite and reproducible scale. The Interna-
tional Temperature Scale, adopted in 1927 [1] ^ by
31 nations and revised in 1948 [2], is now in prac-
tically universal use. The methods of realizing
this scale are described in detail in the references

> Figures In brackets Indicate the literature references at the end of this
Circular.

I
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Table 2. Instruments, calibration points, and interpolation equations of the International Temperature Scale of 1948

Temf)erature ranges Instruments Calibration points (values for pressure of 1

standard atmosphere)

Fixed point ° C ° F
Boiling point of oxy- -182. 970 -297. 346

gen.
Ice poinf" 0 32
Boiling point of water- 100 212
Boiling point of sulfur 444.600 832.280
Ice point >> 0 32
Boiling point of water 100 212
Boiling point of sulfur 444.600 832.280
Freezing point of anti- "630.5 » 1, 166.9
mony.

Freezing point of sil- 960.8 1, 761.

4

ver.
Freezing point of gold. 1,063.0 1, 945.

4

Freezing point of gold. 1, 063.0 1, 945.

4

Interpolation equations '

"> C

-182.970 to 0.

0 to 630.5

630.5 to 1,063.0-

1,063.0 and above.

-297.346 to 32-

32 to 1,166.9-

1,166.9 to 1,945.4-.

1,945.4 and above.

Platinum resistance
thermometer.

Platinum resistance
thermometer.

Platinum versus platl-

num-lO-percent-rho-
dlum thermocouple.

Optical pyrometer. -

R.

=

R(,ll+At+Bt2+ C(t- 100) P].

R,=Itii(.l+At+BP).

E=a+bt+ct'.

J, _c*((*.+ro)_i

«X(i+ro)_i

• Ri is the resistance at fC, Ro, the resistance at 0°C; A and B are constants
determined by calibration at the boUlng points of water and sulfur, and C Is

an additional constant determined by calibration at the boiling point of

oxygen. E is-the emf at t°C, and a, b, and c are constants. Ji and JKa are
the radiant energies per unit wavelength interval at wavelength, X, emitted
per unit time by unit area of a black body at the temperature, t, and at the
gold point, ihii, respectively, cj is 1.438 cm degrees, To is the temperature of

the ice point in degrees K. X, is a wavelength of the visible spectrum, and
e Is the base of Naperlan logarithms.

•> It Is recommended that for work of the highest precision, the zero point
be realized by means of the triple point of water, a point to which the temper-
ature -t-O.OlOO" C has been assigned.

• The freezing temperature of the antimony used in determining these
constants shall be determined with a standard resistance thermometer, and
shall be not lower than 630.3° C. Alternatively, the thermocouple may be
calibrated by direct comparison with a standard resistance thermometer In
a bath at any uniform temperature between 630.3° and 630.7° C.

cited. The instruments, calibration points, and
interpolation equations to be used in the various

ranges of the scale are summarized in table 2.

Methods of improving the International Tem-
perature Scale are subjects of continuous study in

many laboratories. Although such studies may
result in minor changes in the values assigned to

fixed points or in the substitution of one fixed point
for another, they will not alter, in general, the
methods of calibrating thermocouples.

2.2. General Methods

In order to calibrate thermocouples to yield

temperatures on the International Temperature
Scale, it is apparent from the definition that they
must be so calibrated that their indications agree
with those of the standard platinum-resistance
thermometer in the range —182.970° to 630.5° C,
the standard platinum versus platinum-lO-percent-
rhodium thermocouple in the range 630.5° to

1,063.0° C, and the optical pyrometer above
1,063.0° C. The most direct procedure would
therefore be to compare the thermocouples
directly with these primary instruments in the
appropriate temperature ranges. However, to

follow such a procedure in the calibration of every
thermocouple requires more time and apparatus
than is justifiable or necessary because, in most
cases, other methods are available which yield

results sufficiently accurate. For example, a

thermocouple may be compared indirectly with
any of the primary instruments by determining its

emf at a number of fixed points, either those which
are used in defining the scale or others, the values

for which have been determined with the primary
instruments. If a few laboratories maintain the
apparatus necessary to calibrate thermocouples

as working standards to yield temperatures on the
International Temperature Scale, these standards
may be used subsequently to calibrate other
thermocouples. This procedure is used far more
than any other because the comparison of the
indications of two thermocouples is usually
simpler than the comparison of two different types
of instruments.
The temperature-emf relationship of a homo-

geneous ' thermocouple is a definite physical
property and, therefore, does not depend upon
the details of the apparatus or method employed
in determining this relation. Consequently, there
are innumerable methods of calibrating thermo-
couples, the choice of which depends upon the
type of thermocouple, temperature range, accu-
racy required, size of wires, apparatus available,

and personal preference.

Thermocouple calibrations are required with
various degrees of accuracy, ranging from 0.1° to
5° or 10° C. For an accuracy of 0.1° C, agree-

ment with the International Temperature Scale
and methods of interpolating between the cali-

bration points become problems of prime impor-
tance, but for an accuracy of about 10° C, com-
paratively simple methods of calibration will

usually suffice. The most accurate calibrations

in the range —190° to 300° C are made by com-
paring the thermocouples directly with a standard
platinum resistance thermometer in a stirred

liquid bath. In the range 300° to 630.5° C (and
below if a platinum resistance thermometer or

stirred liquid bath is not available) thermocouples
are most accurately calibrated at the freezing or
boiling points of pure substances. Between
630.5° and 1,063.0° C, the platinum versus

• A homogeneous thermocouple Is one In which each element Is homo-
geneous, in both chemical composition and physical condition, throughout
Its length.
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platinum-lO-percent-rhodium thermocouple cali-

brated at the freezing points of gold, silver, and
antimony serves to define the International
Temperature Scale, and other types of thermo-
couples are most accurately calibrated in this

range by direct comparison with the standard
thermocouple calibrated as specified. Other plati-

num, versus platinum-rhodium thermocouples
may be calibrated just as accurately at the fixed

points as the platinum versus platinum-lO-percent-
rhodium thermocouple, but interpolated values at
intermediate points may depart slightly from the
International Temperature Scale. Above 1 ,063.0°

C, the most basic calibrations are made by observ-
ing the emf when one junction of the thermocouple
is in a black-body furnace, the temperature of
which is measured with an optical pyrometer.
However, the difficulties encountered in bringing
a black-body furnace to a uniform temperature
make the direct comparison of these two types of

instruments by no means a simple matter. Other
methods of calibrating a thermocouple above
1,063.0° C are given under melting points and
under methods of interpolation.

Although the platinum versus platinum-10-
percent-rhodium thermocouple serves to define
the scale only in the range 630.5° to 1,063.0° C,
this type of thermocouple calibrated at fixed

points is used extensively both above and below
this range as a working standard in the calibration
of other thermocouples. For most industrial pur-
poses, a calibration accurate to 2° or 3° C in the
range room temperatm-e to 1,200° C is sufficient.

Other thermocouptes can be calibrated by com-
parison with such working standards almost as
acciirately as the calibration of the standard is

known. However, it might be pointed out that
outside the range 630.5° to 1,063.0° C any type
of thermocouple suitable for the purpose, and
calibrated to agree with the resistance thermom-
eter or optical pyrometer in their respective
ranges, has as much claim to yielding tempera-
tures on the International Temperature Scale as
the platinum versus platinum-lO-percent-rhodium
thermocouple. In fact, at the lower tempera-
tm-es, certain types of base-metal thermocouples
are definitely better adapted for precise
measurements.

The calibration of thermocouples then may be
divided into two general classes, depending upon
the method of determining the temperature of
the measuring junction, (1) calibration at fixed

points and (2) calibration by comparison with
standard instruments, such as thermocouples,
resistance thermometers, etc.

In order to obtain the high accuracies referred
to above and usually associated with calibrations
at fixed points, it is necessary to follow certain
prescribed methods and to take the special pre-
cautions described in detail in the following sec-
tions, but for an accuracy of about 5° C the more
elaborate apparatus to be described need not be
employed.

2.3. Homogeneity

The magnitude of the emf developed by a
thermocouple depends upon the temperatures of

the measuring and reference junctions and the
composition of the wires in the region of tempera-:

ture gradients. The emf developed by an in-

homogeneous thermocouple is characteristic of

the temperature of the measuring junction only
when the region of inhomogeneity is not in a
region of temperature gradients. Therefore, in

order to obtain a high degree of accm-acy with
a thermocouple, the homogeneity of the wires
must be established.

Thermocouple wire now being produced by the
manufacturers in this country is sufficiently ho-
mogeneous in chemical composition for most
purposes. Occasionally, inhomogeneity in a ther-

mocouple may be traced to the manufacturer,
but such cases are rare. More often it is intro-

duced in the wires during tests or use. It usually

is not necessary, therefore, to examine new ther-

mocouples for inhomogeneity, but thermocouples
that have been used for some time should be so

examined before an accurate caUbration is

attempted.
Although rather simple methods are available

for detecting thermoelectric inhomogeneity, no
satisfactory method has been devised for quan-
titatively determining it or the resulting errors in

the measurement of temperatures. Tests for in-

homogeneity must be so designed that the method
of testing does not of itself introduce inhomogenei-
ties into the wire being tested. Abrupt changes
in the thermoelectric power may be detected by
connecting the two ends of the wire to a sensitive

galvanometer and slowly moving a sharp temper-
ature gradient, such as that produced by a piece

of solid carbon dioxide, a Bunsen biu-ner, or small
electric furnace, along the wire. This method is

not satisfactory for detecting gradual changes in

the thermoelectric power along the length of the
wire. Inhomogeneity of this nature may be de-

tected by doubling the wire and inserting it to

various depths in a uniformly heated fm-nace,

the two ends of the wire being connected to a
galvanometer as before. If, for example, the
doubled end of the wire is immersed 25 cm in a
furnace with a sharp temperature gradient so

that two points on the wire 50 cm apart are in

the temperature gradient, the emf determined
with the galvanometer is a measure of the differ-

ence in the thermoelectric properties of the wire
at these two points.

After reasonable homogeneity of one sample of

wire has been established, it may be used in testing

the homogeneity of similar wires by welding the
two together and inserting the junction into a
heated furnace. The resulting emf at various
depths of immersion may be measured by any
convenient method. Other similar methods have
been described for detecting inhomogeneity [3].

Tests such as those described above will indicate
the uncertainty in temperature measurements
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due to inhomogeneity in the wires. For example,
if a difference in em.f of 10 microvolts (abbreviated
hereafter /xv) is detected along either element of a
latinum. versus platinum-rhodium thermocouple

y heating various parts of the wire to 600° C,
measurements made with it are subject to an
uncertainty of the order of 1° at QO^ C or of 2°

at 1,200° C. Similarly, if an emf of 10 nv is

detected along an element of a base-metal thermo-
couple with a source of heat at 100° C, measure-
ments made with it are subject to an uncer-
tainty of the order of 0.2° C at this temperature.
The effects of inhomogeneity in both wires may
be either additive or subtractive, and, as the emf
developed along an inhomogeneous wire depends
upon the temperatiu-e distribution, it is evident
that corrections for inhomogeneity are impracti-
cable if not impossible.

2.4. Annealing

Practically all base-metal thermocouple wire
produced in this country is annealed or given a
"stabilizing heat treatment" by the manufacturer.
Such treatment is generally considered sufficient,

and seldom is it found advisable to further anneal
the wire before testing.

Although the new platinum and platinum-
rhodium thermocouple wires as sold by some
manufactiu-ers are already annealed, it has be-
come regular practice in many laboratories to
anneal or "stabilize" all platinum versus platinum-
rhodium thermocouples, whether new or previously
used, before attempting an accurate calibration.

This is usually accomplished by beating the wire
electrically in air. The entire length of wire is

supported between two binding posts, which
should be close together so that the tension in the
wires and stretching while hot are kept at a
minimima. The temperature of the wire is most
conveniently determined with an optical pyrom-
eter.* It is necessary, however, to add a cor-

rection to the observed apparent temperature to

obtain the true temperature, which is always the
higher. The correction (based on an emissivity
of 0.33) amounts to 130° and 145° C, respectively,

for apparent temperatures of 1,270° and 1,355° C.
There is som.e question as to the optimvma tem-

perature or length of time at which such thermo-
couples should be annealed to produce the most
constant characteristics in later use [4]. As a
matter of fact, there is some question as to whether
annealing for more than a few minutes is harmful
or beneficial. Most of the mechanical strains

are relieved during the first few minutes of heating
at 1,400° to 1,500° C, but it has been claimed that
the changes in the thermal emf of a thermocouple
in later use will be smaller if the wires are heated
for several hoiirs before calibration and use. The

* The ordinary portable type ol optical pyrometer Is very satisfactory for
this purpose. As commonly used, the magnification Is too low for sighting
upon an object as small as the wires of rare-metal thermocouples, but this is

easily remedied by inserting an additional piece of telescoping tubing so that
the objective lens of the pyrometer is about twice as far from the pyrometer
lamp as It is when sighting upon distant objects, or by using an objective lens
of higher magnification.

principal objection to annealing thermocouples for
a long time at high temperatures, aside from the
changes in emf taking place, is that the wires are
weakened mechanically as a result of crystal
growth. For a number of years prior to 1935, the
practice at the National Bureau of Standards was
to anneal all platinum versus platinum-rhodium
thermocouples electrically in air for 6 hr at
1,500° C before calibration. The emf of a num-
ber of new thermocouples was determined both
after annealing for 5 min and for 6 hr at 1,500°
C, and in no case did the change in emf correspond
to as much as 2° C at 1,200° C. After 6 hr of
heating, the wires, particularly the platinum
element, become much softer. It has been found,
however, that annealing at temperatures much
above 1,500° C produces rapid changes in the
emf and leaves the wire very weak mechanically.
The National Bureau of Standards, on January 2,

1935, adopted the procedure of annealing all

platinum versus platinum-rhodium thermocouples
for 1 hr at 1,450° C.

It has not been demonstrated conclusively that
platinum versus platinum-rhodium thermocouples
after contamination can be materially improved
in homogeneity by prolonged heating in air,

although it is logical to suppose that certain im-
purities can be driven off or, through oxidation,
rendered less detrimental.

2.5. Instruments

One of the factors in the accuracy of the cali-

bration of a thermocouple is the accuracy of the
instrument used to measure the emf. Fortu-
nately, in most instances, an instrument is avail-

able whose performance is such that the accuracy
of the calibration need not be limited by the
accuracy of the emf measurements. For work of
the highest accuracy, it is advisable to use a
Eotentiometer of the type designed by Diessel-
orst [5], White [6], Wenner [7], or Bonn,* in- which

there are no slide wires and in which aU the settings

are made by means of dial switches. However,
for most work, in which an accuracy of a few micro-
volts will suffice, slide-wire potentiometers of the
laboratory type are sufficiently accurate. Port-
able potentiometers accurate within about 50 /xv

and capable of being read to about 5 nv are also

available. Aside from the greater sensitivity

obtained, an important advantage of using a
potentiometer is the fact that the reading obtained
is independent of the resistance of the thermo-
couple.

Indicators of the galvanometric type are seldom
used in making calibrations. Galvanometer indi-

cators should be graduated for a specified external

resistance of thermocouple and extension wires,

and the resistance of the indicator itself should be
high in order to reduce the effects of changes in

the resistance of the thermocouple and leads. A
discussion of these factors is given in NBS Techno-
logic Paper T170 (1921).

' Designed by N. E. Bonn, of the Rubicon Co.
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3. Calibration at Fixed Points

One of the important applications of the method
of calibrating thermocouples at fixed points is

found in the calibration of platinum versus
platinum-lO-percent-rhodium thermocouples, to

realize the International Temperature Scale in the

range 630.5° to 1063.0° C. From such a calibra-

tion, together with methods of extrapolation de-

scribed later, the temperature-emf relationship of

this type of thermocouple may be determined with
an accuracy of about 2° C at 1,450° C. Calibra-

tion at a few other selected points below 630.5° C
will yield a working standard that is accurate to a
few tenths of a degree in the range 0° to 1,100° C.

Fixed points are also conveniently used with

various degrees of accuracy ranging from 0.1° to
5° C in the calibration and checking of various

types of thermocouples in the range — 190° C to the

melting point of platinum (1,769° C). The fixed

points for which values have been assigned or

determined accurately and at which it has been
found convenient to calibrate thermocouples are

given in table 3. The values in the table apply

for a pressure of 1 standard atmosphere (760 mm
of Hg) and the variations of the boiling tempera-
tures with pressure are given in the last column.

Table 3. Fixed points available for calibrating thermocouples

Thermometric fixed point
Values on the International Temperature

Scale of 1948
Temperature of equUlbrim (ip) In degrees C as a function of the
pressure (p) between 680 and 780 mm of mercury, po is stand-
ard atmospheric pressure.

Assigned
(primary points)

Boiling point of oiygen.

Sublimation point of carbon di-

oxide.

Freezing point of mercury
Ice point
Triple point of water

Boiling point of water

Triple point of benzoic acid

BoUlng point of naphthalene

Freezing point oyin»

BoUing point of benzophenone..

Freezing point of cadmium
Freezing point of lead*
Freezing point of zinc* -

Boiling point of sulfur

Freezing point of antimony

"C
-182.970

0

100

Freezing point of aluminum*
Freezing point of silver
Freezing point of gold
Freezing point of copper*
Freezing point of palladium

Freezing point of platinum

444.600

960.8
1063.0

"F
-297.346

32

212

832.280

1761.

4

1945.4

Determined
(secondary points)

-78.5

-38.87

'+o.'oioo

122.36

218.0

231.9

305.9

320.9
327.3
419.5

630.5

660.1

1083
1552

1769

-109.3

-37. 97

"li'oiso

252. 25

424.4

449.4

582.6

609.6
621.1
787.1

1166.9

1220.2

«,= -182.970-1-9.530 ^^-l) -3.72^—1^-1-2.2

«,= -78.5-(-12.12 (J-l)-6.4 (J-l)'

t,=100-^28.012( g-l) -11-64 (l^^-l) +7.1 (J-l)'

i,=218.0+44.4 (f-l)-19 (f-l)'

'-305.9+48.8 (^-1) -21 (g-l)'

<,=444.600+69.010 (|^-l) -27.48 (~iy+19.14(^-iy

1981
2826

3216

* The values given to this table for these materials are the values stated to the International Temperature Scale of 1948. Standard Samples of these
materials are procurable from the National Bureau of Standards with certificates giving the freezing point of the particular lot of metaL

In selecting the points at which to calibrate a
thermocouple, one sometimes has a choice between
a boiling or a freezing point * as, for example,
between the boiling point of sulfur (444.600° C) and
the freezing point of zinc (419.5° C) ; between the
boiling point of naphthalene (218.0° C) and the
freezing point of tin (231 .9° C) ; or between the boil-

• In this Circular, "boiling point" Is used for the temperature of equilibrium
between the liquid and vapor phases, although the potat is usually realized
experimentally by hnmerstog the thermocouple to the condensing vapor.
"Freezing point" is used for the temperature of equilibrium between the solid
and liquid phases when the point is realized experimentally by immerstog
the thermocouple to the freeztog material, and "melttag point" is used for
the same point when it Is realized experimentally by determining the emf
of a thermocouple while the material Is melting. When conditions permit a
choice, freezing potats are preferable to melttog potots of metals because the
molten metal can be brought to a uniform temperatiore just prior to freezing
by stirring more easily than the solid can be brought to a uniform temperature
just prior to meltis«, a condition that must be met to obtain accurate results.

ing point of benzophenone (305.9° C) and the freez-

ing point of cadmium (320.9° C) or lead (327.3° C).
In determining the emf of a thermocouple at a
freezing point, the time in which observations
may be taken is limited to the period of freezing,

after which the material must be melted again
before taking further observations. In the case
of boiling points, there is no such limit in time
since the material can be boiled continuously.
In addition, there is sometimes a question as to

the beginning and end of the interval of constant-
temperature characteristic of freezing. On the
other hand, it is not necessary to observe the
pressure during freezing and, in general, simpler
apparatus and less skill are required to obtain a
given accuracy with freezing points.
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3.1. Freezing Points

The emf developed by a homogeneous thermo-
couple at the freezing point of a metal is constant
and reproducible if all of the following conditions
are fulfilled: (1) The thermocouple is protected
from contamination, (2) the thermocouple is

immersed in the freezing-point sample sufficiently

far to eliminate heating or cooling of the junction
by heat flow along the wireis and protection tube,

(3) the reference junctions are maintained at a

constant and reproducible temperature, (4) the
freezing-point sample is pure, and (5) the metal is

maintained at essentially a uniform temperature
during freezing. The methods of obtaining these
conditions are subject to a choice. However, the
essential features of the methods employed at the
National Bureau of Standards are described here.

a. Protection Tubes

Closed-end porcelain or Pyrex-glass tubes are
generally used to protect thermocouples from
contamination, which usually resvdts from the
thermocouple wires coming in. contact with other
metals or metallic vapors or from the action of
reducing gases at high temperatures. In the
latter case, the sihca of the insulating or protecting
tube is reduced to silicon, which alloys with the
thermocouple wires [8]. For temperatures above
500° C, the wires should be insidated by porcelain
tubing and protected from contamination by a
glazed porcelain tube. It is advisable to heat
these tubes before use, to about 1,200° C in an
oxidizing atmosphere to bum out any carbona-
ceous material that may have collected in them
during storage and shipping. Protection tubes
5-mm inside diameter, 7-mxn outside diameter,
and 50 cm long are convenient for platinum versus
platinum-rhodium thermocouples insulated by
two-hole insulating tubes 50 cm long and 4 mm in

diameter with 1-mm holes. For temperatures
below 500° C, Pyrex tubes are very satisfactory

for both protecting and insulating the wires.

b. Depth of Immersion

The depth of the immersion necessary to avoid
heating or cooling of the junction by heat flow
along the thermocouple wires and protection tube
depends upon the material and size of the wires,

the dimensions 6f the insulating and protecting
tubes, and the difference between the temperature
of the freezing-point sample and that of the
fiimace and atmosphere immediately above it.

The safest method of determining whether the
depth of immersion is suflBcient is by trial. It

should be such that during the period of freezing
the thermocouple can be lowered or raised at

least 1 cm from its normal position without
altering the indicated emf by as much as the
allowable uncertainty in the calibration. Fof
platinum versus platinum-rhodium thermocouples
m the protection tube described above, a depth of

10 cm, which is greater than necessary, is used at
the National Bureau of Standards.

c. Reference-Junction Temperature Control

The temperature of the reference junctions is

most easily controlled at a known temperature by
placing them in an ice bath. A wide-mouthed
Dewar flask filled with shaved ice saturated with
water is very satisfactory. Electrical cormection
between a thermocouple wire and a copper lead
wire is easily made by inserting them into a small
glass tube containing a few drops of mercury.
The glass tubes are then inserted into the ice

bath to a depth of about 10 cm. The extension
wires must be insulated from the thermocouple
wires, except where they make contact through
the mercury. It is preferable that the insulation
on the wires extends below the level of the mercury.
The glass tubes should be kept clean and dry in-

side. Moisture is likely to condense in the tube
from the atmosphere but should not be allowed
to accumulate. A little moisture and dirt at
the bottom of the tube will form a galvanic cell,

which may vitiate the readings. A later section
deals with reference-junction temperatures in

general.

d. Purity of Freezing-Point Samples

The temperature at which a metal freezes de-
pends upon the amount and kind of impurities
present. The values in table 3 apply for metals,
the purity of which is of the order of 99.99 per-
cent. The freezing temperature of silver, gold,

or copper may be lowered by as much as 0.1° C
and that of antimony, aluminum, zinc, lead,

cadmium, tin, or mercury by as much as 0.05°

C by 0.01 percent of impurities. The purity of

the Standard-Sample freezing-point materials
issued by the National Bureau of Standards is

not of great importance, as a certificate is issued

with each sample giving the freezing temperature
determined on that particular lot of metal. How-
ever, the purest metals available are selected for

these Standard Samples because a high degree
of purity is necessary in order that the metal may
give a flat freezing curve.

e. Crucibles

Of the crucible materials ordinarily used, highly

purified graphite has the greatest utUity and is

used almost exclusively at NBS for this work.
It can be machined into any desired shape, and
can be used in contact with any of the freezing-

point materials in table 3 except palladium and
platinum without detectable contamination of

the metals. At high temperatures, the gases

formed from its oxidation provide the reducing
atmosphere usuaUy necessary for the protection

of the freezing-point metal. Copper and copper
oxide form a eutectic which melts about 20° C
lower than pure copper, and it is possible for mol-
ten sUver to absorb enough oxygen from the air

to lower its freezing point as much as 10° C [9].

Therefore, copper and sUver must be protected

from oxygen, and it is advisable also to protect

aluminum and antimony from oxygen. This is
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(lone by using graphite crucibles with covers of

the same material, and as an added precaution

these freezing-point metals are covered with
powdered graphite or charcoal.

Porcelain tubes or crucibles, or any material

containing silica, cannot be used in contact with
aluminum, as the silica is readily attacked.

Aluminum is melted in a graphite crucible and the
porcelain protecting tube separated from the

aluminum by a very thin sheath of graphite.

Figure 1 illustrates one convenient manner in

which the sheath may be mounted in the crucible.

The sheath is held down in the metal by the weight
of the cover and is allowed to remain in the
crucible after the aluminum is frozen. The ther-

mocouple protecting tube fits snugly inside the
sheath. At the National Bureau of Standards
the graphite crucibles used for gold, silver, anti-

mony, and zinc are 3-cm inside diameter and 15
cm deep. The crucibles used for copper, alumi-
num, lead, and tin are 5-cm inside diameter and
15 cm deep. Porcelain, silica, clay, clay graphite,
and Pyrex glass are also used as crucible mate-
rials. Pyrex glass is very suitable for mercury.

f. Furnaces

Figure 2 shows the type of furnace used in the
freezing-point determinations. The heating ele-

ment is No. 6 or 8 gage nickel(80)-chromium(20)
wire wound on a refractory tube and imbedded in

refractory cement. The space between the heating
element and the outside wall is filled with powdered
diatomaceous earth. Graphite diaphragms are

placed above the crucible m order to reduce the
oxidation of the crucibles and to promote tempera-
ture uniformity in the metal.

g. Procedure

In the calibration of a thermocouple at freezing

points, the thermocouple, properly protected, is

slowly immersed in the molten metal. The metal
is brought to essentially a uniform temperature
at the beginning of freezing by holding its temper-
ature constant at about 10° C above the freezing

point for several minutes and then cooling slowly,

or by agitating the metal with the thermocouple
protection tube just before freezing begins. The
emf of the thermocouple is observed at regular
intervals of time. These values are plotted, and
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the emf corresponding to the flat portion of the
cooling curve is the emf at the freezing point
of the metal.
Antimony and tin have a marked tendency to

undercool before freezing, but the undercooling
will not be excessive if the liquid metal is stirred.

3.2. Melting Points

The emf of a thermocouple at the melting point
of a metal may be obtained in the same manner
and with the same apparatus as that just described
for freezing points, but the latter are found to be
more satisfactory. However, melting points are

used to advantage when only a limited amount
of material is available. One method of obtaining
the emf of a thermocouple at a melting point with
a small amount of material is the wire method
[10]. In this method, the thermocouple wires are

f)laced in a two-hole insulating tube and a short
ength of the melting-point sample, in the form
of wire about the same diameter as the thermo-
couple elements, is welded between the measuring
junction ends of the two wires. The dimensions
of the melting-point sample are not critical, but
there should be at least 1 mm of wire between the
two welds. In order that the melting-point sample
shall not break before the melting point is reached,
the weld should be made and the thermocouple
placed in the furnace so that there is a minimum
of strain on the melting-point sample. The
measuring junction end of the thermocouple with
the melting-point sample, is placed in a uniformly
heated section of a furnace and the temperature
increased very slowly as the melting point is

approached. When the sample reaches its melting
point, its temperature and consequently the emf
of the thermocouple remain constant for a fraction

of a minute (varying with the rate of temperature
rise). After melting is complete, the temperature
of the wire and the emf may rise somewhat before
the circuit is broken by the separation of the
molten metal. The value of the emf corresponding
to the melting point is, therefore, the value at the
halt in the emf rise and is obtained by continuous
observation of the emf as melting is approached
or by plotting time versus emf.
The metal most often used in the calibration of

thermocouples by the wire method is gold, and it

has been demonstrated that results can be obtained
which are in agreement with those obtained with
a crucible of freezing gold to a few tenths of a

degree. The same method has been used with
palladium, but with much less satisfactory results

because of electric leakage through the refractory

insulation at high temperatures and the oxidation
of the palladium. This method is not well adapted
to metals that oxidize rapidly, and if used with
materials whose melting temperature is altered

by the oxide, the metal should be melted in a

neutral atmosphere.
If very accurate observations of the emf are not

required, the emf at the instant the circuit is

broken may be taken, but if this is done the ther-

mocouple should be withdrawn from the furnace
immediately and the sample examined to see
whether the circuit was broken by the sample
melting or by strain on it before melting occurred.

It is not necessary to weld the wire between the
thermocouple elements, as fairly good results

may be obtained by wrapping a small amount of
the wire around the junction. This practice is

often applied to base-metal thermocouples by
wrapping wires of tin, lead, zinc, or aluminum
around the measuring junction and heating it

until a halt is observed in the heating curve.
One method of checking platinum versus

platinum-rhodium thermocouples at the highest
possible point is by heating the junction of the
thermocouple until the platinum wire melts. To
avoid electric leakage, the insulating tube is with-
drawn to the colder parts of the heating device
leaving only the wires and junction in the hotter
parts.

3.3. Boiling Points

Boiling points play an important part in the
definition of the International Temperature Scale,

because 3 of the 4 points upon which the scale

between —182.970° and -f630.5° C is based are

the boiling points of oxygen, water, and sulfur.

However, boiling points, with the exception of

that of water, are seldom used in the calibration

of thermocouples, and consequently the methods
of realizing these various points will be mentioned
only briefly here. References are given to com-
plete discussions for those interested, as boiling

points might profitably be employed to a greater

extent, when a platinum-resistance thermometer
or a stirred liquid bath is not available.

a. Water (Steam Point)

The temperature of condensing water vapor is

realized experimentally by the use of a hypsometer
so constructed as to avoid superheat of the vapor
around the thermocouple and contamination with
air and other impurities. Simple types of hyp-
someters are shown in various trade catalogs.

Mueller and Sligh [11] give a detailed description

of a hypsometer used in precision measurements.
If the proper conditions are attained, the observed
emf of the thermocouple will be independent of

the rate of heat supply to the boiler, the length

of time the hypsometer has been in operation, and
the depth of immersion of the thermocouple.
The thermocouple for some distance from the junc-
tion must be shielded from radiation from hotter

and colder surfaces. The relationship between
the temperature (tp) (in degrees C) and the pres-

sure (p) given in table 3 holds for the range
660 to 860 mm of Hg. The steam point as real-

ized by utilizing the condensing vapor in a hypsom-
eter is certainly accurate to 0.01° C. An accu-

racy of about 1° C can be obtained by merely
immersing a thermocouple in boiling water.
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b. Sulfur, Benzophenone, and Naphthalene

The boiling points of the three materials above
are near the freezing points of available pure
metals and are very seldom used in the calibration

of thermocouples. The specifications to be fol-

lowed in realizing the sulfur point are given in the
International Temperature Scale [12]. Detailed
description of the apparatus and precautions to

be observed for the sulfur boUing point are given
by Mueller and Burgess [13]. The relationship

between temperature and pressure for sulfur in

table 3 holds for the range 660 to 800 mm of Hg.
The procedure and apparatus for realizing the
boiling points of naphthalene and benzophenone
are the same as those for the boUing point of sulfur.

Detailed information regarding these points is

given by Waidner and Burgess [14] and by Finck
and Wilhelm [15].

c. Oxygen

The temperature of equilibrium between liquid

and gaseous oxygen is best realized experimentally
by the static method, the oxygen vapor-pressure
thermometer being compared with the thermo-
couple to be calibrated in a suitable low-tempera-
ture bath. An oxygen vapor-pressure thermom-
eter is nothing more than a glass tube containing
very pure oxygen at a pressure of several atmos-
pheres at room temperature, and connected to a

mercury-filled manometer for measuring the pres-

sure in the tube [16]. When the thermometer
tube is immersed in the bath, part of the oxygen
liquefies. The relationship between the tempera-
ture (tp) (in degrees C) of the bath and the pres-

sure (p) in the thermometer given in table 3 holds
for the range 660 to 860 mm of Hg. This requires

that the temperature of the bath be kept within
the limits —184.3° to —181.8° C. This is most
conveniently done by stirring liquid oxygen in a
Dewar flask.

d. Oarbon-Dioxide Point

Although the sublimation point of carbon
dioxide is not a boiling point, the highest accuracy
is obtained in utilizing this point, by employing
the same method as that for the boiling point of

oxygen. An instrument of this type suitable for

use as a carbon-dioxide vapor-pressure thermom-
eter is container type 3, described by Meyers and
Van Dusen [17]. The sublimation point of carbon
dioxide may also be utilized by immersing the
thermocouple in a slush made by mixing carbon-
dioxide snow with a liquid such as acetone. The
slush should be stirred and the air excluded from
the vapor above the surface of the slush. Whereas
the accuracy obtained with a vapor-pressure ther-

mometer is of the order of a few hundredths of a
degree, an accuracy of 1° C is all that can be
claimed for the temperature of the slush.

4. Calibration by Comparison IVfethods

The calibration of a thermocouple, by compari-
son with a working standard is sufficiently accu-
rate for most purposes and can be done conven-
iently ia most industrial and technical laboratories.

The success of this method usually depends upon
the ability of the observer to bring the junction of
the thermocouple to the same temperature as the
actuating element of the standard, such as the
measuring junction of a standard thermocouple or
the bulb of a resistance or liquid-in-glass thermom-
eter. The accuracy obtained is further limited by
the accuracy of the standard. Of course, the ref-

erence-junction temperature must be known, but
this can usually be controlled by using an ice bath
as described earlier or measured with a liquid-in-

glass thermometer. The method of bringing the
junction of the thermocouple to the same tem-
perature as that of the actuating element of the
standard depends upon the type of thermocouple,
type of standard, and the metnod of heating.

4.1. Platinum Versus Platinum-Rhodium
Thermocouples

Platinum versus platinum-rhodium thermo-
couples, either the 10- or 13-percent rhodium, are
seMom used for accurate measurements below 300"
C (572* F) and are practically never used below 0°

C, because the thermal emf per degree of these

thermocouples decreases rapidly at low tempera-
tures, becoming zero at about —138° C (—216°
F). These thermocouples are usually calibrated

above 300° C by comparison with standard ther-

mocouples in electrically heated furnaces. The
standard thermocouple may be either a platinum
versus platinum 10- or 13-percent-rhodium
thermocouple that has been calibrated at fixed

points or by comparison with other thermo-
couples so calibrated.

Tne method employed at the National Bureau
of Standards for the comparison of two such
thermocouples permits simultaneous reading of
the emf of each thermocouple without waiting for

the furnace to come to a constant temperature.
In order to insure equality of temperature between
the measuring junctions of the thermocouples,
they are welded together. A separate potentiom-
eter is used to measm-e each emf, one connected
to each thermocouple, and each potentiometer is

provided with a reflecting galvanometer. The
two spots of light are reflected onto a single scale,

the galvanometers being set in such a position that
the spots coincide at the zero point on the scale
when the circuits are open and, therefore, also
when the potentiometers are set to balance the
emf of each thermocouple. Simultaneous read-
ings are obtained by setting one potentiometer to
a desired value and adjusting the other so that
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both spots of light pass across the zero of the scale

together as the temperature of the furnace is

raised or lowered.
By making obsej vations, first with a rising and

then with a falling temperature, the rates of rise

and fall being approximately equal, and taking the
means of the results found, several minor errors,

such as those due to differences in the periods of

the galvanometers, etc., are eliminated or greatly
reduced. The differences between the values
observed with rising and falling temperatures are
usually less than a few microvolts with platinum
versus platinum-rhodium thermocouples, if the
periods of the galvanometers are approximately
the same.

This method is particularly adapted to the
calibration of thermocouples at any number of

selected points. For example, if it is desired to

determine the temperature of a thermocouple
corresponding to 10.0 mv, this emf is set up on the
potentiometer connected to this thermocouple,
the emf of the standard thermocouple observed as
described above, and the temperature obtained
from the emf of the standard. If it is desired to

determine the emf of a thermocouple corresponding
to 1,000° C, the emf of the standard correspond-
ing to this temperature is set up on the potenti-

ometer connected to the standard and the emf of

the thermocouple being tested is observed directly.

In order to calibrate a thermocouple in the least

possible time by this method, it is necessary to use
a furnace that is so constructed that it will cool

rapidly. The heating element of the furnace
used at NBS for the routine testing of thermo-
couples consists of a nickel(80)-chromium(20)
tube clamped between two water-cooled terminals.

The tube, which is 13/16-in. inside diameter,
l^^e-in. outside diameter, and 24 in. long, is

heated electrically, the tube itself serving as the
heating element or resistor. The large current
necessary to heat the tube is obtained from a
transformer. A large cylindrical shield of sheet
metal is mounted around the heating tube to

reduce the radiation loss. To reduce lag no
thermal insulation is used between the heating
tube and the radiation shield. The middle part
of this furnace, for about 18 in., is at practically

a uniform temperature, and the water-cooled
terminals produce a very sharp temperature
gradient at each end. This furnace can be heated
to 1,200° C in about 10 min with 12 kw and, if all

the power is shut off, wUl cool from this tempera-
ture to 300° G in about the same time. This
type of furnace can be used up to 1,250° C (2,282°

F).

The thermocouples are insulated and protected
by porcelain tubes. It is essential that the two
potentiometers and thermocouple circuits be
separate except at the point where the junctions
are welded together. The reference junctions are
maintained at 0° C.
The above method and apparatus were devised

primarily for the rapid testing of thermocouples,

but it is not necessary to follow this method liter-

ally or to procure identical apparatus to obtain
good results. If it is not convenient to weld the
junctions of the thermocouples together, they may
be brought into fairly good contact by wrapping
with platinum wire or foil. The only advantage
of the furnace described above, over any other
type of furnace in which several inches of the
thermcocouples may be heated to a uniform tem-
perature, is the flexibility of control. Electric tube
furnances suitable for such comparison tests can
be obtained, designed to operate on either 110 or
220 V, and may be obtained equipped with an
adjustable power supply for regulating the current.

For temperatures up to 1,150° C (2,102° F), a

furnace with a heating element of nickel (80)-

chromium (20) will suffice. Furnaces with heat-
ing elements of platinum or platinum-rhodium are
available for higher temperatures. A convenient
size of heating tube is 1 in. in diameter and 18 in.

long. Even though the furnace tube is kept fairly

clean, it is advisable to protect platinum versus
platinum-rhodium thermocouples by a porcelain
tube. If two potentiometers are not available

for taking simultaneous readings, the furnace
may be brought to essentially a constant temper-
ature and the emf of each thermocouple read
alternately on one instrument.
When the thermocouples are calibrated by

welding or wrapping the junctions together, the
difference between the temperatures of the junc-
tions should not be great even when the tempera-
ture of the furnace is changing. If it is necessary
or advisable to calibrate the thermocouples with-
out removing them from the protection tubes, then
the junctions of the thermocouple being tested and
that of the standard should be brought as close

together as possible in a uniformly heated portion
of the furnace. In this case, it is necessary that
the furnace be brought to approximately a con-
stant temperature before taking observations. It

is usually not possible to maintain the reference

junctions at 0° C when the thermocouples are

completely enclosed in protection tubes. How-
ever, extension leads may be used with the thermo-
couple or the temperature of the reference junc-

tions may be measured with a thermometer.
There are a number of other methods of heating

and of bringing the junctions to approximately the

same temperature, for example, inserting the

thermocouples properly protected into a bath of

molten metal or into holes drilled in a large metal
block. The block of metal may be heated in a

muffle furnace or, if made of a good thermal con-

ductor such as copper, may be heated electrically

.

Tm, which has a low melting point, 232° C (450°

F), and low volatility, makes a satisfactory bath
material. The thermocouples should be immersed
to the same depth with the junctions close to-

gether. Porcelain tubes are sufficient protection,

but to avoid breakage by thermal shock when im-
mersed in molten metal it is preferable to place

them inside of secondary tubes of iron, nickel-
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chromium, graphite, or similar material. In all of

these methods, particularly in those cases in which
the junctions of the thermocouples are not brought
into direct contact, it is important that the depth
of immersion be sufficient to eliminate cooling or
heating of the junctions by heat flow along the
thermocouple and the insulating and protecting
tubes. This can be determined by observing the
change in the emf of the thermocouple as the depth
of immersion is changed slightly. If proper pre-
cautions are taken, the accuracy yielded by any
method of heating or bringing the junctions to the
same temperature may be as great as that obtained
by any other method.

4.2. Base-Metal Thermocouples in Laboratory
Furnaces

The methods of testing base-metal thermo-
couples above room temperature are generally

the same as those just described for testing rare-

metal thermocouples with the exception, in some
cases, of the methods of bringing the junctions of

the standard and the thermocouple being tested

to the same temperature and the methods of pro-
tecting platinum versus platinum-rhodium stand-
ards from contamination. One arrangement of

bringing the junction of a platinum versus plati-

num-rhodium standard to the same temperature
as that of a large base-metal thermocouple for ac-

curate calibration is to insert the junction of the
standard into a small hole (about 1.5 mm in diam-
eter) drilled in the measuring junction of the base-
metal thermocouple as shown in figure 3. The
platinum versus platinum-rhodium standard is

protected by porcelain tubes to within a few
millimeters of the measuring junction; and the
end of the porcelain tube is sealed to the thermo-
couple by Pyrex glass or by a small amount of

kaolin and water-glass cement. This prevents
contamination of the standard thermocouple, with
the exception of the small length of 2 or 3 mm,
which is necessarily in contact with the base-metal
thermocouple. If the furnace is uniformly heated
in this region (and it is of little value to make
such a test unless it is) contamination at this point
will not cause any error. If the wire becomes
brittle at the junction, this part of the wire may
be cut off and enough wire drawn through the
seal to form a new junction. The seal should be
examined after each test and remade if it does
not appear to be good. More than one base-
metal thermocouple may be welded together and
the hole drilled in the composite junction. The

thermocouples should be clamped in place so that
the junctions remain in contact. If two potenti-
ometers are used for taking simultaneous readings,
the temperature of the furnace may be changing
as much as a few degrees per minute during an
observation, but if a single instrument is used for

measuring the emf, the furnace temperature
should be maintained practically constant during
observations.

In testing one or more small base-metal thermo-
couples, they may be welded to the junction of
the standard. If a base-metal standard is used,
the best method is to weld all the junctions to-

gether. If a large number of base-metal thermo-
couples are to be tested at the same temperature,
the method of immersing the thermocouples in a

molten-metal bath or into holes drilled in a large

copper block is very advantageous. If a tin bath
is used, iron or nickel-chromium tubes are suffi-

cient protection for base-metal thermocouples.
When wires, insulators, and protection tubes of
base-metal thermocouples are large, tests should
be made to insure that the depth of immersion is

sufficient to eliminate heating or cooling of the
junction by heat flow along these materials.

4.3. Thermocouples in Fixed Installations

After thermocouples have been used for some
time at high temperatures, it is difficult if not
impossible to determine how much the calibra-

tions are in eiTor by removing them from an
installation and testing in a laboratory furnace.
The thermocouples are usually inhomogeneous
after such use and in such a condition the emf
developed by the thermocouples depends upon
the temperature distribution along the wires [18].

If possible, such thermocouples should be tested
under the same conditions and in the same instal-

lation in which they are used. Although it is not
usually possible to obtain as high a precision by
testing the thermocouples in place as is obtained
in laboratory tests, the results are far more ac-

curate in the sense of being representative of the
behavior of the thermocouples.
The exact method of procedure depends upon

the type of installation. A standard thermocouple
is usually employed with extension leads and pref-

erably a portable potentiometer, although a port-
able nigh-resistance millivoltmeter may be used.
In this case, as in the calibration of any ther-

mocouple by comparison methods, the main
objective is to bring the measuring junction of
the standard thermocouple to the same temper-

EZZZZZZZZa
Figure 3. Arrangement to assure good thermal contact between the junction of a

base-metal thermocouple and that of a protected platinum versus platinum-rhodium
thermocouple.
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ature as that of the thermocouple being tested.

One method is to drill a hole in the furnace at the

side of each thermocouple permanently installed,

large enough to permit insertion of the checking
thermocouple. The hole is kept plugged, except
when tests are being made. The standard thermo-
couple is immersed in the furnace through this

hole to the same depth as the thermocouple being
tested, with the measuring junctions ends of the
protection tubes as close together as possible.

In many installations, the base-metal thermo-
couple and protecting tube are mounted inside

another protecting tube of iron, fire clay, silicon

carbide, or some other refractory which is perma-
nently cemented or fastened into the furnace wall.

Frequently there is room to insert a small test

thermocouple in this outer tube alongside of the

fixed thermocouple. A third method, much less

satisfactory, is to wait until the furnace has reached
a constant temperature and make observations
with the thermocouple being tested, then remove
this thermocouple from the furnace, and insert the

standard thermocouple to the same depth.
If desired, comparisons can be made preferably

by either of the first or second methods at several

temperatures, and a curve obtained for each per-

manently installed thermocouple showing the

necessaiy corrections to be applied to its readings.

Although testing a thermocouple at one tempera-
ture yields some information, it is not safe to as-

sume that the changes in the emf of the thermo-
couple are proportional to the temperature or to

the emf. For example, it has been observed that

a thermocouple which had changed in use by the

equivalent of 9° C at 315° C had changed only
the equivalent of 6° C at 1,100° C.

It may be thought that this method of checking
thermocouples is unsatisfactory because, in most
furnaces used in industrial processes, large tem-
perature gradients exist and there is no certainty

that the standard thermocouple is at the same
temperature as the thermocouple being tested.

This objection, however, is not serious, because
if temperature gradients do exist of such a mag-
nitude as to cause much difference in tempera-
ture between two similarly mounted thermo-
couples located close together, the reading of the
standard thermocouple represents the tempera-
ture of the fixed thermocouple as closely as the
temperature of the latter represents that of the
furnace.

5. Methods of Interpolating

5.1. Platinum Versus Platinum-Rhodium
Thermocouples

After a thermocouple has been calibrated at a
number of points, the next requirement is a
convenient means of obtaining corresponding
values of emf and temperature at other points.

A curve may be drawn or a table giving corre-

sponding temperature and emf values may be

The principal advantage of this method is that
the thermocouple, leads, and indicator are tested

as a unit and under the conditions of use.

4.4. Thermocouples in Stirred Liquid Baths

Thermocouples and resistance thermometers are

not usually directly compared above 300° C be-
cause of the difficulty encountered in bringing the
thermocouple junction and the thermometer bulb
to the same temperature, but these two types of

instruments may be very accurately compared
below 300° C, where a stirred liquid bath can be
conveniently used. A type of bath suitable for

use above 0° C is shown in figure 5 of a paper by
N. S. Osborne [19]. The container, which is in-

sulated on the outside, consists of two cylindrical

vertical tubes connected at the bottom and near
the top by rectangular ports. A frame carrying
the heating element, cooling coUs if desired, and
stirring propeller are inserted in one of the vertical

tubes. The instruments beiag compared are

placed in the other vertical tube and held in place

by any convenient means. The chief advantage
of this arrangement is that local irregularities,

due to direct conduction from the vicinity of the
heating or cooling elements, are eliminated. A
stirred liquid bath for use below 0° C has been
described by Scott and Brickwedde [20].

The liquids used in the baths should be capable
of being stirred readily at any temperature at
which they are used and they should not be
highly flammable. At NBS oil is used between
100° and 300° C; water in the range 0° to 100° C;
mixtures of carbon tetrachloride and chloroform
in the range 0° to —75° C; a five-component
mixture containing 14.5 percent of chloroform,

25.3 percent of methylene chloride, 33.4 percent

of ethyl bromide, 10.4 percent of imn^dichloro-
ethylene, and 16.4 percent of trichloroethylene in

the range —75° to —140° C; and commercial
propane below —140° C. Propane is highly

flammable, and every precaution must be taken
to prevent it from mixing with liquid air or oxygen.
A complete series of nonflammable liquids for

cryostats is given by C. W. Kanolt [21] for tem-
peratures down to —150° C.
A number of thermocouples can be calibrated

at one time in a stirred liquid bath. Platinum-
resistance or hquid-in-glass thermometers or

thermocouples may be used as standards.

Between Calibration Points

prepared. The values in such a table may be
obtained by computing an empirical equation or

series of equations through the calibration points,

by direct interpolation between points, or by
drawing a difference curve from an arbitrary

reference table which closely approximates the

temperature-emf relationship of the thermocouple.
The method to be selected for a particular cali-

bration depends upon such factors as the type
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of thermocouple, number of calibration points,

temperature range, accuracy required, and per-

sonal preference.

For the highest accuracy in the range 630.5° to

1063.0° C with platinum versus jwatinum-lO-
percent rhodium thermocouples, the method is

that prescribed in the International Temperature
Scale. An equation of the form e=a+bt-\-ct^,
where a, b, and c are constants determined by
calibration at the freezing points of gold, silver,

and antimony, is used. By calibrating the ther-

mocouple also at the freezing point of zinc and
using an equation of the form

e=a'-\-b't+c'l'+d't',

the temperature range can be extended down to
400° C without introducing an uncertainty [22]

of more than 0.1° C in the range 630.5° to 1063.0°

C. By calibrating the thermocouple at the
freezing points of gold, antimony, and zinc and
using an equation of the form E=a"+b"t+c"t'^,
a calibration is obtained for the range 400° to

1,100° C, which agrees [22] with the International
Temperature Scale to 0.5° C. The freezing point
of copper may be used instead of the gold point,

and the aluminum point used instead of the
antimony point without introducing an additional
uncertainty [22] of more than 0.1° C.

For temperatures outside the range 630.5° to

1063.0° C, the method of drawing a smooth
curve through the temperature and emf values
has just as much claim to accuracy as the method
of passing empirical equations through the cali-

bration points, because an empirical equation
performs the same function as a curved ruler.

For the temperature range 0° to 1,450° C, a
curve for interpolation to 1° or 2° C requires

calibration points not more than 200° C apart
and a careful plot on a large sheet of paper, which
is tedious to read. A reduction in the number of

calibration points increases the uncertainty pro-
portionately. If, however, we plot as ordinates
the differences between the observed emf and
that calculated from the first degree equation
e=lOt, and emf as abscissas, the difference at
intermediate points may be taken from the curve
and added to the quantity lOt to obtain values of

emf corresponding to the appropriate tempera-
ture in which the uncertainty in the interpolated
values is much less than in the case in which the
emf is plotted directly against the temperature.
If we go one step further and plot differences

from an arbitrary reference table, the values of

which closely represent the form of the tempera-
ture-emf relationship for the type of thermocou-
ple in question, the maximum differences to be
plotted will be only a few degrees. In this way,
interpolated values are obtained in which the
uncertainty in the interpolated values is not
appreciably greater than that at the calibration

points. The more accurately the values in the
arbitrary reference table conform to the cmf-

temperature relationship of actual thermocou-
ples, the fewer the number of calibration points
required for a given accuracy.

Reference tables [23] for platinum versus plat-

inum-rhodium thermocouples which are based
on the temperature-emf relationships of a con-
siderable number of representative thermocouples
from various sources have recently been published.
These tables represent the shape of the relations

for both the 10- and 13-percent-rhodium thermo-
couples in the entire rahge 0° to 1,700° C. The
difference curve for any thermocouple from the
appropriate table is a smooth curve.

In the calibration of platinum versus platinum-
10-percent-rhodium thermocouples to be used as

working standards, the emf is observed at the
freezing points of gold, silver, antimony, and zinc.

The constants in the equation E=a-{'bt-\-cf are

computed from the observations at the gold,

sUver, and antimony points. The observed value
at 419.5° C and the values calculated from the
equation for the range 630.5° to 1063.0° C are

used to construct a difference curve from the

reference table mentioned previously. This differ-

erence curve is then extended graphically above
1063.0° C. When the highest accuracy is re-

quired at the lower temperatures, additional ob-
servations are taken at the freezing points of

lead and tin and at the boiling point of water.
Values taken from this difference curve when add-
ed algebraically to the values in the reference

table yield the corresponding temperature-emf
values at any temperature. A numerical ex-

ample follows.

The observed values of emf at the calibration

points are given in table 4, together with the
values at 50° C intervals from 650° to 1,050° C
computed from the equation,

-270.73+8.15786/+0.00169396«2.

Corresponding values of E and Ac are plotted in

figure 4.

Table 4. Data for construction of difference curve

Tempera-
ture,

(

Reference
table emf
NBS Cir.
cular 661,

E,

Observed
emf standard

thermo-
coi^Ie,

Difference,
A«=E,-£

" 0 la
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

410.6 3437.6 3443.

6

-6.0
630.6 6636.8 6646.2 -0.4
660.0 6738.0 6747.

6

-0.6
700.0 6269.7 6269.8 -10.1

760.0 6790.0 6800.6 -10.6
800.0 7328.9 7339.7 -10.8
860.0 7876.

4

7887.3 -10.9
900.0 8432.4 8443.4 -11.0
960.0 8906.9 9008.0 -11.1

oeas 0120.0 9131.

1

-11.1
1000.0 9670.1 0681.1 -11.0
1060.0 10161.8 10162.

6

-10.8
1063.0 10304.4 10316.

2

-10.8
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Figure 4. Difference curve for a platinum versus plalinum-
10 percent-rhodium thermocouple, using the reference table

in NBS Circular 661.

For accurate extrapolation above the gold point,

it is essential that the shape of the emf-temperature
relationship given in the reference table conform
closely to that of actual thermocouples so that

the difference curves will be linear both above and
below this point. If the difference curve has a

large curvature or if there is an abrupt change in

slope near the gold point, the extrapolation of the

difference curve may involve considerable un-
certainty. The difference curves of actual thermo-
couples both 10- and 13-percent-rhodium alloys

from the reference tables given in NBS Circular

561 are in most cases smooth curves in the entire

range 0° to 1,700° C and the difference curves
can therefore be extrapolated with but little

uncertainty. The extrapolated values for a
number of thermocouples have been checked by
means of actual comparison with an optical

pyrometer, and in no case was the difference as

great as 3° C at 1,500° C and in most cases it

was not over 1° C. These differences are not much
greater than the accidental errors in the com-
parisons.

£)ifference curves can be drawn from observa-
tions obtained in comparison calibrations as well

as from observations at fixed points. Two points

(accurate to ±0.3° C at about 600° and 1,100° C)
are usually sufficient to determine the difference

curve from the tables in NBS Circular 561 for

either a 10- or a 13-percent-rhodium thermocouple,
such that the resulting calibration is accurate to

±1° C at any point in the range 0° to 1,100° C
and to ±3° C up to 1,450° C. (The reference

junction temperature at which the emf difference

is zero constitutes a third point.)

5.2. Copper-Constantan Thermocouples

The relationship between the temperature and
emf of copper-constantan thermocouples has been
very well established in the range —190° to +300°
C. The temperature of the measuring junction
of such a thermocouple can be very accurately
determined in this range with a platinum-resist-

ance thermometer in a stirred liquid bath. Con-
sequently, the accuracy obtained with this type
of thermocouple is, in general, limited by the
stability of the wires above 200° C, and by the
accuracy of the emf measurements and the
homogeneity of the wire below 200° C. The

OBSERVED EMF , MILLIVOLTS

Figure 5. Difference curve for a copper-constantan thermo-
couple, using the reference table in NBS Circular 561.

stability of the larger sizes of wire is greater than
that of the smaller wires imder the same conditions.

Figure 5 shows a difference curve from the

values in NBS Circular 561 for a typical copper-
constantan thermocouple. Two points above and
two below 0° C suitably spaced are usually
sufficient to give an accuracy of 0.3° C.

Equations are used to good advantage with
copper-constantan thermocouples for interpolat-

ing between calibration points, but it has not been
demonstrated that the accuracy obtained with
equations is any greater than that obtained by
drawing difference curves from reference tables

except when the differences are large. One con-

venient method of obtaining a calibration accurate
to ±0.2° C in the range 0° to 100° C is to use an
equation of the form e=a<+ 0.04f^ where a is a
constant determined by calibration at 100° C, e

the emf in microvolts, and t the temperature in

degrees C. An equation of the form e= a<+6i^+
ct^, where a, 6, and c are constants determined by
calibration at three points (about 100°, 200°, and
300° C), will give interpolated values as accu-
rately as the thermocouple can be relied upon to

retain its calibration (about 0.2° C). The same
type of equation with the constants determined at

three points about equally spaced in the range
0° to — 190° C, may be used in this range to give

interpolated values almost as accurately as the

emf can ordinarily be measured (about 2 juv).

An equation of the form e=at-{-bt^ will yield inter-

polated values in the range 0° to 100° C almost as

accurately as the emf is determined at the calibra-

tion points, if the constants are determined by
calibration at about 50° and 100° C. The same
is true of this equation in the range 0° to — 100° C
if the constants are determined at —50° and
-100° C.

5.3. Chromel-Alumel Thermocouples

Figure 6 shows a difference curve for a typical

Chromel-Alumel thermocouple from the standard
tables published in NBS Circular 561. The
difference curve from these tables can be deter-

mined in the range 0° to 1,300° C (2,372° F) with
an uncertainty not more than 1° C greater than
at the calibration points by calibration at 500°,

800°, and 1,100° C (or at 1,000°, 1,600°, and
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Figure 6. Difference curve for a Chromel-Alumel thermo-
couple, using the reference table in NBS Circular 561.

2,000° F). These tables represent the average
temperature-emf relationship of Chromel-Alumel
thermocouples now being manufactured.

Little success has been met in fitting equations
to the calibration of Chromel-Alumel thermo-
couples in the range 0° to 300° C. An equation
of the form e=at-\-bt'^-\-ct^ rhay be in error by 1°C
at 50° C if the constants are determined by cali-

bration at about 100°, 200°, and 300° C. How-
ever, it will be accurate to about 0.5° C at 150° C
and to about 0.2° C between 200° and 300° C.
In the range 0° to —190° C, an equation through
three points about equally spaced will give inter-

polated values in which the uncertainty is not
more than 2 ny greater than at the calibration

points.

5.4. Iron-Constantan Thermocouples

Until recently, several iron-constantan reference

tables had been used by the suppliers of this

material. Oae such table stUl being used by
some Government agencies was published in a

paper on "Reference Tables for Iron-Constantan
and Copper-Constantan Thermocouples" [24].

OBSERVED EMF . MILLIVOLTS

Figure 7. Difference curves for an iron-constantan thermo-
couple, using (1) the reference table in NBS Circular 561
and {2) a straight line, e= 66t.

More recently, a reference table that closely

represents the temperature-emf relationship of the
iron-constantan thermocouples now being supplied
by most producers of this type of thermocouple
was developed. This table is not very different

from that which had been in use by some producers
since 1913 and consequently has been referred to
as the "Modified 1913 Reference Tables for Iron-
Constantan Thermocouples" [25].

Figure 7 shows a difference curve from the modi-
fied 1913 tables and from a straight line, €=56^
(where e is in microvolts and t is in degrees C)
for a typical thermocouple. This latter method
of drawing difference curves from a straight line

may be used if the thermocouple does not match
existing reference tables.

We have no data as to how closely the tempera-
ture-emf relationships of iron-constantan thermo-
couples may be fitted by equations.

6. Reference-Junction Corrections

It is not always possible to maintain the refer-

ence junctions (commonly called cold junctions)

at a desired temperature during the calibration of

a thermocouple, but if the temperature of the

reference junctions is measured, it is possible to

apply corrections to the observed emf, which will

yield a calibration with the desired reference-

junction temperature. If the emf of the ther-

mocouple is measured with the reference junctions

at temperature t, and a calibration is desired with
these junctions at temperature to, the measured
emf may be corrected for a reference-junction

temperature of to by adding to the observed value
the emf which the thermocouple would give if

the reference junctions were at to and the measur-
ing junction at t. For example, suppose the ob-
served emf of a platinum versus platinum-10-

percent-rhodium thermocouple with the measur-

ing junction at 1,000° C and the reference junc-
tion at 25° C is 9.427 mv and the emf of the
thermocouple with the measuring junction at
1,000° C and the reference junctions at 0° C is

required. Since emf of the thermocouple when
the reference junctions are at 0° C and the meas-
uring junction at 25° C is 0.143 mv, the sum of
these emf (9.427 and 0.143) gives the desired
value.

The sign must be considered when applying
reference-junction corrections. For example, sup-
pose the observed emf of the thermocouple with
the measuring junction at 1,000° C and the refer-

ence junctions at 0° C is 9.570 mv and the emf
of the thermocouple with the measuring junction
at 1,000° C and the reference junctions at 25° C
is required. The emf of the thermocouple when
the reference junctions are at 25° C and the
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measuring junction at 0° C is —0.143 mv, and
when this is added to the observed emf the de-

sired value 9.427 mv is obtained. Whether the
reference-junction correction is positive or nega-
tive should not cause any confusion if it is re-

membered that the emf of the thermocouple is

lowered by bringing the junction temperatures
closer together and increased by making the
difference greater.

In the calibration of thermocouples, the tem-
perature-emf relationship is not always accurately
determined in the range of reference-junction

temperatures, in which case the average tempera-
ture-emf relationship of the type of thermocouple
may be used. The average relations for the var-

ious types of thermocouples are given in table 5.

The errors caused by using these average rela-

tions, instead of the actual relation, for a particu-

lar thermocouple are, in general, less than 1° C.
If the thermocouple is very short, so that the

reference junctions are near the furnace and sub-
ject to considerable variations or uncertainty in

temperature, it is usually more convenient to use
extension leads to transfer the reference junctions

to a region of more constant temperature than to

measure the temperature of the reference junctions

near the furnace. The extension leads of base-

metal thermocouples are usually made of the same
materials as the thermocouple wires, but in the

case of platinum versus platinvun-rhodium thermo-
couples, a copper lead is connected to the plat-

inimfi-rhodium wire and a copper-nickel lead to the

platinum wire. Leads for any of the thermocouples
discussed here are available at aU the pyrometer
instrument manufacturers. Although the tem-

perature-emf relationship of the copper versus
copper-nickel lead wire is practically the same as
that of platinum versus platinimi-rhodium thermo-
couples, the individual lead wires are not identical

thermoelectrically with the thermocouple wires
to which they are attached and, therefore, the
two junctions where the leads are attached to the
thermocouple should be kept at nearly the same
temperature. This is not as necessary in the
case of base-metal thermocouples when each lead
and the thermocouple wire to which it is attached
are the same material.

Table 5. Average temperature-emf relations for thermo-
couples for applying reference-junction corrections

Temperature

Electromotive force

Platinum
versus

platinum-
rhodium •

Chromel-
Alumel

Iron-
constantan

Copper-
constantan

°C op mv mv mn TTW
-20 -4 -0. 103 -0. 77 -1.00 -0.75
-15 +5 -.079 -.58 -0. 75 -.57
-10 14 -.054 -.39 -.50 -.38
-5 23 -.027 -.19 -.25 -.19
0 32 .000 .00 .00 .00

+5 41 + .028 +.20 +.25 +.19
10 50 .056 .40 .50 .39
15 59 .084 .60 .76 .69
20 68 .113 .80 1.02 .79
25 77 .143 1.00 1.28 .99
30 86 . 173 1. 20 1.54 1.19
35 95 .204 1.40 1.80 1.40
40 104 .235 1.61 2.06 1.61
45 113 .266 1.81 2. 32 1. 82
SO 122 .299 2. 02 2.68 2.03

• The values In this column apply for either the 10- or 13-percent rhodium
thermocouples. The difference between the average temperature-emf
relationships in this range does not exceed 2 uv.

7. Testing of Thermocouple Materials

Thermocouples are ordinarily made up to yield

a specified emf at one or more temperatures, and
in order to select and match materials to do this,

a convenient method of testing each element is

required. One method of accomplishing this is to

determine the thermal emf of the various materials
against some stable and reproducible material.

At low temperatures copper is sometimes used for

this purpose, but platinum appears to be the most
satisfactory because it can be used at any temper-
ature up to its melting point, can be freed from
all traces of impurities, and can be readily annealed
in air. Two samples of platinum, both of which
are spectrochemically pure, may differ slightly in

thermal emf, but the same is true of any other
metal. To avoid the ambiguity that might arise

from this fact, the thermal emf of thermocouple
materials tested at the National Bureau of Stand-
ards (since 1922) is referred to an arbitrary piece

of platinum designated as standard Pt 27. This
standard is spectrochemically pure, has been
thoroughly annealed, and although it may not be
the purest platinum that has been prepared, serves

as a satisfactory standard to which the thermal
emf of other materials may be referred. However,
there is nothing to prevent any other laboratory
from setting up a laboratory standard for their

own use, but in order that the various laboratories

and manufactiirers may specify and express values
of thermal emf on a common basis, a common and
ultimate standard is necessary.

Platinum is used as a working standard for

testing thermocouple materials in some labora-

tories, but it is generally more convenient to use
a working standard of the same material as that

being tested. In any case, the thermal emf of a
material against the standard Pt 27 is the alge-

braic sum of the emf of the material against the
working standard, and the emf of the working
standard against the standard Pt 27 (the law of

intermediate metals). When platinum is used as a
working standard in testing some other material,

the thermal emf measured is great. To obtain
the thermal emf of the material against the stand-
ard Pt 27, the relativelj^ small emf of the platinum
working standard against the standard Pt 27 is
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added to the large measured emf. When the
working standard is of the same kind of material
as that being tested, the thermal emf measured is

small. To obtain the thermal emf of the material
against the standard Pt 27 in this case, the rela-

tively large emf of the working standard against

the standard Pt 27 is added to the small measured
emf.

Except in the case of constantan, two samples
of a similar material which will develop more than
0.5 mv/°C against one another are exceptional.

In most cases, the value is less than 0.2 mv/°C.
Even in the case of constantan, the thermal emf
between 2 extreme samples does not exceed
3 nv/°C. Therefore, in determining the difference

in thermal emf between two samples of a similar

material, it is not necessary to measure the tem-
perature accurately.

The average thermal emf per degree C of plat-

inum against other thermocouple materials is

given in table 6. It is seen that in measuring the
thermal emf of these materials directly against
platinum working standards, it is necessary to

measure an emf which changes by a large amount
for a small change in temperature. An accurate
measurement of the emf corresponding to a given
temperature, therefore, requires an accurate meas-
urement of the temperature of the junctions.

The necessity for this accurate measurement of

temperature, however, is avoided when the
measurements are made by using a working
standard of material similar to that being tested,

since in this case the emf developed is small and
changes very little even for large changes in tem-
perature. In the latter method, the accurate
measurement of temperature is not entirely

avoided but merely shifted to the laboratory that
determines the thermal emf of the working
standards against the standard Pt 27.

The small thermal emf of a platinum working
standard against the standard Pt 27 at any tem-
perature can be determined as accurately as the

Table 6. Average thermal " emf per degree C of platinum
against other thermocouple materials.

Average
change In

Material Tempera- thermal
ture emf with

tempera-
ture

°C unrc
Platlnum-lO-percent rhodium 1,000 11.6
Platlnum-13-percent rhodium 1,000 13.2
Chromel 900 31.5
Alumel. ___ 900 8.7
Iron 600 11.6
Constantan 600 46.8
Constantan 100 37.4
Copper 100 9. 4

• Complete tables giving the average thermal emf of platlnum-lO-percent
rhodium, and plattnum-13-percent rhodium against platinum are given In
NBS Circular 661. The average thermal emf of Chromel and of Alumel
against platinum are given In Research Paper 767; of copper and constantan
against platinum In KP1080; of iron and constantan against platinum In
RP2415.

emf can be measured. These standards are subject
to change during use but, if properly used and
occasionally checked, can be relied upon to about
2 MV at 1,000° C. The thermal emf of working
standards of other materials is determined and
certified at the National Bureau of Standards to
the equivalent of ±1° C at high temperatures.

In any event the testing of a thermocouple
material is essentially the determination of the
emf of a thermocouple in which the material being
tested is one element and a working standard the
other. Some of the precautions that must be
observed to obtain accurate residts are given in

the following sections.

7.1. Platinum

The thermal emf of the thermocouple platinum
against the standard Pt 27 is usually less than
20 iiY at 1,200° C and in testing one sample of

platinum against another it is not necessary to

measure the temperature of the hot junction to

closer than 50° C to obtain a comparison accu-
rate to 1 ixv. The reference-junction tem-
perature need not be accurately controlled. The
platinum standard (i. e., the wire previously com-
pared with the standard Pt 27) is welded to the
wire being tested to form a thermocouple and
the emf measured at one or more temperatures by
any of the methods described for calibrating

platinum versus platinum-rhodium thermocouples.
The wires should be carefully insulated and pro-
tected. Measurements at two temperatures,
about 600° and 1,200° C, are sufficient to give the
emf at any temperature as the emf is small and
practically proportional to the temperature.

In many laboratories the platinum standard and
the platinum element of the thermocouple used to

measure the temperature are one and the same.
The sample or wire being tested is then welded to

the junction of the thermocouple and the emf of the
thermocouple and that between the two platinum
wires are measured simultaneously with two po-
tentiometers or alternately with one instrument.
Simultaneous readings of these electromotive
forces should not be made with a mdlivoltmeter or
with a current flowing in either circuit because ohe
wire is common to both circuits and in this case
the potential difference measured by one instru-

ment is influenced by the current flowing in the
other circuit. However, this objection is not
encountered in the method described above in

which the platinum standard is not the same wire
as the platinum of the thermocouple.

7.2. Platinum-Rhodium Alloy

The testing of platinum-rhodium thermocouple
wire directly against platinum is exactly the same
as the calibration of platinum versus platinum-
rhodiiun thermocouples. Platinum against plat-

inum-1 0-percent rhodium gives 11.6 mv/°C and
platinum against platiniun-13-percent rhodiimi
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gives 13.2 Mv/°C at 1,000° C. Therefore, in order

to determine the thermal emf of a sample of

platinum-rhodium against platinum to ±20 nv,

it is necessary to measure the temperature to

±1.5° C. Such an accuracy in temperature
measurements is obtained only with a very homo-
geneous and accurately calibrated thermocouple
in a uniformly heated furnace, but if the emf of

one sample of wire is known with this accuracy,

it may be used to determine the emf of other

samples without the necessity of accurately

measuring the temperature. For example, the

thermal emf per degree of any sample of platinum-
1 0-percent rhodium against any other sample
rarely exceeds 0.05 mv/°C (50 mv at 1,000° C).

Therefore, if the thermal emf of one sample
against platinum is known to ±20 iiv at 1,000° C,

the emf of other samples against the same platinum
can be determined to about the same accuracy by
comparing the samples of platinum-rhodium and
measuring the temperature of the hot junction to

10° or 20° C. The same applies for platinum-13-
percent rhodium.
The working standard used to determine the

thermal emf of the platinum-rhodium may be a

sample of platinum, of platinum-rhodium, or

either element of the thermocouple used in measur-
ing the temperature. Platinum-1 0-percent rho-

dium against platinum-1 3-percent rhodium gives

about 1.6 Mv/°C at 1,000° C so that if the thermal
emf of one of these materials against platinum is

known to ±20 nv at 1,000° C, the thermal emf of

the other against the same platinum can be de-

termined to ±30 juv by comparing the two and
measuring the temperature to ±6° C.

A number of wires can be welded together and
tested by any of these methods.

7.3. Base-Metal Thermocouple Materials

a. At High Temperatures

In testing base-metal thermocouple materials
(Alumel, Chromel, constantan, copper, and iron)

the procedure is very much the same as in calibra-

ting base-metal thermocouples. Although such
thermal-emf measurements are ultimately referred

to platinum, it is not necessary to measure each
sample directly against platinum. When the
measurements are made against platinum (and
this must frequently be done), the platinum wire
should be sealed through the end of a glazed por-
celain protection tube with Pyrex glass, leaving
about 1 cm of the wire exposed for welding to the
base-metal wire or wires. The largest uncertainty
in the measurements arises from the uncertainty
in the determination of the temperature of the hot
junction. The junction of a standard platinum
versus platinum-rhodium thermocouple may be
inserted into a hole drilled in the junction formed
by welding the material to platinum. This
brings the junctions to the same temperature.

In the use of platinum or platinum-rhodium for

testing thermocouple materials, the wires are used
a large number of times before checking or scrap-
ping. Base-metal thermocouple wires used for

testing similar materials should not be used more
than once if the highest accuracy is required,
because there is a slight change in these materials
when heated to a high temperature and if they are
used repeatedly, the wires become inhomogeneous.
The procedure then is to select a coil of wire and
test it for homogeneity by taking several samples
from different parts of the coil, welding them all

together, and measuring the emf between the
various samples. If the coil is sufficiently homo-
geneous as found from such tests, one or more
samples may be taken from it and the thermal emf
determined as accurately as necessary by compari-
son with a standard, the emf of which against the
standard Pt 27 is known. The average value for

the thermal emf of the few selected samples from
the coil against the standard Pt 27 will apply for

the remainder of the coil with sufficient accuracy
for most purposes. Any sample from this coil may
then be used as a working standard for testing

similar materials. The accuracy with which the
temperature must be measured depends upon the
difference between the standard and the material
being tested. In case of some materials that have
been well standardized, the differences are small
enough that an accuracy of 50° C is sufficient.

Seldom, if ever, should it be necessary to measure
the temperature closer than 10° C.

b. At Low Temperatures

Annealed electrolytic copper is very uniform in

its thermoelectric properties and is often used as

a standard for thermoelectric testing at tempera-
tures below 300° C. The thermal emf of other
materials against either copper or platinum may
be determined very accurately by using a stirred

liquid bath or fixed points. The steam point is

an excellent one for this purpose.
Table 7 gives the thermal emf of annealed elec-

trolytic copper against NBS standard Pt 27 and
may be used to convert values of the thermal emf
of any material against one of these standard
materials to values of emf of the same material
against the other standard material.

Table 7. Thermal emf of annealed' electrolytic copper
against NBS platinum standard Pt 27

Tempera- Electro- Tempera- Electro-
ture motive ture motive

force force

° C IW ° C ixv

-200 -194 100 766
-150 -354 150 1,265
-100 -367 200 1,831
-50 -242 250 2, 459

0 0 300 3, 145

+50 -1-340 350 3,885
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7.4. Reference-Junction Corrections

It is not convenient for everyone to obtain the

same reference-junction temperature in determin-
ing the emf of the various thermocouple materials
against platinum and, therefore, corrections must
be applied to arrive at values for a common
reference-junction temperature. The method of

applying these corrections is the same as that dis-

cussed under the testing of thermocouples. The
average temperature-emf relationships for the
various thermocouple materials against platinum
are given in table 8 and may be used for making
reference-junction corrections.

In comparing two samples of a similar thermo-
couple material at high temperatures, it is not
necessary to measure or control accurately the
temperature of the reference jxmctions. The emf
developed by two samples of platimun-rhodium,
even the 10- against the 13- percent-rhodium aUoy,
is practically independent of the temperature of

the reference junctions between —20° and +50°
C. In all other cases, with the possible exception
of iron, the emf may be taken as proportional to

the difference between the temperatures of the
two junctions, and when the emf is small, the cor-

rections for the temperature changes of the
reference junctions are negligible. In comparing
two samples of iron, the emf developed is changed
more by changing the temperature of the reference

junctions than by changing that of the hot junc-
tion by the same amount, for example it was

observed (in one case) that the emf (320 nv)
developed by two samples of iron when one junc-
tion was at 600° C and the other at 25° C changed
by 0.1 nv for each degree change in the tempera-
ture of the hot junction and 1.4 fiv for each degree
change in the temperature of the reference

junctions.

Table 8. Average temperkiture-emf relationships of various
thermocouple materials against platinum for applying ref-

erence-junction corrections

1

Electromotive force

Tempera- Platinum Chrome] Alumel Constan- Iron Copper
ture versus versus versus tan versus versus

platinum- plati- plati- versus plati- plati-

rhodium » num num plati- num num
num

" C ° F mv TTW TOP Tnv mv mv
-20 -4 -0. 103 -0.50 0. 27 0. 64 -0. 36 -0. 109
-15 + 5 -.079 -.38 .20 .48 -.27 -.084
-10 14 -.054 -.25 . 14 .32 -. 18 -. 057
-5 23 -.027 -. 13 .07 . 16 -.09 -.029
0 32 .000 .00 .00 .00 .00 .000

+ 5 41 +.028 -f.13 -.07 -. 16 -f.09 +.030
10 50 .056 .26 -.14 -.33 . 18 .060
15 59 .084 .40 -.20 -.49 .27 .091
20 68 .113 .52 -.28 -.66 .36 . 124

25 77 .143 .66 -.34 -.83 .45 . 158

30 86 .173 .79 -.41 -1.00 .54 . 193
35 95 .204 .93 -. 47 -1. 17 .63 .229
40 104 .235 1.07 -. 54 -1.34 .72 .265
45 113 .266 1.21 -.60 -1.51 .81 .302
50 122 .299 1.35 -.67 -1.69 .90 .340

• These values apply for either 10- or 13-percent rhodium.

8. Accuracies Obtainable

The accuracies obtained in calibrating the var-
ious types of thermocouples by different methods
and the uncertainty in the interpolated values by
various methods are given in table 9.

These accuracies may be obtained with homo-
geneous thermocouples when reasonable care is

exercised in the work. More or less accurate re-

sults can be obtained by the same methods. In
the case of Chromel-Alumel and iron-constantan
thermocouples at low temperatures, the accuracy
given in table 9 is limited by the uncertainty in

interpolated values. However, this uncertainty
can be greatly reduced by observing the emf of the

thermocouples at more points. The accuracy ob-

tained with copper-constantan thermocouples at

low temperatures is usually limited by the emf
measurements and in such cases the accuracy may
be improved by employing a number of thermo-
couples in series (multiple-junction couples).

When it is desired to test a thermocouple and leads

or thermocouple, leads, and indicator as a unit by

any of the methods described in the preceding sec-

tions, no additional difficulties are encountered.
The following services are provided by the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards for fees covering the
cost.

(1) Thermocouples are calibrated and certified

as accurately as the conditions of use and the
homogeneity and stability of the wires justify.

The accuracies given in table 9 have been found
to meet most needs.

(2) Indicators used with thermocouples are cal-

ibrated separately or in combination with a par-
ticular thermocouple.

(3) The thermal electromotive forces of thermo-
couple materials against the standard Pt 27 are
determined and the results certified to the limits

justified by the material.

(4) Standard Samples of metals are distributed,
each with a certificate giving the value of the
freezing point. The freezing-point metals being
distributed at present are tin, lead, zinc, aluminum,
and copper.
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Temperatures of Thermocouple Reference Junctions in an
Ice Bath

Frank R. Caldwell

(January 5, 1965)

Errors obtained when using several sizes of ISA Type K thermocouple wires (14 to 20
AWG) and of copper lead wires (14 to 26 AWO at different immersions in a properly prepared
and maintained ice bath are given. Variables considered include in addition to the wire
diameters and materials, depth of immersion (2 to 0 in.), solid cross section of the Pyrex
junction tubes, and type of insulation on the copper lead wires. The wires studied represent
the maximum (copper) and the minimum (Chromel) thermal conductivities of any of the
normally used thermocouple wires. A small amount of data on platinum is included.

Depth of immersion and diameter of the copper wire are extremely important if a high
degree of accuracy is to be attained. The solid cross section of the Pyrex junction tubes and
type of insulation used are of lesser importance.

1. Introduction

A thermocouple used to measm-e temperature is,

from its nature, a differential sensor which actually
measures the thermal emf generated as a result of

the difference in temperature between its two
junctions. It follows then, that the temperature of

one of its junctions must be known if the measured
emf is to be related to the temperatm'e being
measured. This junction is known variously as the
"cold," "icp " or "reference" jxmction; and the fact

that in measurements at low temperatures it may
be the warmest part of interest in the measuring
circuit seems often to make no difference; this is

still the "cold junction" to many, in spite of efforts

of purists to have it called the "reference," or when
applicable the "ice" junction. The other is the
"measuring" junction that often similarly is called

the "hot" junction. In the discussions that follow,

the "reference" or "ice" junction refers to the
electrical connection between the thermocouple and
copper wires leading to the measuring instrument.
This connection is made by mercury in the bottom
of a Pyrex tube immersed in a bath of water-ice

slush at, hopefully, 0 °C (32 °F)._ This is a con-
ventional bath, descriptions of which can be found
in the literature [1, 2].' A discussion of the makeup
of the ice bath including effects on its temperature
of using tap or distilled water with tap or distilled

water ice is given by McEkoy in reference [3].

• Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

He warns that the reference junction tubes should
be located properly in the slush bath if errors "as
serious as 2 to 3 °C" are to be avoided.

The studies reported herein followed discussions

in Committee AE-2, Temperature Measurement
Sensing, of the Society of Automotive Engineers,

that led to the recommended practice of reference

[2]. These emphasized the desirability of evaluating
the errors resulting from varying geometries of

tubes and wires in the ice bath. Conversely, such
an evaluation would provide information on the
sizes of tubes and wires and depths of immersion
that would lead to certain tolerable limits of errors.

The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to point

out and give quantitative information on errors that
may arise from misuse of thermocouple reference

jimctions in ice baths, or on the limiting conditions

that will cause an error not to exceed the maximum
tolerable. Figure 1 is a sketch of an ice bath of the
type used in this investigation.

The temptation to cover the entire field of con-

ventional thermocouple wires has been withstood,

and as a result, the data obtained are confined almost
exclusively to the ISA type K thermocouple wires

(Chromel P and Alumel in this case) and copper
leads. A few observations were made with plati-

num wire and copper leads. The data presented

thus are applicable to thermocouple elements of the
lowest conductivity normally used (type K) and
also of the highest (copper).

The assumption is made in presenting this paper
that the reader is familiar with the basic principles

of thermoelectric thermometry to the extent, at

least, that he can intelligently apply them to practice.
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Figure 1. Ice hath and reference junctions.

2. Practical Considerations

If one end of a wire is immersed deeper and deeper
into a bath of uniform temperature, a depth is reached
at which greater immersion produces no fm'ther
measm-able or appreciable change in temperature of

the immersed end. When the wire is in a glass tube
as considered here and illustrated in figure 1, the
same condition is reached, but at a somewhat greater

depth. In addition to the depth of immersion, the
thermal conductivity of the wires and material of

the tubes, cross sections of the wires and tubes,

depth of, and immersion of wires in the mercury in

the tubes, type of insulation on the thermocouple
wires or copper lead whes, and contact of the wires
with the sides of the tubes all may affect the tempera-
ture at the reference junctions. The condition of the
ice bath also is important, and it should be renewed
or replenished often enough that no measurable
gradient exists in either the vertical or horizontal
direction in the area of the tubes.

Within limits, then, several choices are available
for reducing the temperature of the reference junc-
tion in an ice bath and consequently the error

introduced by the difference between the temperature
of the junction and 0 °C. The choices examined in

this work are: cross sections of wires, of both copper
and thermocouple materials; type of insulation on
the copper wire leads; immersion of junctions in the
ice bath; and cross section of the glass tubes.

3. Materials and Procedure

The first thermocouple wires examined were four
sizes of Chromel and Alumel (ISA type K) : 8-, 14-,

20-, and 26-gage (American Wire Gage). Copper
wires used with these were 14-, 20-, and 26-gage.
The type K wires were oxidized, and the copper was
enamel-insulated. Each increment between these
wire sizes starting with the smallest represents an
increase of about twice the diameter and four times
the cross section. The dimensions of the several

gages of wires used are given in table 1.

Table 1. Diameters and cross-sectional areas at 20 °C of the

wires used »

American wire
gage

Diameter Cross section

in. mm in.

2

mm^
8 0. 1285 3.264 0. 01297 8.366
14 .06408 1.628 . 003225 2.081
20 . 03196 .8118 . 0008023 0. 5176
26 . 01594 .4049 .0001996 .1288

» From Smithsoruan Physical Tables (Smittisonian Institution, Washington,
D.C., 1954) ninth revised edition; W. E. Forsythe, Editor.

Thermal conductivities of Chromel, Alumel, cop-
per, and Pyrex No. 7740 are given in table 2. Here
copper is seen to have over 21 times the thermal
conductivity of Chromel P, about 13 times that of

Alumel, 5.5 times that of platinum, and nearly 350
times the thermal conductivity of Pyrex.

Table 2. Thermal conductivities at 0 °C of copper, Chromel
P, Alumel, and Pyrex, and of copper and Pyrex relative to

the others

Material k

Copper . - -

Chromel P.. - .-- .-

Alumel -

•0.912
b. 0420
b. 0679

«
. 1660

<i. 00261
0027

1

21.71
13.43
5.49

349.4

0. 00286
.0621
.0384
.0157

1

Platinum
Pvrex 7740
Pyrex 7740

• C. S. Smith, The Physical Constants of Copper, Metals Handbook p. 1380
(The American Society for Metals, 1939).

b Extrapolated from table in Hoslcins Manufacturing Company Catalog
M-61, C-A, 1961, p. 5, and converted from watts/cm °C. Chromel and Alumel
are registered trade-marljs of the Hoskins Mfg. Co.

« Calculated from equation of Holm and Stormer, Measurement of the thermal
conductivity of a platinum specimen in the temperature range 19-1020 °C, Wiss.
Veroffentlich. Siemens-Konzerns 9, part H, 312 (1930).

1 Private communication from T. W. Watson, Building Research Division,
National Bureau of Standards, and converted from milliwatts/cm °C. Pyrex
is a registered trade-mark of the Corning Glass Works. This is the value that
is compared with those of the alloy and copper wires.

"Smithsonian Physical Tables, ninth revised edition; table 555, p. 534.

Note; k is thermal conductivity in cal/cm sec °C.

Thermal conductivities of all of the commonly
used thermocouple materials are within the range
between copper and Chromel. For wires of a

particular diameter therefore, copper, having the

highest conductivity, may be expected to cause the
greatest error; and use of the low-conductivity
Chromel alone, if possible, would result in the
smallest. This latter condition is not practical,

because copper is used almost universally for the

lead from the ice bath regardless of the type of ther-

mocouple used. For practical applications of copper
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in conjunction with other thermocouple wires whose
combined thermal conduction lies between those of

copper and Chromel, the errors also will lie between
those resulting from the use of copper and Chromel
alone.

The diameters and solid cross sections of the Pyrex
tubes used are given in table 3. Sizes of tubes are

identified in the table and in the text by the letters

of column 1.

Table 3. Diameters and solid cross-sectional areas of the

Pyrex tubes used

Tube O.D. I.D. Solid cross section

in. in. in.' mm-
I 0. 312 0.230 0. 0351 22.6
R .245 . 162 .0265 17.

1

Ii... .234 . 152 .0249 16.

1

D . 199 . 131 .0176 11.4

E . 154 .079 .0137 8.84
H . 121 .071 .0075 4. 84

Thermal electromotive force (emf) was measured
with a type K-3 potentiometer and a galvanometer
with a sensitivity of about 5 mm/iN.
The ice bath illustrated in figure 1 was made in a

large Dewar flask with a clear plastic cover, drilled to

receive the Pyrex reference junction tubes. This
cover was substituted for the often used cork stopper
in order that the depth of immersion of the tubes
could be measured more accurately. The intended
depth of mercury in the tubes was in. when the

wires were immersed in it. Mercury does not, how-
ever, normally wet the Chromel and Alumel wires

and so the depth of the mercury often was irregular

across the tubes, deeper than K in. on one side and
not so deep on the other. This effect was greater with
the larger wires, and vmdoubtedly in some cases

affected the indicated temperature of the junction

between the alloy and copper wires. Although
only two tubes are shown in the cross-sectional view
of figure 1, observations often were taken with
several in the ice bath at once.

All of the results presented herein were obtained in

ice baths that were made and maintained according
to the directions given in references [1] and [2].

Clear shaved ice and tap water were used, and a

water-ice slush filled the Dewar flask at all times
during observations. This latter precaution is im-
portant in the use of an ice bath, because the water
at the bottom of a bath in which the ice is merely
floating may be as high as 4 °C, the temperature of

maximum density of water. This is not just aca-

demic; it has been observed in many instances in

which long reference junction tubes have been used
in an inadequately maintained ice bath. The
junctions in these long tubes that extended through
the slush into the water below actually have been
found to be at temperatures well above 0 °C, and
replenishing the ice bath has corrected conditions.

Use of tap water may, as discussed in reference [3],

have some effect on the temperature of the ice bath.

and this should be considered in cases where extreme
accuracy is required. For the purposes of this

paper though, this effect is unimportant; because all

observations are differential The chief requirement
here has been that the ice bath be at as nearly a
uniform temperature as possible throughout.

The procedure used was to immerse a tube con-
taining one junction of, for example, a Chromel
versus copper thermocouple so deeply in an ice bath
that further immersion caused no detectible change
in the thermal emf. This depth was found for the
largest wires, both alloy and copper, and the largest

glass tubes used, to be 9 in. or less; consequently, the
stationary leg of the thermocouple in all cases was
immersed to a depth at which the top of the mercury
in the reference junction tube was at least 9 in. below
the top of the ice bath. The other leg was immersed
initially to a depth of 2 in. above the mercury and,
with the thermocouple connected to the potentiom-
eter by copper leads, a reading of the thermal emf
was taken. The two junctions and the circuitry are

shown in figure 1 . The immersion was increased by
an inch and another reading was taken. This was
repeated for immersions up to 9 in., or to depths at

which the emf became zero or constant. In the
latter case the constant emf, normally a fraction of a
microvolt was taken as an indication of inhomo-
geneity of the wires, and not a true reflection of a
temperature difference between the two junctions.

In such cases the constant readings were corrected to

zero, and the same correction was added to the read-
ings at all depths.

The first observations taken were obtained by
repeating the procedures just described for all

combinations of gages of Chromel P and copper and
of Alumel and copper. At least two sets of data
were taken in this phase for each combination, and
in one case nine sets were taken. Three sizes of

Pyrex tubes were used for the variable-immersion
leg; the smallest had a solid cross section of about
71 percent of that of the largest. These are the
first three sizes of table 3.

Although the thermal conductivity of the Pyrex
reference junction tubes is very low relative to that

of Chromel or Alumel, and extremely low relative

to copper, separate data were taken to determine
the effect, if any, of a change in the solid cross

section of the tubes on the temperature of the

reference junction.

Another set was taken to find whether or not the

type of insulation on the copper lead wires to the

reference junction had a measurable effect. In one
case the single silk enameled insulation was used with
22-gage Alumel, and in the other the silk was re-

moved, leaving only the enamel. The same leads

were used with a platinum wire 0.020 in. in diameter
(24-gage), a commonly used size. The Pyrex tube

in each case was E with a solid cross section of

0.0137 in.^ and 0.079 in. I.D. This size was chosen

as a compromise between the fragility of the smaller,

thinner-walled tubes and the larger, more durable

tubes of higher thermal conductance.
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4. Results and Discussion

Data taken to find the effects of changing size

and immersion of the type K and copper wires are
presented in figures 2 and 3. Plotted in each figure

are curves of emf of one type K wire of one gage
against copper of three gages versus depth of im-
mersion of the reference junctions in the ice bath.
Figure 2 is for Chromel versus copper, and the data
for Alumel are given in figure 3.

Chromel is thermoelectrically positive to copper,
and Alumel and platinum are negative. This means,
for example, that the positive Chromel element of a
Chromel versus copper thermocouple must be con-
nected to the plus terminal of a measuring instru-

ment in order to get a positive reading when the
measuring junction is at a temperature higher than
that of the reference junction. Similarly, in the
case of a copper versus Alumel thermocouple, the
copper must be connected to the + terminal of the
measuring instrument.

In the discussions and figures that follow all

thermoelectric data are positive, i.e., the thermo-
couples considered are Chromel versus copper, cop-
per versus Alumel, and copper versus platinum.
The thermoelectric power at 0 °C of Chromel to
copper is 19.57 mV/°C (10.87 AtV/°F), of copper to
Alumel is 19.71 mV/°C (10.95 mV/°F), and of copper
to platinum is 6.15 /.tV/°C (3.42 mV/°F). The fol-

lowing list of abbreviations are those used in figures

2, 3, 4, and 5, and in the tables.
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Figure 2. Thermal emf of Chromel versus 14-, SO-, and 26-gage copper at various depths of immersion in an ice bath.

a. 8-gage Chromel.
b. 14-gage Chromel.

c. 20-gage Chromel.
d. 26-gage Chromel.
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ALU=Bare Alumel wire
C= Celsius

CH= Bare Chromel wire
CU= Copper wire
EN=Enamel electric insulation
F= Fahrenheit

GA= American wire gage
ID= Inside diameter
0D= Outside diameter
PT= Platinum wire
SE= Single layer silk + enamel electric insulation
TC— Thermocouple

Although the data are somewhat erratic, especially
at the lowest immersions, some facts are immediately
apparent. As expected, deeper immersion is seen
to result in smaller error, or deviation of the tem-
perature of the junction from 0 °C (32 °F). The
error appears generally to be slightly smaller for
Chromel than for Ahmiel, though this is masked in
some cases by the lack of precision of the measure-
ments; otherwise the patterns are quite similar.

The most potent variable is seen from the figures
to be the size of the copper leads from the ice junc-
tions. The relatively mild changes of solid cross

Figure 3. Thermal enif of 14-, '20-, and 26-gage copper versus Alumel at various depths of immersion in an ice hath.

a. 8-gage Alumel. c. 20-gas;e Alumel.
h. 14-gage Alumel. d. 26-gage Alumel.
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Figure 4. Effect of solid cross section of Pyrex tubes on thermal emf of copper versus
Alumel at various depths of immersion in an ice bath.

Copper was 22-gage SE; Alumel \va.s 22-gage.

section of the Pyrex reference junction tubes had no
discernible effect. The hirgest copper wire used,

14-gage, was responsible for an error at an immersion
of 2 in. of about % °C for 8-gage Chrome! and 1 °C
(1.8 °F) for S-gage Alumel. At the same immersion
and for the 8-gage type K \nres, 20-gage copper was
responsible for errors of 0.2 °C or less when used
with Chromel and up to 0.4 °C with Alumel. A
depth of 4 in. is sufficient to reduce the error with
either Chromel or Alumel of 14 gage or smaller and
copper of 20 gage or smaller to 0.05 °C or less. With
two exceptions where the error was 0.02 °C, im-
mersion of the 26-gage copper wire to a depth of

3 in. gave an error of 0.01 °C or less. The errors

resulting from use of copper leads of the latter two
sizes at an immersion of 6 in. always are less than
0.01 °C.

The data of figure 4 were taken to determine the
effect if any of the solid cross section of the P^Tex
tubes on the temperature of the reference junction.
The thermocouple used here was copper versus
Alumel, both 22 gage; and the 22-gage copper was
single silk, enamel insulated. Each curve of the
chart is for a specific immersion of the top of the
mercury in the tube into the ice bath.

Although the emfs developed here are generally
lower at immersions up to 4 in. than are the ap-
proximateh' corresponding values of figure 3, the
curves of figure 4 do point out the relative in-

sensitivity of the junction temperature to the size

of the Pyrex tubes used. In using the procedure
described earlier to correct for any residual emf, the
emf at 9 in. immersion was made to be 0 mV. The
emfs at immersions from 5 to 8 in. as a result, then
turned out to be from 0.1 to 0.3 juV for tube cross
sections down to about 0.018 in. ^ The values for
the two largest tubes are bracketed above by those
for 8 in. immersion and for 6 in. immersion below.
Practically, this latter emf is of such a magnitude
that the spread undoubtedly is -within the limits of
precision of the observations; thus the error over an

immersion of from 5 to 8 in. can be considered
constant at 0.2 or so. This corresponds to

about 0.01 °C. Another set of data similar to this,

but with 26-gage Alumel showed the spread to be
from 0 to about 0.5 pX for immersions of 5 to 9 in., or

about 0.02 °C. The wider spread here, as in some
other instances, may have been caused by inhomo-
geneities introduced by greater cold working of the
smaller wire.

Data presented in figure 5 are intended to point
out any dift'erence that might result from the use of

different types of insulation. Curve 1 (solid cii-cles)

is for bare 22-gage Alumel and 22-gage single silk,

enamel insulated copper in tube E, and Curve 2

(open circles) is for the same wires with the silk

insulation carefully removed. The difference in

V/
1

c

2

V i

3

2 3 4 5

IMMERSION OF TUBE IN ICE BATH, in.

Figure 5. Effects of insulation of copper leads on thermal
emf of copper versus Alumel and copper versus platinum at
various depths of immersion in an ice bath.

0, denotes 22-gage SE Cu, versus 22-gage Alu in curve 1 and versus 24-gage Pt in
curve 3.

Oi denotes 22-ga3e EN Cu, versus 22-gage Alu in curve 1 and versus 24-gage Pt in
curve 3.
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thermal emf at an immersion of 2 in. corresponds to

about 0.06 °C. Similar observations were taken
with copper versus platinum thermocouples. The
difference in this case, in the reverse direction, is so

small as probably to be within the limit of precision.

The one curve (3) drawn through the observations
thus can be taken as an indication of errors to be
encountered when using 24-gage platinum and a

22-gage copper wire lead. The error corresponds to

about 0.07 °C at an immersion of 2 in., 0.03 °C at 3

in., and vanishes at 4 in.

5. Conclusions

The foregoing data point out that the errors

caused by insufficient immersion in an ice bath, even
under the extreme conditions of large wires and
glass tubes, can be small enough that they will not
be the primary causes of inaccuracy in many cases

of engineering measurements. In those cases where
the errors are of an intolerable magnitude, use of

smaller wires and greater depth of immersion of the
junction below the surface of the ice bath can reduce
the error practically to the vanishing point. The
size of the Pyrex tube used to contain the reference

junction can be varied, within reasonable limits,

without any appreciable effect on the temperature
of the reference junction.

The type of insulation on the copper wire, single

silk enamel or enamel alone were seen in the case of
Alumel apparently to have a measurable effect on
the temperature of the reference junction, but in a
similar test with platinum, no such result was found.
These results are, therefore, somewhat inconclusive
although it does seem reasonable that an effect of
the type of insulation used on moderate sized wires
should be seen.
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STABILITY OF BASE-METAL THERMOCOUPLES IN AIR
FROM 800° TO 2,200° F

By Andrew I. Dahl

ABSTRACT

A study ha8 been made of the changes in the emf of Chromel-Alumel and iron-
constantan thermocouples heated in an oxidizing atmosphere at various temper-
atures and for various periods of time. The thermocouples were held st definite

temperatures, ranging from 800° to 2,200° F, in steps of 200° F. Calibrations
were made of the thermocouples in their original condition, and again after
heating them at each temperature for total times of 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600,
800, and 1,000 hours, or as long as the thermocouples remained serviceable. The
thermal emf of each element against platinum was measured in order to deter-
mine the relative stability of the individual elements. A few tests were made
to determine the effect of wire size on the stability. The effects of changing the
depth of immersion of thermocouples after they had been used under controlled
conditions were also studied.

Since all tests were made in an atmosphere of clean air, the results give no
information on stability except imder oxidizing conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the widespread use of base-metal thermocouples for tempera-
ture measurement and control in industrial processes, there are nu-
merous instances where high accuracy is of vital importance. Some
processes require that a given temperature be maintained within nar-
row limits for an extended period of time, if efficiency in operation
and uniformity in production are to be maintained. In order to meet
these requirements, a more complete knowledge of the thermoelectric
stabihty of base-metal thermocouple materials is necessary.

Practically all base-metal thermocouple wire produced in this

country is annealed or given a stabiUzing heat treatment by the man-
ufacturer. For most pxirposes this treatment renders the product
sufficiently stable, so that further changes which may occiir while the
thermocouple is in service may be neglected. However, when high
accuracy is required throughout the useful Hfe of the thermocouple,
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these changes must be taken into account. In many industrial

processes, thermocouples, when placed in service, are left undisturbed
until there is evidence of either mechanical failure or of serious error

in the temperatures indicated. However, long before this occurs, the
thermocouple may have changed to such an extent as to make it un-
reliable for accurate temperature measurement. The changes in the
thermoelectric characteristics of thermocouple materials due to or-

dinary service conditions are usually gradual and cumulative. They
depend upon such factors as the temperatures encountered, the length
of time in service, and the atmosphere surrounding the thermocouple.
The various types of thermocouple materials are affected in various
ways and to various degrees.

When the reference-junction temperature is maintained constant,
the emf developed by a homogeneous thermocouple depends only on
the temperature of the measuring junction. The emf developed by
an inhomogeneous thermocouple depends not only on the temperature
of the measuring junction but also on the temperature distribution

throughout the inhomogeneous portions of the wires. All base-
metal thermocouples become inhomogeneous with use at high
temperatures. However, if all the inhomogeneous portions of the
thermocouple wires are in a region of uniform temperature, the
inhomogeneous portions have no effect upon the indications of the
thermocouple. Therefore, an increase in the depth of immersion
of a used couple has the effect of bringing previously unheated portions
of the wires into the region of temperature gradient, and thus the
indications of the thermocouple will correspond to the original emf-
temperature relation, provided the increase in immersion is sufficient

to bring all of the previously heated part of the wires within the zone
of uniform temperature. If the immersion is decreased, the more
inhomogeneous portions of the wires wiU be brought into the region
of temperature gradient, thus giving rise to a change in the indicated
emf. Furthermore, a change in the temperature distribution along
inhomogeneous portions of the wire nearly always occurs when a

couple is removed from one installation and placed in another, even
though the measured immersion and the temperature of the measuring
junction are the same in both cases. Thus the indicated emf is

changed.
Although it is recognized that there are differences in composition

and thermoelectric properties between various lots of thermocouple
materials of the same general type, it is believed that the changes in

the thermoelectric properties of a few selected lots of material will

give a general idea of the changes which would occur in other lots of

the same general type, provided that all the lots have received the
same initial heat treatment.

II. MATERIALS INVESTIGATED

The thermocouple materials studied were Chromel P, Alumel,
iron, and constantan. Chromel P and Alumel wire of No. 18 gage
and iron and constantan of No. 14 gage were used for the tests at
800° and 1,000° F. For the tests at 1,200° F and above. No. 8 gage
wires were used. To determine the relation of wire size to the thermo-
electric stability, additional tests were made on No. 18 and No. 22

gage Chromel and Alumel at 1,200° and 1,600° F, and on No. 18 gage
iron and constantan at 1,200° and 1,400° F.
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Samples of the various materials were secured from several sources.
Each of the materials used in the investigation had the temperature-
emf relation characteristic of the large percentage of the material of
its particular type now being manufactiu^ed. All of the wires had
been heat treated by the manufacturers in the manner considered
standard for the particular type of wire.

III. TEST METHODS

Since Chromel P is generally used in combination with Alumel,
and iron with constantan, the materials were paired in this manner.
In addition to determining the temperature-emf relation for each
pair, the thermal emf of the individual elements of each pair against
the platinmn standard * Pt 27 was determined. In this way the
thermoelectric changes of each thermocouple material were deter-
mined independently. The difference of the thermal emfs of the
individual elements of a thermocouple against a third material is

equal to the emf of the thermocouple. As aU three were measured in

this work, any two served as a check upon the third.

The temperatures were measured with a standard platinum to

platinmn— 10 percent rhodimn thermocouple calibrated in accordance
with the specifications for the International Temperature Scale.^

The platinum working standard used was checked periodically against

Pt27.
The pair or pairs of wire under test were insulated by two-hole

porcelain insulators. The platinum reference wire was protected
by a glazed porcelain tube and was sealed through the end of the
protection tube with a Pjrrex glass, leaving about 1 cm of the end of

the wire protruding beyond the seal. The platinmn-rhodium thermo-
couple, insulated with a two-hole porcelain tube inside a glazed por-

celain protection tube, was likewise sealed through the end of its

protection tube with a Pyrex glass, leaving the welded junction pro-
truding about 1 cm beyond the seal. The ends of the base-metal
wires, the platinum reference wire, and the standard thermocouple
were then welded together to form a single composite jimction.

The furnace used in this work was of the resistance type wound
with platinum-rhodium wire. The furnace tube of Alundum was 60
cm long and 3-cm inside diameter. The wires imder test, together
with the platinum reference wire and the platinum-rhodium thermo-
couple, were placed in the furnace with the composite junction at

about the midpoint. The wires were then securely clamped with
respect to the furnace. Although the ends of the furnace tube were
closed with asbestos wool to promote temperature uniformity, no
attempt was made to exclude air from the heated chamber, so that
the atmosphere prevailing within the tube was oxidizing. The
reference junctions were maintained at 32° F during all the measure-
ments. The temperatiu"e of the furnace was maintained practically

constant during any observation at a given point by means of a

hand-operated voltage regulator in the power circuit.

To obtain data on the effect of long-time exposure to high tempera-
tures upon the thermoelectric properties of the materials, the following

procedure was adopted. The initial measurements were made on the
sample as received from the manufacturer. Measurements of the

' Tbe tbennoelectric reference standard maintained at the National Bnreaa of Standards.
« O. K. Burgess. BS J. Research U 635 (1928) KP22.
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thermal emfs of the various combinations were made at intervals of
200^ F up to and including in each case the temperature at which the
effect of heating was to be determined. The furnace was then allowed
to cool to room temperature, and the measurements were repeated.

The differences between the two sets of measurements were ascribed
to the initial heating and will be referred to as the "initial changes."
Similar measurements were then made after the materials had been
held at the test temperature for total elapsed times of 10, 50, 100,

200, 400, 600, 800, and 1,000 hours, or as long as the materials remained
serviceable. The test temperatures included every temperature from
800° F to and including 2,000 °F, in steps of 200° F. Chromel P
and Alumel were also tested at 2,200° F. A fresh sample was used for

the test at each temperature. During heating periods, the temperature
of the furnace was maintained constant within ±5° F by means of an
automatic temperature controller.

The procedure followed in studying the effect of decreasing the
depth of immersion was as follows:

The materials were heated in the^electric furnace for a period of

20 hours at a constant temperature. FoUowing'^this heat treatment,
the thermal emf of the samples was determined, the position of the
samples being maintained the same as that during the 20-hour heating
period. The furnace was then allowed to cool to room temperature,
and the immersion was decreased 3 inches and the thermal emf
determined in this new position. The difference between the observa-
tions for a given sample is due only to the change in immersion, since

no heating took place between the two sets of measurements. This
type of test was carried out on No. 8 gage iron and constantan at
temperatures from 600° to 1,800° F, in 200° F steps, and on No. 8
gage Chromel P and Alumel from 600° to 2,200° F.

IV. RESULTS

1. TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE TESTS

(a) CHROMEL P AND ALUMEL

Figures 1 and 2 show the results obtained on No. 18 gage Chromel
P and Alumel heated at 800° and 1,000° F, respectively. The changes
in the completed Chromel-Alumel thermocouples are also shown. The
changes in the individual elements are in the same direction, so that
each becomes thermoelectrically positive to the material in its original

condition. The convention followed in regard to sign is as follows:

If in a simple thermoelectric circuit the current flows from metal A
to metal B at the colder junction, A is thermoelectrically positive

to B. On the basis of this convention, Chromel P is positive to

Alumel. Therefore, a positive change in Chromel P wUl increase the
emf of a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple, while a positive change in
Alumel will decrease the emf of the thermocouple. The changes
observed in the tests at 800° and 1,000° F are small, in all cases less

than the equivalent of 1° F for a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple.
Figures 3 to 8, inclusive, show the results obtained with No. 8

gage Chromel P abd Alumel at temperatures from 1,200° to 2,200° F,
mclusive. The changes in the emf of Chromel P are in the positive

direction throughout all tests, with the exception of the test at 2,200°

F, where a negative change was observed at temperatures above 1,600°
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F, The magnitude of the changes is, in nearly all cases, in the order
of the duration of the heating periods, the maximum change occurring

at about 1,200° F. The changes in the Alumel are in the positive

direction throughout the tests at 1,200" and 1,400° F. In the tests

at 1,600° F and above, the changes in the emf of the Alumel between
about 800° and 1,100° F are extremelv small. Above 1,100° F the
changes are negative and of appreciable magnitude. This is most
clearly shown in figure 7. The materials used in the test at 2,200° F
failed after about 300 hours of heating.

Tests of No. 8, No. 18, and No. 22 gage Chromel-Alumel thermo-
couples heated at 1,200° F for a total of 1,000 hours indicated that
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Changes in No. 8, No. 18, and No. 22 gage ChromeUAlumel thermo-
couples due to heating at 1,600° F for the total times indicated on the graphs.

the changes in the thermocouples of the various sizes were nearly
the same, and in all cases less than the equivalent of 2.5° F. Figure
9 shows the effects on the same sizes of Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
when heated at 1,600° F. The change in caUbration at 400° F is

largest in the smallest size, but the reverse is true for the change at
1,000° F.

The changes in the emf of the Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
produced by the total heating time in each of the tests are shown
m figure 10 (reproduced from fig. 1 to 8, inclusive). In the test at
2,200° F the change after only 200 hours is shown, this being the
elapsed time when the last measurements preceding failure were
made. The peculiar change in the Alumel previously mentioned is

reflected in change of the thermocouples.
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(b) IRON AND CONSTANTAN

Figiires 11 and 12 show the results obtamed on No. 14 gage iron
and constantan tested at 800° and 1,000° F, respectively. The
changes in all cases are small, being less than the eqmvalent of 1° F.
The results on No. 8 gage iron and constantan tested at 1,200°

to 2,000° F, inclusive, are shown in figiu"es 13 to 17. The time iater-

vals between csdibrations were shortened for the tests at 1,800° and
2,000° F, since at these temperatures the materials change at a rapid
rate. The tests were continued untU the materials failed.
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—

Changes in .Vo. 14 gage iron and constanian due to heating at 800° F
for the total times indicated on the graphs.

The relative thermoelectric stability of No. 8 and No. 18 gage
iron-constantan thermocouples heated at 1,400° F is shown in figure

18. As might be expected, the emf changes in the smaller wire pro-
ceed more rapidly. The No. 18 gage thermocouple failed after about
400 hours of heating, while the No. 8 gage remained serviceable
throughout the 1,000 hours of the test. However, the measurements
made on the thermocouple at the end of the 1,000-hour period indicated
that failure was near. A test on these same sizes at 1,200° F showed
no appreciable difference in their thermoelectric stability at this

test temperature, the maximum change after 1,000 hours of heating
being about the equivalent of 4° F.
The change in the emf of constantan was gradual and cumulative

throughout each test. In the case of iron the change in emf was
relatively small untU failure of the wire was approached. When this

stage was reached, the change was rapid and relatively large. This
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was true for all tests in which iron was heated untU failure occurred.
The life of the iron element was found to be approximately the same
as that of the constantan.

2. IMMERSION TESTS

Table 1 gives the observed changes in the thermal emf of No. 8
gage iron and constantan produced by a 3-inch decrease in immersion
following the 20-hour heating period. The changes in both of the
elements are gradual and regular throughout, the magnitude of the
emf changes in constantan being ever5nvhere considerably greater
than in the case of iron. Figure 19 shows the change in the emf of the
iron-constantan thermocouple under the various conditions of heating
(test at 1,800° F not shown in graph). A greatly increased, though
regular, change is clearly shown for the test at 1,600° F. At 1,800° F
the change is about four times as great as that observed at 1,600° F.

Table 1.

—

Changes (in thermal emf) at various tem-peratures caused by decreasing the

depth of immersion 3 inches, after heating the wires in air at the temperatures
indicated for 20 hours

IRON

Calibration temperature

Heating temperature

600 °F 800 "F 1,000 "F 1,200 °F 1,400 °F 1,600 °F 1,800 "F

"F
200

tw
1

0
1

6
7
8
7

US
3
4
3
2
3

1

4
4
4
1

-2
-2
-2
-3
-6
-9
-13

nv
-1
-4
-7
-12
-19
-30
-43
-67

-2
-9
-18
-29
-43
-58
-72
-80
-100

400
600
800

1,000
1,200
1,400
1,900
1,800

CONSTANTAN

200.. - 4

7
9

10
18
27
36

13
20
26
37
49

14

30
43
62
00
65

14
28
41

63
64
65
68

25
62
93
127

156
182
208
223

83
224
374
504
615
735
837
935

1,078

400
600....
800

1,000

1,200

1,400
1,600

1,800

IRON-CONSTANTAN

200 -3
-7
-8

-5
-11
-19
-28

-10
-16
-23
-35
-46

-13
-27
-39
-48
-56
-64

-16
-30
-43
-56
-60
-74
-81

-26
-66
-100
-139
-175
-212
-251
-280

-85
-233
-392
-633
-658
-793
-909

-1,016
-1.178

400
800
800

1,000
1,200

1,400

1,800

1,800

Table 2 gives the observed effects for No. 8 gage Chromel P and
Alumel of changes in immersion, as outlined above. In the tests up
to and including 1,600 °F the effect is gradual and approximately regu-
lar. At 1,800 °F and above, the Alumel element exhibited an irregiJar

effect, somewhat similar to that observed in the exposure tests, which
became more pronounced as the heating temperature was increased.

Figure 20 illustrates the results for the Clm)mel-Alvmiel thermocouples.
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Changes in No. 8 and No. 18 gage iron-constantan thermocouples due
to heating at 1,400° F f(yr the total times indicated on the graphs.
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Changes in the indications of No. 8 gage iron-constantan thermocouples

due to a 3-inch decrease in immersion after the couples had been heated for 20 hours

at the temperatures indicated on the graphs.
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Table 2.

—

Changes {in thermal emf) at various temperatures caused by decreasing
the depth of immersion 3 inches after heating the wires in air at the temperatures
indicated for 20 hours

CHROMELP

Calibration temperature

200.
400.
600.
800.

1,000.

1,200.

1,400.

1,600.

1,800.

2,000-

2,200.

Heating temperature

600° F 800° F 1,000° F 1,200° F 1,400° F 1,600° F 1,800° F 2,000° F 2,200° F

-1
+1

4
10
13

31

48
68
95

ALUMEL

200.
400.
600..

800.
1,000.

1,200.

1,400..

1,600-
1,800.

2,000.

2,200.

1

2
7

10

2
1

-1
-4
+1

-2
-3
-6
-12
-17
-17

-2
-4
-6
-11
-17
-25
-25

-10
-12
-15
-17

-5
-26
-35
-25
-10
-13
-21
-32
-45

CHROMELALUMEL

200 1

2
1

3
7

11
21

3
7
20
34
41

14

24
37
48
58
66

12
29
41

65
71

84
90

16
30
44
64
67
83
94
103

4

27
39
35
23
43
69
100
140

6
47
75
67
25
1

11

25
46
84

400 — - -.

600
800

1,000
1,200
1,400 -

1,600

1,800 -

2,000
2,200

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As has been previously pointed out, the materials were heated in an
oxidizing atmosphere. Furthermore, the depth of immersion of the

materials in the furnace was constant throughout each exposure test.

Direct application of the results obtained must be limited to cases

where these conditions prevail.

From the observations reported, it is seen that long-time exposure
of a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple to high temperatures causes the

emf corresponding to a given temperature to increase or the tempera-
ture corresponding to a given emf to decrease. The effect on an iron-

constantan thermocouple is just the reverse.

Failure of a Chromel-Alumel thermocouple (No. 8 gage) occurred
within the 1,000-hour heating period only in the test at 2,200° F.^ In
this case an open circuit was indicated after 300 hours, and examina-
tion of the sample showed that the metal forming the welded junction

and the individual wires for some distance from the welded junction
were oxidized nearly through.
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The 1,000-hoiir heating periods at 2,000° and 1,800° F for No. 8
gage Chromei P and Alumel also produced appreciable oxidation of

the materials. In the test at 2,000°F the diameter of the wires, after

the oxide was removed, was 2.3 mm for the Alumel and 2.6 mm for the
Chromei P, as compared with 3.3 mm for the original diameters. For
the test at 1,800° F the diameter, after removing the oxide, was 2.6mm
for the Alumel and 3.1 mm for the Chromei P. In the tests at 1,600°

F

and below, the oxidation had not materially decreased the diameter of

the wires.

The exposure tests on No. 8 gage iron-constantan thermocouples
showed failure of the materials within the 1,000-hour heating time
for the tests at 1,600° F and above. Failure occurred after 12 hours
at 2,000° F, after 28 hours at 1,800° F, and after 300 hours at 1,600° F.
The No. 18 gage iron-constantan thermocouple failed after about 500
hours at 1,400° F, while theNo. 8 gage thermocouple remained service-

able throughout the 1,000-hour test at 1,400° F. However, at the
conclusion of the test the diameters of the No. 8 gage materials had
been reduced to about one-tenth of their original value.

A summary of the changes observed for Chromel-AJumel, iron-

constantan, and Chromel-constantan thermocouples produced by
long-time exposure to various temperatures is given in table 3. The
values for Chromel-constantan were obtained indirectly by combining
the changes in the individual elements. Though the changes in both
Chromei P and constantan are considerably larger than those of the
completed thermocouple, the directions are such that the changes
counteract each other, so that the change in a Chromel-constantan
thermocouple is small. The life of this thermocouple is limited by
that of the constantan element.

Table 3.

—

Changes in the calibration of base-metal thermocouples heated in air in
an electric furnace

Exposure temperature

Chromel-AJumel Iron-constantan Chromel-constantan

Hours of

exposure
Maximum
change

Hours of
exposure

Maximum
change

Hours of
exposure

Maximnm
change

°F
800 _

1,000....

1,200
1,400

1,600

1,800

1,000
1,000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1,000
1.000
200

op
<1
<1
+2

3
5
8
19
21

1,000
1.000
1,000
800
100
28
8

°F
<1
<1
-4
-7
-10
-18
-19

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

100

"F
<1
<1
-1
-2
-4

2,000

2,200

The relatively large changes in calibration observed for Chromel-
Alumel thermocouples at 400° and 600° F, after the couples have been
exposed to temperatures of 1,600° F and above, are not as serious
as may at first appear. When a thermocouple is used for accurate
measurement of temperatures of 1,600° F or above, it is seldom re-

quired that this same couple be used for accurate measurements at
temperatures as low as 400° or 600° F. Therefore, the relatively large

changes at these lower temperatures are of no great importance.
A thermocouple which is to be used for accurate measurements below
1,000° F should not be exposed to the higher temperatures. If this
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procedure is followed, the relatively large changes at 400° and 600° F
will be avoided.
The results on the immersion tests emphasize the importance of

never decreasing the depth of immersion of a thermocouple after it

has once been placed in service. The practice of using a single base-
metal thermocouple for high-temperature measurements in a nvmiber
of different installations should be avoided. It is even difficult to
obtain consistent and accurate results by usiag a thermocouple in a
single installation if the couple is withdrawn and replaced between
periods of service. The results obtained by removing a used base-
metal couple from an installation to determme the corrections to the
original calibration by testing it in a laboratory furnace are unreliable.

The temperature gradients in the two furnaces usually differ widely,

and hence the resvdts will not be applicable to the actual service

conditions. If it is practicable by any means to remove the inhomo-
geneous portions of the thermocouple from the temperature gradient,

then the original calibration of the couple is applicable.

Washington, December 14, 1939.
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Lxhe following discussions of Andrew I. Dahl's paper.
Stability of Base-Metal Thermocouples in Air from
800° to 2,200° F, appeared in Temperature: Its

Measurement and Control in Science and Industry,
Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, 1941. ]

Discussion

W. A. Gatward, Chief Engineer, Hoskins Manufacturing Co., Detroit, Mich-
igan : Mr. Dahl has very carefully limited his statements regarding this experiment

to cover oxidizing conditions only. He has found under such conditions that

generally, Chromel-Alumel thermocouples will produce higher emfs after use. In

practice it is usually found that the opposite is true, that is, that when changes

develop, the couples usually "read low." The tendency to read low will be caused

by reducing gases which are likely to be present even under the best protection.

We might say then, that the tendency to read high as caused by oxidation will in

many instances be partially, wholly, or excessively compensated by the tendency to

read low, as caused by gas contamination.

Mr. Dahl is dealing with very small changes, some of them equivalent to frac-

tions of a degree. There are some instances where the data are not consistent, as

for instance where he gets more change in 100 hours than in 200 hours, or where
his curves cross over. I know when trying for such accuracy as this, that errors

are apt to creep in, and there are two questions I would like to raise concerning

his technic.

Asbestos wool was used to plug up the end of the test furnace. That has been

known to cause errors if a reducing gas is driven of¥ from the wool and into the

furnace at a high enough temperature. The exact limitations of the use of asbestos

wool are not known, so it should be used with caution.

The other point involves temperature gradients. With the test wires and the

platinum couple all welded together it is possible to take perfectly good readings

while the temperature is changing. However, the effect of the temperature gradient

is such that plenty of time should be allowed for the temperature gradient

to reach its equilibrium. For a given design of furnace there will be a very dif-

ferent temperature gradient for each temperature u.sed, and it takes considerable

time for this gradient to establish itself. Too rapid manipulation of the temperature

of the furnace is suggested as a possible cause of some small discrepancies.

Possibly the accuracy of the potentiometer is not consistent with the accuracy

of the control of conditions in the test and part of the data may be out of "accuracy

balance."

It is quite evident that temperature gradient, a necessary evil, is one of the

important considerations in the use of thermocouples. Very few people are

familiar with what goes on in the "zone of uneven heating" or, the "temperature

gradient," and I believe a more thorough discussion of the problem would be in

order in this paper.

In discussions of this sort we use terms which we would be hard-put to define.

For instance, inhomogeneity. Now we have a pretty good conception of its oppo-

site, homogeneity, because a piece of wire is homogeneous if a temperature gradient
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does not set up local enifs or "parasitic emfs." It is pretty safe to say that such

a wire is very uniform as to composition and physical state.

If a wire is such that parasitic emfs arc set up by a temperature gradient, then

we say that it is inhomogeneous without knowing wherein inhomogeneity lies.

Maybe the hottest part of the wire has lost some small part of its chemical ingredi-

ents. Maybe some surface oxide has been reduced permanently or temporarily.

Maybe the physical state or the crystal form (as in the case of nickel) has been
temporarily or permanently disturbed so that a parasitic emf could "come and go,"

depending on the temperature at the moment.
These are mentioned just as possibilities, to show that inhomogeneity may be

one or several things all at the same time. Whatever it may actually be, it is the

temperature gradient acting on the non-uniform wire which causes parasitic emfs
which add or detract from the total couple emf.

It is one thing to age a couple wire when we heat the whole wire to some high

temperature, as for annealing or stabilizing purposes. But aside from that, each

couple in use is submitted to an ageing process, not at one temperature but at many
temperatures along its length. A couple must reach from the high-temperature

zone out to room temperature and it must pass through a temperature gradient.

Hence, the couple in use is not aged uniformly at all.

Notice that in Mr. Dahl's curves, Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive, where the ageing

temperature only reaches 1400 °F, the changes are more or less uniform and pro-

portional to time and temperature. Those in Figs. 5 to 8 inclusive are quite

different with decided "humps" in the Alumel curves at 400 to 500 °F.

It must be borne in mind that a couple which is aged at 1400 °F must pass

through a continuous gradient clear to room temperature just as does the couple

which is aged at 1600 °F. And still the couple aged at 1600 °F will exhibit the

"hump" at 400 to 500 °F while the one aged at 1400 °F will show no "hump."
It is hard to believe that a hot-end temperature of 1600 °F would in itself cause

an effect different from 1400 °F. It is pretty certain that if two wires were com-
pletely aged (the whole length) at 1400 and 1600 °F they would behave in the

same way as to the hump. Knowing the peculiarities of nickel at 400 to 500° F,

and knowing that Alumel is 95 per cent nickel, we would expect that the hump in

the Alumel curve must be caused by a temperature at around 400 to 500 °F, which
can only occur in the temperature gradient.

Fig. 21 has been drawn to represent a possible temperature distribution in a

test furnace. Curve A could be the temperature of a wire being aged at 2000 °F.

It will have one end in a uniform zone, L-„ and the other end at room tempera-

ture Lj. The remaining part represented by L^, L-^, and L4 will be in the gradient

zone. Now forget L., and L4 for a moment and think of L3 as representing the

inhomogeneous wire which has been aged at many different temperatures along its

length. One end could be at 1500 °F, and the other end could be at 500 °F. If L3
is inhomogeneous then 1500° at one end and 500° at the other end would cause a

parasitic emf, and it might add to or it might subtract from the emf of the whole
wire against platinum.

Now after the aging at 2000 °F, suppose the temperature of L5 is dropped

to B, or to 500 °F. We know that the two ends of L3 will also be lowered say to

400 and 200 °F, and any parasitic emf, if present, will be of different degree and
might even be of different sign.

Isolating L^ and making the foregoing assumptions, we can see that the tem-

peratures involved could be those which would affect the Alumel. While this is

all speculation and does not suggest any cure for the effect of a temperature gra-

dient, it does suggest an experiment which might explain the hump.
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A furnace could be made up with 3 controllable zones, one representing the

section L5 and the two others which could be controlled at lower temperatures and
which would represent the two ends of L3. Then a length of wire could be welded

into the Alurriel wire, an insert several inches long, and of material having a
decidedly different emf from the Alumel wire. This insert would then represent L3.

Now a test could be run with selected temperatures for the ends of L3 and a selected

temperature for L5. Then L5 could be changed, but the difference in tempera-

tures at the ends of L3 could be kept the same, so that any parasitic emf in L3
would be the same regardless of the temperature of L5. This sort of experiment
would contribute something to the explanation of the hump in the Alumel curves.

Time Rate of Change When a Chromel-Alumel Couple is Not Disturbed and
is Held at One Temperature

When accurate temperatures must be measured over a long time, the couple

should be checked periodically "in place," that is, not disturbed in any way. There
are data in Figs. 1 to 8 inclusive which will tell what to expect in changes of emf
with time. These data can be taken from Figs. 1 to 8 at the extreme right-hand

end of the curves. Fig. 22 has been prepared in this manner. In some cases the

curves cross over and it is not possible to identify all of them. When this occurs,

the average of the group is used. It occurs only where the changes are very small,

a degree or so.

Mr. Dahl's paper may at first be alarming to u.sers of Chromel-Aluniel couples.

Many of them depend implicitly on check couples which are used at many tempera-

tures and immersions.

In discussing the use of couples the expected accuracy should always be stated
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so that a user may decide just how he may operate his couples to attain the desired

accuracy.

Mr. Dahl has carefully defined the conditions of his experiments as oxidizing.

He has made some valuable suggestions in the use of Chromel-Alumel couples.

However, it seems if he could combine his recommendations with his statements

defining the accuracy expected, then his recommendations would have more prac-

tical use. If such accuracy cannot be conveniently defined, then he might head his

list of recommendations with the statement that "extreme accuracy requires the

following precautions." Such precautions selected from various paragraphs could

then be summarized as follows.

(1) A couple which is used for measurements below 1000 °F should not be

exposed to higher temperatures.

(2) A Chromel-Alumel couple which is used up to 1600 °F or higher should

not be used for accurate measurements below 800 °F.

(^3) The depth of immersion should not be changed from the original, and above
all it should not be decreased.

(4) Any thermocouple should be checked if possible in place, i.e., undisturbed

in any way.

Reply

The asbestos wool used to close the ends of the furnace tube did not become
heated to temperatures sufficiently high to disturb the oxidizing atmosphere within

the tube. The wool was loosely placed against the ends of the tube. This per-

mitted a relatively easy passage of air into the tube and if any foreign gases were

o so /oo ^x> XK *oo sx eao mo soo •ioo ooo

Fig. 22. Rate of change for Chromel-Alumel couples left undisturbed and aged at

temperatures shown.

liberated from the asbestos wool they would be so diluted with an excess of air that

their ef¥ect would be negligible.

The time allowed for the temperature gradients in the test wires to become
established after the furnace reached the desired steady temperature was about
15 minutes for temperatures up to 1200 °F and about 10 minutes for temperatures
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above 1200 °F. Moreover, the furnace temperature was changed slowly in passinj

from one point to the next. The emf of the test wires against platinum at the timi

the observations were recorded showed no variation with time when the tempera

ture was maintained constant. This would indicate that equilibrium conditions ha<

been reached.

The over-all accuracy of the measurements at any given temperature, including

the uncertainties in the potentiometers, the standard thermocouple, and the platinun

reference wire, is estimated to be within 0.5 °F.

A. H. Salerno, Hyatt Bearings Division, General Motors Corporation, Harri

son, N. J. : Commenting on Mr. Dahl's paper from the viewpoint of the pyrometei

user, I wish to say that in the selection of the type of material to be used foi

base-metal thermocouples in commercial application, it is necessary to know th<

conditions under which the wire will be used. Characteristics are influenced b)

type of atmosphere, whether oxidizing, neutral or reducing, and by time and tem-

perature. Having decided upon the particular conditions, it is of extreme impor-

tance to consider the economies involved. It is well known that different types oi

couples will have a variable life depending upon the amosphere in which they are

used. The comparative cost per hour of service might justify the use of the less

expensive of two wires, even though it is necessary to change couples more fre-

quently. The fact that a couple must be taken out of service to avoid errors with

continued use before failure occurs does not necessarily indicate an unsatisfactory

type of material. Frequency of changing couples can be adjusted to avoid using

them beyond the point of instability.

The atmospheric conditions encountered in the tests reported on by the author

were undoubtedly quite strongly oxidizing. This condition is not always met with

in practice.

In cases where difficulties might arise from using couples in a strongly oxidizing

atmosphere, it is often advantageous to pack them so as to exclude as much oxygen

as possible and thereby lengthen their service life.

Our practice in the use of iron-constantan thermocouples is to replace with

new couples at regular stated intervals, regardless of their apparent condition.

The length of time allowed in service depends on the temperature of operation.

This is given below for I-C couples.

These periods are for 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. The 1700 °F-coupIes

are packed with T.C. packing, while the others are in unpacked tubes. This

accounts for the apparent discrepancy between the 1700 °F and the 1450-1550 °F
time of use figures. The time of service does not indicate failure but has a large

factor of safety, since the couples are inexpensive and the parts being heat-treated

are valuable.

Since we have never made life tests on any thermocouple wire we are not in a

position to offer comments on the stability under these conditions, other than the

data given above.

G. C. Stauffer, Driver-Harris Co., Harrison, N. J. : The author of this paper

Discussion

Temperature of Use

1700 °F

1450-1550 °F

300-800 °F

Period of Use

672 hours

360 hours

8760 hours
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should be complimented on the work done with the very desirable object of collect-

ing information on the life of base-metal thermocouple materials.

Attention should be called to the fact that the results in this paper indicate the

effect of definitely oxidizing conditions on base-metal thermocouple elements. It

appears quite probable that the test conditions were considerably more strongly

oxidizing than is met with in the industrial applications of base-metal thermo-

couples.

The results on constantan indicate what happens when it is exposed to an
unknown concentration of oxygen at elevated temperatures for various periods of

time. The heretofore unpublished data below indicates that the oxygen concentra-

tion in the atmosphere is more significant than the time factor. The life of any
couple depends on the atmosphere. Strongly oxidizing atmospheres on an unpro-

tected iron-constantan couple will cause rapid deterioration at temperatures over

1600 °F. It is well known that reducing atmospheres are equally destructive to

some other types of base-metal couples.

In 1934 the National Bureau of Standards made some routine commercial cali-

brations against platinum of keyed samples submitted by the alloy manufacturer.

Nine samples from one coil of No. 8 wire were taken. The coil had been given a

commercial anneal at 1450 °F for 4^ hours in a closed pot. A neutral or slightly

reducing atmosphere was maintained.

Of the nine pieces, one sample received no additional heat treatment. Four of

the remaining samples were heated for three hours in pure hydrogen, the other

four were placed in steel tubes packed with Aloxite and sealed on the ends with

fireclay. This was termed an oxidizing anneal. The eight samples were then

heated for three hours to the temperatures indicated.

Table 4. Heat Treatment.

Emf vs. Net Change
Sample Time Temp. Pt 27 at 1500 from No. 1

Number (hrs) (°F) Atmosphere "F (mv) (jiv)

1 . .... 35.53 00
2 3 1400 Hydrogen 35.55 - 20
3 3 1600 Hydrogen 35.58 - 50
4 3 1800 Hydrogen 35.60 - 70
5 3 2000 Hydrogen 35.59 - 60
6 3 1400 Oxidizing 35.47 -t- 60
7 3 1600 Oxidizing 35.52 -I- 10
8 3 1800 Oxidizing 35.03 -1-500

9 3 2000 Oxidizing 34.97 +560

It would be expected that, if the oxidizing conditions were uniform for samples

No. 6 and No. 9 inclusive, the change in microvolts would be consecutively greater

with higher temperatures of treatment. It should be noted that this is not the

case, which indicates that the oxidizing conditions were not uniform.

Comparing the tests in oxidizing atmospheres given in Table 4 with the figures

given by Mr. Dahl. it will be seen that Sample No. 6, for example, shows a greater

change than is given by Mr. Dahl in Fig. 14 for the same temperature but a longer

period. The change on sample 7 for the oxidizing atmosphere at 1600 °F com-
pares approximately with the data given by Mr. Dahl in Fig. 15.

A recent test to show the efifect of exposure of constantan to severe oxidizing

conditions for three hours at 1700 °F showed a change of 1650 microvolts when
checked at a temperature of 1500 °F.

The results on the samples in the reducing atmospheres all having increased

slightly, it is logical to assume that a strictly neutral atmosphere would have caused
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no change. Thus variations in atmospheric oxygen content will cause changes as

high as 1650 microvohs at a 1500 °F test temperature when the wire is heated for

only three hours. This indicates the necessity of knowing the condition of oxida-

tion of the atmosphere in contact with the couple.

Commercial practice has indicated throughout the years that properly installed

couples do not deteriorate at the rate shown by Mr. Dahl. Actual values fall

between the ideal of no change, in the reducing atmosphere, and the rapid change
shown under oxidizing conditions.

The amount of increase in emf after heating in reducing atmospheres has been

determined to depend on the previous history of the sample. Properly melted

and annealed samples show only slight changes. A piece which has been severely

oxidized may be restored to its original value by heating in hydrogen at a tempera-

ture of 1850 °F for from 15 minutes to an hour or more. For example, the pre-

viously mentioned piece which changed 1650 microvolts after heating for 3 hours

at 1700 °F in an oxidizing atmosphere and which had scaled off 0.005" was fired

for one hour at 1820 °F in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen.

The change is not due to the reduction of the surface oxide, since if the surface

is completely removed by pickling or machining, the emf of the wire does not return

to the original value until it has been fired in hydrogen.

It is apparent from this that the core of the metal in some way takes up oxygen,

which definitely lower the emf of the wire. This effect on the emf is neutralized,

and the oxygen is presumably removed when the wire is heated at high tempera-

tures in an atmosphere of hydrogen.

It is obvious from the foregoing that when iron-constantan thermocouples are

used it is desirable to use tight protection tubes and limit infiltration of air to the

minimum.

I do not agree with Mr. Stauffer's statement that "the results on constantan

indicate what happens when it is exposed to an unknown concentration of oxygen
at elevated temperatures for various periods of time," because the atmosphere in

which the materials were heated was that of clean air and therefore of known and
constant oxygen content. The rate at which oxygen was consumed in the oxida-

tion of the materials during heating was not great enough to change the oxygen

concentration within the furnace appreciably since an excess of air was present

at all times.

1. The thermoelectric reference standard maintained at the National Bureau of .Standards.
2. Burgess, G. K., Bxu. Standards J. Research, 1, 635 (1928) (RP 22).

Original value
After oxidizing at 1 700 °F
After hydrogen heating at 1820 °F

35,500 Mv vs Pt 27 at 1500 °F
33,850 MV vs Pt 27 at 1500 °F
35,575 Mv vs Pt 27 at 1500 °F

Reply
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Reference Tables for the Pt-30 Percent Rh Versus

Pt-6 Percent Rh Thermocouple

Institute for Basic Standards, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

Reference tables for the platinum-30 percent rhodium versus platinum-6 percent rhodium thermo-
couple have been established for the range 0 to 1820 °C based upon the calibrations of thermocouples
furnished by three manufacturers in the United States and by one European manufacturer. The
thermocouples were calibrated by cotnparison with standard instruments such as platinum resistance

thermometers. platinum lO percent rhodium versus platinum thermocouples and optical pyrometers.
The test procedures and facilities used -for the calibrations are described and the accuracy of the

measurements is discussed. The platinum-rhodium elements of the thermocouples were examined
by a general qualitative spectrochemical method and the results of the analyses are given. Tables
of emf of the individual elements of the thermocouple versus Pt-27 for the range 0 to 1500 °C are also

presented. In addition, the effect of variations in the alloying percentages of platinum and rhodium
on the temperature-emf relationships of the elements are shown. The results of calibrations for other

Pt-30 percent Rh versus Pt-6 percent Rh thermocouples, which were received for routine calibration

at NBS during the period from May 1963 to March 1965, are also shown.

Key Words: Accuracy, calibration, emf, platinum-rhodium elements, platinum-30 percent rho-

dium versus platinum-6 percent rhodium, reference tables, spectrochemical analyses,

thermocouple.

George W. Burns and John S. Gallagher

(December 9, 1965)

1 . Introduction

Studies by Ehringer [1] ' and by Walker, Ewing, and
Miller [2, 3], have demonstrated that thermocouples
in which both legs are platinuin-rhodium alloys are

capable of reliable temperature measurements at

high temperatures. Such thermocouples have been
shown to offer the following distinct advantages over

the more familiar platinum-lO percent rhodium versus

platinum and platinum-13 percent rhodium versus

platinum thermocouples at high temperatures: (1)

improved stability, (2) increased mechanical strength,

and (3) higher operating temperature. The three most
common platinum-rhodium combinations in use today

are the platinum-20 percent rhodiutn versus platinum-

5 percent rhodium, or 20-5 thermocouple; the plat-

inum-30 percent rhodium versus platinum-6 percent

rhodium, or 30-6 thermocouple: and the platinum-40

percent rhodium versus platinum-20 percent rhodium,

or 40-20 thertnocouple. The temperature-emf curves

for these thermocouples and the more familiar Pt-10

percent Rh versus Pt and Pt-13 percent Rh versus Pt

thermocouples are shown in figure 1.

/ Pt-40%Rhvs

^^-^"^—^'i
I I

0 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400

TEMPERATURE . DEGREES CELSIUS

Kigures in hrackfls indicate llif lilcralure rcfel L-es at ihe end uf this paper.

Figure 1. Temperature-emf curves for platinum-rhodium thermo-

couples, reference junctions at 0 °C.
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Of the three platinum-rhodium combinations the

30—6 thermocouple offers the most favorable overall

characteristics. Although the thermoelectric charac-

teristics of the 30—6 thermocouple and the 20—5 ther-

mocouple are similar, the 30-6 thermocouple does

offer a shghtly greater thermoelectric power at the

higher temperatures and it also has a somewhat
higher tensile strength than the 20-5 thermocouple.

The 40-20 thermocouple is a special combination
intended primarily for use in the 1700 to 1850 °C range

[4]. Even though the 40-20 thermocouple may be
used at slightly higher temperatures than the 30-6
thermocouple, its relatively low thermoelectric power
limits its usefulness at lower temperatures.

Studies made with the 30-6 thermocouple have
shown it can be used intermittently (for several hours)

up to 1800 °C and continuously (for several hundred
hours) at temperatures up to about 1750 °C with only

small changes in calibration. The maximum tem-

perature limit for the thermocouple is governed,

primarily, by the liquidus of the Pt-6 percent Rh
element which is estimated to be about 1820 °C [5].

The thermocouple is most reliable when used in a

clean oxidizing atmosphere (air) but has also been
used with some success in neutral atmospheres [2]

and vacuum [3. 6]. The stability of the thermocouple
at high temperatures has been shown [2] to depend,
primarily, upon the quality of the materials used for

protecting and insulating the thermocouple. High
purity alumina with low iron-content appears to be the

most suitable material available today for the purpose.

The 30—6 thermocouple was first introduced in

Europe by Degussa, Hanau, Germany. Recently a

reference curve for the thermocouple was published

by Obrowski and Prinz [7] of the Degussa Labora-

tories. The curve, which is represented by a set of

cubic equations, was developed by determining the

emfs of numerous Degussa thermocouples at various

thermometric fixed points. This curve is often re-

ferred to as the new Degussa curve since it replaces

an older curve formerly used with the Degussa ther-

mocouples. The emfs of the old and new Degussa
reference curves [7] are given at 100 deg intervals

in table 1 for the range 0 to 1800 °C.

Because of its favorable characteristics, the 30—6
thermocouple has rapidly gained acceptance and be-

come more widely used in this country. Consequently,
the National Bureau of Standards was requested by
the American Society for Testing and Materials, Com-
mittee E-20, Subcommittee IV to prepare reference
tables for the thermocouple to facilitate its use and
calibration. A testing program was initiated by the

Temperature Section at NBS for this purpose. In

this program thermocouples were obtained from three

manufacturers in the United States and from one
European manufacturer and were calibrated by con-

ventional methods of test. The methods included
calibration by comparison with standard instruments,
such as platinum-10 percent rhodium versus platinum
thermocouples, platinum resistance thermometers,
and optical pyrometers, and the determination of the

emfs of the individual elements of the thermocouples

against the platinum thermoelectric standard main-
tained at NBS known as Pt-27. These methods of

test are discussed in NBS Circular 590. Reference
tables for the 30-6 thermocouple were calculated

from the results of the calibrations and the tables

are presented in the appendix of this paper. The
temperature-emf relationship given by the reference
tables is believed to be representative of materials

being produced by manufacturers in this country at

the present time.

Table 1. Emf of old and new Degussa reference cumes for the

30—6 thermocouple

Temperature Emf

(Int. 194SI Old curve New curve

°C m(
0 0.000 0.000

100 .056 .033

200 .152 .177

300 .419 .430

400 .790 .789

500 1.24S 1.247

600 1.796 1.795

700 2.442 2.433

800 3.162 3.159

900 3.964 3.966

1000 4.a39 4.847

1100 5.791 5.795

1200 6.811 6.806

1300 7.890 7.871

1400 9.000 8.977

1500 10.130 10.113

1600 11.260 11.267

1700 12.390 12.428

1800 13.520 13.583

Some of the preliminary work in the reference table

program, concerned with the selection of thermo-
couple materials, was described in a previous paper

[8]. The testing procedures and methods used in

the program were also discussed in the previous paper

but are described again in this paper in more detail.

2. Thermocouple Materials

2.1. Thermocouple Materials Used in the Preparation

of the Reference Table

Thermocouple materials were suppHed by three

American manufacturers: (1) Engelhard Industries,

Inc., (2) Sigmund Cohn Corporation, (3) J. Bishop

and Company, and by one European manufacturer,

Degussa. Hanau. Germany. A length of 0.020 in.

(nominal) diameter wire, between 9 and 10 ft long,

of both the Pt-6 percent Rh and the Pt-30 percent Rh
alloy was furnished by each manufacturer. The alloy

wires supphed by the American manufacturers were

fabricated to have compositions of Pt-6. 12 percent Rh
and Pt-29.60 percent Rh [8]. The alloy wires sub-

mitted by Degussa were taken from stock and were
reported to have nominal compositions of Pt-6. 15

percent Rh and Pt-29.50 percent Rh.-

'Vur convenience in the ensuing discussion and presentation of the test results the
platinum-rhodium wires submitted by Degussa will be referred to as Pt-6. 12 percent Rh
and Pt-29.60 percent Rh alloys.
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Eleven thermocouples were prepared from the alloy

wires supplied, three thermocouples from each of the

American manufacturers and two thermocouples
from Degussa. For purposes of this report, letter

designations A, B, and C are assigned to the three

American manufacturers (in an arbitrary way), and D
is assigned to Degussa. The thermocouples of the

various manufacturers are identified as shown in

table 2.

Table 2. Description of thermocouples used in preparation of
reference table

Manufacturer
designation

Therinocouple
identification

Material received

A Al. A2, A3 Jan. 1963

B Bl, 82, B3 Dec. 1962

C CI, C2, C3 Jan. 1963

D Dl, D2 Oct. 1962

Samples of the platinum-rhodium wires submitted

by manufacturers A, B, C, and D were examined by

a general qualitative spectrochemical method'^ and
the results of the analyses are given in table 3. The
results of an analysis for a thermocouple quality (ref-

erence grade) platinum wire are also shown for pur-

poses of comparison.

groups of 0.020 in. diam platinum-rhodium wires
were supplied by manufacturer B for study. The two
groups consisted of one group of wires with rhodium
percentages of 5.90, 5.95, 6.00, 6.05, and 6.10 and a
second group of wires with rhodium percentages of
29.50, 29.75, 30.00, and 30.25. Also, during the pe-
riod of test program, a number of 30-6 thermocouples
were submitted by industrial users and thermocouple
manufacturers for routine calibration. The results
of the calibrations for some of the thermocouples
submitted will be discussed in this paper. In most
cases the manufacturers of these thermocouples were
known. Some descriptive information about the
thermocouples to be discussed is given in table 4.

Table 4. Description of other thermocouples

Manufacturer ^ Approximate Thermocouple Material

wire diameter identification received

inches

A 0.025 All Jan. 1964
A .020 A22 Mar. 1965
B .020 BU Dec. 1963
B .032 B22 May 1964

c .020 Cll Oct. 1963
D .020 DU Oct. 1964

D .020 D22 Oct. 1964

E" .020 Ell May 1963
Unknown .025 XII Oct. 1963

^ In oases where two thermocouples from the same manufacturer are listed, the thermo-
couples are from different lots.

Manufacturer: Johnson Matlhey and Company, London, England.

Table 3. Results of spectrochemical analyses of platinum-rhodium thermoelements

Manufacturer A Manufacturer B Manufacturer C Manufacturer D
Elements Reference

detected grade

Pt-6.l2%Rli Pt-29.60%Rh Pt-6.12%Rh Pt-29.60%Rli Pt-6.12%Rh Pt-29,60%Rh Pt-6.12%Rh Pt-29.60%Rli platinum

element element element element element element element element

Ag _ 9 _ 9 _ 9

w'
_9 _ 9 _ ?

Al

Au _ 9 VW _ 9 _ 9 _ 9 _ 9 VW _ ?

B FT FT
Ca T T FT
Cu FT T FT FT FT FT FT T T
Fe VW W FT VW T VW T W
Ir W VW VW W
Mg
Ni

T
_ 9

T VW T

Pd w W VW VW W VW W W
Pt vs VS VS vs VS vs VS vs vs
Rh s vs s vs s vs s vs
Si w VW _ 9 VW VW VW _ 9

Tl _ 9 _ 9 _ 9 _ ?

Note: In general, VS, greater than 10%; S, 1-10%; W, 0.01-0.1%; VW, 0.001-0.01%; T, 0.0001-0.001%; FT, less than 0.0001%;-
not detected; — ?, probably not detected.

2.2. Other Thermocouples and Thermocouple Materials

In addition to the materials supplied specifically

for purposes of preparing the reference tables, other

thermocouples and thermocouple materials were also

obtained and various other tests performed. Two

'Spectrochemical analysis performed by the Speclrnchemistry Section of the National

Bureau of Standards.

3. Apparatus

Four stirred liquid baths were used for calibrations

in the range 0 to 450 °C. Each of the baths employed
a different liquid medium and each was used to cover

a separate portion of the temperature range. Tem-
peratures in the stirred liquid baths were determined
with a calibrated platinum resistance thermometer.
The baths are described in more detail in section 5.1c
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of NBS Monograph 90. Also in the range 0 to 450 °C

and for temperatures up to 1100 °C a horizontal tube

type furnace was used. The furnace has a nickel

(80)-chroniium (20) tube which serves as a heating

element. The tube has an inside diameter of ^^/le in.,

an outside diameter of l^/ie in. and is 24 in. long. The
furnace is described in section 4.1 of NBS Circular

590. Temperatures in the tube furnace were deter-

mined with standard Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt

thermocouples. The Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt

thermocouples were calibrated by the fixed point

method (see sections 3 and 5.1 of NBS Circular 590)

and met the requirements of the International Practical

Temperature Scale of 1948 for standard thermocouples

(see NBS Monograph 37). The calibrations of the

standard thermocouples above 1063 °C were extrap-

olated by the method described in section 5.1 of

Circular 590.

Platinum reference wires were used in the calibra-

tions performed in the stirred liquid baths and the tube

furnace, and were also used in several other tests

described in the paper. The emfs of the platinum ref-

erence wires were known relative to the platinum

thermoelectic standard maintained at NBS, known
as Standard Pt-27 (see section 7 of NBS Circ. 590).

The emf measurements for the caHbrations in the

stirred hquid baths in the 0 to 450 °C range were made
with a six dial Rubicon thermal free potentiometer

and the resistance measurements of the platinum

resistance thermometer were made with a Leeds and
Northrup Type G-2 resistance thermometer bridge.

In all other tests, the emf measurements were made
with Leeds and Northup Type K-3 potentiometers.

The K-3 potentiometers were calibrated by compari-

son with a calibrated six dial precision potentiometer.

In the range 1063 to 1790 °C blackbodies were used
for calibrations by direct comparison with an optical

pyrometer. Two blackbodies were fabricated from

4 in. long, round, alumina rods, one with a diameter

of P/s in. and one with a diameter of IV2 in. In one
end of each rod a Vs in. diam axial sight hole was
drilled to a depth of 2 in. and a V4 in. diam axial hole

was drilled in the opposite end of each rod to a depth

of P^/i6 in. The Vs in. diam axial sight holes approx-

imate a blackbody very closely when the walls of

the holes are at a uniform temperature. The spectral

emissivity of the sight holes at a wavelength of 0.65 ^l

was assumed to be 1 for measurements described in

this paper which involve temperature determinations

with an optical pyrometer (see sec. 7 for a discussion

of the errors associated with the use of the black-

bodies). For convenience, the alumina rods will,

henceforth, be referred to as the alumina "black-
bodies." A cross section of the IV2 in. diam alumina
"blackbody" is shown in figure 2.

The P/s in. diam alumina "blackbody" was heated
in a high temperature tube furnace. The heating

element of the furnace was a silicon carbide tube
with an inside diameter of about P/s in., and outside
diameter of in. and an overall length of 28 in. The
alumina "blackbody" was located in the furnace at

Figure 2. Cross section of alumina "blackbody": {!) alumina rod;

(2) blackbody cavity or sight hole; (3) alumina protecting tube.

the center of the silicon carbide tube, and a series

of alumina disks was positioned on either side of the

rod. The disks served as radiation shields and re-

duced the power loses out the ends of the furnace.

An alumina protecting tube with an o.d. of about V4 in.

was inserted through central holes in the series of

alumina disks and into the V4 in. hole in one end of

the alumina "blackbody." A cross section of the

furnace is shown in figure 3.

The lV2-in. diam alumina "blackbody" was heated
in a horizontal wire wound tube furnace. The furnace
had three separate heater windings, two end windings,
and a center winding of platinum-40 percent rhodium
wire. The windings were wound on an alumina tube
which had an inside diameter of about IV2 in. and was
24 in. long. The inside of the alumina tube was lined

with a Pt-10 percent Rh tube which was rolled from a
piece of sheet stock 0.005 in. thick. The alumina
"blackbody," alumina disks, and an alumina protect-

ing tube were arranged in the furnace similar to the

arrangement used in the silicon carbide tube furnace.
A cross section of the wire wound tube furnace is

shown in figure 4.

The temperatures of the alumina "blackbodies"
were determined with a cahbrated Leeds and Northrup
Type 8636-C visual optical pyrometer. The optical
pyrometer was calibrated by comparison with the NBS
visual standard optical pyrometer* using a tungsten
strip lamp as a transfer source. The cahbration con-
sisted of determining the relationship between the
brightness or blackbody temperatures indicated by
the instrument and the pyrometer lamp current. The
cahbration procedure is described in section 5.1 of
NBS Monograph 41. In use the current through the
pyrometer lamp was controlled with a rheostat and
determined by measuring the voltage drop across a
1 Cl standard resistor in series with the lamp.

' This pyrometer is known as the Fairchild pyrometer and it is described in section 2.2
of NBS Monograph 41. The calibration and accuracy of the instrument are discussed in

section 4 of the Monograph.
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Figure 3. Cross section of silicon carbide tube furnace: il) brass end plate: (2) brass shell; (.^) inconel liner; (4) stainless steel support ring;

(5) stainless steel retaining disk; (6) transite insulator ring; (7) inconel tie rod; (8) refractory insulating liner; (9) refractory support; {10) sili-

con carbide heating tube; ill) terminal assembly; (12) copper tubing; (7.?) alumina "blackbody"; {14) blackbody cavity or sight hole; {15)

alumina protecting tube; {16) alumina disk.

' : ' ' '' "'' ' ''/. '":

'I ' /III ' /''>' ',;

Figure 4. Cross section of Pt-Rh wire wound tube furnace: (1) alumina tube; (2)

Pt-40 percent Rh winding; {3) alumina cement; (4) 0.00.5 inch thick Pt-IU percent

Rh liner; (.5) refractory brick support: (6) steel angle frame; (7) transite shell; (8)

alumina "blackbody"; (9) blackbody cavity or sight hole; (10) alumina disk; (11)

alumina protecting tube; (12) bubbled alumina insulation.
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4. Experimental Procedure

4.1. Tests of Thermocouples in Table 2

The platinum-rhodium wires submitted by the four

manufacturers were prepared for test by anneahng
them electrically in air for 1 hr at about 1450 °C.

The annealing temperature of the wires was deter-

mined with an optical pyrometer, assuming the spec-

tral emissivity of the wires was 0.3 at a wavelength
of 0.65 /X. The wires were then cut and paired to

form the 11 thermocouples listed in table 2. The
measuring junctions of the thermocouples were welded
with an oxygen-gas torch and the thermocouples were
assembled in double bore alumina insulating tubes.

The thermocouples were then tested as described in

the following sections. The tests are described in

the following sections in chronological order and are

also summarized in table 5. All the tests were per-

formed in air, and the reference junctions of the ther-

mocouples and thermoelements were maintained at

0 °C in ice baths.

Table 5. Summary of tests on the thermocouples in table 2

Section Thermocouple
tesled

Description of test Temperature
reference

4.1a Al, A2, A3, Bl.

B2, B3. CI, C2.
C3. Dl and D2

Calibration of thermoelements by
comparison with platinum ref-

erence wires in t hromel lube
furnace in 0 to 1100 °C range.

Pt versus Pt-10

percent Rh
thermocouple.

4.1b Al, B3 and C2 Calibration of thermoelements by
comparison with platinum ref-

erence wires in stirred liquid

baths in 0 to 450 "C range.

Platinum
resistance

thermometer.

4.1c Al. A2, B2, B3,

CI, C2, Dl and
D2

Calibration of thermocouples by
direct comparison with optical

pyrometer in range 1050 to 1600

°C (thermocouples heated in

SiC tube furnace).

Optical pyrometer.

4.!d Al, 82, CI and
02

Calibration of thermoelements by

comparison with platinum ref-

erence wires in range 1063

t.. 1500 °C.

Thermocouple B3.

4.1e Al. A2, B2. B3,

CI, C2, Dl
and D2

Calibration of thermocouples
by comparison with Pt versus

Pt-10 percent Rh thermo-

couple in range 1063 to 1450 °C.

Pt versus Pt-10

percent Rh
thermocouple.

4.1f A2. A3, Bl, B3,

C2, C3. Dl
and D2

Calibration of thermocouples by

direct comparison with optical

pyrometer in range 1063 to

1750 °C ^ (thermocouples
heated in Pt-Rh wire wound
tube furnace).

Optical pyrometer.

"Thermocouples A3, Bl, and C3 calibrated to 1790 *C.

a. Tests in Nickel-Chromium Tube Furnace in Range 0 to 1100 °C

In these tests the emf of both thermoelements of

each of the eleven thermocouples was determined
against platinum reference wires in the horizontal

nickel-chromium tube furnace. Determinations
were made with decreasing furnace temperature at

50 deg intervals in the range 1100 to 50 °C, as well

as at 1063 °C, 630.5, and 419.5 °C. These measure-
ments were followed by a second set of determinations
made with increasing furnace temperature at 50 deg in-

tervals from 425 to 1075 °C and the determinations at

400, 419.5, 630.5, and 1063 °C were repeated. For
these tests the measuring junctions of several 30-6
thermocouples, a platinum-10 percent rhodium versus
platinum thermocouple and a platinum reference
wire were welded into a common junction. The
thermocouples and reference wire were placed in a
closed end alumina protecting tube and inserted into

the tube furnace until the common measuring junc-
tion was at the center of the furnace. The tempera-
ture of the furnace was regulated by the manual
control of the power with an adjustable transformer.

The emf of the platinum-rhodium thermoelement
against the platinum reference wire and the emf of
the platinum-10 percent rhodium versus platinum
thermocouple were determined simultaneously by the
two-potentiometer method. The two-potentiometer
method is described in section 4.1 of NBS Circular
590.

b. Tests in StirrecJ Liquid Baths in Range 0 to 450 °C

Thermocouples Al, B3, and C2 were selected for

testing in the stirred liquid baths in the range 0 to

450 °C. For these tests the Pt-6.12 percent Rh ele-

ments of the three thermocouples and a platinum
reference wire were assembled in a four bore alumina
insulating tube and the measuring junction of the

wires welded together. The Pt-29.60 percent Rh
elements and a platinum reference wire were as-

sembled in the same manner. Each of the alumina
insulating tubes was inserted into a closed end Pyrex
protecting tube.

The assemblies were immersed in the stirred liquid

bath along with a platinum resistance thermometer.
The temperature of the bath was regulated by manually
controlling the power input to the bath with an ad-

justable transformer. With the temperature of the

bath held nearly constant the emfs of the Pt-6.12 per-

cent Rh and Pt-29.60 percent Rh wires against the

platinum reference wires were measured. The meas-
urements were preceded and followed by determina-
tions of the bath temperature with the platinum
resistance thermometer. In this manner, measure-
ments were made at 25 deg intervals from 25 to 450 °C.

Four different stirred Hquid baths were required for

this purpose.

c. Calibration of Thermocouples by Direct Comparison With Optical

Pyrometer in Range 1050 to 1600 °C (Thermocouples Heated in

SiC Tube Furnace)

Thermocouples Al, A2, B2, B3, CI, C2, Dl, and D2
were calibrated one at a time in the range 1050 to

1600 °C in the SiC tube furnace (see fig. 3). The
thermocouple to be calibrated was inserted into the

alumina protecting tube so that the measuring junc-

tion was in contact with the closed end of the tube.

The temperature of the alumina "blackbody" was
controlled near a desired calibration point by manually
regulating the input power to the SiC tube with an
adjustable transformer. An optical pyrometer was
optically alined with the axis of the Vs in. diam sight
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hole in the alumina "blackbody" and focused on the

hole near the surface. Brightness matches were
made with the optical pyrometer by two experienced

observers. With the temperature of the "alumina
blackbody" held nearly constant (changing less than

a few tenths of a deg per minute), a set of four inde-

pendent brightness matches was made with the optical

pyrometer by each observer. For every brightness

match the pyrometer lamp current was determined
and the emf of the thermocouple was measured simul-

taneously. A group of such readings was taken at

about 1063 °C and then at approximately 50 deg in-

tervals from 1050 to 1600 °C for each of the thermo-

couples. Some of the thermocouples were calibrated

with increasing temperature, some with decreasing

temperature, and others with both increasing and
decreasing temperature. Approximately 6 to 8 hr

was required to complete the calibration of each ther-

mocouple in the range 1050 to 1600 °C.

Several problems were encountered with the meas-
urements in the SiC tube furnace at the higher tem-

peratures. Occasionally, the SiC tube would develop

a "smoking condition" at the higher temperatures
(usually above 1500 °C). When this occurred the fur-

nace was cooled and the smoke was blown from the

inside of the tube before attempting to make any
further measurements with the optical pyrometer.

Even so, a slight haze was sometimes noticeable

inside the tube during the measurements. The effect

of the haze on the optical pyrometer measurements
was not known.

Also at temperatures above about 1500 °C a problem

was experienced with the emf measurements which
was attributed to electrical leakage between the

thermocouple wires and the SiC heating element,

through the alumina insulating parts and "blackbody."

When the furnace power was turned off (briefly) at

temperatures above about 1500 °C a difference in

the emf of the thermocouple was usually observed.

The magnitude and direction of the change in emf
was unpredictable and would vary from thermocouple

to thermocouple and from run to run. However,
the change in emf was never observed to be more than

6 fiW.

For measurements above 1500 °C the change in

emf was determined after each set of readings and

the appropriate correction was applied to the meas-

ured emfs. By this procedure it is estimated that

the uncertainty in the emf measurements, because

of the electrical leakage, was reduced to about 1/xV

or less.

Finally, a chemical reaction apparently occurred
between the alumina "blackbody" and the SiC heat-

ing element at the higher temperatures. The elec-

trical properties or characteristics of the SiC tube

changed" in the central region where the SiC tube

and the alumina were in contact, and a "hot spot"

developed in the tube. Consequently, the tempera-
ture distribution over the alumina "blackbody" be-

came progressively less uniform and some additional

uncertainty was introduced in the measurements.
However, the temperature gradients were not severe

and the error introduced by the nonuniform tempera-
ture probably did not exceed more than 1 or 2 deg at

1600 °C.

d. Calibration of Thermoelements by Comparison With Platinum
Reference Wires in Range 1063 to 1500 "C

The emfs of the thermoelements of thermocouples
Al, B2, CI, and D2 were determined against platinum
reference wires at 1063 °C and then at 50 deg intervals

with increasing temperature from 1100 to 1500 °C.

The tests were made in the SiC tube furnace. For
these tests another SiC heating tube was assembled
in the furnace and a large diameter, closed end,
alumina protecting tube (18 in. long with an inside

diameter of in.) was positioned inside the SiC heat-

ing tube. During the tests the thermocouples were
located inside the alumina protecting tube and the

tube was supported near the open end so as not to be
in contact with the SiC heating tube. The test pro-

cedures were similar to those described in section

4.1a except that the temperature was determined with

a 30-6 thermocouple (thermocouple B3), instead of a

Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt thermocouple.

e. Calibration of Thermocouples by Comparison With Pt-10 Percent

Rh versus Pt Thermocouple in Range 1063 to 1450 °C

Thermocouples Al, A2, B2, B3, CI, C2, Dl, and D2
were tested by comparing them directly with a Pt-10

percent Rh versus Pt thermocouple in the 1063 to

1450 °C range. The thermocouples were heated in

the SiC tube furnace. The emf of each 30-6 thermo-
couple was determined at 1063 °C and then at .50 deg
intervals with increasing temperature from 1100 to

1450 °C by using the two-potentiometer method.

f. Calibration of Thermocouples by Direct Comparison With Optica!

Pyrometer in Range 1063 to 1790 °C (Thermocouples Heated in

Pt-Rh Wire Wound Tube Furnace)

Thermocouples A2, A3, Bl, B3, C2, C3, Dl, and D2
were calibrated by comparison with an optical py-

rometer and the thermocouples were heated in the

Pt-Rh wire wound tube furnace shown in figure 4.

During these tests the Pt-Rh shield in the furnace

was electrically grounded, and no difficulty was ex-

perienced with the emf measurements due to elec-

trical leakage between the thermocouples and heater

windings. The temperature control of the furnace

was considerably more difficult than for the SiC tube

furnace and rather tedious adjustments of the power
to the various heater windings were required. The
temperature profile in the region of the alumina
"blackbody" was checked frequently with the 30-6
thermocouple being tested. The temperature was
controlled and the temperature gradients minimized
by manual regulation of the power to the various

heater windings with variable transformers.

The cahbration procedures for the thermocouples
were similar to the procedures described in section

4.1c. Sets of brightness matches were taken by two
different observers with the optical pyrometer and the

emfs of the thermocouples were determined at about
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1063 °C and then at approximately 50 deg intervals

from 1100 to 1600 °C.

After completing the tests in the 1063 to 1600 °C

range, each of the thermocouples was reassembled

in double bore beryllium oxide insulating tube. The
thermocouples were then calibrated at about 1600.

1650, 1700, and 1750 °C. Three of the thermocouples

(A3, Bl, C3) were also calibrated at about 1790 °C.

The calibrations described in this section were made
with increasing furnace temperature. The thermo-

couples were removed from the furnace after taking

the measurements at each calibration point and then

reinserted after the temperature of the furnace was
increased to the next calibration point. In general,

the time required for checking the temperature gradi-

ents in the central portion of the furnace, for allowing

the temperature of the furnace to stabilize, and for

the two observers to take a set of observations with

the optical pyrometer seldom exceeded 20 min at a

calibration point for each thermocouple.

Several of the thermocouples were recalibrated

at 1063 °C by the procedures described in section 4.1a

following completion of the test to 1600 °C and then

again following the tests to 1750 and 1790 °C.

4.2. Tests of Platinum-Rhodium Wires With Various

Percentages of Rhodium

The platinum-rhodium wires were prepared for

test by annealing them electrically in air for 1 hr at

about 1450 °C. The wires were then assembled in

alumina insulating tubes. The emfs of the platinum-

rhodium wires with rhodium percentages of 5.90.

5.95, 6.00, 6.05, and 6.10 were determined against a

Pt-6.12 percent Rh wire (negative leg of thermo-

couple B2). Similarly, the emf of the platinum-

rhodium wires with rhodium percentages of 29.50,

29.75. 30.00, and 30.25 were determined against a

Pt-29.60 percent Rh wire (positive leg of thermo-

couple B2). In the first set of measurements the

measuring junctions of the various Pt-6 percent Rh
wires and a Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt thermocouple

were welded into a common junction and the wires

and the thermocouple were inserted into the nickel-

chromium tube furnace. The emf of the Pt-Rh wires

against the Pt-6.12 percent Rh wire and the emf of

the Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt thermocouple were

measured simultaneously by the two-potentiometer

method. Measurements were made at 100 deg inter-

vals with decreasing furnace temperature from 1100

to 100 °C. The Pt-10 percent Rh versus thermo-

couple was then replaced with a 30-6 thermocouple
(thermocouple B3) and measurements were made
by the same method at 100 deg intervals from 1100

to 1600 °C in the SiC tube furnace. Measurements
were also made at 100 deg intervals with the various

Pt-30 percent Rh wires from 0 to 1600 °C by the same
procedure.

4.3. Tests of Thermocouples in Table 4

Each of the thermocouples in table 4 was elec-

trically annealed in air for 1 hr at about 1450 °C and

then assembled in a double bore alumina insulating

tube before testing. The thermocouples were cali-

brated by direct comparison with calibrated thermo-

couples using the two-potentiometer method. The
thermocouples were heated in the nickel-chromium
tube furnace and a Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt ther-

mocouple was used to determine the temperature in

the range up to 1063 °C. Above 1063 °C the thermo-

couples were heated in the SiC tube furnace and one
of the 30-6 thermocouples in table 2 was used to

determine the temperature.

5. Computations

From the results of the tests described in sections

4.1a and 4.1b corresponding values of temperature
and emf were calculated at 25 deg C intervals from
0 to 1050 °C and at 419.5, 630.5, and 1063 °C for each
thermocouple. Similarly, from the tests described
in section 4.1f corresponding values of temperature
and emf were calculated at 1063 °C and at 50 deg
intervals from 1100 to 1750 °C for each thermocouple.
In the latter calculations the four readings of each
observer with the optical pyrometer were averaged
to obtain a single emf value for each thermocouple
at about 1063 °C and at about 50 deg intervals from
1100 to 1750 °C. These values were adjusted to ob-

tain values at exactly 1063 °C and at the nearest
integral multiples of .50 "C and then the values of
each observer for each thermocouple were averaged
to obtain a single value of emf at each temperature.
Since the measured values were nearly always within
the equivalent of 5 deg of integral multiples of 50 deg,
the adjustment could be made without introducing any
significant error by using an approximate value for the

thermoelectric power (-r^) of the thermocouple at each
temperature. ^ '

With the use of an IBM 7094 digital computer cubic
equations were fitted by the method of least squares
to the sets of emf and temperature values obtained for

each thermocouple. One of the cubic equations was
selected arbitrarily to serve as a rough "standard
curve" with which to compare all the individual

thermocouples. The deviations of the measured emf
values for each thermocouple from the "standard
curve" were plotted graphically and an "average de-
viation curve" was drawn by visually estimating the

best fit. From the "average deviation curve" cor-

responding values of emf and temperature were
calculated at 25 deg C intervals from 0 to 1825 °C.

This set of values was taken as the "principal points"
upon which the reference table would be based.
Several methods were considered for constructing an
expanded set of temperature and emf values (the

reference table) at 1 deg intervals from the "principal

points." Hand calculation of the reference table using
graphical interpolation and smoothing was a possible,

but tedious solution. This method was not seriously

considered, since a primary requirement was to adopt
a method for representing the table that could be
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easily adapted to computer use. The method of sec-

ond degree Lagrange interpolation applied to the

"principal points" was given serious consideration,

but was rejected in favor of using a single equation
or several smoothly jointing equations.

The use of equations to represent the table instead

of the Lagrange interpolation scheme seemed prefer-

able for two reasons. First, equations require less

storage space in the computer and their use is pre-

ferred by most people. Second, a set of "key values"
can be generated from the equations and then the

Lagrange interpolation scheme can be used for rep-

senting the table, if it is preferred. From prehminary
curve fitting it was determined that a single poly-

nomial equation of fairly low degree would not give

an adequate representation of the temperature-emf
relationship. Consequently, with the use of the IBM
7094 computer a series of polynomial equations was
fitted to the "principal points" by the method of least

squares. By trial, it was found that a good fit was
obtained with a series of three quartic equations of

the form: E = a + bt + ct^ + dt^ + et'*, where E is the

emf in absolute millivolts and t is the temperature in

degrees C (Int. 1948). The ranges of the three equa-
tions are 0 to 800 °C, 800 to 1175 °C, and 1175 to 1820
°C, and the coefficients of the equations were computed
such that, at the crossover points of 800 and 1175 °C
the emfs from each of the joining equations were equal

and also the first derivatives (-7- | of emf with respect

to temperature were equal. The largest or maximum
deviation of the equations from the "principal points"
was 0.56 (xY below 1175 °C and 0.88 /xV in the region
above 1175 °C, while the standard deviations for tlie

fit of the three equations to the "principal points"
were 0.31, 0.36, and 0.40 /aV for the ranges 0 to 800,
800 to 1175, and 1175 to 1825, respectively.

By substituting for t in the equations the relation-

ship 5/9 (t/— 32), \yhere tf is the temperature in de-
grees Fahrenheit, a set of three equations was calcu-
lated with the temperature expressed in degrees
Fahrenheit. The coefficients and temperature ranges
for the two sets of equations are given in table 6.

A method of successive approximations was devel-
oped for obtaining values of temperature from the
equations at exact integral values of the emf. Suf-
ficient accuracy was obtained with this inversion
method by merely continuing the approximation until

the required number of significant figures was
achieved.

Using the results of the tests described in sections
4.1a, 4.1b, and 4.1d and curve fitting techniques sim-
ilar to those described previously, smoothed emf values
for Pt-6.12 percent Rh versus Pt-27 were determined
at 50 °C intervals from 0 to 1500 °C. A set of emf
values for Pt-29.60 percent Rh versus Pt-27 was
then obtained by adding the set of emf values for Pt-

6.12 percent Rh versus Pt-27 to the temperature-emf
values given by the reference table for the thermo-
couple.

Table 6. Coefficients and temperature ranges of equations for 30-6 thermocouple reference tablf
Equations of the form (E = a + bt + ct'^ + dt^ + et^)* where E is given in abs. miltivolts.

t expressed in degrees Celsius *t expressed in degrees Fahrenheit

...^^ Ranges

Coefficients
^"^^-^

0-800 °C 800-1 175 °C 1175-1820 °C 32-1472 °F 1472-2147 °F 2147-3308 T

a 0 -1.5120133 6.5238699 0.60419 X 10-' -1.6253233 6.8443222

b -2.37021 X 10-" 6.286779 x IQ-^ -0.17621535 X 10-' -.24594442 X 10 0.35904493 x lO"' -0.10239859 X 10-'

c 0.5767866 x 10 > -0.4764704 X 10-» .2258695 x lO-" .17906004X 10-» -.15858965x 10-5 .70950713 X 10-"

d -.6332156 x 10-" .6930475 X I0-» - .7488765 x 10-« -
. 10798282 X 10-» .12139161 X 10-' -. 1 2948876 X 10 "

e -.48653 X 10-" -. 209649 X 10-" .8862174 X 10-'2 -.46346781 x IQ-" -. 19971135 xl0-'2 .84420950 x 10-'^

6. Results

6.1. Results of Tests on Thermocouple Materials
Used in the Preparation of the Reference Table

Reference tables (tables lA and 3A) for the 30-6
thermocouple for a reference junction temperature
of 0 ''C (32 °F) were generated from the polynomial
equations (see table 6 for coefficients of the poly-

nomial equations). In reference table lA values of
emf are given in absolute millivolts at 1 deg C intervals

for the range 0 to 1820 °C. Similarly, table 3A gives

values of emf at 1 degree F intervals for the range 32
to 3308 °F. Reference tables 2A and 4A are an in-

version of tables lA and 3A, respectively, and were
developed by the computer technique described in

the computation section. Table 2A gives values of

the temperature in degrees C at 0.01 mV intervals,

whUe table 4A gives values of temperature in degrees
F at 0.01 mV intervals.

The thermoelectric power of the thermocouple

was calculated from the polynomial equations and is

plotted against temperature in figure 5. The thermo-
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electric power ^ of the more common Pt-10 percent
Rh versus Pt thermocouple is also shown in figure 5

for purposes of comparison. The difference between
the average cahbration of the thermocouples from
each manufacturer and the temperature-emf relation-

ship given by the reference table are plotted in figure

6 for the range 0 to 1750 °C. The values shown in the

figure in the range 0 to 1063 °C were calculated from
the results of the tests described in sections 4.1a and
4.1b, and the values shown in the range 1063 to 1750
°C were calculated from tests described in section

4. If. Since the elements of the thermocouples from
each manufacturer were adjacent elements from the

same wire lots, there was very little difference between
the temperature-emf relationships of the thermo-
couples from the same manufacturer. For example,
at 1063 °C the emf of each individual thermocouple
from the same manufacturer (as determined in the

Figure 5. Thermoelectric power of Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt

and Pt-30 percent Rh versus Pt-6 percent Rh thermocouples.
^Calculated from the Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt thermocouple reference table given in

NBS Circ. 561.
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Figure 6. Emf difference between average calibration of thermocouples from each

manufacturer (see table 2) and the reference table (table IA).

Emf difference equals emf of thermocouple minus emf of reference table. Open symbols indi<-ate temperature

determined with standard thermocouples and resistance thermometers as described in sections 4.1a and 4.1b.

respectively. Closed symbols indicate temperature determined with optical pyrometer as described in section

4. If
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test described in section 4.1a), in no case differed

by more than about 1 (xV from the average emf of all

the thermocouples from the manufacturer. For this

reason, the individual calibrations of each of the

thermocouples in table 2 are not shown but only the

average calibration of the thermocouples of each
manufacturer.

In table 7 the emf of the platinum-6.12 percent

rhodium and the platinum 29.60 percent rhodium ele-

ments versus Pt-27 are given at 50 deg C intervals

for the range 0 to 1500 °C. The difference between
the temperature-emf values for the Pt-6.12 percent

Rh elements of each manufacturer against Pt-27 and
the temperature-emf values given in table 7 for the

Pt-6.12 percent Rh versus Pt-27 are plotted in figure 7.

Similarly, the difference between the temperature-emf
values determined for the Pt-29.60 percent Rh ele-

ments against Pt-27 and the temperature-emf values

given in table 7 for Pt-29.60 percent Rh versus Pt-27

are plotted in figure 8.
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Figure 7. Emf difference between Pt-6.1'2 percent Rh elements of
each manufacturer and corresponding values in table 7 for emf of
Pt-6.12 percent Rh versus Pt-27.
Emf differencf etiuals emf of element minus emf in table 7 at temperature indicated.

Values shown determined in tests described in sections 4.1a. 4.1b. and 4.1d.

Table 7, Emf of platinun^-6.12 percent rhodium and platinum-

29.60 percent rhodium versus Pt-27

Temperature
degrees C

Emf (abs. mV)

Pi-6.12% Rh Pt-29,60% Rh

0 0.000 0.000

so .276 .278

100 .586 .619

150 .920 1.012

200 1.272 1,450

2.W 1.636 1.927

300 2.007 2.438

350 2.384 2.980

400 2.765 3.551

450 3.148 4,150

500 3.534 4.775

550 3.922 5.427

600 4.313 6.104

650 4.708 6.808

700 5.106 7.537

750 5.508 8.292

800 5.914 9.072

850 6.323 9.874

900 6.737 10.700

950 7.154 11.549

1000 7.576 12.420

1050 8.003 13.314

1100 8.432 14.225

1150 8.863 15.153

1200 9.296 16.096

1250 9.732 17.058

1300 10.169 18.035

1350 10.608 19.026

1400 11.046 20.025

1450 11.480 21.029

1500 11,911 22.035

6.2. Results of Tests on Platinum-Rhodium Wires
With Various Percentages of Rhodium

The emfs of the platinum-rhodium wires with com-
positions of Pt-5.90 percent Rh, Pt-5.95 percent Rh,
Pt-6.00 percent Rh, Pt-6.05 percent Rh, Pt-6.10 percent

Rh are shown versus a Pt-6.12 percent Rh wire (nega-

tive leg of thermocouple B2) in figure 9. In figure 10
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Figure 8. Emf difference between Pt-29.60 percent Rh elements

of each manufacturer and corresponding values in table 7 for emf
of Pt-29.60 percent Rh versus Pt-27.
Emf difference ei|uals emf of element minus emf in table 7 at temperature indicated.

Values shown determined in tests described in sections 4.1a. 4.1b. and 4.1d,

the emfs of the platinum-rhodium wires with composi-
tions of Pt-29.50 percent Rh, Pt-29.75 percent Rh,
Pt-30.00 percent Rh, Pt-30.25 percent Rh are shown
versus a Pt-29.60 percent Rh wire (positive leg of

thermocouple B2) for the 0 to 1600 °C range.

6.3. Results of Testing for Other 30-6 Thermocouples

The deviations (expressed in microvolts) of the vari-

ous thermocouples in table 4 from the reference table

are shown in figure 11.
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Figure 10. Emj oj platinum-rhodium wires with various percentages

of rhodium versus a Pt-29.60 percent Rh wire {positive element oj

thermocouple B2).

Figure 9. Emf of platinum-rhodium wires with various percentages

of rhodium versus a Pt-6. 12 percent Rh wire {negative element of

thermocouple B2).
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Figure 11. Deviation of thermocouples in table 4 from reference table.
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7. Discussion

As shown in figure 6 the differences between the

average cahbrations of the thermocouples from the

different manufacturers and the temperature-emf rela-

tionship given by the reference table are quite small.

The largest deviation for thermocouples from an Ameri-

can manufacturer occurs at 1750 °C for the thermo-

couples from manufacturer A and is only about 28 /aV

(about 2.4 °C). The differences between the tempera-

ture-emf relationships of the individual thermoele-

ments of the thermocouples are somewhat larger than

the difference between the temperature-emf relation-

ships of the thermocouples themselves, as shown in

figures 7 and 8. The spread between the temperature-

emf relationships of the Pt-6.12 percent Rh thermoele-

ments (fig. 7) is about the same as for the Pt-29.60

percent Rh thermoelements (fig. 8). The maximum
spreads occur at the highest temperature measured,
1500 °C, and are about 80 ixV and 75 /xV for the Pt-6.12

percent Rh and Pt-29.60 percent Rh thermoelements,

respectively.

It is interesting to note that the temperature-emf

relationships of thermocouples from different manu-
facturers may agree quite closely, even though the

temperature-emf relationship for the corresponding

thermoelements of the thermocouples differ consider-

ably. This is the case for the thermocouples from
manufacturers B and C. It is also interesting that the

spread between the temperature-emf relationships of

the Pt-29.60 percent Rh elements from different manu-
facturers is about as large as the spread between the

temperature-emf relationships of the Pt-6.12 percent

Rh elements. This is a little surprising, since a small

variation in rhodium content has a more pronounced
effect on the temperature-emf relationship of the dilute

alloy (Pt-6.12 % Rh).

The differences between the temperature-emf rela-

tionships of the various thermocouples and platinum-

rhodium thermoelements are attributed to slight

variations in the chemical compositions of the wires.

In general, two platinum-rhodium wires of the same
nominal type will differ slightly in chemical composition

because of a variation in purity combined with a slight

variation in the rhodium content.

It can be seen from the results of the spectrochemi-

cal analyses (table 3) that some significant differences

in the purity of the platinum-rhodium thermoelements
from the various manufacturers do exist. Appreciable

amounts of Fe, Ir, Au, Pd, Si, and Al were detected in

some of the platinum-rhodium wires as well as small

traces of Ca, Mg, B, and Cu. A fairly large amount of

aluminum was detected in the Pt-29.60 percent Rh wire

submitted by manufacturer B, while none was detected

in any of the other wires. However, the aluminum is

probably present in oxide form and would be expected

to have little or no effect on the thermoelectric charac-

teristics of the wire. Of more importance is that the

concentrations of Fe, Ir, Au, and Pd detected in the

wires of manufacturers A and D were, in general, some-

what higher than the concentrations detected in the

wires of manufacturers B and C. Another interesting
point is that the wires of manufacturer D (Degussa)
contained less Si than the wires submitted by the
American manufacturers (A, B, and C). Also, the
results of the analysis on the reference grade platinum
wire shows that commercially available thermocouple
platinum is considerably more pure than platinum-
rhodium alloys. Consequently, the relative impurity
of the platinum-rhodium alloys is attributed for the
most part to impurities in the rhodium constituent.

The curves in figures 9 and 10 show the effect on the
temperature-emf relationship of Pt-6 percent Rh and
Pt-30 percent Rh thermoelements, respectively, caused
by small variations in rhodium content. The differ-

ences between the curves are assumed to a first

approximation to be entirely due to differences in

rhodium. This assumption seems reasonable since
the wires m each group were prepared by the same
manufacturer from the same batch of platinum and
rhodium. For example, the Pt-30.25 percent Rh wire
should contain the same inpurities as the Pt-29.50 per-

cent Rh wire and the concentrations would be expected
30 25

to differ by a factor of only about (ratio of the

rhodium percentages). It can be calculated from the
curves that a 0.1 percent change in the rhodium content
of a Pt-29.60 percent Rh wire will produce a corre-
sponding change in the emf of about 15 /xV at 1500 °C,
while a change in the rhodium content of only about
0.01 percent will produce the same change in the emf
of a Pt-6.12 percent Rh wire.

Efforts to determine the percentage of rhodium in the
Pt-Rh elements from the different manufacturers to a

few hundredths of a percent by chemical analysis were
unsuccessful. Consequently, it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to establish whether the differences between
the temperature-emf relationships of the thermoele-
ments from different manufacturers are caused pri-

marily by variation in purity or by variation in rhodium
content. However, the variations of the impurities
and their concentrations between thermoelements
undoubtedly are large enough to be responsible for at

least part of the differences. Also, slight variations in

the rhodium content of thermoelements from different

manufacturers are unavoidable and these variations

combined with the variations in purity can easily

account for the differences in emf shown in figures 7

and 8.

It has been suggested that slight differences in the

alloying percentage of platinum and rhodium, and
variations in purity can explain differences in the

temperature-emf relationships of thermoelements and
thermocouples from different manufacturers. For
these same reasons differences between the tempera-
ture-emf relationships of thermocouples from the same
manufacturer, but from different lots, will also occur.

Comparison of the deviation curves in figure 11 with the

deviation curves in figure 6, shows that the differences

between the temperature-emf relationships of thermo-

couples from the same manufacturer do exist and can

be rather large. For example, the difference between
the average cahbration of thermocouples CI, C2, and
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C3 (shown by curve for manufacturer C in fig. 6) and
the calibration of thermocouple Cll (see fig. 11) is

about 130 jjN at 1600 °C. The difference is larger

than the differences between the temperature-emf
relationships of any of the other thermocouples and
probably represents a rather extreme case. For ther-

mocouples tested from the other manufacturers

differences in emf at 1600 °C ranging from a few
microvolts up to about 60 )U,V were typical for lot to lot

differences.

If thermocouple Cll is disregarded, the variations

among the temperature-emf relationships of all the

other thermocouples in tables 2 and 4 are surprisingly

small considering that five different manufacturers and
about 12 different lots of wire are represented. The
maximum difference between the temperature-emf re-

lationships of the various thermocouples at 1600 °C is

about 70 fxV (about 6 deg C). and the largest deviation

of any thermocouple from the reference table is only

about 45 /i,V (about 3.8 deg C). Consequently, it is

estimated that nearly all the 30-6 thermocouples pro-

duced by manufacturers in this country will have
temperature-emf relationships that agree with the

temperature-emf relationship given by the reference

table to within the equivalent of±0.5 percent of the

temperature in the range 500 to 1800 °C and to within

± 15 /aV for temperatures below 500 °C.

These values do not represent a standard manufac-

turing tolerance for the 30-6 thermocouple, nor are

they a recommendation for one. The values are

merely estimates, based upon the calibrations of a

rather small sampling of thermocouples which have

been tested at NBS. The values are intended to

serve as a guide for prospective users of the thermo-

couple, since no standard manufacturing tolerances

exist for the thermocouple at present. If the 30-6

thermocouple comes into common use in this country,

technical societies and manufacturers will most likely

agree upon and adopt standard manufacturing
tolerances.

The difference between the Degussa reference

curves (old and new) and the reference table presented

with this paper are shown in figure 12. It can be seen
that the differences between the new Degussa refer-

ence curve, estabhshed by Obrowski and Prinz [7],

and the temperature-emf relationship given by the

NBS table are less than the spread between the tem-
perature-emf relationships of the thermocouples tested

in this investigation. The difference at 1600 °C is 19

^iV or about 1.6 deg C while the maximum difference

occurs at 1800 °C and is only 33 /u,V or about 2.9 deg C.

This indicates that the thermocouples used by Obrow-
ski and Prinz in establishing the new Degussa refer-

ence curve had essentially the same characteristics as

the Pt-29.60 percent Rh versus Pt-6.12 percent Rh
thermocouples produced by American manufacturers.
The fact that the emf developed by the 30-6 thermo-

couple is relatively small (about two-thirds the emf of

the Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt thermocouple at 1700
°C as shown in fig. 1) imposes no particular restric-

tions on the use of the thermocouple at high tempera-
tures. The thermoelectric power or sensitivity of the
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Figure 12. Emf difference between Degussa reference curves (old

and new) and NBS reference table for 30-6 thermocouple.
Emf difference equals emf of Degussa curves minus emf of NBS reference table.

thermocouple above 1100 °C, which is most important,

is fairly high (> 9 /aV/°C) and compares favorably with

the thermoelectric power of the Pt-10 percent Rh
versus Pt thermocouple as shown in figure 5. One
advantage of the 30-6 thermocouple over most other

types of thermocouples, is that the thermoelectric

power and emf of the thermocouple are almost negli-

gible in the normal room temperature range. Conse-
quently, in most applications the reference junction

temperature of the thermocouple does not need to be
controlled or even known as long as it is between 0 and
50 °C. For example, as shown by the reference tables

the emf developed by the thermocouple with the refer-

ence junctions at 0 °C undergoes a reversal in sign at

about 41 °C. and between 0 and 50 °C varies from a

minimum of about — 2 fxV at about 20 °C to a maximum
of about -|-3 fxV at 50 °C. Therefore, in use, if the

reference junctions of the thermocouple are both at

the same temperature and within the range 0 to 50 °C,

then a 0 °C reference junction temperature can be
assumed and the error introduced will not exceed 3 /iV.

At high temperatures (above 1100 °C) an additional

error of 3 /xV (about 0.3 deg) in the measurements
would be insignificant in most instances.

The arbitrary nature of the reference tables reported
in this paper should be emphasized. The tables are
intended only to accurately represent the general shape
of the temperature-emf curve for the 30-6 thermocou-
ple, and should not be expected to represent the actual
emf, even for a thermocouple having exactly the com-
position given {Pt-29.60 % Rh versus Pt-6.12 % Rh).

In general, the temperature-emf relationship of a
particular 30-6 thermocouple will deviate somewhat
from the relationship given by the reference table.

The deviation can be expected to be rather small and
vary smoothly as shown by the curves in figures 6 and
11. Consequently, a deviation curve from the refer-
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ence table can be constructed that will yield a calibra-

tion sufficiently accurate for most purposes, by cali-

brating a particular thermocouple at relatively few
temperatures. The uncertainties in interpolated emf
values calculated for the thermocouple from the devia-

tion curve will then depend upon the number and
spacing of the calibration points used in constructing

the deviation curve, the uncertainty in the calibration

points, and the quahty or "accuracy" of the reference

table. Obviously, the quality or "accuracy" of the

reference table will depend to a certain extent on the

accuracy of the measurements upon which the table is

based and upon the method employed for constructing

the table from the measured data.

The inaccuracies introduced in the reference table

for the 30-6 thermocouple by the method employed
for interpolating between the measured data are not

beheved to be significant. Almost any interpolation

scheme will give an adequate representation of the data

since there is an abundance of data and the tempera-
ture intervals between the data points are small.

Therefore, any inaccuracy in the shape of the tempera-
ture-emf relationship given by the table is attributed

for the most part to uncertainties in the measurements.
At temperatures below 450 °C the thermoelectric

power of the 30-6 thermocouple becomes quite small.

Hence, the accuracy of the measurements is limited

in this range by inhomogeneities in the thermocouple
materials and by limitations in the testing facihties and
measuring equipment, rather than by uncertainties in

the calibration of the standard instrument (platinum

resistance thermometer) used for measuring the tem-
perature.- In the range 450 to 1063 °C the accuracy
is Umited primarily by uncertainties in the calibration

of the platinum-10 percent rhodium versus platinum
thermocouples used in the measurements for deter-

mining the temperature. Similarly the accuracy of

the measurements above 1063 °C is limited by uncer-

tainties in the calibration of the optical pyrometer. In

addition, factors such as electrical leakage through the

insulating parts and changes in the chemical composi-
tion of the wires may contribute to the uncertainty in

the measurements above 1063 °C. Changes in the

chemical composition of the wires may result from
chemical contamination, preferential loss of platinum
or rhodium by oxidation and volatilization, and rhodium
migration. Considering the thermocouple wire sizes

used, the quality and sizes of the alumina insulating

tubes used, and the rather short exposure times in-

volved, none of the factors are believed to introduce

any significant uncertainty in the measurements for

temperature up to about 1600 °C. However, above
about 1600 °C the factors become more serious.

In preliminary experiments, beryllia (BeO) insulating

tubes were found to have higher electrical resistance

in the 1600 to 1790 °C range than alumina tubes by a

factor of two or more. Consequently, the thermo-

couples were insulated with BeO insulating tubes for

measurements in the range above 1600 °C. Even so,

electrical conduction through the BeO insulating tubes

is believed to have produced a small error in the meas-

urements. From determinations made on the insula-

tion resistance of the BeO tubes, by measuring the

resistance between the wires of thermocouples with
their measuring junctions open, the magnitude of the

error is estimated not to exceed 0.5 deg C for tempera-
tures up to 1790 °C.

Some significant shifts in the thermoelectric charac-
teristics of the thermocouples occurred as a result of

testing in the 1600 to 1790 °C range. The shifts were
detected by measuring the emf of the thermocouples
at a lower temperature (1063 °C) before and after the

measurements in the 1600 to 1790 °C range and were
attributed to changes in the chemical composition of

the thermocouple wires. Chemical contamination
by impurities transferred from the insulating and pro-

tecting parts was beUeved to have been the principal

cause of the compositional changes. The error intro-

duced in the measurements above 1600 °C because of

the compositional changes in the thermocouple wires is

estimated to be not more than about 1 deg C.

Another source of error in the measurements above
1063 °C is introduced by the alumina "blackbodies."
In all the measurements with the optical pyrometer the

spectral emissivities of the alumina "blackbodies" at

a wavelength of 0.65 ^t were taken as 1. Conse-
quently, any departure in the spectral emissivities from
1 will produce an error in the measurements. The
spectral emissivity or quality of a blackbody depends
upon the internal dimensions of the blackbody cavity,

the nature of the internal reflections (diffuse or specu-

lar), the values of the reflection factor, and the tempera-
ture distribution over the cavity walls [9]. Assuming
uniform temperature of the cavity walls and using the

calculations described by DeVos [9] with an experi-

mentally determined value for the partial reflectivity

of alumina, the spectral emissivities at a wavelength
of 0.65 fjL of the alumina "blackbodies" are estimated

to be about 0.999. A departure of 0.001 in the spec-

tral emissivities of the alumina "blackbodies" from
the assumed value of 1 produces an uncertainty of less

than 0.2 °C in the measurements in the range 1063 to

1790 °C. However, the temperature distributions

along the walls of the blackbody cavities or sight holes

were not uniform during the measurements. The tem-

perature gradient along the alumina "blackbody"
which was heated in the Pt-Rh wire wound tube fur-

nace seldom exceeded more than 1 deg per inch. This

would have a negligible effect upon the spectral emis-

sivity of the blackbody cavity, but would introduce an

additional error in the measurements. When there

was a temperature gradient along the alumina "black-

body" the measuring junction of the thermocouple
being tested would not have been at the temperature of

the back wall of the blackbody cavity, since it was
located approximately Vs in. from the cavity wall.

Errors introduced by temperature gradients in the

alumina "blackbody" are estimated not to exceed more
than 0.2 or 0.3 deg for measurements in the Pt-Rh wire

wound tube furnace.

The quality of the alumina "blackbodies" is verified

experimentally by the good agreement (about 0.5 deg)

achieved at 1063 °C between the calibrations of the
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various 30-6 thermocouples determined by comparison
with the standard thermocouple (sec. 4.1a and 4.1e)

and by comparison with the optical pyrometer (sec.

4.1f)- The agreement achieved between the two
methods of cahbration reaUy reflects the accuracy of

the entire system since the quahty of the furnace,

thermocouples, optical pyrometer cahbration and
blackbody influence the agreement.

The results of other tests described in this paper also

give some experimental verification to the accuracy
of the measurements above 1063 °C. The calibrations

of thermocouples by direct comparison with the optical

pyrometer which were performed in both the silicon

carbide tube furnace (sec. 4.1c) and the Pt-Rh wire

wound tube furnace (sec. 4. If) were in agreement to

within about 0.5 deg C at 1063 °C and to within about
2 deg C at temperatures up to 1600 °C. In general,

the cahbrations in the Pt-Rh wire wound tube furnace
yielded shghtly higher emfs for the thermocouples
than the calibrations performed in the SiC tube fur-

nace. The calibrations in the Pt-Rh wire wound tube
furnace were considered more reliable since problems
with electrical leakage, hazing and nonuniformity of

temperature were experienced in the SiC tube furnace.

For this reason, the data obtained in the calibrations

performed in the SiC tube furnace were not used in the

calculation of the reference table. Even though the

measurements made in the SiC tube furnace may be
questionable, the agreement between the calibrations

made in the two different furnaces does give added con-

fidence in the measurements. Further confidence in

the measurements above 1063 °C is gained by the

agreement achieved between calibrations of thermo-
couples determined by direct comparison with stand-

ard Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt thermocouples (sec.

4.1e) and by direct comparison with the optical pyrome-
ter (sec. 4. If). Calibrations of the same thermocouples
by the two diff^erent methods agree to within 1 deg C in

the range 1063 to 1350 °C and to within about 2 deg C
up to 1450 °C. This agreement is quite satisfactory,

since the calibrations of the standard Pt-10 percent
Rh versus Pt thermocouples were obtained by extrapo-
lation above 1063 °C and are estimated to be uncertain
by 2 deg C at 1450 °C.

Since the 30-6 thermocouple is primarily intended
for use in the range above 1063 °C, particular emphasis
is placed upon the accuracy of the measurements in

this range. Other tests, which are not described in

this paper, were performed in hope of gaining more
insight into the accuracy of the measurements. For
example several 30-6 thermocouples were calibrated
at the melting points of palladium (1552 °C) and plati-

num (1769 °C) by the wire method [10], and these

calibrations differed from calibrations based upon com-
parison with an optical pyrometer by no more than about
1 deg C at the melting point of palladium and by no
more than 2 deg C at the melting point of platinum.
These differences were not considered unreasonable
since the measurements by the wire method were
estimated to be uncertain by about 1.5 deg C at the
melting point of palladium and 2 or 3 deg C at the melt-
ing point of platinum. Several 30-6 thermocouples

were also calibrated in a vertical "blackbody" furnace

[11] at temperatures up to 1600 °C in an helium atmos-
phere and a different calibrated optical pyrometer was
used to determine the temperature. These calibra-

tions were in agreement with calibrations of the ther-

mocouples performed in air in the Pt-Rh wire wound
tube furnace to within about 2 deg C up to 1600 °C.

In another test, a 30-6 thermocouple was calibrated by
direct comparison with a calibrated Leeds and North-

rup type 8640 photoelectric pyrometer in the range
1063 to 1555 °C. The thermocouple was heated in the

Pt-Rh wire wound furnace. The difference between
this calibration and a calibration of the thermocouple
in the same furnace, but using the visual optical py-

rometer to determine the temperature, varied from
about 0.5 deg C at 1063 °C to about 1.5 deg C at 1555 °C.

After considering the capabihties of the standard

instruments and test facilities used, the quality and
stability of the thermocouples tested, and the results

of the various tests performed, the uncertainties in the

measurements that were used in calculating the refer-

ence table are estimated not to exceed ± 2 ^iV in the

range 0 to 450 °C and about ± 3 /liV in the range 450 to

1063 °C. The uncertainties in the measurements
increased above 1063 °C and are estimated not to

exceed the equivalent of about ±2 deg C at 1400 °C,

and about ±3 or 4 deg C at 1750 °C. Furthermore, it

is estimated that determinations of the emf of a particu-

lar 30-6 thermocouple at about 600, 1063, and 1300 °C
by comparison with a standard Pt-10 percent Rh versus

Pt thermocouple and at the melting point of palladium

(1552 °C) by the melting wire method will be sufficient

to construct a deviation curve from the reference table

such that the resulting calibration wiU be accurate to

within ±6 (jlV up to 1063 °C, the equivalent of about
±3 deg C up to 1550 °C, and the equivalent of about
±5 deg C above.

Calibration of other 30-6 thermocouples can then be
determined rather easily by directly comparing them
with a calibrated 30-6 thermocouple. In any event,

calibration of 30-6 thermocouples by direct comparison
with an optical pyrometer wiU generally prove undesir-

able, since the method is tedious, time consuming, and
requires rather elaborate facihties and techniques.
Also, actual calibration of the thermocouples above
about 1600 °C seems undesirable in most instances,

since it is likely to introduce some instability in the

thermocouple and render it less reliable in use. Cali-

bration values above 1600 °C can be obtained accu-
rately by extrapolating the deviation curve.

Based upon the experience gained at NBS with the
30-6 thermocouple during the present studies, the

following information is summarized for the thermo-
couple.

(1) Nearly all 30-6 thermocouples produced by
manufacturers in this country wiU have temperature-
emf relationships that agree with the temperature-emf
relationship given by the reference table to within the

equivalent of ±0.5 percent of the temperature in the

range 500 to 1800 °C and to within ± 15 fxV for tempera-
tures below 500 °C.
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(2) Calibration of a particular 30-6 thermocouple at

four points (about 600, 1063, 1300, and 1552 °C) wiU be
sufficient to construct a deviation curve from the refer-

ence table such that the resulting calibration will be

accurate to within ±6 fiW up to 1063 °C, the equivalent

of about ±3 °C up to 1552 °C, and the equivalent of

about ± 5 °C above.

(3) Actual calibration of the thermocouple above about

1600 °C is not recommended, since some instability

may result in the thermocouple. Values above 1600

°C may be accurately determined by extrapolation.

(4) High purity alumina is recommended for insula-

tion and protection of the thermocouple but caution
should be exercised at temperatures above about 1600
°C for errors introduced by the electrical conductance
of the insulators.

(5) The use of large diameter wires (at least 0.020 in.)

and larger size insulating tubes is recommended for

operating temperatures above 1500 or 1600 °C, so as to

give the thermocouple added strength and to minimize
errors due to electrical leakage.

(6) In most instances the reference junction tem-
perature need not be controlled since the emf and
thermoelectric power of the thermocouple at normal
room temperatures are very small.
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Rhodium Versus Iridium Thermocouples *
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In a program to establish reference tables for several alloys of iridium and rhodium
against iridium, the work has been completed on 40 percent iridium-60 percent rhodium.
Tables have been prepared giving emfs for temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit from .32 °F
to 3,800 °F and in degrees Celsius (centigrade) from 0 °C to 2,100 °C, and temperatures in

these units with emf in millivolts as the argument.
The emf is 11.6 millivolts at 3,800 °F. The thermoelectric power averages 3.1 micro-

volts per °F, and is within 0.1 microvolt of this value between 500 °F and 3,000 °F. It

increases somewhat at temperatures above 3,000 °F.
Measurements at temperatures 32 °F to 2,500 °F were made in a platinum-wound

furnace of conventional design, using a Pt-10 percent Rh versus Pt thermocouple to measure
temperature. From 1,950 °F to 3,800 °F (thus overlapping the upper end of the lower
range), the furnace used was an iridium block heated by electric induction. Blackbody
conditions prevailed in the cavity in which the test thermocouple was inserted, and enabled
measurement of the temperature with an optical pyrometer.

Good agreement between the data obtained in the overlapping parts of the platinum
and optical pyrometer ranges (1,950 °F to 2,500 °F) established confidence in the temperature
measurements with the optical pyrometer above 2,500 °F.

In both furnaces, helium surrounded the thermocouple junctions. The gas was dried
by passing it through a trap immersed in liquid nitrogen.

Thoria and beryllia were used as thermal and electrical insulation in the high tem-
perature range. While the electrical resistivity of these materials becomes relatively low
at high temperatures, it did not become so low as to cause appreciable error in emf measure-
ments. More serious was the introduction into the measuring circuit of a spurious emf,
associated with the strong rf field and believed to be due to a rectifying property possessed
by the insulators at high temperature. It was present in varying degrees, sometimes not
at all. Its magnitude was determined by observing the (instantaneous) change in emf
when the rf power was turned off, and the appropriate correction was made in the thermo-
couple emf measured with the power on.

The accuracy of the measurements is largely that associated with the measurement of

temperature using an optical pyrometer. For the present work the maximum uncertainties
in the range 2,500 °F to 3,800 °F are believed to range from about 8 °F to 12 °F.

1. Introduction

One of the earliest investigations of thermocouples
of alloys of iridium and rhodium versus iridiiun was
that made by Feussner [1].^ His studies led him to

suggest the aUoy 40 percent iridium-60 percent
rhodium for use with iridiiun. The increasing need
in recent years for thermocouples capable of measur-
ing temperatures higher than those at which plati-

num-rhodium versus platinum thermocouples can be
used has led to further work on this combination [2],

along with improvements in the motallurgy of these
metals. In turn, the gradually increasing use of

this and other iridiimi-rhodium alloys as thermo-
elements has given rise to the need for reference
tables of the type available for platinum-rhodium
versus platinum and other thermocouples [3].

•This paper was presented at the Fourth Symposium on Temperature, Its
Measurement and Control in Science and Industry, Columbus, Ohio, March
27-31, 1961, sponsored by the American Institute of Physics, the Instrument
Society of America, and the National Bureau of Standards. The proceedings
will be published in book form by the Reinhold PabUshine Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

The work reported here evolved from a project at
the National Bureau of Standards originally spon-
sored by the United States Air Force, to examine
thermocouples of alloys of iridium with 10 perceat
to 90 percent rhodium versus iridium. The tables

(Appendix, I-A to IV-A) give the temperature-elec-
tromotive force values for 40 percent iridium-60
percent rhodium versus iridium, the first of the
series to be completed.

2. Apparatus

Cahbration up to 2,500 °F is accomplished in a
high-temperature porcelain tube furnace having a
bifilar platinum heating coil. The temperature is

measured with a platinum-10 percent rhodium
versus platinum thermocouple, calibrated prior to

each run.

A blackbody is used to calibrate at higher tempera-
tures. It is an iridium cylinder 1}U in. in diameter
and 4^16 in. long, with cavities as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Cross section of induction furnace.

1, blackbody; 2, central cavity; 3, partitions; 4, sighting holes; 5, sighting tube;

6, thermocouple entrance tube; 7, heater winding; 8, ground wires; 9, iridium
shield; 10, porcelain can; 11, thoria cement; 12, thoria supports; 13. thoria powder;
14, copper tubing.

Alined holes are provided in one end and the adjacent
partition for inserting the thermocouple into the cen-

tral cavity, and in the other end for sighting with
the optical pyrometer which is used to measure the

temperature. The area sighted upon is on the cavity

wall opposite the }8-in. diameter hole in the partition

at this end.

It is assumed that, owing to the design and method
of heating the blackbody, the only departure from
miiform temperature over the wall of the central

cavity is that due to loss of heat by radiation through
holes. This loss as calculated by a formula due to

Gouffe [4] is about 0.2 percent, which is so small that

it is unnecessary to correct observed temperatures on
this account.

The blackbody is heated by electric induction with
a 20 kw radiofrequency generator. A coil of iridium

wire surrounds the sight tube and is connected exter-

nally to an rf ammeter and rheostat. The heat
produced by rf current in the coil reduces the loss of

heat from that end of the blackbody. A similar

arrangement could be used at the thermocouple end;

however, in an effort to provide shielding for the ther-

mocouple wires and supporting tube, iridium wire

was wound in a tight coil that formed a shield over
the protection tube. Being heated by induction, this

shield also serves to reduce the loss of heat by con-

duction along the thermocouple wires and supporting
tube.

Preliminary experiments showed that it is neces-

sary to ground the blackbody; this is done through
an iridium wire welded to it. The shield just de-

scribed is also grounded, but the thermocouple is not.

Thoria powder insulates the blackbody, which is

supported centrally in a porcelain can 4 in. in diame-
ter and 8 in. long by semicircular thoria disks. A
coil of %-in. copper tubing surrounding the porcelain

can conducts the rf current and carries cooling water.

This assembly is placed with its axis horizontal on
Pyrex glass supports in a box made of Transite and
Plexiglas and having close fitting but not air tight

jomts. In use, helium flows into the box contin-
uously at a rate judged sufficient to keep air out.
The helium is cooled to the temperature of liquid
nitrogen before it enters the furnace enclosure in
order to remove water vapor and any other conden-
sable impurities which may be present.
The emf is measured with Leeds and Northrop

potentiometers, Models K2 and K3. An L. and N.
No. 8622 optical pyrometer is used to measure tem-
perature. Instead of using the temperature scale of
the instrument, the temperature is obtained from
calibration tables giving the temperature as a func-
tion of the current through the pyrometer lamp. A
2-ohm rheostat connected in series with the slide wire
of the pyrometer increases the precision with which
the lamp current can be adjusted to match the fila-

ment brightness with that of the blackbody. The
lamp current is determined by measuring the voltage
across a 1-ohm precision resistor in series with the
lamp.

3. Thermocouples

The thermocouple wire was made by Sigmund
Cohn Corporation. The first lot (A), obtained in

1955, was 0.035 in. in diameter. The second (B),
obtained in 1959, consisted of 0.020- and 0.035-in.
diam. wire. A third lot (D) of alloy wire only,
acquired in 1960, consisted of wire sizes 0.020 in.

and 0.030 in.

The data used in compiling the tables were ob-
tained from a total of eight thermocouples—two from
lot A, two from each wire size in lot B, and one from
each size wire in lot D. The alloy wire of lot D was
joined to iridium wire of lot B. The 0.030-in. alloy
joined to 0.035-in. iridium wire formed one thermo-
couple, and the two 0.020-in. wires the other.
Each thermocouple was identified by a number in-

dicating the lot of wire from which it was made, the
percentage of rhodium in the alloy leg ("6," signifying
60 percent rhodium, is the only composition con-
sidered in this report), the wire diameter, and its

order m a series of similar thermocouples. Thus
A635a was thermocouple (a) from wire of lot A, 60
percent rhodium, 0.035 in. in diameter. Thermo-
couple (b) from the same coils of wire was A635b.
The other six thermocouples were B620a, B620b,
B635a, B635b, D620B, and D630B. In the last two,
"B" signifies that the iridium leg was made from wire
of lot B. In the remainder of this report, a partic-
ular thermocouple will be referred to by its number.

4. Experimental Procedure

In preparing a thermocouple the wires were an-
nealed by heating them electrically in air. The man-
ufacturer recommended annealing for about 1 min.
at approximately 200 °C (360 °F) below the melting
point. The temperature to be reached as observed
with an optical pyrometer was estimated, taking
the emissivity as 0.3, to be 3,460 °F for the iridium
and 3,180 °F for the alloy wire [5]. In approaching
these temperatures it was necessary to increase the
current gradually, so that it was not unusual for

several minutes to elapse while the temperature was
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being raised and. pyrometric observations made.
Measurement errors were comparatively large under
these conditions, due in part to "smoke" that fre-

quently appeared around the wires when they were
heated to high temperature in air. For this and
other reasons the actual temperature probably dif-

ferred from those desired by as much as 100 °F.

The junction was welded in an oxyacetylene flame.

Each thermocouple wire joined a copper wire in a
bath of melting ice. The copper wires led to a
potentiometer through a selector switch.

In working with the induction furnace an
undesirably large rf voltage was induced on the

thermocouple wires. Most of this was prevented
from reaching the potentiometer by inserting a 1-mh
choke in each lead between the reference junction and
the potentiometer, and a 1-juf capacitor from the low
potential end of each choke to ground.

Except for a few readings at intervals of 25 °F on
lot A thermocouples at temperatm'es under 300 °F,

the measurements were made at intervals of 50 °F.

The thermocouples were run first in the 2,500 °F
furnace. They were supported in high-temperature
porcelain tubes and immersed about 8 in. For these

runs the test and the reference thermocouples were
welded to form a common junction. This made it

possible to compare one thermoelement with another,

and the readings regularly included measurements of

the emf between the iridium and platinum, and
between the iridium-rhodium and platinum elements.

Each reading consisted of two measurements of each
desired emf, made in such sequence that the mean
values were very nearly free from error due to the

sUght change in temperature which unavoidably
occurred while the measurements were being made.

Thermocouples A635a and A635b were each run
twice, both times at ascending temperatures. The
others were each rim once, readings being obtained
first at ascending, then descending temperatures.
The means of the two readings were taken as the

experimentally determined temperatiu-e-emf relation-

ship for the thermocouple. This applies also to

measurements made in the induction furnace.

For calibrating in the induction furnace a ther-

mocouple was supported in an insulating tube of

thoria or beryllia. Experiments on the effect of

depth of immersion showed that, to be free of error

due to conduction of heat away from the junction,

the thermocouple should extend not less than % in.

into the central cavity. The immersion was at least

twice this distance.

In making a single observation, the heating rate

was adjusted so as to maintain as nearly as possible

constant temperature. Then one observer adjusted
the current in the pja-ometer lamp until the bright-

ness of the filament was the same as that of the

blackbody. Simultaneously another observer
measured the thermocouple emf. A "reading" at a
given temperature was taken as the mean of two
observed values of filament current and correspond-
ing emf.

Readings were made from 1,950 °F to 3,800 °F at

intervals of 50 °F, and repeated in descending order.

5. Computations

The observed temperatures seldom differed more
than 5 °F from the nearest integral multiple of 50 °F.
For each observed temperature the emf was
"normahzed"—that is, it was computed for the
nearest integral multiple of 50 °F. The rate of
change of emf with temperature (dE/dT) required in

normalizing was obtained either by direct calculation
from observed differences or by plotting these
differences and hand fitting a curve through the
points.

The emf for lot A wire was taken as the mean of
the normalized emfs for the two thermocouples made
of that wire. Similarly, the emf for each of the two
wire sizes in lot B was computed as the mean of the
normalized emfs of the two thermocouples made from
each of the two sizes of wires. To these emfs were
added the normalized emfs obtained from lot D (one
thermocouple from each of the two wire sizes). The
average of these five sets of normalized emfs
constituted the basic data for constructing
temperature-emf tables.

These data, comprising 78 temperatures and the
corresponding emfs, were processed by the Compu-
tation Section of the NBS Applied Mathematics
Division using its IBM 704 Computer. It was
found by trial that an equation of the fifth degree with
coefficients computed to give a least-square fit to the
data gave calculated emfs from which the experi-
mental values differed by not more than 4 /xv at
temperatures up to 2,700 °F, and not more than 10
/xv at temperatures between 2,800° F and 3,800 °F.
These deviations were considered satisfactorily small;
hence, using the equation so derived, the computer
calculated emfs for tempei-atures in integral multiples
of 10 °F from 40 °F to 3,800 °F. The machine-
computed deviations were plotted and a smooth
cui've fitted to them by hand. From this curve the
deviations for the 10 °F points were taken, and added
to the emfs computed by machme to give table
IV-A.
The table of emfs for temperature in integral

multiples of 10 °C (table II-A) was interpolated by
hand from the Fahrenheit table.

By hand interpolation the temperatures m degrees
C and degrees F were obtained for emfs in steps of 0.1

mv from 0 to 11.6 mv. The computer interpolated

within the 0.1-mv intervals to obtain temperatures at

0.01-mv intervals (tables I-A and III-A).

Thermal emfs for iridium versus platinum up to

2,500 °F were computed from measurements made
in the course of the runs on the iridium-rhodium

versus iridium thermocouples. The iridium came
from three coils, viz, lot A and the two whe sizes of

lot B. By applying corrections obtained from data
on the emf of the platinum working standard versus

platinum 27, the iridium versus platinum 27 values

given in table V-A were obtained.

Thermal emfs for 40 percent iridium-60 percent

rhodium versus copper and for copper versus iridium

are given in table VI-A. This table may be used to
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correct for emfs generated at the junctions of the
thermocouple legs with copper lead wires when these
junctions are not at the same temperature.

6. Discussion

Not surprisingly, the emfs for a given temperature
differed appreciably within the three lots of wire.

One way of expressing the difference is to compare
the individual emfs with the average, at a given
temperature. For example, at 3,000 °F the emfs
were as shown in table 1.

Table 1. Deviation of the thermal emf of different lots of wire
from the average, at 3000 °F

Lot Wire emf Difference,
riiam E E-Eav

in. mv
A._ 0.035 8.830 —31
B .020 8. 909 48
B .. .035 8.862 1

D .020 8. 864 3
D .030 8. 842 — !9

Average 8.801

Here the lowest emf was for lot A and the highest
the 0.020-in. wire of lot B. The difference is 79 /xv,

which corresponds to about 24 °F.

Similar data are plotted for the entire range of
temperatures in figure 2. Differences shown there
are not wholly attributable to the different sources
of wire involved, since there were naturally differences
in emf between thermocouples made of wire from the
same coil. In most cases these differences were only
a few microvolts, but in one case, the 0.20-in. wire
of lot B, the two thermocouples gave emfs differing

by as much as 36 juv, corresponding to about 12 °F.
Figure 3 is a plot, for iridium wire from the three

sources (lot A, and the two sizes in lot B) versus
platinum 27, of the differences between individual
values and the adjusted [6] average of the three.

An emf on this graph is a measure of the contribution
of the iridium in question to the analagous difference

shown in figure 2 for the iridium-rhodium versus
iridium thermocouple of which it is an element.

For if, of two iridium wires making a common
junction with an iridium-rhodium and a platinum
wire, one has a higher emf to platinum than the other,

its emf to the alloy wire must be lower by the same
amount numerically. The reasoning can easily be
extended to apply to the difference from the average

(the ordinates of figs. 2 and 3). Thus it is evident

that the lower emf of a thermocouple of lot A as

compared with one from another lot is largely

accounted for by the fact that the iridium wire of

1500 2000 2500
TEMPERATURE °F

3000 3500 4000

Figure 2. Difference between the emf of each thermocouple and the average emf for 40% Ir

60% Rh versus Ir thermocouples.
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Figure 3. Difference between the emf of each lot and size of
Ir wire and the average emf for Ir versus Pt 27.

this lot had a higher emf to platinum than did either

of the other two coils of iridium wire. A similar

situation prevails with respect to the 0.020-in.

iridium wire of lot B. However, this wire was also

used in D620B, ami the differences between the emfs
of figure 2 for thermocouples B620 and D620B are

of course due to the differences between the two alloy

wires used. These differences can be, and were,

measured directly.

In the range 1,950 °F to 2,500 °F, where temper-
atures were measured both with the platinum-10
percent rhodium thermocouple (in the platinum-
wound furnace) and with the optical pyrometer (in

the induction furnace), the difference between emfs
of the test thermocouples did not exceed 6 nv in most
cases. This is little if any larger than the errors of

observation, and gave added assurance that the
measurements were free from significantly large

systematic errors. The largest difference occurred
on thermocouple B635b: The emfs with the optical

pyrometer averaged 21 nv higher than with the
platinum thermocouple. This corresponds to about
7 °F, and is larger than the reading error. The data
yielded no clue as to what caused the difference.

The thermoelectric power is nearly constant over
a wide range of temperature, having a value of 3.0 to

3.2 iiv per degree from about 600 °F to 3,200 °F.
Below 600 °P it decreases to about 2 ^v per degree
at 100 °F, and above 3,200 °F it mcreases to about
3.6 MV per degree at 3,800 °F.

The uncertainty in the temperature-emf values
is partly that associated with measuring the teniper-

ature with a thermocouple and with an optical py-
rometer. For the platinum-10 percent rhodium
versus platinum thermocouple the uncertainty is

about one degree at 2,000 °F and 3 degrees at

2,500 °F [7]. For the optical pyrometer the uncer-
tainty was minimized by carefully calibrating the
instrument in terms of lamp current and by ad-
justing this current precisely in the photometric
matching. This procedure together with favorable
blackbody conditions px-obably limited the uncer-
tainty to 5 or 6 degrees at 3,800 ° F.

The increased electrical conductivity of insulators

at high temperature contributes to the uncertainty
of the emf measurements at temperatures above
about 3,200 °F. When the thoria tubes which were
used at first to support the wires in the induction
furnace exhibited lowered resistance they were re-

placed with beryllia, which has higher resistivity than
thoria [8]. Even so, the resistance between thermo-
couple wires (as determined in a test made with the
wires vmjoined) decreased to a few tens of ohms at

3,800 °F. The magnitude of error due to insulator

conduction depends on the resistance of the insula-

tor as compared with the resistance of the thermo-
couple wires between points where they effectively

make electrical contact with the insulator. For
example, for wire resistance 0.1 ohm between points

of contact, an insulator resistance of 100 ohms
would cause the observed emf of the thermocouple
to be 0.1 percent lower than the actual emf. The
available data yield an estimated uncertainty of

this order, which at the highest temperature would
amount to about 4 °F. Since this conductivity ef-

fect is believed to have occurred in a largely fortui-

tous manner, no correction has been made for it.

An effect was associated with the electrical con-
duction in the ceramic insulation which manifested
itself in the superposition of a spurious emf on the

thermal emf due to the presence of the strong rf

field. This was thought to result from a rectifying

process. It was not always present, but when it

was, readings were obtained that were larger or

smaller than the thermal emf by as much as 100 juv.

Its magnitude was ascertained by turning off the

power and observing the instantaneous change in

galvanometer deflection, which occurred before an
appreciable change due to cooling took place. The
readings were corrected by the appropriate amount.

"We believe that loss in precision arising from this

effect was held to a few microvolts by the means
adopted to correct for it.

The combined uncertainties are believed not to

exceed 12 °F.

The wires were discolored somewhat after a test.

Although they were embrittled as a result of heating,

and evidently had undergone considerable recrystal-

lization, their thermoelectric properties were not

changed appreciably. This was evidenced by good

agreement of emfs measured in the low temperature

range after a high temperature calibration.

The temperature-emf relationship for 40 percent

iridimn-60 percent rhodimn versus iridium thenno-
couples is plotted in figure 4 for temperatures 2,000

°F to 3,800 °F, along with the thermal emfs of several

other thermocouples useful in this range, all having
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Figure 4. Thermal emf of several thermocouples in the range
2,000 °F to 4,000 °F.
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Figure 5. Change of thermal emf of Ir-Rh versus Ir thermo-
couples with composition of the alloy, at 2,400 °F.

tungsten as an element. The data on tungsten versus
iridium are from Troy and Steven [9]. For tungsten
versus rhenium the data were obtained from Lach-
man [10], for tungsten versus molybdenum from
Potter and Grant [11], and tungsten versus tantalum
from Sanders [12]. The emf is also plotted for plati-

nimi-10 percent rhodimn versus platinmn [3].

Some data have been obtained at NBS on the
effect of varymg the percent rhodiiun in the alloy

leg. They have thus far been limited to temperatures
at which a platmiun-rhodium versus platimun
thermocouple can be used to measure the tempera-
ture. These data are plotted for one temperature,
2,400 °F, in figure 5.
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A tantalum-tube furnace has been constructed to calibrate and investigate the thermo-
electric behavior of high-temperature thermocouples. The furnace and its associated
equipment were designed with emphasis on features that would assure a high degree of

accuracy in measurements that are made at high temperatures and also with emphasis on
trouble-free performance. Data that were obtained during furnace operation showed that
thermocouple depth of immersion into a properly designed blackbody is of considerable
importance if good agreement is to be realized between a calibrated optical pyrometer and a
calibrated thermocouple that has been placed in the hot zone of the furnace. High-purity
helium gas can be used in the furnace to keep thermocouple contamination to a minimum.

1. Introduction

Furnaces consisting of a single metal tube which
is heated to temperatures as high as 3,000 °C have
been reported in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] }
Although all of these furnaces have the same basic

design, each has minor modifications that adapt it to

a particular type of high-temperature work. Nadler,
Runyan, and Kempter [1], for example, designed a

furnace with emphasis on its ability to operate in a
vacuum or in an inert or reducing gas up to a pressure
of 100 atm. The furnaces described by Sims,
Gaines, and Jaffee [4] and by Lachman and Kuether
[5] were designed specifically for thermocouple
calibrations.

Some of the features that are essential in the design

of a high temperature ^ thermocouple calibrating

furnace are, (1) The thermocouple should be freely

suspended in the hot zone of the furnace. Any ob-
structions along the entrance path into the furnace
would require undesirable bending of the thermo-
couple wires and could conduct heat away from the
wires which might result in an erroneous calibration.

Also, any materials that are placed in contact with
the thermocouple at high temperatures could bring
about solid state reactions between the thermoele-
ments and these materials with resulting local diffu-

sional contamination of the thermoelements. (2) The
measuring junction of the thermocouple should be
contained in a blackbody enclosure with provisions

for viewing the radiation emanating from the enclo-

sure. This arrangement is essential since the Inter-

national Practical Temperature Scale of 1948 above
1,063 °C is defined in terms of blackbody radiation

[6]. If this blackbody radiation is observed with a
calibrated optical pyrometer [7], the temperature of

the measuring junction of the thermocouple can be
accurately determined. However, if the radiation
in the vicinity of the thermocouple measuring junc-
tion is not blackbody radiation, an emissivity correc-

tion must be applied to the optical pyrometer read-

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
- High temperature meaning between 1,000 and 3,000 °C.

ings. In many cases, emissivity corrections cannot
be accurately determined. (3) The temperature
profiile along the thermocouple wires should be as
follows: The measuring junction and a specific

length ^ of the thermocouple wires leading directly
from the junction should be in a region of uniform
temperature. Without this temperature uniformity,
it is likely that a significant amount of heat will be
conducted away from the measuring junction along
the thermocouple wires thus causing the thermo-
couple to indicate a temperature which is lower than
its environment. From this uniform temperature
region to the water cooled shell of the furnace, the
temperature should decrease uniformly with no
sharp temperature gradients existing at or near the
thermocouple wires. Freeman [8] observed signifi-

cantly large differences in the emf developed by
thermocouples when the thermocouple wires were
subjected to extreme gradients from the emf devel-
oped by the same thermocouples under normal
gradient conditions. (4) At temperatures in the
2,000 °C region (and higher), a furnace should be
designed to allow the thermocouple to be suspended
free from any electrically insulating or supporting
materials in the hot zone. The electrical resistivity

of known available materials in this temperature
range becomes quite low and can give rise to a short
circuiting effect between the thermocouple wires.

(5) The furnace design should be such that all internal

parts can be easily out-gassed or baked out in order
to maintain a high vacuum or clean atmosphere dur-
ing calibration runs. If calibrations are performed
in an inert atmosphere, the inert gas that is used
should be of research grade quality. Some inert

gases of "commercial grade" quality have relatively

large percentages of impurities and these impurities
can have a serious effect on the physical and chemical
properties of a thermocouple at high temperatures.
Refractory oxides should be eliminated from the
interior of the furnace wherever possible since such
materials usually continue to out-gas for long periods
of time. (6) The thermal inertia of the furnace

3 The length of the thermocouple wires that should be at a uniform temperature
depends primarily upon the diameter of the wires. The length that is needed for

0.020 in. diam viires is discussed later in this paper.
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should be such that any desired temperature can be
reached in a relatively short time. When a desired

temperature has been reached, thermal stability

througliout the furnace should prevail shortly
thereafter.

2. Furnace

A high temjDerature tantalum tube furnace has
been built at the National Bureau of Standards to

investigate anil calibrate thermocouples and thermo-
couple materials at temperatures up to 2,200 °C.
In constructing the furnace considerable emphasis
was placed on a design that would entail all of the
above mentioned features. The heater in the furnace
is a seamless tantalum tube* with an outside diameter
of 1.0 in., a wall thickness of 0.020 in. and an overall

length of 18.25 in. Its electrical resistance is 0.0022
ohm at room temperature and 0.0126 ohm at 2,200
°C. A thermal expansion joint (15, fig. 1) was made
in the upper section of the tube by cutting the tube
lengthwise into six sections and then spreading the
sections to form wedge-shaped "arms." Both the
upper and lower tantalum rings (14 and 32, fig. 1)

were "electron beam" welded to the ends of the
tantalum tube. The lower tantalum ring is bolted
to a water-cooled square copper plate (33, fig. 1)

which contains an 0-ring gasket on the underside.
By removing the bottom plate bolt (34, fig. 1), the
tantalum tube and top plate can be removed from
the furnace shell.

In the initial design of the furnace, it was calculated
that blackbody conditions would prevail inside of the
tantalum tube at the level of the sighting hole (28,

fig. 1) provided that a tantalum tube was selected
with proper dimensions. In order to evaluate this

calculation a calibrated Pt 6 percent Rh versus Ft
30 percent Rh thermocouple was placed inside of the
tantalum tube with its measuring junction at the
level of the sighting hole. A standard Pt versus Pt
10 percent Rh thermocouple was not used in this

instance since the platinum element showed various
degrees of instability which was probably due to

tantalum or molybdenum vapor contamination. A
considerable amount of data was taken at tempera-
tures in the 1,000 to 1,200 °C range in which the
calibraoed thermocouple emf readings and the cali-

brated optical pyrometer ^ readings were made
simultaneously. The data showed that the tempera-
ture indicated by the thermocouple was from 4 to 5

deg lower than the temperature indicated by the
optical pyrometer. Comparisons between the cali-

brated thermocouple and the optical pyrometer at

temperatures above 1,200 °C were not made since
there was no readily available method for calibrating
a thermocouple above this temperature to an accuracy
better tlian ±1.0 deg C. A good agreement between
the thermocouple and the optical pyrometer in a

* The tube was obtained from the Fansteel MetallurRical Corporation, North
Chicago, HI.

» The optical pyrometer used in this work was a modified commercial optical
pyrometer that was calibrated on a ba,sis of temperature versus optical pyrometer
lamp current. A higher accuracy can often be realized with an optical pyrometer
calibrated and used in this manner [7].

furnace of this type is extremely important at lower
temperatures (1,000 to 1,200 °C) since a discrepancy
of 4 or 5 deg C may increase to 10 or 15 deg C at

temperatures in the 2,000 °C region.

To make certain that this 4 to 5 deg C discrepancy
was not due to calibration errors in the optical

pyrometer, a careful calibration check was made
between the optical pyrometer in question and the
Fairchild optical pyrometer ^ at NBS. About a half

dozen observations were made by each of several

experienced observers on both instruments and the

average of their observations showed that the two
optical pyrometers agreed within 0.2 deg at 1,170 °C.

This eliminated the possibility of a sufficiently large

calibration error in the optical pjTometer in question.

In addition, the Pt 6 percent Rh versus Pt 30 percent

Rh thermocouple that was used was recalibrated to

determine whether the discrepancy could have
resulted from a calibration change in the thermo-
couple. The second calibration indicated a thermo-
couple emf change of less than 0.3 deg at 1,100 °C.

It was therefore concluded, contrary to initial calcu-

lations, that either blackbody conditions did not
prevail inside of the tantalum tube or that the

thermocouple indicated a lower temperature because
of heat loss upward from the thermocouple measuring
junction.

In order to resolve this discrepancy, it was felt

that a separate blackbody cavity contained within
the central portion of the tantalum tube might be a
possible solution to the problem. This blackbody
cavity would provide a longer isothermal region in

the vicinity of the themiocouple measuring junction.

Blackbody cavities of various shapes and dimensions
were fabricated and placed inside of the tantalum
tube for evaluation in the 1,000 to 1,200 °C range. A
molybdenum blackbody (fig. 2) in the shape of a
cylinder crucible containing a thorium oxide lid was
found to bring about the best agreement between the

thermocouple and the optical pyrometer. The
thorium oxide lid serves to electricalh' insulate the
thermocouple wires from the walls of the molybde-
num blackbody at low furnace temperatures. As it

was stated in the introduction, the resistivity of

insulating materials becomes quite low at tempera-
tures above 2,000 °C and thorium oxide is not an
exception. However, if the thermocouple wires come
in contact with the thorium oxide lid at temperatures
above 2,000 °C, there is an immediate indication of

a partially rectified a-c voltage'' on the galvanometei*

in the emf measuring circuit. When this occurs the

thermocouple wires can be manually repositioned

(through the thermocouple wire seals) until the wires

hang freely in the center hole of the thorium oxide

lid. The molybdenum blackbody is supported inside

of the tantalum tube by four tungsten wires (0.030

in. diam) that are attached to the top plate of the

furnace. The uniqueness of this design is that as the

' The NBS Fairchild optical pyrometer, also referred to in the literature |7] as

"The NBS Optical Pyrometer" is a high precision instrument designed by C. 0.
Fairchild of NBS and is used at NBS for testing other optical pyrometers and
pyrometer lamps submitted for calibration.

' The a-c voltage applied to the furnace heating element is partially rectified

by the thorium oxide.
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Figure 1. Tantalum-tube furnace.

Caps for making vacuum tight seals around thermo-
couple wires. A cylinder type neoprene gasket is

compressed aiound thermocouple wires.
Kovar metal tube.
Dome made of #7052 glass providing electrical insula-
tion for thermocouple elements.
Neoprene O-ring gasket.
Top plate extension (brass).
Aluminum oxide radiation shield.
Ionization vacuum gage.
Thermocouple vacuum gage.
7052 glass tube providing electrical insulation for

thermocouple elements.
Chamber for water flow during furnace operation.
Electrically insulating spacers.
Power supply terminal.
Removable top plate (brass).

Tantalum spacing ring providing electiical contact
between top plate and tantalum tube.
Thermal expansion joint of tantalum tube.
Copper tubing for water cooling.
Auxiliary radiation shield.

18. Furnace shell (brass).

19. First radiation shield, 0.020 in. tantalum sheet rolled
into a cylinder and secured with tantalum rivets.

20. Second ladiation shield. (0.020 in. molybdenum.)
21. Third radiation shield. (0.020 in. molybdenum.)
22. Fourth radiation shield. (0.010 in. molybdenum.)
23. Liquid nitrogen trap.
24. Metal baflle plates at liquid nitrogen temperature.
25. Liquid nitrogen chamber.
26. Vacuum chamber.
27. Pyrex glass window.
28. Hole (0.045 in. diam) for sighting with optical pyrom-

eter.

29. Molybdenum blackbody.
30. Tantalum tube.
31. Inert gas entrance.
32. Tantalum rings for electrical contact.

33. Removable copper plate for electrical contact.

34. Hex-head nut for tightening copper plate again
O-ring gasket

35. Bottom plate (brass).
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temperature of the furnace is increased or decreased,

the thermal expansion or contraction of the tungsten
support wires and of the thermocouple wires is

nearly equal and thus the depth of immersion of the

thermocouple into the blackbody remains nearly

constant.
The data obtained with this molybdenum black-

body indicate that at least 2 in.* of the thermocouple
at the measuring junction end must be contained
within the blackbody to obtain good agreement with
the optical pyrometer. With a thermocouple immer-
sion of 2 in. into the molybdenum blackbody, the

differences observed between the calibrated thermo-
couple and the optical pyrometer were 0.4 deg at

1,000 °C, 0.3 deg at 1,100 °C, and 0.3 deg at 1,200 °C.

These figures represent an average of many observa-
tions made at the respective temperatures and are

well within the combined estimated uncertainties of

the thermocouple and the optical pyrometer.
A thermocouple that is to be calibrated in the

furnace against the optical pyrometer is suspended
from two thermocouple wire seals (1, fig. 1) directly

above the tantalum tube. The thermocouple hangs
freely inside of the tantalum tube with its measuring
junction at the level of the sighting hole. The only
material in contact with the thermocouple wires is

an aluminum oxide disk (6, fig. 1) which serves as a

radiation shield. The thermocouple wires are

threaded through two holes in this disk. Since the

aluminum oxide disk is small in size and remains
relatively cool during furnace operation, its out-gas-

sing or contaminating effects are negligible. Auxili-

ary thermocouple seals (1, fig. 1) are located in the

top plate of the furnace. Thermocouples or thermo-
elements can be brought into the furnace through
these seals and held mechanically on the outside of

the tantalum tube near the level of the sighting hole.

If thermocouples are placed outside of the tantalum
tube, the three inner radiation shields (19, 20, and
21, fig. 1) are removed from the furnace and a differ-

ent set of shields is used. The top plate contains a
total of six auxiliary seals through which three

thermocouples or six thermoelements can be brought
into the furnace with all of the elements fused at one
common junction. This arrangement of six auxiliary

seals is useful if two test thermocouples are to be
compared or calibrated against a standard thermo-
couple. The arrangement is also useful if six

thermoelements of the same type are to be statis-

tically compared one against another. In the latter

example, the exact temperature of the junction of

the thermoelements need not be known.
Thermocouples can be calibrated in the furnace

either in a high vacuum or in a purified inert atmos-
phere. Once the internal parts of the furnace have
been out-gassed and the liquid nitrogen trap is put
to use, a vacuum in the order of 0.1 to 0.01 /x of

mercury can be maintained when all parts of the
furnace are at room temperature. Wlien the furnace
is operating at a high temperature, a vacuum of

between 1 and 10 m of mercury can be obtained by
continually pumping on the system and by using

* This is the case for a thermocouple wire diameter of 0.020 in.

I I I
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Figure 2. Molybdenum blackbody.

the liquid nitrogen trap and oil diffusion pump. A
purified inert gas can be released into the furnace

chamber through the inert gas inlet (31, fig. 1).

3. Inert Gas Purifiers

The emf developed by a thermocouple is directly

related to the chemical composition and metallurgical

structure of its elements. If an inert gas that is

used in a thermocouple calibrating furnace contains

impurities, the hot thermocouple elements may have

an affinity for these impurities and consequent]}- the

chemical composition and metallurgical structure of

the thermocouple may be affected. If the thermo-

couple is affected by these impurities, it will exhibit

an asymptotic drift in emf as long as it remains in

this environment. For this reason, two inert gas

purifiers (fig. 3) are included as auxiliarA' equipment
for the tantalum tube furnace. The major impurities

in commercially obtained heliuuT are o.xygen, hjxlro-

gen, and nitrogen with perhaps small amounts of

carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. According

to Richardson and Grant [9] large amounts of

oxygen and nitrogen are absorbed by titanium metal

between 800 and 1,000 °C. Likewise, zirconium

metal between 300 and 400 °C will absorb large

quantities of hydrogen and oxygen as reported by
Gulbransen and Andrew [10]. Thus, one purifier

containing titanium metal chips and one containing

zirconium metal chips are used to purify the inert

gas used in the furnace. The use of an inert gas of
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Figure 3. Inert gas purifier

1. Pressure-vacuum page.
2. Copper water-cooling coils.

3. Inert gas entrance.
4. Stainless steel tubing.
5. Stainless steel top plate.
6. Stainless steel flange.
7. Neoprene O-ring gasket.
8. Outer wall of stainless steel tank.
9. Inner wall ot stainless steel tank.

10. Chamber lor titanium or zircon-
ium chips.

11. Chromel-A 18 AWG heater wind-
ing.

12. Threaded aluminum oxide tube.
13. 14. Chromel-alumel or platinum-

platinum 10 percent rhodium
thermocouple.

15. Brass outer shell.

16. Stainless steel screen.
17. Inert gas exit.

high purity also serves in maintaining a longer life

for the tantalum heating element. For economic
reasons helium was chosen to be used in this applica-

FiGURE 4. Furnace and associated equipment.

tion. According to the manufacturer, the purity of

the helium before it enters the two purifiers is 99.99
percent.

The two inert gas purifiers are connected in series

(fig. 4) such that the gas entering the first purifier

also passes through the second purifier before enter-

ing the furnace chamber. It can be seen that the
inert gas is given a "double treatment" as far as

oxygen removal is concerned. In most calibrations

where the thej-inocouples are to be heated in a helium
atmosphere, a quantity of helium is allowed to

remain in each purifier from 3 to 6 min with the
titanium and zirconium chips at optimum tempera-
tures for the removal of impurities. In an applica-

tion where high purity is not of the essence, the
inert gas can flow through the purifiers at a slow rate.

4. Furnace Power Supply

Electrical power is supplied to the tantalum tube
furnace through a 30 kva saturable core reactor and
a step-down transformer of 12:1 ratio. Input volt-

age to the reactor is 200 v at 60 cycles, single phase. A
modified commercial controller is used to manually
select a voltage that is needed to maintain a specific

furnace temperature. Once this voltage has been
selected (by varying a 0 to 5 ma d-c current) the
controller automatically maintains that voltage to

within a close tolerance via a feedback signal from
the transformer primary winding. With a stable

supply voltage, the furnace temperature is held very
nearly constant for reasonably long periods of time.

However, since a thermal sensing device is not incor-

porated in this type of automatic control, it is

necessary to maintain a steady flow of water to the
furnace for cooling purposes. If the flow rate is not
constant, noticeable temperature fluctuations may
result.

During some of the initial test runs, the furnace
was allowed to stabilize at a given temperature for

30 min and then the temperature fluctuations over
a 10-min interval were observed with a thermocouple
placed inside of the tantalum tube with the measur-
ing junction in the molybdenum blackbody. The
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maximum fluctuations deduced from thermocouple
readings during the 10-min interval were 0.2 deg at

1,140, 0.5 deg at 1,510, and 4.2 deg at 2,115 °C. The
fluctuations at 2,115 °C were decreasing with respect

toTtime at the end of the 10-min interval and were
partly attributed to thermocouple instability re-

sulting from inadequate annealing of the thermo-
couple. If the thermocouple had been allowed to

anneal at the high temperature for a longer period

of time, the fluctuations would have been less.

Starting from room temperature, a furnace tempera-
ture of 2,200 °C can be obtauied in less than 5 niin.

However, this fast heating rate is rarely brought
about during thermocouple calibrations since a

longer period of time is needed to bring about thermal
stability. A power of approximately 17 kw is re-

quu'ed to maintain a furnace temperature of 2,200 °C.

The author acknowledges the contributions made
by R. J. Corruccini, National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colo., in the design of various parts of the

furnace.
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Low Temperature Thermocouples—I. Gold-Cobalt
or Constantan versus Copper or 'Normal' Silver
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The objectives of this research programme were twofold

:

first, to construct an apparatus for the study and cali-

bration of thermocouples at low temperatures, and,

second, to calibrate between 4° and 300° K those com-
mercially available thermocouple wires best suited for

low temperature use. In this first report the apparatus is

described and data are given on the thermoelectric

properties of three alloys, gold-cobalt (gold-2-1 atomic

per cent cobalt), constantan, and 'normal' silver (silver-

0-37 atomic per cent gold) ; the special silver-gold alloy

is called 'normal' because it was used originally in the

Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory of Leiden University as

a laboratory standard or 'normal'. Gold-cobalt was

selected because of its large thermoelectric power relative

to copper at low temperatures ;
constantan, because of

its widespread use, especially above 90° K. 'Normal'

silver is often used instead of copper in systems where

heat flow along the thermocouple wires can be trouble-

some. It has about the same thermoelectric power as

copper, but has a much lower thermal conductivity,

especially in the liquid hydrogen temperature range.

Future reports will contain information on commercial

alloys less useful at low temperatures, e.g. chromel,

alumel, and iron.

Data on the thermoelectric properties of all three alloys

have been published previously. Borelius, Keesom,
Johansson, and Linde^ measured the thermoelectric

power of gold-cobalt versus 'normal' silver between 18°

and 103° K and at 293°K. More recently, Fuschillo^

published a temperature scale for gold-cobalt versus

copper from 4° to 300° K and discussed some of the

characteristics of the system. A recent book on experi-

mental techniques* includes graphs of the thermoelectric

potential differences of gold-cobalt versus 'normal'

silver that were obtained from an unpublished report by

Basinski and Swenson. For constantan versus copper

thermocouples there is a reference table* from about
670° K down to 85° K, based partly on the low tempera-

ture research of Scott.^ Calibrations down to 14° K have

also been published^' ' for special lots of constantan

versus copper thermocouples used for secondary labora-

tory thermometers. Borelius, Keesom, Johansson, and
Linde^ measured the thermoelectric power of 'normal'

silver versus copper between 17° and 293° K. They also

determined the Thomson coefficient, and therefore the

absolute thermoelectric power, of 'normal' silver between
20° and 293° K.* However, previous measurements and
calibrations do not provide a satisfactory basis for

thermometry at low temperatures because either the

temperature range of measurements is not sufficient or

the alloys do not correspond closely enough to com-
mercially available alloys.

The low temperature thermal and electrical conduc-

tivities of the alloys have also been published; gold-

cobalt by Powell, Bunch, and Gibson,^" constantan by
Estermann and Zimmerman^^ and others,^^ and 'normal'

silver by Griineisen and Reddemann.^*

Apparatus

The cyrostat shown in Figure 1 consists of two cham-
bers in an evacuated enclosure, the latter immersed in

Liquid Nj
76 °K tempering

for leads

Fill and vent tube

Helium gas

thermometer bulb

Platinum
thermometer

Copper block

Copper thermal

by -pass

Radiation shield

Liquid

Lower tempermg ring

Figure 1. Calibration cryostat
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liquid nitrogen. The gas-filled upper chamber contains

the variable-temperature junctions of the thermocouples?

The lower chamber contains the refrigerant liquid and
the reference temperature junctions of the thermocouples.

The important unit in the upper chamber is the copper

block. The lower part of the block contains a helium

gas thermometer cavity, re-entrant wells for calibrated

platinum resistance thermometers, and a groove for the

variable-temperature junctions of thermocouples. The
thermocouple junctions are soldered to a thin copper

plate which is placed between mica sheets and clamped

against a plane surface of the groove milled around the

block. The upper part of the block has a surface for

tempering thermocouple and thermometer wires and for

wrapping a block heater. The whole chamber is cooled

initially by the introduction of liquid nitrogen, followed

by liquid hydrogen or helium when necessary. After

evaporation of the last refrigerant, the temperature can

be adjusted to any higher value by the electric heater on
the uppermost part of the block.

The lower chamber has three functions: (1) it provides

nearly constant temperatures for the reference junctions

of the thermocouples; (2) it acts as a sink for heat from

the warmer surroundings and for heat supplied to hold

the upper chamber at elevated temperatures; (3) it is a

source of cold vapour which can supply additional

refrigeration to the upper chamber when needed. When-
ever the two chambers are at nearly the same temperature

vapour coohng is required for the upper chamber. The
necessary cold vapour is generated by increasing the

boiling rate of the refrigerant bath with an electric heater

wrapped on the lower chamber. The tempering ring in

the lower chamber has a^ surface for tempering all of the

wires and also has holders for a platinum resistance

thermometer and for the reference temperature junction

of the thermocouples. There is a single reference junction

formed by connection of all thermocouple wires to a

commo" I''" The common lead consists of several

copper wires in parallel to reduce the eflFects of local

inhomogeneities in the lead wires.

It is important that the upper chamber be isothermal

and also that it be thermally isolated from its surround-

ings, particularly from the warmer areas. To eliminate

that heating caused by conduction along the lead wires,

all electrical leads from the upper chamber pass through

a stainless steel connecting tube to the lower chamber
and the refrigerant liquid. From there the wires go up to

a tempering rod in thermal contact with liquid nitrogen

and then further up to the junction box at room tempera-

ture. Thus all heat flowing along the leads from higher

temperatures is absorbed in the refrigerant without reach-

ing the upper chamber. Similarly the heat flow down the

fill and vent tube of the upper chamber is by-passed to

the lower chamber by copper rods connected between

the tube and the lower chamber. A large part of the

thermal radiation from the walls of the vacuum enclosure

is intercepted by a copper shield fastened to the lower

chamber. The outside copper wall of the upper chamber

is adjusted to the same temperature as the copper block

by means of a heater and a six junction gold-cobalt

versus copper differential thermocouple. Thermal gra-

dients within the block are detected by a six junction

gold-cobalt versus copper differential thermocouple

placed on the upper and lower parts of the block.

Adequate tempering of all thermometer and thermo-

couple wires is also important for reproducible measure-

ments. In the upper chamber about 1 m of each of the

wires is wrapped on the upper part of the block and
fastened down with electrical varnish. This brings the

wires to the temperature of the block before reaching

the thermocouple junctions or thermometer resistance

coils. Similarly about 1 m of each wire is wrapped on
the tempering ring in the lower chamber.

Because of the large range of temperatures in the upper

and lower chambers, temperature measurements are not

simple. With liquid helium in the lower chamber, its

temperature is determined by reading the barometric

pressure and converting to the equivalent temperature

by means of the 1958 helium temperature scale." It is

not possible to employ this procedure with the nitrogen

that we use because of the presence in it of unmeasured
small concentrations of argon and oxygen. Therefore a

platinum resistance thermometer is used to determine the

temperature when the lower chamber contains liquid

nitrogen. With liquid hydrogen either procedure can be

used. However, it is more convenient to rely on the

platinum thermometer because the use of the vapour

pressure relations with hydrogen requires a simultaneous

analysis of the ortho-para composition.^* The latter

method is occasionally used as a check on the platinum

thermometer. The ortho-para composition, as determined

by a gas thermal conductivity analyser, is usually between

88 and 98 per cent para-hydrogen.

The temperature of the copper block in the upper

chamber is determined with the platinum resistance

thermometer if it is between 15° and 300° K and with

the constant volume helium gas thermometer if it is

between 4° and 25° K. In order to determine the pressure

within the gas thermometer, the cavity is connected to a

mercury manometer by 580 cm of 0 015 in. i.d. capillary

tubing. The glass tubing of the manometer has a dia-

meter of 10 mm. The gas thermometer cavity of volume

50 cm^ is initially filled with pure helium to a pressure

of 20 cm Hg while the block is held at a temperature of

about 20° K. The height of the mercury in the mano-
meter is read to better thanOT mm (equivalent to 0-01° K)

with a precision cathetometer.

The capsule type resistance thermometers, calibrated

by the National Bureau of Standards at Washington,^*

are measured with a Mueller bridge. The precision of

measurement is equivalent to about 0-001° K above
15° K. The thermocouple potentials are measured to

about 0-01 [i.V with a six decade potentiometer. A breaker

amplifier with phase sensitive detection and a filtered

output meter serves as the null indicator for both the

bridge and the potentiometer.
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Samples

All of the thermocouple wires were calibrated in the

condition in which they were received from the manu-
facturer. The gold-cobalt and 'normal' silver had been

hard-drawn to a diameter of 0-005 in. from a bar of about

1 in. diameter. They were both covered with a woven
glass fibre insulation, but were not varnished. The con-

stantan wires were 36 A.w.g. (0-005 in. diameter), 'Teflon'

covered, I.S.A. code TN. The gold-cobalt, labelled

Bar 5, and 'normal' silver were obtained from Sigmund
Cohn Corporation, Mt Vernon, New York ; the constan-

tan, fromThermo Electric Inc., Saddle Brook, New Jersey.

The reference metal and extension wires were instrument

grade copper obtained from Leeds and Northrup Co.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The apparatus was designed to contain up to twelve

thermocouples for concurrent testing. For this report

there were eleven : four gold-cobalt, four constantan, and
three 'normal' silver, numbered respectively 1-4, 5-8,

and 9-11.

Performance

The apparatus requires 6 1. of liquid helium to cool it

down from 20° to 4° K and to fill the lower chamber.

The rate of use after that varies from 0-25 to l-Ol./hr,

depending on the temperature in the upper chamber.

With liquid hydrogen or nitrogen the problem of boil-off

is much less serious. Even with the largest gradients,

liquid hydrogen will remain in the lower chamber for

over 6 hr. The time required to change temperatures in

the upper chamber and to re-establish equilibrium is

about 1 hr.

Consideration of all sources of error, exclusive of those

inherent in the thermocouple materials, suggests that

temperatures can be realized and measured with an

accuracy of about 0-02° K and that thermoelectric

potentials can be measured with a reproducibility of

about 0-01 (jiV below 1 mV and about 0-1 (iV for higher

values. Temperature differences between the top and
bottom of the copper block in the upper chamber are

always less than 0-01° K during an equilibrium period.

The temperature of the outer wall of the upper chamber
is regularly held to within 0-1° K of the copper block.

Insufficient tempering of the thermocouple and thermo-

meter wires would allow errors caused by heat conduction

across the junctions. This would in turn cause incon-

sistencies in the readings for temperature ranges that

overlap each other. There is no clear indication of a

significant error caused by this possible difficulty.

The systematic and instrumentation errors mentioned
above are normally outweighed by the inhomogeneity

variations characteristic of thermocouple wires. This was
especially true for the gold-cobalt material. In the first

experiments with the calibration apparatus, the data for

gold-cobalt versus copper had much greater scatter than

that for constantan versus copper. This was caused by
a varying liquid level in the lower chamber, which had the

effect of altering the temperature gradients on the wires

in regions having inhomogeneities. With gold-cobalt

versus copper, there were thermoelectric potential varia-

tions of up to 5 \i\ with liquid hydrogen and of up to

20 [i.V with liquid nitrogen when the liquid level changed

by several centimetres. The constantan versus copper

thermocouples had almost negligible changes in the

same experiments. Thereafter the liquid level was held

constant to within about 0-5 cm in order to improve the

consistency of the data. The effects of inhomogeneities

are discussed further in the section on results.

Analysis of data

Numerous corrections to a manometer reading are

necessary before the true gas thermometer temperature

can be obtained. First, conventional corrections for

temperature, gravitational field, and meniscus height of

the mercury manometer must be made.^' Then, correc-

tions to the gas thermometer pressure must be calculated

to account for nuisance volumes, density of the trans-

mitting column of helium, thermo-molecular effect in the

helium, and for the deviations from ideality of the helium

gag 18, 19 -pi^g corrections for the non-ideality of helium

are by far the largest; as large as 0-05° K near 20° K. By
contrast, the corrections to a platinum resistance thermo-

meter reading are quite simple.

Treatment of the corrected data is complicated by the

use of three different reference junction temperatures at

approximately 4°, 20°, and 76° K. The procedure consists

of (1) fitting by least squares of semi-empirical expres-

sions to the data for each temperature range, (2) com-
puting of smooth tables of values from the equations for

a given thermocouple, and (3) adjusting by very small

amounts the slopes at 20° and 76° K where different sets

of computed values join.

For gold-cobalt versus copper between 4° and 25° K
the reference junction was at about 4° K and the equation

used for fitting was

E^-E^ = A + BT^ + CT^ ...(1)

Since

E^ — Eq = —A,

the values of thermoelectric potential differences for a

reference temperature at 0° K could be calculated from

E-t-Eo = BT'^+ CT^ ...(2)

Measurements with a reference junction temperature at

about 20° K were adjusted to a reference at 0° K by

adding the quantity E^q— Eq, as calculated from equa-

tion (2). The adjusted values were fitted to the equation

= D + ET+FT^ ... (3)
E-i— t^

The same procedure was repeated for measurements with

a reference junction temperature at about 76° K.

The data for constantan versus copper were treated

similarly except that values above 150° K were separately
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fitted by a cubic equation in temperature. The thermo-

electric potential differences for 'normal' silver versus

copper were small and therefore were smoothed and
interpolated graphically.

The final representative reference table for a thermo-

couple combination was obtained by averaging the values

for all of the separate thermocouples of the specified

materials.

Results and discussion

Smoothed average data for the thermoelectric potential

diff"erences and powers of gold-cobalt, constantan, and
'normal' silver versus copper are given in Figure 2 and
Tables 1, 2, and 3. Deviations of the thermoelectric

potential differences for each thermocouple from the

smoothed average values for all thermocouples of the

same type are given in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The deviations

plotted indicate the total differences to be expected

between wires from the same lot.

The relative deviations of the thermoelectric powers
for wires from a single lot of constantan are about 0-3 per

cent up to 20° K, 0-03 per cent from 20° to 80° K, and
0-02 per cent from 80° to 300° K. With gold-cobalt the

deviations are much larger for most of the temperature

range: 0-5 per cent below 20° K, 0-3 per cent above. For
both alloys the deviations between wires from the same
lot could represent significant errors in temperature

determinations if low temperature measurements were

made with ice point reference junctions. This is especially

true for gold-cobalt because of its large relative devia-

tions at higher temperatures. 'Normal' silver has relative

deviations of about 1 per cent over the entire temperature

range. The absolute deviations of 'normal' silver are,

however, very small, from OT to 1 y-Y.

The deviations between wires from different lots are

much greater than the deviations within one lot, especially

for gold-cobalt. Earlier runs on gold-cobalt versus cop-

per at this laboratory gave values up to 5 per cent lower

than the ones given in Table 1.^° More recent spot-checks

on current lots of wire are up to 1 per cent lower than

those values. The results of Fuschillo^ are from 8 to 17 per

cent lower than ours; those of Borelius et al.^ are from
0-3 to 10 per cent higher. The relative deviations are

greatest below 20° K and above 200° K; the intermediate

range seems to be more reproducible. The results of

Borelius et al.* on 'normal' silver versus copper are

about the same as ours at lower temperatures, but up to

25 per cent lower near room temperatures.

The deviations between the constantan versus copper

thermocouples reported in this paper and those given in

N.B.S. Circular 561* are quite small, never more than

1 per cent above 80° K, the lower hmit of the N.B.S.

Circular tables. The results of Giauque, Buffington, and
Schulze,® and Aston, Willihnganz, and Messerly,'' differ

considerably from those given here, from 3 to 7 per cent

and 4 to 20 per cent respectively. The largest variations

were at the higher temperatures. A lot of commercial

thermocouple constantan tested here earlier differed from

50
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Temperature C°K)

(1) Au-2-1 % {at) Co versus Cu (2) Constantan versus Cu
(5) Ag-0-37% (at) Au versus Cu

Figure 2. Tliermoelectric power of gold-cobalt, constantan, and
''normal' silver versus copper

the present results by 0-5 to 3 per cent, with the largest

variations being at the lower temperatures.

Auxiliary measurements were also carried out on
gold-cobalt to determine the effects of time variations

(room temperature ageing or annealing) and of higher

temperature anneals. Three thermocouples were tested

over a period of 2-5 years. One of them had no significant

decrease in thermoelectric power, one decreased 3 per

cent, and one 5 per cent. For the latter two, approxi-

mately a 1 per cent change occurred in the first 6 months.

The annealing tests showed that a 24 hr anneal did not

change the thermoelectric power significantly if the

annealing temperature was below 70° C. At 90° C a 24 hr

anneal decreased the thermoelectric power about 1 per

cent. The decrease in thermoelectric power caused by
both the ageing at room temperature and the annealing

at slightly elevated temperatures probably reflected

changes in chemical composition within the crystallites.

30
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Figure 3. Deviations of individual gold-cobalt versus copper thermo-

couplesfrom the group average
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Table 1. Gold-21 Atomic Per Cent

T E AE d£/dr
CK) (y-V) (iiVldeg.K)

1 0-53 0-53 1-047

2 209 1-56 2-070
1J 4 DO Z J / J VW
4 8-22 3-56 4-044

5 12-74 4-52 4-994

6 18-20 5-46 5-920

7 24-57 6-37 6-822
QO 11 .S21

/ ZO / /UU

9 39-96 8-13 8-554

10 48-93 8-97 9-383

11 58-72 9-79 10-188

12 69-30 10-58 10-969

1 J oU OJ 1 1 ."70^
1 1 • /ZD

14 92-75 12-09 12-459

15 105-6 12-8 13-167

16 119-1 13-5 13-847

17 133-2 14-2 14-513
1 fiio 1 idC. 114o 1 14 o I J-lOJ

19 163-5 15-5 15-803

20 179-6 161 16-428

21 196-4 16-7 17-038

22 213-7 17-3 17-635

1 / y

24 250-1 18-5 18-791

25 269-1 191 19-349

26 288-8 19-6 19-893

27 308-9 20-2 20-424
1'yQ.^jzy 0 zU /

29 350-8 21-2 21-446

30 372-5 21-7 21-937

31 394-7 22-2 22-417

32 417-3 22-7 22-884

J J AACi.A 01. 1 OI.IAHZ3 J4U

34 464-0 23-6 23-785

35 488-0 24-0 24-218

36 512-4 24-4 24-640

37 537-3 24-8 25-052

JO jOZ J 0< A^A

39 588-2 25-7 25-846

40 614-2 26-0 26-228

41 640-6 26-4 26-600

42 667-4 26-8 26-963
A1 074 0 Z/'l T? "JIT

44 722-1 27-5 27-662

45 749-9 27-8 27-998

46 778-1 28-2 28-326

47 806-5 28-5 28-646

OJJ'J ZO 0

49 864-5 29-1 29-261

50 893-9 29-4 29-558

51 923-6 29-7 29-846

52 953-6 30-0 30-127

53 983-8 30-3 30-402

54 1014-4 30-5 30-669

55 1045-2 30-8 30-929

323-

Cobalt versus Copper Thermocouples

T E A£ d£/dr
CK) d^v) (\xVjdeg.K)

56 1076-2 31-1 31-183

57 1107-5 31-3 31-430

JO 1 1 1Q.I 1 I .AJl o Jl D/1

59 1170-9 31-8 31-905

60 1202-9 32-0 32-134

61 1235-1 32-2 32-356

62 1267-6 32-5 32-573
f^l 1 if\r\. 1 52.' 1 iZ /o4

64 1333-1 32-9 32-989

65 1366-2 33-1 33-189

66 1399-5 33-3 33-384

67 1433 0 33-5 33-574

0(5 1400 /
11.1 JJ /JO

69 1500-5 33-8 33-938

70 1534-5 34-0 341 12

71 1568-7 34-2 34-282

72 1603-1 34-4 34-442
11 iOj / 0 j4 3 j4*jyy

74 1672-3 34-7 34-753

75 1707-1 34-8 34-906

76 1742-1 35-0 35-056

77 1777-2 35-1 35-205

/o JOlZ-J ij i J j-jj1

79 1847-9 35-4 35-497

80 1883-5 35-6 35-640

81 1919-2 35-7 35-783

82 1955-0 35-9 35-929

(Sj
1 QQ 1 .C\
1 yyi u jO'K) ATTJO U/Z

84 2027-2 36-1 36-211

85 2063-4 36-3 36-349

86 2099-9 36-4 36-483

87 2136-4 36-5 36-615
QQOO 0 1 7^.1Zl / J I jO 1

1(^.1A AjO" /44

89 2209-9 36-8 36-871

90 2246-8 36-9 36-995

91 2283-9 37-1 37-117

92 2321-1 37-2 37-236
Q1 ZJ J(5 4 11.1J I'D J / JJJ

94 2395-8 37-4 37-468

95 2433-3 37-5 37-581

96 2470-9 37-6 37-692

97 2508-7 37-7 37-800
OOyo /j40 J 11.

Q

1 1 . Qf\1J ryKJl

99 2584-5 38-0 38-011

100 2622-6 381 38-113

101 2660-7 38-2 38-214

102 26990 38-3 38-312

Zl i ri JO-4 1 o Ana
J0-407

104 2775-8 38-5 38-504

105 2814-4 38-6 38-597

106 2853-0 38-6 38-689

107 2891-7 38-7 38-778

108 2930-6 38-8 38-866

109 2969-5 38-9 38-953

110 3008-5 39-0 39-038



Table 1 (continued)

T E AE d£/dr T E AE dEjdT
i°K) (y.Vldeg.K) CK) ([iVIdeg.K)

111 3047-5 39-1 39-121 166 5290-3 41-9 41-959

112 3086-7 39-2 39-202 167 5332-3 42-0 41-988

jy Z 106 JJ /4 J 4Z u 4Z UlO

114 3165-3 39-3 39-361 169 5416-4 42-0 42-044

115 3204-7 39-4 39-439 170 5458-4 42-1 42-072

116 3244-1 39-5 39-514 171 5500-5 42-1 42-099

117 3283-7 39-6 39-589 172 5542-6 42-1 42-125
I 1 St
I I o jy 0 1 / J JJo4' / 4/ 1 4Z iJl

119 3363-0 39-7 39-733 174 5626-9 42-2 42-176

120 3402-8 39-8 39-804 175 5669-1 42-2 42-201

121 3442-6 39-8 39-873 176 5711-3 42-2 42-225

122 3482-5 39-9 39-941 177 5753-5 42-2 42-249

1 ZJ 4U UU/ I 7fi HZ J HZ Z 1

Z

124 3562-5 400 40073 179 5838-1 42-3 42-295

125 3602-6 40-1 40-137 180 5880-4 42-3 42-317

126 3642-8 40-2 40-200 181 5922-7 42-3 42-339

127 3683-0 40-2 40-262 182 5965-1 42-3 42-360

J 1Lj j ACX.'X 4U JZ^ 1 OUU/ 4 A7.44Z 4 4Z jO 1

129 3763-7 40-4 40-382 184 6049-8 42-4 42-402

130 3804-1 40-4 40-440 185 6092-2 42-4 42-422

131 3844-6 40-5 40-498 186 6134-7 42-4 42-441

132 3885 1 40-5 40-554 187 61771 42-5 42-460

1 J J 4U O 4U-ouy 1 QQ188 A7 1 Q.^ HZ J 49-4704Z H ly

134 3966-3 40-6 40-664 189 6262-1 42-5 42-497

135 4007-0 40-7 40-717 190 6304-6 42-5 42-515

136 4047-7 40-7 40-769 191 6347-1 42-5 42-533

137 4088-5 40-8 40-821 192 6389-7 42-5 42-550
1 IS
1 JO 4U iS 4U- 5 /

1

A/11').'-)04JZ-Z HZ 0 HZ jO /

139 4170-3 40-9 40-921 194 6474-8 42-6 42-583

140 4211-2 40-9 40-969 195 6517-4 42-6 42-599

141 4252-2 41-0 41-017 196 6560-0 42-6 42-615

142 4293-3 41-0 41-064 197 6602-6 42-6 42-630

411 411 10 1 QQ 004J J ALAHZ O HZ OHJ

144 4375-5 41-1 41155 199 6687-9 42-7 42-660

145 4416-7 41-2 41-199 200 6730-6 42-7 42-674

146 4457-9 41-2 41-243 201 6773-3 42-7 42-688

147 4499-1 41-3 41-285 202 6815-9 42-7 42-701

IHo Hi'

J

41 viz/ ZK)j
/TOCO,

7

Do JCS / HZ f HZ J IH

149 4581-8 41-3 41-368 204 6901-4 42-7 42-727

150 4623-2 41-4 41-408 205 6944-1 42-7 42-740

151 4664-6 41-4 41-448 206 6986-9 42-7 42-752

152 4706-

1

41-5 41-487 207 7029-6 42-8 42-764

1 J J At C41-5 41-525 zOs /U/Z-4 /17.ft4Z o 4Z 1 / J

154 4789-1 41-5 41-562 209 7115-2 42-8 42-786

155 4830-7 41-6 41-599 210 7158-0 42-8 42-797

156 4872-3 41-6 41-635 211 7200-8 42-8 42-808

157 49140 41-7 41-670 212 7243-6 42-8 42-818

1 Jo /1QC C.74^3 J /
1 "7

41 • / 41-705 Zl 3 /Zoo 4 HZ o HZ oZo

159 4997-4 41-7 41-739 214 7329-2 42-8 42-838

160 5039-1 41-8 41-772 215 7372-1 42-8 42-848

161 5080-9 41-8 41-805 216 7414-9 42-9 42-857

162 5122-8 41-8 41-837 217 7457-8 42-9 42-866

163 5164-6 41-9 41-868 218 7500-7 42-9 42-874

164 5206-5 41-9 41-899 219 7543-5 42-9 42-883

165 5248-4 41-9 41-929 220 7586-4 42-9 42-891
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Table 1 (continued)

>

1

I

INI
1 1 1 1 MM MM Mil 1 II 1

Na8_

No. 7

Jio. S

No. 6

1 1 1 1 MM MM MM MM MM

>
a.

0-6

0-4

0

-0-4

-0-6

T E AE dE/dr T E AE dE/dr

yv-'

)

221 7629-3 42-9 42-899 261 93490 43-0 43 031

222 7672-2 42-9 42-906 262 93920 43-0 43 031

223 77151 42-9 42-913 263 94350 43 0 43 030
224 7758 0 42-9 42-920 264 9478-1 43 0
225 7801-0 42-9 42-927 265 9521-1 43-0 43-028

226 7843-9 42-9 42-934 266 9564-1 430 43 027
111 7886-8 42-9 42-940 267 9607-2 43-0 43-026

228 7929-8 42-9 42-946 268 9650-2 43-0 43-025

229 7972-7 42-9 42-952 269 9693-2 43-0 43-023

230 8015-7 43 0 42-958 270 9736-2 43-0 43-022

231 8058-6 43-0 42-963 271 9779-2 43 0 43 020
232 8101-6 430 42-968 111 9822-3 43-0 43 018
233 8144-6 43-0 42-973 273 9865-3 43-0 43-016

234 8187-6 43 0 42-978 274 9908-3 43-0 43-014

235 8230-5 43-0 42-982 275 9951-3 43-0 43 01

1

236 8273-5 43-0 42-987 276 9994-3 43 0 43 009
237 8316-5 43-0 42-991 277 10037-3 43 0 43-006

238 8359-5 43 0 42-995 278 10080-3 43 0 43-004

239 8402-5 43-0 42-998 279 10123-3 43 0 43-001

240 8445-5 430 43-002 280 10166-3 43-0 42-998

241 8488-5 43-0 43-005 281 10209-3 43-0 42-995

242 8531-5 43-0 43-008 282 10252-3 43-0 42-992

243 8574-5 43 0 43 Oil 283 10295-3 430 42-988

244 8617-5 43 0 43-014 284 10338-3 43-0 42-985

245 8660-5 43-0 43-016 285 10381-3 43-0 42-981

246 8703-6 43-0 43-018 286 10424-3 43-0 42-978

247 8746-6 43-0 43 020 287 10467-2 43-0 42-974

248 8789-6 43-0 43 022 288 10510-2 430 42-970

249 8832-6 43-0 43-024 289 10553-2 43-0 42-966

250 8875-6 43 0 43-026 290 10596-1 43-0 42-962

251 8918-7 43-0 43027 291 10639 1 43-0 42-958

252 8961-7 43-0 43-028 292 10682-1 43-0 42-953

253 9004-7 43-0 43-029 293 10725-0 43-0 42-949

254 9047-8 43-0 43-030 294 10768-0 42-9 42-944

255 9090-8 43-0 43-031 295 10810-9 42-9 42-940

256 9133-8 430 43-031 296 10853-8 42-9 42-935

257 9176-9 430 43-031 297 10896-8 42-9 42-930

258 9219-9 430 43-032 298 10939-7 42-9 42-925

259 9262-9 430 43-032 299 10982-6 42-9 42-920

260 9305-9 430 43-031 300 11025-5 42-9 42-915

Mil 1 M 1 MM II II II 1 1 1
II 1

No. 10

No. II

Mi' MM Mil MM Ml! MM
50 ICQ 250ISO 200

Temperature (°K)

Figure 4. Deviations of individual constantan versus copper thermo-

couples from the group average

300
0 50 100 ISO 200 250 300

Temperature (°K)

Figure 5. Deviations of individual ' normar silver versus copper

thermocouplesfrom the group average
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Table 2. Constantan versus Copper Thermocouples

T E AE d£/dr T E AE dEldT
(°K) (y-V) {\LVIdeg.K) i°K) ((iF) (p-V) (u.Vldeg.K)

1 017 017 0-331 56 411-9 13-2 13-236

2 0-66 0-49 0-657 57 425-2 13-3 13-401

3 1-48 0-82 0-979 58 438-7 13-5 13-564

4 2-62 1-14 1-295 59 452-4 13-6 13-726

5 407 1-45 1-607 60 466-2 13-8 13-885

6 5-83 1-76 1-915 61 480-

1

14-0 14-043

7 7-90 2-07 2-217 62 494-3 141 14-199

8 10-26 Z-il 2-515 63 508-5 14-3 14-353

9 12-92 2-66 2-808 64 523 0 14-4 14-505

10 15-88 2-95 3-097 65 537-5 14-6 14-655

11 19-12 3-24 3-380 66 552-3 14-7 14-804

12 22-64 3-52 3-659 67 567-2 14-9 14-950

13 26-43 3-80 3-934 68 582-2 150 15-095

14 30-50 4-07 4-203 69 597-3 15-2 15-239

15 34-84 4-34 4-468 70 612-7 15-3 15-380

16 39-43 4-59 4-728 71 628-1 15-5 15-520

17 44-29 4-86 4-988 72 643-7 15-6 15-651

18 49-40 5-1

1

5-248 73 659-4 15-7 15-780

19 54-78 5-37 5-508 74 675-3 :5-8 15-907

20 60-40 5-63 5-765 75 691-2 16-0 16-032

21 66-28 5-88 6-019 76 707-3 161 16-156

22 72-42 6-13 6-269 77 723-5 16-2 16-290

23 78-80 6-38 6-517 78 739-9 16-4 16-424

24 85-43 6-63 6-761 79 756-4 16-5 16-556

25 92-31 6-88 7-003 80 773-0 16-6 16-688

26 99-43 7-12 7-242 81 789-8 16-8 16-819

27 106-8 7-4 7-478 82 806-6 16-9 16-958

28 1 14-4 7-6 7-711 83 823-7 17-0 17-095

29 122-2 7-8 7-942 84 840-8 17-2 17-232

30 130-3 8-1 8-170 85 858-1 17-3 17-369

31 138-6 8-3 8-395 86 875-6 17-4 17-505

32 147-1 8-5 8-617 87 893-1 17-6 17-640

33 155-8 8-7 8-837 88 910-9 17-7 17-775

34 164-7 8-9 9-054 89 928-7 17-8 17-909

35 173-9 9-2 9-269 90 946-7 18-0 18-043

36 183-3 9-4 9-481 91 964-8 181 18176
37 192-9 9-6 9-691 92 983-0 18-2 18-309

38 202-7 9-8 9-898 93 1001-4 18-4 18-441

39 212-7 10-0 10-103 94 1019-9 18-5 18-573

40 222-9 10-2 10-305 95 1038-5 18-6 18-705

41 233-3 10-4 10-505 96 1057-3 18-8 18-836

42 243-9 10-6 10-702 97 1076-2 18-9 18-967

43 254*7 10-8 10-898 98 1095-2 19-0 19-097

44 265-7 110 11-091 99 1114-4 19-2 19-227

45 276-8 11-2 11-281 100 1133-7 19-3 19-357

46 288-2 11-4 11-470 101 1153-1 19-4 19-486

47 299-8 11-6 11-656 102 1172-7 19-6 19-615

48 311-5 11-7 1 1 -840 103 1192-4 19-7 19-744

49 323-5 11-9 12-022 104 1212-2 19-8 19-873

50 335-6 12-1 12-201 105 1232-1 19-9 20-001

51 347-9 12-3 12-379 106 1252-2 20-1 20-129

52 360-3 12-5 12-554 107 1272-4 20-2 20-257

53 373-0 12-6 12-728 108 1292-7 20-3 20-384

54 385-8 12-8 12-899 109 1313-1 20-4 20-511

55 398-8 130 13-068 110 1333-7 20-6 20-639
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Table 2 (continued)

T E AE dEldT T E dEjdT
CK) (y-V) diVldeg.K) CK) (i^V) (nVldeg.K)

111 1354-4 20-7 20-765 166 2686-0 27-5 27-560

112 1375-2 20-8 20-892 167 2713-6 27-6 27-675

113 1396-2 21-0 21-019 168 2741-3 27-7 27-791

114 1417-3 21-1 21-145 169 2769-2 27-8 27-906

115 1438-5 21-2 21-272 170 2797-1 28-0 28022

116 1459-8 21-3 21-398 171 2825-2 28-1 28-137

117 1481-3 21-5 21-524 172 2853-4 28-2 28-251

118 1502-9 21-6 21-650 173 2881-7 28-3 28-366

119 1524-6 21-7 21-775 174 2910-1 28-4 28-480

120 1546-4 21-8 21-901 175 2938-7 28-5 28-594

121 1568-4 22-0 22-027 176 2967-3 28-7 28-708

122 1590-5 22-1 22-153 177 2996-

1

28-8 28-822

123 1612-7 22-2 22-278 178 3025-0 28-9 28-935

124 16350 22-3 22-404 179 30540 29-0 29-048

125 1657-5 22-5 22-529 180 3083-1 29-1 29-161

126 1680-1 22-6 22-655 181 3112-3 29-2 29-274

127 1702-8 22-7 22-780 182 3141-6 29-3 29-387

128 1725-6 22-8 22-905 183 31711 29-4 29-499

129 1748-6 23-0 23-031 184 3200-6 29-6 29-611

130 1771-7 23-1 23-156 185 3230-3 29-7 29-723

131 1794-9 23-2 23-282 186 3260-1 29-8 29-834

132 1818-3 23-3 23-407 187 3290-0 29-9 29-946

133 1841-7 23-5 23-533 188 33200 300 30-057

134 1865-3 23-6 23-659 189 3350 1 30-1 30-168

135 1889 1 23-7 23-784 190 3380-3 30-2 30-278

136 1912-9 23-8 23-910 191 3410-6 30-3 30-389

137 1936-9, 240 24036 192 3441-1 30-4 30-499

138 1961-0 24-1 24-162 193 3471-6 30-6 30-609

139 1985-2 24-2 24-288 194 3502-3 30-7 30-719

140 2009-5 24-4 24-414 195 3533 1 30-8 30-829

141 2034 0 24-5 24-541 196 3563-9 30-9 30-938

142 2058-6 24-6 24-667 197 3594-9 310 3 1 047

143 2083-4 24-7 24-793 198 36260 31-1 31-156

144 2108-2 24-9 24-920 199 3657-3 31-2 31-265

145 2133-2 25-0 25-047 200 3688-6 31-3 31-373

146 2158-3 25-1 25-170 201 3720-0 31-4 31-481

147 2183-6 25-2 25-293 202 3751-5 31-5 31-589

148 2208-9 25-4 25-417 203 3783-2 31-6 31-697

149 2234-4 25-5 25-540 204 3814-9 31-8 31-805

150 22600 25-6 25-663 205 3846-8 31-9 31-912

151 2285-7 25-7 25-786 206 3878-8 32-0 32-019

152 2311-6 25-9 25-910 207 3910-8 32-1 32-126

153 2337-6 260 26-033 208 3943 0 32-2 32-233

154 2363-7 26-

1

26-152 209 3975-3 32-3 32-339

155 2389-9 26-2 26-270 210 4007-7 32-4 32-445

156 2416-2 26-3 26-388 211 4040-2 32-5 32-551

157 2442-7 26-4 26-507 212 4072-8 32-6 32-657

158 2469-2 26-6 26-625 213 4105-5 32-7 32-763

159 2495-9 26-7 26-742 214 4138-3 32-8 32-868

160 2522-7 26-8 26-860 215 4171-2 32-9 32-973

161 2549-6 26-9 26-977 216 4204-3 330 33-078

162 2576-7 27-0 27094 217 4237-4 33-1 33-183

1 Oj Li L z /-zl 1
O 1 0zlo 4Z/U 0 jj Zo /

164 2631-1 27-327 219 43040 33-3 33-391

165 2658-5 27-443 220 4337-4 33-4 33-495
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Table 2

T E ^E df/dr
ill

221 4371-0 JJ J

222 4404-6 33-7 33-702

223 4438-4 33-8 33-806

224 4472-2 33-9 33-909

225 4506-2 34-0 Jt V/ 1 ^

4^40-9 '<4-1 14J'T lit

221 4574-4 34-2 34-217

228 4608-7 34-3 34-319

229 4643-0 14-4 14-491

231 4712-1 Jt Uit

232 4746-8 34-7 34-725

233 4781-5 34-8 34-826

234 4816-4 34-9 34-927

235 4851-4 35-0 35-028

236 4886-5 35-1 35-128

237 4921-6 35-2 35-228

238 4956-9 35-3 35-328

5027-8 1SS97J J JX /

5063-4 J J ux /

242 5099-0 35-7 35-726

243 5134-8 35-8 35-824

244 5 1 70-7 35-9 35-923

245 5206-7 JU \J JU l/X 1

246 5242-7 36-1 36-120

247 5278-9 36-2 36-217

248 5315-2 36-3 36-315
940 JJ J 1 J JO *T 1 J

250 5188-0 36-5 36-510

9S1 5424-5 36-6 JO ov /

252 5461-2 36-7 36-704

253 5497-9 36-8 36-800

254 5534-8 36-8 36-896

255 5571-7 36-9 36-993

256 5^08-8JUvO o 37-0 J / V/OO

257 5645-9 371 37-184

258 5683-2 37-2 37-280

259 5720-5 37-3 37-375

260 5757-9 37-4 37-470

The given composition (2-1 atomic per cent cobalt) is an

unstable solution^^ and the cobalt atoms will gradually

diffuse to grain boundaries, with elevated temperatures

accelerating the process.

As mentioned previously, in the section on apparatus

the main errors of measurement are caused by the local

inhomogeneities of the wires. Conversely, the deviations

of the experimental calibration points for a given thermo-

couple from a smoothed curve should give an indication

of the inhomogeneities of the, wires. Typical deviation

plots for gold-cobalt versus copper and constantan

(continued)

T E ^E dE/dr

yi'-'

)

[\iviaeg.A)

XO

1

S70S-4J / yj H 17-SJ / J

262 5833-0 37-6 37-659

263 5870-7 37-7 37-753
son8-sjyyjo J 17-8J / o 17.(147

jyHo H 17-0J 1 y J 1 1

266 S084-4 JO \J •jo.nisJO yjjj

267 6022-5 38-1 38-128

268 6060-7 38-2 38-222

X07 (^008-0 18-1JO J 18-11 SJo J 1 J

97n *;i 17-'?0 1 J / J 18-4JO t 18-4il7Jo H\J 1

971All fil 7S-8O 1 / J o Jo J JO JUU
272 6214-3 38-5 38-592

273 6252-9 38-6 38-684
974 6901 -7OZ~ 1 /

18-7Jo /
18-776Jo / /o

97^ fiiin-sOJJO J 18-8Jo o 18-868Jo ODo

97fiz /o 6160-4OJD-? t 18-0Jo y 18-0^0JO yj7

277 6408-4 39-0 39-050

278 6447-5 39-1 39141
97QL ly 6486-7 jy J7 ZJZ
98n 6';96-nOJZO o 10-199J7 JZZ

981LO 1 6S6S-1OJOJ J jy *+ 10-41

1

J? tlJ

282 6604-8 39-5 39-503

283 6644-3 39-5 39-592
984 6684 -flooot o 1Q-6jy o 10-689Jj' ooz
98SJ 6791-7O / XJ /

10-7 10-771J" / /

1

986zoo 6761-So / OJ J 10-8jy o 10-861jy oo 1

287 6803-4 39-9 39-949

288 6843-4 40-0 40-038
9S0 6881-SOooJ J 4n-i 40-197

9Qn 6091-7 4n.9 40-91 SnW ZIJ

901i.y 1 6061-0070J 7 4n-i 4n-iniHO JOJ

292 7004-3 40-3 30-391

293 7044-7 40-4 40-478
904 708^-9/OOJ X J 4n-S66HO JDO
90S 71 9s-a/ IZJ 0 40-6HI/ O 4n-6siHO DJJ

90fi 7166-S/ lOo J 40-740HU /HO

291 7207-3 40-8 40-826

298 7248-2 40-9 40-913

299 7289-2 410 40-999

300 7330-2 41 0 41-085

versus copper are given in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

An earlier run on constantan (from another source)

versus copper gave deviations as large as 6 ]jN between
20° and 80° K. The newer material is clearly much more
homogeneous.

Additional tests for local inhomogeneities are made
by dipping a loop of the particular thermocouple wire

into a refrigerant while the ends are connected to a

potentiometer. The galvanometer deflections indicate

the potential differences between different sections of the

wire subjected to the same temperature gradient. The
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Figure 6. Typical deviations of experimental calibration

pointsfrom a smoothed curve for a single gold-cobalt versus

copper thermocouple

maximum and average inhomogeneity voltages for

several copper, constantan, gold-cobalt, and 'normal'

silver wires are given in Table 4. Indications of inhomo-
geneity obtained from dip tests are usually larger than

those obtained in the calibration apparatus. This is

caused by the much greater temperature gradients present

in the dip tests.

Another test for homogeneity which is applicable to

short samples (about 6 ft) arises as a by-product of a

technique for making fixed point calibrations of thermo-

couples. It involves making up a symmetrical differential

thermocouple of copper-test-wire-copper. The junctions

are dipped into two baths of different temperatures, for

example of melting ice or boiling cryogenic fluids. A
change in the thermoelectric potential difference upon
interchanging both the junctions in the baths and the

junctions at the potentiometer terminals is an indication

of inhomogeneity. Earlier lots of gold-cobalt gave dif-

ferences on interchanging the junctions of about 30 [xV

between 4^ and 76" K, and about 6 between 76° and
273° K. A recent lot. Bar 9, gave substantially lower

diff'erences, about 4 |jlV, at the higher temperatures.

Constantan and 'normal' silver do not show variations

greater than those given in Table 4. A test thermocouple

system of instrument grade copper versus thermocouple

grade copper gave total readings of about 4 [aV between
4° and 76° K and about 3 [>N between 76° and 300° K.

Summary and recommendations

Both gold-cobalt and constantan have a sufficiently

large thermoelectric power against copper or 'normal'

silver to allow their use in thermometry at temperatures

down to 4° K. Gold-cobalt has a much larger sensitivity

than constantan but this advantage is unfortunately

offset by larger inhomogeneity voltages which therefore

cause approximately the same relative error. For precise

work two precautions are necessary to reduce the effects

of inhomogeneities. First, a reference junction should be

as close thermally to the variable junction as is possible.

Second, alloy wires should not be taken through regions

where the temperature is greatly different from either

junction or where there are large temperature gradients.

For example, it would be very poor practice to measure a

temperature near 25° K using a reference junction at the

ice point (273-15° K) if a bath at the hydrogen boiling

-

:

*

*" ' .

4 6 8 1 0 20 40 60 1()0 2()0 3()0

Temperature (°K)

Figure 7. Typical deviations of experimental calibration

points from a smoothed curve for a single constantan versus

copper thermocouple

Table 3. Silver-0-37 Atomic Per Cent Gold
versus Copper Thermocouples

T
CK) (liVldeg.K)

u uu f\.f\C\

1

A

U Ul U UUj
1 ff
LJ U U/

20 0-2 0-06

25 0-6 0-16

in
1 o U JO

JJ 4 Z
Af\4U / Z U 0 /

45 10-9 0-80

50 15-2 0-86

1 Q.^ U (So

ou Z4 U U oo

U oo

70 32-7 0-89

75 37-2 0-88

OA 41 0 U oO

03 4j o yj oz.

OA 4l7 o \3 1

1

95 53-5 0-74

100 57-2 0-73

110 o4 J u /u

120 /I Z U 0 /

130 1 1-

1

U OJ

140 84-

1

0-63

150 90-3 0-62

160 96-5 0-62

170 102-7 0-64

180 109-2 0-65

190 115-6 0-63

200 121-8 0-63

210 128-2 0-64

220 134-6 0-66

230 141-3 0-68

240 148-2 0-70

250 155-2 0-71

260 162-3 0-72

270 169-6 0-73

280 176-9 0-74

290 184-4 0-76

300 192-3 0-77
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Table 4. Inhomogeneity of Thermoelectric Voltages

Obtained from Dip Tests

Samples^

Bath temperatures

4-300° K 76-300° K

Voltage {\L V)

Maximum Average

Voltage ([X V)

Maximum Average

(1) Cu 4-5 2-5 20 0-8

(2) Cu 1-8 0-7 10 0-3

(3) Constantan 0-5 0-2 0-5 0-2

(4) Au-Co 50 3 0 40 2-5

(5) Au-Co 5-5 3-5 40 2-5

(6) Ag-Au 2-2 1-2 1-2 0-8

t Samples were : ( 1 ) Instrument grade copper, 32 A.w.g. ; (2) Thermocouple grade
copper, 36 A.w.g. ; (3) Thermocouple grade constantan, 36 A.w.g. ; (4) Gold-cobalt,
Bar 9, 36 A.w.g. (1960) ; (5) Gold-cobalt, Bar 5, 36 A.w.g. (1958) ; (6) 'Normal' silver,

36 A.w.g.

point (20-4° K) were available. It would also be undesir-

able to use a 20° K reference junction with interconnect-

ing gold-cobalt or constantan wires leading out to room
temperatures and then back to a 25° K region.

Because of variations between different lots or con-

tinuous composition gradients within a single lot, it is

important to spot-calibrate each sample of gold-cobalt.

This precaution is also necessary for constantan for work
below 80° K. Above that temperature, constantan is

much more reliable thermometrically. The regularity of

the deviation curves in Figures 3 and 4 indicates that it is

acceptable to construct a complete recalibration table for

any new thermocouple by calibration at a few fixed

points, followed by a linear interpolation of the deviations

from the appropriate reference table. The main problem
for low temperature thermocouple thermometry is at

present one of chemical metallurgy. Advances in pre-

cision can be made only after substantial improvements
are made in sample homogeneity. In general, constantan

is strongly preferred for work above 80° K; gold-cobalt

is slightly better for the lower temperatures.

Copper and 'normal' silver have approximately the

same absolute thermoelectric power; both are useful in

conjunction with gold-cobalt or constantan. Thermo-
couple grade copper is slightly more homogeneous than

'normal' silver. However, 'normal' silver has a lower

thermal conductivity than copper, particularly at low
temperatures, and therefore better insulates the actual

thermocouple junction from heat sinks or sources along

the thermocouple lead wires. In general, copper is pre-

ferred above 80° K; 'normal' silver is preferable below
80° K where heat leaks along wires can be important.

We would like to thank J. L. Harden for assistance on
some experimental runs, W. J. Hall for advice and
assistance on computer programmes, and James Cohn of

Sigmund Cohn Corporation for supplying some of the

thermocouple wires.
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Foreword

The liquid-in-glass thermometer is probably the most widely used tem-

perature measuring device in both science and industry. In spite of its fragile

nature, its relative simplicity makes this type of thermometer singularly

attractive where reliable temperature measurements are requii'ed but where

the highest attainable accuracy is not necessary.

The liquid-in-glass thermometer is not an entirely foolproof instrument,

however. If the user is to realize the accuracy of which his thermometer is

capable, and to recognize its inherent limitations as well, he must have, in

additon to its calibration, some knowledge of the behavior to be expected of

such a thermometer. It is the purpose of this Monograph to emphasize the

important features of good practice in the design and use of liquid-in-glass

thermometers, and to describe the techinques used by the National Bureau of

Standards in their calibration. This information is intended to be of value not

only to those who wish to submit thermometers to the Bureau for caUbration,

but also to manufacturers, to other standards laboratories, and to those who
wish to calibrate their own instruments.

A. V. AsTiN, Director.

Library of Congress Catalog Card Number : 64-62825
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Calibration and Use of Liquid -in-Glass Thermometers

James F. Swindells

This Monograph, which supersedes Circular 600, contains information of general
interest to both manufacturers and users of liquid-in-glass thermometers, as well as those
who wish to calibrate thermometers or submit them to the National Bureau of Standards
for calibration. Instructions are provided for applicants requesting calibration services,

and the techniques and equipment used in the calibration procedures are described.
Important elements of thermometer design are discussed, and factors affecting the use of
common types of liquid-in-glass thermometers are included together with tables of tolerances
and reasonably attainable accuracies. The calculation of corrections for the temperature of

the emergent stem is given in detail for various types of thermometers and conditions of use.

1. Introduction

It is the responsibility of the National Bureau of

Standards to establish, maintain, and assume
custody of the Nation's standards of physical

measurement. One important activity under
this responsibility is the accurate reproduction of

the International Practical Temperature Scale as

a basis for the uniform measurement of tempera-
ture throughout the scientific and industrial

activities of the United States. To this end the

Bureau accepts for calibration with reference to

this scale selected types of temperature-measuring

instruments [1] ' for use as reference or working

standards where precise-temperature measure-

ments are required. Less precise types of instru-

ments are not accepted, nor are the more routine

calibrations performed in cases where such work
can be done in qualified commercial testing

laboratories. This Monograph describes the

practices employed at the Bureau in the calibra-

tion of acceptable types of liquid-in-glass ther-

mometers. The information is intended for those
who wish to submit thermometers for calibration

or who have occasion to use thermometers
calibrated at the Bureau.
Important features of good practice in the use

of liquid-in-glass thermometers are emphasized to

assure realization of the accuracy of which
thermometers are capable, as well as to point out
their inherent limitations.

In this Monograph, the material presented in

Circular 600 has been somewhat expanded and
brought up to date. The rearrangement of the

material is intended to inform the reader immedi-
ately of the Bureau's calibration services and how
to make use of them, with the detailed description

of calibration methods and discussions of topics

in thermometry coming later.

2. Thermometer Calibration Services

The liquid-in-glass thermometer, discussed in

this Monograph, is one of many types of precise

instruments and standards for which calibration

services are offered by the NBS. A complete
listing is found in NBS Miscellaneous Publication

250.

As services are initiated or discontinued, or as

fees are changed, announcements will appear in

the Federal Register. Major changes in these will

be noted in the Standards and Calibration column
of the NBS Technical News Bulletin. The
Bureau also plans to issue periodical listings of

such changes. To be placed on a mailing list to

receive these inserts as they are issued, a request

should be addressed to The Office of Technical
Information, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C., 20234.

' Figures in brackets indicate tlie literature references at the end of this

Monograph.

2.1. Kinds of Thermometers Accepted for
Calibration

Liquid-in-glass thermometers include a wide
variety of types, not all of which are accepted for

test. In general, considerations of 'design, intended

use, and probable stability of the thermometer
indications are the principal factors governing
acceptability for test. Thermometers belonging

to the large and varied group which may be

classed as laboratory or "chemical" thermometers
are regularly accepted. These may be of the

etched-stem or enclosed scale (Einschluss) type.

Other acceptable types include such special-

purpose thermometers as Beckmanns and calo-

rimeter thermometers. Thermometers of the

so-called industrial or mechanical types, with

special mountings for their various intended uses,

can be accepted for test only when their construc-

tion permits testing with the equipment available.
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Ordinary household or meteorological thermom-
eters will not, in general, be accepted unless the

scale is graduated on the glass stem itself and the

thermometer can be readUy detached from its

movmting for insertion in a testing bath.

Every thermometer submitted must be uniquely
identified by a serial number and must pass a

preliminary examination for details of construc-

tion before being finally accepted for test. The
examination is made with optical aid (15 or 20 X)
for fineness and uniformity of graduation, cleanness

of the mercury and capillary bore, and freedom
from moisture, gas bubbles, and cracks in the

glass. Among other possible defects detected in

other ways, are omission of gas filling where
needed, insufficient annealing and misnumbered
graduations. A complete listing of all possible

defects is not practicable. When serious defects

are found the thermometer is returned untested.

2.2. Reports of Calibration

A Report of Calibration issued by the Bureau
for a liquid-in-glass thermometer, in addition to

giving the results of the calibration, may be taken
as an indication that the thermometer is free from
serious defects of design, material, or workman-
ship, as discussed in section 7. Except in special

instances, a Report of Calibration is issued only

when the thermometer has been calibrated at a

sufficient number of points to provide reasonable

assurance that the corrections obtained at the

temperatures of calibration can be applied, with
interpolation and extrapolation, throughout the

whole scale (see sec. 5.2).

In addition to the scale corrections listed with
the temperatures of calibration, the Report
contains an estimate of the uncertainties associ-

ated with the corrections. The Report will also

show the following information: the manufac-
turer's identification markings and numbers, the

agency or firm for which the calibration was made,
the NBS test number and date of test, and
explanatory notes necessary to define the condi-

tions under which the results of test are applicable.

When necessary, the Report is accompanied by a

sheet showing how to calculate the correction for

emergent stem. If the thermometer is of the

metastatic (Beckmann) type, the Report will be
accompanied by a table of setting factors to enable

the user to apply the calibration results when the

thermometer is used with a setting other than that

for which the corrections are given. Figure 1

shows the face of a sample Report and figure 2

shows the back of the same Report.
It should be emphasized that the estimates of

error assigned to the scale corrections do not
assure the user of this accuracy in a temperature
measurement. Care must be taken that the

thermometer bulb is at the temperature of the

medium whose temperature is to be measured.
This involves considerations of heat transfer

from the medium to the bulb and heat conduction
along the thermometer stem. Any departure
from the conditions under which the corrections

were obtained in calibration may significantly

change the values of the corrections. Conditions
of immersion are particularly important (see

sec. 6), and even a change in the pressure to which
the bulb is exposed may require an additional
correction (sec. 8.2).

Some of the reasons why a thermometer may
be denied a Report of Calibration are summarized
as follows:

(a) Defective design or workmanship.
(b) Omission, where required, of ice point or

other reference point.

(c) Part of graduated scale not usable.

(d) Defects in scale graduation or numbering.
(e) Omission of required marking on partial-

immersion thermometers.
(f) Unsuitable bulb glass or inadequate an-

nealing.

(g) Inadequate gas filling.

(h) Excessive scale error.

Details of good design and workmanship are
discussed in section 7.

2.3. General Instructions to Applicants for
Tests

Tests in accord with the policies of the National
Bureau of Standards, and of the types indicated
in the fee schedules as published in the "Federal
Register", will be undertaken. If need arises for
a special test, not listed in the fee schedule but
of a similar nature, the Bureau should be consulted.
If the required measurements appear feasible, and,
in the opinion of the Bureau, sufficiently impor-
tant to justify the work, such tests will be under-
taken for a special fee determined by the nature
of the work. In all requests the following pro-
cedures and information are pertinent.

a. Initial Arrangements

A letter or purchase order, stating the tests

desired and referring to the appropriate section and
subsections of the fee schedule, should be sent to

the Bureau prior to any shipment. The purpose
of this requirement is to determine whether or not
the Bureau will undertake the test and to insure
correct procedure in reporting, shipping, and
billing. In the case of routine or periodic tests,

of a type made previously for the requester, this

letter rnay be sent at the time shipment is made.
In general, the purpose of the test and the manner
in which the results are to be used should be stated.

If the thermometer submitted has been previously
calibrated by the Bureau, reference should be
made to the former test number. A test number
will be assigned by the Bureau to each project,

and this test number must be referred to in aU
subsequent communications.

b. Shipping Instructions

Shipping charges, both to and from the Bureau,
must be assumed by the applicant. Return ship-

ments are made by the Bureau in accordance with
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roRM NBS-186
(T-i -«a)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20234

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

REPORT OF CALIBRATION
LIQUID-IN-GLASS THERMOMETER

Tested for: National Bioreau of Standards
Division 221, Section 01

Marked: Siirety 198692

Range: -2 to +102 °C in 0.2°

Thermometer
Reading Correction

- 0.06 °C -MD.06 °C

10.00 + .08

20.00 + .u
30.00 + .10

AO. 00 + .OA

50.00 + .OA

60.00 + .OA

70.00 + .06

80.00 + ,06

90.00 + .06

100.00 + .OA

If the correction is + the true temperature is higher than the indicated temperature; if the correction

is - the true temperature is lower than the indicated temperature. To use the corrections properly,

reference should be made to the notes marked by asterisks on the reverse of this sheet.

Estimated uncertainties ih the above corrections do not exceed 0.05° up to 102 °C , and

between and For a discussion of accuracies attainable with

such thermometers see National Bureau of Standards JJoUO » 9Q ^^^*^'^''°" °' Liquid-in-Glass

Thermometers.

Test No. 311-30-6A
Completed: December 3, 196A

KSL:dh

For the Director

James F. Swindells, Chief
Thermometry Laboratory
Heat Division USCOMM-DC IeB07-P63

Figure 1 .

—

Facsimile of face of a Report of Calibration.
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NOTES

*NOTE A.-The tabulated corrections apply for the

condition of total immersion of the bulb and liquid

column. If the thermometer is used at partial im-

mersion, apply an emergent stem correction as ex-

plained in the accompanying stem correction
sheet.

NOTE B.-The tabulated corrections apply for the

condition of total immersion of the bulb and liquid

column. Although this thermometer is not ordinarily

used in this way, no significant errors should be
introduced by neglecting the corrections for emer-
gent stem.

NOTE C.-The thermometer was tested in a large,

closed-top, electrically heated, liquid bath at an

immersion of The tem-

perature of the room was about 25° C (77° F). If

the thermometer is used under conditions which
would cause the average temperature of the emer-

gent liquid column to differ markedly from that

prevailing in the test, appreciable differences in

the indications of the thermometer would result.

NOTE D.-The tabulated corrections apply provided

the ice-point reading is If

the ice-point reading is found to be higher (or

lower) than stated, all other readings will be

higher (or lower) by the same amount.

*NOTE E.-The tabulated corrections apply provided

the ice-point reading, taken after exposure for not

less than 3 days to a temperature of about 25° C
(77° F) is -0.06 °C . If the ice-point

reading is found to behigher(or lower) than stated,

all other readings will be higher (or lower) by the

same amount. If the thermometer is used at a

given temperature shortly after being heated to a

higher temperature, an error of 0.01 or less, for

each 10° difference between the two temperatures,

may be introduced. The tabulated corrections

apply if the thermometer is used in its upright

position; if used in a horizontal position, the

indications may be a few hundredths of a degree

higher.

NOTE F.-The tabulated corrections apply pro-

vided the reading when the thermometer is im-
mersed in steam at 100° C (212° F) is

If the reading is found to be higher

Special Note.-

(or lower) than stated, all other readings will be

higher (or lower) by the same amount. The tem-

perature of steam is 100° C (212° F) only if the

pressure is 760 mm (29.921 inches). If the pres-

sure differs from 760 mm (29-921 inches) allowance

must be made for this. If the pressure is higher

(or lower) than 760 mm (29-921 inches) the tem-

perature will be higher (or lower) than 100° C
(212° F) by approximately 0.037° C per mm dif-

ference (1.68° F per inch difference).

NOTE G.-The thermometer, before testing, was
heated to the temperature of the highest test point.

The application of the tabular corrections to the

readings of the thermometer will give true tempera-

ture differences provided the thermometer is used

in its upright position and is heated previously

(within an hour before using) to the highest tem-

perature to be measured.

NOTE H.-The thermometer was tested for use in

differential measurements, such as the measure-

ment of temperature differences in a flow calori-

meter. The two thermometers used in a flow calori-

meter should be compared occasionally in stirred

water at some convenient temperature and if their

indications, after application of the tabular cor-

rections, are found to differ, an additional cor-

rection equal to the difference should be applied

to the indications of one of them.

NOTE I.- The tabulated corrections apply for a

"setting" of 20° C. Setting factors for use with

other settings are given on the accompanying sheet.

NOTE J.-The tabulated corrections apply for the

condition of immersion indicated provided the ice-

point reading, taken after heating to

for not less than 3 minutes, is

If the ice-point reading, which should be taken

within 5 minutes after removal of the thermometer

from the heated bath, is found to be higher (or

lower) than stated all other readings will be

higher (or lower) by the same amount.

NOTE K.-At temperatures below the ice-point

this thermometer was tested under conditions of

total immersion of the bulb and liquid column.

The stated corrections were computed using a

value of K= /° and an assumed

temperature of ° for the emergent stem .

FORM NBS-leB (7.1.68)

Figure 2.

—

Facsimile of back of a Report of Calibration.
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its judgment of the best method of shipping unless

specific instructions are received. Such instruc-

tions should be supplied at the time that arrange-

ments are being made for the test. If a test

number has been assigned prior to the shipment,
this number should appear on the shipping con-

tainer. If a test number has not been assigned

at this time, a purchase order, or letter should be
sent under separate cover. In either case the

shipment should include a packing list.

All possible care will be taken in handling
thermometers at the Bureau, but the risk of
damage either in shipment or in testing must be
assumed by the applicant. The applicant should
consider the nature of the equipment he is shipping
and pack it accordingly, with appropriate labeling.

Attention is caUed to the availability of security
express in shipping thermometers.

3. Definitions

The principal features of a solid-stem liquid-in-

glass thermometer are shown in figure 3. Not all

of the features shown would necessarily be incor-

porated in any one thermometer.
Bulb: The liquid reservoir. The bulb of a

thermometer wiU contain a volume equivalent to a

specific number of degrees of the scale depending
upon the coefficients of expansion of the thermo-
metric liquid and bulb glass. For mercury in a

"normal" glass bulb the volume is equivalent to

about 6200 °C, or 11, 200 °F. For organic thermo-
metric liquids with higher coefficients of expansion
than mercury, the degree equivalents of the bulb
volume are correspondingly lower.

Stem: The glass capillary tube through which
the thermometric liquid advances or retreats with
change in temperatiu-e.

Main Scale: The scale graduated in degrees or

multiples or submultiples of degrees.

Auxiliary Scale: A short scale including a refer-

ence tem.perature such as the ice point, to provide

a means for checking thermometer for change in

calibration with time. (See sec. 7.4.) This scale

is added when a suitable reference temperature is

not included in the range of the main scale.

Expansion Chamber: An enlargement at the top

end of the capillary bore having a volume equiva-
lent to not less than 20 mm of unchanged capillary.

Smaller chambers are not regarded as expansion
chambers. The expansion chamber is provided
to prevent the buildup of excessive pressures in

gas-filled thermometers as the liquid filling ad-
vances toward the top of the scale.

Contraction Chamber: An enlargement of the

capillary bore which serves to reduce a long length
of capillary or to prevent contraction of the liquid

column into the bulb. This chamber is introduced
below the main scale or between the main scale

and an auxiliary scale.

Reference Point: Some reference temperature,
within the range of the main scale or an auxiliary

scale, such as the ice point or steam point, at

which the thermometer may be checked periodic-

ally for changes in scale calibration. (See sec. 7.4.)

Totul Immersion Thermometer: A thermometer
designed to indicate temperatures correctly when
used with the bulb and the entire liquid column in

the stem exposed to the temperatm-e being
measured.

Partial Immersion Thermometer: A thermometer
designed to indicate temperatures correctly when

^BULB

12

CONTRACTION
CHAMBER

EXPANSION
CHAMBER

"

AUXILIARY_
SCALE

IMMERSION
LINE

MA
SCALE

Figure 3.

—

Principal features of a solid-stem liquid-in-glass

thermometer.

used with tha bulb and a specified part of the stem
exposed to the temperature being measured. The
remaining part of the stem will be at the ambient
temperature, usually different from the tempera-
ture being measiu"ed. Such thermometers are
marked with an immersion line to indicate the
proper depth of immersion. The emergent stem
refers to the length of liquid column and stem at
the ambient temperature.

Complete Immersion Thermometer: A thermom-
eter designed to indicate temperatures correctly
when the whole thermometer, including the expan-
sion chamber, is exposed to the temperature being
measured. In gas-filled thermometers the reading
will be different for complete, as compared to total

immersion as a result of the effect of temperature
on the gas pressure in the thermometer. (See
sec. 8.2). The difference in readings under the
two conditions is particularly significant at high
temperatures.

Calibration Points are the temperatures at

which corrections to the thermometer scale are

determined.
Accuracy: The accuracy of a measurement refers

to the closeness with which the result of the
measurement approaches the true value of the
quantity being measured. In this Monograph
the accuracy expected of a given thermometer
refers to the closeness of the observed indication
of the thermometer to the true temperature on
the International Practical Temperatm-e Scale.

The accuracy attainable is principally limited by
the characteristics of the thermometer itself.

Instability of the thermometer glass, capillary

forces at the surface of the thermometric liquid,

non-uniformity of capillary bore, and inaccuracies

in scale graduation are among the important
factors. With partial immersion thermometers,
uncertainties in corrections for the emergent stem
may greatly limit the accuracy. Observer errors

are also involved, but with care these can usually

be made relatively small.
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Precision: The precision of measurement refers

to the degree of agreement amongst repeated
measurements of the same quantity. When a

thermometer is held at constant temperature and
it is read repeatedly at the same scale reading,

one can be deceived in assuming that a correspond-
ing accuracy is being achieved. For example,
capillary forces may be holding the liquid column
at the false level, or the bulb volume may have
changed since the time of calibration.

4. Temperature Scales and Standards

The calibration of a thermometer consists of

comparing its indications with known tempera-
tures on a standard scale of temperature. By
international agreement, the Kelvin Scale is now
accepted as the absolute Thermodynamic scale.

In 1954 the Tenth General Conference on Weights
and Measures defined the Kelvin Scale by means
of a single fixed point, the triple point of water, to

which was assigned the temperature 273.16 °K,

exactly. Because of the difficulties encountered
in the practical realization of the Kelvin Scale,

however, a practical working scale, the Interna-

tional Temperature Scale, was first adopted in

1927 and later revised in 1948. In 1960 the

Eleventh General Conference changed the name
of the scale to International Practical Temperature
Scale of 1948 (IPTS) and adopted a revised text

of the scale [2]. The Scale itself was not changed,

however. The new text, therefore, does not
change the value of any temperature on the 1948

scale by as much as the experimental error of

measurement. This Scale is intended to have
close correspondence with the Kelvin Scale and to

provide scientific and industrial laboratories

throughout the world with a common basis for

stating temperatures. Calibrations of thermom-
eters at the Bureau, therefore, are made with
reference to temperatures on the IPTS.

In the range of temperatures normally covered
by liquid-in-glass thermometry, the IPTS is

defined by four fixed points, the normal boiling

point of oxygen at — 182.97 °C, the triple point of

water at -|-0.01 °C, the normal boiling point of

water at 100 °C, and the normal boiling point of

sulfur at 444.6 °C. In place of the sulfur point,

however, the text of the Scale recommends the

use of the temperature of equilibrium between
solid zinc and liquid zinc (zinc point) with the

value of 419.505 °C. Experience has shown the

zinc point to be more reproducible than the sulfur

point. Temperatures in the range —182.97 to

630.5 °C, at other than these fixed points, are

defined in terms of a standard platinum resistance

thermometer calibrated at the four fixed points

and using a specified equation for interpolation.

Temperatures on the IPTS are expressed in

degrees Celsius (centigrade). Thermometers
graduated on the Fahrenheit Scale are calibrated

with reference to the IPTS using the conversion
formula,

9
temperature in °F = - (temperature in °C)4-32.

When the highest accuracy is required in a

calibration, the thermometer indications are

compared directly with temperatures obtained
with a standard resistance thermometer. If lesser

accuracy is adequate, one of a series of mercury-
in-glass standards is used, except below 0 °C and
above 300 °C, where the calibration is made
directly with a resistance thermometer regardless

of the accuracy required. The series of mercury-
in-glass thermometers which serve as standards
for total-immersion comparisons is shown below.

Range Smallest
graduation

Auxiliary
scale

°C
0 to 50

"C
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.5

"C

0 to 100.._ _ _

50 to 100 atO
atO
atO

100 to 200 -

200 to 300.. _

These standards are calibrated with reference
to the IPTS through comparisons with a standard
resistance thermometer.

Partial-immersion standards, known as "like

standards", are maintained for the calibration of

accepted designs of partial-immersion thermom-
eters. These standards are calibrated for stem-
temperatiu-e conditions expected to prevail during
the calibration of similar thermometers. This
use of like standards eliminates the need for many
of the precautions necessary when dissimilar

thermometers are compared. The procedure per-

mits the direct comparison of the indications of

similar thermometers as long as the bulbs are at

the same temperature and the stem temperatures
are essentially the same for aU of the thermometers
under comparison.

For those who may want to use reproducible
fixed points in their own laboratories, the Bureau
sells triple-point-of-benzoic-acid cells, 122 °C
(252 °F) ; and freezing point cells of phenol, 41 °C
(106 °F), naphthalene, 80 °C (176 °F), and phthalic
anhydride, 131 °C (268 °F). At higher tempera-
tures freezing point standards of tin, 232 °C (450
°F); lead, 327 °C (621 °F) ; and zinc, 419 °C (786
°F) are available. (All of the above temperatures
are approximate, but precise values are supplied
with the standards.) Detailed information on
these cells and standards and their procurement
is given in NBS Miscellaneous Publication 241.
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5. Calibration Procedures

All liquid-in-glass thermometers are calibrated

in terms of the IPTS as defined by the standard
platinum resistance thermometer. The readings
may be compared directly with a standard resist-

ance thermometer, or indirectly using a mercury-
in-glass standard. Ice and steam baths, together
with a series of stirred liquid baths, provide con-
trolled temperature media for the comparisons.

5.1. Equipment

a. Ice Bath

Through the use of an ice bath, the ice point
may be realized conveniently to better than 0.01

°C. A Dewar flask serves as a container for the
ice, the melting of the ice being retarded by the
insulating properties of the vessel. Ice shaved
from clear cakes is mixed with distilled water to

form a slush. Enough water is used to afford

good contact with the thermometers, but not so

much as to float the ice. From time to time excess

water is syphoned from the bath. Care is taken
to prevent contamination of the ice and water. A
small reading telescope with a magnification of 10

diameters aids in reading the thermometer indica-

tion and reduces parallax errors. Gently tapping
the thermometer just before reading may prevent
the sticking of a falling meniscus. On the other

hand too vigorous a tap will occasionally cause the

merciu-y to rebound to an erroneously high reading.

b. Steam Bath

The steam point may be realized in a steam-
point apparatus either by comparing the ther-

mometers with standards or by the determination
of the temperature of the steam from a measure-
ment of the prevailing atmospheric pressure.

The steam bath, shown in figure 4, consists of a

double-waUed steam jacket in which steam from a
boUer circulates. The thermometers are sus-

pended in such a manner as to insure free circula-

tion of steam around them. Provision is made for

either relieving any excess pressure in the space
surrounding the thermometers, or for determining
the excess by means of a small differential

manometer.
When the steam bath is used as a fixed-point

apparatus a barometer is a necessary accessory
since the true temperature of the steam is depend-
ent upon the prevailing atmospheric pressure.

The usual corrections are applied to the barometer
reading including any corrections necessary for the

value of local acceleration of gravity, for the

difference in height of the steam bath and the

barometer, and for any excess pressure above
atmospheric in the steam jacket. The steam
temperature may then be found from the pressure-

temperature values given in table 1 . With a good
barometer, accurate to 0.1 mm Hg, this procedure

s capable of an accuracy of 0.002 to 0.003 deg C
1(0.004 to 0.005 deg F). The Fortin type barome-
ter wfll usually serve for all but the most exacting
measurements.
The steam bath is also used as comparison bath,

in which case the temperature of the steam is deter-
mined at the time of test by means of a previously
standardized thermometer. This method is sim-
pler than determining the steam temperature from
a barometer reading, and may be preferable,
particularly when a resistance thermometer can
be used as the standard.

c. Comparison Liquid Baths

Stirred liquid baths of two designs are used at
the Bureau as comparators in which thermometers
are calibrated in the range —40 to -|-500 °C.

( — 40 to +930 °F). This equipment permits
stirring adequate for uniform temperature distri-

bution, and provides controlled heat input for

temperature regulation.

A type suitable for use with media liquid at
room temperatiure is shown in figure 5. This
bath is constructed with two tubes of different

diameters having connecting passages at the top
and bottom. The heating coil, cooling coil for

circulating cold water for comparisons below room

inl

THERMOMETER
SPACE IN —

\

STEAM JACKET

THERMOMETER

AIRJACKET

CONDENSER

BOILER

TO HEATING COIL

Figure 4.

—

Schematic drawing of steam bath.
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Table 1.

—
{Thermometric) condensation temperature of steam [S]

(Astrisk (•) indicates change in integer)

Pressure in mm mercury (standard)

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Temperature in degrees of International Scale

500 88 678 0 730 0 782 0 834 0 886 0 938 0 990 •0 042 •0 093
510 89! 196 ]247 ^298 !350 !401 ^452 '. 502 !553 !604 .' 655
520 0. 705 .756 .806 .856 .907 .957 •.007 •.057 •.107 •. 157
530 256 306 355 405 454 503 553 602 651
540 0. 700 . 749 . 798 846 . 895 . 944 . 992 •. 041 *. 089 *. 138

550 91 186 . 234 282 330 378 426 . 474 . 521 569 617
560 O'. 664 ^712 ]759 ]806 !854 !901 !948 !995 •!042 •!089

570 92. 136 . 182 .229 .276 . 322 .369 .415 .462 .508 .554
580 0. 600 . 646 . 692 . 738 . 784 . 830 . 876 . 922 . 967 •. 013
590 93. 058 . 104 149 195 . 240 285 . 330 . 375 . 420 465

600 0. 5100 . 5548 . 5996 . 6443 . 6889 . 7335 . 7780 . 8224 . 8668 9112
610 *. 9554 '. 9996 0438 0879 *. 1319 '. 1759 *!2198 •! 2636 *'. 3074 •! 3511
620 94, 3948 .4384 .4820 .5255 .5689 . 6123 .6556 .6989 .7421 .7852
630 0. 8283 . 8713 . 9143 . 9572 *. 0001 *. 0429 *. 0857 *. 1284 •. 1710 •. 2136
640 . 2987 3411 , 3834 . 4257 . 4680 . 5102 . 5523 . 5944 6365

650 tfO. \3iOO . 7204 . 7623 . 8041 . 8459 . 8876 . 9293 . 9709 *. 0125 • 0539
660 96. 0954 .1368 !l782 !2195 !2607 ]3019 !3431 !3842 !4252 !4662
670 0. 5072 . 5480 . 5889 . 6297 . 6704 . 7111 . 7517 . 7923 .8329 . 8734
680 .9138 .9542 .9946 . 0349 •. 0751 *. 1153 •. 1555 •. 1956 •.2356 •. 2766
690 97. 3156 .3555 .3954 .4352 .4749 .5146 .5543 .5939 .6335 .6730

700 0. 7125 .7519 .7913 .8307 .8700 .9092 .9484 .9876 *. 0267 •. 0657
710 98. 1048 .1437 .1827 .2216 .2604 .2992 .3379 .3766 .4153 .4539
720 0. 4925 .5310 .5695 .6079 .6463 .6846 .7229 .7612 .7994 .8376
730 .8757 .9138 .9519 .9899 •. 0278 *. 0657 •. 1036 •. 1414 *. 1792 •.2110

740 99. 2547 .2924 .3300 .3675 .4051 .4426 .4800 .5174 .5548 .6921

750 0. 6294 .6667 .7039 .7410 .7781 .8152 .8523 .8893 .9262 .9631

760 100.0000 .0368 .0736 .1104 . 1471 . 1838 .2204 .2570 .2936 .3301
770 0. 3666 .4030 .4394 .4758 .5121 .5484 .5846 .6208 . 6,570 .6932
780 .7293 .7653 .8013 .8373 .8733 .9092 .9450 .9808 •.0166 •. 0524

790 101. 0881 .1238 .1594 . 1950 .2306 .2661 .3016 .3371 .3725 .4079

temperature, and stirrer are located in the smaller
tube, the larger tube being left clear for immersion
of the thermometers.
The type shown in figure 6 is designed for use

at high temperatures with molten tin as the bath
liquid. The bath is made with two coaxial tubes
of which the inner tube is open at both ends. The
stirring propeller is mounted near the bottom of

the inner tube leaving the space above the pro-
peller free to receive thermometers which are in-

serted in reentrant tubes. Heat is supplied by
heater coils wound on the outside tube. As is

also the case with the bath shown in figure 5, the
thermometers are shielded from direct radiation
from the hotter parts of the bath.

In each type of bath a 2- or 3-in. thickness
of insulation reduces heat loss and thus aids in

maintaining a uniform temperature distribution

throughout the bath liquid. Each bath is pro-
vided with an insulated cover carrying a ther-

mometer holder which can be rotated to bring
successive thermometers into the field of a ver-

tically adjustable reading telescope.

For calibrations in the range 5 to 99 °C (40 to

210 °F) water is used as the bath liquid. One
grade of petroleum oil is used between 99 and
200 °C (210 and 392 °F) and a second between
200 and 315 °C (392 and 599 °F). The oils are

chosen with properties such that they are not too
viscous for adequate stirring at the lower temper-
ature but at the same time have flash points which
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Figure 6.

—

Stirred high-temperature bath using liquid
having freezing point above room temperature.

are not exceeded at the higher temperatures. The
tm bath is used from 315 °C up to about 540 °C
(599 to 1004 °F).

Calibrations from 0 to - 110 °C (32 to - 166 °F)

are made in a cryostat similar in essentials to that
described by Scott and Brickwedde [4]. The cryo-
stat, shown in figure 7, consists of an inner Dewar
flask, D, which contains the bath liquid, sur-

rounded by liquid nitrogen in the outer Dewar
flask, C. The rate of heat transfer between the
bath liquid and the liquid nitrogen is controlled

by varying the gas pressure between the walls of

the inner Dewar flask, which is connected to a
vacuum system through the side tube, M. Vigor-
ous stirring of the bath liquid is maintained by
the propeller, I, which circulates liquid upwards
through the inside of the stirrer tube, P, and down
the outside. Excess refrigeration is compensated
by thermostatically controlled heat supplied by a
heater coil, J, wound outside the stirrer tube.

Figure 7.

—

Vertical section of cryostat.

For temperatures down to -75 °C (-103 °F)

the bath liquid used is the eutectic mixture of

carbon tetrachloride and chloroform (49.4 percent,

by weight, of CCI4, and 50 6 percent of CHCI3),
which freezes at about -81 °C (-114 °F). For
temperatures between —75 and —110 °C ( — 103

and — 166 °F) a five-component mixture is used
containing 14.5 percent of chloroform, 25.3 per-

cent of methylene chloride, 33.4 percent of ethyl
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bromide, 10.4 percent of transdichloroethylene,

and 16.4 percent of trichloroethylene. This mix-
ture freezes at about -150 °C (238 °F), but
absorbs moisture readily and becomes cloudy at

somewhat higher temperatures.

5.2, Number and Choice of Test Points

Usually corrections to a thermometer scale are

measured at uniformly spaced calibration points

covering the whole range of the main scale. The
length of scale between calibration points should
be chosen with regard to the accuracy expected of

the thermometer in use. The points should not
be chosen unnecessarily close together, nor should
they be spaced so far apart as to destroy confidence

in interpolated corrections at temperatures be-

tween the calibration points. For many years
the predecessors of this Monograph have contained
the statement: "In general, if the readings of a

thermometer are to be trusted to one or two-tenths
of the smallest scale division, the interval between
test points should not exceed 100 divisions and
usually need not be less than 40." Recent studies

of calibration data for over 50 thermometers pur-

chased during the years 1930 through 1956 for use

as laboratory standards showed that, while there

was considerable variation between individual

thermometers, the above statement was usually

applicable only to thermometers not graduated
above about 200 °C. For the thermometers not
graduated above 200 °C, calibrations every 40 to

50 divisions were required for interpolation to one
or two-tenths of a division. In nearly all cases,

interpolation between calibrations 100 divisions

apart could be relied upon only to one-half of a

division. For most of the thermometers gradu-
ated above 200 °C, the data showed that interpola-

tions between calibrations 40 to 50 divisions apart
were reliable to only one-half division, and that

the spacing had to be reduced to 20 to 25 divisions

if interpolation to one or two-tenths division was
to be expected. It was found also that an exami-
nation of scale corrections obtained a given num-
ber of divisions apart for a particular thermometer
was not sufficient to predict whether or not more
calibration points were required for reliable in-

terpolation. The above studies were made with
only a few of the many types of thermometers
submitted to the Bureau for calibration, and,

therefore, conclusions may not necessarily be
apphcable to other types. Experience with a

particular type of thermometer seems to be the

most reliable guide in the choice of calibration

points.

When a thermometer is to be calibrated without
reference to any special use, the choice of calibra-

tion points should be left to the calibration labora-

tory. In some cases the number and distribution

of test points can be decided only after a careful

inspection of the thermometer. If the thermome-
ter is to be used for a special purpose, this fact

should be clearly stated before calibration. The
Bureau will not make calibrations at more, or

fewer, points than are necessary, although this

judgment may be influenced by considerations
given to special requests. In any case, no fewer
than two points are taken on the main scale. At
least one reference point is included as a calibra-
tion point when such a point (or points) is included
in the scale.

5.3. Determination of Scale Corrections

Through considerations of accuracy, Beckmann
thermometers, calorimeter thermometers, and
thermometers graduated in tenths of a degree
Fahrenheit are calibrated using a platinum re-

sistance thermometer. A platinum thermometer
is also used for all calibrations made below 0 °C
(32 °F) or above 300 °C (572 °F). Other cahbra-
tions are generally made using mercury-in-glass
standards (listed in sec. 4) which have been
calibrated with a platinum thermometer.
When comparing thermometers with liquid-in-

glass standards two standards are always used.
In this way reading errors are more readily de-
tected and cross checks of the standards are main-
tained. The comparison procedures are described
in simplified form in the following hypothetical
test of four thermometers, Tl through T4.

Table 2 shows the observations taken in obtain-
ing the corrections applicable to the thermometers
at 20 °C. For simplification, all of the entries in

the table reflect perfect thermometer performance
and no observer error.

Table 2.

—

Comparison of test thermometers with liquid-in-

glass standards

Ice-point readings of test tiiermometers

Observer A

81 Tl T2 T3 T4 S2

+0.02
+. 02
+.02

-0.02
-.02
-.02

+0.02
+.02
+.02

0.00
0. 00
.00

Observer B
Mean ice points

Thermometer comparisons

Observer A reading left to

right 19. 87 19.98 19. 96 20.02 20.03 19.89
Observer A reading right to

left 19.88 19.99 19.97 20. 03 20.04 19.89

Observer B reading left to
right 19.88 19. 99 19.97 20.04 20. 06 19.90

Observer B reading right to
left 19.89 20.00 19.98 20. 04 20. 06 19.90

Means 19. 88 19.99 19. 97 20.03 20. 04 19. 89s

Ice-point readings of standards

Observer A
Observer B
Mean ice points...

-0. 01
-.01
-.01

-0.08
-.08
-.08

Calculations of corrections

Correction to standards +0. 12

20. 01

+0.04

20. Ol6

Mean temperature, each
standard

Mean temperature of all read-
ings 20. 01

+0. 04
Corrections to test thermom-
eters +0. 02 -0.02 -0.03

The first observations are the ice points of the

thermometers under test. These are entered in

the upper part of the table. The thermometers
are then mounted in the comparison bath between
the two standards, and the power to the bath is so
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adjusted that its temperature is slowly increasing

at a steady rate. The data shown in the table are

for a temperature rise of 0.001° between each
observation. Two observers (A and B) are used,

first with one observer reading and the other
recording, and next with the observers inter-

changed. Observer A reads in the order left to

right as the thermometers appear in the table and
then repeats the observations in the order right to

left. Observer B then immediately reads in the

same manner. The observations are spaced
uniformly in time so that, with the bath tempera-
ture increasing linearly with time, the mean of the

observations with any one thermometer will

correspond to the mean temperature of the com-
parison bath during the observations of all of the

thermometers. Immediately after the comparison
observations, ice points are taken of the two
standards. Using these ice point data, together

with the known scale corrections for the standards,

the temperatures indicated by the standards are

calculated and an overall mean temperature for

the observations is obtained. This overall mean
temperature is compared with the mean of the

observations for each thermometer to obtain a

correction to the scale of the thermometer at this

point. The thermometer comparisons are then
repeated at the next higher test point and so on
untU corrections are obtained at a sufficient num-
ber of points to calibrate the complete scale, as

specified in section 5.2.

When a resistance thermometer standard is

used, the sequence of observations is the same
except that only one standard is used, the same
resistance thermometer being read four times in

place of the separate observations of two liquid-

in-glass standards.

Ice-point readings are not usually taken with
each test point on the scale. For thermometers
not graduated above 300 °C or 600 °F, ice points

taken before the first test point on the scale and
after the last point wiU usually suffice. With
high-temperature thermometers, however, it is the

practice to take an ice point and then test immedi-
ately at the highest test point on the scale. After

a rest period of 3 days at room temperature a
second ice point is taken. If a change in ice point

is found that is greater than the expected accm-acy
of the thermometer, the thermometer is deemed
unsuitable for calibration and further tests are

unnecessary.

The corrections obtained in this manner apply
as long as the ice point remains the same as that

observed during calibration. Subsequent changes
in the ice point will be a result of small changes in

the glass which affect the volume of the thermom-
eter bulb. The volume of the capillary stem also

changes, but the volume of mercury con-

tained in the stem is so small in comparison to

that in the bulb that changes in the stem volume
can usually be ignored. As a result, changes in

the ice-point reading will be duplicated by similar

changes in readings at each point along the scale.

Thus, when during use the correction at the ice

point is found to be higher (or lower) than that
observed at the time of calibration, the other
reported corrections to the scale can confidently
be taken to be higher (or lower) by the same
amount.

5.4. Corrections for Emergent Stem

The proper application of scale corrections as
reported in NBS Reports presents no difficulties

in cases where thermometers are calibrated and
used under conditions of total immersion. In such
cases the temperature of the thermometer, includ-
ing the stem up to the top of the mercury thread,
is definitely specified and the corrections as given
apply when the thermometer is used at total

immersion. Instances frequently occur, however,
where some part of the mercury column is emer-
gent from the region whose temperature is being
measured. In these cases the emergent part of

the stem may be in an environment, not only in

which the temperature is markedly different from
that of the thermometer bulb, but in which pro-
nounced temperature gradients may be present.
If such a situation exists in the use of a thermom-
eter which has been calibrated at total immersion,
a correction may be calculated to account for the
difference in temperature between the bulb and
the emergent stem. The calculation of this correc-

tion requires a reliable estimate of the mean
temperature of the emergent stem, which, for the
best work, will be made from measurements. But
if the stem temperature measurements are not
repeated each time the thermometer is used, the
accuracy of the correction will depend upon the
constancy of the stem temperature over periods
of time. For example, if the emergent stem is

exposed to the air above a liquid bath, variations
in ambient temperature and air circulation can
cause significant variations in the temperature of

the emergent stem.
The same situation occurs in the case of partial-

immersion thermometers. For this type of ther-

mometer, the reported scale corrections apply only
for the indicated depth of immersion and a par-

ticular stem temperature. If the thermometer is

then used under conditions where the mean stem
temperature is different, the reported scale correc-

tions are not applicable, and a stem temperature
correction is required.

The following paragraphs describe methods
for determining stem temperatures and calculating

corrections. For a known or assumed condition,

the use of these formulas will indicate the impor-
tance of the stem correction in relation to a desired

accuracy, and the corrections can then be applied
as necessary.

a. Measurement of Emergent-Stem Temperature

The mean temperature of the emergent stem
may be measured approximately by means of one
or more small auxiliary thermometers suspended
near the emergent stem, or more accurately by
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exposing a similar stem and capillary mercury
column beside the emergent stem and thus measur-
ing its mean temperature [5, 6]. This is con-
veniently carried out with a faden thermometer
("thread thermometer") in which the expansion
of the mercury in a capillary tube (bulb) is measur-
ed in a stUl finer capillary stem.
The methods used at the NBS in calibration

work are based upon the use of faden thermometers
whenever possible. These thermometers have
very long bulbs (5 to 20 cm) with wall thicknesses

and bore sizes nearly the same as the stem of an
ordinary thermometer. If a faden thermometer
is placed beside a thermometer to be observed, at

such a height that the top of the faden thermom-
eter bulb is at the same level as the top of the

mercury column in the thermometer, the faden
thermometer reading will give approximately the

mean temperature of the adjacent portion of the
thermometer stem and mercury thread. For
example, a faden thermometer with a 10-cm bulb
wiU give the mean temperature of the adjacent 10

cm of the thermometer stem. This method of

using the faden thermometer is convenient for

correcting the readings of a total-immersion
thermometer when being used at partial immersion.
The use of a faden thermometer in this manner is

iQustrated in figure 8(a) for the case where the
mercury column in a total immersion thermometer
extends a short distance above the surface of the
bath to permit reading. In this case a correction

must be calculated for the emergent part of the
mercury column. If the stem temperature of a
partial-immersion thermometer is to be measured,
one or more faden thermometers are mounted so

as to indicate the mean stem temperature between
the immersion mark and the top of the mercury
column, as shown in figure 8(b). If faden ther-

mometers are not available, an estimate of the
stem temperature can be made with auxiliary

thermometers as in figure 8(c).

In calculating the correction for the emergent
stem, it is convenient to express the length of

thermometer stem adjacent to the faden bulb in

terms of degrees on the thermometer scale. Thus,
for a 10-cm faden thermometer, the number of

degrees corresponding to 10 cm must be found by
measurement of a portion of the thermometer
scale. This measurement should be made over
the portion of the graduated scale which was
adjacent to the faden bulb. This is particularly
important with high-temperature thermometers
where the length of a degree is generally not the
same at all parts of the scale.

b. Formula for Total-Immersion Thermometers

When a thermometer, which has been graduated
and calibrated for use at total immersion is actually
used at partial immersion, the correction for the
emergent stem may be calculated by the general
formula,

stem correction =7^n (T—t),

77^/
n

J.

FADEN
THERMOMETER

'BULB

FAOEN
-THERMOMETER
BULB

IMMERSION LEVEL

(b) PARTIAL
IMMERSION

(c) PARTIAL
IMMERSION

(o) TOTAL
IMMERSION

Figure 8.

—

Schemes for measurement of emergent stem
temperature.

where
differential expansion coefficient of mercury

(or other thermometric liquid) in the par-
ticular kind of glass which the thermom-
eter is made (see table 3)

,

n = number of thermometer scale degrees adja-
cent to the faden thermometer,

t = average temperature of n degrees of the
thermometer stem (faden thermometer
reading),

7"= temperature of the thermometer bulb.
The coefficient K is different for different kinds

of glass, and even for the same glass, it differs for

different temperature intervals, i.e., different val-

ues of {T—t). Since most of the change results

from the varying coefficient of the mercury, the
change in K with temperature for one glass may
reasonably be inferred from the change for another
glass.

Calculation of the stem correction may be
illustrated by the following example:
A total-immersion thermometer reads 90° C in

a bath when immersed to the 80 °C graduation
mark on the scale, and a 10-cm faden thermometer

Table 3.

—

Values of K for mercury-in-glass thermometers

Mean temp. ^°+'

2

iiTfor "normal" glass iiTfor "borosilicate" glass

For Celsius thermometers

0, 000158 0. 000164
100 .000158 . 000164
150 . 000158 . 000165
200 .000159 . 000167
250 . 000161 .000170
300 .000164 .000174
350 . 000178
400 .000183
450 .000188

For Fahrenheit thermometers

0° 0. 000088 0. 000091
200 .000088 .000091
300 .000088 . 000092
400 .000089 .000093
500 ,000090 .000095
600 .000092 .000097
700 .000100
800 .000103
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placed alongside the thermometer is adjacent to

the scale between 60 and 90 °C. For this case

71 = 90 — 60 = 30. If the faden thermometer indi-

cates 80 °C, then the stem correction= 0.00016 X
30(90-80) = +0.048, or + 0.05 °C. Note that
when the temperature of the emergent stem is

lower than the bath temperature, the sign of the

correction is +.
If a faden thermometer were not available in

the above example, the ernergent-stem tempera-
ture could be estimated by suspending a small

auxiliary thermometer above the bath adjacent to

the main thermometer and with its bulb centered

at about the level of the 85° graduation. The
reading of the auxiliary thermometer will then
approximate the mean temperature of the 10 deg C
(80° to 90 °C) emergent from the bath. For this

condition n=10. If the auxiliary thermometre
reads 60 °C, the stem correction =0.00016X
10(90-60) = +0.048 or +0.05 °C. This method
will usually not be as reliable as the method using

a faden thermometer [6].

c. Formula for Partial-Immersion Thermometers

The scale corrections for partial-immersion ther-

mometers calibrated at the Bureau are reported

for the conditions of immersion to the depth of the
immersion mark on the thermometer and, unless

otherwise requested, for the unspecified stem
temperatures resulting from the particular environ-

ments prevailing over the comparison baths in the

course of the calibration. Frequently, however,
thermometers are submitted for calibration with a

request for scale corrections which are applicable to a

specified mean temperature of the emergent stem.

In such cases the emergent stem temperatures are

measured during the process of calibration. The
calibration observations are then corrected as

necessary to account for any differences found
between the stem temperatures observed during
test and the specified stem temperature for which
the scale corrections are to apply. In this case,

the magnitude of the stem correction is propor-
tional to the difference between the specified and
observed stem temperatures and may be calculated

for Celsius mercurial thermometers by means of

the relation,

stem correction = 0.00016n(fBp— fobs),

where

= specified mean temperature of emergent stem
(for which reported scale corrections

apply),

^obB = observed mean temperature of emergent
stem,

n = number of scale degrees equivalent to the
length of emergent stem.

The above relation, of course, may also be used
to correct the indications of a partial-immersion
thermometer when used under stem-temperature

conditions other than specified ones for which the
scale corrections apply. In using the formula it

should be noted that n applies to the whole length
of emergent stem, i.e., from the immersion mark
to the top of the mercury column. The un-
graduated length between the immersion mark and
the first graduation on the scale must therefore be
evaluated in terms of scale degrees and included in

the value of n.

For purposes of computing the emergent-stem
correction, the value of K may be considered as
depending on the average of T and t, that is

(T+0/2. Values of as a function of iT+t)/2
for two widely used thermometer glasses are
given in table 3. If the kind of glass is not known,
K may be taken as 0.00016 for Celsius mercury
thermometers and 0.00009 for Fahrenheit ther-

mometers.

d. Formula for Calorimeter Thermometers

The stem correction is often important when
thermometers are used for differential tempera-
ture measurements, as in calorimetry. In this

case, provided the mean temperature of the stem
remains constant, the correction may be computed
from the following formula, involving the differ-

ence of the initial and final readings

:

stem correction

=

Kd ( Ti+ 7*2— (S— f)

,

where

i!C= factor for relative expansion of glass

and mercury,
Ti and J'2=the initial and final readings, respec-

tively,

d=T,-Tu
5= scale reading to which the thermom-

eter is immersed,
and f=mean temperature of the emergent

stem.

This correction must be applied (added if +,
subtracted if — ) to the difference of the readings
to give the true difference of temperature.
Example: Suppose the thermometer was

immersed to its 20° mark; its initial reading, Ti,

was 25 °C; its final reading, T2, was 30 °C; and
the stem temperature was 20 °C. Then the

correction is 0.00016X5 (25+ 30-20-20)
= +0.012 °C. The difference between Tj and T2

is 5°. The true difference between the initial and
final temperatm-es was 7\+ correction=5.012
°C.

e. Formula for Beckmann Thermometers

For a Beckmann thermometer the correction

may be readily computed from the following

formula, differing only slightly from that for

calorimeter thermometers, provided the thermom-
eter is immersed to near the zero on its scale and
that the temperature of the stem remains constant

:

stem correction =E:c^(.S+ Ti + T^-t),
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where

5'=setting of the thermometer (sec. 6.4), and the

other symbols have the same meanings as

for calorimeter thermometers.

A Beckmann thermometer of the ordinary type

should not be used with any part of the lower

portion of the stem exposed, as this part may
contain 5 to 10 times as much mercury per

centimeter as the graduated portion and, if

exposed, introduces a large and uncertain error.

If it is unavoidable, however, to use such a

thermometer with some of the lower portion of the

stem emergent from the bath, the necessary

correction may be computed from the above

formula, provided S in the formula is replaced by
iS+m, where m is the number of degrees the
temperature of the thermometer must be lowered
to bring the meniscus from the zero mark on its

scale to the point of immersion.
If the thermometer is immersed to some point

other than its zero mark, as would ordinarily be
the case with thermometers having the zero
graduation at the top of the scale, the differential

stem correction may be calculated from the above
formula if S is replaced by S-{-m. The formula is

applicable whether the point of immersion is on
the scale or below it, provided the points at which
readings are made are above the point to which
the thermometer is immersed.

6. Common Thermometers and Factors Affecting Their Use

In this section common types of high-grade

thermometers are mentioned with a discussion of

some of the factors affecting their use.

Tolerances allowed by the Bureau in issuing

Reports of Calibration are given in tables 4

through 1 1 for individual types of thermometers.
The values of these tolerances are the same as

those given in the first edition of Circular 600

(1959). The accuracy bounds shown in the tables

may seem broad in some instances, but the definite

limitations of liquid-in-glass thermometry become
apparent when all factors are considered. For
example, if one keeps expanding the scale for more
precise reading by reducing the capillary-bore

diameter, a practical limit is reached beyond
which capUlary forces, in combination with the
elasticity of the thermometer bulb, will prevent a

smooth advance or retreat of the mercury column.
Particularly with a slowly falling temperature, the
movement of the mercury meniscus may be found
to occur erratically in steps appreciably large in

comparison to the graduation interval. Large
"meniscus jumps" are associated with less rigid

bulbs (relatively large diameters and/or thin walls)

as well as small capiUary-bore diameters. Ex-
cessively elliptical or flattened bores are not
recommended. Thus increasing the length of a
degree on the scale, for practical bulb sizes, im-
proves thermometric performance to a certain

point only, beyond which the precision of reading
may readily be mistaken for accuracy in tempera-
ture measurement. A study of the effects of bulb
and capillary dimensions on thermometer per-
formance, made by HaU and Leaver [7], provides
valuable guidehnes for design purposes.

Other factors such as ice-point changes, unless
exactly accounted for, and differences in external
pressure may also account for inaccuracies much
greater than the imprecision with which a scale

having 0.1- or 0.2-deg graduations may be read.

6.1. Total-Immersion Thermometers

Thermometers pointed and graduated by the
manufacturer to read correct temperatures when

the bulb and entire Uquid column in the stem are

exposed to the temperature to be measured are
known as "total-immersion" thermometers.
While these thermometers are designed for im-
mersion of all the mercury, it is not necessary, and
in some cases not desirable, that the portion of the
stem above the meniscus be immersed. The
heating of this portion to high temperatures might
cause excessive gas pressures resulting in erroneous
readings if not permanent damage to the bulb.

In practice a short length of the mercury column
often must be left emergent from the bath (or

region) so that the meniscus wiU be visible when
the temperature is being measured. If a large

enough temperature difference exists between the
bath and its surroundings, an appreciable temper-
ature gradient may be found in the thermometer
stem near the surface of the bath for which a
correction to the thermometer reading may be
required. The condition becomes more serious

when a thermometer designed and calibrated for

total immersion is intentionally used at partial

immersion, that is with a significant portion of the
liquid column at a temperature different from
that of the bath. The reading will be too low or

too high depending upon whether the surrounding
temperature is lower or higher than that of the

bath. For a total-immersion thermometer so

used, an emergent stem correction must be deter-

mined and applied in addition to the calibration

corrections. The correction may be as large as

20 Celsius degrees (36 Fahrenheit degrees) if the
length of emergent liquid column and the differ-

ence in temperature between the bath and the
space above it are large.

A method for determining this correction is

given in section 5.4.b.

The scale tolerances shown in tables 4 and 5 are
chosen to be indicative of good manufactiu-ing
practice. These tolerances are based on the fact

that in the manufacture of thermometers certain

small errors in pointing and graduation are

inevitable, and also that the indications of ther-

mometers are subject to variations due to the
inherent properties of the glass. The tolerances
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Table 4.- -Tolerances for Celsius total-immersion mercury
thermometers

Temperature range in

degrees

Graduation
interval in

degrees

Tolerance
in

degrees

Accuracy
in degrees

Correc-
tions

stated to

Thermometer graduated under 150 °C

°C
0 up to 150
0 up to 150 -

0 up to 100 ---

1. 0 or 0.

5

.2

.1

0. 5

.4

.3

0.1 to 0.2
. 02 to . 05
. 01 to . 03

0.

1

.02

.01

Thermometers graduated under 300 °C

0 up to 100
Above 100 up to 300

0 up to 100

Above 100 up to 200

1 1. 0 or 0.

5

}

/ 0.5

\ 1.0

/ 0.4

I .5

0. 1 to 0. 2

.2 to .3

.02 to .05

. 05 to .1

0.

1

. 1

.02

. 02

Thermometers graduated above 300 °C

Oup to 300
Above 300 up to 500

0 up to 300
Above 300 up to 500

1
2.0

1 1. 0 or 0. 5

/ 2.0

1 4.0

/ 2.0

I 4.0

0. 2 to 0. 5

. 5 to 1. 0

. 1 to 0. 5

.2 to .5

0.2
.2
. 1

. 1

Table 5.

—

Tolerances for Fahrenheit total-immersion
mercury thermometers

Temperature range in
degrees

Graduation
interval in

degrees

Tolerance
in

degrees

Accuracy
in degrees

Correc-
tions

stated to

Thermometers graduated under 300 °F

32 up to 300 _

32 up to 300

32 up to 212

2.0
1. 0 or 0. 5

.2 or .1

1.0
1.0

0.5

0. 2 to 0, 5

. 1 to .2
. 02 to . 05

0.2
. 1

.02

Thermometers graduated under 600 °F

32 up to 212 _

Above 212 up to 600 } 2 or 1
f 1.0

1 2.0
0. 2 to 0. 5

.5

0.2
.2

Thermometers graduated above 600 °F

32 up to 600 _

Above 600 up to 950
32 up to 600 _

Above 600 up to 950

}

} 2 or 1

/ 4.0

I 7.0

/ 3.0
I 6.0

0. 6 to 1. 0

1. to 2. 0

0. 2 to 1. 0

.5 to 1.0

0.5

.5

.2

.2

must be sufficiently restrictive to insure to the
user a satisfactory high-grade thermometer but at

the same time must not cause undue manufactur-
ing difficulties.

In addition to the above requirements, the error

in any temperature interval must not exceed 5 per-

cent of the nominal value of the interval. The
intent of this requirement is to eliminate ther-

mometers having large corrections of alternating
signs, which would lead to uncertainties in the
interpolation of scale corrections between calibra-

tion points.

Tables 4 and 5 also give suitable values for the
subdivisions and the accuracy which may be ex-

pected. The word "accuracy'' used in these tables

refers to the best values attainable in the use of

the thermometer when all corrections are applied.
The final columns state the decimal figures to

which the corrections are given for thermometers
calibrated by the Bureau. They are stated to

somewhat higher precision than can be attained

with certainty in calibrating the thermometers.
They are so-stated to avoid the possibility of an
additional uncertainty due to rounding off.

6.2. Partial-Immersion Thermometers

In many instances it is required to measure
temperatures under conditions where it is incon-
venient or impossible to use a liquid-in-glass ther-

mometer at total immersion. For such uses
partial-immersion thermometers are designed with
scales graduated to indicate true temperatures
when the thermometers are immersed to specified

depths. No stem temperature correction is nec-
essary, therefore, when these thermometers are
used with the same depth of immersion and
emergent-stem temperature for which they are
calibrated. Unless otherwise stated, each Report
of Calibration issued by the Bureau gives correc-

tions that apply for the temperatiires prevailing

above the comparison baths. When such a ther-

mometer is to be used with a different stem tem-
perature, the necessary emergent stem correction

m^ust be calculated as shown in section 5.4.c.

The accuracy attained with this type of ther-

mometer will usually be significantly less than that
possible with total-imm-ersion thermometers. This
is particularly the case when partial-immersion
thermometers are used with stem temperatures
greatly different than the temperature being meas-
ured. An unsteady or irreproducible environment
surrounding the emergent stem, together with the

inherent difficulty of estimating or measuring the

emergent-stem temperature with sufficient accu-

racy, can contribute markedly to the uncertainty
of a given thermometer indication. For this rea-

son tables 6 and 7 show that accuracies expected
of partial-immersion thermometers are not so high
as those for total-immersion thermometers nor are

the calibration corrections stated so precisely.

6.3. Low-Temperature Thermometers

The lowest temperature to which a mercury-
filled thermometer can be used is limited by the

freezing point of mercury at -38.9 °C (-38.0 °F).

This limit may be extended to considerably lower

temperatures by alloying thallium with the

mercury. The eutectic alloy of 8.7 percent of

thaUium by weight has a freezing point of — 59 °C
( — 74 °F) and is used successfully in thermometers
for temperatures down to about — 56 °C ( — 69 °F).

The freezing temperature of the alloy is critically

affected in the neighborhood of the eutectic by
the amount of thallium present. Small differences

in composition, resulting in either too much or

too little thallium, have the effect of markedly
raising the freezing point of the alloy. It is there-

fore difficult to achieve the lowest freezing tem-

perature in practice. In addition, some ther-

mometers with this filling have been found to

behave erratically in the range of about two degrees

above the freezing point. Consequently, ther-

mometers of this type should not be used below
-56 °C.
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Table 6.

—

Tolerances for Celsius partial-immersion
mercury thermometers

Temperature range in

degrees
Graduation
interval in

degrees «

Toler-
ance in

degrees

Accuracy ^

in degrees
Correc-
tions

stated to

Thermometers not graduated above 150 °C

0 up to 100

0 up to 150

1. 0 or 0. 5

1. 0 or 0. 5

1.0
1.0

0. 1 to 0. 3

0. 1 to 0. 5

0.1
0.

1

Thermometers not graduated above 300 °C

Oup to 100 _

Above 100 up to 300

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.5

0. 1 to 0. 3

.5 to 1.0

0.1
.2

Thermometers graduated above 300 °C

0 up to 300
Above 300 up to 500 } 2. 0 or 1.

0

f 2.5

I 5.0
0. 5 to 1. 0

1. 0 to 2. 0

0.5
.5

Table 7.

—

Tolerances for Fahrenheit partial-immersion
mercury thermometers

Temperature range in

degrees
Graduation
interval in

degrees »

Toler-
ance in

degrees

Accuracy ^

in degrees
Correc-
tions

stated to

Thermometers not graduated above 300 °F

32 up to 212
32 up to 300

2. 0 or 1. 0

2. 0 or 1. 0

2.0
2.0

0. 2 to 0. 5

0. 2 to 1. 0
0.2
0.2

Thermometers not graduated above 600 °F

32 up to 212
Above 212 up to 600

2. 0 or 1. 0
2. 0 or 1. 0

2.0
3.0

0. 2 to 0. 5

1. 0 to 2. 0

0.2
. 5

Thermometers graduated above 600 °F

32 up to 600--
Above 600 up to 950 _ 1 5. 0 or 2. 0 / 5.0

1 10.0
1.0 to 2.0
2. 0 to 3.

0

1.0
1.0

« Partial-immersion thermometers are sometimes graduated in smaller
intervals than shown in these tables, but this in no way improves the per-
formance of the thermometers, and the listed tolerances and accuracies still

apply.
>> The accuracies shown are attainable only if emergent stem temperatures

are closely known and accounted for.

Other low-temperature thermometers are com-
monly filled with organic liquids. While not con-
sidered to be as reliable as mercury-thallium-filled
thermometers, they serve to extend the range
below —56 °C. Some of these liquids are used as

low as -200 °C (-328 °F).

Alcohol, toluene, and pentane have all been
used as fluids for low-temperature thermometers.
All of these fluids, however, have limitations of

one kind or another. Other organic liquids, alone
or in mixtures, have been found by some manufac-
turers to show better characteristics for particular
applications.

AH of these organic liquids have the disadvan-
tage of wetting the bore of the thermometer tubing
which may lead to significant error in the indica-
tions of such thermometers if sufficient precautions
are not taken. Any liquid that wets the tube will

leave a film on the wall as the meniscus falls, the
thickness of the film being dependent among other
things on the viscosity of the liquid, the interfacial
action between the liquid and glass, and the rate at

which the thermometer is cooled. Where possible
the rate of cooling should be slow with the bulb
cooled first. In this way the viscosity of the filling

fluid in the thermometer bore is kept as low as
possible until the final temperature is reached, thus
minimizing the amount of liquid left behind on the
wall. Even so, sufficient time should be allowed
for drainage from the wall to be essentially com-
pleted. Under adverse conditions it may take
an hour or more before the effect of drainage ends.

In addition to good drainage characteristics, a
satisfactory low-temperature fluid should be free

of water, dirt, or other foreign material which
will separate out at temperatures for which the
thermometer is graduated. Furthermore, low-
temperature thermometers are frequently de-
signed for use up to room temperature or above.
In these cases the vapor pressure of the filling

liquid becomes important. A low vapor pressure
is necessary to prevent distillation of the liquid

at the higher temperatures. Any dye added to
improve the visibility of the thermometer liquid

should be chosen for good color fastness with
respect to light exposure or chemical action with
the thermometer Uquid.

Tolerances applicable to low-temperature ther-

mometers are given in tables 8 and 9.

6.4. Beckmann Thermometers

A metastatic, or Beckmann thermometer is

usually of the enclosed-scale type, so constructed
that portions of the mercury may be removed
from, or added to, the bulb permitting the same
thermometer to be used for differential measure-
ments in various temperature ranges. The scales

are kept short, usually to 5 or 6 deg C, although
some micro types have a scale of only 3 deg C.
The "setting" of such a thermometer refers to the
temperature of the bulb when the reading is 0°

on the scale. When the setting is changed to

allow for use at a higher or lower temperature, the
quantity of mercury affected by a temperature
change is different. It follows that two equal
changes in temperature at different settings cause
different indications on the scale. Therefore a

"setting factor" must always be used to convert
reading differences into true temperature differ-

ences whenever the thermometer is used at any
setting different from the one at which its scale

was calibrated. These setting factors combine
corrections for the different changes in volume of

different quantities of mercury during equal tem-
perature changes, and the difference between the
mercury-in-glass scale and the International
Practical Temperature Scale.

Table 10 lists setting factors calculated for

thermometers of Jena 16"' glass, or its American
equivalent, Corning normal. The scale calibra-

tions for Beckmann thermometers as reported by
the Bureau are applicable to a setting of 20 °C, and
the factor is consequently 1.0000 at this tempera-
ture. For a setting of any other temperature the
observed temperature difference must be multi-
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Table 8.

—

Tolerances for low-temperature total-immersion
thermometers

Table 10.

—

Setting factors for Beckmann thermometers

Temperature
range in

degrees

Type of

thermometer
Graduation
interval in
degrees

Toler-
ance in

degrees

Accuracy
in degrees

Cor-
rections
stated to

Celsius thermometers

-35 to 0. Mercury
do

Mercury-
thallium.
do

Organic
liquid.

1 or 0. 5 0.5 0.1 to 0.2 0.

1

-35 to 0 _

-56 to 0

.2

.5

.4

.6
.02 to .05
.1 to .2

.02

. 1

-56 to 0
-200 to 0

.2
1.0

.4
2.0

v02to .05
.2 to .5

.02

. 1

Fahrenheit thermometers

-35 to 32
-35 to 32
-69 to 32

-69 to 32
-328 to 32....

Mercury
do

Mercury-
thallium.
do

Organic
liquid.

1 or 0. 5

.2

1 or . 5

.2
2 or 1.

0

1.0
0. 5

1. 0

0.5
3.0

0.1 to 0.2
.05

.1 to .2

.05
.3 to .5

0.1
.02
. 1

.02

.2

Table 9.— Tolerances for low-temperature partial-immersion
thermometers

Temperature
range in
degrees

Type of

thermometer
Graduation
interval in

degrees

Toler-
ance in

degrees

Accuracy
in degrees

Cor-
rections
stated to

Celsius thermometers

-35 to 0 Mercury
Mercury-
thallium.

Organic
liquid.

1. 0 or 0.

5

LOor .5

1.0

0.6
. 0

3.0

0. 2 to 0.

3

.2 to .3

. 4 to 1. 0

0.1
.1

.2

-66 to 0

-90 to 0

Fahrenheit thermometers

-35 to 32
-69 to 32

-130 to 32....

Mercury
Mercury-
thallium.

Organic
Uquld.

1. 0 or 0. 6

1.0 or .5

2 or 1

1

1

5

n. 3 to 0.

5

.3 to .5

. S to 2.

0

0.

1

. 1

.6

plied by the appropriate factor from the table.

An example is given below the table.

In a common design of the Beckmann ther-

mometer the large bulb is joined to the fine

capillary, backed by the milk-glass scale, by a
capillary of much larger diameter. When such an
instrument is used at partial immersion this large

capillary is a source of some uncertainty, since the
temperature of this relatively large quantity of

mercury, enclosed in the glass case, cannot be
actually measured. When an estimate can be
made of the temperature of the emergent stem,
however, a correction may be calculated as de-

scribed in section 5.4. e.

Tolerance recjuirements for Beckmann ther-

mometers are given in table 11.

Under the heading "Accuracy of interval in

degrees" is given the estimated accuracy attain-

able in the measurement of any mterval within

Setting Factor

°C

—

0 0. 9934 55 1 0096
5 . 9952 60 1 mn71. yjivt

10 . 9969 65 1 0118
15 . 9985 70 1 0129
20 1. 0000 76 1 0139
25 L0015 80 L 0148
30 1. 0030 85 1.0157
35 1. 0044 90 1.0165
40 1. 0058 95 1. 0172
46 1. 0071 100 1. 0179
50 1. 0084

As an illustration, suppose the foUovi'ing
observations were made:

Setting = 25°C. Lott^er reading = 2. 058°
Stem tempera- Upper reading=5. 127°

ture=24°
Lower Upper

Observed reading =2.058 5.127
Correction from certificate = -1-0. 005 —0. 008

Corrected upper reading
Corrected lower reading

Difierence
by settingDifference multiplied

factor (1.0015)
Emergent stem correction (see ac-

companying-stem correction sheet)
Corrected difference

5.119
2. 063

= 3.066

= 3.061

= +. 004
= 3.066

Table 11.- -Tolerances for Beckmann and calorimeter
thermometers

Gradua- Allowable change Accuracy of Cor-
Type of tion in- in correction in interval in rections

thermometer terval in degrees degrees stated to
degrees

Beckmann 0. 01 °C 0.01 over 0.5° 0. 002 to 0. 006 0.001
Interval for

setting of 20 °C

Bomb calorimeter.. .01 °C 0.02 over 1.5° .005 to .01 .002
Interval

Do .02 °C 0.02 over 1.6° .005 to .01.... .002
interval

Do .06 °F 0.04 over 2.6° .01 to .02 .005
Interval

Gas calorimeter .1 °F 0.16 over a 6° .02 to .06 .02
Interval

the limits of the scale.

No tolerances for scale error are given although
it is desirable that the scale error be no greater
than 0.02 °C over a 1.0 °C interval.

6.5. Calorimeter Thermometers

Calorimeter thermometers include a specialized

group of etched-stem mercury-in-glass thermom-
eters which are used for acciirate differential

measurements. Since the accuracy of these ther-

mometers at any one temperature is of less impor-
tance than the accuracy of the temperature
intervals, no reference point is required.

Table 11 gives the scale tolerances required of

some typical calorimeter thermometers. No
tolerances for scale error are given although it is

desirable that the scale corrections be no larger

than about five graduation intervals.

7. Thermometer Design

To be eligible for calibration the thermometer
shall be of good design, material, and workmanship
and shall be permanently marked with a serial

number which will uniquely identify the ther-

mometer with its Report of Cahbration. No
attempt is made to list specifically all possible
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defects of design and workmanship, since some
latitude for judgment must be reserved for indi-

vidual cases as they arise. Certain important
requirements of general applicability can be
singled out, however, and these are described

below.

7.1. Materials of Construction

While the cleanliness of the thermometer bulb,

bore, and liquid filhng have a pronounced effect

upon the performance of a finished thermometer,
of equal importance is the proper choice of the glass

from which the thermometer is manufactured.
Particularly, the thermometer bulb must be made
of glass suitable for use in the temperature range
for which the thermometer is graduated. In addi-

tion, the thermometer must be adequately an-

nealed so that continued use will not greatly

change its indications. This is especially impor-
tant for a thermometer graduated above 300 °C or

600 °F. The quality of the thermometer glass

and the adequacy of the annealing process may be
judged in part by the stability of reference-point

readings (such as ice points).

A method of test for bulb stability is described
in The American Society for Testing and Mate-
rials' Method E77.

Table 12 lists some types of glasses commonly
used in the manufacture of thermometer bulbs
with reasonable upper temperature limits of their

use. These estimates by Thompson [8] are based
upon the work of Liberatore and Whitcomb [9],

whose results show that significant changes in

bulb volume may occur if the bulb is heated for

long periods of time at a temperature higher than
130 °C (234 °F) below the strain point of the
glass. Thermometers may be used intermittently,

however, up to within 70 °C (126 °F) of the strain

point of the bulb glass. The strain point of a glass

is defined as that temperature at which the glass

has a viscosity of 10'^-^ poises [10].

It should be noted that the use of glass with a
high strain point, such as that of borosUicate glass

or higher, result in better thermometer perform-
ance and stability even in thermometers used at
temperatures much lower than the exposure limits

given in table 12.

Table 12.

—

Temperature exposure limits for various
thermometer glasses^

Exposure limits
Strain
point

Continuous Intermittent

°C °C °F °C "F
Corning normal 7560 500 370 700 b430' i>805*

Kimble R 6 490 360 680 420 790
Jena 16 HI 495 365 690 425 795
Corning borosilicate 8800 529 400 750 460 860
Jens borosilicate 2954 548 420 790 480 900
Coriiing 1720 668 540 1005 600 1110
Jena Supremax 2955 665 535 995 695 1100

• From reference 18].

>> '405 °C or 760 'F if Corning Standard Thermometer 0041 glass is used
for the stem.

All high-temperature thermometers should be
filled with a dry inert gas under sufficient pressure
to prevent separation of the mercury at any
temperature for which the scale is graduated.
Total-immersion thermometers graduated above
150 °C or 300 °F must be gas fUled to minimize
the distillation of mercury from the top of the
column. Gas filling for lower temperatures is

optional, but is strongly recommended.

7.2. Scale Design and Workmanship

Thermometers of the solid-stem type shall have
the graduation marks etched directly on the stem
and so located as to be opposite the enamel back.
In thermometers of the enclosed-scale type, the
graduated scale must be securely fastened to
prevent relative displacement between scale and
and capillary (for example, by fusing the scale to
the enclosing tube) or, if this is not done, a mark
should be placed on the outer tube to locate the
scale and indicate at any time whether the scale

is in its original position. The graduation marks
shall be clear cut, straight, of uniform width, and
in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the
thermometer.

The scale shall be graduated either in 1.0-,

0.5-, 0.2-, or 0.1-deg intervals, or in decimal
multiples of such intervals. The divisions shall

be numbered in such a way that the identification

of any graduation is not unnecessarily difficult.

Thermometers with scales graduated in 0.25-deg
intervals, or in 0.25-deg intervals further sub-
divided, are sometimes difficult to read and their

elimination is desirable. Thermometers graduated
in 0.1- or 0.2-deg intervals, or decimal multiples
of these, should have every fifth mark longer than
the intermediate ones and should be numbered at

every tenth mark. Thermometers graduated in

0.5-deg intervals, or in decimal multiples of 0.5

deg, require three lengths of graduation marks
consisting of alternating short and intermediate
marks, with every tenth mark distinctly longer
the others, and numbering at every 10th or 20th
mark.

The scale must not be extended to temperatures
for which the particular thermometer glass is

unsuited. For example, a thermometer of boro-
silicate glass graduated to 500 °C (932 °F) would
be ruined in a short time if used at that tempera-
ture.

7.3. Scale Dimensions

Coarse graduation marks do not represent good
design. Optimum line width, however, depends
in some measure upon the use for which a particu-

lar thermometer is intended. If the thermometer
indications' are to be observed precisely, for exam-
ple to 0.1 division, the width of the graduation

marks in the extreme case should not be more than
0.2 of the interval between center lines of the

graduations. In cases where the thermometer
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must be read quickly or in poor light, and less

precision is expected, somewhat wider lines may
be acceptable.

In addition, the graduation marks must not be
too closely spaced. The closest permissible spac-
ing depends upon the fineness and clearness of

the marks. In no case should the distance between
center lines of adjacent graduation marks on an
etched-stem thermometer be less than 0.4 mm.
The minimum permissible interval between grad-
uation marks for an enclosed-scale thermometer
is 0.3 mm if the lines are ruled on a milk-glass

scale; for other scales the minimum is 0.4 mm.
The minimum in no case represents good design,

and well-designed thermometers will have gradua-
tion intervals considerably larger than the specified

minimum.
In order that a thermometer scale be usable

over its entire range, graduation marks must not
be placed too close to any enlargement in the

capillary. Insufficient immersion of the mercury
in the main bulb or a capillary enlargement,
graduation marks placed over parts of the capillary

that have been changed by manufacturing opera-
tions, or graduations so close to the top of the
thermometer that excessive gas pressure results

when the mercury is raised to this level, may lead
to appreciable errors. The following distances

between graduations and the bulb and between
graduations and enlargements in the bore are

considered as minimum Umits commensurate with
good thermometer design:

(a) A 13-mm length of unchanged capillary

between the bulb and the lowest graduation, if the
graduation is not above 100 °C (212 °F) ; a 30-mm
length if the graduation is above 100 °C (212 °F).

(b) A 5-mm length of unchanged capillary

between an enlargement and the graduation next
below, except at the top of the thermometer.

(c) A 10-mm length of unchanged capillary

between an enlargement, other than the bulb, and
the graduation next above, if the graduation is

not above 100 °C (212 °F) ; a 30-mm length if the
graduation is above 100 °C (212 °F).

(d) A 10-mm length of unchanged capillary

above the highest graduation, if there is an
expansion chamber at the top of the thermometer;
a 30-mm length if there is no expansion chamber.
For the purposes of this requirement, "an ex-

pansion chamber" is interpreted as an enlargement

at the top end of the capillary bore which shall

have a capacity equivalent to not less than 20 mm
of unchanged capillary.

7.4. Reference Point on Scale

Thermometers graduated above 150 °C or 300
°F, or precision thermometers expected to be used
with an accuracj^ better than 0.1 °C or 0.2 °F,
when calibrated for the measurement of actual
temperatures rather than temperature differences,

must have a reference point at which the thermom-
eter can be conveniently retested from time to
time. From these reference-point tests, the effects

of changes in bulb volume on the thermometer
indications may be followed throughout the life of

the thermometer and the proper corrections
applied at any time. If no suitable reference point
such as the ice or steam point is included in the
range of the main scale, a short auxiliary scale

including a fixed point shall be provided. To
avoid making the thermometer unduly long, a
contraction chamber may be introduced between
the auxiliary scale and the main scale. The gradu-
ations on an auxiliary scale must extend for a short
interval both above and below the reference point.

Similarly, when the main scale ends near a tem-
perature to be used as a reference point, the
graduations must be continued for a short interval

above or below the reference point as the case
may be.

Any auxiliary scale must have graduations
identical to those of the main scale, both di-

mensionally and in terms of temperature.
Reference points are not needed on thermom-

eters intended for differential measurements
(such as calorimeter thermometers) nor on
thermometers not graduated above 150 °C or

300 °F if these are not to be calibrated to an
accuracy better than 0.1 °C or 0.2 °F.

7.5. Marking of Partial-Immersion
Thermometers

Partial-immersion thermometers will not be
calibrated unless plainly marked "partial im-
mersion", or its equivalent (for example, "76-mm
immersion"), and unless a conspicuous line is

engraved on the stem to indicate the depth to

which the thermometer is to be immersed. This
mark must not be less than 13 mm above the top
of the bulb. Special partial-immersion thermom-
eters adapted to instruments which fix definitely

the manner for use (for example, viscometers and
flash-point testers in which the therrhometer is

held m a ferrule or other mounting fitting the

instrument) need not be marked, although it is

always desirable that the thermometers be marked
"partial-immersion"

8. Special Notes

The following brief notes on the characteristic

behavior of mercury-in-glass thermometers are

added to aid the user in understanding the be-
havior of such thermometers and in a better utili-

zation of the information contained in the Reports
of Calibration.

8.1. Glass Changes

The changes which occur in thermometer bulb
glass on heating to a temperature, high but stiU

within its intended range of use, and subsequent

cooling to ambient are an involved function of
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time and temperature and will depend upon the

thermal history of the glass, both during manu-
facture and previous use, the time of exposure to

the high temperature, and the rate of cooling.

Evidence from many investigations [9, 11, 12]

seems to show that when a glass is held indefi-

nitely at some fixed temperatm-e, density (and
volume) changes proceed more or less slowly

toward a preferred density corresponding to a

quasi equilibrium condition characteristic of the

particular kind of glass and the temperature.

Since these changes involve molecular rearrange-

ments, they proceed more rapidly at high tem-
peratures where the viscosity of the glass is lower

and the molecular mobility consequently higher.

Thus a close approach to quasi equilibrium may
be reached in the order of hours at annealing

temperatures, while infinite time may be required

at much lower temperatures. As a consequence,

when a glass is cooled in the order of minutes
from some high temperature, equilibrium is not
reached at lower temperatures on the way down,
and an equilibrium density more nearly corre-

sponding to the high temperature is "frozen" into

the glass. This characteristic behavior of glass

has a lasting effect on the performance of liquid-

in-glass thermometers. For its entire lifetime, a

thermometer may retain a "memory" of its ther-

mal history at the higher temperatures experi-

enced during manufacture. The techniques of

good manufacture, therefore, are designed to pro-

duce in the thermometer glass a state which wiU
result in maximum stability at the temperature
of use. The achievement of perfect stability for

all conditions of use, however, is not possible in

thermometer manufacture so that changes in ice

point readings with time and use are observed.

The changes observed in scale readings at the ice

point reflect changes of the same magnitude and
sign at all points on the scale since they are the

result of changes in bulb volume; changes in the

stem have very Uttle effect.

The changes in bulb volume are of two kinds

resulting naturally from the behavior of glass as

discussed above.

a. Temporary Changes

Upon heating to high temperature the bulb ex-

pands from its initial state and, after a short

period of time, appears to reach an equilibrium

condition corresponding to that particular high
temperature If the thermometer is then cooled

sufficiently slowly through critical temperature
regions, the glass will return to close to its initial

state, and the ice point reading will show no
change on this account. If, on the other hand,
the thermometer is cooled rapidly as, for example,
cooling naturally in still air, the bulb will retain

a portion of its expanded condition, and the ice

point reading will be lower than its reading before

the heating. This phenomenon is known as

"zero, or ice-point depression". Thermometers
which have been heated to high temperatures

recover from this ice-point depression in an un-
predictable way, and frequently there will be no
significant recovery after a year's time at room
temperature. The ice-point depression has a
reproducible value, however, for a thermometer
cooled in still air, so that the ice point, taken from
time-to-time immediately (within about 1 hour)
following cooling in this manner, may be used
reliably to show changes in thermometer bulb
volume with time and use.

On the other hand, thermometers used only up
to about 100 °C will usually exhibit a relatively

rapid recovery from the ice-point depression, and
the original bulb volume will be recovered within
the equivalent of 0.01 or 0.02 deg C in about
3 days. This phenomenon has an important
bearing on the precision attainable with mercury
thermometers and most be taken into considera-
tion in precision thermometry, especially in the
interval 0 to 100 deg C. Thus, if a thermometer is

used to measure a given temperature, it wiU read
lower than it otherwise would if it has a short
time previously been exposed to a higher tempera-
ture. With the better grades of thermometric
glasses the error resulting from this hysteresis will

not exceed (in the interval 0 to 100 deg) 0.01 of a
degree for each 10-deg difference between the
temperature being measured and the higher tem-
perature to which the thermometer has recently
been exposed and with the best glasses' only a few
thousandths of a degree for each 10-deg difference.

The errors due to this hysteresis become somewhat
erratic at temperatures much above 100 °C. For
the reasons briefly set forth above it is customary,
in precision thermometry, to apply a scale correc-

tion based upon an ice point reading taken imme-
diately after the temperature measurement.

b. Permanent Changes

A second type of change in thermometer
glasses, known as the "secular change," results in

a non-recoverable decrease in bulb volume which
may progress with time even at room temperatvu-e,

but which is markedly accelerated at high tem-
peratmes. This type of change is evidenced by
an increase in the ice point reading. At low to

moderate temperatures there may be a gradual
change which will continue for years. With
better grades of thermometer glasses the change wUl
not exceed 0.1 °C in many years, provided the
thermpmeter has not been heated to temperatures
above about 150 °C. In addition, permanent
changes in bulb volumes have sometimes been
observed with thermometers which have been
repeatedly cycled at low temperatures, for example
between -30 and +25 °C [13]. At high tempera-
tures the secular change usually progresses more
rapidly at first, but, with continued heating,

tends toward lower rate of change with time. The
rate of secular change will be dependent upon the
kind of glass used in the thermometer bulb and
the particular heat treatment given the ther-

mometer in manufacture. Thermometers manu-
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factured according to good practices will evidence

only small secular changes, but thermometers
made of glass unsuitable for the use temperature,

or improperly annealed, may show changes as

large as 20 °C (36 °F) after continued heating at

high temperature [14].

In the use of high-temperature thermometers
care must be taken to avoid overheating. In only

a few minutes of heating at a temperature higher

than the intended range of the thermometer, the

built up gas pressm-e above the liquid column may
cause a permanent distortion of the bulb resulting

in lower thermometer indications.

8.2. Pressure Effects

Since glass exhibits elastic properties, the volume
of a thermometer bulb will change with change of

pressure, either internal or external. Therefore,

at the same temperature, the reading of a ther-

mometer in a horizontal position will be different

than its reading in a vertical position. Ther-
mometer readings will change also with altitude

or when the external pressure is changed in some
other way. Changes of about 0.1 °C (0.2 °F) per

atmosphere have been found for many ther-

mometers with bulb diameters between 5 and
7 mm. This value can be used with some con-

fidence for estimating the probable effect of an
external pressure change. The effect of change of

internal pressure is about 10 percent greater.

Formulas for both external and internal pressure

coefficients have been derived by Guillaume [15].

If the external pressure coefficient /3 is defined

as the change in scale reading in degrees resulting

from a change of 1 mm Hg in external pressiu-e,

Guillaume found the relation,

where Re and Ri are external and internal radii

of the bulb, and ^ is a constant containing elastic

properties of the glass and a conversion factor for

expressing the volume change in terms of change of

thermometer reading in degrees. For Celsius ther-

mometers, Guillaume found a value of 5.2X10"^
degrees C/mm Hg for k, but Hall and Lever [7], by
experiment, found a value about 25 percent lower
for their thermometers.

In cases where an accurate correction is neces-

sary, j3e should be determined experimentally. A
simple apparatus for the determination is shown in

figure 9.

The internal pressure coefficient &i is more diffi-

cult to determine accurately but may be calculated

from /3e by means of the relation,

^^=^e+l.5xlo-^

for thermometers in Celsius degrees, or

/3i=/3,+ 2.7X10-^

for Fahrenheit thermometers.

Figure 9.

—

Apparatus for measurement of the external
pressure coefficient.

8.3. Lag

Practically all theoretical treatments of the
question of thermometer lag are based on the
assumption that Newton's law of cooling (i.e.,

that the rate of change in the reading of the
thennometer is proportional to the difference be-

tween thermometer temperature and bath tem-
perature) holds for the thermometer. It is an
immediate consequence of this law that when a
thermometer is immersed in any medium it does
not take up the temperature immediately, but
approaches it asymptotically. A certain time
must elapse before the thermometer reading agrees

with the temperature of the medium to 0.1 deg,

still longer to 0.01 deg, the temperature remaining
constant. If the temperature is varying, the ther-

mometer always indicates, not the true temperature,

but what the temperature of the medium was at some
previous time. The thermometer readings are thus
said to "lag" behind the temperature by an amount
which may or may not be negligible, depending
upon the rapidity of temperature variation and the
physical characteristics of the thermometer. A
more complete treatment of this subject has been
given by Harper [16].

For a thermometer immersed in a bath, the

temperature of which is changing uniformly, the

lag may be defined as the interval in seconds
between the time when the bath reaches a given

temperature and the time when the thermometer
indicates that temperature. This lag X is depend-
ent upon the dimensions and material of the

thermometer bulb, the medium in which it is

immersed, and the rate at which this medium is

stirred. For instance, the lag when in the still air

of a room would be perhaps 50 times that of the

same thermometer when immersed in a well-stirred

water bath.

Since the value of X for mercurial thermometers
is not large, being from 2 to 10 sec on a well-stirred

water bath, it is not generally necessary to correct

for it. For example, if two thermometers, one
having a lag of 3 and another of 8 sec, are read

simultaneously in a bath whose temperature is

rising at the rate of 0.001 degree in 5 sec, the
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Figure 10.

—

The approach to temperature in a stirred water
hath for three thermometers with typical lag constants.

former will read 0.001 degree higher than the
latter, due to the lag. In the intercomparison of

thermometers the rate of temperature rise may
nearly always be kept so small that this lag

correction is negligible.

If a thermometer at a given initial temperature
is plunged into a bath at a different temperature,
the lag, X, is the time required for the original

difference in temperature between thermometer
and bath to be reduced to 1/e (that is 1/2.7) of

itself. In a length of time 4 X the difference will

have become about 1.5 percent and in a length of

time 7 X about 0. 1 percent of the original difference.

Determinations of X for solid stem laboratory
thermometers representative of American manu-
facture have yielded values of about 2 to 3

seconds in a well-stirred water bath. Figure 10

shows the approach of thermometer readings to

the water bath temperature for 3 selected ther-

mometers having different values of X. For
example, if the thermometer for which X=2.2
sec is initially at 25 °C and then is immersed in a
bath at 75 °C, the thermometer reading wUl be
within 0.05 °C (0.1 percent of 50 °C) of the bath
temperature in 15 sec and within 0.01 °C in 19
sec. The curve for X=3.1 was obtained for an
American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) specification 56C calorimeter thermome-
ter with a bulb diameter (outside) of 7.9 mm and
bulb length of 44 mm. The value of X=2.2 was

found for an ASTM 7C thermometer having bulb
dimensions of 5.4 by 12 mm. The third curve,
for X=1.7, was obtained for a bulb with dimensions
of 5.4 by 34 mm. It is probable that most solid

stem thermometers of American manufacture will

have values of X lying within the range covered by
the 3 curves shown.

According to Harper [16] the value of X for a
given thermometer in a well stirred oil bath wUl
be about twice its value for a water bath.
When a thermometer is used to measure changes

of temperature, as in calorimetry, it has been
shown by White [17] that the lag enters into the
observations in such a way as to be eliminated
from the results in applying the usual radiation
corrections. Therefore the lag need not be
considered, provided only that the initial and final

readings are made when the temperature is varying
uniformly. This is not strictly true, however, in

the case of some Beckmann thermometers that
have no true value of X, as has been explained in

the paper referred to above.

8.4. Separated Columns
Many inquiries are received concerning sepa-

rated mercury columns, particularly after ship-

ment. Since no means of avoiding such occur-
rences has yet been found, some directions for

joining the mercury may be helpful. The mercury
may separate somewhat more readily in ther-

mometers which are not pressure-filled, but it

can be more easUy joined smce there is little gas
to separate the liquid. The process of joining
broken columns consists of one or a series of manipu-
lations which may be effective, and these are
briefly described here.

(a) The bulb of the thermometer may be cooled
in a solution of common salt, ice, and water (or

other cooling agent) to bring the mercury down
into the bulb. Moderate tapping of the bulb on a
paper pad or equally firm object or the application

of centrifugal force usually serves to unite the
mercury in the bulb. If the salt solution does
not provide sufficient cooling, carbon dioxide
snow (dry ice) may be used. Since the tempera-
ture of dry ice is about -78 °C (-108 °F) and
mercury freezes at about —40 °C (—40 °F) it will

cause the mercury to solidify. Care must be
taken to warm the top of the bulb first so that
pressures in the bulb due to the expanding
mercury may be relieved.

(b) If there is a contraction chamber above the
bulb or an expansion chamber at the top of the
thermometer the mercury can sometines be
united by warming the bulb until the column
reaches the separated portions in either enlarge-

ment. Great care is necessary to avoid filling

the expansion chamber completely with mercury,
which might produce pressures large enough to

burst the bulb. Joining the mercury is more
readily accomplished if the quantity in either

cavity has first been shattered into droplets by
tapping the thermometer laterally agamst the
hand.
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(c) As a last resort, especially for thermometers
havdng no expansion chambers, small separated

portions of the column can sometimes be dispersed

by warming into droplets tiny enough to leave

space for the gas to by-pass, and then droplets

can then be collected by a rising mercury column.
The procedure for thermometers in which or-

ganic liquids are used is similar. Liquids in the

stem can more readily be vaporized and may then
be drained down the bore. The latter process is

aided by cooling the bulb. All of these manipula-
tions require patience, and experience is helpful,
but they will yield results if care is used. A
convenient method of ascertaining that all the
liquid has been joined is a check of the ice point,
or some other point on the scale.
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Theory and Methods of Optical Pyrometry*

H. J. Kostkowski and R. D. Lee

A detailed review of the theoretical methods of optical pyrometry and the application of

these methods at the National Bureau of Standards in realizing, maintaining and distributing

the International Practical Temperature Scale above 1063 °C is presented. In the theoretical

presentation, the concepts of effective and mean effective wavelengths are introduced, and
various equations relating these parameters to each other and other physical quantities

are derived. The important features of precision visual optical pyrometers are discussed
and a number of blackbody sources and tungsten strip lamps described. Detailed exper-
imental procedures and results of primary and secondary calibrations of optical pyrometers
at NBS are given. Finally, recommendations for achieving high precision and accuracy and
the fundamental limitations in visual optical pyrometry are presented.

Introduction

The quantity and quality of technical and sci-

entific investigations using optical pyrometry have
been increasing steadily during the past 5 years.

This has resulted in the need for an improvement
in the efficiency and accuracy of optical pyrom-
eter measurements. The National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) has tried to meet its responsi-

biUties in this area by developing new instruments
such as the photoelectric pyrometer [1] ^ and by
re-evaluating the theory and methods of optical

pyrometry.
The current paper is an attempt to make the

theory of optical pyrometry and the application
of this theory at NBS readily accessible. Most
of the theory presented is not new or original with
the authors. However, much of it is scattered

throughout the technical literature, and to the
best of our knowledge, a detailed review of the
theory in English does not exist. In addition to

the general theory of optical pyrometry, the cur-

rent paper presents the instrumentation and
methods currently used at NBS to realize the In-
ternational Practical Temperature Scale ^ above
1063 °C and to transfer this scale to instruments
submitted for calibration.

No attempt has been made to present a com-
plete bibliography on optical pyrometry. Refer-

ences to other papers are given only when a more
detailed account than is given here is thought to

be helpful to the reader.

1. Theory

1.1. The Planck Radiation Equation

The measurement of temperature utilizing

optical pyrometry is based on the fact that the

•This paper was presented at the Fourth Symposium on Temperature,
Its Measurement and Control In Science and Industry; Columbus, Ohio;
March 27-31, 1961; sponsored by the American Institute of Physics, the
Instrument Society of America, and the National Bureau of Standards.
The proceedings will be published In book form by the Relnhold Publishing
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this
Monograph.

' Prior to 1960, this scale was called the International Temperature Scale.
The new name. International Practical Temperature Scale, was adopted in
October 1960 by the Eleventh General Conference on Weights and Measures.

spectral radiance ^ from an incandescent body is

a function of temperature. In particular, if the
body is black, i.e. can absorb all the radiation that
might be incident on it, the Planck radiation
equation

relates the spectral radiance to the temperature.
In eq (1-1) Ni,\ is the spectral radiance at the
wavelength X of a blackbody at a thermodynamic
temperature T, and Ci and are the first and
second radiation constants. Thus it is possible

to determine the thermodynamic temperature of

a blackbody through the measurement of A^'jx

provided the other parameters in eq (1-1) are

Ivnown. Absolute measurements of radiation,

however, are very tedious and usually not very
precise. To overcome these obstacles one could
measure A^'sx relative to some standard spectral

radiance; thus defining a temperature scale based
on the ratio of two spectral radiances, one of

which is selected as a standard. This is the
procedure adopted in the International Practical

Temperature Scale (IPTS).

1.2. The International Practical Temperature
Scale

The International Practical Temperature Scale
of 1948 [2] defines the temperature, t, above the
temperature of equilibrium between solid and
liquid gold (gold point), ^au, by the equation

where C2 and the gold point, <au, are defined to be
1.438 centimeter degrees and 1063 °C, respectively,

3 Spectral radiance Is defined as the energy radiated by a body in a partic-
ular direction per unit time, per unit wavelength, per unit projected area of
the body and per unit solid angle. Radiance is the integral with respect to
wavelength of the .spectral radiance. The American Standards Association
has adopted the symbol, N\, for spectral radiance and this notation will be
adhered to in this paper. The text of the International Practical Tempera-
ture Scale, however, utiUzes the symbol J.
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and To is 273.15 degrees. Temperature-meas-
uring instruments calibrated at the National
Bureau of Standards are calibrated in terms of

the IPTS, and therefore, temperature calibrations

above the gold point are based on eq (1-2).

If it were possible to use eq (1-2) directly,

little more would be required concerning the
basic theory of optical pyrometry. However,
this cannot be done because any observable radia-

tion consists of a finite spectral band, and the
question arises as to the wavelength to use in

eq (1-2). In fact, most instruments used for

this purpose at the present time use the eye as

a detector and require a large spectral bandwidth *

in order to have sufficient energy for the eye to

see. Thus a major part of the theory to be pre-

sented is concerned with determining the wave-
length to be used in eq (1-2). Since it is simpler

to discuss this in terms of a particular instrument,

the main features of the instrument commonly
used will be given at this time. Nevertheless,

the presentation will be sufficiently general to

apply with minor modification to any such instru-

ment, visual or photoelectric.

The instrument that is usually used to realize

the IPTS above the gold point is the disappearing

filament optical pyrometer. A schematic diagram
of this instrument is shown in figure 1. The
instrument is operated by imaging the blackbody
or source whose temperature is to be determined
onto the filament of the small pyrometer lamp
and varying the current in this lamp until its

filament disappears into the background of the

source. At this time the photometric brightness ^

of the body and the pyrometer lamp filament as

seen through the optical pyrometer are the same.

* Photoelectric instraments which are now being developed have smaller
bandwidths but still sufficiently large for the wavelength question to be sig-

nificant.
» Photometric brightness of a surface is the radiance of the surface evaluated

according to its capacity to produce visual sensation. In this paper, as
elsewhere, the adjective photometric will often be omitted. The term lumi-
nance is also used sometimes in place of the term photometric brightness.

FGH

A SOURCE

B. OBJECTIVE LENS

C OBJECTIVE APERTURE

D. ABSORPTION FILTER
(Used for temp, above

1300 °C)

E. PYROMETER LAMP

F RED FILTER

G, MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE
LENS

H, MICROSCOPE APERTURE
STOP

I, MICROSCOPE OCULAR

J. EYE

K. CURRENT MEASURING

INSTRUMENT

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an optical pyrometer.

If the instrument has been calibrated and the
source is a blackbody, this brightness match wUl
result in a temperature determination on the
IPTS. The calibration of an optical pyrometer
in which an attempt is made to realize the IPTS
directly rather than from a calibrated pyrometer
or source is termed a primary calibration. The
remainder of this section will describe the theory
required in order to perform a primary calibration
on an optical pyrometer.

1.3. The Primary Calibration at the Gold Point

The first step in the primary calibration of an
optical pyrometer is a, brightness match of a
blackbody at the gold point. A mathematical
description of this match, i.e., the brightness of

the blackbody being equal to the brightness of

the pyrometer lamp, as seen through the instru-

ment, is given by

r N,,it^^)TiTry,'v,d\= rN,{u)rry^v^dx (1-3)
Jo Jo

where Nt,\{tA.u) is the spectral radiance of the
blackbody at the temperature ^au, the gold point,

t'x is the spectral transmittance of all the optical

components preceding the pyrometer filament,

that of the red filter, t'x that of all optical com-
ponents following the pyrometer filament except
the red glass, V\ the relative luminosity factor of

the observer and Nx{ti) ^ is the spectral radi-

ance of the pyrometer lamp filament at tempera-
ture ti. Nb\{tAu) as well as typical curves for Fx
and Tr\ are shown in figure 2. The transmittances

Tx and Tx' are usually constant and equal to

about 0.8 and 0.7, respectively, in the wavelength
range of interest. The spectral brightness of a
gold-point blackbody, /3x(^au), as seen through such
a typical optical pyrometer, is also shown in

figure 2. The area under /3x is equal to the bright-
ness and to the integrals in eq (1-3). When the
brightness match is made, measurement of the
current in the pyrometer lamp realizes the primary
calibration at the gold point. It should be em-
phasized that the temperature of the pyrometer
lamp ti or the lamp current at the match depends
on the particular transmittances and the observer's

relative luminosity factor. Changing any of these

will, in general, change the calibration.

1.4. The Primary Calibration Above the Gold
Point

To perform a primary calibration above the

gold point, a procedure similar to that at the gold

» The relative luminosity factor at a particular wavelength or relative

visibility function, as it is sometimes called, is the ratio of the luminous flux

at that wavelength to the maximum luminous flux, maximum with respect

to wavelength.
' K. S. Gibson and E. P. T. Tyndall, Visibility of radiant energy, BS Scl.

Pap., No. 475 (1923).
s Since N\(ti) is, in general, a function of direction or angle with respect

to the tungsten filament surtece, N\(ti) in eq (1-3) is an average over the

range of angles involved. However, it will be seen later that only Wsx will

be used quantitatively, and this is independent of direction.
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Figure 2. The spectral brightness of a gold-point blackbody

/3\(<Au) as observed by an observer with a relative luminosity
function T'* through an optical pyrometer having spectral

trans mittances Tr\ for the red glass and Ti = 0.8 and
t'x' = 0.7 for all the optical elements preceding and following
the pyrometer lamp filament respectively, excluding the red
glass.

point is followed except that the higher tempera-
ture, say t, must be determined. To obtain the
temperature t a brightness match is made on the
blackbody as seen through a device whose trans-

mittance is constant with wavelength and of such
value as to require the same p>Tometer filament
current as that used in the gold point blackbody
match. Mathematically,

Jo Jo

-rN,it,)Tr,r','V,dX=rN,,{tMT,,r',:V,d\
Jo Jo

^
Jo

'^'^^^^"^^^^

where R is the constant transmittance as a
function of wavelength of the device, say a

sectored disk. From the nature of the var-

ious functions in the integrands, a plot of the

spectral brightnesses /3x(0 and ^x(^au) together
with Rl3\{t) as a function of wavelength would
result in curves similar to those shown in figure 3.

The wavelength at which /SxC^au) and i?|(3x(0 are

equal is called the mean effective wavelength be-

tween the temperature ^au and t and is denoted
by Xf^^-r. At this wavelength

J^^bUj,,-t(t)-Ntu^^-titAu). (1-5)

WAVELENGTH

Figure 3. Approximate spectral brightness as observed

through an optical pyrometer of a blackbody at the tem-
perature ttia and a blackbody of temperature t such that the

brightness of the <au blackbody equals that of the t blackbody
when the latter is observed through a sectored disk of trans-

mittance R.

^'au"' mean effective wavelength between the temperature ^au and t.

Thus the desired blackbody temperature t satisfies

the defining equation for the IPTS and can be

obtained by solving (usually numerical solutions

are necessary) the integral equation represented

b}^ the first and fourth integrals in eq (1-4), pro-

vided all the transmittances and the relative

luminosity function are known. In this manner
a primary calibration could be performed at a

temperature t greater than the gold point and re-

peated (with different sectored disks) for as many
temperatures as necessary in order to obtain a

smooth curve of blackbody temperature versus

pyrometer-lamp current.

1.5. Absorbing Glasses

In order to have a very stable pyrometer lamp
a vacuum lamp is usually used.^ However, to

assure long-term stability, a tungsten vacuum
lamp is usually not used above a brightness tem-

perature ^° of about 1350 °C. Thus, using the

method just described, an optical pyrometer

could only be calibrated to about 1350 °C. Higher
temperature calibrations could be attained, how-
ever, by using the sectored disks as part of the

calibrated instrument. For example, a 2280 °C
blackbody appears, as seen through a sectored disk

having a transmittance of 0.7 percent, to have the

brightness at 6500 A of a 1350 °C blackbody.

Therefore an optical pyrometer calibrated from

• This is discussed In detail in section 2 of this paper.
1" The brightness temperature of a source is defined as the temperature of a

blackbody which has the same spectral radiance at a particular wavelength
as the source. Mathematically UN\'(t) =Niy(,t'), t' is the brightness temper-
ature of the source at the wavelength X'. Generally, the brightness tempera-
ture is difierent for different wavelengths.
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1063 to 1350 °C together with sectored disks can
be used to measure temperatures higher than 1350
°C. Equation (1-4) woiild be used to determine
this higher temperature t where ^au in eq (1-4) is

replaced with a temperatiire below 1350 °C
already realized. There are two disadvantages,
however, in doing this. One is the inconvenience
of using sectored disks routinely. The other is

that one cannot realize temperatures much higher
than the 2280 °C without incurring large errors

from the uncertainty of the sectored disk trans-

mittance. Though it might be possible to design

and construct sectored disks for which the angular
opening of the disk can be determined to better

than 1 min of arc, this has not yet been done.

For a 0.007 transmittance which is necessary to

achieve 2280 °C an imcertainty of 1 min of arc

amounts to an uncertainty of 2.0 deg C.

A means out of this ddemma is the use of a

filter rather than a sectored disk to reduce the

brightness of the source. Such a filter is called

an absorbing glass and is usually inserted between
the objective lens and the pyrometer lamp. The
primary calibration of the pyrometer for tempera-
ture ranges using an absorbing glass would pro-

ceed as follows. The temperature i of a black-

body above 1350 °C but below 2280 °C would
be determined as described in the last paragraph.

Next the sectored disk would be removed, the

absorbing glass inserted, and a brightness match
made. The current in the pyrometer lamp at the

match together with the absorbing glass consti-

tutes a calibration point at the temperature t.

Now one is able to proceed to even higher tempera-
tures than 2280 °C because with each absorbing

glass one can again use a sectored disk and need
not use a disk with a very small transmittance.

There are other advantages in using an absorb-

ing glass, particularly if its spectral transmittance

is given by

(1-6)

where ^ is a constant with respect to wavelength.
Suppose ^3 is a blackbody temperature above 1350

°C obtained by using eq (1-4). Looking at such
a blackbody without a sectored disk but through
an absorbing glass, and using Wien's radiation

equation rather than Planck's equation, we have
for the integrated brightness

j:

=J^
C,\-^e ^ c,)^'^^^^^'^v^d\ (1-7)

11 Wien's radiation equation states Nb\=(Ci'K~^lTr) exp (—CifXT) and for a
temperature of 5000 °K and a wavelength of 7500 A (approximately tbe longest
wavelength required in eq (1-4)) it is about 2 percent smaller than the Planck
equation, while at 2500 °K and 7600 A it is only 0.05 percent smaller.

where Ti==t3+27Z.l5}^ Thus a blackbody at the
temperature T3 appears through the absorbing
glass as another blackbody at a temperature T2
where

rp rp \^ y-f rp I
(1-8)

Since klC2, the so-called "A" value of the absorbing
glass, is a constant, any blackbody whose tempera-
ture is Ti will appear through the absorbing glass

as another blackbody at a lower temperature T,
where

(1-9)

The apparent temperatm-e Tj can always be made
less than 1350 °G by making the A value suffi-

ciently large. Thus with an absorbing glass with
this type transmittance, the A value is a constant
and once obtained can be used together with eq
(1-9) and a lower range calibration to calibrate

the upper range. In addition, such an absorbing
glass insures a close color match between the py-
rometer lamp and the source. This is helpful for

precise brightness matching. Furthermore, from
eqs (1-7) and (1-8), the A value of two or more
absorbing glasses used together is the sum of the
individual A values. Therefore, since the A
values are also independent of the blackbody tem-
perature, a high-temperature cahbration can be
obtained without actually making observations at

the high temperature but simply by determining
the individual A values at some low temperature
and adding them together for the high tempera-
ture.

1.6. The Relation Between Effective and
Mean Effective Wavelengths

The basic principles involved in the primary
calibration of an optical pyrometer at any tem-
perature above the gold point have been de-
scribed. In this method, sectored disks and ab-
sorption filters are used, and eq (1-4) is solved
numerically for any pair of temperatures repre-

sented by t and ^au- However, the amount of

tedious calculation can be greatly reduced by intro-

ducing and utilizing the concept of effective

wavelength.
If Wien's radiation equation rather than

Planck's equation is used and ^au and t are general-

ized to any two temperatures ti and t2, one obtains

by using eqs (1-4) and (1-5)

j;

=e

(1-10)

>2 Ti= 2,-1-273.15 °C is called the International Practical Kelvin temperature
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Designating thie integrals in the numerator and
denominator of eq (1-10) as Bi and B2, respec-

tively, and taking the natural logarithm of both
sides of eq (1-10) leads to

1 In Bi-\n B2
(1-11)

The effective wavelength X^" at ri= Tis defined

as

J_= lim -J_. (1-12)

Through the use of this definition and eq (1-11)

one obtains

1^ 1 djlnB)

d (1-13)

or

In ^2- In Bi
(1-14)

and if eq (1-11) is substituted into eq (1-14)

1

Xt-j-Tj

Hence th^ reciprocal of the mean effective wave-
length between two temperatures is the center of

gravity of the reciprocal of the effective wave-
length with respect to and between the reciprocal

temperatures
An expression useful for computing the recipro-

cal effective wavelength can be derived as follows.

From eq (1-10) and the definition of /3 and mean
effective wavelength, one obtains

Then

and

B2r§2\
B

(
B-BA 1 _V( P-p2 \ 11

(1-16)

(1-17)

or

l^dB

BdT'~ \l3dTj,,

T-T2

(1-18)

(1-19)

" In some references, the effective wavelength is called the limiting effec-
tive wavelength and the mean effective wavelength is called the effective
wavelength.

Substituting for jS and B, differentiating and
solving for 1/Xr leads to

(1-20)

By numerical integration of eq (1-20), the
effective wavelength can be determined for any
temperature T. Doing this for 5 or 6 tempera-
tures in a particular range of a p3rrometer is

usually sufficient to enable one to plot an accurate
curve of X^ versus T for that range. Moreover,
it turns out that 1/Xr is, to a good approximation,
a Unear function of IjT and therefore

Xri-T-g 2 Cxj'j'^XT'g^
(1-21)

This approximation is usually correct to about
five significant figures. Therefore from the Xr
versus T or I/X7. versus l/T curves and eq (1-21),

the mean effective wavelength between any two
temperatures can be obtained. When one of the

temperatures is not Imown initially, such as in a

primary calibration, the mean effective wavelength
is assumed to be 0.65 n and the unknown temper-

ature computed from eq (1-5). Using this first

approximation of the temperature, a second

approximation of the mean effective wavelength
can be determined from the effective wavelength
curve and eq (1-21) and a second approximation of

the temperature obtained from eq (1-5). One or

two such successive approximations are usually

sufficient. Hence, through the use of effective

wavelengths, integral equations need be solved

only when initially determining the effective

wavelength versus temperature curves.

1.7. The Use of Non-blackbody Sources in a

Primary Calibration

AU that has been presented so far has required

a blackbody source, not only at the gold point

but at higher temperatures. However, it is

possible to use any stable source (excluding, of

course, the gold-point blackbody) without error,

when absorbing glasses are not used, and a tung-

sten strip lamp with only small errors (<C1°),
when absorbing glasses are used. This is easily

verified from the integrated brightness equations.

For example, suppose instead of looking at a

blackbody of temperature through a sectored

disk of such transmittance that the blackbody's

integrated brightness appeared to be equal to

that of a gold-point blackbody, a tungsten strip

lamp was used and adjusted until through the
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same sectored disk, it matched the gold point.

Mathematically,
Rearranging and subtracting l/Ti\t[-il from each

side of eq (1-26) gives

=Re,it2)rJ^°' N,^{tl)r'^r,^T'^V^d\ (1-22)

where t2 is the temperature of the tungsten,

exiU) its spectral emittance, and the spectral

and effective transmittance of the glass envelope
of the tungsten lamp, €^(^2) is the color emissivity "

and ^2 is the color temperature for tungsten at a
temperature ^2- From the second and fourth
integrals in eq (1-22) and the definition of mean
effective wavelength, one notes that the tungsten
as seen through the lamp envelope has a bright-
ness temperature ^°

ti at the mean eifective wave-
length X,j_(C. If an absorbing glass is inserted in

the optical path of the pyrometer when the sec-

tored disk is removed, this mean effective

wavelength changes. Mathematically,

CO

ex(^2) A^6x(^2)Txr<,xTlr,xTl' V^dX

NM)T,,r',r,,r','V,dX. (1-23)

In addition as seen from eq (1-23) the brightness
temperature will, in general, also change from ti

to some temperature t'l. A relationship between
t'l and ti can be obtained as follows. From eqs
(1-22) and (1-23) and the definition of mean
effective wavelength, one obtains

(1-24)

Then, using Wien's equation

/ 1 i_\ '^2 /1 1_\

e ^ti-t^yn T'/=e h[-t^\T[ T'J
(1-25)

and

" The color temperature of a source in a particular wavelength region is

here defined as that temperature at which a blackbody has in this spectral
region the same relative spectral radiance as the source. Mathematically,
t\(t)N i,\{t) = tcWNb\(t') for all wavelengths where ee is the color emissivity
and a constant with respect to wavelength.

Combining the term on the left of eq (1-27) and
the first term on the right, multiplying through
by X,j_ and solving for 1/T[ results in

In practice T[, the brightness temperature with
the absorbing glass inserted, is only a degree or

two different from Ti and very insensitive to T2.

The correction of a degree or two can usually be
made sufficiently accurate sc that the resulting

error is less than one degree.

It has been shown that a blackbody source
is not needed for a primary calibration above the
gold point of an optical pyrometer. When ab-
sorbing glasses are used, however, a source for

which a color temperature exists, at least in the

spectral bandwidth of the pyrometer, and which is

approximately known as a function of brightness
temperature is required.

The basic theory of optical p3rrometry has been
developed. The application of this theory at

NBS to actual calibrations of optical pyrometers
is given in sections 4 and 5. The basic charac-
teristics of optical pyrometers and the sources of

radiation commonly used in optical pyrometry
will be presented in sections 2 and 3.

2. Optical Pyrometers

In this section, some of the more important

general characteristics of optical pyrometers as

weU as a detailed description of the NBS p3rrom-

eter \vill be presented. Detailed accounts of the

commercially available instruments are given in

instruction manuals issued by the manufacturers

or, for the noncommercial instruments, in pub-

lished research papers [3-6].

2.1. General Characteristics of Optical

Pyrometers

The visual optical p3a-ometer, the schematic

diagram of which is shown in figure 1, is an in-

strument of surprisingly high precision and ac-

curacy. This is mainly the result of the high

stability of the pyrometer lamp and the proper

selection of apertures and filters.
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a. The Pyrometer Lamp

The pjTometer lamp is probably the most
important element in the optical p3rrometer.

It serves as the instrument's reference standard
for radiance. Most pjTometer lamps used today
consist of a round or flat highly pure tungsten
filament in an evacuated small (dimensions of a

few centimeters) glass envelope. The envelope
has plane windows of good optical quaUty which
are sometimes oriented so as to avoid troublesome
reflections. A vacuum rather than gas lamp is

preferred because the ehmination of convective

and reduction of conductive heat transfer make
the lamp's radiance less dependent on its orien-

tation or ambient temperature [5].

Tj-pical dimensions of lamp filaments are 0.03

to 6.05 mm diameter for round filaments and
0.05 to 0.1 mm by 0.005 mm for ribbon filaments.

Lengths vary from 20 to about 40 mm. The small
cross-sectional area and relatively long length
keep the current and voltage requirements low
(30 to 200 ma, which is obtained with less than 6 v)

and reduce the heat losses through lead conduc-
tion, thus fm'ther reducing the effect of ambient
temperature on lamp radiance. These filament
dimensions also make the time constant of the

lamp short. For example, pyrometer lamps
of the type described reach within 2 deg C of

their final temperature within 5 to 60 sec from the
initial turn-on time, the exact time depending
on the particular filament dimensions and the
final temperature.
Pyrometer lamps are usually calibrated using

electrical current as the parameter to which the
brightness temperature is related. Current is a
more convenient parameter to use than lamp
resistance or power input and appears to be a
sufficiently stable function of brightness tempera-
ture, at least to the extent of requirements in

visual optical pjTometry. Direct current is

used so that a potentiometer may be utilized for

determining the current. It is important that the
direction of current in the filament during use
be the same as that for which the lamp was cali-

brated. Due to the Thompson effect, a reversal
of the current will modify the temperature dis-

tribution along the filament and therefore change
the radiance at the sighting area. Alost com-
mercial pyrometer lamps have a rate of change
of current with, brightness temperature varying
from about 0.05 ma per degree at 800 °C to 0.1

ma per degree at 1350 °C. Corresponding figures
for higher source temperatures when using ab-
sorbing glasses can be determined by using
eq (1-9).

New pyrometer lamps are extensively annealed
or aged before being calibrated. The purpose of

the annealing is to complete the recrystalhzation
of the timgsten which occurs when the metal is

subjected to high temperature. Since the re-

crystallization modifies the resistivity and emit-
tance of the tungsten, the cahbration of the py-

rometer lamp will change during this time.

Usually, the lamps in commercial pyrometers are

annealed by the manufacturer. For lamps made
at NBS, an anneal of several thousand hours at

about 1800 °K (approximately 1400 °C brightness

temperature at 0.65 m) has been adequate for

visual optical pyrometry. However, recently,

using the new NBS photoelectric pyrometer [1]

several NBS and commercial lamps were observed
to change in brightness temperature (for a fixed

current) from }i to 1 °C in 300 hr in the vicinity of

1063 °C after having been annealed for 2000 hr at

1800 °Iv. On the other hand, one NBS con-
structed pyrometer lamp has been used for about
4000 hr without changing this much. At the
present time, the difference in the two results is

not understood. Thus, unless the stability of a
particular p3rrometer lamp has been established,

it is recommended that for accurate work a lamp
be compared with other lamps or recahbrated
after being used for 200 hi\ As a corollary to this,

an optical pyrometer lamp after being calibrated

should be left off except when brightness matches
are actually being made, keeping in mind of course
the time required for the lamp to reach
equilibrium.

b. Apertures and Filters

In addition to the stability of the pyrometer
lamp, two characteristics which are required for

an accurate optical pjTometer are that the ratio

of the brightness of the pyrometer filament to

that of the source be independent of the source
distance and that there be a highly reproducible
means for realizing this ratio.

The first characteristic is largely achieved
through the microscope and objective apertures.

The microscope aperture is the aperture stop for

the entire optical system, and from a geometrical
optics viewpoint is adequate to maintain the
ratio of the source to the filament brightness in-

dependent of source distance. However, due to

the diffraction pattern of the source being partially

obscured by the filament, the radiance of the

source image, particularly in the vicinity of the
pjTometer filament, depends on the angular size

of the cone of radiation incident on the p3Tometer
filament. By adding the objective aperture, this

cone is kept constant regardless of source distance.

In most optical pyrometers, the test that the
observer uses to determine the existence of the
brightness ratio or match is the disappearance of

the pyi'ometer filament into the source image.
For this to occur the color of the incandescent
filament must be (visually) the same as that of the
source image. For temperatures below which
absorbing glasses are used, this is achieved fairly

well by using a sharp cut-off red filter with a
transmittance curve such as that shown in figure

2. This filter, cutting off the shorter wavelengths,
and the visibihty function of the eye, cutting off

the longer wavelengths, produce a sufficiently

narrow spectral bandwidth so that an adequate
color match exists for most sources. However,
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Lovejoy has shown [7] that greater precision can
be obtained for brightness temperatures below
850 °C by removing the red glass. This is a con-
sequence of increasing the apparent brightness of

the source and the pyrometer filament and there-

fore decreasing the eye's threshold contrast or
contrast hmen.'^
Where sector disks or neutral absorbing glasses

are used or where a non-blackbody source has a

much higher color temperature than its brightness
temperature, a noticeable color mismatch may
exist. The spectral distribution of the source is

characteristic of a high temperature while that of

the filament of a low temperature, giving the

source image a more orange hke color relative to

the filament. An observer will probably be aware
of a difficulty in brightness matching or disappear-
ance before he is aware of the color mismatch.
This effect is minimized, at least for blackbody
and tungsten sources, by the use of absorbing
glasses which have the previously described ex-

ponential transmittance. Most high-precision

optical pyrometers use such absorbing glasses.

c. Fairchild's Criterion

Even when a color match exists, a complete
visual disappearance is not possible in some optical

P3rrometers. As a brightness match or disappear-
ance is approached, a thin dark fine appears out-
side the edge of the filament, and/or a bright line

appears inside the edge. The origin of these lines

has not been definitely established. However,
Cunnold [8] develops a rather strong case that the
bright line is caused by deviations from Lambert's
cosine law, particularly for round filaments, and
that the dark fine is caused by diffraction effects

at the edge of the pyrometer filament. Fairchild

and Hoover [3] experimentally determined how to

avoid the appearance of these effects and obtain
complete visual disappearance. They found that
if the ratio of the exit angle to the entrance angle
at the p3T:ometer filament, a//3, as shown in figure

4 is sufficiently small, the dark or bright fines are

not observed. The required ratio for disappear-
ance is a function of the width and shape (round
or flat) of the pyrometer filament [3] and has
become known as Fairchild's criterion. It should
be pointed out, however, that Cunnold [8] con-
tends that complete disappearance is not the most
precise condition for determining a brightness
match and that the apertures can be selected such
that the resulting enhanced variation of brightness
across a round filament permits a more precise

match than can be obtained by disappearance.
Moreover, under these conditions, the exit angle
may be made considerably larger and since the
P3a-ometer's transmittance is greater, lower bright-
ness temperatures can be measured or a narrower

" Contrast llmen Is defined as
1
(Bi— B,)/B,| where B. is the brightness of a

background reference source and Bt is the brightness of a test area for which
there is a 50 percent probability of an observers detecting it from the bacli-
ground. The contrast llmen is a function of B. and Increases rapidly for
brightnesses lower than those associated with optical pyrometer observa-
tions below about 1000 °C.

a EXIT ANGLE

ENTRANCE ANGLE

/9

B ^

T ^

A

A OBJECTIVE APERTURE STOP
8 PYROMETER LAMP FILAMENT

C MICROSCOPE APERTURE STOP

Figure 4. Schematic diagram showing the entrance and
exit angles at the optical pyrometer filament.

spectral bandwidth can be used. The latter would
allow a more accurate determination of mean
effective wavelength. In spite of Cunnold's con-
vincing arguments, httle effort has been made in

this direction, and complete disappearance is still

used to determine a brightness match in most
visual optical pyrometers.

Optical pyrometer design has not been carried

to its ultimate but only to the extent that the
major hmitation in precision and accuracy is the
observer. The more important general charac-
teristics and requirements of this design have been
presented. Their integration into an actual in-

strument will be illustrated through a detailed

description of the NBS optical pyrometer.

2.2. The NBS Optical Pyrometer

The National Bureau of Standards maintains a
specially designed visual optical pyrometer for

realizing the International Practical Temperature
Scale above 1063 °C and for distributing this scale

throughout the United States by the calibration

of pyrometers and tungsten strip lamps. The
NBS pyrometer is based on the design of Fair-

child and Hoover [3] and, to the best of our
knowledge, has been in use since about 1923.

It is described here in order to clarify the pyrome-
ter design characteristics already discussed and
to prepare the reader for sections 4 and 5 on
calibrations.

a. Objective Lens Assembly

Figure 5 is a cross section of the NBS optical

pyrometer. The objective lens is a plano-convex
achromatic doublet with a clear aperture of 4.3 cm
and a focal length of about 13.6 cm. The source

is generally positioned about 65 cm from the

pyrometer filament and the objective lens adjusted
through a rack and pinion gear assembly until

the source image is at the filament. At this posi-

tion the objective lens is about 45 cm from the

source and 20 cm from the source image. The
objective aperture is 1 cm in diameter and 10.8

cm from the filament, forming a fixed entrance
angle of about 0.093 radian, independent of the

position of the objective lens.
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A OBJECTIVE LENS F RED FILTER

B OBJECTIVE APERTURE g MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE LENS
C ABSORBING GLASSES H MICROSCOPE APERTURE

D ADJUSTABLE LAMP MOUNT (Aperture slop)

E PYROMETER LAMP I HUYGENS OCULAR

Figure 5. Sketch of the NBS visual optical pyrometer.

In the construction of the NBS p3a'ometer, pro-

vision was made for inserting sectored disks

between the objective aperture and the pyrometer
lamp. Though this position is stUl used occasion-

ally for routine work, it is no longer used in primary
calibrations because of vibrations being set up in

the pyrometer filament and because of the sectored

disks of low transmittance acting as objective

apertures. The alternate position for the sectored

disks that is usually used is at the source. This is

accomplished by forming with an auxiliary lens an
image of the source at the distance from the fila-

ment that the source itself is normally positioned

and placing the sectored disk there.

b. Absorbing Glasses, Pyrometer Lamp and Red Filter

The absorbing glasses, pyrometer lamp, and red
filter are contained in a box in which the temper-
ature can be accurately controlled. Thermostat-
ing this box, however, was found unnecessary and
has not been done for years. Nevertheless, as a

precautionary measure, the temperature of the

room in which the pyrometer is used is controlled

to within ±1.5 deg C.
The absorbing glasses are mounted on a disk

which can be rotated into any of four positions

representing four of the instrument's five ranges.

These are designated as Ag 0 (no absorbing glass),

AG 1, AG 2, and AG 3, and are used for tempera-
tures from 800 to 1350 °C, 1300 to 1750 °C, 1700
to 2050 °C, and 2000 to 2400 °C, respectively.

Their spectral transmittances are given in table 1

.

The fifth range is selected by placing another ab-

sorption glass called the extension glass in front

of the objective lens and using it in series with
AG 3. The instrument can be used up to 4000 °C
in this manner. AG 1 and the extension glass are

Corning pyrometer brown glasses and have a
constant A value at least within the precision of

the measurements. Ag 2 and 3 are composite
glasses. Before the advent of the Coming py-
rometer brown glass, a constant A value was
achieved by combining two or more glass filters.

Only the red portion of the spectnmi needed to be
considered, and these glasses appear magenta to

the unaided eye.

The pyrometer lamp is mechanically mounted
with sufficient degrees of freedom to permit precise

alinement. The lamp, now in use, is designated
Ll and has been used in the pyrometer since 1953.
It is a vacuum lamp with a round filament 0.035
mm in diameter and about 40 mm long. The
filament contains a number of small coUs which
increase the length of the filament possible and
decrease the effect of ambient temperature. The
coils also reduce temperature gradients by radia-
tion exchange. The central part of the filament
is horizontal except for a slight dip at the center
which serves to indicate the portion used in bright-
ness matches. The lamp envelope is Pyrex and
has plane windows inclined about 10 deg from the

normal to the optical axis as shown in figure 5.

The previous gold-point primary calibrations of

Ll indicate that it has not changed by more than
1.5 deg C at 1063 °C since 1953 and has not
changed at all within the experimental error since

1957.

Following the pyrometer lamp in the optical

train is the red glass whose spectral transmittance

is given in table 1. It is located 4.0 cm from the

pyrometer filament and is mounted on a rotatable

disk similar to that containing the absorbing
glasses. The disk has open areas in which red

glasses from optical pyrometers being calibrated

may be mounted and compared to the NBS red
glass.

Table 1. Spectral transmittances of the absorbing glasses
and the red filter in the NBS visual optical pyrometer and
the CIE standard relative luminosity factors

Wave-
length

Spectra Jtransmittances Luminosity
factors
(CIE)

Ag 1 Ag2 Ag3 Red filter

mil
600 0. 043 0. 009 0. 003 0. 000 0. 631
610 .048 .010 .003 .001 .503
620 .052 .011 .004 .019 .381
630 .056 .011 .004 .292 .265
640 .059 .012 .005 .678 .175

650 .062 .014 .005 .800 .107
660 .065 .015 .006 .830 .061
670 .067 .017 .006 .841 .032
680 .069 .019 .007 .847 .017
690 .070 .022 .009 .850 .0082

700 .070 .025 .010 .850 .0041
710 .070 .028 .011 .849 .0021
720 .070 .031 .012 .846 .00105
730 .009 .034 .014 .844 . 00052
740 .068 .037 .015 .839 . 00025

750 .066 .040 .017 .836 .00012
760 .065 .044 .018 .830 .00006
770 .063 .048 .020 .826 .00003
780 .060 .051 .022 .821 . 000015
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c. Microscope Assembly

Beyond the red glass is a lens assembly similar
in design to a low-power microscope. The objec-
tive lens of the microscope is 0.7 cm in diameter,
has a focal length of about 4.0 cm and is mounted
about 6.3 cm from the pyrometer filament. At a
distance of 4.0 cm from the microscope objective
is the microscope aperture which is the aperture
stop for the entire pyrometer. For brightness
temperatures above 1050 °C, the aperture stop is

0.16 cm in diameter, producing an exit angle at the
pyrometer lamp of about 0.04 radian. This, in

conjunction with the 0.093-radian entrance angle,

satisfies Fairchild's criterion for visual disappear-
ance for the roimd filament used. At brightness
temperatures between 950 and 1050 °C an aper-
ture stop of 0.24 cm is used, from 850 to 950 °C an
aperture stop of 0.32 cm is used and below 850 °C
a stop of 0.40 cm is used. With these larger stops
Fairchild's criterion is not satisfied, being sacrificed

in order to increase the apparent brightness
and reduce the contrast limen. However, the
apparent brightness is now low enough so that the
edge effects are not visible to the eye, i.e., dis-

appearance still exists.

A 10-power Huygens ocular completes the
microscope assembly and the optics of the optical

pyrometer. The microscope assembly thus magni-
fies the pyrometer filament by a factor of about 17,

and since the source observed by the pyrometer
objective is magnified by 0.5, the overall magnifi-
cation of the source by the pyrometer is about 8.5.

With the 0.16 cm aperture stop, the exit pupil,

which is the image of the aperture stop formed by
the ocular, is about 0.07 cm. When compared to

the eye pupil diameter of 0.3 to 0.5 cm for the
brightness encountered with this aperture stop,

one is led to postulate that disappearance of the
p}Tometer filament is achieved to some extent by
insufficient resolving power, fine details at the
edge of the filament being washed out.

d. The Electrical Circuit

The electrical current measurmg apparatus used
with the NBS pjTometer is rather straightfor-

ward. The pyrometer lamp is connected in series

with a resistance box, a multiturn rheostat, a
6v lead storage battery, a milliammeter, and a
0.1-ohm standard resistor. A high-precision

potentiometer, standardized by a temperature
stabilized saturated electrical cell, determines the

filament current by measuring the voltage drop
across the 0.1-ohm standard resistor.

The Ll current ranging from 65 to 160 ma is

usually determined to the nearest 0.01 ma. Values
of current corresponding to 1 deg C change in

brightness temperature are 0.12 ma at 800 °C,

0.17 ma at 1063 °C, and 0.20 ma at 1350 °C. It

" The apparent brightness is proportional to the retinal illumination and
the exit pupil of the pyrometer is generally smaller than the pupil of the eye.
Therefore by increasing the aperture stop diameter, the illumination and the
apparent brightness can be increased

has been a relatively simple matter, using the
above described electrical equipment, to attain a
long-term reproducibility m pyi'ometer lamp cur-
rent measurements of better than 1 part in 10,000
which is more than adequate for visual optical
pyrometry.

3. Sources

The two major types of sources used in optical

pjTometry are blackbodies and tungsten strip

lamps. The blackbody is the most fundamental
source of radiation because it is generally accepted
that the Planck radiation equation exactly de-
scribes the spectral radiation from a blackbody as

a function of temperature and wavelength. How-
ever, highly stable blackbodies are not convenient
to use, particularly at high temperatures. More-
over, blackbodies for temperatures much higher
than 1000 °C are not readily available commer-
cially (as of 1961). On the other hand, tungsten
strip lamps are highly stable, easy to use, and
commercially available. As a result, when very
accurate knowledge of the spectral distribution of

radiation from a source is not as inaportant as high
stability and convenience, timgsten strip lamps
are used.

In this section some of the general principles of

the design and use of blackbodies, tungsten strip

lamps, and other sources wiU be presented, with

particular emphasis on those used at NBS.

3.1. Blackbodies

A blackbody is a substance or object which
completely absorbs any radiation that is incident

on it. If such a substance or object has a uniform

temperature, it will emit radiation as detennined

by its temperature and by Planck's radiation

equation. Lampblack is an example of a substance

that approaches a blackbody, at least in the

visible spectral region," to within about 1 percent,

i.e., it absorbs about 99 percent of the visible

radiation falling on it.

A hollow, opaque body containing a small hole

can be made to approximate a blackbody ex-

tremely well, and sources used as blackbodies are

usually of this type. In such bodies, the smaller

the area of the hole relative to the area of the

walls of the cavity, the higher the emittance or

blacker the body. For a particular geometry, the

blackness of a hollow body also depends on the

reflectivity of the inner surface of the cavity,

including how diffuse or specular it is. As an

>' It is possible for a substance or object to have an absorptance of unity in

some wavelength region or regions but not in all. Such a body is not, strictly

speaking, a blacl^body; but radiates as a blackbody in the regions where its

aljsorptance is unity. From Kirchoff's law, which states that the ratio of the
spectral radiance of a body at a uniform temperature to its spectral absorp-
tance is equal to the spectral radiance of a blackbody, and from the definition

of spectral emittance given in section 1, the spectral absorptance of a body is

equal to its spectral emittance.
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example, the radiation emitted from the bottom of

a hollow cylinder of which one end is closed and
the other open and whose inner walls are at a

uniform temperature is about 0.99 that of a black-

body provided the ratio of the depth of the cylinder

to its radius is 10, its normal reflectivity is 0.2,

and it is diffuse [9]. If the same conditions

existed except for the reflectivity being largely

specular, the effective emittance of the cylinder

would be about 0.90 [9]. Calculations of the

effective emittance of hollow bodies of various

shapes, sizes, and reflectivities can be found in the

literature [9-11].

a. Gold-Point Blackbodies

The hollow bodies used as gold-point black-

bodies for reahzing the IPTS are probably the

closest approximation to blackbody radiators cur-

rently in existence. Figures 6 and 7 show two
such "blackbodies,"'* with vertical and horizontal

axes respectively, which were designed and con-
structed at NBS. The gold used to surround the

cavities is 0.99999 pure. In both cases the sight-

ing tubes and the crucibles for the gold are made
of the highest purity graphite available so that

GOLD

GRAPHITE

°o°o°l CARBON BLACK

DEPTH OF CAVITY-

RADIUS OF CAVITY OPENING

POWDERED GRAPHITE

MULLITE

= 60

w For convenience, a hollow body used to approximate a blackbody will be
referred to as a "blackbody."

Figure 6. Cross section of the NBS vertical gold-point

"blackbody"

.

CAVITY BRACE
NICHROME WINDINGS

IN ALUMJNA TUBES

Figure 7. Cross section of the NBS horizontal gold-point "blackbody" and furnace.
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the gold remains uncontaminated. The graphite
used is reported by the manufacturer to contain
impurities not exceeding 20 parts per milhon. In
addition, the graphite has a high emittance, a
fairly high thermal conductivity, and is easy to

machine. The latter factor has made possible the
construction of sight tubes of }^-mm wall thickness

for the vertical "blackbody" and ji mm for the
horizontal type. The thinner the walls and the
higher their thermal conductivity, the closer the
inside temperature of the walls will be to that of

the freezing gold.

The vertical "blackbody" assembly is heated in

a wire-wound muffle furnace or in the coils of an
RF generator. It is estimated, using the calcula-

tions of Gouffe [11] that the emittance of the
vertical "blackbody," assuming the walls are at a
xmiform temperature, is 0.999. A partial confir-

mation of this emittance was obtained experimen-
tally in the following manner. The region above
the diaphragm in the sight tube (see fig. 6) itself

approximates a blackbody, but of lesser quality

than the main "blackbody." The depth of this

"blackbody" is somewhat greater than the height
of the gold above the diaphragm and its base is

the diaphragm of the primary enclosure. Optical
pyrometer measurements made on this base during
a gold-point freeze resulted in a brightness tem-
perature 0.6 °C less than that obtained from the
primary enclosure. A calculation of the relative

emittance of these two "blackbodies" is compatible
with the 0.6 °C observed, and increases one's

confidence in the estimate of the emittance of the
main sight tube.

Though the vertical "blackbod,y" is easier to

construct, its use required that the axis of the
optical p3rrometer be vertical or that a reflector

be used in conjunction with the "blackbody."
For many years, a 45-degree prism was used at

NBS for this purpose. Its A value was deter-

mined sufficiently well so that it introduced an
uncertainty of the gold-point radiance of no more
than the equivalent of 0.1 or 0.2 °C. However,
in order to avoid this additional uncertainty and
in order to have as black a "blackbody" as possible

to be used with the recently developed NBS
photoelectric pyrometer, the horizontal "black-

body" and furnace shown in figure 7 were
developed.

In the design of the horizontal "blackbody"
and furnace, attention was placed on achieving a

uniform temperature over the inner walls of the

sight tube. The crucible containing the gold is

shaped so that the mass of gold per unit length

of the crucible is about constant for the crucible's

entire length. The furnace has three independ-
ently controlled heater windings which are em-
bedded longitudinally in cylindrical graphite

muffles. The graphite, having a high thermal

conductivity, tends to reduce longitudinal tem-
perature gradients. The power inputs to the two
end windings are adjusted to maintain the two

end sections at 1063 °C as determined by two
thermocouples positioned near the inner sxirface

of these sections. The center winding is used to
control the rate of heat loss by the gold during a
freeze. With this design, it is expected that the
gold will freeze more uniformly over the entire

sight tube than in the vertical blackbody.
It has not been possible to detect in gold-point

freezes differences between the vertical and hori-

zontal "blackbodies" using a visual optical pyro-
meter. Such differences that may exist are so
small they will require the photoelectric pyrometer
for detection. The detailed results of using these

gold point "blackbodies" will be given in the
Primary Calibration section.

b. Lesser Quality "Blackbodies"

Lesser quality "blackbodies," particularly at
temperatures much higher than the gold point,

are required occasionally in optical pyrometer
calibrations.^^ In addition, they are preferred for

accurate spectral calibrations of monochromators
and spectrographs. One such "blackbody" that
has been used at NBS up to temperatures of

3000 °C consists of a graphite cylindrical tube
resistively heated in an argon atmosphere and
surrounded by a number of graphite radiation
shields. The tube is about 200 mm locg, has a
wall thickness of about 3 mm, and an inside

diameter of about 9 mm. A smaU hole in the
center of the tube and correspondingly larger

holes in the shields permit the radiation to exit.

A current of about 800 amp is required to reach a
temperature of 2800 °C. The tube can be used
for about 50 hr at this temperature and the
radiance stabilized for several hours to better
than 1 percent by automatically controUing the
current in the tube. The effective emittance of
this "blackbody" is currently (1961) being inves-

tigated.

"Blackbodies" are sometimes built into an
experimental apparatus so that the temperature
in an experiment can be determined with an
optical pyrometer. For example, to determine

the surface temperature of an incandescent

material whose spectral emittance at 0.65 ju is

not known, a small hole could be made in the

material and optical pyrometer observations

made on this "blackbody." The depth to diam-
eter ratio of the hole will usuafly be a compromise
between that required for an adequate absorptance

and that insuring a uniform temperatvu'e through-

out the hole which is equal to the temperature

at the surface. In general, even when blackbody
conditions cannot be met weU, temperature

measurements on a poor "blackbody" with esti-

mated corrections often may be more accurate

than utihzing the brightness temperature of the

surface and a poor estimate of the emittance.

" Tungsten strip lamps usually are adequate for this purpose, as discussed
in section 1, Theory.
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3.2. Tungsten Strip Lamps

The most stable lamp currently available is

the small vacuum pyrometer lamp described in

the Optical Pyrometer section. Though excellent

as a reference standard in optical p5a-ometers, its

smallness makes this lamp unsuitable for use in

checking or calibrating optical pjTometers, or for

spectral-radiance calibrations of monochromators
or spectrographs. For these purposes a larger

type tungsten lamp called a strip or ribbon
filament lamp is often used. A variety of these

lamps is commercially available from the General
Electric Company in the United States (to the

best of oxu: knowledge the sole supplier in the

U.S.), General Electric Co., Ltd., in England, and
Phillips' Lamp works in the Netherlands.

a. Types of Strip Lamps

In the United States, the tungsten strip lamp
most commonly used for optical pyrometer
applications is the General Electric Company
type 30A/6V/T24 ribbon filament lamp. The
first two numbers in the type designation mean
that if 6 V is applied to the lamp, the resulting

current is about 30 amp. This lamp has a glass

envelope about 75 mm in diameter and 300 mm
long and a tungsten ribbon filament about
0.075 mm thick, 3 mm wide, and 50 mm long.

In order to increase the reproducibility of ob-
serving the same point or area of the filament,

the filament is notched on one edge at about the
midpoint of its length. A V bend toward one
end of the ribbon allows it to expand or contract
without twisting or bending when its temperature
is changed. The envelope contains, according
to the manufacturer, argon at a pressure of about

atm at room temperature. The filament is

approximately parallel to the axis of the envelope.

Its exact position varies, but it is preferable that

the filament be situated off the axis of the envelope
and that it be oriented so that the normal to

its surface is not on a radius of the cyhndrical
envelope.^" There is sufl&cient volume in the
envelope above the filament to allow convective
gas currents to flow smoothly upward from the
filament and thus allow any tungsten vapor to

condense on the upper portion of the relatively

cool envelope.

The 30A/6V/T24 lamp requires a current of

about 14 amp for a brightness temperature of

1000 °C and about 45 amp for 2300 °C. The
change of current per degree change in brightness
temperature varies from about 0.010 to 0.030 amp
per degree from 800 to 2300 °C, respectively.

Direct current is usually used so that standard
potentiometric measurement methods can be
employed. When a sufficiently high-current

source is not available, some of the lower current

lamps should be considered. However, their

Reasons for this will be given later in this section.

narrower filament makes brightness matching
more difficult with optical pyrometers having a
low magnification.

A strip lamp that is especially useful when a
higher brightness temperature is required is the
the General Electric 75A/T24. The filament and
filament supports for this lamp are designed to

permit the lamp to be used up to a brightness
temperature of about 2800 °K. In addition,

the lamp may be obtained with a plane quartz
window so that it can be used in the ultraviolet

spectral region. However, these lamps require
about twice the current of the 30A/6V/T24 lamp
and have no notch.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., in England

manufactures a vacuum tungsten strip lamp
which is highly recommended for use below 1400
°C. It is called a secondary standard tungsten
strip vacuum p5a'ometer lamp and requires only
about 7 amp to achieve a 1400 °C brightness
temperature. This lamp has been used at NBS
up to 1750 °C, but if high stability is required, it

is recommended that the lamp not be used above
about 1400 °C.
The High Temperature Measurements Labora-

tory at NBS has had very little experience with
Phillips' tungsten lamps made in the Netherlands.
Lamps made in this country have usually been
adequate. However, with the increased stability

required of tungsten sources in photoelectric py-
rometry, this will probably not continue to be the
case and tungsten strip lamps from essentially

every source will have to be investigated in the
near future.

b. Factors Affecting the Reproducibility of Strip Lamps
There are a number of factors which must be

considered in order to obtain the optimum repro-
ducibilitv and stability with tungsten strip lamps.
Many oi these have been investigated by Barber
[5], DeVos [6], and by the High Temperature
Measurements Laboratory at NBS. The follow-

ing is a brief summary of the factors considered
to be of major importance.
Tungsten strip lamps possess a temperature

gradient along the length of the strip with a max-
imum temperature at or near the notch. In T24
type lamps the brightness temperature gradient
at the notch may vary from zero to 5 deg C per
millimeter, depending on the particular lamp, its

temperature, and orientation. The direction of

the current also has an effect. The current direc-

tion is important because when direct current ex-

ists in a region of a temperature gradient, heat is

absorbed or generated (m addition to the "Joule
heating") depending on the direction of the cur-
rent relative to the gradient. This is called the
Thompson effect; and in tungsten, if the current
direction is from hot to cold, heat is absorbed.
When the direction is from cold to hot, heat is

generated. Thus in order to obtain reproducible
brightness temperatures from a strip lamp, care
must be taken to sight at the same point or region.

This is usually the notch.
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Another factor important in obtaining repro-

ducibility with a strip lamp is the room or ambient
temperature, particularly for brightness tempera-
tures below 1500 °C for gas-filled lamps and 900
°C for vacuum lamps. The convective and con-

ductive heat losses depend on the ambient temp-
erature, and if the ambient temperature changes,

the resulting temperature at the notch will change.

For example, Barber [5] observed a variation of

brightness temperature of 0.3 deg C per 1 deg C
change of ambient temperature for a gas-filled

lamp at a brightness temperature of 1050 °C.
At the very high filament temperatures, the energy
loss from a filament is largely radiative, and the

room temperature has much less effect.

The temperature at the notch for gas lamps is

also a function of the lamp orientation. This is

caused by gas convection currents in the lamps,

and Barber [5] shows the effect to be about Yo deg
C for a forward tilt of the filament of an angle of

1 deg. At NBS, gas lamp strip filaments are ad-
justed with the aid of a plumb line to be vertical

at the notch.

In general, the radiance or brightness tempera-
ture of a tungsten strip lamp depends on the direc-

tion of observation. This is due to the fact that

the emittance of tungsten is a function of the angle

of emission. It is also caused by reflections.

Radiation from the filament may be reflected by
the envelope onto the tungsten strip and then into

the pyrometer's field of view. The emittance
variation as a function of angle of emission is very
small near normal emission and can usually be
neglected. This is not the case for the reflection

effect, and it is desirable to orient the lamp with
respect to the optical pyrometer to avoid these

reflections. Figure 8 shows several examples of

the reflection under discussion. It can be seen
that the nature of the reflection depends on the

position of the filament relative to the axis of the

envelope and on the orientation of the plane of

the filament. Case c is the preferred positioning

and orientation of the filament. In this case the

filament may be observed normally without any

Figure 8. Examples of rejections in a cylindrical envelope
tungsten strip lamp for three different positions and
orientations of the strip.

contribution from reflections. It is desirable to
view a filament normaUy because of the small
emittance variation stated above, and because at
normal emission the radiation will not be polarized.

In case a when the filament is on the axis of the
lamp, it is impossible to avoid reflections. In
case b, reflections can be avoided but observations
must be made off the normal. In using lamps in

position b, one should keep in mind that the radia-
tion is partially polarized. When lamps are used
or calibrated at NBS, the best direction of sight-

ing is decided on, and an arrow is etched on the
glass envelope such that a line extending from
the head of the arrow through the notch defines

the desired direction.

In order to achieve st^bihty, a tungsten strip

lamp should be extensively aged or annealed.
Some of the details concerning annealing were
discussed previously in connection with the small
pvrometer lamps. DeVos [6] claims that after

annealing a tungsten strip for 100 hr at 2400 °K,
20 hr at 2600 °K, or 2 hr at 2800 °K, no further

change in its radiance (at constant current) was
observed. At NBS, gas-filled strip lamps are

annealed at between 2325 and 2350 °C brightness
temperature (a tungsten temperature of about
2625 °C) for 2 hr. After such an anneahng and
after taking the necessary precautions with the
various factors discussed in this section, 30A/6V/
T24 gas lamps have been used as high as 2200 °C
brightness temperatiire for 50 hr and as high as

2380 °C for 20 hr without any change in their

radiance being detectable. The precision of these

measurements was about 2 deg C. It should be
emphasized, however, that all gas-filled strip lamps
may not possess this land of stability; and at

present, very little statistical information on their

stability is available.

3.3. Other Sources

a. The Carbon Arc

At brightness temperatures higher than about
3000 °C, no convenient, stable sources are at

present (1961) available. The positive crater of a
carbon arc has been recommended and used as a

radiation standard [12-14] at the sublimation

temperature of carbon. At this temperatm'e the

brightness temperature of the crater corresponds

to about 3527 °C at 0.65 m- However, the carbon

arc is not as convenient to use as a lamp and is

highly stable only at the one temperature.

b. High-Pressure Arc

At brightness temperatures above 3000 °C,

gaseous sources probably are the greatest hope for

the future. Xenon high pressure arcs have been

f This is probably important only in using strip lamps to calibrate an
optical system containing mirrors. Such a system may ha\ e a transmittance
which depends strongly on the polarization of the radiation.

22 This presumably means no chanee within the lon.'-term precision of bis

measurements which appears to be about 1 percent In spectral radiance.
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studied extensively [15] and are available com-
mercially. Their usefulness in optical p3Tometry,
however, has not yet been established.

4. Primary Calibration

The temperature scale above 1063 °C that is

maintained at the National Bureau of Standards
is the result of attempting to reaUze the Inter-

national Practical Temperature Scale using the

methods of optical pjrrometry. The experimental
attempt to reaUze any portion of this scale with-

out comparison with previously cahbrated py-
rometers or sources is called a primary calibra-

tion. In the previous sections of this paper, the

IPTS above 1063 °C was defined and the theory
and instruments used in optical pyrometry de-

scribed. This section presents the results of the

1958 primary cahbration of the NBS visual optical

pyrometer.

4.1. Calibration at the Gold Point

The initial step in the primary calibration at the

gold point was the optical ahnement of the "black-

body" and the pyrometer. The optical axis of the

NBS pyrometer was positioned on the axis of the

vertical "blackbody," and the pyrometer focused

on the "blackbody" diaphragm. The "black-

body" was slowly heated vmtil the gold was melted

and brought to a temperature estimated at 5 to 10

deg C above the melting point. It was then

allowed to cool, and brightness matches were made
as a function of time. The pyrometer lamp cur-

rent, corresponding to these brightness matches,

plotted against time constituted the gold-point

"blackbody" cooling curve. As the "blackbody"
cooled, its brightness decreased rather rapidly,

and then increased shghtly. This dip, seen on the

typical coohng curve in figure 9, is called the xmder-
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cool. After the undercool, the brightness re-

mained constant within the reproducibility of the
determinations, and matches were made about
every 15 sec alternating between a bright pyrome-
ter filament to disappearance and a dark filament
to disappearance. The average of two such
matches was considered one observation. The
brightness remained constant from 5 to 8 min,
allowing 10 to 16 observations. This plateau
represented the freezing-point temperature of the

gold.

In the primary calibration of 1958, about 50
such plateaus were taken on the vertical "black-
body" over a 2-month period by 3 experienced
observers using both an RF generator and a
muffle furnace for heating. Though the muffle
furnace system had a larger heat capacity and
freezes lasted 2 to 3 times longer, the lamp cur-

rents corresponding to the plateaus of the cooling

curves were the same to better than the standard
deviation of an observer's brightness matches, or
the equivalent of about 0.2 deg C.
Heating or melting curves were also obtained.

When inductively heating, the brightness matches
corresponding to the melts were almost 1 deg
higher than those obtained during the freezes ; but
in the muffle furnace, they were only a few tenths
of a degree higher.^^ The large difference in the

case of the RF nielt is attributed to a less uniform
heat input and to the background conditions in

the pyrometer field of view affecting one's judg-
ment of the match. In the case of freezes, the
cooling is more uniform and the brightness of the
region which surrounds the small sighting hole or
diaphragm is negligibly different from the bright-

ness of the sighting hole. Only the freezes were
used for the actual calculation of the gold-point
calibration.

The results of the 1958 gold-point determination
are given in table 2. In addition, data obtained
in 1957 and 1960 are included. The observations

in 1957 were made using a vertical "blackbody"
similar to that in 1958, but the horizontal "black-

body" of figure 7 was used in 1960. The 1957 and
1958 results include the effect of a 45° right-angle

prism and represent a temperature lower than the

gold point due to the prism absorption and re-

flection. This apparent gold-point temperature

was calculated from eq (1—9) where Ti=To-{-
1063= 1336.15 °K and .4=6.92 mireds resulting

in rj= Tapp= 1323.9 °K. The A value of the

prism was determined independently using a strip

lamp and data from the previous primary calibra-

tion. The standard deviation of the A value of

each of three observers about their grand mean was
equivalent to about 0.1 deg C. Since only rela-

tively small differences of temperature near the

gold point were required to determine A, use of the

Figure 9. A typical cooling curve obtained during a gold-
point calibration with the NBS visual optical pyrometer
and the vertical gold-point "blackbody."

2S Observations made In 1960 on the horizontal "blackbody" resulted In

melts only 0.1 deg C higher than the freezes.

'* The unit In which A values are usually reported Is the mired. One mired
is equal to 10-« (°K)-'.
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Table 2. NBS primary optical pyrometer calibrations at the gold point using a glass prism and an apparent temperature of
1323.9 °K

Observer

1957 1958 1960'

LI
Pyrometer

lamp
current''

Number
of

freezes

Standard
deviation °

Ll
Pyrometer

lamp
current''

Number
of

freezes

Standard
deviation

"

Ll
Pyrometer

lamp
current '>

Number
of

freezes

Standard
deviation"

Si Si S2 Si Sa

RDL
RCH
RCO
HJK
EL
ATH

Mean of all observers. .

.

tna
104. 465 9

ma
0.023

ma ma
104. 450

104. 426

104. 522

17

16

12

ma
0.019

.036

.042

ma
104. 484
104.457
104.427
104. 410
104. 573

3

1

2
1

2

ma
0.029

.028

.018

ma

104.465 104. 466 0. 049 104.470 0. 059

» The 1960 data were obtained using a horizontal "blackbody," and therefore the glass prism used with the vertical "blackbody" was not required. As a result,
for comparison purposes, the 1960 data were normalized to 1323.9 °K.

''0.05 ma is equivalent to 0.3 °G.
" Si is the sample standard deviation of an individual's freezing point determinations about his own mean. Sj is the sample standard deviation of Individual

observers' mean determinations about the mean of the determinations of all observers.

former calibration data did not significantly aflfect

the accuracy of ^. If no previous calibration had
existed, a sectored disk and strip lamp would have
been used to determine the A value of the prism.

The horizontal "blackbody" constructed after

1958 and used in 1960 did not require the use of a

prism. For comparison in table 2, the 1960 data
were adjusted to the apparent temperature of

1323.9 °K or 1050.7 °C using the completed
calibration.

Table 2 shows that the standard deviation of an
individual's single freeze varied from about 0.1 to

0.25 deg C about his own mean. The difference

between observers was as large as 1 deg when only

a few freezes were taken. Even the means of 16

freezes of RCG and 12 freezes of ATH differed by
0.6 deg C, though the sum of the standard devia-

tion of the two means was about 0.13 deg C.

These differences can not be accounted for by rela-

tive luminosity factor differences. The differ-

ences in the measured relative luminosity factors

would account for only about 0.1 deg C. More-
over, the observer differences would be less when
using a tungsten strip lamp; but the observers

maintained the same differences in this case.

When observations were made on tungsten strip

lamps through sectored disks with an apparent
temperature near the gold point, the same differ-

ences stiU remained. These differences between
observers at the gold point were attributed to their

matching technique and to psychological factors,

and the only way of reducing their effect on the

accuracy is to use a number of observers. The
observer effect may be indicated quantitatively by
the standard deviation of an observer about the

mean of all observers. In the 1960 data, where
five observers were used, this standard deviation

was estimated to be 0.4 deg C.

4.2. Calibration Above the Gold Point

To extend the calibration to temperatures above
and below the gold point, tungsten strip lamps

" Even though the International Practical Temperature Scale i s defined by
Planck's radiation equation only above 1063 °C, optical pyrometers are fre-

buently required at lower temperatures.

were matched through sectored disks and eq (1-5)

used to calculate the new temperature t. Then
the sectored disk was removed and the strip lamp
matched to obtain the pyrometer current corre-

sponding to the new temperature. The trans-

mittances, R, of the sectored disks were determined
in the Metrology Division of NBS and the mean
effective wavelength, X^^ were obtained from

eq (1-21) using the effective wavelengths shown in

figure 10. The latter were calculated with eq
(1-20) using spectral transmittance functions of

the pjrrometer elements determined at NBS and
the CIE standard relative luminosity factors.^^

However, it was found from independent measure-
ments that the relative luminosity factors of the

observers were shghtly different from the CIE
factors. This produced an average change in the

28 Commission Internationale de I'EcIairage.
" I.E.S. General Guide to Photometry, Illuminating Engineering Society,

New York, N.Y. (1954).

—1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I
I
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Figure 10. Effective wavelengths for the NBS visual optical

pyrometer using the CIE standard relative luminosity
factors.
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mean effective wavelengths of about 7 A, and re-

quired a correction from about —0.2 deg C at 800
°C to about +3.2 deg C at 2400 °C.
For observations using sectored disks, the disks

were positioned at the tungsten-strip image which
was produced by a lens corrected for spherical

aberration and coma. The strip-lamp current was
continually monitored to insure constancy of lamp
brightness. Using 7 sectored disks ranging in

transmittance from 0.35 to 0.007, three observers
made 50 sets of observations for the low range from
800 to 1300 °C, 42 for the range 1300 to 1750 °C
using absorbing glass number one (AG 1), and 30

sets each for AG 2 and AG 3 covering 1750 to

2050 °C and 2050 to 2400 °C, respectively. Each
set of observations consisted of 4 brightness

matches with the sector, 6 without, and 4 more
with the sector. Again, matches were made by
approaching the disappearance alternately from
the dark and bright side. Each observer used his

own gold-point or low-range cahbration to obtain

the apparent temperature.

In the low-range cahbration above 1051 °C, the

lamp brightness through the sectored disks was
maintained close to that of the gold "blackbody"
as seen through the glass prism, i.e., 1051 °C. For
temperatures less than 1051 °C, the lamp bright-

ness was adjusted to about 1051 °C when not look-

ing through the sector. Figure 11 shows the re-

sults of the low-range cahbration for the three

observers. Itabie in figure 11 was obtained from
the original (1952) cahbration for this pyrometer
lamp. If a previous cahbration had not been

available, a 3d- or 4th-order polynomial approxi-

mately fitting the new cahbration could have been

used to obtain an Itabie as a function of tempera-

ture. For the low-range calibration the standard

deviation of an observer about his own mean was
approximately 0.35 °C.

e .16

m .08

-I \

—
: 1 1 1 T"

800°C I350°C

For the higher ranges where AG 1, 2, and 3 are

used, brightness temperatures of the source as seen

through the sectored disks were not maintained
at the gold point alone, but also at other points

already calibrated in the low range. A values

were calculated from eq (1-9) for each set of ob-
servations where Tt was the apparent temperature
as seen through the absorbing glass and Tj the

brightness temperature of the strip lamp obtained
from a sectored disk calculation. It should be
emphasized that the brightness temperature of the

tungsten strip lamp Tj must correspond to the

mean effective wavelength for the absorbing glass

used. Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the A values

obtained for each of the absorbing glasses. The
standard deviation of an observer's A value about
his own mean varied by an equivalent of 1.0 to

2.0 deg C.
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Figure 12. The 1958 determination of the A value of
absorbing glass 1 of the NBS visual optical pyrometer.
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FiGUKE 11. The 1968 primary calibration of the low range
of the NBS visual optical pyrometer.

Figure 13. The 1958 determination of the A value of
absorbing glass 2 of the NBS visual optical pyrometer.
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Figure 14. The 1958 determination of the A value oj

absorbing glass S of the NBS visual optical Tpyrometer

.

An analysis of the data obtained for the low-
range calibration reveals that the observers con-

tinue to read strip lamps with about the same
difference throughout the low range, except for a

slight trend of observer RDL indicated by the
crossover of his calibration with that of observer
RCG. Thus the observer differences throughout
the low range also appear to be the result of judg-
ment or psychological factors. Therefore it was
decided to take the mean of three observers and
apply an average relative luminosity factor correc-

tion to the mean. The 1958 low-range calibration,

including luminosity corrections, is 0.8 deg C
lower than the 1956 calibration at 800 °C and
0.9 deg C higher at 1350 °C.

The A values for all the absorbing glasses are,

within the experimental error, constant with source
temperature, thus supporting an exp[— /:/A] trans-

mittance. Except for AG 1, differences continue
to exist between observers that have no adequate
explanation. In analyzing the data, it is seen that
ATH and RCG have the same differences in

temperature when matching with or without
sectors, and this is independent of current. How-
ever, ATH and RDL match differently through
sectors when the apparent temperature is changed.
When matching through absorbing glasses, ATH
and RDL maintain the same difference that exists

between them at the gold point but ATH and RCG
change by 0.6 deg C. The mean of the A value
curves for the three observers was corrected for

the average relative Imninosity factor of the three
observers and used in conjunction with the average
low-range calibration to obtain calibrations for the
high ranges. The 1958 calibration of the upper
ranges is about equal to the 1956 calibration at

1400° C, 0.6 deg higher than the 1956 calibration

at 1700 °C, and 2.4 deg C higher at 2000 and
2400 °C. Part of these differences is attributed
to the relative luminosity factor corrections which
were made in 1958 but not in 1956.

4.3. Estimated Accuracy

An estunate of the accuracy of this primary
calibration can be made by comparing it with the

mean of similar calibrations from other national

laboratories throughout the world. In fact, to the

best of our knowledge, this is the only way of

quantitatively estimating the accuracy. Fortu-
nately this can be done through the international

comparison of strip lamps completed in 1958.

Figure 15 shows the difference as a function of

temperature between the strip lamp calibration at

NBS using six observers and using the 1958 pri-

mary calibration and the mean of the strip-lamp
calibrations of three other national laboratories.

These are the Deutsches Amt fiir Mass und
Gewicht, German Democratic Republic, the
National Research Council, Canada, and the

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Federal
Republic of Germany. The standard deviation

of all four national laboratories about their grand
mean is also given in figure 15. This serves as

an indication of how well the IPTS above 1063 °C
has been realized.

It is felt that the results of the 1958 primary
calibration at NBS is about the best one can expect
from visual optical pyrometry. The major limita-

tions are the sensitivity of the eye to differences in

brightness and the knowledge of the mean effective

wavelengths.
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O ESTIMATED STSNOARD DEVIATION OF THE MEANS
OF FOUR NATIONAL STANDARDS LABORATORIES
(DAMG. NBS. NRC, PTB)
ABOUT THEIR GRAND MEAN.

* NBS MEAN USING SIX OBSERVERS AND 1958
PRIMARY CALIBRATION MINUS
MEAN JDF >OAMG, NRC, PTB
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Figure 15. The international comparison of strip lamp
calibrations completed in 1958 between Deutsches Amt fiir

Mass und Gewicht (DAMG) of the German Democratic
Republic, NBS of the United States, National Research
Council (NRC) of Canada, and Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) of the Federal Republic of Germany.

The dashed curve represents a region in which the estimated standard
deviations are somewhat less reliable due to the fact that the laboratories

rounded off their data to the nearest degree.
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5. Secondary Calibrations

The International Practical Temperature Scale
that is realized and maintained at the National
Bureau of Standards is distributed throughout
the United States through the NBS calibration

and test services. The fees and instructions for

utnizing these services are listed in the Federal
Register. The present section describes in detail

the procedures used in calibrating optical pyrom-
eters and tungsten strip lamps.

5.1. Optical Pyrometers

a. Inspection and Cleaning

The initial step after receiving an optical

pjTometer submitted for calibration is the general
inspection of the instrument to confirm that it is

in good operating condition. If it passes this

test, the optical elements of the instrument are
cleaned, using lens tissue and distUled water.
The surfaces of the objective lens, absorbing
glasses, and the window of the pjTometer lamp,
which is located between the source and the
pyrometer lamp filament, are the most important
surfaces to clean. A reminder is given on optical

pjTometer certificates that the optical surfaces

should be kept clean in order for the calibration

to be applicable.

b. Determination of the Effective Wavelengths

Since optical pyrometers are usually calibrated
by comparison with the NBS pp'ometer using a
tungsten strip lamp and not a blackbody as a
transfer source,^* differences between the mean
effective wavelengths of the test and the NBS
instrument are required. These differences are
used to calculate from eq (1-28) the brightness
temperature T[ that the test pyrometer should
indicate when the NBS pyrometer indicates Ti.

Even though both instruments are observing the
same tungsten lamp, the brightness temperature
obtained by the two should be different if their

eflfective wavelengths are different. If a black-
body Avere used, this would not be the case. Thus
T[—Ti must be determined as a function of

temperature and added as a correction to each
brightness temperature determined by the NBS
pyrometer during the calibration.

The differences in mean effective wavelengths
required for the above temperature corrections
are obtained by either of two methods. The first

method is to determine the spectral transmittances
of the red fUter and the absorbing glasses of the
test pyrometer and to calculate the effective and
mean effective wavelengths as outlined in sections

1 and 4. Effective wavelengths have been deter-

25 However, a reslstirely heated graphite tube "blackbody" similar to that
described in section 3.2 is being investigated at NBS for use as a transfer
sotirce in the calibration of optical pyrometers up to 2800 °C. Using a black-
body would eliminate the need for determining the differences in effective
wavelength.

mined for the NBS pyrometer for the primary
calibration, and therefore differences between
mean effective wavelengths for the NBS mstru-
ment and the test instrument can be computed.
The second method, though simpler to use when
established is not quite so straightforward, and
therefore a detailed description will be given.

The second method consists of determining the
brightness temperatures with the NBS pyrometer
using its own red filter and the test pyrometer red
filter for a series of sources for which the brightness

temperatures are the same when using the NBS
red filter but for which the color temperatures
vary from values very large compared to the
brightness temperatm'e to values close to it.

Such sources can be obtained by using a strip

lamp in conjunction with a number of sectored

disks. With each of the sectored disks the lamp
brightness is adjusted so that when observed
through the disk, the lamp has the same brightness
temperature. Using eq (1-28), the dift'erences

between the mean effective wavelengths are

calculated. The limit of the mean effective

wavelengths for the test red filter as the disks are

changed and the color temperature approaches
the brightness temperature is the effective wave-
length for that red filter at the hmiting brightness
temperature. This is repeated for a sufficient

number of brightness temperatures in the low
range, in order to determine by curve fitting the

effective wavelength as a function of temperature
for the entire range. The resulting wavelengths,
however, represent only a first approximation to

the effective wavelengths required. The reason is

that the calibration of the NBS pyrometer using
the test red filter is slightly different from that

using its own red filter. A closer approximation
can be obtained by correcting the primary cali-

bration of the NBS pyrometer with the first

approximation of the effective wavelength for

the test red glass. The improved cahbration for

the NBS pyrometer when using the test red
filter will usually modify the temperature differ-

ences determined initially for the series of sources
by about 25 percent and permit a second approxi-
mation to the determination of the test instrument
effective wavelength. This second approximation
is usually adequate.

Since the spectral transmittance curves of most
red filters used in optical pyrometers have the

same general shape, their effective wavelength
versus temperature curves are approximately
parallel. Therefore, usually one effective wave-
length determination is sufficient. Aloreover, at

NBS the actual temperature corrections to be
applied to the test pyrometer have been deter-

mined as a function of the temperature difference

observed using a particular strip-lamp brightness

and sectored disk and the imcorrected NBS
primary calibration. Such a set of curves need
be computed only once and, thereafter, a single

observation through each of the two red filters,

using one lamp brightness and sectored disk, is
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Sufficient to determine the correction to be applied
at every temperatiire of the caUbration.
For optical pyrometers which have absorbing

glasses with a constant A value, the effective

wavelengths of the higher ranges are approxi-
mately equal to the effective wavelengths of the
low range for corresponding p3rrometer lamp
currents. In these cases the effective wavelengths
determined for the low range also suffice for the
higher ranges. When the type of absorbing
glass used is not of the constant A value type or
is not known, effective wavelengths for the higher
ranges are calculated from experimentally de-
termined transmittances.
Most of the visual optical pyrometers received

for calibration that have been manufactured
since about 1959 appear to have mean effective

wavelengths negUgibly different from those of

the NBS instrument. However, this is not the
case for the older instruments. Some of these

have had differences as large as O.Ol/x, correspond-
ing to about a 5 deg C correction at a tungsten
brightness temperature of 2400 °C and to about
a 1 deg C correction at 1063 °C.

c. Calibration Procedure

After determining the effective wavelength
and/or corresponding tungsten brightness tem-
perature correction as a function of temperature
for the test optical p3Tometer, the test p5rrom-
eter is carefully mounted alongside the NBS in-

strument so that their optical axes are parallel

and in the same horizontal plane. A GE tungsten
strip lamp, 30A/6V/T24, is oriented as described
in section 3, on a large lathe serving as an optical
bench so that it can be easily and accurately
translated in a direction perpendicular to the
optical axes of the pyrometers. Surplus lathes
have been found quite adequate for such purposes.
For convenience, micro-switches are positioned on
the lathe bed so that the lamp may be stopped
exactly on the optical axis of each pyrometer.
The tungsten strip lamp is specially selected

to have its filament positioned oif the lamp axis,

and therefore the filament plane can be made
perpendicular to the pyrometer axis without
detrimental reflection effects. The brightness
temperature of the lamp as a function of distance
from the pyrometer is also determined; and, if

large, the lamp is not used. As a result of this

careful arrangement of the pyrometer and lamp,
the orientation of the lamp with respect to each
pyrometer is the same within the experimental
errors of the alinement.
The test optical pyrometer could be compared

to the NBS instrument in the same manner in
which it is used; that is, a brightness match
made with the test instrument and the scale on
this instrument read. However, a different pro-
cedure has been found to be more accurate and
convenient. The calibration is performed in

By negligible is meant an effective wavelength for which the temperature
correction when observing strip lamps is about 1/10 or less of the other un-
certainties in a calibration.

two parts, the first being a lamp calibration where
the brightness temperature indicated by the
instrument is determined as a function of the
test pyrometer lamp current. The second part is a
scale calibration where the instrument scale is

calibrated as a function of pyrometer lamp
current. When combined, these two parts result

in the calibration of the instrument scale as a
function of the brightness or blackbody tempera-
ture of the source being observed.

In order to perform the calibration as described,

the pyrometer lamp current must be measured
to at least 1 part in 1 thousand and preferably to

1 part in 10 thousand. A potentiometer and
standard resistor are used for this purpose. An
electrical series circuit is set up containing the

test pyrometer lamp, resistors or meters normally
in the test pyrometer lamp circuit, a continuously
variable resistor, a standard resistor, and a lead

storage battery. The pyrometer lamp current is

controlled with the variaVjle resistor and deter-

mined with the potentiometer by measuring the
voltage drop across the standard resistor.

Two observers perform the first part or lamp
calibration of the test instrument; one observer
makes the brightness match while the other
determines the lamp current with the potentiom-
eter. One point on the brightness calibration is

obtained as follows. The strip-lamp current is

determined. Then one observer makes two
brightness matches on the strip lamp using

the NBS instrument, the first approaching the

match with the filament initially darker than the

strip and the second with the filament initially

brighter. These matches will be designated as

dark to bright and bright to dark respectively.

After each match, the current in the pyrometer
filament is determined. Next the observer shifts

himself and the strip lamp to the test instrument
and makes 4 matches, dark to bright, bright to

dark, bright to dark, and dark to bright. Re-
turning to the NBS instrument, two more matches,
bright to dark and then dark to bright, are

made; and the strip-lamp current is again deter-

mined. Bracketing the eight brightness matches
with two strip-current determinations serves as

a check on any drift of the strip-lamp current and
therefore the brightness temperature. The drift

is usually negligible. The data for this one
calibration point for the pyrometer lamp are

completed after the observers switch roles (bright-

ness matching and current measuring) and the

process repeated. In summary, the brightness

comparison of the test and NBS pyrometer at

a given temperature consists of four matches on
the NBS instrument and four on the test instru-

ment by each of two individuals.

The data obtained by the two individuals are

separately averaged, each of the average NBS
pyrometer lamp currents are converted to bright-

ness temperatures through the primary calibra-

tion, and finally these temperatures are corrected

for any mean effective wavelength differences
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between the NBS and test instruments. Thus a

lamp-calibration point consists of two test py-
rometer lamp currents and corresponding bright-

ness temperatures of the tungsten strip lamp
determined by two observers at the mean effective

wavelength of the test instrument.

d. Low-Range Calibration

The brightness calibrations are performed range
by range. The low range is calibrated first,

because its calibration is used in the calibration

of the other ranges. Six calibration points

similar to that described in section 5.1.C are ob-
tained for the low range, about 800 to 1250 °C.

Other points in the low range are obtained by
interpolation. For one class of optical pyrom-
eters, calibrated at NBS for a number of years, a

table of current versus temperature representing

an average smoothed low-range calibration has
been obtained. Temperature differences between
this table and the six calibrated points are plotted

as a function of current, and a curve best fitting

these points is drawn. This is similar to the

At curve obtained for the low range of the NBS
primary calibration. A typical example is shown
in figure 16. For instruments for which an aver-

age calibration does not exist, eight calibration

points are obtained at equal current intervals in

the low range and a 4th- or 5th-degree equation is

fitted to the eight points by the method of or-

thogonal polynomials [16, 17].

The low-range calibration is completed by
determining the current corresponding to the

cardinal readings on the pyrometer scale or meter
for which a temperature is to be reported. This,

together with the At curve and the table or the

4tn- or 5th-degree equation, permits a blackbody
temperature to be obtained for each of these

cardinal points.
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X OBSERVER 2
/ X

V /

X
' X

. X

800 'C
,

1 1
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Figure 16. A typical low-range At calibration curve for a
commercial optical pyrometer.

e. High-Range Calibrations

The high ranges of an optical pjrrometer are

calibrated by determining the A value for each
of the absorbing glasses as a function of blackbody
temperature. The A value is calculated using

eq (1-9) in which Tj is the apparent temperature
determined from the low-range calibration using

the current corresponding to a brightness match,
through the absorbing glass, of a source having a
brightness temperature Tt. The temperature Ti
is determined by the NBS instrument and must
be corrected for the mean effective wavelength of

the test pyrometer.
Observations at a particular temperature are

taken in a manner similar to that described for

the low range. Since A values are usually linear

functions of temperature, observations are limited

to three temperatures in a range. However,
each observer takes two sets of observations at

each point to improve the precision of the mean.
A values for each range are plotted as a func-

tion of pyrometer lamp current or source temper-
ature. As in the low-range calibration, pyrometer
lamp currents corresponding to the cardinal points

to be reported are determined. Apparent temper-
atures are obtained for these currents using the

low range At curve. The Tapp together with the

corresponding A values are then used in eq (1-9)

to obtain a temperature calibration. Mathema-
tically

n^^^'T' ^A ~~( '7" 7^) (5~1)
J- J- app app apD </

where the apparent temperature associated with
the A value is primed to emphasize that its value

depends on how the A value curve is drawn and
may be different from Tapp- Since unexplainable

observer differences exist in brightness matches, a
compromise is made when drawing the A value

curve—a compromise between completely smooth-
ing the data with the theoretically predicted curve
and exactly following the experimentally deter-

mined A values. Figure 17 is a typical example
of an A value curve.
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Figure 17. A typical A value determination for an upper
range of a commercial optical pyrometer.
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Optical pyrometers are calibrated up to 2400 °C
(as of May 1961) using tungsten strip lamp
sources.^^ Usually for instruments used to 2800 or
3200 °C actual observations are not made above
2400 °C. The A value is extrapolated above 2400
°C using the theoretically predicted shape, which
is usually a constant. For ranges which extend
to about 4200 °C, in addition to using a tungsten
strip lamp up to 2400 °C, the positive crater of a
carbon arc, at a brightness temperature of about
3530 °C with spectrograph ically pure graphite
electrodes, or between about 36i30 and 3800 °C
with projector pregraphited carbons, is also used
to obtain the A value. Since the carbon arc is not
as stable as a strip lamp, observations are often
made simultaneously with two observers making
brightness matches with the NBS pyrometer and
the test pyrometer simultaneously.
Changes in the brightness temperature with

wavelength in the case of carbon arcs are suffi-

ciently small so that effective wavelength correc-
tions can be neglected. This is because the posi-
tive crater of a carbon arc is very close to a gray
body with a spectral emittance of about 0.77 in

the visible spectral region [14]. Thus the color
temperature in this case is the temperature; and
for a brightness temperature of 3800 °C, the tem-
perature would be about 4000 °C. Such a range
of brightness to color temperature is not sufficient

to produce a significant change in brightness tem-
perature for a 0.01 yu wavelength shift, the maxi-
mum normally observed.

In some optical pyrometers the range to 4200 °C
is reached by using two absorbing glasses in series.

These may be calibrated at lower temperatures
and the A values added. When this is possible
the uncertainty of the calibration is often less.

5.2. Tungsten Strip Lamps
a. Calibration Range

Gas-filled tungsten strip lamps are normally
calibrated at NBS at brightness temperatures
from 800 to 2300 °C. The lower limit is set by
the fact that very few calibrations are ever re-

quested below this temperature and because the
eye's contrast limen'^ is already quite high at
800 °C. However, Lovejoy [7] ,

by removing the red
glass, has used a conventional laboratory optical
pyrometer to brightness temperatures as low as
590 °C with a standard deviation of about 7 deg C.
The upper brightness temperature limit of 2300 °C
has evolved from years of experience of how well
the lamps withstand deterioration at high tem-
peratures. Obviously, the limit is somewhat ar-
bitrary. One can operate a lamp above a 2400 °C
brightness temperature; but on the other hand,
one should not leave a lamp at even a 2300 °C
brightness temperature needlessly. Though lamps
are usually calibrated at intervals of 100 deg C,
a calibration at any temperatures from 800 to
2300 °C will be suppHed if requested.

2' See footnote on p. 19.
" See footnote on p. 8.

b. Mounting and Orientation

The first step in the calibration of a tungsten
strip lamp of the T24 type at NBS is to determine
the orientation for which the lamp is to be cali-

brated. The lamp is mounted on the optical axis

of the NBS pyrometer about 60 cm from the py-
rometer lamp with the tungsten strip approxi-
mately vertical. With the strip at a brightness
temperature of about 1600 °C, the lamp is rotated
about the axis of its envelope so that radiation
reflected from the lamp envelope onto the tungsten
strip and then reflected by the strip does not
enter the pyrometer. This condition is determined
in the following manner. The reflection of the
strip from the glass envelope is observed from the
side of the cylindrical envelope away from the
pyrometer and the eye moved until the image
appears to be in line with the filament. This
determines the direction of the rays which are
reflected from the envelope and then reflected

from the strip. The direction of the secondary
reflection from the strip is obtained by looking
down from above the strip. If possible, the lamp
is oriented so that the pyrometer axis is normal to

the strip. If it is found that a reflection into the
p^Tometer occurs when the pyrometer optical

axis is normal to the filament, a suitable position

of the lamp close to 'this normal is selected.

Finally the lamp is adjusted so that the tungsten
strip at the notch is vertical as determined by a
plumb line.

With the optical pyrometer axis horizontal and
aimed at the filament notch, a small ink mark is

made on the envelope of the lamp at the position

where the optic axis strikes the envelope on the

side away from the pyrometer. The lamp is

taken down and a small arrow etched on the glass

such that the head of the arrow just touches the
ink spot.

The etching is performed using hydrofluoric

acid (48 percent) and a wax protective coating
commonly referred to as a resist. Resist formula
P-1 described in NBS Circular 565 [18] is used.

A large needle is used to inscribe the arrow on the

resist and beeswax is placed on and around the

resist in the form of a small cup to keep the

hydrofluoric acid from coming in contact with any
glass not protected with the resist. A 3 min
etch appears to be quite satisfactory. After this

period of time, the acid is washed off with water,

the lamp is cleaned with xylene, then soap and
water, and finally dried with a nonabrasive tissue

paper.

The lamp is now remounted for final adjustment
prior to the actual calibration. With the strip

incandescent and some background illumination

on the arrow, the latter can be seen in the field of

view of the pyrometer; and the lamp is oriented

so that the arrowhead appears at the notch. This
orientation is checked and maintained throughout
the entire calibration.
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At the normal distance at which lamps are cali-

brated, the angle subtended at the strip by the
entrance pupil of the pyrometer varies from about
0.02 radian in the range 1100 to 2300 °C to about
0.05 radian at 800 °C. A detailed description of

the lamp orientation, direction of sighting,

entrance angle, and room temperature is given in

each certificate of calibration so that these condi-
tions can be duplicated by the lamp user.

c. The Electrical System

The source of electric current for the lamps is a
bank of storage batteries having a 1600 amp-hr
capacity and an emf of 120 v. Coarse control of

the lamp current is obtained with an NBS-
constructed air-ventilated resistor made of coils

of chromel A and nichrome wire connected in

parallel through knife switches. In parallel with
this arrangement are two slide-wire reostats for

fine control permitting changes of a few parts in

10,000. The polarity of the electrical connection
to the lamp is identified on the certificate. De-
pending on the lamp, currents from a few amperes
to 75 amp are required. These are determined to

an accuracy of about 1 part in 10,000 with a
potentiometer by measuring the potential differ-

ence across a 0.001-ohm calibrated shunt resistor

placed in series wdth the lamp. The current drift

during the time required to make a set of 4 bright-
ness matches is usually less than the equivalent of

1 deg C.

d. Calibration

Gas-filled lamps are annealed at a brightness
temperature between 2325 and 2350 °C for 2 hr
just prior to the calibration. The first temperature
calibrated is the highest point requested. Ob-
servations are made using a procedure similar
to that used in calibrating optical pyrometers.
Two observers each make four matches (bright to
dark, two dark to bright, bright to dark) at each
of the temperatures to be reported. In the usual
case of cahbrating at 100 deg C intervals, the
observers wait 10 min between points (after the
initial 2 hr anneal) to allow the lamp to reach
equilibrium after each temperatm-e change. How-
ever, at 1000 and 900 °C, a 15 min wait is employed
and at 800 °C, 20 min. For temperature changes
greater than 100 °C even longer waiting periods
are used.

The brightness temperatures of tungsten strip

lamps calibrated at NBS are reported to corre-
spond to a wavelength of 0.653 m- The actual
wavelength for the observations between 800 and
2300 °C varies from 0.657 to 0.653 m with abrupt
changes in wavelength whenever the range of the
pyrometer is changed. However the greatest
difference in the actual wavelength and that re-
ported only amounts to an error in brightness
temperature of about one-seventh the uncertainty
stated.

5.3. Precision and Accuracy^"

a. Definition of Precision and Accuracy

By the precision of a measm-ement, one usually
means how well the measurement is reproduced.
More specifically, if NBS calibrates an optical

pyrometer a number of times and if the pyrometer
is stable, a measure of the precision of the calibra-

tion or calibrations is the standard deviation of

the entire population comprising the calibrations.

If the entire population is not available, the
standard deviation of the population is estimated
by the standard deviation of a sample of the
population, and it should be kept in mind that
such estimates are subject to considerable varia-

tion from sample to sample when the size of the
sample is small [19].

The concept of accuracy refers to how well a
particular value agrees with the correct value.
However, except in a situation where a material
standard defines a unit of measurement, such as

the meter bar previous to 1960, the correct value
is not known and the accuracy of a particular
result can never be exactly determined. An
experimenter can make an estimate of the constant
or systematic errors of a measurement, and this

information is certainly useful. However, since

such estimates are a matter of judgment they
vary greatly from one individual to another, and
an objective interpretation on the meaning of the
errors is even more difficult if not impossible to

make.
There is a manner of obtaining an estimate of

accuracy, at least for temperature calibrations on
the IPTS, which does not possess these limitations.

The various national standards laboratories

throughout the world independently attempt to

experimentally realize the IPTS. Moreover, many
of these laboratories are continually trying to

improve their realization of the scale, and differ-

ences among the laboratories are probably the best
indication available of how well the scale is being
realized. Therefore, a very useful measure of the
accuracy of a temperature calibration relative to

the IPTS is the standard deviation of the popula-
tion consisting of the means of the population of

the temperature calibrations performed in each of

the national laboratories. In practice numerical
results are usually not available from all the
national laboratories, and therefore only a sample
or estimated standard deviation can be deter-

mined. Of com-se, any constant systematic error

that exists in all the national laboratories is not
revealed in this manner. But under these circum-
stances neither would it be accounted for in any
other way. Thus it is believed that the above
standard or sample standard deviation is the best
available estimate of the accuracy of realizing the
IPTS.

" The authors thank C. Elsenhart, H. H. Ku, and J. Mandel of the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards for their Interest and helpful discussions concern-
ing this section.
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b. A Statistical Model for Calibration Errors

There are a number of sources contributing to

the lack of precision and accuracy in optical pyrom-
eter and tungsten strip lamp calibrations. These
have already been discussed in various parts of the
paper and are summarized in the following statis-

tical model.

t\}ic=tint^-e^-\-ai+hj+Ck+d (5-2)

where tlj^ represents the temperature obtained
from a single set of observations by a single indi-

vidual with a particular apparatus in a particular

national laboratory. In eq (5-2) is the cor-

rect temperature on the IPTS, is the (random)
error of the lih. set of observations of an observer,^^

ai is the systematic error of the -ith observer, hj is

the systematic error of the ^th apparatus, the

systematic error of the ^"th national standards
laboratory and d is the constant systematic error

common to all the laboratories. All the errors

except d are assumed to be normally and inde-
pendently distributed [19] with mean or expected
value zero and variances V{e), V{a), V(b), and
V{c). From theory of statistics, then, the vari-

ance of t is equal to the sum of the variances of the
errors or

V{t) =F(e) +F(a) +F(6) +F(c) . (5-3)

No statistical (or other type) information can be
obtained for d until it is discovered in one or more
laboratories, and then it becomes part of the c*'s

of the remaining laboratories.

Estimates of the variances in eq (5-3) or their

square roots, i.e., the standard deviations, can be
obtained from the results of experiments by the
components of variance technique [20]. For ex-

ample, if one observer performs many calibrations

at one temperature on the same instrument using
the same apparatus in the same standards labora-
tory, all the parameters on the right hand side of

eq (5-2) remain constant except e'. Therefore the
variance of these individual temperature deter-
minations is an estimate of V{e). With V{e) de-
termined, a large number of observers can be
used to obtain an estimate of V{a). Similarly
estimates of V{b) and V{c) can be obtained. This
involves a tremendous amount of work and in

addition is complicated by the fact that any
changes or drifts in the instruments must also be
taken into account. Nevertheless, an attempt has
been made at NBS to begin to determine the
variances in this model. Preliminary estimates
for the standard deviations of these errors are

" For strip-lamp calibrations, a single set of observations means the 4
brightness matches (dark to bright, 2 bright to dark, dark to bright) and the
associated electrical current measurements. For optical pyrometer calibra-
tions, a single set of observations means the 8 brightness matches of the NI3S
and test pyrometers and associated electrical current measurements described
In section h.Z.

" For simplicity it has been assumed that the random error population for
each observer is the same. This is only approximately true in practice.

Table 3. Preliminary estimates for the standard deviations
in deg C of various errors associated with optical pyrometer
and strip lamp calibrations on the IPTS

e is the random error of a set of observations by a single observer and a, b,

and c are systematic errors associated with the observers, the apparatus, and
the national standards laboratory, respectively.

Strip lamps Pyrometers

1063 "C 2300 °C 10B3 °C 2300 °C

s(e) 0.3 0.9 0.3 1.4

s(a) 0.5 0.8 0.5 1.8

s(6) 0.3 0.6 0.3 1.4

s(c) <0.5 <2.0 <0.5 <2.0

listed in table 3 for calibrations of optical pyrom-
eters and tungsten strip lamps at 1063 and 2300
°C. Only an upper limit for the estimate of the

standard deviation of c could be determined be-

cause of the incompleteness of the data from the

1957-58 international comparison of strip lamps
discussed in section 4.

It is interesting to note that the estimated
standard deviations of the errors associated with
the calibration of pyrometers at 1063 °C turned
out to be the same as that for strip lamps. At
first this is surprising because twice as many
brightness matches are necessary for a pyrometer
calibration than for a strip-lamp calibration.

Analyzing the brightness matches more carefully,

however, one notes that when observers match
high or low with the NBS pyrometer, they also

match high or low respectively with the test py-
rometer. At 2300 °C the correlation does not
appear to exist, probably due to different pyrom-
eter-lamp brightness temperatures in the test

(-1050 °C) and NBS instrument (~1300 °C).

c. Uncertainties on Certificates

Ideally, the uncertainties stated on certificates

of calibrations should be related to the estimated

standard deviation of t. Unfortunately, adequate
information has not yet been obtained to make
this sufficiently quantitative to be meaningful.

Thus, until sufficient data are obtained, prelimi-

nary estimates of the type given in table 3 together

with the available data on the stability of strip

lamps and pyrometers have been used to make
"judgement type" estimates of the sum of the

errors in eq (5-2), assuming the signs associated

with the errors are the same. These are called

maximum uncertainties on the calibration certifi-

cates. For optical pyrometers they are usually

given as ±4 deg C at 800 °C, ±3 deg C at 1063

°C, ±8 deg C at 2800 °C, and about ±40 deg C
at 4000 °C. For strip lamps thev are ±5 deg C
at 800 °C, ±3 deg C at 1000 and 1100 °C, and ±7
deg C at 2300 °C. It is presently (1961) felt that

these errors are more conservative at the lower
temperatures than at the high temperatures. It

should be emphasized that these uncertainties as

stated on the certificates do not represent a
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standard deviation or some multiple of a standard
deviation. It is hoped, however, that something
more statistically meaningful can be incorporated

in the certificates in the near future.

d. Differences Between the IPTS and TTS

When it is necessary for someone to obtain a

temperature on the Thermodynamic Temperature
Scale (TTS) [21] with an instrument calibrated at

NBS on the IPTS, the estimated difference be-

tween the two scales is required. Above 1063 °C
this is relatively easy to obtain because the IPTS
would also be the TTS if the second radiation

constant and the freezing point of gold ^au were
correct. Thus, estimates of the correct values for

C2 and ^Au are sufficient to calculate estimated

differences between the two scales.

DuMond and Cohen [22] have reported a value

of 1.43884 ±0.00008 cm deg for C2, obtained from
their adjusted values of the atomic constants.

The freezing point of gold on the Thermod3mamic
Scale has been redetermined in a number of

laboratories during the past 6 years and three

independent groups have confirmed the value

1064.5 °C (therm.) [23]. Using these values for

C2 and ^Au, estimated differences between the TTS
and IPTS have been calculated and are presented

in figure 18. Also included in figure 18 is the error

incurred in using the Wien equation at 0.65 p. as an
approximation for the Planck equation in the IPTS.

1 1

\ /
y /

^ /

1-— I

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
TEMPERATURE,°K

Figure 18. Estimated difference between the Thermody-
namic Temperature Scale and the International Practical

Temperature Scale, and the error incurred when using the

Wien equation (at 0-66 n) as an approximation for the

Planck equation in the IPTS.

6. Applications

6.1. Temperature Measurements

An optical pyrometer determines the brightness

temperature of an incandescent body at the mean
effective wavelength between the brightness tem-
perature and the color temperatm-e of the body.
If the spectral emittance of the particular part of

the body sighted on is known, the temperature of

the body may be determined from the following

equation

^x.,_.,(r)iV^x,^_,^(r)=A^.x,^_,,(r^) (6-1)

or

r ^2 1-1 r ^2 "1-1

(6-2)

where exTg-r^iT) is the spectral emittance at the

mean effective wavelength Xt^-Tc, Tb is the bright-

ness temperature of the body at this wavelength,

Tc the color temperature, and T the temperature.
When Wien's equation is an adequate approxima-
tion, eq (6-2) can be reduced to the simpler form

Spectral emittances are accurately known for

only a few substances and surface conditions.

Probably the most accurately known spectral

emittances are those for tungsten [6, 24, 25]. An
illuminating review of the principles, methods of

measiu-ement and the results of investigations

on spectral emittances prior to 1939 has been
given by Worthing [26]. More recent contribu-
tions can be found in the proceedings [27] of the

Fourth Symposium on Temperature, Columbus,
Ohio (1961).

In the vicinity of the gold point and a wave-
length of 6500 A an error of 1 percent in spectral

emittance results in an error of only 0.065
percent in temperature. More generally, using
Wien's approximation, assuming that the small
variation of spectral emittance with temperature
may be neglected, and differentiating the equation

iVx(T)= €x(r)CA-'e-'^2/x^, (6-4)

one obtains
dT_KTdN .

T~C, N' ^'

For the most accurate temperature determina-
tion with an optical pyrometer, it is recommended
that a blackbody be built into the experimental
setup. Then, of course, the spectral emittance is

unity and the temperature is equal to the bright-

ness temperature. Often blackbody conditions

can be approximated sufficiently well by simply
driUing a small hole into a sohd or by inserting a

small cavity in a molten substance,

6.2. Spectral Radiance Calibrations Using
Strip Lamps

Tungsten strip lamps are often used to calibrate

the response of spectrographs and spectrometers
from about 2500 to 25,000 A. For this purpose
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the brightness temperature or spectral radiance
of the lamp as a function of wavelength is re-

quired. Such a calibration is performed in the
Radiometry Section at NBS and is available to
the public. At present (1961) the maximum un-
certainties reported vary from 3 percent at 25000
A to 8 percent at 2500 A.
Another way of obtaining the spectral calibra-

tion of a strip lamp is to calculate it using the
brightness temperature from an optical pyrometer
determination and published values for the spec-
tral emittance of tungsten. The spectral radiance
of a tungsten lamp is given by

= ,,{T)T,C,\~ne''2"^-l]-' (6-6)

where Tb is the brightness temperature of the
lamp at wavelength X, ex(Z') is the spectral emit-
tance of the tungsten, Tx the spectral transmittance
of the lamp window or envelope, and T the strip

temperature. The procedure for determining
Nx{T) at any wavelength is to first solve for T
in eq (6-6) using the calibrated value of Tb and
the measured or assumed value for r\ and pub-
lished value of ex, all at the mean effective wave-
length associated with Tb. Then Nx{T) can be
calculated for any wavelength for which ex and
T\ are available. For the visible spectral region
and infrared to about 25000 A, it is usually ade-
quate to assume rx is constant. If a quartz
envelope is used rather than glass, the constancy
can be extended down to about 2800 A or less,

depending on the type of quartz. Several papers
have reported experimental determinations of ex

for tungsten during the past 10 years [6, 24, 25].

One of the major limitations of this technique is

the question of whether the emittance of the
tungsten in the lamp being used is the same as

that reported in the literature. In addition, the
effect of internal reflections and knowledge of the
transmittance of the window will be somewhat
uncertain. On the other hand, all of these parf),m-

eters are used in a relative manner, i.e., the spec-

tral radiance is known at about 0.65 n, and one
merely has to compute values at other wavelengths
relative to it. As a result, the calculated spectral

radiances at wavelengths other than 0.65 n are
usually only a few percent more uncertain than
the spectral radiance at 0.65 m which is obtained
directly from the brightness temperature.

In using the tungsten lamp for spectral cali-

brations one should take the same precautions of
orientation and alinement described in sections
3 and 5. In particular, one should try to use the
strip lamp at the same entrance angle at which it

was calibrated, especially when this angle is small
and the lamp envelope appears to be inhomoge-
neous in the region where the beam exits.

6.3. Secondary Standards

A laboratory or industrial group that requires
high accuracy in their optical pjrpometry work or
that requires only moderate accuracy but uses
many strip lamps or optical pyrometers should con-
sider maintaining their own secondary standards.
It is often asked which is preferable, a strip lamp
or optical pyrometer as a secondary standard to
maintain the IPTS above 1063 °C. There is no
unique answer to this question. It will depend
on some factors that only the user himself is

aware of, factors such as the manner and fre-

quency with which the secondary standards are
used and the money and personnel available for
this work. Some of the factors that should be
considered are listed in table 4.

6.4. Recommendations for Achieving High
Accuracy and Precision

Wlien high accuracy is the primary considera-
tion in maintaining or making measurements on
the IPTS, a few procedures should be emphasized.
Both optical pyrometers and tungsten strip lamps
change with use. Therefore, in order to obtain
high accuracy, a laboratory should use one cali-

brated strip lamp or optical pyrometer infre-

quently and compare the strip lamps or pyrom-
eters used regularly to it. As emphasized pre-
viously, great care should be taken concerning the
orientation and alinement of the strip lamps, and
vacuum lamps should be used whenever possible

Table 4. Relative merits of strip lamps and optical pyrometers as secondary standards for the IPTS

Strip lamps Optical pyrometers Section
discussed

Stability
NBS calibration uncertainty
Brightness temperature range
Care necessary for orientation and ambient
temperature control.

Time to reach equilibrium
Cost of instrument
Cost of NBS calibration
Cost of additional apparatus for most ac-

curate use.

800-2300 °C.
Considerable.

Somewhat better.

.At present (1961) about the same-

Minutes to an hour.
Considerably less

Less

800-4000 °C, and higher.
Very little

Seconds to a minute.

2.1, 3.4

5.12
5.6
3.4

2.1, 5.9

Somewhat less.
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For optimum precision and accuracy in the

use of pyrometers, laboratories should request
NBS to calibrate their pyrometer as a function of

pyrometer filament current. The laboratory
should then use a standard resistor and a sufficiently

accurate potentiometer to determine this current.

A multiturn smooth turning rheostat is highly
desirable fbr varying the filament current while
making the brightness matches. The precision

of matches can often be improved greatly by
having the pyrometer mounted rigidl}'' in a

comfortable position for a sitting observer. A
black cloth thrown over the observer's head and
part of the optical pyrometer to shield the ob-
server from any distracting or annoying light is

helpful. Observations should always be made from
both a dai'k and a bright filament to a match or

disappearance and the two results averaged.
If one or two individuals primarily use the pyrom-
eter, make sure that their technique of matching
does not give results very different from the
average of 5 or 6 observers. In addition, if non-
blackbodies are often used, it is well to use 5 or 6

observers to determine if any observer has a very
unusual relative luminosity curve. The standard
deviation of the mean effective wavelength due
to luminosity factor differences has been reported

[28] to be about 8 A, which in reading a strip lamp
at 2300 °C with a pyrometer having a constant
A value absorbing glass, amounts to about 0.4

deg C.^^ Of greater relative importance than the

relative luminosity factors for affecting the effec-

tive wavelengths are differences in spectral trans-

mittance of the red glasses in pyrometers.
Methods for determining the effective wavelengths
of optical pyrometers were described in section 5.

For convenience, table 5 summarizes the various
recommendations for the practice of precise and
acciirate optical pjTometry.

53 However, In a primary calibration an error of 8 A In the mean effective

wavelenath between 1063 and 2300 °C is equivalent to an error of about
3}^ deg C at 2300 °C.

Table 5. Recommendations for the precise and accurate
use of optical pyrometers and tungsten strip lamps

Recommendation

Use the instrument infrequently
Take the necessary precautions in orienting
and alining strip lamps

Use a source whose image is large compared
to that of the pyrometer filament

Use several observers
The observer should be in a comfortable

position, have a hood, and have the py-
rometer rigidly mounted

Determine the effective wavelength of the
pyrometer when observing non-black
sources

Use the pyrometer lamp current as the
parameter to relate the brightness match

Use a vacuum strip lamp for brightness
temperatures beloM '400 °C

Section discussed

2.1, 6.4

3.4, 5.3, 5.7

3.3

5.11, 6.4

6.4

1.6, 1.7,

5.2, 6.4

5.3, 6.4

3.3

6.5. Fundamental Limitations

The fundamental limitation in visual optical
pyrometry is the sensitivity of the human eye.

Lovejoy [7], using the results of an investigation
of contrast thresholds or limens (see footnote 15)
reported by Blackwell [29], calculated the expected
observer standard deviation temperatures for

the mean of a set of matches consisting of a bright
filament to disappearance and a dark filament to
disappearance for a pyrometer having a 0.05
radian exit angle, a 0.7 mm exit pupil, and a 0.038
mm actual and 10 min apparent angular filament
width. The standard deviations ranged from 0.2

deg C at 1400 °C to 0.3 deg C at 1063 °C and
increased to 1.6 deg C at 800 "C,^* and agreed
well with his experimental values.

Another basic limitation in visual pyrometry is

the uncertainty of the observer's relative lu-

minosity function. This function is required in

a primary calibration of optical pyrometers at
temperatures above the gold point, and its un-
certainty corresponds to an equivalent uncertainty
of about 1 to V/o deg C in the primary calibration
at 2400 °C. The effect of the uncertainty in the
relative luminosity factors could be reduced by
using a narrower spectral bandwidth in optical
pyi-ometers. However, then one would begin to
be even more limited by the eye's contrast
sensitivity. Most optical pyrometers appear to

be designed so that the two limitations are about
equal at 2400 °C.

6.6. Photoelectric Optical Pyrometers

During the past 5 years, optical pyrometers
which employ a photomultiplier tube rather than
the eye as a detector have come into existence.

Such instruments have been developed in the
national standards laboratories of the U.S.S.R.
[30], Austraha [31], and the United States [1].

They have considerably greater sensitivity and
precision (~0.01 deg) than the visual instruments
and can use a much smaller spectral bandwidth.
It is expected that photoelectric pyrometers will

make possible at least an order of magnitude
greater accuracy in optical pyrometry. However,
in order to achieve this a number of difficult

problems will have to be solved. Two of these
are obtaining a "blackbody" with an emittance
approaching 0.9999 and determining the ratio
of two beams of radiant energy with an accuracy
of 0.01 percent. These and other challenging
problems, and the promising increase in the
accuracy of high-temperature measurement if they
are solved, have stimulated a new and exciting
activity in the field of optical pyrometry.

3' Corresponding standard deviations for higher temperatures can be
obtained from the relation between two temperature differentials obtained
from Wlen's equation. This relation Is dT=(T/r,4)2dT^ where Treprcsents
the higher range temperature and Ta its corresponding apparent temperature
as seen through the absorbing glass. At 2400 "C the resulting standard
deviation Is about 1 deg C.
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Abstract

A photoelectric pyrometer has been developed with
which the International Practical Temperature Scale (IPTS)
above the gold point, 1063 °C, is realized about 5 times more
accurately than with the prevalently used disappearing
filament visual pyrometer. Estimated standard deviation

uncertainties of realizing the IPTS with the photoelectric

instrument are 0.06 deg C at 1063 °C, 0.12 deg C at 1256 °C,

0.27 degC at 1650 °C, 0.7 deg C at 2330 °C, and 2 deg C at

3525 °C. The design, evaluation, and calibration to realize the

IPTS are discussed.

1. Introduction

The International Practical Temperature Scale

(IPTS) [1] above 1063 °C is usually realized with a

disappearing filament optical pyrometer [2]. The
reproducibility and accuracy of the optical pyrometer

is primarily liniited by the contrast sensitivity of the

human eye [3]. Photoelectric means of detecting the

equality of spectral radiance along the same principles

as those of the visual instrument have been demon-
strated to be considerably more precise, and this

increased precision has been accomplished with a

narrower spectral passband.

During the past few years, photoelectric pyrometers

have been developed at the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) and at other national standards

laboratories [4, 5]. Progress toward evaluating the

NBS instrument has been previously reported [6, 7].

This instrument has been calibrated relative to the

IPTS four different times during the past two years,

and has been used for about 735 hours in calibrating

strip lamps and pyrometers. The present paper is a

comprehensive description of the NBS photoelectric

pyrometer and of the results in realizing and main-

taining the IPTS.

2. Description

The optical system of the photoelectric pyrometer

is shown in Fig. 1. The major differences of this optical

system from that of the visual pyrometer are the

1.3 mm diameter field stop*, the passband filters in

addition to a red glass, and a specularly reflecting

disk with a slit. The image reflected at the disk

provides for alignment and focusing. For this purpose

the 1.3 mm field stop is temporarily removed. Small

(0.2 mm) vertical displacements of the pyrometer
lamp alternate its image on the slit with that of the

external radiant source. This can be accomplished

manually or automatically at intervals of 30 sees. The
equality of the multiplier phototube response as it is

irradiated alternately by the two images constitutes

a photoelectric match.

The optical system is largely corrected for spherical

aberration and coma. Lenses at lA are telescope

objectives and are used in the pyrometer at the

object and image distances for which they are cor-

rected. The remaining lenses were designed specifically

for the photoelectric pyrometer. According to the

manufactures report, lenses IIA and IIB together

have a longitudinal spherical aberration of less than
0.15 mm for 6563 A (Hydrogen C line), 5893 A (Sodium

D line), and 5461 A (Mercury E Hne). The lens system

IIIA and IIIB, treated as one optical component, is

reported to have a longitudinal spherical aberration

of only 1.5 mm for the C Une and less for the D and E
lines. The resulting image quafity appears to be

adequate. Some defocusing (as a way to represent a

poorer image) is possible without a detectable change

in photoelectric response, thus indicating that the

response is independent of the residual aberrations.

The absorbing glasses are made of Jena NG-3
filter glass, and are inserted into the optical path to

extend the temperature range above 1256 °C. Corning

Pyrometer Brown glass is often used for this purpose

;

however, this glass was not available in small quan-

* Lenses at lA and the field stop were not in the original

version of the instrument described in Ref. [6].
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Il5cm

tities at the time of construction of the pyrometer.

The Jena NG-3 was selected for its similarity to the

Corning Brown in its relative spectral transmittance

within the spectral passband of the p3rrometer. Both
of these glasses have "A" values [2] that vary only

slightly with source temperature. This characteristic

facilitates a more reliable determination of the "A"
value at all temperatures. The 4 glasses are nearly

equal in "A" value (approximately 135 mireds) and
are used in tandem for the high temperature ranges.

They are positioned in a parallel beam so that the

image formed by the inter-reflected rays is super-

imposed on the primary image. An accurate correction

can be made for this additional radiation using the

experimentally determined reflectance of each glass

surface.

The photoelectric pyrometer has three vacuum
pyrometer lamps that are mounted so that they can

be quickly and precisely interchanged. Thus the

lamps may be accurately intercompared by using an
external source which need be stable only for times of

the order of 5 or 10 mins. The lamps have small

tungsten ribbon filaments up to 0.1mm wide. The
flat filament provides a more uniform radiance than a

round filament, and this makes positioning of the

image over the slit less critical.

The aperture stop before the lenses at IIIA is not

in the proper ratio to the objective aperture to fulfill

Fairchild and Hoover's criterion [8]. This criterion

was concerned with conditions for reducing diffraction

at the edge of a pyrometer lamp filament, in order to

provide good visual disappearance. The criterion is not

applicable to the photoelectric pyrometer, since the

sht is covered only by the central 0.8 of the filament

image, and the edges are avoided. Both the entrance

aperture and exit aperture are considerably larger

than those of a conventional visual pyrometer, with

the ratio, entrance to exit, being 1.23.

The multi-element filter in front of lens IIIB plus

an additional filter behind this lens isolates a spectral

passband centered on 6545 A with a width at half the

transmittance of 125 A*. The multi-element filter

consists of a multi-layer dielectric interference filter,

a sideband suppression interference filter, and a red

glass, all of which are cemented together. The re-

maining filter is another side-band suppression inter-

* Previously reported as 110 A from manufacturer's data.

ference filter, added to suppress some radiation

detected at 7700 A. Fig. 2 compares the passband of

the photoelectric pjrrometer with that of the NBS
laboratory visual pyrometer [2], which is typical, in

this respect, of present day optical pyrometers.

Two mechanically interchangeable specular disks

are provided. One contains a slit about 0.8 mm by
2.4 mm and the other a circular aperture 0.8 mm in

diameter. The conjugate target dimensions are 0.2 mm
by 0.6 mm, and 0.2 mm diameter. The slit is used for

regular work, while the smaller circular aperture is

used for determining the temperature gradient of a

source.

The optical system, chiefly the interference filters,

polarize the radiation about 5%. This is probably due

to the orientation of the interference surfaces at 7

degrees to the optic axis (to direct the reflected radia-

tion out of the optica' train). This polarization, if not

corrected, would cause errors in radiance temperature

measurements of polarized or partially polarized

sources. A tungsten strip lamp, which is frequently

used as a secondary standard source, is an example of

a partially polarized source when it is viewed at an

angle away from the normal of the strip surface. The

most general solution to the problem was to depolarize

the instrument, and this was done rather simply by
inserting a parallel plane glass plate in the optical path

and adjusting its orientation until the photoelectric

.2

1 1
1 1 1 1 1

NBS VISUAL / \ NBSPHOIOELECIfilC

PrROHETER / \ PYROMETER

1
/ 1 ^

1

\^
1 ^ -1

6000 6400 6800 7200

WAVELENGTH,*

Fig. 2. Spectral passbands of the NBS visual and photoelectric pyrometer.

The visual pyrometer curve is determined by a red glass and the visibility

function of the observer, while the photoelectric curve is determined mainly
by an interference filter
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response to polarized radiation was constant regard-

less of the direction of the polarization.

A block diagram of the electrical system of the

photoelectric pyrometer is shown in Fig. 3. The
system detects, ampHfies, and records a dc signal. The
potential developed across the load resistor in the

output of the multiplier phototube is largely canceled

by an adjustable bias voltage in order to reduce the

MULTIPLIER

PHOTOTUBE

ADJUSTABLE

BUS

VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE

DIVIDER

NETWORK

I

DC

AMPLIFIER

HIGH

IMPEDANCE

INPUT

RECORDER

mV
- 0 -

TT
TIME CONSTANTS

I 2 ,2

g.^. Ij.se.

TO VOLTAGE SUPPLY

500-I300V

Fig. 3. Electrical system of the NBS photoelectric pyrometer

linearity and stability requirements of the amplifier

and to increase the sensitivity of the recorder trace.

Rather than to attempt to match completely the

source and pyrometer lamp it is less time consuming
to leave small differences in their recorder traces and
interpolate to a match. These differences are usually

less than the equivalent of 0.2 deg C, and the inter-

polation does not add any additional significant

uncertainty.

The multipUer phototube is an RCA 7265, 14-

stage, end-on-Ulumination type with an S-20 spectral

response. The tube data show a sensitivity at 6545 A
of 35% of the maximum sensitivity at 4200 A. The
quantum efficiency at 6545 A is reported to be about

6%. At present the multiplier phototube is operated

at room temperature, but, if required, it can be cooled

with a minor modification of the pyrometer. A voltage

supply, reported by the manufacturer to regulate to

0.1% for an ac line change of 25 volts, supplies up to

1300 volts across a voltage divider resistance network
for the phototube dynodes. Carbon resistors of 5%
tolerance and 1 watt rating are used in the network.

A battery supply has also been used with the indivi-

dual batteries connected between the dynodes. Com-
parison of the performance of the phototube with the

two voltage supplies has shown that the resistance

network does not add a significant amount of noise to

the signal.

Typical electrical parameters, used with a black-

body source of 1063 °C, are as follows. With 1150

volts on the multiplier phototube the tube has an
output current of 0.058 [xA (with dark current

<0.0002 [jA), which developes 192 millivolts across

the 3.3 megohm resistance. With this signal biased,

and the amplifier plus attenuator at a gain of about 2,

the recorder has a 10 inch deflection for a change of

signal of about 2.5%. This change corresponds to

about a 2 deg C change in the temperature of the

1063 °C source, or 0.02 deg C per chart division of

0.1 inch.

3. Reproducibility

3.1 Precision of a radiance match

The precision attainable in making a radiance

match is limited by the fluctuations appearing on the

recorder trace. Fig. 4 shows these in comparison to a

0.2 deg C change in radiance temperature of a source

at 1063 °C, using various electrical time responses.

When recorder traces 30 sees long

are obtained, as has been the prac-

tice, the higher frequency fluctua-

tions or noise can be averaged fairly

well by a straight fine through the

trace. The effect of longer period

fluctuations is reduced by averaging

4 to 8 consecutive radiance matches.

As a measure of the obtainable

precision of a single radiance match,

the sample standard deviation of

a series of successive determinations

of the radiance temperature of a

vacuimi tungsten strip lamp at a ra-

diance temperature of about 1063 °C

was determined. A standard devi-

ation of 0.02 deg C, largely inde-

pendent of the electrical time re-

sponse used, was obtained.

Since the dark current trace of Fig. 4 shows no
significant noise, the noise appearing on the recorder

trace under conditions of illumination must be due
primarily to the statistical fluctuations of the electrons

released at the cathode surface of the multiplier

phototube. In accord with theoretical considerations

RC= /gSec

RC= '/esec DARK CURRENT

Fig. 4. Kecorder traces showing the noise in comparison to 0.2 deg C change
in radiance temperature of a source at 1063 °C, for various RC time con-

stants of the electrical system

the expected rms value of this noise is proportional

to the square root of the signal [9], and therefore the

signal-to-noise ratio is also proportional to the square

root of the signal. The characteristics which determine

the signal-to-noise ratio are fisted in Tab. i. The
entrance angle is the angle subtended at the source by
the entrance pupil of the pyrometer. The target

dimensions given are those of the conjugate image of

the slit in the plane of the source. An improved signal-

to-noise ratio does not rapidly improve the precision

of the radiance match over and above that obtainable
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Table 1 . Characteristics which determine the signal to noise

ratio of the NBS photoelectric pyrometer

(1) Optical

Entrance angle: 8 degrees

Target dimensions: 0.2 mm x 0.6 mm
Passband : 1 25 Angstroms at 6545 A
Transmittance : 35%

(2) Electrical

Multiplier phototube: Quantum efficiency, 6% at 6545 A
Time constants: 1/6, 2/3, 1 2/3 sec.

already from integrating 30 sec traces. At the upper

end of the low range, 1256 °C, the signal-to-noise ratio

is greater by a factor of about three; however, the

precision of the match is only slightly improved.

Therefore, considerable change in the characteristics

listed in Tab. 1 would be necessary to produce a

significant improvement in the pyrometer.

3.2 Stability of pyrometer lamps

The frequency of recalibration and the accuracy

to which the IPTS is maintained between calibrations

depend in large measure on the reproducibility of the

radiance of the pyrometer lamps for any given electric

current. New pyrometer lamps are aged before being

calibrated in order to obtain a stable radiance vs

current relationship. Eight lamps have been investi-

gated for reproducibility during or after various

schedules of ageing. However the results have not

shown a significant correlation between manner of

ageing and stabfiity. The instabihty of the pyrometer

lamps is probably the major limitation in maintaining

the IPTS.
The lamps tested have been labeled ph 1 to ph 8.

Lamps ph 1, 2, 7 and 8 are NBS designed lamps having

tungsten filaments of 99.9% purity. The filaments are

0.1 mm wide, 0.01 mm thick, and 32 mm long. Lamps
ph 3, 4, 5, and 6 are commercial lamps with flat

tungsten filaments about 0.05 mm wide and of

99.9 + % purity. All the lamps are vacuum type with

an estimated bulb pressure of 10"* torr.

Results of the stability tests are given in Figs. 5 to

9. Differences occurring as a function of time between
pyrometer lamps left on continuously and a pyro-

meter lamp inoperative (except for the periodic com-
parison) are plotted. The comparisons were made by
using an external vacuum strip lamp as a transfer

source.

Lamps ph 1 and ph 3 of Fig. 5 were aged prior to

testing for 2000 hours at 1500 °C (tungsten tempera-

ture) and 1000 hours at 1450 °C, respectively, while

ph 4 was used as purchased.

Fig. 6 shows the behavior of a lamp which, be-

cause of its rapid decrease in radiance temperature

( ~ 1063 °C) for a constant current, was given addi-

tional treatment. After three hours at 1950 °C its

radiance temperature at the initial current was about

8 deg C higher than just before the ageing, and was
increasing rapidly. During 500 hours ageing at 1900 °C

the radiance temperature decreased about 2 deg C but
was found to increase with time on a subsequent run
at 1063 °C radiance temperature. The transmittance

of the windows of the lamp ph 2 was measured before

and after the last ageing treatment in order to check

the possible coating of the inner surfaces of the glass

envelope. A decrease in the transmittance of about 1%

Fig. 5. Change in radiance temperature of pyrometer lamps initially at
1063 °C radiance temperature, versus hours at a coastant lamp current

(for two windows) was observed. This accounts for

only 20% of the change observed after the 500 hour
ageing treatment.

Fig. 7b shows the results of two commercial lamps
which were not given prior ageing at NBS. After

500 hours at lamp currents for a 1063 °C radiance

temperature, the lamps were run at 1250 °C radiance

temperature for an additional 300 hours, then finally

set back to 1063 °C for the remainder of the test. The
reproducibility of the radiance of the lamps was
checked at 1063 °C throughout. Also shown (Fig. 7a)

are the periodic comparisons between the pyrometer

lamp used as a reference and the vacuum strip lamp
used as the transfer source. These latter results show
continual long term agreement between these infre-

quently used lamps.

Two new NBS lamps, ph 7 and ph 8, were checked

dm-ing the process of ageing by periodic comparisons

at 1063 °C radiance temperature with a little used

reference lamp. After 900 hours both lamps had
become reasonably stable while they were kept on at

1550 °C, Fig. 8. The stability was not maintained when
the lamps were aged further at a lower temperature of

1130 °C (1063 °C radiance temperature), as Fig. 8

shows.

EngUsh vacuum tungsten strip lamps with strips

1.3 mm wide have been tested for stability with a

spectroradiometer in another laboratory of the NBS
Radiation Thermometry Section, and with a sensitivity

within a factor of 2 or 3 of that of the photoelectric

pyrometer. Some of these lamps, compared with a

httle-used reference lamp (another strip lamp),

showed results similar to those pyrometer lamps of

0.2

AFTER 2000 HOURS
AT 1500 •C

AFTER 3 HOURS
AT 1950 °C

AFTER 500 HOURS
AT 1900 °C

0 +7.4

0 iT I063°C

^ +8.2 - +72

-0.2

Af.-C 0\ +8.0 - / +7.0

-0.4

+ 7.8 -/ +6.8

-0.6
PYROMETER LAMP
Ph 2. NBS DESIGN

+ 7.6 / +6.6

-0.8 1 < 1

0 100 0 100 0 100

HOURS

Fig. 6. Changes in radiance temperature of a pyrometer lamp versus hours
at a constant lamp cturren, as a result of ageing the lamp
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Fig. 7. (a) Comparisons of a pyrometer lamp and a 1.3 mm vacuum strip

lamp both left off except for the brief comparisons. The pyrometer and
strip lamps were used to check lamps in b below, (b) Changes in radiance
temperature 1063 "C versus hours at constant lamp currents for 1063 °C or

1250 °C radiance temperatures

Fig. 7. Others behaved better while a few were sub-

stantially worse.

The photoelectric pjT:ometer was given a primary

cahbration, using the pyrometer lamp designated ph 1.

This lamp, whose early history is shown in Fig. 5,

had been frequently used thereafter, and therefore

received additional ageing. After the cahbration, com-

parisons were made at 1063 °C with the gold point

furnace, as the most reUable way of ascertaining

drifts and correcting the IPTS. Fig. 9 shows the

results of these comparisons. After the first one-

hundred hours the trend has become fairly predictable.

Short term instabilities of pyrometer lamps were

investigated by first matching to a strip lamp at

1063 °C radiance temperature, then turning the

pyrometer lamps up to 1256 °C (highest temperature

used) for an hour, and immediately thereafter re-

checking at 1063 °C to see if the original matches

were reproduced. Early in its history ph 1 showed a

significant inertia, taking an hour to recover [6] in

this treatment. After several years of use at various

temperatures the lamp has improved and recent

cycling tests show recovery within two minutes at

1063 °C after an hour at 1256 °C.

Our experience with vacuum tungsten pyrometer

lamps has not led to any conclusion as to the causes of

observed instabDities. A new lamp may either increase

or decrease in radiance with time and at an unpre-

HOUBS

Fig. 8. Pyrometer lamps checked at 1063 °C for final stability while on
after the indicated period of ageing at 1550 °C, then checked for stability

during the additional indicated ageing at 1063 °C radiance temperature

0 200 400 600 800
HOURS OF USE

Fig. 9. Changes at 1063 "C radiance temperature of pyrometer lamp, ph 1,

with hours of use in the calibrated p.vrometer. The lamp becomes less radiant
at a given current with continued use

dictable rate. Lamps achieving good long term stabil-

ity have, on occasion, begim to change more rapidly.

Our present practice is to choose a lamp with a

suitable history and check or recahbrate is after fifty

to a hundred hours of use. In addition, a more com-
prehensive investigation of pjnrometer lamps is being

initiated.

4. Effect of the size of the radiant source on accuracy

Three different factors that could afl^ect the

accuracy of realizing the IPTS were related to the

size of the radiant source. In the initial design of the

pyrometer there were adverse effects caused by
scattering of radiation in the optical system and
heating of the pjrrometer lamp filament by the

incident image. In addition, there was heating of the

absorbing glasses by the incident radiation, which was
dependent on the source size (as well as its temper-

ature); this heating was found to cause a change in

absorptance. The effect on performance of all three

factors has been considerably reduced by the addition

of lenses lA and the 1.3 mm field stop (Fig. 1). Never-

theless, prior investigation of these factors with lenses

IIA and IIB as the objective had revealed several

characteristics of interest.

4.1 Radiation scatter in the optical system

It had been observed that a significant amount of

the radiation originating in the object plane (the

conjugate image of the sht) outside the target area

was detected by the pjTometer. Radiation from these

areas on the source could arrive at the sht through

diffraction, interreflections in the optical components,

and scattering by dust or imperfections in the compo-

nents. In the absence of detailed analysis of the causes

and to simplify discussion, the combined effects will be

referred to as a scattering of the radiation.

The effect of scatter on the radiance match ^vith

sources of the same radiance but differing in size was

investigated. In the process of a primary calibration,

a gold point furnace, which is a radiant source approxi-

mately 50 mm in diameter, and 1.3 mm wide tungsten

strip lamps are used. An experimental source made of

a 50 mm diameter disk coated with MgO paint was

irradiated by a number of conventional incandescent

lamps to represent the furnace. The flat disk at room
temperature provided a convenient way to represent,
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also, a 1.3 mm by 50 mm strip soiirce by positioning

black velvet paper with a cut out of these dimensions

in front of the disk. Upon comparing these two
different sized and shaped surfaces at 1063 °C simu-

lated temperature, the 50 mm disk, matched 0.1 deg C
higher than the 1.3 mm strip.

There was some concern that the partial coherence

of the reflected radiation from the MgO may not

properly simulate a self-radiating source. Therefore,

besides the MgO disk, a self-radiating 50 mm disk of

60% platinum, 40% rhodium alloy was used, with

1.3 mm graphite cut outs. Tests with both disks gave

similar results, and indicated that the more convenient

MgO source is suitable for additional work of this

nature.

The amount of radiation detected from outside

the target area is considerably more than that equiv-

alent to the 0.1 deg C radiance temperature. Fig. 10

shows the relative photoelectric response in an experi-

ment which reveals the total amount of scattered
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SLIT, l imm STRIP IN
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b PYROMETER FILAMENT

DISPLACED. 1 5 mm
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SOURCE BLOCKED
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d PYROMETER FILAMENT 0

SLIT, SOmmOISK IN

8ACKCR0UND
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e PYROMETER FILAMENT

DISPLACED, SOmmOISK

OK SLIT
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RELATIVE PHOTOELECTRIC RESPONSE

Fig. 10. Drop in piiotwlectric response to tlie pyrometer lamp filament
when the 1.3 mm by 50 mm and the 50 mm disk sources are blocked off.

The pyrometer lamp current was constant throughout. Only the 0.1 degC
mismatch is of significance to accuracy

radiation. The figure first represents a match (a and b)

between the pyrometer lamp and the 1.3 mm strip.

The drop in response at c occurs when the source is

blocked off from the pyrometer. This shows that

about 4% of the radiation (difference between a and c)

arrived at the sUt through scatter from the 1.3 mm
strip source. Over 7% is scattered from the 50 mm
disk (difference between d and c).

For further explorations of scatter, an MgO disk

was made with a 1 mm diameter hole through the

center. In use the photoelectric pyrometer is sighted

at the center of the dark hole. Thus, any photoelectric

response under these conditions is that due to scatter

alone.

By using this source it was determined that the

interference filters were largely responsible for the

radiation scatter. When the photoelectric pjri-ometer

was tested without the filters the percentage scattered

was reduced by a factor of three. The interference

layers of the filters, when examined with obUque
illumination, appear somewhat spotty.

By adding the 1.3 mm field stop and lenses lA to

image the source at the stop, the effective size of the

source was made invariant for the remainder of the

pyrometer. The scattering under these conditions was
about 3.5% of the radiation detected. The matching
discrepancy between a 50 mm disk and a 1.3 mm
strip was reduced from 0.1 dec C to 0.03 deg C. This

correction was made when comparing the gold point

furnace and a 1.3 mm strip lamp.

4.2 Heating of the pyrometer filament by incident

radiation

The heating of the pyrometer filament by the

incident radiation could lead to errors in radiance

temperature measurements. The fHament Is horizon-

tal, and of two sources of the same radiance the wider

source gave rise to more heating of the filament, which
would then require less lamp current for a match.

The heating of the filament was first noticed by a
slight increase in pyrometer lamp current when a

source was blocked off. This change indicated a

decrease in the resistance of the lamp filament brought

about by its decrease in temperature. To check this

further, an infrared transmitting filter with essentially

complete absorption at 7500 A and shorter wave-
lengths was positioned between the source and the

pyrometer. This filter eliminated any effects of the

radiation scatter by absorbing most of the radiation

which the photomultiplier could detect. Pyrometer
lamp radiance changes were observed as the front lens

(of the initial photoelectric pyrometer) was covered

with a shutter. With a 1.3 mm strip lamp as a 1063 °C

source the decrease in radiance temperature of the

filament was about 0.05 deg C. Before similar observa-

tions could be made with the gold point furnace, the

pyrometer was modified with the additional lenses

and field stop. It was estimated, that with the initial

pyrometer design the gold point would have raised

the pyrometer filament about 1 deg C.

With the modification, as with the radiation

scatter effect, the size (and width) of the source was
made invariant, and there should be no unequal

heating by different sources. Experiments, however,

with the infra-red filter and the gold point furnace as

well as the strip lamp showed a 0.03 deg C difference

in temperature. This is believed to be caused by the

greater infra-red content of the furnace radiation. The
0.03 deg C correction was made in the calibration

process, where the gold blackbody and strip lamps
were compared.

4.3 Change of absorptance of the absorbing glasses

through heating

The change in the absorptance of the absorbing

glasses due to heatmg by the incident radiation was
indicated by matching a 1.3 mm strip lamp at 1350 °C,

through an absorbing glass, before and immediately

after sighting on a 3 mm by 45 mm strip lamp at

2400 °C for one hour. The difference in absorptance

before and after heating by the high temperature

lamp was observed as an erroneous change in the

radiance temperature of the 1350 °C lamp of a fittie

more than one deg C. Both the Jena NG-3 and the

Corning Brown were tested in this manner. The Jena

NG-3 glass decreased in absorptance with heating and
the Corning glass increased by about the same amount.

Because the Jena and Corning glasses showed
opposite temperature effects, a laminated absorbing
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glass ofJena NG-3 and Corning Brown was constructed

in order to neutralize the heating effect. Tests on the

laminated glass showed this to be a satisfactory solu-

tion. However, the addition of the 1.3 mm field stop,

which was desirable for other reasons also, cut down
the radiant energy incident on the glasses from a 3 mm
strip lamp by a factor of about 100. Further tests

showed this to be an adequate solution to eliminating

undue heating by radiant sources, and the Jena NG-3
glasses were continued in use.

The pyrometer is used in a laboratory where the

temperature is known to vary over a range of 2 deg C.

To test the effect of the temperature of the glass as it

changes with ambient temperature, a 6 deg C change

in ambient temperature was induced while the pjrro-

meter was matched to a 1256 °C strip lamp using an
absorbing glass. Comparison of temperature measure-

1063 °C, as 1.438 centimeter degrees, and as

273.15 degrees. A is the wavelength in centimeters. The
realization of the IPTS above 1063 °C can be divided

into four parts. These consist of (1), a calibration at

the gold point, (2), a low range calibration obtained by
measuring ratios of radiances of sources at higher

temperature, to the gold point radiance, (3), deter-

mination of the mean effective wavelengths of the

pyrometer, and finally, (4), determination of the "A"
values of the absorbing glasses used for the higher

temperature ranges. The "A" value is defined as

(2)
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Fig. 11. Cross section of the NBS horizontal gold point blackbody and furnace

ments with the glass and without (i.e. on the low

range) showed there was about 0.1% change in trans-

mittance per deg C change in glass temperature for the

Jena NG-3. In terms of errors in radiant temperatures

measurement at 1256 °C, 0.1% amounts to about
0.1 deg C. This effect is accounted for by noting the

ambient temperatm'e when the absorbing glasses are

cahbrated and correcting this caUbration for any other

ambient temperature during use.

5. Calibration of the photoelectric pyrometer

The principles involved in calibrating a visual

optical pyrometer [2], that is, in realizing the IPTS,
also apply to the photoelectric pyrometer. The defini-

tion of the IPTS above the gold point is as follows [1].

To) -1

X{t+To)

(1)

-1

N^x(i) and Nx,x[t3,u) are the spectral radiances of black-

bodies at temperatures t and fau- t&u is defined as

where T is the source temperature in °K and T^, is

the lower apparent temperature (°K) of the source as

seen through the glass.

5.1 Calibration

at the gold point, 1063 °C

A gold stabihzed blackbody cavity

and furnace that would be reliable enough
to meet the demands of the increased

sensitivity of the photoelectric pyrometer
were designed and constructed. Fig. 11

illustrates this design. Particular attention

was devoted to achieving a uniform tem-
perature over the inner walls of the cavity.

The crucible containing 1800 grams of

gold is shaped so that the mass of gold
per unit length is about constant for the

crucible's entire inner length. The furnace
has three independently controlled heater
mndings which are imbedded in cylin-

drical graphite muffles. The power inputs

to the two end windings are adjusted to

maintain the two end sections to within

5 deg C of 1063 °C as determined by em-
bedded thermocouples (not showTi). The
center winding is used for controlling the
rate of heat loss by the gold during a
freeze, as well as for heating during a melt.

Gold with a purity of 0.99999 as

determined by the Analjrtical Chemistry
Division at NBS is used. The cavity

and crucible for the gold are made of
the highest purity graphite available. The
manufacturer claims that the impurities

do not exceed 20 parts per million. In
addition, the graphite has a high emissi-

vity, a fairly high thermal conductivity, and is easy to

machine. The latter characteristic has made possible the

construction of cavities of 0.5 mm wall thickness.

Sightings were made on the diaphragm at the edge of the
cavity opening as a check for temperature uniformity. The
radiance temperature was about 0.2 deg C lower than that of

the hole. Since the effective emissivity of the diaphragm is

expected to be less than that of the hole, the temperature
difference between the cavity and the diaphragm is less than
0.2 deg C. Nevertheless, if the inner surface of the diaphragm
were 0.2 deg C lower than 1063 °C the emissivity of the cavity

would be reduced by only 0.000001.

The effective emissivity of the cavity was calculated by
using the equations derived by De Vos [10]. The partial

reflectance used was determined at room temperature on a
piece of graphite with a surface condition similar to that in the
cavity. De Vos' first approximation to the emissivity was cal-

culated to be 0.99999.

By the time the first full calibration was completed, the

gold point furnace had been used a number of times over a

two-year span. In particular, comparisons of two different

gold point blackbodies, of melts and freezes, of the constancy
of the melting and freezing plateaus, and trends during a day's

operation had been obtained. One of the crucibles contained a
cavity of 0.5 mm wall thickness and the other a cavity of
1.0 mm wall. Tab. 2 summarizes these results. From these

comparisons the gold blackbody appears to be as reproducible
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Nature of Comparison

as the precision available (0.02 deg C), and has not deteriorated

in use. In addition, the negligible difference between the two
crucibles indicates that the correction for temperature gra-

dients across the cavity wall is negligible.

With the main heater power off, the duration of a freeze is

about 15 to 17 mins. This time is largely dependent on the

degree of furnace insulation and the amount of gold used.

Fig. 12 is a reproduction of an approach to and departure
from a freezing plateau. With some power on, the duration of

a freeze has been prolonged to an hour,

and there is no significant difference in

radiance from that of a 17 min freeze. For
the melts the power input is adjusted
for approximately 17 mins duration of

melting.

There was a question of whether there

may be some absorption of the exit

radiation by the furnace gases, which
probably consist of C, CO, and COg. Argon
is fed in from the front of the furnace

but it cannot be relied on to completely
clear away other gases from the optical

path. To check whether there may be
absorption within the spectral pass band
of the pyrometer, the crucible and back
section were removed and the crucible

was replaced with a graphite cylinder. The
cylinder was hollowed out to allow an
image of a strip lamp to be formed within

the furnace and sighted upon by the pyro-

meter. Matches were made with the strip

lamp image through the hot (1063 °C)

furnace and with the furnace removed. A
diaphragm was placed in front of the lamp
envelope so that radiation from the fur-

nace did not reach the strip lamp and raise

its temperature. Ray tracing from the hot furnace parts through
the lens to the diaphragm showed that the radiation was
properly blocked. This was realized by making a larger opening
in the graphite at the image plane than was otherwise necessary.

A difference in matches with and without the furnace had
to be corrected for the extra radiation known to be scattered

in from the furnace, and also for radiation reflected from the

conditions of the experiment there was considerably more
graphite surface exposed than with the gold-filled crucible.

Also, there was no discernible difference in the results with
argon either flowing in or turned off. It was concluded that to
within the experimental error of these measurements there
was no absorption by the furnace gases in the spectral passband
of the pyrometer.

A cahbration of the photoelectric pyrometer at the gold
point consists of radiance matches with three melts and freezes.

Table 2. Analysis of the Gold Point Reproducibility

Average of
Measurements

Number of S. D. of a single

Measure- Measurement
ments

0.5 mm Wall vs 1.0 mm Wall Cavity

[Melts and Freezes],

0.5 mm - 1.0 mm

Freezes vs. Melts

[Freezes] — [Melts]

Trend of a Plateau

[Freeze] — [Freeze]

1st half 2nd half

[Melt] — [Melt]

Ist half 2nd half

Trend during a Day
[Freezes] — [Freezes]

1st half 2nd half

[Melts] — [Melts]

Ist half 2nd half

-1-0.009 deg C 14

-fO.OlO deg C 48

-0.001 deg C

-f0.001 deg C

-0.012 deg C

-0.009 deg C

46

41

23

21

0.015 deg C

0.010 deg C

0.008 deg C

0.008 deg C

0.015 deg C

0.015 deg C

Fig. 12. Chfirt recording of approach to and termination of a gold point
freeze plateau

lenses forming the strip image. To find this correction, the
strip lamp was turned off, and the photoelectric response with
the furnace in place was obtained while the p3rrometer was
focused on the image of the dark strip.

The corrected comparisons of radiance matches with and
without the furnace should show whether furnace gases

absorb a significant amount of the radiation. A number of
comparisons averaged to a 0.002 deg C difference with the

standard deviation of the result being 0.01 5 deg C*. Under the

* This number with other standard deviations yet to be
discussed is listed in Table 3.

Two measurements are obtained for each plateau with each
measurement consisting of an average of eight matches. The
standard deviation of a measurement is 0.023 deg C. A correc-

tion of 0.03 deg C is made when the gold point radiance is

transferred to a 1.3 mm strip lamp, to compensate for the

effect of the difference in source size. An additional correction

of 0.03 deg C is made for the difference in heating of the

pyrometer lamps with the blackbody and strip lamp.
As far as it can be determined, the uncertainty in main-

taining the IPTS at the gold point is preponderantly due to

lack of sufficient stability of the pyrometer lamps rather than
to the gold point apparatus or the calibration procedure. After

each hundred hours of use the photoelectric pyrometer is

recalibrated at the gold point to correct for the pyrometer
lamp drift, which is shown in Fig. 9. Between gold point

caUbrations the amount of drift is predicted from an extrapola-

tion in Fig. 9, and the necessary correction is made. The predic-

tion is estimated to be uncertain by 0.05 deg C by the end of a
hundred hours. Taking this into account, along with the

precision of the matches and the uncertainties of corrections

made for transferrals to a strip lamp, the overall uncertainty

of the gold point after a hundred hours was calculated to be
0.06 deg C (standard deviation). In the calculation, the various

individual uncertainties are treated as independent standard
deviations and are combined in quadrature.

5.2 Realizing ratios of radiance

Sectored disks are used in visual pyrometry to obtain

radiance ratios required to realize the IPTS above the gold

point [2]. They are feasible in visual work due to the per-

sistence of vision of the observer. It did not appear desirable

to use sectored disks with the photoelectric pyrometer,
because with their use a comparison would be made between a

high, intermittent irradiance from the source and a low steady
irradiance from the pyrometer lamp. Experience has indicated

that the gain of the photomultipUer would not be constant

with the accuracy desired for these two irradiances. Initially,

a double beam splitter was used [7, 11] to obtain ratios relative

to the gold point radiance. Ratios of 2° where n is an integer

could be obtained by this device. Erminy of NBS conceived

a scheme for obtaining more numerous ratios and also frac-

tional ratios [12] with a device for conjoining beams from
three radiant sources. The method was implemented as shown
in Fig. 13. Ratios of 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 were used above the

gold point to 1256 °C. A calibration was also made to 794 °C
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using ratios of 0.67, .5, .25, etc., with successive ratios of a

factor of one half. This latter extension is needed in some of the

work in calibrating commercial optical pyrometers. In all, 14
determinations of radiance temperature versus lamp current

from 794 °C to 1256 °C were obtained.

The sources used in the conjoiner were 1.3 mm tungsten
strip vacuum lamps. The lamp currents were well regulated

and essentially no lamp instability was detected over the

thirty minutes that it took to obtain a calibration point.

Typically, the lamps were matched individually 4 times each,

then matched in combination 8 times, and finally rechecked
individually with 4 matches each. Some calibration points

were taken with the three lamps set in different combinations of

radiance ratios. For instance, the calibration at 1256 °C was
obtained with lamps set at previously achieved ratios of 3, 2,

and 3 and then at ratios of 4, 2, and 2.

A calibration at a given temperature was repeated two or

three times, usually within a two hour period. Above 1063 °C
the individual results differed by no more than 0.03 deg C,

and below 1063 °C, except for 794 °C, there was a maximum
of 0.04 deg C difference. At 794 °C the calibration had a range
of 0.15 deg C. This was expected due to the poorer sensitivity

at the low temperatures.
In order to provide adequate interpolation between the

calibrated points, least squares fits to various equations were

\ \
\ \

Fig. 13. Optical design of a beam conjoiner for providing radiance ratios

relative to the gold point

points above the gold point appear to have changed less than
the percent change at 1063 °C and vice versa below the gold
point. However, departures from this simple model have
decreased with time as have changes in the gold point calibra-

tion. For example, the gold point changed by 0.7, 0.4 and 0.25

deg C between successive calibrations at 0, 260, 495, and
735 hours. At 1256 °C, the change in terms of a departure
from the above model has been 0.14, 0.06, and 0.05 deg. These
departures are in a direction to suggest using a model in which
the radiance temperature changes are constant at all points.

The various calibrations agree with this latter model some-
what better but with an opposite sign. Thus the correct model
is somewhere between the two simple ones discussed. However,
the changes between the last two calibrations (0.25 deg C at

the gold point and 0.28 deg C at 1256 °C) are sufficiently small

that either simple model agrees with the experimental results

within the short term reproducibility of the low range calibra-

tion.

Calibrations will be performed every 200 hours of pjTO-

meter operation, using the beam conjoiner, meanwhile retaking

the gold point at 100 hour intervals. In addition to predicting

trends in the lamp at 1063 °C, trends in the low range at

at,°c

1 1 1

• 260 HOUR CALIBRATION

X 495 HOUR CALIBRATION

o 735 HOUR CALIBRATION

1 1

^^^^

//

1 1 1 1 1

700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300

LOW RANGE. °C

Fig. 14. Differences of three calibrations from the initial calibration after
normalization to the initial gold point calibration

calculated. Following Kostkowski, Eeminy, and Hatten-
BUKG [13], the equation

\ A B G
-J

=
-T^

+ -T7 + C + DT, + ET'i + FT^, + -^ (3)

was derived by assuming that conduction losses in the pyro-
meter lamp filament, to a first approximation, were propor-

tional to the temperature. Tables were made using this equa-
tion. However, as found by Kostkowski, et al., a polynomial
of the form / = P(Tt) fitted as well and required one less term.
In both equations the least squares deviation of the points was
less than 0.02 deg C, and the standard deviation of the points
along the curve was, on the average, less than 0.02 deg C.

Whenever a gold point calibration was made to check the
pyrometer lamp drift, the low range was either recalculated

on the basis of the new gold point and certain other assump-
tions discussed below, or (at alternate times) given a more
complete calibration with the beam conjoiner. Ten-point cali-

brations were performed rather then fourteen-point calibra-

tions as initially performed. The ten-point calibrations are less

time consuming and are adequate to correct established tables.

Fig. 14 compares conjoiner calibrations performed after

280, 495, and 735 hours of p3Tometer use with the initial

conjoiner calibration. Each calibration is normalized to the
original calibration by adding Att to the radiance temperature
t in the new calibration where

temperatures away from 1063 °C are to be predicted, using the

results in Fig. 14 as a guide.

In estimating uncertainties at 1256 °C, a correction of

0.06 deg C is first to be made (in addition to one made for gold

point changes) by the end of 200 hours. This extra correction

is assessed as uncertain by 0.06 deg C, thus recognizing the

possibility the correction may not be needed, or, on the other

hand, that a 0.12 deg C difference may occur, corresponding
(approximately) to the once observed diff'erence of 0.14 deg C
in 260 hours. Other sources of tmcertainty at 1256 °C are the

uncertainty of the gold point, 0.06 deg C, which increases to

0.08 deg C at 1256 °C, statistical variations of the beam
conjoiner process of 0.046 deg C (standard deviation), and an
estimated uncertainty of 0.03 deg C due to short-term pjTO-

meter lamp instabilities during the calibration process. In
addition, there is a contribution due to the uncertainty of the

mean effective wavelength, which is discussed later.

5.3 Mean effective wavelength determination

The mean effective wavelengths were derived from experi-

mentally determined curves of effective wavelength versus

temperature [2]. The equation

Ml = AU, (4)

°? iVbA -Ba dA

oo (5)

and Att and At^n are radiance temperature differences between
the new caUbration and the original calibration at the radiance
temperature t and the gold point, respectively. This normaliza-
tion impUes that the spectral radiance of the lamp has changed
by the same percentage at all radiance temperatures. Fig. 14
shows that this has not been the case, at least in the earher
calibrations. The radiences corresponding to calibration

was used to obtain the effective wavelengths. NhX is the

Planck radiation function, A the wavelength, Ae the eflfeotive

wavelength, and 7?a is the relative spectral response of the
photoelectric pyrometer.

In the process of finding a small grating monochro-
mator with an Ebert optical system was set up on its side to

make^the^exit slit suitably horizontal for sighting with the
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pjTometer. The monochromator entrance optics were arranged

so that a quick and brief exchange of the image of the regular

source with that of a neon discharge source could be made. The
monochromator has a scanning drive, and the recorder and the

monochromator were run simultaneously. Thus a profile of

photoelectric response versus wavelength was traced. When a
chosen neon spectral line was approached, it was recorded to

provide a wavelength calibration on the recorder chart.

Chart measurements were taken at 5 A intervals from
6000 to 6945 A, at which wavelengths the response was less

than 0.02% of the peak response. Corrections were made for

the relative spectral transjmittanoe of the monocliromator
and the relative spectral radiance of the source in order to

obtain Rx of Eq. (5).

To find the relative transmittance of the monochromator
(including its external optics), sensitive vacuum thermopiles

coated with gold black were used as approximately neutral

detectors. A graphite arc was. used as a source of sufficiently

known spectral radiance [14] within the spectral passband. The
optical beam was chopped at 11 cycles per second and the

output of a thermopile was fed to a tuned amplifier. The
spectral transmittance of the monochromator did not vary
rapidly. Therefore it was possible to use a relatively wide
passband of 30 A which permitted a sufficient signal to noise

ratio with the thermopile.

Twenty to thirty spectral transmittance curves were
obtained with each of three thermopiles. The average curve

from each thermopile was normalized to 1.00 at 6500 A so

that the three curves could be directly compared at other

wavelengths. At 6800 A the transmittance was about 0.9 of

that at 6500 A, and the range of the three values was 0.0035.

At 6300 A the relative transmittance was 0.95 and the range,

0.0075. If these ranges were treated as errors, the range of

0.0075 would lead to an error in the effective wavelength of

about 0.12 A. This is not a significant error, and at any rate the

average of the three curves should be in eiTor less than the

range, provide there are no systematic errors.

One thermopile was checked for its constancy of spectral

absorptance by measuring the reflectance at several random
spots on the gold black surface. There was a slight specular

component, and measurements were taken at the specular angle

as well as other angles. The absorptance (relative spectral) was
calculated and was found to be independent of wavelength
within the standard deviation of the measurement. This

uncertainty had negligible effect on the effective wavelength.

Radiation is detectable at a low level at wavelengths well

away from the main spectral passband of the pyrometer. It is

of some significance to the accuracy of the effective wavelength
to determine whether the wavelength of this radiation is that

identified by the spectral setting, or otherwise scattered by the

monochromator. While the amount scattered may be relatively

insignificant, any scattered radiation at wavelengths of the

main passband is preferentially detected by up to several

orders of magnitude.
To test for spectral scatter, the spectral response of the

photoelectric pyrometer was determined at monochromator
settings of 6311 A, 6412 A, and 6848 A, with a strip lamp as a

source. These are wavelengths away from the main passband,
where the response is low, in the same order, 0.6%, 4.3%, and
0.3% of the peak response. Three interference filters peaked at

the given wavelengths were interposed in the optical path in

turn as the monochromator was set at the peak. The filters

were spectrally narrow enough to reject the pyrometer's main
passband and therefore any spectral scatter therefrom. A drop
in response when a filter was interposed was corrected for the

reduction of radiation at its peak transmittance. Any further

drop would be attributed to scatter. However, less than 2% of

the response at the tested wavelengths was accounted for in

this way, and therefore scatter did not contribute to a signi-

ficant error.

In determining the effective wavelengths several variations

in experimental procedure were tried. A graphite arc (3800 °K)
and a blackbody furnace at 1250 °C were used as sources.

Different sets of neon spectral lines were used. Wavelength
scans were made in opposite spectral directions. The mono-
chromator was fitted with different width slits although no
greater than a 4 A passband was used. Various multiplier

phototube voltage settings were used.

Of the different procedures only one gave cause for con-

cern. A persistent difference of 0.6 A was found between scan-

ning in the increasing and decreasing wavelength directions.

The difference was opposite to that expected if the multiplier

phototube were fatiguing, which was primarily the factor the
opposite scans were intended to check. The difference would be
explained if the electronic response times (1/6 sec) were not
brief enough to record a spectral line faithfully. Slower scans
were limited by the burning time of the arc and drifts of the
1250 °C furnace. No reason could be found for a scan in one
direction to result in a systematic error of 0.6 A while an
opposite scan would contain no error. It was concluded that
there was a systematic error in both cases of 0.3 A, and that
the average of opposite scans was the most probably correct

value.

The relative spectral response as found by the graphite
arc and the 1250 °C blackbody resulted in a difference in

effective wavelength of 0.24 A at 1250 °C. This could be a
statistical variation. Other variations in procedure did not
reveal any systematic differences in results.

Effective wavelengths were taken a year apart to ascertain

the stability of the spectral response. The photoelectric

pyrometer was used frequently during this time. Initially

24 scans had been made and a year later 1 2 more. The averages
of the two sets of values differed by 0.52 A. The uncertainty of

each average was estimated to be about that amount. Since

it is not readily discernible whether there was an actual

change, the mean of both sets was used. In taking into account
the uncertainties of the methods and also that there may be
some change with time, an uncertainty of 0.8 A was assigned

to the effective wavelength. This leads to an uncertainty of

0 026 deg C in the calibration at 1256 °C.

The effective (and mean effective) wavelength of the pyro-
meter changes when absorbing glasses are used. To find the
additional effective wavelength curves, the spectral trans-

mittances of the glasses were determined, and the product of

them and the previously found low range spectral response

was taken as the overall spectral response with the glasses.

The mean effective wavelengths of the pyrometer with ab-

sorbing glasses were not used in the calibration process. How-
ever, uncertainties of the relative transmittance of the glasses

figure in the calculations of "vl" values of the glasses.

5.4 Determination of the "A" values of the absorbing

glasses

Of the four Jena NG-3 absorbing glasses one is used singly

to extend the temperature range from 1256 °C to 1650 °C. The
remaining glasses are successively added to provide tempera-
ture ranges of 1650 °C to 2330 °C, 2330 °C to 3730 °C and, with

all four glasses, 3730 °C to 8570 °G. This procedure of achieving

the higher ranges with a series of glasses is used because the

value of each glass, about 135 mireds, can be found
separately and at the relatively low temperature of 1256 °C. In
addition to this determination, however, the variation of the

"/I" value with source temperature must be found. With the

type glass used this variation should be small.

The "A" values at 1256 °C were obtained with a strip

lamp source utilizing the low range calibration. The glasses

were inserted in turn and an apparent temperature of about
994 °C was measured. When a strip lamp rather than a black-

body radiator is used, its radiance temperature at the mean
effective wavelength on the low range must be corrected for

the mean effective wavelength on the higher range where the

absorbing glass is used [2]. This correction is small, being only

0.04 deg C at 1256 °C.

The beam conjoiner was used to extend the calibration

to 1383 °C and 1533 °C in an attempt to obtain the "A" values

at these temperatures, and therefore determine the variation

of "A" with temperature (trend). However, the ".4" value

trend with temperature was too small to determine in this way,

To establish the trend the equation,

oo oo

j iVbA ( T) i?A Tag.A dA = j T.) Bx AX (6)

0 0

was used. This equation expresses the radiance match between
a blackbody source at the Kelvin temperature T, through an
absorbing glass, and one at the resulting apparent temperature,

Ta.. Tig,x is the spectral transmittance of the glass. Values of

T were chosen and the equation was solved for T^. From T
and Ta. the "4" values were found. The increase of "A" at

1650 °C, 2330 °C, and 3730 "C over that at 1256 °C, is in equiv-

alent temperature, 0.05 deg C, 0.3 deg C, and 0.7 deg C,
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respectively. The uncertainties of the values found are esti-

mated to be 0.02 deg C, 0.07 deg C, and 0.26 deg C in the same
order.

Shortly after calibrations with the beam conjoiner the

values were redetermined at 12.56 °C. The results from
the first three calibrations, taken over a period of 14 months,
show a linear increase of the "4" values of about 0.035 mireda

per year, or, in equivalent temperature at 1256 °C, about
0.08 deg C per year. The absorbing glasses were cleaned before

the initial cahbration, but they had not been cleaned there-

after, and the drift of the "A" values indicated a need for

recleaning. This was done but with variable results. Two
absorbing glasses changed back to the original "A" value and
two did not. In cleaning glasses five months later for the

fourth calibration, the "A'' values of the glasses changed
significantly, about 0.2 deg C 1256 °C, from the previous

calibration, and in the direction of greater transmittance. The
changes of the glasses and change between glasses upon clean-

ing indicate our cleaning of them is not consistent. As a result,

their "A" values are more reproducible if they do not undergo
the cleaning process. A slow drift of the glasses is tolerable

when the drift is determined by recahbrations every 200 hours,

and the correction predicted as a function of time. In the
immediate future the "A" values will be redetermined more
often till a drift is discerned. It is expected that the glasses

may be cleaned at two year intervals, if the drift is no more
than that previously observed.

The uncertainty of the "A" values determined at 1256 °C
is largely composed ofuncertainties in the low range at 1256 °C
and at the resulting apparent temperature of 994 °C. (However,
errors at these temperatures which are due to an error in the

gold point determination cancel, and this is taken into account).

When two or more glasses are used, errors in the "A" values

add. Inasmuch as the "A" values are determined at 1256 °C,

when this temperature becomes the apparent temperature in

a measurement, its error is additive to the errors in the ".4"

values, i.e., they are not independent. The errors in other
apparent temperatures are also likely to lack this independence,

inasmuch as errors in the low range away from the gold point
are probably in the same direction. Uncertainties are quoted
for those high temperatures for which the apparent temperature
is 1256 °C or near this temperature. The standard deviations

of the non-independent uncertainties are 0.208 deg C at

1650 °C, 0.600 deg C at 2330 °C, and 1.755 deg C at 3525 °C
(which is in the vicinity of the graphite arc radiance tempera-
ture). These and other (independent) standard deviations are

listed in Tab. 3. It can be seen that the above given deviations

are preponderant in affecting the accuracy of the IPTS at
temperatures needing one or more absorbing glasses.

When two or more glasses are in position, interreflections

add radiation to the image of the source. The reflected radia-

tion superimposes an image upon the primary image. Thus a
correction can be made which is good to the uncertainty of
measurmg the reflectance of the glass surfaces. Reflectaiice

measurements were made to a precision of 0.4% (standard

deviation of a measurement), and this uncertainty is incorpo-

rated in the uncertainties of the high range temperatures.

6. Estimated uncertainty in realizing and maintaining

in IPTS.

In developing the photoelectric pyrometer, a

significant amount of time was spent on the investiga-

tion and elimination of possible systematic errors. The
remaining errors, as far as can be determined, are the

random errors in the various experimental processes

in the calibration and the uncertainties of corrections

for drifts of the pyrometer lamp.

In many cases the individual processes that contri-

bute to the IPTS were repeated often enough to yield

a representative standard deviation. In other cases in

which a process was not sufficiently repeated, standard

deviations are estimated. In the case of trends, the

Table 3. Statistical errors and estimates of uncertainty in realizing and maintaining the IPTS

Standard deviations (S.D.), deg C

Temperature on the IPTS 1063 °C 1256 °C 1650 °C 2330 °C 3525 "C"

Oold point

Emmissivity of cavity negl.

Cavity temp, non-uniformity negl.

Temp, gradient through cavity wall negl.

Absorption by furnace gas 0.015
Radiant source size correction .012

Unequal heating of lamp filament .015

Precision of match .023

Lamp drift correction, 100 hours .050"

S.D. of gold point 0.060

Calibration at 1256 °C

Precision of compound matches
Mean effective wavelength
Lamp instability during calib.

Lamp drift correction, 200 hours

S.D. at 1256 °C

0.078"

0.046

.026

.030"

.060"

0.086

0.124 0.227 0.485

Calibration at higher temperatures

Precision in determining "A" value
"A" value (uncertainty of temps. I ,

used), and apparent temp, uncer. )
^

Correction of drift of "A" with time
Trend ol "A" with radiance temp.
Ambient temp, correction of "A"
Correction for interreflections

Lamp drift correction, 200 hours

S.D. at 1650—3525 °C

Total standard deviation uncertainty
of realizing and maintaining

(200 hours) the IPTS 0.06 0.12

0.032 0.082 0.214

.208 .600 1.755

.043" .155" .490"

.020" .102" .435"

.032" .115" .371"

.010 .025

.095" .173" .370"

0.238 .666 1.96

0.27 0.7 2.

» This temperature is in the vicinity of the graphite arc radiance temperature.
" Estimated values.
" This entry and the following to the right are the gold point S.D. reflected at the higher temperatures.
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corrections for the trends are assigned estimates of

standard deviations. It is our endeavor to combine in

quadrature deviations of all the processes, to obtain

overall standard deviations at chosen temperatures

that are reasonably valid. Tab. 3 has been constructed

to summarize all the processes or elements that contrib-

ute to the IPTS, along with their standard deviations

(calculated or estimated). Some of the entries are

recognizable as related to a familiar process. Other

entries originate when results are corrected for errors

which were experimentally determined. The correc-

tions have statistical uncertainties which are passed

on to the corrected result. The radiant source size

correction in transferring a gold point cahbration to a

strip lamp is an example.

The final values at the end of Tab. 3 are the

estimated standard deviation uncertainties of the

IPTS at NBS after being maintained for 200 hours

(photoelectric pyrometer use), with a gold point

calibration at 100 hours. Immediately after a complete

cahbration the uncertainty up to 1256 °C is reduced

by about 40%. At higher temperatures, where absorb-

ing glasses are used, the improvement is not significant.

A spectroradiometer in the NBS Radiation Thermo-
metry Section of which the photoelectric pyrometry

project is a part, also requires the realization of the

IPTS above 1063 °C [13]. The spectroradiometer

provides a largely independent realization of the

Scale, and with a temperature resolution of about

0.04 deg C. In IPTS caHbrations with both instruments

the same gold point furnace has been used, but from

there on the instrimientation was significantly different.

It was worthwhile to both projects to compare results

as a measure of the uncertainties involved.

Comparisons were made on occasions about a year

apart. On the first occasion a vacuum strip lamp on
which the IPTS was newly realized in conjunction

with the spectroradiometer was in turn checked with

the recently caUbrated photoelectric pyrometer. There

was agreement at 1063 °C within the precision of the

pjrrometer's radiance match, 0.02 deg C. Of greater

interest, the vacuum strip lamp was used with the

spectroradiometer to caUbrate a gas-fiUed strip lamp
at 2337 °C. This lamp was then caUbrated with the

photoelectric pyrometer and the two calibrations

agreed to about 0.5 deg C.

Recently, comparisons were made at 1040 °C,

1063 °C and 1256 °C and differences were 0.03 deg C,

0.06 deg C, and 0.10 deg C, respectively. A comparison

at 3525 °C using a graphite arc resulted in a difference

of 0.2 deg C. However, the reproducibihty of the arc

itself was only 3 deg C.

In the course of making these comparisons, cor-

rections of the strip lamp radiance temperatures were

made for sUghtly different mean effective wavelengths,

for different target areas over which temperature

gradients existed, and for a partial polarization of the

lamp. The spectroradiometer could not be completely

depolarized at all wavelengths and there was a correc-

tion due to polarization at the mean effective wave-
length of the pyrometer. The corrections were small,

being about the same magnitude as the final differences

observed.

The uncertainty inherent in the corrections made
makes the comparisons less certain. But in allowing

for this, the overall results, which reflect combined

inaccuracies ofboth instruments, are viewed as support-

ing the uncertainty estimates of Tab. 3. A more regular

schedule of comparisons is planned as a continuing

check on the IPTS as realized with the two different

instrmnents.

The NBS laboratory visual pyrometer, which has

been in service in calibrating strip lamps and visual

optical pyrometers for many years, was compared
with the photoelectric pyrometer through a simul-

taneous cahbration of strip lamps. Up to 1300 °C a

vacuum strip lamp was calibrated, and on up to

2300 °C a gas-filled lamp was caUbrated. Further, at

about 2730 °C and 3525 °C a graphite arc was used

with both instruments. To attain 2730 °C the arc was
used with an absorbing glass.

Differences in the caUbrations are given in Fig. 15.

Part of the differences may be real, but the results are

of the same order of magnitude as the precision of the

—I
1 1 1 1 1 1

6 -

4 -

/St,°C

2 -

0

-2l I I I I I I 1

800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600
TEMPERATURE, °C

Fig. 15. Difference in the IPTS as maintained on the NBS photoelectric
pyrometer and the NBS laboratory visual pyrometer

visual observations in performing the caUbrations.

The agreement is good considering the accuracy to

which a visual pyrometer can be caUbrated. The
uncertainty (standard deviation) of the IPTS on the

visual instrument has been estimated [15] to be

0.4 deg C at 1063 °C, 3 deg C at 2300 °C, and 7 deg C
at 3525 °C. Incidentally, the radiance temperature of

the graphite arc positive electrode measured with the

photoelectric pyrometer was very close to 3525 °C or

3798 °K. However, differences between graphite

electrodes up to as much as 12 deg K above or below

3798 °K have been observed.

7. Present status and future work

In order to maintain the IPTS with an accuracy

approaching that with which it can be realized, the

photoelectric pyrometer must undergo frequent caU-

brations. A major limitation to the accuracy Ues in the

observed instabiUties of the pyrometer lamps, unless

they are frequently checked and corrected. Both the

internal pyrometer lamps and the larger strip lamps,

used as secondary temperature standards, lack the

desired stabiUty. There is a need for more reproducible

temperature sources if the IPTS is to be transferred

with a certainty approaching that attainable with the

photoelectric pyrometer. As a result, an intensive

investigation of lamps has been initiated.
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Radiance Temperature at 6550 A
of the Graphite Arc

R. D. Lee and E. Lewis

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234.

Received 1 August 1966.

Low current graphite arcs are frequently used as spectral

radiance or radiance temperature standards, particularly in the

vicinity of 6500-6600 A, the spectral domain of the optical pyro-

meter. This letter reports on the results of a large number of

radiance temperature measurements at 6550 A of the positive

crater of a graphite arc. The measurements were made with the

National Bureau of Standards photoelectric pyrometer', which is

estimated to reaUze the International Practical Temperature

Scale (IPTS)^ with a standard deviation uncertainty of 2°K at

3800°K, the approximate crater radiance temperature. The
sensitivity of the pyrometer at 3800°K is 0.2°K.

Spectroscopically pure graphite rods were used for the positive

and negative electrodes (National Carbon grade SPK j inch and

AGKS 5 inch, respectively). The negative electrode was in-

clined — 120° to the positive electrode, which was mounted in a

horizontal position, and the pyrometer sighting of the crater of the

positive electrode was made along the axis of that electrode. The
arc current (about 12.5 A) was normally kept to within 0.2 A of

DISTANCE FfiOM CENTER OF CRATE

Fig. 1. Radial gradient in a graphite arc crater.

the overload or hissing point. Occasionally, readings were made
at 0.5 A below overload, and these showed a drop of less than 2°K
in radiance temperature.

Two different lots of positive electrodes were used over a period

of a year and a half. Out of one lot ten electrodes were burned,

and the mean radiance temperature was found to be 3800°K.

The standard deviation of the radiance temperatures of the ten

electrodes was 4°K, the lowest and highest values being 3795°K
and 3808°K. Seven electrodes were burned from the other lot,

with a resulting mean of 3793°K and a standard deviation of

7°K. The range was from 3786°K to 3805°K. Recently, one

electrode was obtained from each of four additional lots. The ra^

diance temperature of these four electrodes ranged from 3787°K
to 3794°K. Each of the radiance temperatures of the twenty-one

electrodes was an average of several measurements over an inter-

val of about 6 min, beginning well after burn-in time. The
atmospheric pressure was taken at the iime of the measurements,

and temperatures were corrected to the expected radiance tem-

perature at a pressure of 760 mm Hg.' The largest correction

necessary was 1.6°C for a barometric pressure of 752 mm Hg.

The temperatures given are for a target area 0.2 mm in diam.

and at the center of the crater. The temperature profile of a

typical positive crater is shown in Fig. 1. The profile was ob-

tained with an areal resolution of 0.2 mm.
Additional studies have shown that a 30.5-cm long SPK rod

may vary in temperature over its useful burning length by an av-

erage of 7°K, and occasionally by as much as 10°K. Short term

variations, fluctuations of a period of a few seconds, were about

3°K standard deviation from the mean. The fluctuations were

recorded with an electronic time constant of ^ sec.

From the present observations of twenty-one positive electrodes

out of six different lots, the lowest observed radiance temperature

was 3786°K and the highest was 3808°K. Ml the observed ra-

diance temperatures fall within ±11°K of che nominal value of

3797 °K. This result agrees with NuU and Lozier's^ radiance

temperature of 3800°K, ±20°K. The low current graphite arc

as presently used, though useful as a radiometric fixed point, is

significantly less reproducible than the accuracy with which the

IPTS can be realized.
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Spectral Absorption Method for Determining Population "Temperatures" in Hot Gases*t

Henry J. Kostkowski and Herbert P. Broida
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

(Received September 26, 1955)

A spectroscopic method, useful for strongly absorbed lines, has been investigated for measuring tempera-

tures of hot gases. The minimum transmission of discrete spectral lines in gases at equilibrium has a simple

dependence upon the absolute temperature and this relation is used to measure temperature from a straight

line plot. An experimental study has been made of the absorption due to the rotational lines of

OH (^<—Tl) between 3067 and 3090 A in an oxygen-acetylene flame. It is shown that temperatures meas-
ured by this method are less aifected than the conventional one by lack of sufficient resolving power, flame

thickness, and various light sources (either continuous or line).

I. INTRODUCTION

INTEREST in nonequilibrium phenomena, combus-

tion kinetics and control in the development of jet

engines has provided a stimulus for investigating new
methods of measuring high gas temperatures. Tempera-
tures in flames and hot gases often are determined from
spectra by measuring the distribution of intensities

among the lines or bands.f These spectral measure-

ments usually have been made in emission. However,

if the self-absorption is great, the measured "tempera-

ture" may be considerably larger than the actual

temperature. Furthermore, if the temperature of the

system is low, the radiation emitted generally is small,

making measurements very difficult. In such cases it

would be desirable to make the measurements in ab-

sorption. Unfortunately, the conventional method for

determining population "temperatures" in absorption

requires that the peak absorption of the lines be small,

thus limiting the applicability and accuracy of such

measurements. In addition very high resolving power

is needed to measure a weak absorption line. Because

of these experimental difficulties, little use has been

made of line absorption for "temperature" determina-

tions. We have investigated a method by which

"temperatures" may be determined in absorption

when the peak absorption is as great as 98%. This

paper reports on the method and compares it with the

conventional one under a variety of conditions. Re-

cently Huldt and Knall'^ reported one such comparison.

n. THEORY

A. Conventional Method

The integrated absorption, G, of a spectral line as

measured by a spectrometer is given by the expression

* This research was supported by the United States Air Force
through the Office of Scientific Research of the Air Research and
Development Command.

t This paper was presented in part at the April, 1955 meeting
of the Optical Society of America.

X Since such temperatures are determined from the relative

populations of energy levels, they are called population "tem-
peratures." Quotation marks are used unless thermal equilibrium

is clearly indicated.

Ha) L. Huldt and E. Knall, Naturwiss. 41, 421 (1954); (b) E.

Bright Wilson, Jr., and A. J. WeUs, J. Chem. Phys. 14, 578 (1946).

= ( A{v)dv= f
*^Iine ''line

hix)^{i',x)(l-e-''

X

(x)u)dx

/v+Ax

Ioix)a{p,x)dx

d. (1)

where A (v) is the fractional absorption measured with

the spectrometer when it is set on frequency v and Ax
is the spectral slit width of the spectrometer whose slit

function is (t(v,x). Io(x) is the intensity of radiation at

the frequency x incident on the absorber, K(x) the

absorption coefficient and u the optical path length of

the absorber. § Equation (1) usually"' can be reduced to

Ct= f (l-e-'^<'>")rfi'. (2)

''line

If the maximum value of K(v) is sufficiently small

a r—= I Kii>)dp.

U •'line

(3)

Equation (3) is correct to within two percent if the peak

absorption is 5% or less.

Quantum electrodynamics^ shows that for gases in

thermal equilibrium

r 87r3 (l-e-'"o/*J')|i?|2e-^"/*^'

I K{v)dv=— v<, =S (4)

•^line 3AC Q

where S is the intensity per molecule per unit volume

of the absorption line, i^o is the frequency of the line, k

is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute tempera-

ture of the absorber,
|
i?

|

^ is the sum of the squares of

§ The optical path length is defined here as the product of the

geometrical path length and the number of molecules per unit

volume of the gas. Frequently, other quantities are used, e.g., the

product of the geometrical path length and pressure of the gas
in atmospheres at 0°C.

* B. L. Crawford, Jr., and H. L. Dinsmore, J. Chem. Phys. 18,

983 (1950); 18, 1682 (1950).
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the matrix elements of all the transitions producing

the line, E" is the energy of the lower level of the

transition, Q is the state sum or partition function, // is

Planck's constant, and c the velocity of light. In many
circumstances, hvf^ is very large compared to kT and

1 — e"'"'''*^ may be set equal to one. For example, if

r^3000°K and (.o^9700cm-i (X^ 10309 A), g-^'o/^^'

is less than 0.01. Thus from Eqs. (3) and (4) and for

a= Cii'o|i?Pe-^"'*^ (5)

where the quantity Ci= Stt'm/^C^c is constant for our

purposes. The conventional equation with which

population "temperatures" in absorption have been

determined is obtained directly from Eq. (5). It is

log-

et

R\

loge

-=logC, E
2 kT

(6)

The significant assumption used in deriving Eq. (6)

is that the maximum value of Ku (or if one prefers,

the peak absorption of the line) is sufficiently small so

that in the expansion of the exponential in Eq. (2), no

terms beyond the linear one need be retained. An
equation similar to Eq. (6) can be obtained using the

peak rather than the integrated absorption.' Though

such a relation depends on the functional form of the

absorption coefficient,
||

differences obtained using a

Doppler and a Lorentz shaped line usually are neg-

ligible for "temperature" determinations.

B. Method Using Minimum Transmission

From the defining equation for the absorption

coefficient, the minimum transmission of a spectral

line, Tmin, in terms of the maximum value of the absorp-

tion coefficient, ii"mai, is given by

rmin= e-^"'"". (7)

If the line has a Doppler shape

Sc

.

I'D

and if the line has a Lorentz (pressure-broadened) shape

^ m ax I I (8)

5
^m ax (9)

where m is the mass of the absorbing molecule and a is

the half-width of the absorption coefficient at half its

maximum value, a is usually called the line half-width.

Using Eqs. (4) and (7) in conjunction with (8) and (9)

one may obtain, again assuming that hpo^kT, for a

3 S. S. Penner, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 507 (1952).

II
This is usually called the line shape.

line with a Doppler shape

'In I/Xmin
log

(In l/rn,in\

\R\' /

and for a Lorentz shape

' In l/rmin

loge
= C2 E'

kT
(10)

log

)loge
= C3-loga E"

\R\%o / kT

where all the constants have been incorporated into

i

(11)

=iogr— (

-

UhQ\ kT

and

C3= log-

3hcQ'

Equations (10) and (11) represent the extended method
by which population "temperatures" in absorption

may be obtained. Usually vq, the frequency of each line

in Eq. (11), varies only slightly over the band and can

be considered as constant. Thus if, in addition, a, the

line half-width does not vary from line to line, Eqs. (10)

and (11) become identical for temperature measure-

ments. For the present paper this will be assumed and
Eq. (10) used even though the spectral lines have a

combination of Doppler and pressure-broadened shape.

The method of Eq. (10) is not restricted to the case

of only small absorption and, therefore, can be used in

many more situations. However, it does require meas-

uring the minimum transmission of the absorption

lines which usually requires far better resolution than is

available. This is probably the reason why the method
has not been applied extensively. If a suitable discrete

line source rather than a continuous source is used,

however, the minimum transmission of an absorption

line may be determined even with poor resolution.

Such a discrete line source exists for measuring OH
lines in a flame at atmospheric pressure. Therefore the

method was tried by measuring the minimum trans-

mission of the rotational lines of the 0,0 band in the

^2<— electronic transition of OH in an oxygen-

acetylene flame. The results were so encouraging that

a detailed study of the method under a variety of

experimental conditions was made. Effects of resolution,

amount of absorption and types of sources were com-

pared with the results obtained from the conventional

method [Eq. (6)].

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Instrumentation

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental

setup. "Temperature" measurements were made of a

premixed oxygen-acetylene flame burning in air on a
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of arrangement of apparatus.

0.075 mmX 50 mm water-cooled slot burner (Fig. 2).

The flow rates, determined to within 5% by float type

flowmeters, were 49 cc/sec for acetylene and 122.5 cc/

sec for oxygen. Observations were made well into the

hot gases above the reaction zone about 25 mm above

the top of the burner.

Two discrete line sources and one continuum source

were used in the experiments. One of the discrete line

sources was an electrodeless discharge through water

vapor. Figure 3 is a sketch of this apparatus, which is a

simplification of a discharge system used previously.*

It consists of a section of quartz tubing connected

through ball and sphere joints to a glass system con-

taining a supply of distilled water, a pressure gauge and

a mechanical pump and trap. The discharge is excited

by a 2450 megacycle signal from a continuous wave
125 watt magnetron source which is coupled to the

quartz tubing through the modified wave-guide reson-

ator shown in Fig. 3. This method of coupling produces

an intense and stable discharge. The OH emission from

this discharge is greater than that from the usual

oxygen-acetylene welding torch. A stability of the order

of 1% was possible for several hours. The water flow

Fig. 2. Photograph of flame on slot burner. The reaction zone is

the small bright line just above the burner. The remainder of the

luminous zone is due to the hot gases in which there is little

chemical reaction.

Broida, Morowitz, and Selgin, J. Research Natl. Bur.

Standard 52, 293 (1954).

409

rate was adjusted to give maximum brightness of the

OH emission by regulating the stopcock above the

water supply. The pressure in the discharge was about

0.6 mm Hg. The "temperature" of the discharge was
approximately 650°K^ or, as will be seen, about | that

observed for the oxygen-acetylene flame.

Oldenberg and Rieke^ have observed that the half-

widths of OH lines are about 0.29 cm~^ at atmospheric

pressure and 1473 °K; pressure broadening contributes

0.19 cm~' to this width. From this information, in a

flame at one atmosphere and 2550°K, the half-width

is computed to be 0.28 cm~'. In a low-pressure discharge

at 650°K, the half-width is computed to be 0.07 cm~^
Therefore the half-widths of OH lines in the flame are

four times those in the discharge. Thus the electrodeless

discharge through water vapor is a bright, stable dis-

Fro. 3. Sketch of the discharge line source.

Crete line source of OH lines which are considerably

narrower than those in the flame.

The other discrete line source was a premixed oxygen-

acetylene flame at atmospheric pressure on a small

burner whose bore diameter was 0.575 mm. The gas

flow rates were 12.5 cc/sec of acetylene and 20 cc/sec

of oxygen. The width of the OH lines in this source

should be approximately the same as those in the slot

burner.

The continuum source was a 1000 watt high pressure

xenon lamp similar to those described by Baum and

Dunkleman^ operating with a direct current of 30

amperes.

The spectroscopic measurements were made with a

scanning, grating monochromatorH with photomultiplier

detection.* The grating was a 75 mmX75 mm replica

with 90 000 lines blazed for the first order at 6000 A.

' A. M. Bass and H. P. Broida, "A spectrophotometric atlas

of the 22+— 2n transition of OH", National Bureau of Standards

Circular 541 (1953).

« O. Oldenberg and F. F. Rieke, J. Chem. Phys. 6, 439 (1938);

R. J. Dwyer and O. Oldenberg, J. Chem. Phys. 12, 351 (1944).

' W. A. Baum and L. Dunkelman, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 40, 782

(1950).

II This instrument was constructed by the Research Depart-

ment of Leeds and Northrup Company and loaned to the Heat
and Power Division at the National Bureau of Standards on a

field trial basis.

« William G. Fastie, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 42, 641 (1952).
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Two sets of entrance and exit slit widths of 6 (approxi-

mately) and 50 microns were used to determine the

effect of resolving power on the measured absorption

"temperature." These widths are equivalent to 0.03 A
and 0.25 A in the second order. With a slit height of

0.5 mm, lines of OH in the second order near 3100 A
whose centers were separated by 0.07 A and 0.45 A
could be clearly resolved in the two cases. The detector

was a 1P28 RCA photomultiplier. Radiation from the

source was modulated at a frequency of 60 cycles per

second by a metal chopper placed between the source

and the flame. Thus, since the detected signal was
amplified by a narrow band synchronous ac amplifier,

radiation from the source alone is "seen" regardless of

the relative intensities of the emission lines in the

source and absorber. The spectra were recorded on a

pen recorder.

B. Spectra

Absorption spectra of the i?2 branch of the 0,0 band
in the electronic transition of OH between 3067 A
and 3090 A were obtained (see Figs. 4 and 5) with high

and low resolution using the three sources mentioned

previously. This branch, as pointed out by Dieke and
Crosswhite,^ is particularly suitable for temperature

measurements because the first 20 lines occur in a wave-

length region of 20 A and the branch is relatively free

of overlapping lines. For each source, successive spectra

were obtained for the source alone, the source and

absorber, source alone, source and absorber and a final

check on the source stability by recording the first

few lines. In general the recorder deflections for the lines

of the repeated spectra agreed with one another to

within a few percent.

Figures 4 and 5 are examples of the spectra obtained

under high resolution. Height above the base lines is

proportional to the radiation intensity. Satellite lines,

lines of the Ri and Pi branches and Rowland "ghosts"

are not identified in the figures. The upper spectrum of

Fig. 4 is an emission spectrum for the oxygen-acetylene

flame on the slot burner. The lower spectrum is the

absorption of this flame using the continuum source.

Figure 5 shows the spectrum of the discharge through

water vapor with and without absorption by the flame.

Since the OH discharge lines are considerably narrower

than those in the flame, the ratio of the observed

deflections of the absorbed to the nonabsorbed lines in

Fig. 5 should be nearly equal to the minimum trans-

mission of the respective lines. Thus a close look at

Fig. 5 shows that the Qi lines have a transmission of

only a fraction of one percent, i.e., they are almost

completely absorbed. This large absorption produces

an interesting effect on the weak lines. For example, the

satellites close to the strong Qi lines can be seen only

as shoulders on the ^i(l) to Qi{6) lines in the non-

' G. H. Dieke and H. M. Crosswhite, Bumblebee Series Report
No. 87 (November, 1948) (unclassified).
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Fig. 6. Log and log In plots of OH absorption in two thicknesses

of an oxygen-acetylene flame. "Temperatures" are measured
from the slopes of the curves between 4000 and 7500 cm"'.

absorbed spectrum. However in the lower spectrum of

Fig. 5, the strong fines are almost completely absorbed

leaving the six satelHtes of the Qi lines clearly visible.

In addition satellites of the weaker i?i lines also are

observable. This, incidentally, illustrates a way in

which the wavelengths of weak lines near very strong

lines could be obtained more accurately.

Minimum transmission (i.e., at the peak of the ob-

served line) for all useable lines in the R2 branch for

each of the various runs were measured and averaged.

Other quantities required in order to use Eq. (10)

were obtained from the compilation of Dieke and
Crosswhite.^

IV. RESULTS

"Temperature" plots were constructed for all the

spectra obtained using both Eqs. (6)** and (10).

Figure 6 compares the two methods for the case of high

resolution and a discharge source.ff In order to observe

the effect of changing the amount of absorption, a small

welding torch with a port diameter of 1.09 mm was
used as well as the slot burner.

Peak absorption in each flame for the R2 lines is

given in Table I. Except for slight dips in the vicinity

of the stronger lines of the branch, the log In plots give

fairly straight lines in both flames. The slopes of these

lines and therefore the respective "temperatures" are

nearly equal. The temperature of the flame on the slot

burner is expected to be somewhat lower than that

** For the sake of convenience, the peak absorption rather than
the integrated absorption was measured.

tt We shall call the conventional method a log method or plot

and the method using minimum transmission, log In ; this nomen-
clature follows from Eqs. (6) and (10).
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Table I. Peak absorption of the Ri branch of OH in an oxygen-

acetylene flame as measured using a narrow discrete line source

Peak absorption

K" 1 .09 mm burner 50 mm slot burner

jl 0.34 0.62

2 0.54 0.85

3 0.69 0.93

4 0.78 0.97

5
6
7 0.86 0.98

8 0.84 0.98

9 0.98

10 0.97

11 0.95

12
113 0.68 0.93

14 0.63 0.90

15 0.55 0.83

16 0.49 0.74

17 0.38 0.67

18 0.32 0.56

19 0.32 0.44

20 0.22 0.35

on the small burner because in the former case meas-

urements were made a greater distance above the inner

cone. Moreover, the experimental error estimated from

the scatter of slopes is about 3% (75°K at 2500°K).

While greater accuracy and closer comparison might

be obtained, there would be no additional advantage

since large differences and trends were the primary

interest of this study.

The log plots in Fig. 6 deviate considerably from

straight lines. In order that quantitative comparisons

might be made, however, the straight line best fitting

the higher energy transitions was used for obtaining a

"temperature." These "temperatures", as seen in Fig. 6,

are not only very high but differ greatly for the two

flames. Thus the usual log method is greatly dependent

upon the amoimt of absorption in the flame while the

log In method using a discrete, narrow line source is not.

The slight dip at the most intense lines in the log In

plot was unexpected and the cause of this is not de-

finitely known. A greater half-width for the more highly

populated transitions as is obtained in resonance type

pressure broadening*" would produce such an effect [see

Eq. (11)J. However, the partial pressure of OH was

only of the order of 16 mm HgJJ ; this was calculated

using our data on the integrated absorption of the i?2(l)

line corrected for lack of suflBicient resolution, Oldenburg

and Rieke's* absolute intensity for this line and Eqs. (3)

and (4). This is probably too small for resonance

broadening to have an effect. Another possible cause

of the dip could be the amplifier passing a small signal

from the slot burner itself, i.e., some of the unchopped

radiation. A careful test definitely showed this not to

be the case.

i»H. M. Foley, Phys. Rev. 69, 616 (1946); P. W. Anderson,
Phys. Rev. 76, 647 (1949).

Xt 14.5 mm Hg is the calculated equilibrium pressure of OH in

the combustion products at this temperature.
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A slight dip probably is due to the finite width of the

OH lines in the discharge and the lack of sufficient

resolving power. Even though the discharge lines are

J as wide as those in the flame, a small amount of ab-

sorption due to the wings is present in the measured

peak absorption. This is so small, however, that its

effect is only observed in the strongly absorbed lines.

For example, if the peak fractional absorption for a line

is 0.99 but due to a small wing contribution we obtain

0.98 at the peak of an observed discharge line, the

reciprocal of the transmission should be 100 but is

measured as 50. However, when the peak absorption

is 0.50, even if the measured value were 0.40, the re-

ciprocal of the transmission would change only from

2 to 1.7. This tentative explanation is consistent with

the explanation given below of the effects of resolving

power and source line width on the measured "tem-

perature." The dip, whatever its cause, does not appear

to affect seriously the "temperatures" obtained.

Figure 7 presents log In plots for the slot burner under

the various experimental conditions. For the low resolu-

tion case, fewer lines in the R2 branch were free of over-

lapping from neighboring lines, resulting in fewer

points. "Temperatures" obtained from these plots

together with those from log plots and isointensity

plots (Fig. 8) are listed in Table II.

Another method of using spectral data for determin-

ing temperature has been called the isointensity

method.' It is most useful for branches of molecular

bands which form a band head and is particularly well

SOURCE

Discharge

Flams

Continuum

Dischorge

Flame

Continuum

I I I I I I
I I I

0 2000 4000 6000 8000
E"(cm-')

Fig. 7. Effect of resolving power on log In plots of OH
absorption with different light sources.
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suited for the i?2 branch of OH" ''' Heretofore this

method has not been used for absorption. The iso-

intensity method is based on the intensities of two lines

being equal. For example, setting expressions for re-

spective intensities of two lines equal to each other,

e.g., in absorption Eq. (4), and assuming that their

frequencies are the same, the temperature is found to

depend only upon the difference in the energy levels

and the ratio of the transition probabilities, of

the two lines. Figure 8 compares isointensity plots of

the same spectrum for the slot burner using the log-

arithm of the reciprocal transmission and the maximum
absorption. Although the curve of the maximum absorp-

tion versus the rotational quantum number is consider-

ably flatter than the corresponding transmission curve,

both curves give the same isointensity "temperatures"

for the first three lines. The lower curve is so flat that

the precision for other pairs of lines is very low. These

"temperatures" also agree with those obtained in the

infrared in OH emission'^ for the same electronic and
vibrational state. The isointensity method in absorption

thus gives reasonable "temperatures" even when the

absorption is large. However, one disadvantage of the

method is that it provides no simple way of detecting

nonequilibrium, i.e., the nonexistence of a temperature.

When this possibility exists it is more desirable to use

the log or log In plot where a straight line indicates

equilibrium.

The isointensity "temperatures" in Table II are

approximately the same and with greater care would be

closer. It is quite possible that the low "temperature"

measured with the flame source at the higher resolving

power is caused by a slight difference in the position

of the slot burner flame. From the infrared and these

present measurements, it appears that the rotational

energy in the (0,0) band of the ground electronic state

of the OH about 25 mm above the inner cone of an

acetylene-oxygen flame with a mixture ratio of 2 to 5

is distributed as though the average "temperature"

were 2550°±100°K.
Table II emphasizes two points in comparing the log

and log In methods of measuring "temperature." The
first is that the log In method with the discharge source

Table II. Measured OH rotational "temperatures."

Method of determination

log Log Iso-

Resolution Source (In I/r) intens.

0.03 A Discharge 2530°K 4100°K 2570°K
Flame 2800 3750 2400
Continuum 3000 3200 2520

0.25 A Discharge 2650 4300 2480
Flame 3000 4100 2490
Continuum 3600 3600 2700

" K. E. Shuler, J. Chem, Phys. 18, 1466 (1950).
12 H. P. Broida, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 1165 (1953).
^ Benedict, Plyler, and Humphreys, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 398

(1953).
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Fig. 8. The logarithm of the reciprocal transmission and the
maximum fractional absorption plotted against the rotational
quantum number, K", of the initial state. Measured isointensity

"temperatures" from the first three pairs of lines are listed.

gives correct "temperatures" independent of the resolu-

tion whereas the "temperatures" obtained from the log

method are as much as 70% high. Second, regardless

of the source or the resolution, the log In "temperatures"

are not in error by as much as the log "temperatures."

The trends exhibited by the different methods of

"temperature" measurement and the different experi-

mental conditions as shown in Table II can be ex-

plained in a rather simple manner. Consider first the

group of "temperatures" obtained using the log In

method under high resolution. The "temperature" of

2530°K using the discharge source was shown to be

correct. When a flame source is used the "temperature"

is increased about 10%. Since the straight line portion

of the plots from K"=H to iT"=20 (£"=4000 to

7500 cm~i) were used in the nonlinear cases to obtain

a "temperature," the relative changes in the reciprocal

of the minimum transmission (or maximum absorption

for log plots) for lines near £"=4000 cm~^ as compared

to those at E"= 7500 cm~' will show how the slope of the

plot or the "temperature" will vary. Lines near

£"=4000 cm~' have a peak fractional absorption of

approximately 0.9 while those at £"=7500cm~' are

about 0.4 (from discharge source). These values will

decrease using a flame source since now source radiation

is present not only at the center but also in the wings of

the OH lines where absorption is less. The source lines

are thus absorbed less in the wings than in the center

and since the spectrometer "sees" more than just the

center of the line when set on this wavelength (i.e.,

Aa;Bpeotrometer~afi»me), the obscrved absorption is less.
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The decrease is probably somewhat less for the strongly

absorbed lines since these transmitted hnes (not the

absorption coefficient) are broader. Even so, if the peak

absorption changed from 0.9 to 0.8 and from 0.4 to 0.2,

respectively, the corresponding change in reciprocal

transmission would be from 10 to 5 and 1.66 to 1.25.

This would cause the point at £"= 4000 cm~' to drop

more than that at 7500 cm~' resulting in a reduced slope

and a greater "temperature." In going to a continuous

source the same effect is present but since the source

radiation in the wings of the OH lines is now the same
as that at the peak, the transmitted energy in the

wings is greater resulting in even less observed absorp-

tion and a still higher "temperature." The somewhat
higher "temperatures" obtained when using the log In

method under poorer resolution is expected since the

spectrometer now passes more of the wing transmission

when set on the peak of the line (i.e., much broader slit

function).

The very high "temperature" measured using the log

method with the discharge source is to be expected

since Eq. (6) is valid only for small absorption. For

the spectral lines near £"=7500 cm~^ where the peak

absorption is about 0.4, the intensity of the absorbed

line is still roughly (15% error) proportional to the peak

absorption. However, when the fractional peak absorp-

tion is 0.9, the absorption has increased far less than

the intensity simply because the intensity is in the

exponent. Thus the plotted points near £"='4000 cm~^

are much lower than they should be, producing a very

high "temperature" measurement. This effect, which

might be called saturation, is analogous to self-absorp-

tion in the case of emission measurements.

It is interesting to note that the "temperatures"

obtained using the log method decrease in changing

from a discharge to a continuous source—the opposite

of that for the log In method. This is simply due to the

fact that we are plotting a function of absorption rather

than reciprocal transmission. Since the relative ab-

sorption decreases more, as mentioned before, when it

is weak, i.e., near £"=7500cm~\ these points are

lowered when using the flame and continuum source

more than those at £"=4000 cm~'. This increases the

slope of the log plot and therefore reduces the measured

"temperatures."

Thus it is seen that the various trends in "tempera-

ture" can be explained by a combination of effects:

plotting a function of absorption rather than reciprocal

transmission, measurement of absorption in the wings

as well as at the peak, and finally the spectral slit width

of the spectrometer.

V. CONCLUSION

The log In method based on Eq. (10) provides a

more accurate means of measuring population "tem-

peratures" in absorption in flames and hot gases. If a

line source of radiation is available whose line widths

are less than one-fourth those in the absorber, accurate

"temperatures" may be determined, even when the

peak line absorption is as great as 98%. Even with

broader Une sources or with a continuum, the "tem-

peratures" will be more accurate than those obtained

using the conventional method based on Eq. (6).
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57. Measurement of Electron Density and Temperature

in Dense Plasmas by Application of

Line Broadening Theory

J. B. Shumaker, Jr., and W. L. Wiese

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

For the determination of electron density and

temperature in dense plasmas a number of spec-

troscopic methods are available.^ One of these

is based upon the relationship between the elec-

tron density and the widths of spectral lines

broadened by the interatomic electric fields of

the electrons and ions. The application of this

method was heretofore hampered by the lack of

an adequate theory, but recent improvements in

the theory of statistical Stark broadening and its

a])plication to the line profiles of the Balmer lines

of hydrogen in plasmas^ indicate that electron

densities accurate to 10% should now be attain-

able. In view of these developments it seemed de-

^irable to reexamine this method.

In the work reported here, line profile meas-

.ir""->f>nts are applied to the diagnostics of arc

plasmas mto which a trace ot hydrogen is added

tor that purpose. The electron density is obtained

directly from the line ])rofile theory, but the tem-

p?rature must be calculated from the electron

density in cases of local thermodynamic equi-

librium (LTE) by solution of the plasma conser-

vation and equilibrium equations.'-" The set of

plasma equations leaves undetermined as many
unknowns including the temperature as there

are chemical elements present in the plasma (for

known total pressure). The relative gas composi-

tion, when available, furnishes all but one of the

necessary supplementary relationships, and a

single additional measurement then suffices to

evaluate the temperature. In arcs, however, a

"demixing" or local nonstoichiometry of the com-

ponents of a gas mixture often results from the

high-temperature gradients present so that rela-

tive compositions measured in the cold gas are

unreliable values for the discharge.*' ' Conse-

quently, the introduction of hydrogen (if not

already present) is of advantage in measuring

the temperature only if it provides two or more
independent measurements or relationships. If

the concentration of the added hydrogen is very

small, even a rough estimate of its concentration

will generally be sufficiently accurate, and this,

together with a line profile measurement of the

electron density, provides an additional piece of

information for the solution of the plasma equa-

tions. This becomes particularly useful in the

cases studied here of a single element other than

the hydrogen trace since the hydrogen line pro-

file measurement together v/ith the concentration

estimate is then sufficient to determine the tem-

perature as well as, of course, the electron density.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The plasmas studied in these experiments were

generated in an arc chamber of the wall-stabihzed

or cascade arc type,''* which produces an ex-

tremely stable arc in an atmosphere of arbitrary

composition. The arc was operated at currents

between 50 and 100 amperes. Since these cham-

bers require a continuous small flow of gas, the

hydrogen fraction was introduced either by di-

rectly mi.xing hydrogen with the gas to be studied

in a constant ratio controlled by flow meters and

needle valves, or (in the case of the oxygen arc)

by saturating the gas with water vapor at room

temperature as it passed into the arc chamber.

In either case periodic samples were taken and

analyzed to insure the constancy of the mixture

during an experiment.
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q\ 1 I 1 I I I J I

5000 4900 4800 4700
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Fig. 1. Spectrometer recordings in the region of Hg illustrating the determination of the shape of the

background under Hg . The spectra were taken side-on at the axial position of a 50 ampere arc. The
Stark broadened Hg profile shows characteristically a dip in the center because of the absence of an

unshifted component.

5( 1 1

1 I I i I

4750 4950

X(A)

Fig. 2. Theoretical Hg profile for Ue = 9.2 X 10'^ cm~' and experimental points measured at the axis

of a 100-ampere oxygen arc. The curve is normalized in intensity to give approximate agreement at the

maximum.

An enlarged image of the cylindrically sym-

metric arc column as seen from the side was

focused on the 150-micron wide slit of a scanning

photoelectric spectrometer (3.4-meter JACO
Ebert) and the spectrum in the neighborhood

of an appropriate hydrogen line recorded as

shown in Fig. 1 . For this investigation the Balmer

line was chosen because it was sufficiently

broadened to permit an accurate measurement

of the profile, and its wings did not overlap with

the neighboring Balmer lines. This spectrum was

repeated at each of more than 20 points across

the width of the arc, and again for the same arc

in the absence of the hydrogen. The spectra with

and without hydrogen were then matched, as in

Fig. 1, to locate the hydrogen line background,

which is important for the measurement of pro-

files ol broad lines since changes in the underlying

continuum ma}' not be negligible and the wings of

neighboring lines may overlap, as illustrated by

the oxygen lines in Fig. 1. The difference—the

hydrogen line itself—was then subjected to an

Abel integral transform to obtain the true line

profile as a function of radial distance from the

axis of the arc. The Abel inversion, which has

been described in detail elsewhere, ^ must be

done numerically. It was carried out for a num-
ber of discrete wavelengths across the line lead-

ing to profiles such as those shown in Fig. 2.

The profile of was measured for the two
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element systems: oxygen-hydrogen, nitrogen-

hydrogen, and argon-hydrogen. For comparison

purposes also the absolute intensity of an oxy-

gen, nitrogen, or argon line was determined, with

a calibrated tungsten strip-lamp serving as radia-

tion standard.

DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY

The electric microfields of the ions and electrons

are the dominant cause for the broadening of

spectral lines in dense, jjartially ionized plasmas.

This broadening is especially pronounced for hy-

drogen, which is subject to a linear Stark effect.

A generalized theory of Stark broadening which

includes broadening due to electrons as well as

ions has recently been developed by Kolb and

Griem. The same authors have subsequently

published detailed numerical calculations on the

Balmer lines for a wide range of electron densi-

ties and temperatures. It turns out that for the

temperature range in which high current arcs

operate, i.e., 8000 to 40,000°K, the line profiles

depend practically only on the electron density.

The intensity distribution in the lines is presented

in tables which give the relative intensity S{a)

for a number of positions a across the line. S{a)

is normalized so that the area of the line is unity,

i.e.,

j S(a) da = 1,

and a, a reduced wavelength, is defined by a —

A\/Fo , where AX is the distance from the center

of the line in angstrom units and Fo = 1.25 X
lO^'rie^'^ is the Holtsmark field strength (n^ is the

number of electrons per cm^).

The experimental determination of the elec-

tron densitj' consists of measuring a complete

hydrogen line profile and fitting it to a theoretical

one. But since generally good agreement of the

measured shapes with the theory may be ex-

pected, the measurement of only one characteris-

tic of the experimental profile such as its half-

width is usually sufficient. The dependence of

the Hg half-width on the electron density as de^

rived from the tables of Griem, Kolb, and Shen^

for 10,000°K is shown in Fig. 3. In spite of the pre-

cautions described above for obtaining the back-

ground by taking spectra with and without the

trace of hydrogen, some uncertainty in the verti-

cal positioning of the background—though not in

its shape—may remain. In addition, in many

10 100

MEASURED HALFWIOTH W, .^.lA)

Fig. 3. Electron density as a function of the He
half-width from fine broadening theory for T =
10,000°K. The parameter Wo/Wir., the relative

spectral range of the measurements, is a measure
of the extent to which the apparent line back-
ground approaches the true background.

cases it is not expedient to obtain a hydrogen-free

spectrum or to carry the measurements far into

the line wings. For the estimation of the error

involved and its correction under these circum-

stances, curves are shown in Fig. 3 for arbitrary

background levels which cut the profile at two

points Wo angstroms apart and symmetrical

about the line center. Then the electron density

corresponding to the measured width Ifi/2 at }-i

the apparent maximum intensity depends upon

the parameter Wo/Wm . The apparent maximum
intensity is measured from the arbitrarily posi-

tioned background to the average of the two

slightly different maxima of since the theoreti-

cal profiles do not distinguish between the left

and right wings. Curves are shown for Wo/Wm =

2 , 3 , and 00 . For values of P7o/T^^i / 2
> 5 the curves

practically coincide with the curve for true half-

widths Wo/Wi/2 = 00
. The explicit dependence

of these curves upon temperature is very weak;

similar curves for 5000 and 20,000° differ from

the set at 10,000° by less than 7% in electron

density.

DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE

While the electron density can be measured

with this method even when the existence of LTE
is doubtful, the temperature can be calculated

only in cases of LTE by solving the plasma equa-
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tions^' *• " for the measured electron density Ue

.

For a many element mixture, will be a function

of the mole fractions of the elements as well as

of the temperature T, and is generally obtained

by tedious numerical processes. In simple sys-

tems, however, can be calculated as an explicit

function of T, and a graphical presentation of this

relationship then permits the determination of

the temperature associated with a measured elec-

tron density. For example, in a two-eleraeiit sys-

tem when only a trace of hydrogen is present

and when the major constituent has a comparable

or lower ionization potential than the hydrogen,

it is convenient to expand the solution of the

plasma equations in a power series in the hydro-

gen concentration. In the temperature range

where only neutral and singly ionized atoms and

electrons are present in significant amounts this

power series solution takes the form:"

- He 1 + 7
n,°(f„ - Fa)

2FA{n° + Fh)
+ 0(7^) (1)

]

with

ua + nA*

/27rmkT\^i' ua*
2 —— )

— exp {EA/m
\ / Ua

/2irmkT\i'' Uh*

\ ) Uh
exp (EH/kT)

where Ua , nA'*' ,
etc., are number densities of

atoms A, ions A~^, etc., Ua , Wx+ ,
etc., are the

internal partition functions (which can often be

approximated by the statistical weights of the

ground states) of the species A, A'^, etc., Ea and

Eh are the ionization energies for atoms A and

H, P is the total pressure, J; is the Boltzmann

constant, and h is the Planck constant. The quan-

tity 7 is the ratio of number densities ot total

hydrogen to total gas A.

The value of the electron density approaches

ne°, the electron density for pure gas A, as the

hydrogen concentration is reduced. For manj-

systems this zero-order approximation, neglecting

the hydrogen trace entirely, produces a very

small error in the temperature. In the present

expsriments, for instance, the difTerence between

the zero-order solution and the solution actuallj-

used retaining the term in7[Eq. (1)]. corresponded

to less than 0.2% in temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From Eq. (1) it can be seen that for 7 « 1

even large relative errors in 7 will generally have

only a negligible effect on the calculated tempera-

ture. Consequently, the problems associated with

"demixing" or nonstoichiometry in this arc were

circumvented by ensuring that the hydrogen con-

centration was small. In the experiments, 7 was

about 2% which had the added advantage of

avoiding the complications of self-absorption in

matching line shapes. Self-absorption was less

than 1 % at the center of //„ and even less for

the other Balmer lines.

In Table 1 are presented the temperatures cor-

responding to the electron densities determined

from the measured line shape and those cal-

culated from simultaneously measured absolute

intensities of spectral lines of the major gaseous

constituent using transition probabihties ob-

tained from the Coulomb approximation'^ and

solving the plasma equations. The over-all error

in the measurement ot the electron density is

estimated to be about 15%, the main error re-

Table 1. Axial temperatures in wall-stabilized arcs burning
IN GASES containing ~2% HYDROGEN

Gas

Oxygen Oxygen Argon Nitrogen

101"

Current, amp 50

Electron density from , 7.35 X
Tit , cm~'

Temperature from Ue , °K 12 330

Comparison line 01 6157 A
Transition prob. sec"' 7.45 X 10"

Temp, from comparison 12 320

line °K

100

9.2 X 10'"

12 830

01 6157 A
7.45 X 10«

12 710

70

9.0 X 10'«

12 290

All 4806 A
63.4 X 10«

12 650

50

8.2 X 10'"

12 120

NI 4935 A
1.30 X 10"

U 590
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suiting from theoretical approximations.^ The

corresponding error in the temperature measure-

ment depends upon the particular gas and upon

the electron density, being large for constant

pressure processes in the region of the maximum
of rie versus T. For these runs the error is

estimated to be about 3%. For temperatures de-

termined from transition probabilities the experi-

mental errors of measuring the absolute line in-

tensities are likely to be only slightly less than

the over-all estimated error in the measurement

of electron densities by line shapes. Thus when

the additional uncertainties in the values of most

transition probabilities are considered, it is evi-

dent that temperatures derived from them will

generally be less reliable than those obtained

from line shape measurements.

The useful range of this method for measuring

electron densities is limited to electron densities

between about 10" and 10'* cm~^. At low electron

densities, other broadening mechanisms, es-

pecially Doppler broadening, become increasingly

important, and at high electron densities the Bal-

mer lines overlap. H„ is the most useful line at

high electron densities because of minimum over-

lap with other Balmer lines, whereas the higher

members of the Balmer series are best utilized at

low electron densities because of their relatively

strong broadening. Where LTE jirevails the

method is limited at atmospheric pressure to

temperatures between about 7000 and 30,000°K

by the intensities of the hydrogen lines. The

temperature range increases with increasing

hydrogen partial pressure. The upper limits of

temperature and electron density may be ex-

tended considerably by substituting helium or

ionized helium (for which line profile calculations

have also been carried out'^' ") for hydrogen.

The complication of self-absorption and many
difficulties in the calculation of temperature from

the electron density are minimized by low hydro-

gen concentrations. However, the accompanying

low line intensities produce correspondingly large

errors and difficulties of profile fitting. A practi-

cal compromise seems to be to use hydrogen con-

centrations of 0.5% to 5%.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation indicate that

electron densities accurate to 10 or 15% can

easily be obtained from the measurement of line

profiles of hydrogen using the new theory by
Kolb and Griem. No knowledge of the amount of

hydrogen present is required, and the applica-

tion of the technique is independent of the pres-

ence of LTE. The determination of the, tempera-

ture from the electron densitj' requires, of course,

LTE and a rather detailed knowledge of the

energy levels and amounts of the elements pres-

ent. This method is of particular advantage in

those cases where the hydrogen negligibly affects

the plasma and is present in small concentrations.

The hydrogen then behaves as a true thermome-

ter.
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Arc Source for High Temperature Gas Studies

John B. Shumaker, Jr.

National Bureau oj Standards, Washington 25, D. C.

(Received August 22, 1960)

A wall-stabilized water-cooled copper ring type arc source is described which operates stably in apparently

any gas for periods of an hour or more at currents up to 100 amp. Arc temperatures obtained spectroscopically

by absolute line intensity and line profile methods are given for the arc in nitrogen at 92 amp.

A S part of a larger program of plasma thermometry an

^ arc chamber has been developed which is based upon

the wall-stabilized, water-cooled, copper disk arc device

described by Maecker.^ The essential difference is that, in

addition to introducing the gas under study, a second inert

gas is deliberately used to blanket the electrodes. This

procedure retards erosion of the electrodes and enhances

the stability of the arc. Such an arc has been operated in

a number of gases at currents up to 100 amp for periods

of hours with unchanging electrical properties, thus per-

mitting leisurely detailed spectroscopic studies.

A photograph of the arc is shown in Fig. 1 and its

essentials are indicated schematically in Fig. 2. It consists

of a series of i^-in. thick water-cooled copper rings separ-

ated from one another by insulating Bakelite rings. Gases

may be introduced tangentially and permitted to escape

through the openings indicated in the Bakelite rings.

Carbon electrodes, as shown, and water-cooled metal elec-

trodes have both been used. In either case, an argon atmos-

phere is maintained around the electrodes to retard their

consumption and improve the stability of the arc. The gas

to be studied (designated X in Fig. 2) is introduced in the

central region between the electrode chambers where it

can be viewed from the side through windows in the Bake-

lite rings or from the end by means of axial holes drilled

through the electrodes. The arc is confined to the i^-in.

channel defined by the water-cooled rings. It burns quietly

for hours in any orientation at currents up to over 100 amp
and appears motionless in all gases tested.

The water flow rate is about 5 liters/min per copper ring.

This generally results in an average water temperature rise

of only a few degrees. Gas flow rates are of the order of a

few liters per minute at each gas entry point indicated in

Fig. 1. Photograph of arc chamber with water, gas,

and electrical connections.

COOLING WATER OUT

Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section

view of arc chamber.
WINDOW

^H. Maecker, Z. Naturforsch. 11a, 457 (1956).
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4000 A 4500 A 50O0 A;

Fig. 3. Spectra of nitrogen (upper), oxygen (middle), and argon (lower) obtained side-on at 50 amp.

Fig. 2. The gas exhausts to the atmosphere at the large

ports indicated, so the gas pressure within the arc is only

a few millimeters of mercury above the atmospheric

pressure.

Because the arc length may be as great as 10 cm with

this device a relatively high voltage power supply is

necessary for stable arc operation. A 400-v bank of storage

batteries has proved valuable although frequently 230 v

from a motor generator set is adequate. The variable

ballast resistor which generally absorbs half or more of the

energy has been described elsewhere.^ It consists simply of

a large electrolytic cell with the opposed electrode areas

varied by controlling the electrolyte (city water) level.

On using the 400-v battery power supply, the current

fluctuations are normally very small. At 100 amp and with

a 150-v drop across the arc with nitrogen in the center, for

instance, peak-to-peak current variations do not exceed

1 amp when measured with time constants in the range

0.0001 sec to 5 min. With the batteries a small current

drift can generally be discerned over a period of 5 or 10

min due to their limited capacity (about 50 amp hr at the

15000
I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

14000 -

5432 101 2345
mm

Fig. 4. Radial temperature distributions in argon and nitrogen

arcs at 92 amp and atmospheric pressure.

2 C. R. Yokley and J. B. Shumaker, Rev. Sci.

100-amp rate). Under the same conditions 3% maximum
peak-to-peak fluctuations in the intensity of the 4935 A
N I line at the center of the arc are observed. The use of

shorter resolving times was not warranted because with a

resolving time of 0.0001 sec the shot noise due to statistical

fluctuations in the number of photons measured by the

optical and detection system was calculated to be of the

same order of magnitude as the observed noise.

The gases which have been used so far in this arc device

are argon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, and helium. Spec-

trograms of argon, oxygen, and nitrogen taken from the

side perpendicular to the axis of a 50-amp arc are shown in

Fig. 3. The spectrograms show no trace of carbon from the

electrodes and, in the oxygen and nitrogen arcs where the

electrodes are surrounded by argon, they also show no

trace of argon. Figure 4 shows the radial temperature dis-

tributions also obtained side-on from photoelectric absolute

intensity measurements of the 4935 A N I line in a 92-amp

nitrogen arc and the 7635 A Ar I line in a 92-amp argon arc.

The standard light source used for the absolute intensity

measurements was a tungsten strip lamp calibrated for

brightness temperature at 6530 A at the National Bureau

of Standards and operated with a filament temperature of

about 3000°K (Int. 1948). Emissivities for tungsten were

extrapolated from the measurements of Larrabee.' The

transition probability for nitrogen was taken from Motsch-

mann's* values and that for argon from Olsen's* values.

The calculations of radial intensities from the side-on

observations were performed on a desk calculator by the

method outlined by Olsen.^

By means of end-on optical measurements radial dis-

tributions can be obtained directly, but in this arc their

usefulness is limited because the length of arc containing

the gas of interest (the X component shown in Fig. 2)

3 R. D. Larrabee, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 49, 619 (1959).
* H. Motschmann, Z. Physik 143, 77 (1955).
^ H. N. Olsen, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 4, 262 (1959).

6 H. N. Olsen, Phys. Fluids 2, 614 (1959).
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is not well defined. Auxiliary spectroscopic observations

from the side can be used to help define the arc length in

some cases. In other cases where only relative intensities

are required end-on measurements are adequate provided

that the temperature along the line of observation parallel

to the arc axis is uniform wherever the X gas is present.

Such a case is presented in the study of line profiles, and

the data of Fig. 4 suggest that m.easurem.ents on nitrogen

lines should be reliable near the center of the arc.

A strip chart recording of the profile of the 4935 A N I

line is shown in Fig. 5. The measurement was made end-on

with a 92-amp arc assembled as illustrated in Fig. 2 con-

taining nitrogen in the middle part. The spectrograph

viewed only the region lying within about 0.1 mm of the

axis of the arc. Griem' has calculated the dependence of

the shape of this line on the temperature and electron

density iising the line broadening theory of Kolb and

Griem.* The line is seen to fit very well the shape predicted

(a dispersion profile) for a temperature of 15 500°K.

The reason for the discrepancies between the line shape

' H. R. Griem (private communication).
8 A. C. Kolb and H. R. Griem, Phys. Rev. Ill, 514 (1958).

Fig. 5. Line profile of 4935 A N I line (solid curve) measured end-on
on axis of a 92-amp nitrogen arc and superimposed theoretical profile

with background (dotted curve) for 15 500°K. Linewdth at one-half

maximum intensity is 3.30 A.

axial temperature measurement of 15 500°K and the line

intensity measurement of 13 300° and between these

values and that of Burhorn^ who obtains an axial tempera-

ttrre of about 13 000° in a nitrogen arc at 100 amp is not

completely known. A discussion of the errors involved in

making high temperature measurements will be the subject

of future communications.

5 F. Burhorn, Z. Physik 155, 42 (1959).
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Arc Measurement of Some Argon Transition Probabilities

C. H. Popenoe and J. B. Shumaker, Jr.

(July 29, 1965)

Transition probabilities and line shape parameters for three argon lines have been measured in a

wall-stablilized argon arc containing a trace of hydrogen. The Hy line shape measurement and the

assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium provided the determination of the argon level popu-
lations. From these three lines ten other argon line transition probabilities have been obtained by
relative measurements in a pure argon arc. The results are compared with those of other investiga-

tors and sources of error are discussed.

Key Words: Arc, argon, linewidth, plasma, spectroscopy, stark broadening, transition probability.

1. Introduction

The importance of argon transition probabilities

for plasma diagnostics is reflected in the large amount
of recent experimental work on the measurement of

these quantities [1, 2, 3, 4].^ The most fruitful source

of these measurements has been the high current

thermal arc, but unfortunately even here in similar

sources the results of different investigators may differ

by factors of two, well outside the error estimates

attributed to the measurements by their authors.

Consequently an additional attempt to measure argon

transition probabihties in a thermal arc source was
undertaken. The particular technique employed
was one which has previously been used in these

laboratories [5]. It consists of operating a wall-sta-

bilized arc with a gas mixture containing a trace of

hydrogen in the gas whose transition probability is to

be measured, and then deducing the arc plasma tem-

perature and composition from the spectral line shape

of the 4861 A hydrogen Balmer ^ line. From the

plasma composition and absolute line intensity meas-

urements the transition probabilities can be derived.

Absolute transition probabihties were determined

in this manner for the two AI Hues at 4300 and 6965 A
and for the All hue at 4806 A. These hues were
selected for their prominence, isolation from their

neighbors, symmetry, relative freedoin from self ab-

sorption, and location in wavelength regions favorable

for photoelectric detection. Some additional tran-

sition probabilities were measured relative to one or

another of these three' reference lines in pure argon

arcs. However, measurements on these lines are less

satisfactory either because the lines are weak or be-

cause of ambiguity in the location of the background.
Most of the prominent blue argon lines in this source

are afflicted with this background problem due to the

closeness of strong neighbors or asymmetric line

F igures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end oi this paper.

shapes (see fig. 1) either of which can result in an

uncertainty in the total intensity to be ascribed to the

lines.

All of the data recording, handhng, and calculations

including the graphical presentation of the results

were done by automatic machine methods to eliminate

as many sources of error as possible. With the statis-

tically large samples made possible by these methods
along with elimination of subjective measurements
and increased precision, it becomes possible to at-

tempt a more thorough analysis of the errors and un-

certainties involved in these measurements.

AI 420IS

I AI4l59i

0

Figure 1. Atmospheric pressure argon arc spectra after Abel in-

version [ref. 19].

The total intensity cif AI 4300 A yields an electron density i>f 5.9 x 10" cm" ' and tem-
perature of 12 060 °K assuming the transition prohahility value f>f table 3.
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2. Experimental Details

2.1. Light Source

The radiation source is a wall-stabilized or cascade
d-c arc of about 10 cm length and 5 mm diam. The
arc chamber is similar to that described in reference

[6] with the exception of improved water cooling for

higher current operation. The graphite electrodes

are surrounded by a separate flow of argon, preventing

rapid electrode erosion and contamination of the test

gas in the observation section. After passing through

the arc the gases are exhausted to the atmosphere
through large diameter ports. The arc character-

istically operates stably for long periods of time for

most test gases. For the experiments reported here

arc currents of 40, 60, and 90 A were used.

The arc chamber is mounted on a carriage movable
by means of a lead screw in a direction transverse

to the optic axis of the monochromator. An elec-

trically actuated single-revolution clutch couples an

electric motor to the leadscrew drive providing for

either continuous or incremental movement of the

arc carriage. Variation in rate of scan or increment
size is accomplished by a set of quick-change gears

in the drive train.

Electrical power is supplied to the arc by either

a bank of 100 6 V storage batteries, or a rotary con-

verter of 500 kVA capacity and 650 V output as shown
schematically in figure 2. Both power sources were
used during this series of experiments with no observ-

able difference in results. The voltage drop across

the arc is typically 102 V in argon at 60 A, and 112 V
with 1 percent hydrogen added to the test gas. The
bulk of the power is dissipated in a large variable

water resistor [7] in series with the arc supply.

The current is automatically regulated by a solid-

state series current regulator (see fig. 2) consisting

of 30 power transistors in parallel, with the current

error signal being derived from a 0.2 ft oil-cooled

manganin shunt. The arc current is initially set and
later monitored with a potentiometer and galvanometer
by which variations in total arc current as small as

WATER

RESISTOR

Q3J Q30

CURRENT

REGULATOR

Figure 2. Arc circuit schematic including some details of the

transistorized automatic current regulator.

1 mA may be observed. A carbon pile rheostat is

used to provide vernier adjustment of the ballast

resistance.

2.2. Optical and Spectrographic Arrangement

The arc was viewed in a plane perpendicular to

the arc axis with the image focused slightly enlarged

on the monochromator entrance slit. A rectangular

diaphragm opening at the lens formed the aperture

stop of the system and limited the solid angle from the

arc to 0.002 sr. The dispersing element was an 0.8 m
Ebert-Fastie plane grating monochromator having a

nominal dispersion of 10 A/mm in the first order.

Entrance and exit slits of 15 /jl width were used in

most of the experiments. The entrance slit height

was masked to 1.2 mm to eliminate reflections from
the copper plates adjacent to the observation section

of the arc chamber and to minimize the effect of any

slight variations of the arc column along its length.

During the course of the experiments. RCA 931

A

(S-4 response), Hamamatsu R-136 and RCA 7265

(S-20 response), and ITT FW-118 (S-1 response)

photomultiplier tubes w -re employed to detect the

spectral intensity.

The monochromator grating drive is fitted with a

single channel paper tape reader attached directly

to the wavelength counter to allow direct digital con-

trol of the wavelength setting. An electrical signal

causes the monochromator to scan in wavelength

until a punched hole in the paper tape is sensed by the

reader. A program paper tape may therefore be
punched to direct the monochromator through a pre-

scribed, not necessarily evenly spaced sequence of

wavelengths in the spectrum. The resolution of the

tape reader is 0.05 A and the precision of the wave-
length setting better than 0.01 A.

2.3. Data Recording and Control System

The large quantity of data encountered in spectro-

metric studies involving spacial resolution of plasma
characteristics invites the use of automatic digital

techniques for data collection and reduction [8]. To
facilitate data handhng the response of the mono-
chromator was recorded digitally on punched paper

tape in a form compatible with electronic data proces-

sing equipment. In addition, the monochromator
wavelength drive and arc carriage positioning mech-
anism were automatically actuated and coordinated

so as to perform the proper variable changes during an

experiment in the minimum time.

In essence, the data recorder consists of amplifying,

digitizing and tape punching equipment. The small

current output of the photomultiplier is amplified and

converted to a voltage signal of the order of 1 V which
in turn is converted to a pulse train whose frequency

is proportional to this voltage. An electronic counter

sums the pulses for a precise interval of time, resulting

in a digitized integral of the applied voltage over the

counting interval. Upon command, six digits of in-

formation from the counter are loaded simultaneously
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into a shift register from which they may be shifted

out serially into a code-conversion matrix and punched
on paper tape in binary-coded-decimal form.

Movement oi the arc carriage, changes in the mono-
chromator wavelength and recording of photomultiplier

current are all directed and coordinated automatically

during a run by a central programmer. The heart of

the programmer is a 25-step. 11 level stepping switch,

wired in a closed-loop mode; i.e.. a signal from the

preceding operation verifying its successful completion
is necessary to initiate a succeeding operation. With
the above system the rate of data recording is lim-

ited by the tape punch to about two 8-character data

points per second.
The possibility of erroneous recordings is greatly

diminished by various self-checks incorporated into

the system. The analog section of the system (cur-

rent amplifier and voltage-to-frequency converter) is

subject to the small errors inherent in analog devices
and is therefore checked and calibrated several times
during an experiment. The cahbration is transferred

directly to punched tape to preclude errors in record-

ing. The nature of the digital section, and indeed of

digital systems in general is such that the occurrence
of small errors in transferring digits through the system
is highly improbable. To ensure that such errors, if

they occur, will he detected, an odd-bit parity check
is made at the tape punch, and the recording process is

automatically stopped if an added or dropped bit is

detected on the tape. A second and independent
parity check is made during the process of converting
the tape to punched cards.

2.4. Experimental Method

A representative spectral line measurement con-

sisted of the photoelectric recording of the arc inten-

sity at each of perhaps 30 equally spaced positions

across the width of the arc. This set of measurements
was then repeated at each of usually 27 wavelengths
spaced nonuniformly across the spectral line — span-

ning altogether about 10 times the maximum full

halfwidth of the line. Finally, without turning off the

electronics, recordings were made of the intensity of a

calibrated tungsten strip pyrometer lamp at the same
27 wavelengths.

An intermittent arc traversing technique was used

in which the motion of the arc carriage was momen-
tarily stopped for an interval of time sufficient to

overcome photomultipher delay effects and to record

the intensity at that point before resuming motion

and proceeding to the next point. This eliminates

the distortion of the arc profile which results from
continuous movement of the arc carriage during the

counting interval. Also, since the traverses always

begin at precisely the same point (±0.001 cm), each
recorded point corresponds to a given point in space
referenced to a laboratory coordinate system, not a

function of time or scanning rate. The recording

positions are therefore repeat able and the recorded
intensities directly comparable from traverse to

traverse.

The effect of integrating the intensity at a point for a

finite interval of time is a temporal smoothing of noise

at that point on the arc profile. Some further spacial

smoothing occurs because of the necessity of observing

a finite "slice"" of the arc column. However, the ad-

ditional loss of spacial resolution which would result

from a continuous traversing or "scanning" of the

arc image is effectively avoided by the intermittent

traversing technique. In these experiments an inte-

grating period of 0.1 sec was used. The width of the

observed "slice" was determined by the slit width
and in most experiments amounted to about 0.001 cm
while the distance between samples was typically

0.03 cm.
The test gas — either pure argon or premixed mix-

ture of argon and 1 percent hydrogen — was injected

tangentially into the arc on both sides of the observa-

tion chamber at a rate of 1.2 liter/min and a differential

pressure of a few millimeters of water. Gas flow rates

were monitored by flowmeters and adjusted to mini-

mize flow in the observation chamber. Separate

flows of pure argon at about 0.2 hter/min were injected

tangentially at the electrodes. The difference in flow

rates insured a net gas flow away from the observa-

tion section, further precluding electrode vapor con-

tamination by diffusion.

The intensity measurements are calibrated with a

tungsten strip lamp at a brightness temperature at

6530 A of 2340.3 °K (IPTS 1948). The lamp was
periodically calibrated by the Temperature Physics

Section of the National Bureau of Standards. At
the conclusion of each arc experiment it was placed
at the arc position with the quartz window from the

arc placed in the optic path to ehminate the necessity

for determination of window transmission. A well-

regulated d-c power supply maintained the strip lamp
current at a constant level within 0.01 percent. The
same punched program tape used to direct the mono-
chromator through the sequence of wavelengths for

the experiment was then used to record the calibrated

strip lamp intensity at the same wavelengths as those

of the experiment.

3. Treatment of Data

3.1. Abellnversion

In order to obtain the radial distribution of volume
emission in the arc from side-on measurements it is

necessary to solve the appropriate Abel integral

equation [9] for each traverse across the arc. The
technique employed is based upon one described by
Freem.an and Katz [10] in which the distribution of

measured side-on intensities is fitted by a polynomial

in the positional coordinate with origin at the center

of symmetry. The solution of the integral equation is

then obtained analytically for this polynomial and the

volume emission at any desired point in the arc is

calculated from this solution. By including odd powers
in the fitting polynomial some minimal allowance is

made for source asymmetry and for errors in locating

the position of the arc "center of symmetry" [11].
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The polynomial fitting was accomplished by the

use of the orthogonal properties of the Jacobi [12]

polynomials P'„°'°^(a;//?) whose inverse Abel transform

is expressible in terms of PiS~^''^'"K^[rlRY — 1) with odd

n terms treated in the approximation of Freeman and
Katz [11]. R is the distance from the arc center be-

yond which the intensity is considered negligible.

This technique results in the weighting of the data

points by {I — [xIRf]"- In the experiments reported

here uniform weighting (a — O) was arbitrarily used
after experiments revealed no appreciable difference

in the results obtained using a = 0 (corresponding

essentially to the Freeman and Katz method) and
a = h (corresponding, except for the odd n terms, to a

method described by Herlitz [13]). Individual arc

traverses contained from 20 to 41 measurements at

equally spaced x points and the resulting intensity

profiles were fitted by the Jacobi polynomial expan-

sions with 8 to 12 terms.

3.2. Line Shape Parameters

The volume emission intensities calculated from the

Abel inversions were reassembled as a function of

wavelength at each radial point and a suitable the-

oretical spectral fine shape was fitted by an iterative

least squares technique. In the case of the argon lines

a dispersion (Lorentz) shape superimposed upon a

hnear background was used as the fitting function:

r
l= A + B{X-Xo) +

l + [(\-Ao)/A]2

with A, B, C, ko, and A being adjusted to minimize
the sum of the squares of the residuals. In the case

of the hydrogen /3 lines the line shape fitting was pre-

ceded by subtracting from each experimental Abel
inverted wavelength scan the corresponding pure

argon arc spectrum at the same radial point. This

pure argon background spectrum was obtained as a

part of each experiment in the same manner and under
the same arc conditions as was the argon-hydrogen

mixture data. The red and blue wings of the resulting

difference spectrum were then averaged and this line

shape was fitted to an appropriate theoretical H/j line

shape:

l^A + BSia)

where a= 1.25 X lO-^\k- ko\{Ne)-^l\ S{a) is a theo-

retical line shape [14], and A, B, and the electron

density A^e(cm"^) are adjusted to minimize the residual

function. The Griem, Kolb, and Shen tabulations of

S(a) were fitted piecewise by cubics in all the tabulated

intervals except the first where a parabola was used

dS
with the condition -7—= 0 at a = 0. The asymptotic

da
wing formulas [15] were used beyond the range of

the tables. In this manner piecewise analytic ap-

proximations to S{a} were constructed for H/3. In

addition to the dependence of the H/3 line shapes upon
Ne impHed by the definition of a, there is a further

weak dependence upon Ne and T. This dependence
was included in these calculations by the actual use

of different piecewise line shapes calculated for

A^e= 10" and T= 13 000 °K, /Ve=- 10'« and T= 10 000 °K,

and for Ne = W^ and 7=7500 °K-the first and last

being obtained by interpolation in the Griem, Kolb,

and Shen tables.

All of the above calculations as well as division by
the strip lamp cahbration data and conversion to

absolute intensities are programmed to be performed
in one pass through the IBM 7094 digital computer.
At each radial point the computer plots the experi-

mental radially-resolved wavelength scans and tabu-

lates all of the line fitting parameters; in particular

the argon line centers Ko, j-halfwidths A, and total

intensities ttCA, the hydrogen line total intensity

B JS{a)da, and the electron density Ne-

No slit width corrections were necessary for the

hydrogen lines because of their relatively great width.

However, for the argon lines slit or apparatus function

corrections were required. For this purpose the pro-

gram for dispersion Une shape fitting was systemati-

cally calibrated using various ratios of apparatus
function width to dispersion line width and using
various distributions of wavelength points of measure-
ment across the line. The calibration was done for

both Gaussian and triangular apparatus functions and
resulted in the application of small slit width dependent
corrections to the computed fine widths and, for very
wide slits, to the line intensities. This procedure
should be quite reliable for lines which have nearly

a dispersion shape.

The apparatus functions observed with the 15

entrance and exit slits used in most of these experi-

ments were approximately Gaussian with l-halfwidths
(one-half of the full width at the half maximum inten-

sity level) of 0.1 A. One experiment was performed
with 150 IX slits in which the apparatus function was
nearly triangular with a ^-halfwidth of 0.75 A.

Examples of the line shape fitting are given in figures

3 and 4. The AI 4300 A line can be seen to exhibit

some skewness. This skewness together with the

unsymmetric disposition of the wavelength points ^

causes the dispersion shape fitting routine to produce
a line shape which in this example is about 3 percent
narrower than a good eye-fit would probably yield.

The apparatus function for both lines in this example
was the Gaussian shape with ^-halfwidth of 0.1 A^.

In figure 3 the computer-fitted^ 5 -halfwidth of 0.771 A
required a correction of 0.013 A for apparatus function
resulting in an estimate of 0.758 A for the ^-halfwidth

of the spectral line itself. In figure 4 the intensity

scale for H/3 is displaced vertically by an amount which
has no particular physical significance being deter-

mined by the subtracted hydrogen-free background
spectrum.

Beyond a radial distance of 0.2-.25 cm, the line

shape fitting procedure was considered unreliable due
to the sharpness of the fines and the attendent small

- The asymmetric distribution of wavelength points apparent in hgure 3 is. to some extent,
unavoidable unless an excessive number of uniformly spaced wavelengths is used because
(f the dependence of the line shift upon the radial position of the observation.
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2

I

4295 4300 4305

Figure 3. ^Experimental intensily points in the neighborhood of
AI 4300 A after Abel inversion {0.13 cm from axis of 90 ampere
arc in argon with ~ 1% Ha) showing computer fitted background
and dispersion shape: ]-halfwidth = 0.771 A. total line emission
= 9.44 X 10" photons cm~^ see''

4 6 8

ELECTRON DENSITY,

10 I0'6xl2

Figure 5. Dependence of l-halfividth upon electron density for-

A I 4300 A.

• BLUE WING

O RED WING

Figure 4. -^Experimental intensity points in the neighborhood of
H(3 486/ A after Abel inversion {same conditions as fig. 3) showing
computer fitted background level and theoretical line shape:
electron density = 7.45 X 70'* cm'\ total line emission = 8.10 X 10'"

photons cm''' sec~'.

number of points defining their shapes. At these

distances, the low number density of the emitting

species causes a reduction in the signal/noise ratio

with the effect that the determination of the true line

shape from a statistically small sample of noisy data

is improbable. For these reasons, the data from
regions lying beyond an arbitrarily chosen radial dis-

tance of 0.2 cm (0.16 cm for ionic hues) is not reported
here.

Argon line shifts and V2-halfwidths corrected for the

0.1 A Gaussian apparatus function are plotted in

"3

I-'

4 6 8 10

ELECTRON DENSITY, cm'^
lO'^xia

Figure 6. Dependence of the red shift of the AI 4300 A line upon
electron density.

figures 5 to 10 against the electron density as deter-

mined from the line shapes. The wavelengths for

the unshifted lines were obtained by extrapolation to

Ne = 0. Both the widths and shifts are seen to be
approximately proportional to the electron density in

rough agreement with theory [9|. The proportionality

constants obtained by least squares fitting of this

data are shown in table 1.
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Q

ELECTRON DENSITY, cnT^

\

lO'^xlO

Figure 7. Dependence of \-halfwidth upon electron density for

A I 6965J

lOi-

08-

06

04

02

4 6 8 10

ELECTRON DENSITY, cm"'

I0'^xl2

.4|-

S.2

_L

lO'^'xIO

ELECTRON DENSITY, cm"

Figure 8.

,l6f-

Dependence of the red shift of the Al 6965 A line upon

electron density.

12 -

08

.04 -

I0"=xl2

ELECTRON DENSITY, cm"

Figure 9. Dependence of h-halfwidth upon electron density for

AH 4806 A.

Figure 10. Dependenc of the blue shift of the All 4806 A line

upon electron density.

Table 1. Stark 112-half widths, w,

and shifts, A. for argon lines

Line

^ X 10" (A cm')
d
/V, X 10'«(Acm=]*

Expt. Theor. Expt. Theor.

Al 4300 A
A I 6965 A
All «06 A

0.100

.048

.0148

0.124

.061

.0058

0.103

.039

-.0073

0.132

.079

(- .00221

*Shifts to the red are taken as positive.

3.3. Transition Probabilities

The calculation of the argon transition probabilities

requires a knowledge of the plasma composition at

each arc data point. For conditions of local thermo-

dynamic equilibrium this can be computed in prin-

ciple from the total pressure (1 atm), measured electron

density, and total hne intensity assuming that only

hydrogen and argon are present and using the theoret-

ical H„ transition probability. Dalton's law, the con-

dition Tor quasi-neutrahty and the appropariate mass
action laws (Saha equations) for the possible ionization

and dissociation reactions. The fact that the hydro-

gen was present in trace amounts permitted some
simplification of the calculations as has been dis-

cussed previously [5. 16]. This simplified calculation

requires a table of the composition of a pure argon

plasma at atmospheric pressure and employs small

corrections computed iteratively from the observed

line intensity.

The pure argon plasma composition was machine
computed by a method similar to that of Drellishak,

Knopp, and Cambel [17] including first order Debye
corrections. The partition functions as functions of

the cutoff energy were analytically smoothed and made
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to assume the asymptotic hydrogenlike form at the

ionization energy limit (9). The number density of

triply ionized argon atoms was assumed negligible

thus limiting the calculations to temperatures below
about 20 000 °K. The computed composition table

including upper level populations pertinent to the

present experiments is presented as table 2. Griem's
treatment [18] of high density corrections to plasma
composition calculations suggests that table 2 should
be accurate to approximately 1 percent.

Finally the electron density and Hg line intensity

obtained from the H/s hne shape fitting are used itera-

tively in conjunction with this table to determine the

total hydrogen content and the number density of

excited argon atoms at the radial points considered.

The argon transition probabilities are then found by
division of the total line intensities (in photons per

cubic centimeter per second) by these number densi-

ties at corresponding radii. The individual values

of the transition probabilities obtained in this manner
are presented in figures 11, 12, and 13. The averages
of these experimental transition probabilities are

given in table 3.

The transition probabilities of the fines other than
696.5, 4300, and 4806 were determined relative to one
or another of these three reference lines. The lines

lying in the red and infrared were measured using
the digital apparatus described above with full Abel
inversion but with wider slits and with an abbreviated
wavelength scan. The plasma composition was

Table 2. Argon plasma composition at 1.00 atm pressure''

5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
8000
8500
9000
9500

10000
10500

11000

11500
12000
12500
13000

13500

14000
14500

15000

15500

16000
16500
17000

17500
18000

18500

19000

19500

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0001

1.0001

1.0003

1.0005

1.0009

1.0015

1.0025

1.0039

1.0061

1.0093

1.0140

1.0208

1.0304

1.0441

1.0630

1.0890

1.1241

1.1706

1.2315

1.3099

1.4093

1.5334

5.3246

5.3752

5.4188

5.4.567

5.4901

5.5196

5.5459

5..5695

5.5908

5.6101

5.6275
5.5437

5.5584
5.5720

5.5845

5.5951

5.7059

5.7170

5.7254

5.7353

5.7435

5.7515

5.7590

5.7552

5.7731

5.7799

5.7865

5.7932

5.7999

7.904

8.0.34

8.158

8.278

8.393

8..505

8.615

8.722

8.827

8.929

9.029

9.126

9.221

9.314

9.405

9.493

9.579

9.663

9.745

9.825

9.902

9.978

10.052

10.124

10.195

10.263

10.3.30

10.395

10.459

10..522

127106

127101

127093

127081

127053

1270.39

127009

126971

126926
126875

126818
1267.55

126688
126518

126549
126482

126421

126367

126325

126294

126275

126268

126269

126277

126289
126.304

126321

125337
126354
126369

222812
222803
222787
222762
222726
222678
222617
222542
222453
2223.50

2222.35

222109
221975
2218,36

221698
221564
221441

2213.34

221249
221188

221150
221135
221138
2211.54

221178
221208
221241
221275
221307
221338

329954
329940
329916
329879
329825
329753
329662
329549
329415
329261

329089
328900
328699
328491

328283
328082
327898
327738
327610
327517

.327462

327439
327443
327467
327504
327549
327598
327648
327697
327744

1.322E 12

7.I74E 12

2.944E 13

9.746E 13

2.724E 14

6.648E 14

1.453E 15

2.898E 15

5.352E 15

9.2.54E IS

1.51 IE 15

2.342E 15

3.466E 16

4.910E 15

6.572E 16

R705E 16

1.091E 17

1.315E 17

1.525E 17

1.705E 17

1.846E 17

1.942E 17

1.998E 17

2.022E 17

2.021E 17

2.004E 17

1.975E 17

1.943E 17

1.907E 17

1.870E 17

1.468E 18

1.335E 18

1.223E 18

1.129E 18

1.048E 18

9.775E 17

9.147E 17

8.579E 17

8.0S0E 17

7.543E 17

7.041E 17

6.527E 17

5.987E 17

5.41 2E 17

4.798E 17

4.1.53E 17

3.492E 17

2.843E 17

2.2.35E 17

1.698E 17

1.252E 17

9.030E 16

5.425E 16

4.557E 16

3.248E 15

2..344E 16

1.720E 16

1.288E 16

9.855E 15

7.704E 15

1.322E 12

7.174E 12

2.944E 13

9.746E 13

2.724E 14

6.648E 14

1.453E 15

2.898E 15

5.352E 15

9.254E 15

1.511E 16

2.342E 16

3.466E 16

4.910E 16

6.672E 15

a70SE 16

1.091E 17

1.31.5E 17

1.525E 17

1.705E 17

1.845E 17

1.942E 17

1.997E 17

2.020E 17

2.018E 17

1.999E 17

1.967E 17

1.928E 17

1.883E 17

1.833E 17

3.642E-07
I.441E-04
2.I.35E-02

1.485E 00
5.702E 01

1.361E 03
2.20.SE 04

2.599E 05
2.347E 06
1.593E 07

1.009E 08
5.104E 08
2.2.39E 09
8.668E 09
3.008E 10

9.473E 10

2.735E 11

7.307E 11

1.820E 12

4.2.55E 12

9.396E 12

1.971E 13

3.949E 13

7..586E 13

1.403E 14

2.506E 14

4.3.36E 14

7.283E 14

1.189E 15

1.890E 15

X

.5000

5500
5000
5500
7000

7500
8000
8500
9000
9500

10000
10500

11000

11.500

12000

12500
1.3000

1.3500

14000

14500

1.5000

15500

16000

16500

17000
17.500

18000

18500

19000

19500

1.322E 12

7.174E 12

2.944E 13

9.746E 13

2.724E 14

5.548E 14

1.4.53E 15

2.898E 15

5.352E 15

9.254E 15

1.5nE 16

2.342E 16

3.465E 16

4.910E 16

6.672E 15

8.705E 15

1.091E 17

1.315E 17

1.525E 17

1.705E 17

1.846E 17

1.942E 17

1.998E 17

2.022E 17

2.021E 17

2.004E 17

1.975E 17

1.943E 17

1.907E 17

1.870E 17

1.1.53E 04
2.324E 05

2.818E 05

2.313E 07

1.397E 08

5.504E 08
2.557E 09

8.398E 09
2.401E 10

6.094E 10

1.395E 11

2.910E II

5..581E 11

9.889E 11

1.624E 12

2.478E 12

3.513E 12

4.631E 12

5.689E 12

6.534E 12

7.063E 12

7.252E 12

7.147E 12

6.832E 12

6.394E 12

5.899E 12

5.394E 12

4.905E 12

4.445E 12

4.019E 12

1.669E 04

3.252E 05

3.835E 05

3.073E 07

1.819E 08

8.450E 08

3.222E 09
I.044E 10

2.948E 10

7.404E 10

1.678E 11

3.471E 11

6.503E 11

1.151E 12

1.895E 12

2.873E 12

4.049E 12

5.31 IE 12

6.492E 12

7.423E 12

7.990E 12

8.171E 12

8.023E 12

7.642E 12

7.128E 12

5..557E 12

5.978E 12

5.421 E 12

4.899E 12

4.419E 12

2.054E 03

4.184E 04
5.U8E 05
4.231 E 05

2.572E 07

1.223E 08
4.758E 08

1.569E 09

4..503E 09

1.I47E 10

2.633E 10

5..509E 10

1.0.59E 11

1.881E 11

3.096E 11

4.731E 11

6.719E 11

8.874E 11

1.092E 12

1.2.55E 12

1.359E 12

1.397E 12

1..379E 12

1.319E 12

1.2.36E 12

1.141E 12

1.045E 12

9..508E 11

8,624E 11

7.804E 11

l.OllE 04

1.968E 05
2.319E 06

1.858E 07

1.099E 08

5.102E 08

1.945E 09

5.298E 09

1.778E 10

4.464E 10

1.012E 11

2.092E II

3.979E 11

6.997E 11

1.141E 1

1.730E 1

2.438E 1

3.198E 1

3.908E 1

4.468E I

4.809E 1

4.918E 1

4.828E 1

4.,599E 1

4.289E 12

3.945E 1

3..595E 1

3.251 E 1

2.947E 1

2.6.58E 12

1.760E 04
3.4 14E 05
4.009E 06

3.202E 07

I.890E 08
8.755E 08
3.331E 09

1.077E 10

3.037E 10

7.614E 10

I.723E 11

3.560E 11

6.764E 11

I.189E 12

1.937E 1

2.934E 1

4.133E 1

.5.41 7E 1

5.615E 1

7.560E 1

8.133E 12

8.3I2E 12

8.157E 1

7.767E 1

7.241E 12

5.657E 1

6.067E 1

5.499E 1

4.968E 1

4.480E 12

4.465E-08
1 .467E-05
1.84OE-03
1.099E-O1

3.667E 00

7.575E 01

I.IOOE 03

1.I53E 04

9 .301 E 04

5.015E 05

3.220E 06
1.462E 07

5.745E 07

1.985E 08

5.108E 08

1.590E 09

4.242E 09

9.722E 09
2.048E 10

3.991E 10

7.254E 10

1.240E 11

2.010E 11

3.116E II

4.6.53E 11

6.732E 11

9.479E 11

I..303E 12

1.7.54E 12

2.313E 12

6.290E-08
1.952E-05
2.333E-03
1.339E-01
4.3 14E 00
8.764E 01

1.223E 03
1.252E 04
9.901 E 04
6.288E 05

3.310E 06
1.480E 07

5.738E 07

1.9.58E 08
5.957E 08

1.631E 09
4.055E 09
9.209E 09
1.924E 10

3.720E 10

5.713E 10

1.140E 11

1.836E 11

2.829E 11

4.201E 11

6.046E 11

8.470E 11

1.159E 12

1.553E 12

2.039E 12
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5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
8000
8500
9000
9500

10000
10500
11000
11500
12000
12500
13000
13500
14000
14500

15000
15500
16000

16500

17000
17500
18000
18500

19000
19500

1.322E 12

7.174E 12

2.944E 13

9.746E 13

2.724E 14

6.648E 14

1.453E 15

2.898E 15

5.352E 15

9.254E 15

1.511E

2.342E
3.466E
4.910E
6.672E
8.705E
1.091E

1.315E

1.525E

1.705E

1.846E 17

1.942E 17

1.998E 17

2.022E 17

2.021E 17

2.004E 17

1.976E 17

1.943E 17

1.907E 17

1.870E 17

1.016E 04
2.072E 05

2.537E 06

2.099E 07

1.277E 08

6.072E 08
2.364E 09
7.798E 09
2.238E 10

5.703E 10

1.310E 11

2.741E 11

5.270E II

9.362E 11

1.541E 12

2.356E 12

3.346E 12

4.420E 12

5.438E 12

6.256E 12

6.773E 12

6.963E 12

6.871E 12

6.576E 12

6.161E 12

5.691E 12

5.209E 12

4.741E 12

4.300E 12

3.891E 12

6.565E 03

1.330E 05

1.619E 06

1.333E 07

8.074E 07

3.826E 08

1.485E 09

4.886E 09

1.399E 10

3.557E 10

8.153E 10

1.703E 11

3.270E 11

5.800E 11

9.536E 11

1.456E 12

2.066E 12

2.725E 12

3.350E 12

3.850E 12

4.165E 12

4.278E 12

4.2I9E 12

4.035E 12

3.778E 12

3.487E 12

3.190E 12

2.902E 12

2.631E 12

2.379E 12

6965 A

I

1.626E 05

2.460E 06

2.348E 07

1.574E 08

7 994E 08

3.25 IE 09

1,104E 10

3.228E 10

8.323E 10

1.926E 11

4.058E 11

7.853E 11

1.407E 12

2.341E 12

3.632E 12

5.256E 12

7.098E 12

8.948E 12

1.054E 13

1.165E 13

1.214E 13

1.205E 13

I.150E 13

1.067E 13

9.710E 12

8.724E 12

7.780E 12

6.909E 12

6.122E 12

5.419E 12

7030 Al

8.131E 03

1.692E 05
2.106E 06
1.768E 07
1.088E 08
5.232E 08

2.056E 09

6.838E 09
1.977E 10

5.07 IE 10

1.171E 11

2.464E 11

4.762E 11

8.496E 11

1.404E 12

2.155E 12

3.071E 12

4.069E 12

5.022E 12

5.793E 12

6.287E 12

6.479E 12

6.408E 12

6.146E 12

5.770E 12

5.339E 12

4.895E 12

4.463E 12

4.055E 12

3.675E 12

9195 AI

1.891E 04
3.478E 05

3.908E 06

3.007E 07

1.719E 08
7.745E 08

2.876E 09

9.103E 09
2.518E 10

6.207E 10

1.384E

2.819E
5.289E
9.186E
1.482E

2.223E
3.102E
4.032E

4.888E
5.545E

5.925E 12

6.018E 12

5.871E 12

S.559E 12

5.156E 12

4.717E 12

4.279E 12

3.862E 12

3.475E 12

3.121E 12

9292 AI

6.510E 03
1.194E 05
1.338E 06

1.028E 07
5.863E 07
2.638E 08

9.785E 08
3.093E 09
8..546E 09
2.105E 10

4.687E 10

9.542E 10

1.789E 11

3.106E 11

5.006E 11

7.505E 11

1.047E 12

1.360E 12

1.648E 12

1.869E 12

1.997E 12

2.027E 12

1.977E 12

1.872E 12

1.735E 12

1.587E 12

1.439E 12

1.299E 12

1.168E 12

1.049E 12

*Za, Zi, and Zz are internal partition functions for neutral, singly ionized, and doubly ionized argon atoms respectively.

Uo, Uu and U-z are effective ionization energies [cm"').

A'p, A'o, A'l. and A';; are number densities of electrons, neutral, singly ionized, and doubly ionized argon atoms (cin~^l.

Columns headed by a wavelength contain number densities in the upper state of the line: e.g., under 4300 AI is tabu-

lated Mjg,, expt-E„lkT)IZn with g„ = 5, £,, = 116999 cm"'.

3|-
<

I

-

4 6 8 9 1016x12

ELECTRON DENSITY, cm"^

lO'^xlO

6 -

< 4

2 -

4 6 8 lO'^xlO

ELECTRON DENSITY, cm"^

Figure 11. AI 4300 A transition probability values.
Ave. = 4.11 X Vf sec-'. Std. dev. = 0.29x W sec"'.

Figure 12. AI 6965 A transition probability values.
Ave. = 7. 10 X 106 sec-". Std. dev. = 0.55 x 10« sec-'.

obtained from measurements of the AI 6965 A in-

tensity using a transition probability of 7.10 X 10^

sfec"^ The lines in the blue were measured using

an analog computer [19] for the direct recording of

the Abel inverted spectra. In this way it was felt

that the separation of overlapping lines (see fig. 1)

could be better accomplished — although somewhat
subjectively. The line intensities were determined
by planimeter integration and the plasma composition

was derived from the measured AI 4300 A intensity

(using .4 = 4.11x10^ sec"') for the neutral hues and
from the All 4806 A intensity (using /i = 1.31x10*
sec"') for the All 4348 A hne. Because of the less

satisfactory estimates of the line wing corrections,

the limited number of experiments, and the uncer-
tainty in the reference transition probabihties the A
values for these Hnes are slightly less accurate than
those for the 4300, 6965, and 4806 hnes.
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.03

.02 -

4 6 8 10 lO^xia

ELECTRON DENSITY, cm"^

.1 0 I

DISTANCE FROM ARC CENTER, cm

Figure 13. All 4806 A transition probability values.

Ave. = 1.31 X 10' sec-'. Std. dev. = 0.21 xlC sec."'.

Figure 14. The hydrogeniargon atomic ratio, k, as a function of
radius for some 60 ampere experiments.

Table 3. Argon transition probabilities

Wavelenillh Transition

.4 X 10-« [sec-']

This expt. Drawin (iericke Olsen Ricliler Pery-TImrne Garstanj:

A
4044 1 1 u — 3;>, 0,45 ± 13% 0,37 0.35

41.

1

15.1 — 3/16 1,60 ±13% 1,7 1,2 0.66

42.sy 1 l5j-3/., 4.4 ± 14% 4.0 3,3 2.5

4272 1 ls^^3/<7 0.44 ± 14% 0.76 0,64 0.37

4300 I li^ — 3/N 0.411 ±11% ,36 ,32

4348 11 240 ± 27% 115 128

4806 11 131 ±23% 74 74

67.53 1 2/),n-4</» 2.4 ± 12%
6871 I 2/i,„-4</5 4.0 ± 13%
646,5 I Is., -2,.. 7,10 ± 11% 5.3 8.7

7030 I 2/N — 35s 4.0 ± 12%
VIMS 1 2.2 ± 12%
4242 1 2/M„-2s:, 4.5± 12%'

3.4. Hydrogen-Argon Ratio

The ratio of the total hydrogen content to the total

argon content as determined from the shape and
intensity measurements alone is shown in figure 14

as a function of radial position for some 60 A experi-

ments. This ratio is defined as

A:=(2yvH2+/VH+/VH+)/(yvA+/VA++/VA+++. • •)

where N^^, N^, etc., are number densities of the species

H2, H, etc. All of the experiments in figure 14

utihzed a premixed tank of the hydrogen-argon mix-

ture with a value for this ratio of about 0.02 as deter-

mined by a mass spectrometric analysis. This figure

illustrates the "demixing" effect [9] which precludes
the use of cold gas composition data in determining
the plasma composition in arcs containing gas

mixtures.

4. Discussion of Errors

The recent appearance of a detailed and self-con-

sistent theoretical treatment [9] of the problems of

laboratory plasma sources and of spectroscopic plasma

diagnostics together with the relatively large data

sample sizes that can be accumulated with automatic

recording and computing techniques makes possible

a much more thorough error analysis than has hereto-

fore been attempted. A discussion of several sources

of error follows. In general it is found that the ex-

pected experimental and theoretical errors are of

roughly comparable magnitudes.

4.1. Electronic

The maximum imprecision of the recorded intensi-

ties due to instrumental uncertainties was determined

to be of the order of 0.15 percent. This figure results

from the treatment as independent errors of the maxi-
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mum effects of instrument nonlinearities and zero

drift over a period of 1 hr with the combined effects

of ambient temperature variations of plus or minus
5 °C and ± 10 percent hne voltage fluctuations, and
includes the contributions from the photomultipher

high-voltage power supply, the current amphfier. the

voltage-to-frequency converter and the electronic

counter.

An additional variation has been observed in the

photomultipher dark current on the higher gain range

settings of the amphfier. This effect became notice-

able after the dark current had been suppressed and
appeared to consist of a long-term drift of the dark
current of as much as 1 percent of full scale accom-
panied by short-term random noise of a similar mag-
nitude.

The effects of photomultiplier fatigue on the

photocurrent measurements were made neghgible

by restricting anode currents in the photomultiplier

to less than 10"' A. a value which previous investiga-

tions had shown to be below the threshold of fatigue

effects for these tubes.

A certain amount of delay in the response of the

photomultipliers to step inputs was observed. A
rise time of about 0.2 sec was measured for the photo-

tubes with S-20 response, while the delay was un-

measureabie for the S-4 phototubes, implying some
dependence on photocathode material. To ensure

sufficient time for any effects of photomultiplier delay,

mechanical relaxation or transient vibrations to decay,

the recording of the photocurrent was postponed until

0.25 seconds after the arc chamber had completed
its shift to a new position.

4.2. Calibration

The absolute cahbration of the source intensities

with a tungsten strip lamp is subject to a maximum
uncertainty of about ± 5 percent. The brightness

temperature cahbration of the strip lamp at NBS is

qualified by a certificated uncertainty of ± 7 °C

relative to the IPTS which would produce uncertain-

ties of about ± 3 percent in the transition probabihties

of both neutral and ionic lines. For the calculation

of the strip lamp emission at wavelengths other than

the cahbration wavelength (6530 A) the tungsten

emissivities given by DeVos [20] were used. These
are estimated to be accurate to within ± 2 percent.

The maximum uncertainty due to this cause would
therefore presumably be ± 2 percent in the blue and in-

frared spectrum and would decrease to zero at the

cahbration wavelength.
The errors in intensity due to uncertainties in

determination of the correct strip lamp current are

around ±0.07 percent, almost two orders of magnitude
below the errors discussed above and therefore

neghgible. The combined expected uncertainties are

therefore ±5 percent for blue and infrared hues
decreasing to ±3 percent for hues in the red.

4.3. Arc Source

The argon used in these experiments was technical

grade argon with typically a purity of 99.996 percent
containing mainly nitrogen and oxygen as contami-
nants. The gas flow system in the arc chamber is

designed to prevent atmospheric and electrode con-

taminants from entering the observation chamber and
indeed no impurities were observed spectroscopically

during the experiments. From thjs observation the

impurity upper limit and corresponding transition

probability error of the order of 1 percent can be set

based upon a minimum detectable signal and estimated
transition probabilities for lines of the likely impuri-

ties, C, N. and 0.

The arc current regulator maintains the arc current

constant to within 0.05 percent for periods of 1/4 or

1/2 hr. Effects of a long-term drift presumably due

to ohmic heating of the oil-cooled regulator shunt

were minimized by monitoring the arc current at

intervals with a potentiometer and precision shunt

and making small manual corrections. Oscilloscopic

observation of the arc current reveals a 0.3 percent

360 cycle ripple when the rotary converter power
supply is used. Assuming the totally unreahstic

worst possible case — that the averaging over the 0.1

sec counting time results in a measurement of the elec-

tron density at one current extremum and of the hne
intensity at the other — then the ensuing error in the

transition probabilities would be of the order of 0.5

percent and 1 percent for the AT and All hues respec-

tively.

The arc positioning mechanism is capable of locating

the arc chamber to within 0.002 cm. with a repeat-

ability an order of magnitude better. Since these

positioning errors are attributed to the lead screw
and are therefore noncumulative. they will appear

on the recorded profile of the traverse as noise amount-
ing at most to about 0.4 percent rms of the maximum
signal.

The assumed total arc pressure of 1 atm is clearly

an approximation. No record was kept of the prevail-

ing atmospheric pressure during the experiments so

that day-to-day pressure fluctuations of 2 or 3 percent

must be expected. The over-pressure of the argon

in the arc required to maintain the steady gas flow-

was 0.0003 atm. The arc column over-pressures due
to magnetic seff-compression and due to the mo-
mentum transport accompanying the heat transport

can be estimated [9] for the 90 A arc as 0.0003 atm
and 0.02 atm respectively. Thus the actual pressure

at all points in the arc was at all times probably within

5 percent of the 1 atm assumed for the calculations.

By repeating the plasma composition calculations

(table 2) at other pressures the effect of this pressure

uncertainty upon the transition probabilities can be

evaluated. The result is that a ±5 percent error in

pressure produces a 1 percent error in the neutral

hne transition probabihties and a ±8 percent error

in the ionic line values.
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4.4. Optical

Any nonuniformity of the arc in the axial direction

within the observation chamber will result in transi-

tion probability errors due to the finite height of the

spectrometer slit which collects light from a region

0.05 cm long in the axial direction and because of the

resulting signal averaging which will be different for

line widths, neutral line intensities, and ion line in-

tensities. Estimates of the maximum errors fr(mi this

source based upon measurements taken during a

crude scan along the arc axis are 0.5 percent and
4 percent for neutral and ionic line transition prob-

abihties respectively. Similar errors arise in the steep

gradient regions of the arc because of imaging errors

of the optical system and the finite width of the

entrance slit. The combined lateral image smearing
was determined to be less than 0.005 cm for the 15 /jl

slit by moving the edge of a tungsten strip filament

lamp across the optic axis at the arc position and ob-

serving the "halfwidth" of the signal step. The
corresponding maximum transition probability errors

in this case are also 0.5 percent and 4 percent respec-

tively at the edges of the arc. In all cases the experi-

mental values should be too high. Turbulence, if

present in the arc, would lead to similar errors. How-
ever, estimates of the Reynolds number for the condi-

tions of these experiments lie well within the laminar

flow region suggesting that this should not be a

problem. Optical refractivity gradients in the arc

are expected to cause a negligible distortion of the arc

intensity profile even in the vicinity of strong fines

[9]. This expectation was partially confirmed experi-

mentally by the failure to detect a significant displace-

ment of the apparent position of the edge of a tungsten

strip lamp filament imaged into the arc plasma at any
observing wavelength near the AI 6965 A line.

Scattering of light by the optical elements and arc

chamber windows would cause an increase in the

apparent transition probabilities at the higher radii,

1. e., at the edges of the luminous arc column. Since

a slight variation of this type was indeed observed,

several experiments were performed with no window
in the arc chamber. These failed to show a signi-

ficant difference at the arc edges from those in which
the window was included in the optical path. Direct

rough measurements of the Ught scattered by the

optical elements showed this amount to be less than

0.3 percent of the maximum source intensity, which
could not possibly account for the observed radial

variation of the ^-values.

The shot noise arising from statistical fluctuation

in the arrival of photons at the photomultiplier can

be estimated from the source intensity and the geo-

metry of the optical train. It is estimated to be always

less than 0.5 percent for the strip lamp calibration

and less than 0.1 percent for the arc, except at the

extreme edges.

For some experiments the limiting aperture of the
optical system was reduced to one-half its original

size. Any observed difference in the results of these
experiments would have pointed out errors and

misaUnements of the optical system. No such
differences were observed, indicating that the optical
system was properly alined and that the original

aperture was indeed limiting.

The degree of self-absorption can be estimated by

calculating the optical depth 7 = 2
j K'dr
Jo

where k' = €IB{T)

and B{T) = 2hc^k-He"'-l^'r-l)-^

k' is the effective absorption coefficient (cm~'), and e

is the observed radially resolved emission coefficient

per steradian (erg sec ' cm""^ sr~' cm"'). The results

of such calculations at the centers of the three fines

at 4300, 6965, and 4806 A are respectively 0.002, 0.11,

and 0.002 for the optical depths, t, in the worst cases
encountered. Since the Abel inversion is most un-

stable near the center due to the infinite kernel at that

point it is to be expected that the consequences of

errors in the side-on intensity measurements due to

self-absorption will normally be most severe in the

radially inverted values near the center of the arc.

This is borne out by exact analytic calculations of

simple models and by the approximate Freeman and
Katz [10] treatment of more realistic models. These
calculations indicate that for small degrees of self-

absorption and for bell-shaped profiles the relative

error in the radially resolved emission coefficient is of

the order of Kq/? at the arc center where k,, is the effec-

tive absorption coefficient at the center and R is, as

before, the nominal arc radius. Thus only in the case
of the AI 6965 A line will self-absorption play a role

leading to transition probabiUties that are too low
by about 5 percent {k^R averaged over the line shape) at

the arc center and increasing to the correct value at

the edge. To some extent this conclusion appears
to be supported by^ the data of figures 11 and 12 which
show for the 6965 A line a more pronounced depression
of the transition probabilities at high electron densi-

ties near the arc center.

4.5. Analytical and Theoretical

In general, the accuracy of an Abel inversion based
on curve fitting techniques is dependent upon the form
of the intensity profile of the arc traverse and the fitting

function, the number of polynomials used in the fitting

function, the number of increments examined during

each arc traverse, and the noise present on the in-

tensity profile. To assess the effects of these variables

on the accuracy of the inversion, analytical test func-

tions were constructed with varying amounts of super-

imposed noise drawn from a table of random normal
deviates. These test functions, which are of the same
general shape as the observed profile of the arc tra-

verse, were then inverted by the machine program used

in processing the experimental results. As expected,

for data with a relatively high noise level a small num-
ber of polynomials in the fitting function produces the
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best inversion in terms of accuracy of fit and minimum
noise amplification. Conversely, no significant im-

provement in accuracy results from using large num-
bers of increments and terms unless the signal/noise

ratio of the data is quite high. The accuracy of the

inversion is, however, relatively insensitive to varia-

tions in number of increments for noise levels greater

than 0.3 percent due to the smoothing inherent in the

curve fitting process and in this range the relative

noise level of the inverted profile is almost identical

to that on the original recorded intensity profile.

The results of tests on analytical functions were
borne out by further tests of the inversion on actual

experimental profiles. The number of data points of

representative many-point arc traverses was halved

and quartered by systematically discarding alternate

data points, and the resulting "thinned" traverses

inverted and compared to the originals. These tests

also showed that, at least for the data encountered
here, no further accuracy could be attained by taking

more than 20 or 30 measurements per arc traverse.

Similarly, the use of more than 8 or 10 terms in the

polynomial expansion was again not warranted and,

in fact, increased the noise level in the results.

Numerical tests of the dispersion shape fitting pro-

gram carried out by superimposing noise upon calcu-

lated dispersion shap6s reveals that the relative rms
noise on the computed line intensity and halfwidth

is roughly equal to the relative noise in the input

intensity data at the half maximum intensity level.

Thus, httle smoothing of the noise is accomplished in

this step. This is due mainly to the influence of the

noise upon the background or continuum level de-

termination by the program. In these experiments
this determination was dependent upon a compara-
tively small effective number of points due to the

wavelength point distribution employed.

The use of the area of the fitted dispersion shape
as the spectral fine intensity obviates the necessity

for correcting measured fine intensities for that portion

of the line lying below and beyond the end points of

the wavelength scan. This is a significant correction

amounting to 13 percent for scans of only ten half-

widths and may account for part of the difference

between the transition probabilities observed here

and the lower values of other workers. Since the

experimental line shapes even after correction for

apparatus functions are not expected to be quite

dispersion shapes [9] it was necessary to ascertain

the effect of departures from the dispersion shape
upon the linewidth, shift, and intensity values as meas-
ured in these experiments. For this purpose the

dispersion shape fitting program was applied to a

theoretical complete asymmetric line shape [21] which
appears to be reasonably representative of the ex-

perimental line shapes encountered here. The com-
puted intensities and halfwidths were consistently

low by 3 percent and 2 percent respectively. The
hne shifts were consistently overestimated by a mag-
nitude approximately equal to the error in the ]-

halfwidth. No attempt was made to calibrate the

dispersion shape fitting program for these theoretical

line shapes because of the unavailabihty of suffi-

ciently extensive tables of the necessary line shapes.

Consequently, systematic errors can be expected in

the results amounting to perhaps 5 percent and prob-

ably always in the direction indicated by this example.

At the heart of these measurements is the deter-

mination of the electron density by the hne shape
measurement. Unfortunately a significant uncer-

tainty in the results is associated with this step.

For example, Griem [9] estimates that the electron

densities obtained from line shapes are probably
reliable only to about 5 percent based upon an anal-

ysis of the theoretical approximations. In addition,

as indicated in figure 4, some error is involved in the

fitting of a theoretical line shape to the experimental
data. Typically the rms deviation of the experimental
points from the fitted curve is 2 or 3 percent of the

maximum intensity. (This is somewhat better

than the dispersion shape fitting to the argon lines

which typically has an rms deviation of 3 to 5 percent.

However, in part this greater error is explained by
the influence of the apparatus or sht function which
is not taken into account in the fitting and by the ap-

proximation of the true theoretical shapes by the dis-

persion shape.) The subtraction of the pure argon

spectrum from the argon + hydrogen spectrum re-

moves the major part of any uncertainties in the

shape measurement due to irregularities in the argon
continuum underlying the hydrogen hne. Any errors

in this step due to small changes in the radial tempera-
ture profile caused by the addition of the trace of

hydrogen are expected to be negligible but pre-

sumably are included in this 2 or 3 percent deviation.

As a partial check of these Hg measurements in two
of the 60 A experiments line shapes were also

recorded. From the electron density, temperature,
and hydrogen to argon ratio as determined from the

measurements the theoretical intensity and shape
ot the lines were computed using the Griem. Kolb,

and Shen tabulations. Figure 15 shows a compar-
ison of an experimental line shape (after the Abel
inversion and subtraction of the pure argon spectrum)
with the theoretical shape based upon the meas-
urements at the same radial point. The agreement
is seen to be satisfactory in the wings and at the center

but the halfwidth of the theoretical shape is 10 percent

or so smaller than the experimental one. This dif-

ference appears to be in accord both in magnitude
and direction with the correction to the theoretical

shapes which Griem et al., [14] estimate would
accrue by taking into account the improved ion field

strength distribution functions of Mozer and Baranger.

Thus, in conclusion, it is reasonable to assume that

the electron densities obtained in these experiments
from the line shapes should not be in error by much
more than about 5 percent. This results in 8 and 20
percent uncertainties respectively in the AI and All
transition probabilities.

Griem [22] has discussed in detail the validity of the

local thermodynamic equilibrium (L.T.E.) assumption
in laboratory plasmas. Using his criteria one finds
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Figure 15 . Experimental intensity points in the neighborhood of
Ha 6563 A after Abel inversion (on axis of 60 ampere arc in argon

with ~ 1% H2) with theoretical Ha line shape computed from
parameters obtained by H/s measurements: = 7.35 X 10"^ cm~^,

k = 0.0197.

that for homogeneous plasmas of the dimensions of

the arcs of these experiments complete L.T.E. would
be probable down to the lowest electron densities

actually utilized in the measurements — 2 X 10'® for

neutral species and 5 X 10'® for ionic species. Again
following Griem's treatment one finds that the greatest

average distance traveled by any species in the arc

between equilibrating collisions is that of the ground
state neutrals of the order of 10"^ cm at the axis.

Thus, the measured electron density and hne intensi-

ties at a particular point in the arc are not to be inter-

preted as corresponding exactly to L.T.E. conditions

at the local electron temperature at that point but

rather as appropriate to some kind of averaging of

near-equihbrium distributions which exist over a

distance of the order of 10~^ cm. The use of this

distance, then, permits some estimate of the effects

of the temperature and composition gradients present

in the arc upon the accuracy of the transition proba-

bility determinations. Clearly an over-estimate of

the errors is obtained by coupling hne intensity meas-
urements at one point with equihbrium calculations

based upon electron density measurements 10"^ cm
away. Such a procedure results in error estimates of

1 percent for the neutral lines and 2 percent for the

ionic lines at the center of the 90 A arc. Away from
the center this equilibrating collision distance is not a

proper measure of the L.T.E. smearing because of the

additional equihbrating influences of the diffusion of

ions and excited atoms from the hot core and the ab-

sorption of resonance radiation from the core. The
fact that the measured transition probabilities show no
strong dependence upon the electron density, however,
suggests that if departures from L.T.E. are not serious

at the arc center they are probably also not serious at

least out to 0.2 cm where the lowest electron density

measurements were taken.

5. Discussion of Results

The estimated transition probability uncertainties

resulting from this error analysis assuming the errors

are independent are included in table 3 together with

transition probability values obtained by other investi-

gators. Most of the errors which have been discussed

are systematic. However, a few — the electronic

noise, the numerical curve fitting errors, the day-to-

day pressure variation, and the dark current drift

errors — are not and will tend to be reduced in magni-

tude by the averaging over the many experiments or

radii. In arriving at the uncertainty estimates in

table 3 due allowance for this kind of error was taken,

where appropriate, by division by the square root of

the sample number. A similar calculation applied to

the neutral line width and shift measurements gives

an estimated 6 percent uncertainty.

The three dominating errors in the average transition
probabihty values determined here are the absolute
intensity calibration errors, the systematic errors in

the argon Hne shape fitting due to apparatus functions
and asymmetry, and the estimated uncertainty in the
hydrogen hne broadening theory. It is now possible
to reduce the effect of cahbration uncertainties from
the 3 to 5 percent estimated in these experiments
to about 1 to 2 percent, by means of new NBS radio-
metric cahbration services which have become avail-

able on a hmited basis [24] since these experiments
were undertaken. Also, with some effort, the argon
hne shape fitting can be improved by the calculation
and use of more extensive theoretical hne shape tables
including asymmetry and possibly with apparatus and
Doppler broadening properly folded in. Thus the
experimental errors can probably be reduced by a
factor of two without excessive effort. However,
without a concomitant improvement in the accuracy
of the electron density determination these experi-
mental improvements would only marginally reduce
the estimated overall errors. The uncertainty in this

step is the major contribution to the error estimates
in table 3. Griem's estimate of the accuracy of the
hydrogen hne shape calculation is not significantly

changed by consideration of the small amount of rela-

tively contradictory experimental evidence [9]. Fur-
ther experimental or theoretical studies should permit
a better assessment of the accuracy of this extremely
useful plasma diagnostic technique.

The origin of the apparent decrease of the transition

probabilities with increasing electron density (see

e.g., fig. 11) is unknown. Of the error sources de-

scribed above, the only pertinent ones estimated to

be of sufficient magnitude to encompass this effect are

hydrogen hne broadening theory errors, line shape
fitting errors, and possibly departures from L.T.E.

This deviation from a constant transition probability

agrees qualitatively with the discrepancies observed
by Wiese et al. [25] in pure hydrogen arcs.

The scatter of the transition probability values (figs.

4 to 13) is in agreement with the noise level estimates

described above. These were mainly electronic and
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amounted to 1 or 2 percent of the maximum signals.

When expressed in terms of the half-intensity of a line

this relative noise level is higher by a factor of two or

more, and, consequently, since neither the Abel inver-

sion nor the dispersion line fitting seems to modify the

noise level, the Hne intensities should exhibit a scatter

of several percent. When combined with a similar

noise in the electron density values a resultant scatter

of the transition probability values of the order of 5 to

10 percent is to be expected.

The theoretical transition probabilities of Garstang

[23], the "hook" method values of Pery-Thorne and
Chamberlain [1], and the arc measurements of Drawin

[4] appear to agree generally with the present values in

the sense that the error ranges assigned by the investi-

gators overlap the present ones. (The theoretical

values are good to perhaps a factor of two, Pery-

Thorne and Chamberlain estimate an accuracy of 20
to 30 percent for their values, and Drawin assiens

error Umits ranging from^lO percent for AI 4044 A to

20 percent for AI 4300 A.) Drawings measurements
were carried out in an arc containing a hydrogen-argon
mixture. However, since his diagnostics were based
upon hydrogen line intensity measurements and the

use of the cold gas composition there is a possibility

of a systematic error due to demixing.
Gericke's argon transition probabilities [3] are based

upon an argon arc temperature profile derived from
measurements of the All 4348 A line intensity using a

transition probabihty value of 68 X 10^ sec"'. The
value obtained in the present work for this transition

probabihty is 240 X 10^ sec"'. If this is correct then
Gericke's transition probability values should be in-

creased by about 35 percent^ and would agree well with

the present values. These same comments apply to

Richter's value for the AI 4044 A line (27) which was
evidently obtained similarly. The corresponding
adjustments to Gericke's electron density values result,

in the case of the AI 4300 A hne, in values (in A) for

the 7-halfwidth and shift both approximated by 0.12

X 10"'^[A'^e] where Ne is the number of electrons per

cm^. This compares reasonably well with the present

values (table 1) of 0.10 X 10-'«[A^,.]. Thus the measure-
ments reported here are evidently well in accord with

Gericke's on a relative basis but the absolute results

differ through the use of the Hn line shape for the arc

diagnostics rather than the All 4348 A transition

probability used by Gericke.

In the case of Olsen's results an estimate of the

degree of self-absorption at the center of the All
4806 A line * under his arc conditions leads to values

for the optical depth, t, of 0.7 or 0.3 depending upon
whether the line halfwidth is estimated from Griem's
theoretical calculations [9] or is extrapolated from the

experimental data of figure 9. In either case the

magnitude is sufficient to cause a serious error in the

radially resolved emission coefficient and to raise

doubts about whether Olsen's observed apparent

This includes a correction discussed by Griem (26) to the ionization potential lowering.
* There appears to be an error in the equation for self-absorption in reference 2 (eq (6)).

gn should probably be replaced by i tt.

off-axis maximum was not in fact a consequence of

this absorption rather than a manifestation of the

Larenz and Bartels [28] "normal" temperature effect.

In this event Olsen's temperature determinations and
transition probabilities are open to radical reinter-

pretation.

Table 1 compares the measured values of the line

widths and shifts (averaged assuming they are pro-

portional to the electron density) with theoretical

values computed from Griem's tables [9] for a tem-

perature of 12 000 °K. Fortunately the theoretical

values of the reduced widths and shifts are not strongly

temperature dependent so that the difference between
12 000° and whatever effective temperature is intro-

duced by the averaging of the experimental values will

cause a difference of only a few percent in the tabular

entries. For the neutral argon lines the agreement
of theory and experiment is roughly within the ex-

pected accuracy of 8 percent for the experiments and
20 percent for the theory. The ion line results, how-
ever, are in very poor agreement with theory. For
the line shift this is understandable since the theo-

retical Stark shift for the line does not include the

plasma polarization blue shift [9] which rough calcu-

lations indicate will be larger than the Stark shift.

For the width of the All 4806 A line errors due to both

Doppler broadening and the slit width correction pro-

cedure are important but do not appear to be sufficient

to resolve the discrepancy between theory and experi-

ment. The consequences of neglecting the Doppler
broadening were estimated by folding the Doppler
line shape (Gaussian with '-halfwidth of approxi-

mately 0.03 A) into the apparatus function to give a

broadened effective apparatus function. The use of

this modified apparatus function (which significantly

affects only the narrow ionic hne) reduces the widths
of figure 9 by approximately 0.005 A and decreases
the proportionality constant in table 1 by about 5

percent. The error in this proportionality constant

stemming from the application of the slit width cor-

rection procedure to the All 4806 A line where the

line and apparatus function widths are comparable
(hne width: 0.08 A to 0.15 A: apparatus width: 0.1 A)

is estimated at 10 or 20 percent. This figure is based
upon the results of the 150 fx sht width experiment
in which the apparatus function was wider than the

AI 4300 A line at all radii. In this case application

of the slit width correction procedure to the com-
puter fitted line widths resulted in an average value for

w
-rrX lO"' of 0.089 compared to the average 0.100 for
I\e

all the narrow slit experiments.
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Reprinted from APPLIED OPTICS, Vol. 3, page 83, January 1964

The Use of an Analog Computer in Side-On Arc Spectroscopy

J. B. Shumaker, Jr., and C. R. Yokley

An analog computer which solves Abel's integral equation is described and its application to the side-on

spectroscopic study of high-current arcs is illustrated. By its use radially resolved spectra of cylindrically

sjTnmetric inhomogeneous sources are obtained with the same speed and simplicity as are spectra of ho-

mogeneous sources. Comparison of N I transition probability measurements using this computer with

those using conventional numerical radial resolution techniques indicates that the computer errors are

negligible.

Introduction

In the spectroscopic study of cylindrically symmetric

arcs and flames spectroscopic observations are often

carried out on a small cross-section of the light source

in a direction perpendicular to its axis. Such "side-on"

measurements include contributions from the outer,

cooler regions of the source as well as from the hot core.

In order to separate the contributions of the different

radial zones and to obtain the true radial characteristics

of the source, one of numerous graphical or numerical

procedures for solving Abel's integral equation^"^ is

resorted to. The purpose of the present paper is to

present the results of some high current arc spectro-

scopic experiments in which a specialized analog

computer' has been applied to the Abel integral prob-

lem and to estimate the computer accuracy by compari-

son with the results of experiments in which numerical

inversion procedures were employed.

The analog computer has been designed to produce

true radially resolved spectra in a continuous instan-

taneous manner while the spectrum is being scanned

in wavelength. The operating principle involves

causing an image of the light source to be driven

repeatedly across the entrance slit of a scanning spec-

trometer by means of a rapidly rotating prism. The
waveform of the resulting train of photomultiplier

pulses is then Fourier-analyzed by the computer and the

Fouriej amplitudes continuously weighted and summed
to produce a recorder trace of the spectrum appropriate

to the desired radial position.

For optically thin sources the equation relating the

observed side-on arc profile, F(ar), and the true radial

The authors are with the National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D.C.

Received 1 November 1962.

distribution of intensity, G(r), is the familiar Abel

integral equation

G{r) rdr
, ,

f(x) = 2 )J.
, (1)

Jx V'-' -

with the solution

dV{x)
^—;— dx

1 dx
G{T) = — . ' (2)

where R is any point beyond the edge of the arc such

that F{R) = G{R) = 0. The computer approximates

F{x) by a six-terra Fourier expansion

6

Fn cos , (3)

using only cosine functions because the arc is sym-

metric about its center. With this substitution

(2) becomes

1
^

K
I

j*l sin W7r«

/
dt. (4)

P = r/R

The integrals A„(p) have been evaluated numerically*

for values of p at intervals of 0.05 between 0 and 1

.

Computer Description

A simplified block diagram of the computer is shown

in Fig. 1. The image of the arc is moved across the

slit of the spectrometer 100 times per second by means

of a rotating prism. The resulting photomultiplier

current wave train is amplified by the current amplifier

and applied to a bank of T-section filters tuned to
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of essential elements of computer.

A—cylindrically symmetric light source. L—-varifocal lens.

P—rotating prism. S—spectrometer. E—exit slit photomulti-

plier. C—-current amplifier. F—filters and amplitude and

phase correcting amplifiers. PF—-peak followers. LC—hnear

combiner. R—-recorder.

100, 200, 600 cps. Following each of the six filters is

an amplifier which corrects for filter losses and phase

shifts and multiplies the signal by n = ;^/100, where v

is the channel frequency. A peak follower in each

channel then furnishes a dc voltage equal to the maxi-

mum positive excursion of the sinusoidal signal over

the previous few cycles. These dc voltages are the

absolute values of the Fourier amplitudes F„ of Eq. (3)

multiplied by n. The products nF„ are rendered

positive or negative by means of toggle switches, with

the proper signs being determined by visual comparison

of the corrected filtered sinusoidal signals with the

100-cps component by means of an oscilloscope.*

The only purpose of the phase correction of the filtered

signals is to facilitate this comparison. The dc voltages

representing the nF„ are then multiplied by the coef-

ficients A nip) and added [or subtracted according to

the product of the signs of F„ and An{p)] in the final

linear combiner to give

1

RG{pR). (5)

The coefficients An(p) are introduced into the linear

combiner by means of a set of input resistors which are

assembled as plug-in units for the different values of

p. The time constants of the circuit elements involved

were chosen to be less than the 0.2-sec time constant

of the recorder employed.

* Additional circuits by means of which this sign sensing and
switching can be performed automatically are described in ref. 9.

In the experiments described here the Fourier signs did not change

during the wavelength scans, so the toggle switches, once set,

never needed to be changed.

The factor R in Eq. (5) is the distance in the arc

represented by one-half the distance between centers of

successive arc images passing across the entrance slit

of the spectrometer. It is calculated from the magni-

fication of the optical imaging system and the maximum
displacement caused by the rotating prism. This

displacement, in turn, is calculated from the geometry

and index of refraction of the prism.

The accuracy with which a particular side-on arc

profile can be fitted with six Fourier terms depends

upon the value of R used. By means of a varifocal

lens the magnification of the optical system is adjusted

to provide a near optimum value of R for each set of

experimental conditions. Fortunately, this is ordinarily

not very critical, and a suitable magnification can quickly

be found by inspection of the current amplifier output

signal on an oscilloscope. The only important criterion

appears to be that successive arc images not be per-

mitted to overlap.

The intensity calibration of the spectra on an absolute

basis is accomplished in two steps. First, with the

prism held stationary, the optics and photomultiplier

are calibrated by replacing the arc source by a calibrated

standard tungsten strip lamp and measuring the dc

photomultiplier current at each wavelength of interest.

Then by means of a sine wave generator tuned to the

operating frequency (100 cps) in series with a precision

resistor (10* ft) a known sinusoidal current is applied

to the computer in lieu of the photomr' 'plier input,

and the recorder output then provides the necessary

calibration of the electronics.

W*W firW

Fig. 2. Nitrogen spectrum in the neighborhood of the 4935-

4915 A NI multiplet obtained at r = 0.055 cm in a 50-A atmos-

pheric pressure nitrogen arc for three different values of the

Fourier period 2R.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of radially resolved spectrum at r = 0

(solid curve) with unresolved spectrum at x = 0 (dashed curve).

Experimental

Because of the difficulty of producing a test light

source with a known spatial variation suitable for an

absolute test of over-all computer performance it

was decided to make an operational test of the computer

by comparing spectroscopic measurements made by

this method with those using conventional numerical

computational methods. For this purpose a remeasure-

ment of the transition probability of the NI 4935A-

4915 A multiplet was chosen since this should be a

constant independent of arc current, radial point of

measurement, and any other da.y-to-day arc variations.

The method of transition probability measurement

employed was that described earlier^" in which a trace

of hydrogen is introduced into the arc for diagnostic

purposes.

High-current wall stabilized arcs"'^^ were used to

excite the spectra studied here. The channel diameter

was 4.76 mm, and the working gas was nitrogen and

mixtures of nitrogen with about 1% ammonia at a

total pressure of 1 atm. Argon blanketed the elec-

trodes but as no trace of argon (or other contaminants)

was observed spectroscopically the maximum argon

impurity level is estimated to be well below 1%.
A simple preliminary test of the computer was made

to determine how critical the value of R is for a good

six-term Fourier fit of an actual arc profile. The result

of such a test is shown in Fig. 2 where the satisfying

invariance of the results of the computer inversion to

the choice of the distance R is clear. In this case the

value of R below which some overlapping of successive

signals appears to begin was about 0.15 cm. The
noise in this experiment appears to be radiation noise

in the low level signals which resulted from the use of

small slits (50 m by 2 mm high) and a small solid angle

(1.8 X 10~^ sterad) for collecting the light emitted

by the arc. The dependence of the radiation noise

level upon R in Fig. 2 is due to the fact that the amount

of light entering the spectrometer is inversely propor-

tional to the square of the linear magnification of the

optical system.

Figures 3-5 show the same spectral region of similar

arcs burning at 50 A with 1.2% NH3 added to the

nitrogen. The slit-widths used were 500 /x («2.5 A)

which accounts for the noise level being generally

lower than in Fig. 2 and for the shapes of the NI lines,

which are determined largely by the slit function.

Figure 3 compares the inverted spectrum obtained

from the computer for r = 0 with that given by a simple

side-on view directly across the center of the arc.

No vertical scale is given since the two curves are

dimensionally different. The distortion of the line

shape of by the outer regions of the arc can clearly

be seen in the case of the untreated profile. This

effect is not seen in the NI lines because of the

dominant instrumental broadening. Figure 4 shows

the computed spectrum at several different radii.

The experiment was repeated without the NH3 to

obtain background levels for careful Hp line-shape

measurements. Figure 5 shows an example of the

superposition of the spectra obtained in this way.

Spectrum pairs similar to Fig. 5 were obtained for the

spectra of Fig. 4* as well as for six other cases on two

additional separate occasions (each with an independent

intensity calibration) at currents of 50 and 100 A,

radial points 0.41 mm and 0.49 mm and with 500-ju

and 150-^i slits. Electron densities were obtained by
matching the Griem et aU^ theoretical Hp profiles to

the differences between the spectra with and without

H„486IA'

WAVELENGTH,

A

Fig. 4. Comparison of spectra obtained under identical arc

conditions at different radii.

* The spectrum pair at r = 1 .36 mm was not used because the

Hp line profile was too much distorted by the slit function to per-

mit a reliable electron density estimate.
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Fig. 5. Upper curve: Spectrum of nitrogen are containing

1.2% NHs at r = 0. Lower curve: Same spectrum a few minutes

later with the NH3 flow shut off.

the added ammonia as described previously. In

Fig. 6 the difference between the spectra of Fig. 5

is compared with the fitted theoretical profile. The

intensities of the 4935 A and 4915 A NI lines were

determined by integration and their transition proba-

bilities calculated using the electron densities derived

from the i/^-width measurements and the assumption

of local thermodynamic equilibrium.^" In these cal-

culations the lowering of the ionization potential was

estimated by the Debye approximation as recom-

mended by Griem.i^

Results

Table I presents the average values of the two transi-

tion probabilities obtained in this way together with

the standard deviation of the individual values of the

nine determinations. In the last column of Table I

Table I. Ss^ p - 4p 25° NI Transition Probabilities (sec"')

A Analog Abel inversion Numerical Abel inversion

4935 1.66 X 10«(s3.d. 12%) 1.73 X 108 (e .d. 12%)
4915 0.75 X 10«(f3.d. 13%) 0.77 X 10«(s •d. 8%)

are given comparison values obtained from 5 separate

experiments with a total of 41 determinations covering

the same range of radii and arc currents. The same

technique of using a trace of hydrogen was employed

but the Abel inversion was carried out numerically

using in one experiment a method similar to that of Barr*

and in the other four a modification of the method of

Freeman and Katz.^

There appear not only to be no significant dependence

of the measurement upon the means of solving the

Abel integral problem but also no significant dependence

upon arc current or upon the radial position of the

measurement—at least out to about 1 mm from the

axis which is the range covered bj'^ the data. These

transition probabilities are in good agreement with

those recently reported by Richter,^'' viz. 1.61 X 10^

sec-i for NI 4935 A and 0.63 X 10« sec-i for NI 4915 A.

In addition to the scatter of the measurements in-

dicated in Table I there are doubtless systematic errors

in the absolute intensity measurements, in the theo-

retical profiles, and in the assumption and treatment

of thermodynamic equilibrium. The maximum un-

certainty from these sources has been estimated as

30%.

Conclusion

By means of Fourier curve fitting using analog

computer techniques it is now possible to produce di-

rectly "homogeneous layer" recordings from a spectro-

meter viewing a cylindrically symmetric inhomogeneous

arc or flame from the side. A comparison of the results

of spectroscopic measurements using this computer

with those using numerical techniques for inverting

side-on observations shows no significant deterioration

of accuracy through its use. The indicated difference

between the two methods is about 4% with a standard

error of about 5%. Consequently, where additional

errors approaching this magnitude are tolerable the

computer offers an extremely attractive solution to the

time-consuming data handling and manipulation

drawbacks of quantitative side-on arc and flame spec-

troscopy. A particularly promising area for its ap-

plication is in the study of spectral line shapes which

are obtained at best only with great labor using numeri-

cal side-on resolution procedures.

3XlO'

4950 4900 4850 4800 4750

WAVELENGTH,

A

Fig. 6. Experimental profile (curve) obtained by sub-

traction of the two spectra of Fig. 5 and theoretical points cal-

culated for electron density = 7.3 X 10'' cm~^, temperature =

12,130°K, and a hydrogen to nitrogen atomic ratio of 0.037.
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Bibliography of Temperature Measurement

January 1953 to June 1960

Carl Halpern and Robert J. Moffat*

There are presented more than 500 references to the field of temperature measurement.
These references were collected from two general sources: Scientific and technical literature
and government reports. The period covered is from 1953 to June 1960, with some from
earUer dates. For convenience of the user, the references are divided into a number of

categories based on the type of instrument used. Some references to calibration of instru-
ments and to scientific theories, on which temperature measurement is based, are also
presented.

Introduction

The original version of this bibUography was
compUed in 1957 by Robert J. Moffat of the
Research Laboratories, General Motors Corpora-
tion, for the AE-2 Committee, Physical Measure-
ment Sensing, of the Society of Automotive
Engineers. Later, a Bibliography Subcommittee
was formed to keep abreast of the current litera-

ture, and supplements have been compiled by
Carl Halpern of the National Bureau of Standards.
George E. Glawe of the Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration;
and John W. Fulton, Wright Air Development
Division, U.S. Air Force, have also assisted in

furnishing references. Because of the favorable
response to and the continued demand for copies
of the bibliography and its supplements, it was
decided to issue it in a more permanent form for

wider circulation.

The material contained herein was collected
from two general sources: Scientific and technical
journals, and reports of investigations sponsored
or conducted by various governmental agencies.
These latter are mostly distinguished as ASTIA or
PB reports. ASTIA reports may be obtained
from the Armed Services Technical Information

•Research Laboratories, General Motors Corporation, Warren, Mich.

Agency, Arlington HaU Station, Arlington 12, Va.
PB reports designated as OTS may be obtained
from Office of Technical Services, U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Washington 25, D.C. ; those
designated as LC may be obtained from the
Library of Congress, Washington 25, D.C. Some
agencies such as the National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics and its successor the National
Aeronautical and Space Administration, Washing-
ton 25, D.C, issue their own reports.

The topicEil subdivisions are shown in the table

of contents. Each subdivision is arranged chro-

nologically and within the chronological sections,

alphabetically by author. "Anonymous" articles

appear at the end of each section. The period
covered is from January 1953 to June 1960 with
some earlier entries.

The journal abbreviations used are those em-
ployed in Chemical Abstracts. Volume numbers
are in bold-faced type and the date of issue is

given where page nvunbers do not run consecu-
tively throughout a given volume. Since the
year of issue appears at the head of each chron-
ological section, this is not repeated in the
individual references unless publication was in

more than one year. References made to unpub-
lished papers presented before various societies

are designated by the abbreviation M.P.
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Hogue, E. Walters, Factors affecting the precision and
accuracy of an absolute noise thermometer, ASTIA
AD-46 864 (July).

Kuhns, P. W., Determination of flame temperatures from
2000 to 3000° R by microwave absorption, Natl. Ad-
visory Comm. Aeronaut. Tech. Note 3254.

Livengood, J. C, T. P. Rona, and J. J. Baruch, Ultra-
sonic temperature measurement in internal combustion
engine chamber, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 26, No. 5, 824
(Sept.).

Lucier, John J., Measurement of peak temperatures with
thermal sensitive indicators, ASTIA AD-47 530 (June).

Schweitzer, T. J., R. Kadesch and others, Measurement
of compression temperatures in spark-ignition engines,
ASTIA AD-52 637 (Aug.).

Tell-tale colors make temperature visible. Steel 135, No.
19, 105 (Nov. 8).

1955

Tyroler, Jesse F., Bibliography of methods of measuring
the temperature of pyrotechnic flames, ASTIA AD-68
346 (July).

Instantaneous temperature measurements: the develop-
ment of methods for measuring end-gas temperatures in

internal combustion engines, ASTIA AD-78 600.
Yes, you can now use paper thermometers, Safety Mainte-

nance and Production 110, 534 (July).

1956

Dehn, R., new method for measurement of rapid fluctu-
ations of temperature, Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 7, No. 4, 144
(Apr.j

.

Wolten, G. M., Power engineering handbook; temperature
by chemical signal. Power Eng. 60, 96 (May).

First report, high pressure research (Noise thermometer),
PB 120667 (LC) (June).

Second report, high pressure research (Noise thermom-
eter), PB 120668 (LC) (June).

1957

Edels, H., and D. Whittaker, The determination of arc
temperatures from shock velocities, Proc. Roy. Soc.
(London) A340, 54.

Gibson, F. C, M. L. Bowser, et al.. Use of an electro-
optical method to determine detonation temperatures
in high explosives, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 628.

Hoenig, S. A., Use of a constant current hot wire for the
measurement of extreme temperatures, Rev. Sci. Instr.

29, 704 (Aug.).
Koch, W., and D. Kaplan, Rhodium-plated katather-
mometer for measuring true air velocity, J. Sci. Instr.

38, 8 (Jan.).

Livengood, J. C, C. F. Taylor, and P. C. Wu, Measure-
ment of gas temperature in an engine by the velocity of
sound method, S.A.E. Trans. 66, 683.

Savet, P. H., On a stationary temperature separating
device used as a measuring and cooling/heating appa-
ratus, Abstract, Mech. Eng. 80, 110 (June).

Scott, D. S., Measure gas temperature with a flow meter,
Chem. Eng. 65, 161 (Nov.).

Simmons, F. S., and A. G. De Bell, Photographic technique
for measuring temperatures in luminous rocket exhaust
flames, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 48, 717.

Stow, R. W., Rapid high-sensitivity recording thermom-
eter, Rev. Sci. Instr. 29, 774 (Sept.).

Film tells flame temperature, Chem. Eng. 65, 64 (Jan.).

1959

Cammerer, J. S., Measurement of temperatures and heat
quantities by electronic counters, AUgem. Warmtech.
9, 49.

Fink, H. J., A new absolute noise thermometer at low
temperatures, Can. J. Phys. 37, 1397.

Mouly, R. J., Impedance bridge for surface temperature
measurement, Commun. and Electronics, 388 (Summer).

Patrones, E. T., Jr., et al.. Low-temperature thermal noise
thermometer, Rev. Sci. Instr. 30, 578 (July).

Pursey, H. and E. C. Pyatt, Measurement of equivalent
noise resistance of a noise thermometer amplifier, J. Sci.

Instr. 36, 260 (June).
Simmons, F. S., and A. G. De Bell, Photographic pyrom-

etry of rocket exhaust jets, Aircraft Eng. 31, 144.

Thureau, P., A method of measuring temperature utilizing

the thermal sensibility of fluorescent colors. Pubis, sci.

et tech. ministere air (France) No. 349.
Townsend, A. A., The analysis of temperature fluctuations
by pulse-counting techniques, J. Fluid Mechanics, 261
(Aug.).

I have found a better paint thermometer, Ind. Finishing
(Indianapolis) 35, 67 (Feb.).

1960

Burk, D. L., Ratio pyrometer, Instr. Control Systems 33,
64 (Jan.).

Lucier, J. G., Measurement of peak temperatures with
thermal-sensitive indicators, PB 130397 (LC).

Moen, W. K., Surface temperature measurements, Instr.

Control Systems 33, 70 (Jan.j.

Scanlon, W. W., L. G. Mundie, and P. W. Shadle, Tem-
perature measurement with lead sulfide cells, PB 145030
(LC).

8. Special Applications, Method Not Specified
in Title

1953

Brownlee, A. L., and H. E. Brown, Generator stator copper
temperature indicator. Trans. Am. Inst. Elec. Engrs.
72, Part 1, No. 9, 676 (Nov.).

Chenoweth, J. M., et al.. Gun barrel measurements involve
rapidly fluctuating temperatures, Instruments 36, 1714
(Nov.).

Grunfeld, C, Jr., Instruments for the measurement of

local flame temperatures in high velocity streams,
PB 122972 (LC) ; ASTIA AD-17 396.
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Pleuthner, Richard L., and James P. Welsfi, Manual of

standard temperature measuring techniques, units,

and terminology for miniaturized electronic equipment,
ASTIA AD-49 485 (June).

Potter, J. H., and R. B. Dillaway, Investigation of flame
temperatures in a single cylinder spark ignition engine,

Trans. Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs. 75, 1311 (Oct.).

Samberts, K., Temperature measurements in a dielectric

field, Abhandl. braunschweig. wiss. Ges. 5, 187.

Werner, F. D., R. E. Keppel, and M. A. Bernards, Design
and performance studies for improved multiple-shielded
total temperature probes, U.S. Air Force Wright Air
Development Center Tech. Rept. 53-194, PB 133014.

1954

Bauserman, G. W., C. H. Prien, and T. Zandstra, Deter-
mination of transient flame termperatures. Rev. Sci.

Instr. 25, No. 7, 640 (July).

Biancheria, A., and G. Kegeles, Thermodynamic measure-
ments of ultracentrifuge rotor temperature, J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 76, No. 14, 3737 (July 20).

Booth, A., Improved methods of temperature indication

for a-c generators, Metropolitan-Vickers Gaz. 35, No.
418, 257 (May).

Decker, G. E., and R. D. Stiehler, Temperature measure-
ments in Mooney viscosemeter. Am. Soc. Testing
Materials Bull. No. 195, 45 (Jan.).

Freedman, R., and E. Burke, Measurement of temperature
distribution in a low pressure flat flame, J. Chem. Phys.
32, 824 (May;.

Hildenbrand, D. L., A. G. Wittaker, and C. B. Euston,
Burning rate studies. Measurement of the temperature
distribution in burning liquid strands, ASTIA AD-71
582.

Hudson, D. C, and W. T. Sweeney, Temperatures
developed in rotating dental cutting tool, PB 116920
(LC) (Oct.).

Lewis, D. M., Techniques for investigation of thermal
conditions in continuous casting, J. Inst. Metals 83,
Part 8, 395 (Apr.).

Oriani, R. A., and T. S. Jones, Apparatus for determining
solidus temperatures of high melting alloys, Rev. Sci.

Instr. 35, No. 3, 248 (Mar.).
Reingold, I. and K. Garofif, Measurement of the gas tempera-

ture of a low-pressure rf discharge, J. Appl. Phys. 35,
15 (Apr.).

Roberts, L. D., and J. W. T. Dobbs, Production and
measurement of temperature below IK, J. Instr. Soc.
Am. 1, No. 10, 25 (Oct.).

Schwartz, Herman, Three temperature probes for measuring
ambient air temperatures in clear air and clouds,

ASTIA AD-59 679 (Sept.).

Spencer, N. W., et al.. Rocket instrumentation for reliable

upper-atmosphere temperature determinations, Proc.
IRE. 43, 1104 ("July).

Tretethers, L., Measurement of mean fluid temperatures,
Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs. M.P. 54-A-135.

National Bureau of Standards whirling thermometer takes
turbine's temperature. Machine Design 36, 41 (Dec).

Remote indication of turbine blade temperature, Auto-
motive Inds. Ill, 71 (Dec. 15).

Turbine-blade temperature telemeter, Instr. and Auto-
mation 37, No. 12, 1958 (Dec).

1955

Baker, D. I., Mixture ratio and temperature survey of
ammonia-oxygen rocket motor combustion chambers,
Jet Propulsion 35, No. 5, 217 (May).

Dahl, A. I., Probe for steam temperature measurements,
J. Instr. Soc. Am. 3, No. 4, 108 (Apr.).

Evans, J. C, It takes rugged instruments to measure 325
degrees below zero. Oil Gas J. 53, No. 47, 123 (Mar. 28).

Garvitch, Z. S., Field instrument for measuring temper-
ature of natural boiling pools, J. Sci. Instr. 33, No. 7,

261 (July).

Gerbitz, D. D., and J. S. Ewing, Correlation of temperature
measurements on d-c armatures. Trans. Am. Inst.
Elec Engrs. 74, Part 3, No. 18 (June).

Giedt, W. H., Determination of transient temperatures and
heat transfer at gas-metal interface applied to 40 mm
gun barrel. Jet Propulsion 35, No. 4, 158 (Apr.).

Goodall, A., Open-hearth immersion pyrometers, J. Iron
Steel Inst. 180, Part 3, 247 (July).

Greene, C R., Temperature profiles throughout cigarettes,
cigars, and pipes. Science 133, 5145 (Sept. 16).

Koletsky, H., Temperature indicator for aircraft engines.
Electronics 38, 129 (Nov.).

Pease, R. S., Measurement of specimen temperatures in a
high temperature X-ray powder camera, J. Sci Instr.

33, 476 (Dec).
Swenson, C. A., R. H. Stahl, and others. Measurement
and control of low temperatures, ASTIA AD-82 757.

Willman, B. T., J. E. Brock, W. L. Sibbitt, and G. A.
Hawkins, Measurement of gun barrel temperatures,
Instr. and Automation 38, No. 1, 106 (Jan.).

Best way to measure tube temperature? Power 99, 138
(Apr.).

Steam temperature measurements, Elec. J. 155, 2089
(Dec. 23).

1956

Belansky, A. M., and C. F. Peck, Jr., Roll temperature
study on hot strip mill. Iron Steel Engr. 33, 62 (Mar.).

Cushman, R., Cornell instruments for shock tubes. Avia-
tion Week 65, 255 (Oct. 29).

Fink, R., Checking and recording metal temperatures.
Foundry 84, No. 6, 142 (June).

Grosh, R. J., and E. A. Trabant, Arc welding temperatures.
Welding J. (N.Y.) 35, S396 (Aug).

Lucas, D. H., and M. E. Peplow, Measurement of steam
temperatures in power stations, Proc. Inst. Elec. Engra.
(London) 103, Part A (Apr.).

Pavlides, P. K., In-service temperature measurement of the
amortisseur windings of large frequency changers, Elec.
Eng. 75, 1091 (Dec).

Rickey, G. G., et al.. Temperature studies of the air in a
truck tire. Rubber Age 79, 273 (May).

Device measures 400,000° F, J. Franklin Inst. 361, 682
(June)

.

1957

Gill, T. P., Some problem in low-temperature pyrometry,
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 47, 1000.

Halsall, J. R., Some aspects of process control instrumen-
tation, J. Brit. Inst. Radio Engrs. 17, 551.

Sachse, H. B., Temperature measurements near absolute
zero, Electronic Inds. Tele-Tech 16, 58 (Sept.).

West, W. C, Jr., Ways to control temperature accurately
and economically, Precision Metal Molding 15, 79
(Nov.).

1958

Clark, D. D., Thermometer for high-speed aircraft, J. Sci.

Instr. 35, 433 (Dec).
Flanigan, F. M., and J. O. Gonzales, Transient temperature

sensing equipment, PB 132106 (LC).
Giedt, W. H., Temperature measurements in solids,

Product Eng. 39, 65 (July 21).

Hall, J. G., and A Hertzberg, Recent advances in transient
surface temperature thermometry. Jet Propulsion 38,
719.

Henshaw, D. H., and D. F. Daw, Design of total temper-
ature probes, PB 126980 (LC).

Hett, J. H., Measurement of temperatures of pulsating
burning gases, PB 131861 (OTS).

Krause, L. N., R. C. Johnson, and G. E. Glawe, A cooled-
gas pyrometer for use in high temperature gas streams,
Natl. Advisory Comm. Aeronaut. Tech. Note 4383.

Neher, I. E., Determination of temperature in high-
temperature, high velocity gases. Arch. tech. Messen
Lfg. 370, 133.

Rothe, C. F., Simple surface thermometer. Rev. Sci.

Instr. 39, 436 (May).
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Sanders, V. D., Review of high-temperature, immersion
thermal sensing devices for in-flight control, Rev. Sci.

Instr. 29, 917 (Nov.).
Warshawsky, I., Measurements of rocket exhaust-gas

temperatures, ISA Journal 5, 91 (Nov.).
Werner, T. D., Total temperature measurement, Abstract,

Mech. Eng. 80, 110 (June).

1959

Culpin, M. F., and D. M. Jones, Measurement of the
temperature of a running thread hne, J. Sci. Instr. 3C,
22 (Jan.).

Kennedy, R. H., Tunnel kiln temperature measurement,
Am. Ceram. Soc. Bull. 38, 45 (Feb.).

Kitchen, B. G., Precise measurement of process tempera-
ture differences, ISA Journal 0, 39 (Feb.).

Krause, L. N., et al., Cooled-gas pyrometer for use in

high-temperature gas streams. Control Eng. 6, 185
(Mar.).

Pattison, J. R., Ingot surface-temperature measurement
in forging furnaces, J. Iron Steel Inst. (London) 191,
163 (Feb.).

Pattison, J. R., Ingot surface-temperature measurement
in induction hardening, Metallurgia 59, 86 (Feb.).

Sandhn, B. J., and J. C. Thompson, Precision thermometer
system for the liquid helium region. Rev. Sci. Instr. 30,
659 (Aug.).

Sebulkin, M., Total-temperature probe for high-tempera-
ture boundary-layer measurements, J. Aero/Space Sci.

36, 458 (July).

9. Nuclear Applications of Temperature
Measurement

1945

Barbaras, G., et al.. Design and construction of boron
coated thermopiles for use in neutron fields, U.S. Atomic
Energy Comm. AECD-2975, Univ. of Chicago (Feb.).

1947

LaGrafT, J. Modifications in compound 10 couple copper-
constantan thermocouple used for determination of

hydrogen fluoride in uranium hexafluoride, U.S. Atomic
Energy Comm. K-106 (OTS) (Dec).

1949

Barbaras, G., J. Farr, and J. Kuranz, Design and construc-
tion of boron coated thermopiles for use in neutron flelds,

U.S. Atomic Energy Comm. AECD-2985 (OTS) (Feb.).

1950

Wilkinson, P. E., and G. O. Whitman, High temperature
ion source and Thermohn development for stable isotope
production, U.S. Atomic Energy Comm. Y-705 (OTS)
(Dec).

1954

Thermocouple developed for nuclear reactor, Elec. World
142, 130 (July) 12.

Thermocouple for atomic reactors. Materials and Methods
40, 226 (July).

Thermocouple measures temperatures in nuclear reactor,

Iron Age 173, 170 (May 6).

1956

Replogle, F. S., Jr., Stacked-disk neutron thermopile, PB
120026 (LC) (June).

Yockez, Y. P., Use of thermocouples in a radiation fleld,

Phys. Rev. 101, 1426 (Feb. 15).

Annual progress report under contract N5 ORI-07876,
NR 025-164 M.I.T. (Neutron Sensitive Thermopile and
Assoc. Equip.), PB 119650 (LC) (June).

1957

Cohen, P., Reliability of PWR fuel element thermocouples
at high pH with LiOH, Westinghouse At. Power Divi-
sion Rept. WAPD-CDA-126 (Dec).

F. R. Sias, Resistance thermometer for nuclear-reactor
service, Nucleonics 15, No. 8, 75.

1958

Palladino, N. J., PWR seed metal thermocouples, West-
inghouse At. Power Division Rept. WAPD-PWR-RD
603 (May).

1959

De Lorenzo, J. T., Thermocouple design and test program
for reactor projects, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Rept. ORNL-2686 (May).

10. Associated Equipment and Testing
Procedure

1953

Bailey, C. M., Jr., and A. I. Dahl, Vibration tests of ther-
mocouples, U.S. Air Force Wright Air Development
Center Tech. Rept. 53-340, PB 134797 (LC).

Dahl, A. I., and E. F. Fiock, Circuitry errors of ladder-
type thermocouple-harness assemblies, U.S. Air Force
Wright Air Development Center Tech. Rept. 53-4, PB
135243 (LC).

1954

Higgins, S. P., and J. R. Kein, Thermal sine wave appara-
tus for testing industrial thermometers. Am. Soc. Mech.
Engrs. M.P. 54r-SA-20.

Looney, R., Thermal sine wave generator for speed of
response studies. Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs. M.P. 54-SA-
28.

Lytle, E. A. L., A portable potentiometer for measuring
the emfs of thermocouples, ASTIA AD-50 058 (Oct.).

Sherman, A., Thermocouple circuit restorer, Instr. and
Automation 27, No. 1, 124 (Jan.).

Welch, J. H., Simple microscope attachment for observing
high-temperature phenomena, J. Sci. Instr. 31, No. 12,
458 (Dec).

1955

Jones, D. H., Device improves thermocouple pyrometer
operation, Iron Age 176, 108 (Dec 15).

Kauffman, A. B., Telemetered temperatures, Instr. and
Automation 28, No. 8, 1320 (Aug.).

Walter, L., Pyrometry—some suggestions for maintenance.
Steel Processing 41, 435 (July).

Thermophil thermometer; portable electronic instrument.
Automobile Eng. 45, 459 (Nov.).

1956

Malmberg, P. R., and' C. G. Matland, Thermistor tem-
perature control, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27, 136.

Morris, P. R., Inductance-type thermocouple tester, Instr.
and Automation 29, 2217 (Nov.).

Premak, W., Gouy modulator for thermocouples, Rev.
Sci. Instr. 27, 877 (Oct.).

Robertson, G. R., Design and operation of a thermometer
comparator, J. Chem. Educ. 33, 40 (Jan.).

Zeffert, D. M., and R. E. Witherspoon, Thermistor tem-
perature recorder. Anal. Chem. 28, 1701.

1957

Proctor, C. M., Principles of laboratory temperature con-
trol, PB 121120 (OTS) (May).

Stainless steel collector ring for exhaust gas thermo-
couples, Machinery (N.Y.) 63, 159 (Aug.); J. Franklin
Inst. 264, 300.
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1958

Durgin, G. E., Tester checks thermocouples without flame
ISA Journal 5, 57 (Mar.).

Gordov, A. N., et al., New equipment for checking heat-
power instruments, Measurement Techniques No. 6,
674.

Hermach, F. L., Definition and measurement of the time
constant and response time of thermal converters,
Commun. and Electronics, 277 (July).

Morphew, K. L., The performance of thermally inert
metal blocks as cold junction enclosures for thermo-
couples, Elec. Energy Z, 172 (May).

Robinson, W. M., and F. H. Allen, Flange-inserted ther-
mowell easy to install, Chem. Eng. C5, 125 (Dec).

Roeser, W. F., and S. T. Lonberger, Methods of testing
thermocouples and thermocouple materials, Nat. Bur.
Standards (U.S.) Cir. No. 590 (Feb.).

Trigger, K. J., R. K. Campbell, and B. T. Chao, A tool-
work-thermocouple compensating circuit. Trans. Am.
Soc. Mech. Engrs. 80, 302.

Ziegler, J., Thermocouple compensating using a thermistor,
Australian J. Instr. Technol. 14, 146.

1959

Burwen, R. S., Amplifiers for strain gages and thermo-
couples. Electronics 32, 43 (July 24).

Dickinson, T. A., Soldering Chromel and Alumel wire,
Wire and Wire Products M, 469 (Apr.).

Lovejoy, D. R., H. J. Kostkowski, H. Kunz, and H.
Wagenbreth, Standardization of W-filament lamps,
Proces-verbaux stances, Comite intern, poids et mesures,
Ser. 2, 26A, T133.

Specht, H., Apparatus for the welding of thin thermo-
couples, Z. Metallk. 50, 36 (Jan.).

Tramposch, H., et al.. Rapid scanning system for recording
thermocouple outputs, ASTM Bull., 41 (May).

Improved thermal, electrical layout ups radiation pyrom-
eter accuracy, stability, Machine Design 31, 134 (Oct.

1).

Sleeve guards thermocouple against thermal shock. Steel

144, 89 (June 22).

1960

Bochkov, F. v., Study of the properties of protective
shields for thermocouples, Ogneupory 25, 39.

11. General

1950

Baker, H. D., Manual on thermometry; with emphasis on
thermocouple techniques. United Aircraft Corp., East
Hartford.

Weber, R. L., Heat and temperature measurement,
Prentice Hall, New York, N.Y.

1955

Barry, H., Temperature measuring instruments. Metal
Ind. (N.Y.) 86, No. 25, 537 (June 24).

Clement, J. R., J. K. Logan, and J. Faggney, An examina-
tion of the 1948 liquid helium vapor pressure-tempera-
ture scale, ASTIA AD-62 277 (May).

Leon, K. S., and W. L. Harries, Temperature transducers
PB 121296 (OTS) (June).

Temperature, its measurement and control in science and
industry, American Inst, of Physics, Reinhold Publ,
Corp., New York, N.Y., Vol 1—1941; Vol 2—1955.

1956

Ambler, E., and R. P. Hudson, Examination of the helium
vapor-pressure scale of temperature using a magnetic
thermometer, J. Research Nat. Bur. Standards 66,
99 (Feb.).

Finkelstein, V. E., E. S. Shpiegelman, and V. V. Kandyba,
Pirometry E0P-51M i OP-48M dlia izmereniia tempera-
tury do 6000° C, Zemer. Tekh. 1, 52 (Sept.).

Godridge, A. M., R. Jackson, and G. G. Thurlow, Indus-
trial measurements of gas temperature, Trans. Soc.
Instr. Tech. 8, 103 (Sept.).

Herzfeld, C. M., A study of basic limitations to the con-
cept and measurement of temperature; incomplete
equilibrium, ASTIA AD-85 386 (Jan.).

Kandyba, V. V., Instruments for accurate measurement of
high temperature, Izmer. Tekh. 1, 36.

Land, T., Recent developments in temperature measure-
ment and control. Met. Rev. 1, Part 2, 271.

Lindorf, H., Technical temperature measurements, Verlag
W. Girardet, Essen, Germany.

Panel discussion on pyrometric practices, Am. Soc. Testing
Materials—Special Tech. Pub. No. 178.

British pyrometer progress, Brit. Steelmaker 22, No. 12,
358 (Dec).

1957

Beede, H. M., High-temperature measurements of gas
streams in turbo-machinery, Instr. and Automation
30, 1896.

Moreau, H., J. A. Hall, and V. M. Leaver, Mercury in
quartz thermometers for very high accuracy, J. Sci.
Instr. 34, 147.

Oughton, H. G., Primary elements for temperature
measurement, Instr. Engr. 2, 76 (Oct.).

Warshawsky, I., Pyrometry of high velocity gases, Sixth
Symposium (International) on Combustion, New
Haven, Connecticut, Reinhold Pub. Corp., New York,
N.Y. (1957), p. 739.

1951

Campbell, C. H., Modern pyrometry. Chemical Publ.
Co., New York.

Freeze, Paul D., Bibliography on the measurement of gas
temperature, Nat. Bur. Standards (U.S.) Cir. 513
(Aug. 20).

1953

Baker, H. D., E. A. Ryder, and N. H. Baker, Tempera-
ture measurement in engineering, Vol. I, John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Burton, E. J., and D. J. Weeks, Temperature measure-
ment, J. Inst. Fuel 26, No. 154, 260 (Nov.).

1954

Belcher, W. E., Jr., Donald Robertson, and W. F. Hicks,
Temperature measurements. Am. Soc. Metals (Oct.).

Keonjian, E., and J. S. Schaffner, Shaping charactei'istics

of temperature-sensitive elements. Trans. Am. Inst.

Elec. Engrs. 73, Part 1, No. 14, 396 (Sept.).

1958

Farber, E. A., Methods and systems used for temperature
measurement. Air Conditioning, Heating and Ventilat-
ing 55, 76 (July).

Hall, J. A., Accurate measurement of temperature. Re-
search 11, 147 (Apr.).

Herzfeld, C. M., New high-temperature measuring tech-
niques at National Bureau of Standards, Control Eng.
5, 30 (Nov.).

1959

Bingham, C. R., Temperature detectors. Electronics 32,
55 (July).

Foskett, A. C, Thermocouples for high temperature
measurement (a bibliography) , United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority, AERE—Bib. 125.

Humphreys, J. D., Radiation shielded thermometer de-
sign, Electronic Inds. 18, 102 (Mar.).
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Bibliography of Temperature Measurement

July 1960 to December 1962

Carl Halpern

(May 9, 1963)

There are presented in this supplement to NBS Monograph 27, "Bibliography of Tem-
perature Measurement, January 1953 to June 1960" issued April 6, 1961, about 700
additional references to the field of temperature measurement. The period covered is

from July 1960 to December 1962 with some earlier references which came to our
attention. The arrangement of material is the same as in Monograph 27, and the
journal abbreviations used are those employed in Chemical Abstracts.

Introduction

The material contained herein was collected

from two general sources : scientific and techni-

cal journals and reports of investigations spon-
sored or conducted by various governmental
agencies. English, German, and French journals
and translations in English of Russian journals
were covered as well as the more commonly used
abstract journals. Some references to material in

other languages, obtained from the abstract

journals, are also included. To obtain references

to governmental reports the following were con-

sulted : Technical Abstract Bulletin, Armed Serv-
ices Technical Information Agency (ASTIA)

;

U.S. Government Research Reports, Office of

Technical Information, U.S. Department of Com-
merce; and Scientific and Technical Aerospace
Reports, National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
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Bibliography of Temperature Measurement

January 1963 to December 1965

Lief 0. Olsen and Carl Halpern

There are presented in this supplement to NBS Monograph
27, "Bibliography of Temperature Measurement, January 1953 to

June 1960" issued April 6, 1961 and Supplement 1, July I960
to December 1962 issued September 13, i963, about 1200 addi-
tional references to the field of temperature measurement.
The period covered is from January 1963 to December 1965 with
some earlier references which came to our attention. With
the exception of Part 1 which has been changed to include theoryj
calibration and temperature scales, the arrangement of material
is the same as in Monograph 27. The journal abbreviations used
are those employed in Chemical Abstracts.

Key words; Temperature, thermometry, thermocouples,
thermistors, resistance thermometer, and radiation pyrometry

I NTRODUCTION

The materia! contained herein was collected from two general sources: scientific
and technical journals and reports of investigations sponsored or conducted by various
governmental agencies. English, German, and French journals and translations in Eng-
lish of Russian journals were covered as well as the more commonly used abstract jour-
nals. Some references to material in other languages, obtained from the abstract jour-
nals, are also included. To obtain references to governmental reports the following
were consulted: Technical abstract Bulletin, Armed Services Technical Information A-
gency; Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports, National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA); Nuclear Science Abstracts, United States Atomic Energy Commission;
and U.S. Government Research Reports, Office of Technical Information, U.S. Department
of Commerce. While reasonably complete coverage was intended, it is inevitable that
oversights and other unintentional omissions have occurred.

The topical subdivisions are shown in the table of contents. Each subdivision is

arranged chronologically and within the chronological sections, alphabetically by au-
thor. "Anonymous" articles appear at the end of each section.

The period covered is from January 1963 to December 1965 with some earlier entries
which had been overlooked in the original bibliography NBS Monograph 27 and its first
supp I emen t .

The journal abbreviations used are those employed in Chemical Abstracts. Volume
numbers are underlined and date of issue is given where page numbers do not run con-
secutively throughout a given volume. Since the year of issue apears at the head of
each chronological section, this is not repeated in the individual references.

Numbers prefixed by the letters AD refer to report numbers in the Technical Ab-
stract Bulletin; those by N63, N64, and N65 are identifying numbers in the Scientific
and Technical Aerospace Reports; and those by NSA refer to the report numbers in Nu-
clear Science Abstracts.
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Official SI Unit Names and Symbols
[For a complete statement of NBS practice, see

NBS Tech. News Bull. Vol. 52, No. 6, June 1968.]

Name Symbol

meter m
kilogram kg

second s

ampere A
kelvin i K
candela cd

radian rad

steradian sr

hertz Hz
lumen Im
lux Ix

Name Symbol

newton N
joule J

watt W
coulomb C
volt V
ohm 12

farad F
weber Wb
henry H
tesla T

Additional Names and Symbols approved for NBS use

curie 2 Ci

degree Celsius' °C
gram g

mho mho
mole mol

Siemens * S

> The same name and symbol are used for thermodynamic temperature and temperature interval. (Adopted by the 13th
General Conference on Weights & Measures, 1%7.)

2 Accepted by the General Conference on Weights & Measures for use with the SI.
' For expressing "Celsius temperature"; may also be used for a temperature interval.
Adopted by lEC and ISO.

Table for Converting U.S. Customary Units to Those of the International

System (SI)^

To relate various units customarily used in the United States to those of the International

System, the National Bureau of Standards uses the conversion factors listed in the "ASTM Metric

Practice Guide", NBS Handbook 102. These are based on international agreements effective July 1,

1959, between the national standards laboratories of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South
Africa, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

To convert from:

(1) inches to meters, multiply by 0.0254 exactly.

(2) feet to meters, multiply by 0.3048 exactly.

(3) feet (U.S. survey) to meters, multiply by 1200/3937 exactly.

(4) yards to meters, multiply by 0.9144 exactly.

(5) miles (U.S. statute) to meters, multiply by 1609.344 exactly.

(6) miles (international nautical) to meters, multiply by 1852 exactly.

(7) grains (1/7000 Ibm avoirdupois) to grams, multiply by 0.064 798 91 exactly.

(8) troy or apothecary ounces mass to grams, multiply by 31.103 48 . . .

(9) pounds-force (Ibf avoirdupois) to newtons, multiply by 4.448 222 . . .

(10) pounds-mass (Ibm avoirdupois) to kilograms, multiply by 0.453 592 . . .

(11) fluid ounces (U.S.) to cubic centimeters, multiply by 29.57 . . .

(12) gallons (U.S. liquid) to cubic meters, multiply by 0.003 785 . . .

(13) torr (mm Hg at O °C) to newtons per square meter, multiply by 133.322 exactly.

(14) millibars to newtons per square meter, multiply by 100 exactly.

(15) psi to newtons per square meter, multiply by 6894.757 . . .

(16) poise to newton-seconds per square meter, multiply by 0.1 exactly.

(17) stokes to square meters per second, multiply by 0.0001 exactly.

(18) degrees Fahrenheit to kelvins, use the relation <k = ('f+ 459.67) 1.8.

(19) degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, use the relation <c= (iF-32)/1.8.

(20) curies to disintegrations per second, multiply by 3.7 X 10'" exactly.

(21) roentgens to coulombs per kilogram, multiply by 2.579 760X10~* exactly.

' Systfeme International d'Unit^s (designated SI in all languages).




